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Preface

This volume contains articles accepted for presentation during The Intelligent
Information Processing and Web Mining Conference IIS:IIPWM'03 which
was held in Zakopane, Poland, on June 2-5, 2003. This conference extends a
series of 12 successful symposia on Intelligent Information Systems, organized
by the Institute of Computer Science of Polish Academy of Sciences, devoted
to new trends in (broadly understood) Artificial Intelligence.
The idea of organizing such meetings dates back to 1992. Our main intention guided the first, rather small-audience, workshop in the series was to
resume the results gained in Polish scientific centers as well as contrast them
with the research performed by Polish scientists working at the universities
in Europe and USA and their foreign collaborators. This idea proved to be
attractive enough that we decided to continue such meetings. As the years
went by, the workshops has transformed into regular symposia devoted to
such fields like Machine Learning, Knowledge Discovery, Natural Language
Processing, Knowledge Based Systems and Reasoning, and Soft Computing
(i.e. Fuzzy and Rough Sets, Bayesian Networks, Neural Networks and Evolutionary Algorithms). At present, about 50 papers prepared by researches
from Poland and other countries are usually presented.
This year conference is an attempt to draw a much broader international
audience on the one hand, and to devote much more attention to the newest
developments in the area of Artificial Intelligence. Therefore special calls for
contributions on artificial immune systems and search engines. In connection
with these and related issues, contributions were accepted, concerning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

immunogenetics
recommenders and text classifiers
natural language processing for search engines and other web applications
data mining and machine learning technologies
logics for artificial intelligence
time dimension in data mining
information extraction and web mining by machine
web services and ontologies
foundations of data mining
medical and other applications of data mining

The above-mentioned topics were partially due to four invited sessions
organized by F. Espozito, M. Hacid, J. Rauch and R. Swiniarski.
Out of an immense flow of submissions, the Program Committee has
selected only about 40 full papers for presentation and about a dozen of
posters.
On behalf of the Program Committee and of the Organizing Committee
we would like to thank all participants: computer scientists mathematicians,
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engineers, logicians and other interested researchers who found excitement
in advancing the area of intelligent systems. We hope that this volume of
IIS:IIPWM:S03 Proceeding will be a valuable reference work in your further
research.
We would like to thank the Programme Committee Members for their
effort in evaluating contributions and in making valuable suggestions both
concerning the scientific level and the organization of the Conference.
We would like to thank Mr. M. Wolinski for his immense effort in resolving
technical issues connected with the preparation of this volume.

Zakopane, Poland,
June 2003

Mieczyslaw A. Klopotek, Conference Co-Chair
Slawomir T. Wierzchon, Conference Co-Chair
KrzysztoJ Trojanowski, Organizing Committee Chair
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the submissions
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Part I
Immunogenetics

Model of the Immune System to Handle
Constraints in Evolutionary Algorithm
for Pareto Task Assignments
Jerzy Balicki and Zygmunt Kitowski
Computer Science Department, Naval University of Gdynia,
Smidowicza 69, 81-103 Gdynia, Poland
Abstract. In this paper, an evolutionary algorithm based on an immune system
activity to handle constraints is discussed for solving three-criteria optimisation
problem of finding a set of Pareto-suboptimal task assignments in parallel processing
systems. This approach deals with a modified genetic algorithm cooperating with a
main evolutionary algorithm. An immune system activity is emulated by a modified
genetic algorithm to handle constraints. Some numerical results are submitted.

1

Introduction

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are an unconstrained search technique and,
subsequently, have to exploit a supplementary procedure to incorporate constraints into fitness function in order to conduct the search correctly. An approach based on the penalty function is the most commonly used to respect
constraints, and there have been many successful applications of the penalty
function, mainly exterior, for finding a sub-optimal solution to an optimisation problem with one criterion. Likewise, the penalty technique is frequently
used to handle constraints in multi-criteria evolutionary algorithms to find
the Pareto-suboptimal outcomes [1]. However, penalty functions have some
familiar limitations, from which the most noteworthy is the complicatedness
to identify appropriate penalty coefficients [11].
Koziel and Michalewicz have proposed the homomorphous mappings as
the constraint-handling technique of EA to deal with parameter optimisation problems in order to avoid some impenetrability related to the penalty
function [11]. Then, Coello Coello and Cortes have designed a constrainedhandling scheme based on a model of the immune system to optimisation
problems with one criterion [2].
In this paper, we propose an improved model of the immune system to
handle constraints in multi-criteria optimisation problems. The problem that
is of interest to us is the new task assignment problem for a distributed
computer system. Both a workload of a bottleneck computer and the cost of
machines are minimized; in contrast, a reliability of the system is maximized.
Moreover, constraints related to memory limits, task assignment and computer locations are imposed on the feasible task assignment. Finally, an evoM. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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lutionary algorithm based on tabu search procedure and the immune system
model is proposed to provide task assignments to the distributed systems.

2

Models of immune system

The immune system can be seen, from the information processing perspectives, as a parallel and distributed adaptive system [2J. Learning, using memory, associative retrieval of information in recognition and classification, and
many local interactions provide, in consequence, fault tolerance, dynamism
and adaptability [5J. Some con-ceptual and mathematical models of these
properties of the immune system were constructed with the purpose of understanding its nature [1O,14J. A model of primary response in the presence
of a trespasser was discussed by Forrest et al. [7J. Moreover, the model of
secondary response related to memory was assembled by Smith [12J. Both
detectors and antigens were represented as strings of symbols in a small alphabet in the first computer model of the immune system by Farmer et al. [6J.
In addition, molecular bonds were represented by interactions among these
strings.
The model of immune network and the negative selection algorithm are
two main models in which most of the current work is based [8J. Moreover,
there are others used to simulate ability of the immune system to detect patterns in a noise environment, ability to discover and maintain diverse classes
of patterns and ability to learn effectively, even when not all the possible
types of invaders had been previously presented to the immune system [12J.
Jerne has applied differential equations to simulate the dynamics of the
lymphocytes by calculation the change of the concentration of lymphocytes'
clones [9J. Lymphocytes do not work in an isolated manner, but they work
as an interconnected network. On the other hand, the negative selection algorithm (NSA) for detection of changes has been developed by Forrest at el.
[7J. This algorithm is based on the discrimination principle that is used to
know what is a part of the immune system and what is not [8J. Detectors are
randomly generated to reduce those detectors that are not capable of recognising themselves. Subsequently, detector capable to identify trespassers is
kept. Change detection is performed probabilistically by the NSA. It is also
robust because it looks for any unknown action instead of just looking for
certain explicit pattern of changes.
In this paper, the NSA is used to handle constraints by dividing the contemporary population in two groups [2J. Feasible solutions called 'antigens'
create the first group, and the second group of individuals consists of 'antibodies" - infeasible solutions. Therefore, the NSA is applied to generate a set
of detectors that determine the state of constraints. We assume the fitness for
antibodies is equal to zero. Then, a randomly chosen antigen Q- is compared
against the a antibodies that were selected without replacement. Afterwards,
the distance S between the antigen G- and the antibody B- is calculated

Model of the Immune System
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due to the amount of similarity at the genotype level [2]:
M

S(C-,B-)

=

L

sm(C-,B-),

(1)

m=1

where

M - the length of the string representing the antigen C (the length of the
antibody B is the same),
Sm

=

{

1 if C;;,
0 in the other case '

m=1,M.

The fitness of the antibody with the highest matching magnitude S is
increased by adding its amount of similarity. The antibodies are returned
to the current population and the process of increasing the fitness of the
winner is repeated typically tree times the number of antibodies. Each time,
a randomly chosen antigen is compared against the same subset of antibodies.
Afterwards, a new population is constructed by reproduction, crossover
and mutation without calculations of fitness. Above process is repeated until a convergence of population or until a maximal number of iterations is
exceeded. Then, the final population of the NSA is returned to the external
evolutionary algorithm.
The negative selection algorithm is a modified genetic algorithm in which
infeasible solutions that are similar to feasible ones are preferred in the current
population. Although, almost all random selections are based on the uniform
distribution, the pressure is directed to improve the fitness of appropriate
infeasible solutions.
The measure of genotype similarity between antigen and antibody depends on the representation. The measure of similarity for the binary representation can be redefined for integer representation:
M

S'(C-, B-) =

L

j(C;;, - B;;,)j.

(2)

m=1

3

Negative selection algorithm with ranking procedure

The fact that the fitness of the winner is increased by adding the magnitude
of the similarity measure to the current value of fitness may pass over a
non-feasible solution with the relatively small value of this total measure.
However, some constraints may be satisfied by this solution. What is more,
if one constraint is exceeded and the others are performed, the value of a
similarity measure may be low for some cases. That is, the first of two similar
solutions, in genotype sense, may not satisfy this constraint and the second
one may satisfy it.
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For example, an antigen represented by the binary vector (1,0,0,0,0)
satisfies constraint x ;::=: 32; however, an antibody (0,0,0,0,1) with the magnitude of similarity equal to 3 does not satisfy this inequality constraint.
On the other hand, the antibody (0,1,1,1,1) has the amount of similarity to (1,0,0,0,0) equal to 0, and this antibody with the lower similarity to (1,0,0,0,0) than (0,0,0,0,1) is very close to satisfy the constraint
x;::=: 32. Therefore, the antibody (0,1,1,1,1) is supposed to be preferred than
(0,0,0,0,1), but the opposed preferences are incorporated in the above NSA
version.
To avoid this limitation of the NSA, we suggest introducing some distance
measures from the state of an antibody to the state of the selected antigen,
according to the constraints. The constraints that are of interest to us are,
as follows:

gk(X) ::; 0,

k = 1, K,

(3)

hl(x) = 0,

l = I,L.

(4)

Constraints (3) and (4) are included to the general non-linear programming
problem [1] as well as they are met in task assignment problem [13]. Especially, memory constraints belong to the class described by inequalities
(3). On the other hand, computer allocation constraints and task assignment
constraints fit in the class defined by the equalities (4).
The distance measures from the state of an antibody B to the state of
the selected antigen C are defined, as below:
n

= 1, N, N = K + L.

(5)
The distance fn(B-,C-) is supposed to be minimized for all constraint
numbers n. If the antibody B- is marked by the shorter distance fn(B-, C-)
to the selected antigen than the antibody C- , then B- ought to be preferred
than c- due to the improvement of the nth constraint. Moreover, if the antibody B- is characterized by the all shorter distances to the selected antigen
than the antibody C-, then B- should be preferred than c- due to the
improvement of the all constraints. However, it is possible to occur situations
when B- is characterized by the shorter distances for some constraints and
the antibody C- is marked by the shorter distances for the others. In this
case, it is difficult to select an antibody.
Therefore, we suggest introducing a ranking procedure to calculate fitness of antibodies and then to select the winners. A ranking idea for nondominated individuals has been introduced to avoid the prejudice of the interior Pareto alternatives.
Now, we adjust this procedure to the negative selection algorithm and a
subset of antibodies. Firstly, distances between antigen and antibodies are
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calculated. Then, the nondominated antibodies are determined according to
their distances, and after that, they get the rank 1. Subsequently, they are
temporary eliminated from the population. Next, the new nondominated antibodies are found from the reduced population and they get the rank 2. In
this procedure, the level is increased and it is repeated until the subset of
antibodies is exhausted. All non-dominated antibodies have the same reproduction fitness because of the equivalent rank.
If B- is the antibody with the rank r(B-) and 1 ::; r(B-) ::; r max , then
the increment of the fitness function value is estimated, as below:
(6)

Afterwards, the fitness of the all chosen antibodies are increased by adding
their increments. The antibodies are returned to the current population and
the process of increasing the fitness of antibodies is repeated typically tree
times the number of antibodies as it was in the previous version of the NSA.
Each time, a randomly chosen antigen is compared against the same subset of antibodies. Next, the same procedure as for the NSA is carried out.
Afterwards, a new population is constructed by reproduction, crossover and
mutation without calculations of fitness. Above process is repeated until a
convergence of population emerges or until a maximal number of iterations
is exceeded. Then, the final population of the negative selection algorithm is
returned to the external evolutionary algorithm.

4

Constrained multi-criterion task assignment problem

Let the negative selection algorithm with the ranking procedure be called
NSA+. To test its ability to handle constraints, we consider a new multicriteria optimisation problem for task assignment in a distributed computer
system.
Finding allocations of program modules may decrease the total time of a
program execution by taking a benefit of the particular properties of some
workstations or an advantage of the computer load. An adaptive evolutionary algorithm and an adaptive evolution strategy have been considered for
solving multiobjective optimisation problems related to task assignment that
minimize Zmax - a workload of a bottleneck computer and F2 - the cost
of machines [1]. The total numerical performance of workstations is another
criterion for assessment of task assignment and it has been involved to multicriteria task assignment problem in [1]. Moreover, a reliability R of the
system is an additional criterion that is important to assess the quality of a
task assignment.
In the considered problem, both a workload of a bottleneck computer and
the cost of machines are minimized; in contrast, a reliability of the system is
maximized. Moreover, constraints related to memory limits, task assignment
and computer locations are imposed on the feasible task assignment.
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A set of program modules {Ml"'" M m , ... , MM} communicated to each
others is considered among the coherent computer network with computers
located at the processing nodes from the set W = {WI, ... , Wi, ... , WI}. A
program module can be activated several times during the program lifetime
and with the program module runs are associated some processes (tasks). In
results, a set of program modules is mapped into the set of parallel performing
tasks {T1, ... , Tv, ... , Tv} [13].
Let the task Tv be executed on computers taken from the set of available
computer sorts II = {11"1, ... , 11"j, ... ,11" J }. The overhead performing time of
the task Tv by the computer 11"j is represented by an item t vj ' Let 11"j be
failed independently due to an exponential distribution with rate Aj. We do
not take into account of repair and recovery times for failed computer in
assessing the logical correctness of an allocation. Instead, we shall allocate
tasks to computers on which failures are least likely to occur during the
execution of tasks. Computers can be allocated to nodes and tasks can be
assigned to them in purpose to maximize the reliability function R defined,
as below:
V

R(x) =

I

J

II II II exp( -AjtvjX:x0),

(7)

11=1 i=1 )=1

where
x 7r
. ')

= { 1 if 11"j is assigned to the Wi,

xm

= { 1 if task Tv is assigned to Wi,

v,

0 in the other case,

0 in the other case,

m
m
m
x _[m
- Xll, ... ,xII,
... ,xvi,
... ,xVI'

1T
IT
'IT
1T
7r]T .
xll,···,xIJ,···,Xij,···,xIl,···,Xlj,···,xIJ
1'['"

A computer may be chosen several times from the set II to be assigned to
the node Wi and one computer is allocated to each node. On the other hand,
each task is allocated to any node.
A computer with the heaviest task load is the bottleneck machine in the
system, and its workload is a critical value that is supposed to be minimized
[1]. The workload Zmax(x) of the bottleneck computer for the allocation x is
provided by the subsequent formula:

(8)

where Tvuik - the total communication time between the task Tv assigned to
the ith node and the Tu assigned to the kth node.
Each computer should be equipped with necessary capacities of resources
for a program execution. Let the following memories ZI,"" ZTl ... , Z R be
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available in an entire system and let d jr be the capacity of memory Zr in the
workstation Pj . We assume the task Tv reserves Cvr units of memory Zr and
holds it during a program execution. Both values Cvr and djr are nonnegative
and limited.
The memory limit in a machine cannot be exceeded in the ith node, what
is written, as bellows:

v

J

L Cvr x : ::; L djrxij,
v=l
j=l

i

= 0,

r

= 1, R.

(9)

The other measure of the task assignment is a cost of computers [1]:
I

J

(10)

F2 (x) = LLKjXij,
i=l j=l

where Kj corresponds to the cost of the computer 'Frj.
The total computer cost is in conflict with the numerical performance
of a distributed system, because the cost of a computer usually depends on
the quality of its components. The faster computer or the higher reliability
of it, the more expensive one. Additionally, the workload of the bottleneck
computer is in conflict with the cost of the system. If the inexpensive and
non-high quality components are used, the load is moved to the high quality
ones and workload of the bottleneck computer increases.
In above new multiobjective optimisation problem related to task assignment, a workload of a bottleneck computer and the cost of machines are
minimized [1]. On the other hand, a reliability of the system and numerical
performance are maximized. Let (X, F, P) be the multi-criterion optimisation question for finding the representation of Pareto-optimal solutions. It is
established, as follows:
1) X - an admissible solution set
X

=

{x E

B1(V+J)

v

J

v=l

j=l

I LCvrx:::; Ldjrxij,
I

i

= 0, r =

1,R

J

v

= 1, Vj

L xij = 1,
j=l

i

=

° },

where B = {O, I}
2) F - a quality vector criterion F : X f---> 1R3 ,
where
IR - the set of real numbers,
F(x) = [-R(x), Zmax(x) , F2 (x)V for x E X,
R(x), Zmax(x), F2 (x) are calculated by (7),(8) and (10), respectively
3) P - the Pareto relationship [9]
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Tabu-based adaptive evolutionary algorithm using

NSA
An overview of evolutionary algorithms for multiobjective optimisation problems is submitted in [3,4]. Zitzler, Deb, and Thiele have tested an elitist
multi-criterion evolutionary algorithm with the concept of non-domination
in their strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm SPEA [15].
An analysis of the task assignments has been carried out for two evolutionary algorithms. The first one was an adaptive evolutionary algorithm
with tabu mutation AMEA+ [1]. Tabu search algorithm [13] was applied as
an additional mutation operator to decrease the workload of the bottleneck
computer. However, initial numerical examples indicated that obtained task
assignments have not satisfied constraints in many cases. Therefore, we suggest reducing this disadvantage by introducing a negative selection algorithm
with ranking procedure to improve the quality of obtained task assignments.
Better outcomes from the NSA are transformed into improving of solution
quality obtained by the adaptive multicriteria evolutionary algorithm with
tabu mutation AMEA *. This adaptive evolutionary algorithm with the NSA
(AMEA *) gives better results than the AMEA + (Fig. 1). After 200 generations, an average level of Pareto set obtaining is 1.4% for the AMEA*, 1.8%
for the AMEA+. 30 test preliminary populations were prepared, and each
algorithm starts 30 times from these populations. For integer constrained
coding of chromosomes there are 12 decision variables in the test optimisation problem. The search space consists of 25 600 solutions.

s[%]
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Fig. 1. Outcome convergence for the AMEA* and the AMEA+
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Concluding remarks

The tabu-based adaptive evolutionary algorithm with the negative selection
algorithm is an advanced technique for finding Pareto-optimal task allocations in a new three-objective optimisation problem with the maximisation
of the system reliability. Moreover, the workload of the bottleneck computer
and the cost of computers are minimized.
The negative selection algorithm can be used to handle constraints and
improve a quality of the outcomes obtained by an evolutionary algorithm.
Our future works will concern on a development the NSA and evolutionary
algorithms for finding Pareto-optimal solutions of the other multiobjective
optimisation problems.
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Abstract. The problem of parallel and distributed function optimization with coevolutionary algorithms is considered. Two coevolutionary algorithms are used for
this purpose and compared with sequential genetic algorithm (GA). The first coevolutionary algorithm called a loosely coupled genetic algorithm (LCGA) represents a
competitive coevolutionary approach to problem solving and is compared with another coevolutionary algoritm called cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm
(CCGA). The algorithms are applied for parallel and distributed optimization of
a number of test functions known in the area of evolutionary computation. We
show that both coevolutionary algorithms outperform a sequential GA. While both
LCGA and CCGA algorithms offer high quality solutions, they may compete to
outperform each other in some specific test optimization problems.

1

Introduction

The use of evolutionary computation (EC) techniques to evolve solutions of
both theoretical and real-life problems has seen a dramatic increase in popularity and success over last decade. The most popular and widely applied
EC technique was a sequential GA ([5]) which computational scheme is based
on a single population of individuals representing a single species. Development of parallel machines stimulated parallelization of a sequential GA and
resulted in two parallel EC techniques known respectively as island model
and diffusion model (see, e.g. [2]). These both models widely used today have
been still exploring a notion of a single species, but individuals representing
the species live in different subpopulations .
While these techniques are very effective in many applications, new more
difficult problems were set. These problems (e.g. modeling economic phenomena such as a market) are in their nature distributed, i.e. can be seen
as a number of independent interacting entities with own goals, where a
global behavior can observed as the result of interactions. To meet these new
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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requirements, researches in the area of EC were looking for new more powerful paradigmes of natural processing. In the result coevolutionary algorithms
based on modelling phenomena of coexistance of several species emerged [3]
as a very promising area of EC.
In this paper we present a competitive coevolutionary algoritm called
L CGA [8]) , which is based on a game-theoretical model. The algorithm is
parallel and distributed and can be interpreted as a multi-agent system with
locally expressed (where it is possible) goals of agents and a global behavior
of the system. We use our algorithm to solve the problem of optimization of
function and compare it with another known from the literature cooperative
coevolutionary algorithm CCGA ([7]) which is partially parallel and needs a
global synchronization.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we shortly overview
co evolutionary models existing in the area of EC. In Section 3 we describe
test functions used in experiments. Sections 4 and 5 contain presentation of
two co evolutionary algorithms LCGA and CCGA studied in the paper. Section 6 contains results of experiments conducted with use of coevolutionary
algorithms. The last section contains conclusions of the paper.

2

Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithms

The idea of coevolutionary algorithms comes from the biological observations
which shows that co evolving some number of species defined as collections
of phenotypically similar individuals is more realistic than simply evolving a
population containing representatives of one species. So, instead of evolving
a population (global or spatially distributed ) of similar individuals representing a global solution, it is more appropriate to co evolve subpopulations
of individuals representing specific parts of the global solution.
A number of coevolutionary algorithms have been presented recently. The
coevolutionary GA [6]) described in the context of the constraint satisfaction
problem and the neural network optimization problem is a low level parallel EA based on a predator-prey paradigm. The algorithm operates on two
subpopulations: the main subpopulation pi 0 containing individuals x representing some species, and an additional subpopulation p 2 0 containing individuals fj (another species) coding some constraints, conditions or test points
concerning a solution x. Both populations evolve in parallel to optimize a
global function f(x, fj).
The cooperative coevolutionary GA (CCCA) [7]) has been proposed in the
context of a function optimization problem, and competetive coevolutionary
algorithm called loosely coupled GA (LCCA) [8] has been described in the
context of game-theoretic approach to optimization. These two coevolutionary algorithms are the subject of study presented in next sections. Another
coevolutionary algorithm called coevolutionary distributed GA [4] was presented in the context of integrated manufacturing planning and scheduling
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problem. It combines features of diffusion model with coevolutionary concepts.

3

Test Functions

In the evolutionary computation literature (see, e.g. [5]) there is a number of
test functions which are used as benchmarks for contemporary optimization
algorithms. In this study we use some number of such functions, which will
be the subject of minimization. We use the following test functions:
• sphere model: a continuous, convex, unimodal function
n

h(x)

=

(1)

~x;;
i=l

with -100 :::; Xi :::; 100, a minimum x* = (0, ... ,0) and h (x*)
• Rosenbrock's function: a continuous, unimodal function

=0

n

h(x) = ~ (100 (x; - Xi+l)2 + (1 - Xi)2) ; x ERn,

(2)

i=l

with -2.12:::; Xi :::; 2.12, a global minimum
h(x*) = 0 at x* = (1,1, ... ,1)
• Rastrigin's function: a continuous, multimodal function
n

f4(X) = ~(x; - 10· cOS(27rXi);

(3)

i=l

with A = 10, W = 2· 7r - 5.12,:::; Xi :::; 5.12,
f4(X*) = 0 in X* = (0,0, ... ,0)
• Schwefel's function: a continuous, unimodal function
n

fs(x)

=

(4)

~(~ Xj)2;
i=l j=l

with -100:::; Xi:::; 100, f4(X*) = 0 in x* = (0,0, ... ,0)
• Ackley's function: a continuous, multimodal function

xn
1,6 (X ) = - 20 e (-0.2)1;-r. "'"
L......'l=l
l

-

e (ln ",n
L.,..1.=1

COs27rX;)

+

(5)

+20+e
with -32:::; Xi :::; 32, f6(X*) = 0 in x* = (0,0, ... ,0)
• Griewank' function: a continuous, multimodal function
n

h(x)

= - 1

4000

with -600:::; Xi :::; 600, f4(X*)

~ Xi2 i=l

IT cos( yi
XiI:,) + 1,
n

i=l

= 0 in X* = (0,0, ... ,0).

(6)
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Competitive Coevolutionary Approach: Loosely
Coupled Genetic Algorithms

Loosely coupled genetic algorithm (LCGA) [8,9] is a medium-level parallel
and distributed coevolutionary algorithm exploring a paradigm of competitive coevolution motivated by noncooperative models of game theory. Local
chromosome structures of LCGA are defined for each variable, and local subpopulations are created for them. Contrary to known sequential and parallel
EAs, the LCGA is assumed to work in a distributed environment described by
locally defined functions. A problem to be solved is first analyzed in terms of
its possible decomposition and relations between subcomponents, expressed
by a problem defined communication graph G com called a graph of interaction.
In the case of functions like e.g. the Rosenbrock's function a decomposition of the problem, designing local functions f~(Xi' Xi+l), and a graph of
interaction (a local function assigned to an agent associated with the node i
depends on a variable Xi associated with this node, and on the node (i + 1)
with associated variable xHd is straightforward (see, [1]).
Many real-life problems e.g. describing behavior of economic systems are
naturally decentralized, or their models can be designed in such a way to
decentralize their global criterion. When it is not possible, a communication
graph G com is a fully connected graph, and a global criterion becomes a local
optimization criterion associated with each agent.
LCGA can be specified in the following way:
Step 1: for each agent-player create a subpopulation of his actions:
• create for each player an initial subpopulation of size sub_pap_size of
player actions with values from the set Sk of his actions.
Step 2: playa single game:
• in a discrete moment of time each player randomly selects one action
from the set of actions predefined in his subpopulation and presents
it to his neighburs in the game.
• calculate the output of each game: each player evaluates his local
payoff Uk in the game.
Step 3: repeat step 2 until sub_pap_size games are played.
Step 4: for each player create a new subpopulation of his actions:
• after playing sub_pap_size games each player knows the value of his
payoff received for a given action from his subpopulation.
• the payoffs are considered as values of a local fitness function defined
during a given generation of a GA; standard GA operators of selection, crossover and mutation are applied locally to the subpopulations
of actions; these actions will be used by players in the games played
in the next game horizon.
Step 5: return to step 2 until the termination condition is satisfied.
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After initializing subpopulations, corresponding sequences of operations
are performed in parallel for each subpopulation, and repeated in each generation. For each individual in a subpopulation a number of ni (ni-number
of neighbors of subpopulation Pi()) of random tags is assigned, and copies
of individuals corresponding to these tags are sent to neighbor subpopulations, according to the interaction graph. Individuals in a subpopulation are
matched with ones that arrived uppon request from the neighbor subpopulations. Local fitness function of individuals from subpopulations is evaluated
on the base of their values and values of arrived taggeted copies of individuals. Next, standard GA operators are applied locally in subpopulations. Coevolving this way subpopulations compete to maximize their local functions.
The process of local maximization is constrained by neighbor subpopulations,
sharing the same variables. As the result of this competitive coevolution one
can expect the system to achieve some equilibrium, equivalent to a Nash
point equilibrium in noncooperative models of game theory.
A final performance of the LCGA operated in a distributed environment
is evaluated by some global criterion, usually as a sum of local function
values in an equilibrium point. This global criterion is typically unknown
for subpopulations (except the case when G com is a fully connected graph),
which evolve with their local criteria.

5

Cooperative Coevolutionary Approach: Cooperative
Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm

Cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm (CCGA) has been proposed [7]
in the context of a function optimization problem. Each of N variables Xi of
the optimization problem is considered as a species with its own chromosome
structure, and subpopulations for each variable are created. A global function
f(x) is an optimization criterion. To evaluate the fitness of an individual from
a given subpopulation, it is necessary to communicate with selected individuals from all subpopulations. Therefore, the communication graph G com is
fully connected.
In the initial generation of CCGA individuals from a given subpopulation
are matched with randomly chosen individuals from all other subpopulations.
A fitness of each individual is evaluated, and the best individual I~est in each
subpopulation is found. The process of cooperative coevolution starts from
the next generation. For this purpose, in each generation the following cycle
consisting of two phases is repeated in a round-robin fashion. In the first
phase only one current subpopulation is active in a cycle, while the other
subpopulations are frozen. All individuals from an active subpopulation are
matched with the best individuals of frozen subpopulations. A new better
individual is found this way for each active subpopulation. In the second phase
the best found individual from each subpopulation is matched with a single,
randomly selected individual from other subpopulations. A winner individual
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is a better individual from these two phases. When the evolutionary process
is completed a composition of the best individuals from each subpopulation
represents a solution of a problem.

6

Experimental Study

Both LCGA and CCGA algorithms were tested on the set of functions presented in Section 4. Results of these experiments were compared with the
results of a sequential GA. In all experiments the accuracy of Xi was not
worse than 10- 6 . Experiments were conducted with number of variables
n = 5,10,20,30, but only results for n = 30 are reported in the paper.
All algorithms run 200 generations.
The following parameters were set for LCGA: the size of subpopulation
corresponding to given species was equal 100, Pm ranged for different functions from 0.001 (Rosenbrock's, Rastrigin's function) to 0.005, Pk ranged
from 0.5 (Griewank's function), 0.6 (Rosenbrock's function) to 0.9. Ranking
selection for Rastrigin's function and proportional selection for Ackley's function was used. For remaining functions a tournament selection with a size of
tournament equal to 4 was used.
The following parameters were set for CCGA: the size of subpopulation
corresponding to given species was equal 100, Pm ranged for different functions from 0.001 (Rosenbrock's, Rastrigin's, and Ackley's function) to 0.008,
Pk ranged from 0.6 (Rosenbrock's function) to 1.0. Proportional selection
for Rosenbrock's and Rastrigin function was used and ranking selection for
Griewank's function was used. For remaining functions tournament selection
with a size of tournament equal to 4 was used.
The following parameters were set for the sequential GA: the size of a
global population corresponding to given species was equal 100, Pm ranged
for different functions from 0.001 (Ackley's function) to 0.0095, Pk ranged
from 0.5 (Griewank's function) to 0.95. Ranking selection for Rastrigin's and
Griewank's function was used and tournament selection with a size of tournament equal to 3 was used for remaining functions.
Fig. 1 and 2 show results of experiments conducted with use of LCGA,
CCGA and the sequential GA applied to minimize test functions presented
in Section 4. Each experiment was repeated again 25 times. The best results
in each generations of 20 the best experiments were averaged and accepted
as results shown in following figures as a function of a number of generations.
One can easy notice that both co evolutionary algorithms LCGA and
CCGA are better than the sequential GA in the problem minimization of
function for all test functions used in the experiment. However, comparison
of coevolutionary algorithms is not so straigthforward. For the test problem
corresponding to the sphere model both co evolutionary algorithms present
almost the same behavior (speed of convergence and the average of minimal
values) for the number of variables from the range n = 5 to n = 20 (not
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shown in the paper), with some better performance of LCGA. For n = 30
(see, Fig. Ia) the difference between both co evolutionary algorithms becomes
more visible: LCGA maintenances its speed of convergence achieving the best
(minimal) value after about 60 generations while CCGA is not able to find
this value within considered number of 200 generations.
For the Rosenbrock's function CCGA shows slightly better performance
that LCGA for all n, and this situation is shown in Fig. Ib for n = 30. One can
see that this test function is really difficult for both algorithms. The opposite
situation takes place for the Rastrigin's function. LCGA is distinctively better
than CCGA for small values of n (n = 5) and slightly better for greater values
of n. Fig. Ic illustrates this situation for n = 30.
For the Schwefel's function and n = 5 all three algorithms achieve the
same minimal value. CCGA needs for this about 60 generations, LCGA needs
about 110 generations and the sequential GA needs 200 generations. For
n = 10 both coevolutionary algorithms are better than the sequential GA,
but CCGA is slightly better than LCGA. For greater values of n CCGA outperforms LCGA (see, Fig. 2a). For the Ackley's function CCGA outperforms
LCGA for all values of n (see, Fig. 2b) and the Griewank's function situation
is similar Fig. 2c).

7

Conclusions

Results of ongoing research on the development of parallel and distributed
evolutionary algorithms for function optimization have been presented in the
paper. Coevolution - a new very promising paradigm in evolutionary computation has been chosen as an engine for effective parallel and distributed
computation. Two coevolutionary algorithms based on different phenomena
known as competition (LCGA) and cooperation (CCGA) were studied.
LCGA presents fully parallel and distributed co evolutionary algorithm
in which subpopulations, using game-theoretic mechanism of competition,
act to maximize their local goals described by some local functions. The
competition between agents leads to establishing some equilibrium in which
local goals cannot be more improved, and at the same time some global goal
of the system is also achieved. The global state of the system (a value of a
global goal) is not directly calculated, but is rather observed. To achieve this
global goal no coordination of agents is required.
CCGA is partially parallel and centralized coevolutionary algorithm in
which subpopulations cooperate to achieve a global goal. In a given moment
of time only one subpopulation is active while the other subpopulations are
frosen. The global goal of the system is at the same time a goal of each
subpopulation. To evaluate a global goal a coordination center needs to communicate with each subpopulation to know a current local solution.
Results of experiments have shown that the LCGA is an effective optimization algorithm for problems where the global goal of the system is the
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sum oflocal goals. For such unimodal problems (sphere model) LCGA clearly
shows its ability of fast (a number of generations) parallel and distributed
optimization at low computational cost (no need for communication between
agents to collect values of local functions and calculate a value of a global
function) and high quality of solution, better than offered by CCGA. LCGA
poseses such a ability also for highly multimodal functions (Rastrigin's function) expressed as a sum of local functions. However for problems expressed
in more complex way (Schwefel's, Ackley's and Griewank's functions) CCGA
with cooperation mechanism and a global coordination shows better performance than LCGA.
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Studying Properties
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Abstract. Heuristic optimisation techniques, especially evolutionary algorithms
were successfully applied to non-stationary optimisation tasks. One of the most
important conclusions for the evolutionary approach was a three-population architecture of the algorithm, where one population plays the role of a memory while the
two others are used in the searching process. In this paper the authors' version of
the three-population architecture is applied to four different heuristic algorithms.
One of the algorithms is a new iterated heuristic algorithm inspired by artificial
immune system and proposed by the authors. The results of experiments with a
non-stationary environment showing different properties of the algorithms are presented and some general conclusions are sketched.

1

Introduction

In this paper we study properties of heuristic algorithms equipped with a
memory. Common feature of the algorithms used in the study is a threepopulation architecture resembling that of proposed by Branke [2]. It must
be stressed however, that instead of comparing the behaviour of these algorithms, we rather study their ability of exploiting information contained in
the memory.
In most studies, e.g. [3] or [7], it is assumed that the algorithm knows
somehow the position of current global or local optimum. That is in [7] the
string representing optimum is used to compute the affinity of each individual in the population while in [3] it is assumed that the distance of an
individual from the target point is known at each iteration. In our study we
relax this assumption and we assume that a number of local optima move at
some constant velocity through the search space. The aim is to search for an
algorithm which is able both: (a) to locate the global optimum and (b) to
trace its location as it moves through search space.
An iterated heuristic algorithm inspired by an artificial immune system,
called Artificial Immune Iterated Algorithm - AlIA in short - is a searching
engine applied in our study. It proved to be useful in solving both (a) and (b)
problems stated above in case when a single optimum changes its location
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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in the search space after every t iterations (t is a parameter) [13J. It should
be stressed that the AlIA (described in details in Section 2) is a kind of
evolutionary algorithm; it uses reproduction and genetic variation, affinity
(i.e. fitness) evaluation and selection - consult [4J for a deeper discussion.
In this study the goal is to test a number of population management
strategies in the search for one that is optimal for optimisation in nonstationary environments [11,12]. In this research we also studied the influence
of the selected population management strategy on the behaviour of a few
well known classic heuristic techniques to compare the results with results
given by our algorithm. In 1999 in papers published by two independent authors (i.e. [2,10]) it was shown that there are two significant properties of an
algorithm to be well suited to non-stationary optimisation tasks: (a) explorative skills, which make the algorithm able to adapt instantly in case of any
changes in the optimisation task, and (b) memory mechanisms which can be
especially useful in case of cyclically repeated changes in the task.
In our first study [11 J it was shown, that the presence of memory can
improve efficiency of AlIA searching for optima in non-stationary environments. The main problem however was a form of memory control. By the
latter we mean a memory population structure, and rules of remembering,
reminding and forgetting. Next paper [12J presented two memory management strategies, one of them, called double population method proved to be
very efficient in our version of artificial immune optimisation. In this study we
compare four algorithms - instances of different metaheuristics - equipped
with a very similar memory structures and adopted to the requirements of
the double population method.
In Section 2 description of AlIA and presentation of other compared algorithms are included. In Section 3 we discuss memory management strategy
and rules of access to memory structures applied to all tested algorithms.
Section 4 presents testing non-stationary environment and Section 5 - measures applied to obtained results and the results of experiments. Section 6
recapitulates the text and sketches some conclusions.

2

Tested algorithms

In this paper we use the same algorithm which has already been tested in
our previous papers [11,12J. It is a modification of the original Gaspar and
Collard algorithm [7J and it resembles the clonal selection algorithm originally
proposed by de Castro and von Zuben [4]. Its pseudocode is given in Figure
1.

Step of clonal selection controls explorative properties of the algorithm.
One of the key features of this step is a criterion of searching for the highest
matching specificity of the antibody to the antigen. In our algorithm the
best solution in the population (i.e. the one with the best value of the fitness
function) is called antigen, so the matching of the antibody to the antigen
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procedure AlIA
begin
t <- 0

initialize population of antibodies P(t)
while (not termination-condition) do
begin
t<-t+l
evaluate P(t)
select the best in P(t); the best one is called antigen
Clonal selection: select n antibodies with highest matching specificity to the antigen
Somatic hypermutation: make Ci mutated clones of i-th antibody.
if fC(i) > fi then the clone C(i) with highest fitness replaces
original antibody
Apoptosis: replace d antibodies with lowest fitness value
by randomly generated new antibodies
end
end
Fig.!. A high level description of the structure of The Artificial Immune Iterated
Algorithm.
returns the difference between fitness values of these two solutions. The fitness
value of solution is a value of the fitness function for the solution modified
with normalised value of its success register. The success register of antibody
(called N ormSuccR) is a counter attached to every solution in the population.
The register is incremented every time the antibody is the best among all
the other antibodies in the population. This kind of prize is awarded every
iteration. The fitness value of antibody is evaluated according to Equation
1a:

j'(X)

=

(1

+ ex * NormSuccR) * f(X).

(la)

where:

f(X) ~ a fitness value of an antibody X,
ex ~ an experimentally tuned parameter. In our experiments it was
set to 10,
NormSuccR ~ a normalized value of the success register. The normalized value belongs to the range [0,1]'
f(X) ~ a value of the fitness function for the antibody X.
Three other algorithms were also compared in our experiments :
1. simple genetic algorithm ~ a modified SGA comes from [8]. The modification was in selection method, i.e. individuals for crossover and mutation were selected with tournament selection method of size 2 instead
of roulette wheel. Other components of the algorithm have been left unchanged.
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2. simple genetic algorithm with Random Immigrants (RI) mechanism the modified SGA is described above (point no. 1). Here, it was extended
by RI mechanism coming from [6]. The RI mechanism enhances algorithm's ability to track the optimum of a changing environment and
makes the algorithm more competitive to artificial immune system. Replacement rate of RI mechanism was set to 0.4 1 .
3. simulated annealing - a simulated annealing algorithm comes from Handbook of Evolutionary Computation [1], which in its general assumptions
is based on the publication of Kirkpatrick [9].

3

Memory management strategy method

double-population

There are two populations of individuals in this approach: the first one, called
population of explorers, and the second one, called population of exploiters.
There is also a memory buffer of a constant size, which represents memory
cells of the system. In the approach discussed here, the memory buffer has a
specific structure: it is an array of cells, where each cell is able to store a set
of solutions. In our case, the capacity of a single cell is large enough to keep
all the individuals from a single population there.
Applied strategy of population management assumes that there are two
search engines which start simultaneously with two different initial populations. One of the engines works on the population which is called a population of explorers because it is generated randomly and therefore uniformly
distributed over the search space. The other one builds its initial population
taking into account solutions stored in the cells of the memory buffer. This
search engine selects one of the populations stored in the cells of the memory
and builds its initial population copying all the individuals from the selected
cell. This population is much more exploitative than the first one, because
its individuals are usually already located in a relatively small region of the
search space. Their role is to exploit this region hoping that it belongs to
the basin of attraction of a global optimum. Obviously, in case of simulated
annealing algorithm, where there is only one individual subjected subsequent
modifications, each memory cell stores exactly one solution.
After every change in the optimised environment, both populations start
again their search processes. And again the difference is in starting points of
1

Value 0.4 of the replacement rate was suggested as the best value for a set of
tests presented in [6J. Although there are some differences between the genetic algorithm used by Cobb and Grefenstette and our simple genetic algorithm (Cobb
and Grefenstette used GENESIS version 5.0 written by J. Grefenstette, the population size was 100, there was a two-point crossover with crossover rate of 0.6
and solution was represented as Grey coded binary string with 16 bits per dimensions) we assumed that in our case the optimum value of the replacement
rate can be quite similar.
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these populations. This type of memory is slightly different than the memory
described in [12], where a single cell stored exactly one individual. In that
case, exploitative population took the best individual from the memory, and
build its population using this individual as a "seed", i.e. all the individuals
in exploitative population were created by a light mutation of the seed. In the
research presented here, we decided to modify this and turned to population
based memory cells.
Given fixed memory structure, we have to design rules which allow to
manage this memory.

• Rules of remembering - at the first iteration of the search process
the memory buffer is empty. Then, after every change in the testing environment, all the individuals from the better population of the two populations: population of explorers and exploitative population are written
to the first free cell of the memory buffer. Thus, what is remembered (i.e.
the content of the memory buffer) increases as the number of changes
increases.
• Rules of forgetting - when the buffer is filled in, i.e. all cells of the
buffer include their sets of solutions, it is necessary to release one of cells
to make room for the new information. FIFO strategy of choosing the
cell to be emptied is applied. In other words, the strategy selects the cell
in which the oldest information is written to be emptied.
• Rules of recalling - the system recalls, i.e. reaches to the memory every time the change appears in the environment (it is assumed, that the
system knows about the changes from any external source immediately
after the change appears). The best set of the individuals among those
stored in the cells is searched. Here "the best" means that all the individuals from the non-empty memory cells are re-evaluated with current
evaluation function (i.e. the function after change), and then the best
individuals fitness values from each cell are compared to select the best
one. All the individuals from the selected cell are copied to become an
initial population of the exploitative subprocess of the algorithm.

4

Testing environment

We carried out three groups of experiments with two types of environments.
Our test-bed was a generator proposed by 'Itojanowski and Michalewicz [10].
The generator creates a convex search space, which is a multidimensional
hypercube. The space is divided into a number of disjoint subspaces of the
same size with defined simple unimodal functions of the same paraboloidal
shape but possibly different value of optimum 2 . In case of two-dimensional
2

More detailed description of testing environment can be found in [10-12] and
at www address: http://www.ipipan.waw.pl/~stw/ais.Animated figures of nonstationary fitness landscapes created with the generator as well as electronic
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search space which was selected in the experiments presented in this paper we
simply have a patchy landscape, i.e. a chess-board with a hill in the middle
of every field.
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Fig. 2. Sample environment created with test-case generator: before and after a
change in the fitness landscape
Hills do not move but periodically change their heights which makes the
landscape varying in time. The aim of the algorithm is to find the highest hill
at the specific moment. In our environments there were sequences of fields
with varying hills' heights. Other fields of the search spaces were static.
All experiments were performed with two-dimensional search space and
for each of the tested algorithms a BCD representation of a point coordinates
with 16 bits per dimension was used . Four different environments were generated. We did experiments with the chess-boards of size 4 by 4, i.e. with
16 fields (environments 1 and 2), and of size 6 by 6, i.e. with 36 fields (environments 3 and 4). Thus, the search spaces consisted of 15 local optima and
one global optimum in the first case, and of 35 local optima and one global
optimum in the second one. The environments 1 and 3 were test- beds for experiments with cyclic changes, while the environments 2 and 4 were test-beds
for experiments with both cyclic and acyclic changes. Each environment had
a different set of fields with varying fitness landscape.
For experiments with cyclic changes, a single epoch obeyed 5 cycles of
changes. In all the experiments each antigen has been presented through 10
iterations. Thus, in case of the environment 1 a single epoch took 200 iterations, in case of the environment 2 - 400 iterations, in case of the environment 3 - 300 iterations, and in case of the environment 4 - 600 iterations.
Experiments with non-cyclic changes were based on the environments 2 and
versions of other papers concerned with artificial immune optimisation algorithms
are also available at this www address.
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4 and a single epoch included just one cycle of changes and took 80 and 120
iterations respectively.
For the six cases described above we carried out series of experiments
with the memory buffer of different number of cells - from zero to 30. Every
experiment was repeated through 200 epochs and in the later figures we
always study average values of these 200 epochs.

5

Results evaluation criteria and obtained results

For estimations of non-stationary optimisation results, we used a measure
called average deficiency (Formula 2a):
1 K

Ad = K

2:) erri,r-d·

(2a)

i=l

where:
the number of generations between two consecutive changes,
K - the number of changes of the fitness landscape during the run,
erri,j - a difference between the value of the current best individual
in the population of j-th generation after the last change (j E [0, T 1]), and the optimum value for the fitness landscape after the i-th
change (i E [0, K - 1]).

T -

It is a difference between the value of the current best individual in the
population of the "just before the change" generation and the optimum value
averaged over the entire run. For this measure the smaller values are the
better results.
Obtained values of average deficiency are presented in the figures. In every
figure we compare graphs of average deficiency for the four methods (e.g.
AlIA, SGA, SGA-RI, and SA) with 7 sizes of the memory buffer applied to
a group of environments. The results of experiments with cyclic changes are
presented in Figure 3, and the results of experiments with non-cyclic changes
- in Figure 4.

6

Conclusions

The goal of these comparisons was to check if the influence of the memory
strategy on the algorithms is the same for all of them. It can be seen that
memory improved artificial immune optimisation algorithm and Simulated
Annealing algorithm significantly for both cyclic and non-cyclic changes in
the environment. The graphs of average deficiency for all the environments
go down when the memory buffer is in use, i.e. average deficiency has a high
value for experiments without memory relatively to the values of experiments
when the memory buffer is of non-zero size.
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Fig. 3. Results of experiments with 7 sizes of the memory buffer (from 0 to 30)
performed with AIS, SGA, SGA+RI, and SA applied to four environments: 1, 2, 3
and 4 (cyclic changes)

Behavior of SGA (with and without RI mechanism) was different than
the other algorithms - when the memory was too small, the results deteriorated, i.e. values of average deficiency grew up. However, for larger sizes
of the memory buffer an improvement of obtained results was eventually observed. Additionally, for environments with non-cyclic changes the memory
did not improve SGA but even decreased its efficiency. This observation corresponds to conclusions presented in [2 ,10]' that memory structures applied
to evolutionary algorithms can cause an effect of deterioration in quality of
obtained results for small sizes of the memory buffers. As opposed to SGA
results, results obtained with SA and AlIA do not show this effect and in
case of these algorithms even a very small memory buffer improves quality
of the algorithm.
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Part II
Recommenders and Text Classifiers

An Immune-based Approach to Document
Classification
Jamie Twycross and Steve Cayzer
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Abstract. The human immune system is a complex adaptive system which has
provided inspiration for a range of innovative problem solving techniques in areas
such as computer security, knowledge management and information retrieval. In
this paper the construction and performance of a novel immune-based learning algorithm is explored whose distributed, dynamic and adaptive nature offers many
potential advantages over more traditional models. Through a process of cooperative coevolution a classifier is generated which consists of a set of detectors whose
local dynamics enable the system as a whole to group positive and negative examples of a concept. The immune-based learning algorithm is first validated on a
standard dataset. Then, combined with an HTML feature extractor, it is tested
on a web-based document classification task and found to outperform traditional
classification paradigms. Further applications in content filtering, recommendation
systems and user profile generation are also directly relevant to the work presented.

1

Introduction

This paper explores the novel application of a biologically-inspired learning
algorithm based on the human immune system to the problem of document
classification. Using this approach, we demonstrate a novel, working system
which is able to perform better than the currently available learning algorithms. In order to give substance to the claims made, we first validate our
methodology using a standard dataset. The performance of our system is then
compared to that of other methods in a systematic and rigorous manner.
In this, the introductory section, we give a brief overview of the concepts
and themes central to the work presented here. Section 2 contains a review
of related work. Details of the methodology used can be found in Section 3,
while Section 4 contains the evaluation results. In Section 5, we discuss these
results and offer some concluding remarks.
1.1

The Document Classification Problem

Document classification is an important technique in the field of information
retrieval. Work in this field has grown steadily since the 1940's and the advent of computers, and has been driven by the need for systems which are
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able to quickly and accurately access the increa..<;ingly large amounts of data
being produced and stored on computers. With the birth of the Internet and
World Wide Web this need has become more pressing than ever, but the
problem of effective retrieval still remain largely unsolved [1]. Much of the
work within the field of information retrieval belongs to three main areas:
content analysis, information structure, and evaluation. Content analysis is
concerned with transforming documents into a form suitable for processing;
information structure with improving the effectiveness and efficiency of information retrieval systems through the exploitation of relationships between
documents; and evaluation with the assessment of the performance of information retrieval systems. In terms of the concept learner presented here,
these areas can be equated to deciding what to feed into the learner (feature
extraction, discussed in 3.4), the learning algorithm (concept learning, discussed below), and how to assess how well it works (evaluation, discussed in
Sect. 3.5) respectively.
1.2

Concept Learning for Document Classification

Concept learning can be framed as the problem of acquiring the definition of a
general category given a sample of positive and negative training examples of
the category. In this paper, we consider the category of 'web pages relevant
to my current task', which forms the target concept for which we wish to
acquire a definition. Our sets of positive and negative training examples are
web pages that we have already rated as 'useful' or 'not useful'. In this case,
the problem of concept learning can be summarised as one of inferring a
Boolean-valued function from a set of training examples.
The immune system as a concept learner The learning algorithm we
implement and study is based on aspects of the dynamics of the human
immune system (HIS), part of whose function in its role as protector of the
body can be broadly seen as the classification of proteins in the body into
two classes: self - belonging to the body; and non-self - not belonging to the
body and potentially harmful. This classification is carried out by a set of
detectors called antibodies.
The question then arises how we can learn such a set of discriminating
detectors (or, equivalently, classification rules). The approach taken by Potter and his colleagues [9] explores the use of a cooperative co evolutionary
algorithm. Here, individuals belonging to non-interbreeding subspecies represent partial solutions to the problem at hand, and are combined to form a
complete solution. We adopt this approach for the generation of antibodies,
where each species produces one antibody. The evolved antibodies are then
combined to form a serum, which performs the classification required. In order to validate this approach, we replicate and extend the results of Potter
& de Jong [10] on a standard dataset, before turning our attention to web
page classification.
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Related Work
Document Classifier Systems

Pazzani et al. [8] describe a system, instantiated as a software agent, which
learns a profile of user's interests from a collection of explicitly rated web
pages, and uses this profile to identify other web pages that may be relevant.
The profile can be used to classify links to pages which the user has not
visited, thereby providing intelligent guidance for web browsing.
To construct the profile, Pazzani et al. compare several different standard
learning algorithms [7,8]. They examine a naive Bayesian classifier (NBC),
a nearest neighbour algorithm, a decision tree and a neural network, finding that the NBC generally performs best. They also investigate the role of
feature selection in the predictive accuracy of the classifiers, and find that
appropriate feature extraction algorithms significantly reduces classification
error. They go on to implement the NBC in a system, Syskill and Webert,
which automatically filters search results for users.
We reimplement Pazzani's naive Bayesian classifier and in turn compare
and contrast its performance with that of the immune-based concept learner.
Many other concept learning systems exist, most employing some form of
inductive learning algorithm which arrives at hypotheses by considering specific examples. Many of these algorithms are surveyed in [5], and we compare
several with our immune-based classifier in Section 4.

2.2

Immune-based classifier systems

Self-nonself discrimination in the HIS can be thought of as a form of 2class classification. Indeed, a number of artificial immune systems use this
metaphor. For example, in AIRS [12], a class is represented by a number of
B-cells which encode prototype vectors. AIRS is an effective classifier, but we
want to explore a different metaphor, where the classes are represented by
explicitly meaningful concepts.
We use a coevolutionary approach for detector generation. This idea, introduced by Potter & De long [1o], has been proven to be of use in a variety
of settings. It involves the evolution of a number of non-interbreeding subspecies, individuals of which represent partial solutions to the problem at
hand, and are combined to form a complete solution. There are a number of
refinements and variations possible to this basic approach; we describe our
implementation in detail, and other possibilities are reviewed and discussed
in [11].

3
3.1

Methodology
Immune-based Classifier

The immune-based classifier is based on one described by Potter and De
long [10], and is composed of a set of detectors, each of which is instantiated
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as a ternary schema of the same length as the feature vectors it will classify.
Associated with each detector is a real-valued threshold, which indicates the
percentage of matching bits between schema and feature vector necessary
before a match is said to have occurred. The strength of the match between
detector and feature vector is the percentage of matching bits in the schema
and feature vector, ignoring any positions where the schema contains a #. For
example, a detector '01#1##11' will match a feature vector '11100101' in 2
out of 5 non-# bits, so the binding strength between the detector and feature
vector is 2/5 = 0.4. The calculated binding strength must be greater than
the threshold of the detector to consider a match to have occurred. Detectors
can be of one of two types, Type 0 or Type 1, with a Type 0 detector, as in
the human immune system, classifying any feature vector it matches as nonself, while a Type 1 detector contrarily classifying matching feature vectors
as self.

3.2

Naive Bayes Classifier

The naive Bayesian classifier (NBC) is a probabilistic method of classification,
which calculates the probabilities of a particular feature vector belonging to
each possible class and then classifies the feature vector as belonging to the
class for which this probability is highest. Formally, if a = [a1, a2,'" ,an] is
a feature vector made up of n features, ai, and V = {V1' V2, ... ,vm } is a set
of m classes, then the class v N B E V that the NBC classifies the example a
as belonging to is given by:
n

VNB

= argmax P(Vj) II P(ailvj),
Vj

3.3

EV

'cj

Vj E V

i=l

Co-Evolutionary algorithm

The cooperative co evolutionary algorithm consists of a number of noninterbreeding species of detectors, whose encoding will be described shortly,
and initially starts with one randomly initialised species whose fitness is evaluated as described below. The initialisation of species is controlled by bias
parameters, which control the type (class 0 or 1) and generality (number of
#'s) of the initial detectors. The species are each allowed to evolve according
to a standard genetic algorithm, except that the fitness evaluation (see below) involves a serum, which is the fittest detector taken from each species.
The selection strategy is fitness-proportionate with balanced linear scaling,
recombination is by uniform crossover, and mutation involves bit flipping.
The replacement strategy is generational. If the fitness of the serum fails to
increase above a certain stagnation threshold over several consecutive generations, a new species is added and any species not contributing to the fitness
of the serum are removed. The parameters used in the experiments were
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as follows: Species size=100, crossover rate=0.6, mutation rate=2/(genome
length), stagnation threshold=O.OOl, stagnation generations=2, bias parameters (both)=O.5.
Encoding Detectors are encoded as proposed by Potter & De Jong [10]. This
scheme employs binary genomes, each containing 4 genes. The first gene, the
threshold gene, encodes the 8 bit value for the detector's threshold. A Gray
coding was used for this gene in order to reduce the probability of small
changes in the genotype producing disproportionately large changes in the
phenotype. The threshold value is calculated by converting the gene to base
10 and then dividing this value by 255 to get a real number in the range [0,
1]. The second and third genes, the pattern and mask genes, are combined
to form the detector's schema. Each of these genes has the same number of
bits as the number of bits in the feature vectors the immune-based classifier
is designed to operate on. The mask gene is overlaid onto the pattern gene
and any positions at which the mask gene is 1 changes the corresponding
bit in the pattern gene to a #. A value of 0 in the mask gene leaves the
corresponding bit of the pattern gene unchanged. In this way the schema is
formed by copying the pattern gene, modified by the mask gene. The fourth
gene stores the detector's type. The overall arrangement is shown in Fig. 1
for a detector recognizing 8-bit patterns.

Detector
threshold

schema

0.215686

1##0###1

type
1

Fig. 1. Detector encoding scheme

We ran several experiments with alternative encodings without finding
any significant performance improvements.
Fitness evaluation The fitness of each individual is assessed by adding it
to a serum consisting of the fittest individual from each of the other species.
Serum fitness is calculated by presenting it with each training vector in the
training set in turn. The detector in the serum which matches the current
training vector with the greatest binding strength is then found, and if this
strength is greater than the detector's threshold, the detector is said to have
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matched the training vector, and assigns it to Class 1 (or Class 0 if the detector is Type 1), otherwise if no match occurs the training vector is assigned
to Class O. The assigned class is then compared with the actual class of the
training vector, and if equal the serum is said to have classified the training
vector correctly. The proportion of correct classifications made by the serum
gives its predictive accuracy on the training set.
3.4

Data sets

Two sets of test data were used in our experiments, both taken from the
UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases [2]. The first data set, the
1984 United States Congressional Voting Records, was used to validate our
algorithm. This data set contains the voting records for 267 Republican and
168 Democrat members of the U.S. House of Representatives. Each record
holds the vote cast by the member on 16 different issues, and the original
records have been simplified to record this vote as yea (01), nay (10) or abstain
(00). Each member's voting record is represented as a Boolean feature vector,
with each consecutive pair of bits encoding a vote for a particular issue. Using
this encoding, it is possible to generate antibodies that generalize over votes
(eg '0#' matches both 'abstain' and 'yea'). Associated with each record is
the class the record belonged to: 0 for Democrat, 1 for Republican.
The second data set used was the Syskill and Webert Web Page Ratings
[6]. These data consist of 4 sets: Bands, BioMedical, Goats, and Sheep; each
containing HTML pages related to a particular topic (the encoding of the
pages is described in the next section). A user rated each page in a set as not
interesting or interesting, which allowed a page to be assigned to one of two
classes: Class 0 (cold) and Class 1 (hot) respectively. The task in this problem
is to make predictions about whether examples from an unseen set of web
pages would be interesting or not from the information contained within a
training set of ranked pages. Table 1 provides a summary of the data sets.
Table 1. HTML Documents: Data set summary
data
total number of
examples positives
set
Bands
61
15
BioMedical
131
32
32
70
Goats
65
Sheep
14

Feature Extraction In applying learning algorithms to the classification
of text and HTML, the documents must be presented in the form of feature
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vectors. Following Pazzani et al. [8], a feature extraction algorithm was used
to convert a raw HTML document into a Boolean feature vector. Each bit
in the feature vector represents the absence or presence (at least once) of
some associated feature, in this case a word, in the document. The task of
the feature extraction algorithm is to decide from which words to compose
the feature vector, and this is done using an information-based approach to
extract the most informative words from a collection of documents.
Initially, the feature extraction algorithm takes the complete set of pages,
S, and creates a list of all the words, W, contained in the pages. If a word,
considered as a sequence of upper of lower case letters [a-zA-Z] separated
by nonalphabetic characters, occurs more than once on the same page or
across several pages, it is only represented once on this list. All words were
converted to upper case and any words occurring on a list of frequently used
words (Table 2) were removed. The expected information gain, E(w, S), that
the presence or absence word w E W gives towards the classification of Sis:
E(w, S)

= J(S) -

[P(w

= pres)J(Sw=pres) + P(w =

abs)J(Sw=abs)]

with P(w = pres) is the probability a word is present at least once on any
page, Sw=pres the set of pages containing the word w, and,

J(S)

=

-P(Sc) log2[P(Sc)]
CE{hot,cold}

where Sc is the set of pages belonging to class C, and P( Sc) is the probability
of a page belonging to that class.
To create n features the extraction algorithm uses the n words with the
highest values of E(w, S). Each HTML document is then converted to a
Boolean feature vector by assigning a 1 to the appropriate feature if the
document contains the word at least once, and a 0 if the document does not
contain the word.
3.5

Evaluation

For the voting data set, 10-fold crossvalidation was used. This involves randomly dividing the complete data set into 10 equally sized disjoint sets, and
then using 1 subset as a test set and the other 9 as a training set. The training
set is used by the learning algorithm to create a classifier, whose sample predictive accuracy is then calculated using the test set. This process is repeated
for each of the 10 subsets, the mean sample predictive accuracy of these 10
trials forming an unbiased estimate of the true predictive accuracy. Averaging
the lO-fold crossvalidation process over 5 trials further refined these results.
A randomly constructed crossvalidation set was used in each trial and the
trials were paired, meaning the same training and test sets were used to train
and test the two classifiers on each iteration.
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Table 2. Frequent words removed from the word list
AND

WIC

GIF

AVAILABLE

FOR

FONT

THE

INFOIlMATION

ADDRESS HAVE HTM
WHAT

SIZE

THIS

GOPHER

BOTTOM

TITLE

COM

ALT

BODY WHO

ORG

PAGE

ABOUT

WIDTH

PLEASE

HEAD

WWW

GNN

ALIGN

HEIGHT

SERVER

ALSO

SRC
IMG

FTP

NAME

LINKS

COMMENTS

HTTP

LIST

EDU

NET

ARE

WITH

CENTER

OTHER

CGI

YOU

STRONG

WELCOME

CAN

NEWS WEB
HREF

BIN

TOP

WILL

HTML

INTERNET

MORE

GIFS

OUR

HAS

FROM

ALL

MAILTO

THAT

HOME GDB

NOT

MAIL

WUSTL

INDEX

HERE

YOUR

ANY

TOC

GOV

!BC

The web page rating data sets range in size from between 61 to 131 samples, making techniques such as 10-fold crossvalidation an unreliable means
of estimating the predictive accuracy due to the relatively small size of the
test set produced by this method. In such cases alternative methods need
to be employed, one of which, and the one used here, is to create a training
set by randomly selecting n samples from the original data set without replacement. The remaining unselected samples then become the test set. This
method is advantageous for our purposes in that it can be used to assess
the performance of classifiers over a range of training set sizes, giving a good
indication of number of pages a user would have to rate in order to get reliable results from the classifier. After the training and test sets were created,
the 128 most informative words were used to transform the training and test
sets into Boolean feature vectors as previously explained. This process was
repeated 30 times for each training set size, and the mean predictive accuracy
of the resulting classifiers measured.

4

Results

All the code was written on a l.4GHz Athlon Linux box, originally in C and
then in C++, compiled using g++ v2.95.3 with level 2 optimisation, and released under the GNU General Public License. The experiments were carried
out on this Linux box and on four 1.8GHz Pentium 4's also running Linux.
For the voting data set, a typical 100 generation run with 400 training examples took around 40 seconds. For the document classification problem, the
immune-based classifier took around 6 seconds to train over 100 generations
on a training set of size 20 with 128 features.
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Classifier validation (voting data)

In order to validate our classifier, we compared the predictive accuracy of the
immune-based classifier and NBC on the voting data set. The results of these
experiments are shown in Fig. 2, which is a density plot of the distribution of
predictive accuracies of the classifiers produced in the crossvalidation trials.
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Fig. 2. 10-fold crossvalidation (voting data set). Predictive accuracy is represented
along the x-axis, and the relative frequency with which a classifier with this predictive accuracy was observed during the experiments along the y-axis.

For classifiers produced by the naive Bayesian algorithm, Fig. 2 shows a
right-skewed unimodal distribution with a single low, spread peak (standard
deviation: 0.049) almost symmetrical about its mean predictive accuracy of
0.901. In contrast the immune system concept learner produced a less symmetric distribution with a higher mean of 0.974, rising fairly steeply and
then dropping off even more steeply, giving a tighter distribution of values
(standard deviation: 0.026) than the NBC. The immune-based learning algorithm thus produced classifiers which were both significantly (Wilcoxon rank
sum test) more accurate and more likely to be closer to the true predictive
accuracy than that of an NBC.
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Table 3. Comparison of classifier performance (voting data set). The classifiers
implemented in this paper are shown in bold.
Algorithm
Immune-based
Immune-based [10]
QUEST [5]
AQ15 [10]
POLYCLASS [5]
Fuzzy Classifier [4]
naive Bayesian

predictive standard 95% confidence
accuracy deviation
interval
0.974
0.026
0.057
0.964
0.018
0.963
0.023
0.956
0.948
0.947
0.316
0.049
0.901
0.088

error
rate
0.026
0.036
0.037
0.044
0.052
0.053
0.099

These results can be compared to others reported in the literature for a
number of different classifiers on the same dataset (Table 3). In most cases
the same lO-fold crossvalidation was used, with the exception of Lim et al. [5],
who, instead of reporting predictive accuracy, reported on the rate of misclassification for the algorithms they tested. Other statistics are also given
where provided by the original paper. While data to perform statistical tests
are not available, the difference in the predictive accuracy suggests that the
immune-based algorithm outperforms all of these algorithms.

4.2

Classification of HTML documents

Having validated our immune based classifier, we then applied it to a web
document classification task. Figure 3 shows the predictive accuracy of the
immune-based and NBC learning algorithms trained on the Syskill & Webert data, and using a number of different training set sizes(as explained in
Sect. 3.5) for each of the four data sets.
The graphs show that both classifiers have a somewhat lower predictive
accuracy on this classification problem compared with that of the voting
problem of the previous section. This is not suprising as text classification
problems are generally considered to be relatively hard classification problems, and in an informal survey of the literature on text classification we
found the best classifiers to be achieving predictive accuracies of around 0.70
whatever the text classification problem. In this context, the performance of
both classifiers is more than reasonable on the four problems. The results
presented for the NBC are also similar to those of the NBC-based system of
Pazzani et al. [8], offering an indication that the performance levels are due to
the nature of the problem and not a result of implementation problems. This
said, there are marked differences in the predictive accuracies of the NBC
and immune-based classifiers on the four problems, with the immune-based
algorithm at first sight appearing to generally perform better on all data sets,
except the bands set, than the NBC. As before, significance tests were per-
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Fig. 3. Classifier performance (document classification). Predictive accuracy is plotted against training set size for each of the four datasets used.

formed on the results, confirming that in general, the immune-based classifier
produces better classifiers than those produced by the NBC algorithm. Summaries of these results, including standard deviations and confidence intervals
are given below in Table 4.
Also interesting to note is the relatively constant performance of the
immune-based classifiers over a range of training set sizes. Increasing the size
of the training set seemed to produced little increase in classifier performance
for this algorithm, while for the NBC there was a much greater fluctuation
in classifier performance on an increase in training set size. This constancy of
performance is particularly useful on problems such as this one because classifiers which perform well on a small training set size would be advantageous
as users would be able to rate less pages but still obtain accurate predictions.

5

Discussion

While the AIS classifier outperforms all the learning algorithms it has been
compared against in many cases, there are marked differences in the levels
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Table 4. Performance of immune-based and NBC classifiers on the four data sets,
for training set sizes from 10 to 50 documents. Table entries are in the form: mean
predictive accuracy (standard deviation). Bold figures mark where the performance
of the NBC (or immune-based classifier) is significantly better (Student T-test)
size classifier
10 Immune
NBC
20 Immune
NBC
30 Immune
NBC
40 Immune
NBC
50 Immune
NBC

Bands

Biomedical

Goats

Sheep

0.698(0.056)
0.750(0.000)
0.690(0.047)
0.707(0.067)
0.686(0.074)
0.696(0.084)
0.690(0.081)
0.689(0.056)
0.694(0.116)
0.683(0.105)

0.685(0.080)
0.754(0.002)
0.706(0.047)
0.661(0.095)
0.686(0.056)
0.597(0.137)
0.689(0.048)
0.556(0.155)
0.679(0.070)
0.516(0.137)

0.605(0.065)
0.562(0.055)
0.650(0.083)
0.590(0.061)
0.664(0.054)
0.601(0.066)
0.679(0.087)
0.624(0.066)
0.717(0.095)
0.649(0.073)

0.734(0.070)
0.738(0.134)
0.725(0.062)
0.627(0.142)
0.747(0.049)
0.662(0.097)
0.751(0.067)
0.724(0.104)
0.743(0.106)
0.629(0.153)

of predictive accuracies it achieves on the voting and document classification problems. One factor which contributes to these differences is the variation in the size of the training sets available for each problem. In terms of
available data, the voting problem represents a fairly data-rich classification
problem, with 435 samples available, whereas the number of available samples for the document classification problem, between 61 and 131, makes it
a relatively data-sparse problem. This leads to less samples being available
for classifier training, and so it is expected that performance will generally
be lower on this task. A second factor contributing to the difference in performance across the two problems is the feature extraction algorithm. In
this paper we use a statistical feature extraction algorithm which extracts
features based on their expected information gain and, while necessary to
provide a principled comparison with the NBC-based system of Pazzani et
al. [8], such a method is far from ideal in the context of HTML document
classification. The coarse-grained document representation produced by our
feature extractor introduces a fair amount of noise into the system, making
classification generally that much harder than in the voting problem. Using
a more fine-grained feature extractor, such as that described by Cohen [3]'
which also exploits meta-features of HTML documents such as hyperlinks
and tags, would potentially increase classifier performance on the document
classification problem and close the gap in performance difference.
In practical terms, choice of a classifier not only depends upon the predictive accuracies it is able to achieve, but also on the amount of time taken in
training the classifier. No matter how good the results achieved, users would
often be unwilling to wait for more than a few seconds for these results, and
definitely not, for example, the several days or even months taken by some of
the algorithms reported by Lim et al. [5]. While our immune based classifier
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is obviously more computationally expensive than the NBC, for all problems examined here training times were measured in seconds. Thus as well
as achieving better predictive accuracies than that of many other classifiers,
our immune-based classifier is able to do so in a time which allows it to be
applied to real-world problems.
In summary, we have produced a novel, working system built on an
immune-based learning algorithm, which is able to perform better than currently available learning algorithms.

5.1

Future work

Future work could include dynamic classification tasks. Take for example a
system in which users have a collection of documents from which the concepts
of 'related' and 'unrelated' are learnt. Over time, users may add or remove
documents to and from this collection. Instead of relearning the concepts from
scratch each time a document is added, as is necessary with NBC, it would
be interesting to see if the AIS concept learner was able to produce accurate
hypotheses starting from the previously learned concept, and so potentially
offer savings in the amount of training time necessary.
Another possibility is to change the form and general properties of the antibodies produced by the AIS classifier; for example the encoding and matching algorithm. The possibility of using a more fine-grained feature extraction
algorithm has already been mentioned.
In terms of the mechanisms at work in the human immune system those
of the artificial immune system described in this paper are, to say the least,
simplistic, and present a very crude analogy to their biological counterparts.
Nevertheless, even from such humble an analogy it has been shown that a
powerful concept learning system can be created. Perhaps with increased
fidelity to its biological counterpart, for example through processes akin to
affinity maturation and clonal selection, yet further increases in performance
can be gained.
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Abstract. A new technology for service description and composition in open and
distributed environment is proposed. The technology consists of description language (called Entish) and composition protocol called entish 1.0. They are based
on software agent paradigm. The description language is the contents language of
the messages that are exchanged (between agents and services) according to the
composition protocol. The syntax of the language as well as the message format
are expressed in XML. The language and the protocol are merely specifications. To
prove that the technology does work, the prototype implementation is provided. It is
still under testing. However, it is available for use and evaluation via web interfaces
starting with the website www.ipipan.waw.pl/masj. The specifications were created
on the basis of the requirements produced by the Service Description and Composition Working Group ( www.ipipan.waw.pl/mas/sdc-wg)ofAgentcities.NET
project. Related work was done by WSDL + BPEL4WS + (WS-Coordination) +
(WS-Transactions), and DAML-S. Our technology is based on different principles.
The language Entish is fully declarative contrary to BPEL4WS and DAML-S. A
task (expressed in Entish) describes the desired static situation to be realized by
the composition protocol.

1

What are web services?

Perhaps the most popular definition can be found in IBM's tutorial [8]:
Web services are self-contained, self - describing, modular applications
that can be published, located, and invoked across the Web. Web services
perform functions that can be anything from simple requests to complicated
business processes ... Once a Web service is deployed, other applications (and
other Web services) can discover and invoke the deployed service.
In order to realize this vision simple and ubiquitous protocols are needed.
From service providers' point of view, if they can setup a web site they could
join global community. From a client's point of view, if you can click, you
could access services.
* The work was supported partially by KBN project No.7 TllC 040 20
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Web services are supposed to realize the Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) in a global networked environment. SOA provides a standard programming model that allows software components, residing on any network,
to be published, discovered, and invoked by each other as services. There are
essentially three components of SOA: Service Provider, Service Requester (or
Client), and Service Registry. The provider hosts the service and controls access to it, and is responsible for publishing a description of its service to a
service registry. The requester (client) is a software component in search of
a component to invoke in order to realize a task. The service registry is a
central repository that facilitates service discovery by the requesters.
The following stack of protocols: SOAP, WSDL, UDDI, and BPEL4WS
is positioned to become Web services standards for invocation, description,
discovery, and composition. SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a standard for applications to exchange XML - formatted messages over HTTP.
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) describes the interface, protocol
bindings and the deployment details of the service. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) provides a registry of businesses and
web services. A UDDI service description consists of physical attributes such
as name and address augmented by a collection of tModels, which describe
additional features such as, for example, reference to WSDL document describing the service interface, and the classification of the service according
to some taxonomies.
BPEL4WS (BPEL for short) is a process modeling language designed to
enable a service composer to aggregate Web services into an execution. There
are abstract and executable processes. Abstract processes are useful for describing business protocols, while executable processes may be compiled into
invokeable services. Aggregated services are modeled as directed graphs where
the nodes are services and the edges represent a dependency link from one service to another. Canonical programmatic constructs like SWITCH, WHILE
and PICK allow to direct an execution's path through the graph. BPEL was
released along with two others specs: WS-Coordination and WS- Transaction. WS-Coordination describes how services can make use of predefined
coordination contexts to subscribe to a particular role in a collaborative activity. WS-Transaction provides a framework for incorporating transactional
semantics into coordinated activities. WS-Transaction uses WS-Coordination
to extend BPEL to provide a context for transactional agreements between
services.
There is also a DARPA project DAML-S. It is a DAML+OIL ontology for describing Web Services. It aims to make Web services computerinterpretable, i.e., described with sufficient information to enable automated
Web service discovery, invocation, composition and execution monitoring.
The DAML-S Ontology comprises ServiceProfile, ServiceModel, and ServiceGrounding. ServiceProfile is like the yellow page entry for a service. It relates
and builds upon the type of content in UDDI, describing properties of a
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service necessary for automatic discovery, such as what the services offers,
and its inputs, outputs, and its side-effects (preconditions and effects). ServiceModel describes the service's process model, i.e., the control flow and
data-flow involved in using the service. It relates to BPEL and is designed
to enable automated composition and execution of services. Service Grounding connects the process model description to communication- level protocols
and message descriptions in WSDL. The main limitation of DAML+OIL is
its lack of a definition of well formed formulae and an associated theorem
prover. So that there is a problem with expressing (as formulas) preconditions, effects, and output - input constrains.
Coming back to the SOA architecture. What is service provider and what
is service requester (client) in the technologies described above? The question
about service provider is in fact the question about the service architecture.
Application that is connected as a service can be an object with public methods exposed as operations in a WSDL interface. Usually, the operations are
accessible via SOAP. WSDL interface can be generated from application code.
It is not possible to specify (in WSDL) the abstract functions implemented
by the operations, i.e., what the operations do. Service provider itself must
classify these operations according to the taxonomies available in UDDI.
Client to a service is a user (via its GUI) or another application that invokes the service. The task the client performs is not explicitly stated and is
hard encoded in the client implementation. BPEL extends the client capability to compose service invocations into a workflow. A client realized in BPEL
can itself be exposed as a service, i.e., has its own WSDL interface. Client's
task is specified in an imperative way, that is, by specifying (in BPEL) How
to realize? There is no way to specify the task in a declarative way, i.e., to
specify formally What to realize? Actually, there is no need to do so if the
imperative approach has been chosen.
The question is whether the technologies presented above are simple, ubiquitous, and widely deployed? Note, that there is a criticism of WSDL and
UDDI, e.g., [3,4] and [7]. There is also an attempt to revise the notion of
service architecture, see [6], by adding next protocol, called CS-WS (conversation support), on the top of BPEL.
Perhaps, it is time to revise the concept of service and client architecture
as well as to take into account the declarative approach. The technology we
propose realizes the declarative approach.

2

Our approach

We follow the idea of layered view of service architecture introduced in [5,6].
Our service architecture comprises the following three layers: conversation
layer, functionality layer, and database management layer. The database
management layer is the same as in [5]. However, the next two layers have
different meaning. The functionality layer has exactly two interrelated com-
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ponents: raw application, and so called filter associated with the raw application. Raw application implements a single operation, i.e., given input
resources, it produces the output resource according to the operation specification. Note, that operation has exactly one output, although it may have
several inputs. The associated filter works as follows. Given constrains on the
output resource, it produces the constrains on the input resources. That is,
given a specification of the desired output, the filter replies with properties
that must be satisfied by the input in order to produce the desired output by
the raw application. It is clear that these constrains must be expressed in one
common language. The conversation layer implements a conversation protocol to arrange raw application invocation, as well as input / output resource
passing to / from the raw application. The conversation protocol specifies the
order for message exchange. Message contents is expressed in the common
language.
Since our service architecture is different than the one of WSDL and
UDDI, we must revise the concept of service description language as well
as the concept of service registry. It is natural that service description language should describe the types of service input / output resources as well
as attributes of these types to express constrains. Note, that the language is
supposed merely to describe resource types in terms of theirs attributes, not
to construct data types as it is done in WSDL. It is also natural to describe
what service does in the language, i.e., the abstract function implemented
by the operation the service performs. Note, that this is a job of UDDI. We
include this job in our description language.
Since service has additional functionality performed by filter (i.e., service
may be asked if it can produce output resources satisfying some properties),
the description language should be augmented with a possibility to formulate
such questions as well as answers. Moreover, the clients' tasks should be
expressed in the language.
We also want to describe some static properties of service composition
such as intentions, and commitments; this corresponds to the functionality
of WS-Coordination.
The final requirement is that the language must be open and of distributed
use. It means that names for new resource types, their attributes, and names
for new functions can be introduced to the language by any user, and these
names are unique (e.g., URIs [11]). This completes the requirements for the
description language called Entish. Since our technology is supposed to realize the declarative approach, we need a universal protocol for realizing the
tasks specified in our description language. The realization is to be done by
service discovering, arranging composition and coordination. The protocol we
propose is called entish 1.0.
To prove that the requirements for the service description language and
composition protocol can be satisfied we provide the prototype implementation.
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Walk-through example

The working example presented below constitutes an intuitive introduction
to the description language and the composition protocol. The services described in the example are implemented and are ready for testing via the
www interfaces.
A client was going to book a flight from Warsaw to Geneva; the departure
was scheduled on Nov. 31, 2002. It wanted to arrange its task by Nov. 15,
2002. With the help of TaskManager (TM for short), the client expressed the
task in a formal language; suppose that it was the following formula:
phi =
"invoice for ticket (flight from Warsaw to Geneva,
departure is Nov. 31, 2002) is delivered to TM by
Nov. 15, 2002"
Then, the task formula (i.e., phi) was delegated to a software agent, say
agentO. The task became the goal of the agentO. The agentO set the task
formula as its first intention, and was looking for a service that could realize
it. First of all, the agentO sent the query:
"agentO's intention is phi"
to a service registry called infoService in our framework. Suppose that infoService replied that there was a travel agent called FirstClass that could
realize agentO's intention. Then, the agent sent again the formula "agentO 's
intention is phi" however, this time to the FirstClass. Suppose that FirstClass replied with the following commitment:
"FirstClass commits to realize phi,
if (order is delivered to FirstClass by Nov. 15, 2002 and
the order specifies the flight (i. e., from Warsaw to
Geneva, departure Nov. 31,2002)
and
one of the following additional specification of the
order is satisfied:
( airline is Lufthansa and the price is 300 euro)
or
( airline is Swiss air and the price is 330 euro)
or
( airline is LOT and the price is 280 euro) )"
Let psi denote, the formula after "if" inside (oo.) parentheses. The formula
psi is the precondition of the commitment. Once the agentO received the info
about the commitment, the agentO considered the intention phi as arranged
to be realized by FirstClass, and then the agentO put the formula psi as its
current intention, and looked for a service that could realize it. Let us notice
that the order specified in the formula psi could be created only by the client
via its TM, that is, the client had to decide which airline (price) should be
chosen, and the complete order was supposed to include details of a credit
card of the client. Hence, the agentO sent the following message to TM:
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"agentO's intention is psi"
Suppose that TM replied to the agent:
"TM commits to realize psi, if true"
The agentO considered the intention psi as arranged to be realized by TM.
Since the precondition of the TM commitment was the formula "true", a
workflow for realizing agentO's task was already constructed. Once TM created the order and sent it to FirstClass, the FirstClass would produce the
invoice and send it to TM. It was supposed (in the protocol) that once a
service realized a commitment, it sent the confirmation to the agentO. Once
the agentO received all confirmation, it got to know that the workflow was
executed successfully. In order to complete this distributed transaction, the
agent sent synchronously the final confirmation to the all services engaged in
the workflow. This completes the example.

4

The prototype implementation

Before we go into details of the language and the protocol, let us present how
the prototype works. The system resulting from the prototype implementation is fully functional. It allows providers to join their application as services
as well as to formulate tasks by clients, and delegate the tasks to the system
for realization.
The system is available for testing and evaluation via three www interfaces starting with http://www.ipipan.waw.pl/mas/ . The first interface
called EntishDictionary serves for introducing names for new data types,
their attributes, and new functions to the language Entish. The second interface called serviceAPI is for joining applications (that implement the new
functions) as networked services to our system. The third interface called
TaskManager is devoted for a client to specify its task in Entish, and provide
initial resources for the task realization. Hence, from the outside, i.e., from
service providers and clients point of view, the system consists of the three
interfaces: EntishDictionary, TaskManager, serviceAPI. What is inside, that
is, the system engine is transparent for the providers and clients. The engine
implements the language, and the protocol that realizes the clients' tasks by
discovery of appropriate services, their composition and invocation. The www
interfaces are user friendly so that to use the system almost no knowledge on
XML, Entish syntax, and entish 1.0 is needed.
EntishDictionary (ED for short) serves also as an ordinary dictionary, i.e.,
for looking at the existing ontologies as well as for explanation of names used
in the language. Ontology is meant as a collection of names of resource types,
their attributes, and functions defined on these types. It is supposed that they
come from one application domain. Any user can introduce its own ontology.
There is no conflict with names, because short names introduced by users
are automatically extended to long names that are URIs [11]. ED has also
additional functionalities. It allows a service provider to create Entish formula
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that describes operation type performed by its application. The formula along
with some additional information about the host on which the application
is running is sent automatically to the system (actually to service Server ) for
registration and publication.
The second functionality of ED is that it allows a user to create task;
usually it is a composition of abstract functions. The task is sent automatically to TaskManager for realization. It is important to note, that task is
merely an abstract description of what is to be realized, so that it does not
indicate what services could realize it. Note, that EntishDictionary realizes
some functionality of UDDI concerning service classification. However, service
registration and publication is done inside the system.
Generally there is no restriction on the type of resources that can be
defined in the dictionary. However for the purpose of system demonstration
we assume that resource type has flat XML format, i.e., it has several elements
that are of type xsd: string.
TaskManager is a GUI that, given a task from a user, creates and manages
appropriate interfaces for delivering (by the user) initial resources needed
for the task realization. Then, the task is sent to the system (actually to
agentServer) for realization. If the system is ready to realize the task (it
means that a workflow consisting of appropriate services has been already
constructed), the TaskManager asks the user to provide the initial resources
according to the constrains returned by the system. More sophisticated tasks
can be generated directly from a repository of typical tasks provided by the
TaskManager.
The interface serviceAPI provides Java classes and explanation for creating service (according to our architecture) by a service provider.

4.1

Middleware

What was described intuitively in the examples is realized by the engine of
the prototype system. Since the engine is transparent for clients and service
providers, it may be regarded as a middleware. The www interfaces were
created only to facilitate the use of the middleware. The middleware is an
implementation of the language Entish and the protocol entish 1.0. The language and the protocol constitute the technology we propose.
Service provider creates a service according to serviceAPI, and runs it
on its host. Then, the provider registers its service to the middleware via
EntishDictionary. Client creates its task via TaskManager, and the task is
sent to the middleware. If the task could be realized, the middleware returns
constrains on the initial resources needed for task realization. The constrains
are displayed to client by TaskManager. The client creates (via GUI) initial
resources according to the constrains, sends it to the middleware and waits for
the final resource. What is going on inside the system is transparent to clients
and service providers. From their point of view only result is important, that
is, services are to be used, and tasks are to be realized.
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The middleware consists of three basic elements: agentServer, serviceServer, and infoService that exchange messages according to the protocol
entish 1.0. The contents language of the messages is Entish, so that these
three components speak one common language. The middleware can be distributed, i.e., the components may be scattered on different hosts; several
instances of the same component may be running at the same time; they
may be implemented independently.
The first component, i.e., agent Server represents clients in the middleware.
Once a task is delivered to the agentServer from TaskManager, a process
dedicated to the task realization is created. The process is called agent, and
has its own state for expressing its goal, intentions, and knowledge.
The second component called serviceServer represents service providers
in the middleware. Once a service is registered to the serviceServer, a dedicated process is created that represents this service in the middleware for
arranging invocation, transactions, etc. The process is equipped with its own
state for expressing commitments and knowledge about the current status of
conversation with agents and other services.
The third component, i.e., infoService is a global database for storing info
about services, that is , what is the operation type of a service, and what is
its name and the communication address.
The protocol entish 1.0 is divided into the following phases:
1. serviceServer publishes a service at infoService;
2. agent discovers services at infoService;
3. services are composed into a workflow by an agent;
4. workflow is executed;
5. transactional semantics is realized.

5

The language Entish

The language is supposed to describe the resources (electronic data, documents), their types, attributes, locations, and processing by abstract functions. Thus, it serves for expressing tasks by clients. The language also describes services (implementing the abstract functions) and agents (for composing services) in terms of goals, intentions, and commitments. They are
essential for arranging services into workflow in order to realize the clients'
tasks. Hence, the language also describes workflow formation and execution
process, however, the language is fully declarative, i.e., no explicit actions are
used.
There are three kinds of objects the language describes: resources, services, agents. Since the language is supposed to be open and of distributed
use, all names must be URIs [11]. So that we must provide namespaces for
resources, services, and agents. Resources are supposed to be passed from
one service to another. Hence, their names are URLs, and their transport is
realized by the GET method of HTTP protocol.
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Services and agents communicate and speak the language Entish, i.e., they
exchange messages with contents expressed in Entish. The message format is
defined at high level of abstraction, i.e., at the level of logical communication
between agents and services, so that the message transport is not essential
and is not specified in the language. However, we assume that the message
transport identifier is an integral part of the names of agents and services.
Since SOAP is a standard for exchanging XML - formatted messages, we
introduce the following name format:
soap://host_name:SOSO#agentl
soap://host_name:SOSO#servicel
for agents and services.
Agent (or service) is a processes running on agent Server (or serviceServer)
and equipped with its own state. The format of the state is common for agent
and service. It is defined as XML schema in the document state. xsd, see
the documentation of the enTish project.
This concludes the short introduction to project enTish, and corresponding technology for service description and composition. The specifications of
the proposed technology are in version 1.0, and were designed to be extremely
simple for the purpose of understanding the idea behind them as well as for
the prototype implementations. So that, several important features, not essential for the basic functionality, were skipped and left to be completed in
the next version. These are for example security, and service quality. However,
transactional semantics is included in the specifications.

6
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Abstract. In this paper, the problem of classifying a HTML documents into a
hierarchy of categories is investigated in the context of cooperative information
repository, named WebClassII. The hierarchy of categories is involved in all aspects
of automated document classification, namely feature extraction, learning, and classification of a new document. Innovative aspects of this work are: a) an experimental
study on actual Web documents which can be associated to any node in the hierarchy; b) the feature selection process; c) the automated selection of thresholds for
the score returned by a classifier; d) the comparison of three different techniques
(fiat, hierarchical with proper training sets, hierarchical with hierarchical training
sets); e) the definition of new measures for the evaluation of system performances.
Results show that the use of hierarchical training sets improves the hierarchical
techniques.
Keyword: web content mining, hierarchical document classification.

1

Introduction

In cooperative information repositories the manual indexing of documents
is effective only when all information providers have a thorough comprehension of the underlying shared ontology. However, an experimental study on
manual indexing for Boolean information retrieval systems has shown that
the degree of overlap in the keywords selected by two similarly trained people to represent the same document is not higher than 30% on average [3].
Therefore, to facilitate document sharing, it is important to develop tools
that assist users in the process of document classification.
WebClass [8] is a client-server application that has been designed to support the search activity of a geographically distributed group of people with
common interests. It works as an intermediary when users browse the Web
through the system and categorize documents by means of one of the classification techniques available. Automated classification of Web pages is performed on the basis of their textual content and may require a preliminary
training phase in which document classifiers are built for each document category on the basis of a set of training examples.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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A simplifying assumption made in the design of WebClass is that document categories are not hierarchically related. This permits the system to
build either a unique classifier for all categories or a classifier for each category
independently of the others (fiat classification). However, in many practical
situations categories are organized hierarchically which is essential when the
number of categories is quite high, since it supports a thematic search by
browsing topics of interests.
In this work we present an upgrade of some techniques implemented in
WebClass to the case of Web documents organized in a hierarchy of categories,
that is, a tree structure whose nodes and leaves are document categories.
The upgrading of the techniques involved all aspects of automated document
classification, namely:
• the definition of a document representation language (feature extraction),
• the construction of document classifiers (learning), and
• the classification of a new document according to the hierarchy of categories.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce some
issues related to upgrading the document classification techniques. In Section 3 we describe a new feature selection process for document classification, while in Section 4 we present the naIve Bayes and the centroid-based
classification techniques as well as the automated threshold determination
algorithm. Section 5 is devoted to the explanation of the document classification process. All these techniques have been implemented in a new version of
the WebClass system, named WebClassII. Finally, some experimental results
are reported and commented in Section 6.

2

Hierarchical document classification

In flat classification, a unique set of features is extracted from the training
documents belonging to several distinct categories [8]. The uniqueness of the
feature set permits the application of several statistical and machine learning algorithms defined for multi-class problems. However, this approach is
impractical when the number of categories is high. In the case of hierarchically related categories it would be difficult to select a proper set of features,
since documents concerning general topics are well represented by general
terms like "mathematics", while documents concerning specific topics (e.g.,
trigonometry) are better represented by specific terms like" cosine" . By taking into account the hierarchy of categories, it is possible to define several
representations (sets of features) for a document. Each of them is useful for
the classification of a document at one level of the hierarchy. In this way,
general and specific terms are not forced to coexist in the same feature set.
As for the learning process, it is possible to consider the hierarchy of
categories in the definition of the training sets. In particular, training sets
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can be specialized for each internal node of the hierarchy by considering
only documents of the subhierarchy rooted in the internal node (hierarchical
training set). This is an alternative to using all documents for each learning
problem like in flat classification.
In the classification process, considering the problem hierarchically reduces the number of decisions that each classifier has to take and increases
its accuracy. Indeed, the problem is partitioned into smaller subproblems,
each of which can be effectively and efficiently managed on the contrary, in
flat classification with r categories the classifier has to choose one of r. This
can be difficult in the case of large values of r and may lead to inaccurate
decisions.
Some of these aspects have been considered in several works [7], [9], [10],
[4], [5]. Our work differs from previous studies in several respects. First,
documents can be associated to both internal and leaf nodes of the hierarchy.
Surprisingly, this aspect is considered only in [10]. However, differently from
Mladenic's work, we consider actual Web documents referenced in the Yahoo!
ontology, and not only the items which briefly describe them in the Yahoo!
Web directories (see Fig. 1). This is the situation that we expect to have in
cooperative web repositories indexed by a hierarchy of categories.
A second difference is in the feature selection process for each internal
category. It is based on an upgrade of the technique implemented and tested
in WebClass, named TF-PF 2 -ICF. Indeed, a comparison with other two wellknown feature selection measures showed better results in the case of flat
classification [8].
The third innovative contribution is in the development of a technique
for the automated selection of thresholds both for posterior probabilities (in
the case of naive Bayes classifiers) and for similarity measures (in the case
of centroid-based classifiers). The thresholds are used to determine whether
a document has to be passed down to the one of the child categories during
the top-down classification process.
The fourth difference is the comparison of system performances on two
types of training sets definable for a given category: i) a proper training set,
which includes documents of the category (positive examples) and documents
of the sibling categories (negative examples), and ii) a hierarchical training
set, which includes documents of the subtree rooted in the category (positive
examples) and documents of the sibling subtrees (negative examples).
Finally, we define new measures for the evaluation of the system performances so to capture some aspects related to the" semantic" closeness of the
predicted category from the actual one.

3

The feature selection process

In WebClassII each document is represented as a numerical feature vector,
where each feature corresponds to the occurrence of a particular word in
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the document. In this representation, no ordering of words or any structure
of text is used. The feature set representation is unique for each category.
It is automatically determined by means of a set of positive and negative
training examples. All training documents are initially tokenized, and the
set of tokens (words) is filtered in order to remove HTML tags, punctuation
marks, numbers and tokens of less than three characters. Standard text preprocessing methods are used to:
1. remove words with high frequency, or stopwords, such as articles,
2. determine equivalent stems (stemming) by means of Porter's algorithm
for English texts [11].
Only relevant tokens are considered in the feature set. Many techniques
have been proposed in the literature on information retrieval for the identification of relevant words to be used as index terms of documents [12].
However, they are not appropriate for the task of document classification,
where words are selected for discrimination purposes and not indexing. For
two-class problems, Mladenic [10] compared scoring measures based on the
Odds ratio and those based on information gain, leading her to favor the
former. For multi-class problems, as in the case of WebClassII, Malerba et
al. [8] developed a feature selection procedure based on an extension of the
well-known TF-IDF measure. Here we briefly present its extension to the case
of hierarchical training sets.
Let e be a category and e' one of its children in the hierarchy of categories,
that is, e' E SubCategories(e). Let d be a training document from e', w a
feature extracted from d (after the tokenizing, filtering and stemming steps)
and T Fd (w) the relative frequency of w in d. Then, the following statistics
can be computed:
• the maximum value of TFd(W) on training documents d of category e',
TFc'(w) =

max

dETraining(c'J

TFd(w)

(1)

• the percentage of documents in c' where w occurs (page frequency)
PFc'(w)

=

oecc'(w)
ITraining( e') I

(2)

where Training(e') is the training set for category e' (see section 6).
The union of feature sets extracted from Web pages of e' defines an "empirical" category dictionary used by documents on the topics specified by that
category. By sorting the dictionary with respect to T Fe' (w), words occurring
frequently only in one long HTML page might be favored. By sorting each
category dictionary according to the product T Fe' (w) . P Fe' (w) 2, the effect
of this phenomenon is kept under control.l Moreover, common words used in
1

The plain P Fe' (w) factor was also used, but was found to reduce performance
slightly. For small sets of training documents, the term P Fe' (w) might not be
small enough to reduce the effect of very frequent words in single documents.
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documents of c' will appear in the first entries of the corresponding category
dictionary. Some of these words are actually specific to that category, while
others are simply common English words (e.g., " information" , " unique" , and
"people") and should be considered as quasi-stopwords. In order to move
quasi-stopwords down in the sorted dictionary, the value T Fe' (w) . P Fc' (w)2
is multiplied by a factor I C Fe (w) = 1/ C Fe (w), where C Fe (w) (category frequency) is the number of categories c" E SubCategories(c) in which the word
w occurs. In this way, the relevant features that discriminate documents of
c' from documents of its sibling categories can be found in the first entries of
the category dictionary for c'. If ndiet is the maximum number of features selected for a category dictionary, then Diet e , = [(Wl, Vl), (W2, V2)' ... ' (Wk, Vk)]
such that Iii E [1··· k] Wi is a feature extracted from some document d in
c', Vi = TF(wi)· PF;'(wi)· l/CFc (wi) and k :::: ndiet (with k=ndiet when at
least ndiet features can be extracted from training documents of category c').
The feature set (FeatSet e ) associated to a category c is the union of Dict e , for
all its subcategories c'. It contains features that appear frequently in many
documents of one of the subcategories but seldom occur in documents of
the other subcategories (orthogonality of category features). In other words,
selected features decrease the intra-category dissimilarity and increase the
inter-category dissimilarity. Therefore, they are useful to classify a document
(temporarily) assigned to c as belonging to a subcategory of c itself. It is noteworthy that this approach returns a set of quite general features for upper
level categories, and a set of specific features for lower level categories.
Once the feature set has been determined, training documents can be
represented as numerical feature vectors whose values are frequencies.

4

The learning process

WebClassII has two ways of assigning a Web document d to a category

Ci:

1. By computing the similarity between d and the centroid of Ci.
2. By estimating the posterior probability for Ci given d (naive Bayes).
Therefore, a training phase is necessary either to compute the centroids of
the categories or to estimate the posterior probability distributions. Let us
suppose that d has been temporarily assigned to a category c. We intend to
classify d into one of the subcategories of c. According to the Bayesian theory,
the optimal classification of d assigns d to the category Ci E SubCategories(c)
maximizing the posterior probability Pe(cild). Under the assumption that
each word in d occurs independently of other words, as well as independently
of the text length, it is possible to estimate the posterior probability as follows
(adapted from [6]):

P (c·) ·11
P (wlc)TF(w,d)
e,
wEFeatSet c e
,
P ( .Id) =
c c,
'\'
P
(
')
.11
L..e'ESubCategories(e) c c
wEFeatSet c P e (W 1c')TF(w,d)

(3)
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where the prior probability Pc(Ci) is estimated as follows:

Pc(Ci) =

ITraining(Ci) I ..
I
L:c'ESubCategories(c) ITrammg(c)1

ITraining( Ci) I
ITraining( c) I

(4)

and the likelihood Pc(WICi) is estimated according to Laplace's law of succession:

P.(
c

1

.)-

w c. -

l+PF(w,ci)
IFeatSet cI + "'"
uw'EFeatSet c PF ('
W,Ci )

(5)

In (3)-(5), TF(w,d) and PF(w,c) denote the absolute frequency of win d
and the absolute frequency of w in documents of category c, respectively.
The centroid of a category is defined as a feature vector whose components
are computed by averaging on the corresponding feature values of all training
documents of the category. In order to classify a document d, the centroid
most similar to the description of d is sought. Similarity is measured by
means of cosine correlation, which computes the angle spanned by two feature
vectors (d and the centroid):

.) _ L:dETraining(c;J TFd(W)
P. (
c W,C. IT"
ratntng ()I
Ci

(6)

(7)

The cosine correlation is particularly meaningful when features define orthogonal directions and vectors are highly dimensional. Both conditions are
satisfied in WebClassII, though orthogonality refers to the group of features
extracted from each category dictionary rather than to the single features.
The above formulation of both the naIve Bayes and the centroid-based
classifiers assigns a document d to the most probable or the most similar class,
independently of the absolute value of the posterior probability or similarity
measure. However, we should expect that WebClassII users try to classify
documents not related to any category in the hierarchy. In this case we expect
a "reject" of the document. By assuming that documents to be rejected have
either a low posterior probability for all categories or a low similarity to
the centroids of all categories, the problem can be formulated as defining a
threshold for the value taken by a naIve Bayes or centroid-based classifier [2].

5

The classification process

The classification of a new document is performed by means of a general
graph search of the hierarchy of categories. The system starts from the root
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and selects the nodes to be expanded such that the score returned by the
classifier is higher than the threshold determined by the system. At the end of
the process, all explored categories are considered for the final selection. The
winner is the explored category with the highest score. It is noteworthy that
the application of a classifier is always preceded by a change in the document
representation according to the set of selected features. This corresponds to
abstracting the same document at increasing levels of specificity.

6

Experimental results

In this section we study the performance of WebClassII on a set of Web documents. The data source used in this experimental study is Yahoo! ontology.
We extracted 1026 actual Web documents referenced at the top two levels
of the Web directory http://dir.yahoo.com/Science. There are 7 categories at
the first level and 28 categories at the second level (see Fig. 1). A document
assigned to the root of the hierarchy is considered "rejected" since its content
is not related to any of the 35 subcategories. All the results are averages of
five cross-validation folds. The size of the feature set ranges from 5 to 50
features per category. Features are extracted using hierarchical training sets.
Collected statistics concern centroid-based and na'ive Bayes classifiers trained
according to one of the following three techniques:
1. fiat, that is, by considering all subcategories together and neglecting their
relations;
2. hierarchical with proper training sets, that is, by assigning only documents
of category c to Training (c);
3. hierarchical with hierarchical training sets, that is, by assigning documents of either category c or one of its subcategories to Training (c).
To evaluate both flat and hierarchical classification techniques, we begin by considering the macro-weighted-average of both precision and recall
measures [13]. They are computed as the normalized weighted sum of the corresponding microaverage measure. Weights are the percentages of documents
per category, while the normalization factor is the number of categories.
Results reported in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show that the flat technique always
outperforms the hierarchical technique with respect to precision, while the
naive Bayes with hierarchical training sets has the best recall for increasing
feature set size. Moreover, the centroid-based classifiers almost always have
a lower accuracy and recall than the corresponding naive Bayes classifiers,
independently of the adopted technique (flat or hierarchical) and of the feature set size. Another interesting point is that the use of hierarchical training
sets improves both performance measures independently of the method and
the feature set size (see lines with suffix 3ubCat).
In fig. 2 (c) the percentage of "rejected" documents is reported. All training and test documents belong to a category of the hierarchy; therefore, it
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Fig. 1. A segment of Yahoo! ontology considered in this work. Numbers refer to
the number of training documents for each category

would be desirable to have very low percentages of rejected documents, as in
the case of naive Bayes method with hierarchical training sets « 30%).
Intuitively, misclassifications of a document into categories similar to the
correct one should be preferred to misclassifications into totally unrelated
categories. Therefore, other three evaluation measures can be defined:
1. the generalization error, which computes the percentage of documents in
c misclassified into a supercategory c';
2. the specialization error, which computes the percentage of documents in
c misclassified into a subcategory c';
3. the misclassification error, which computes the percentage of documents
in c misclassified into a category c' not related to c in the hierarchy.
The macro-weighted-average of the misclassification error is reported in
Fig. 2 (d). Bayesian methods are the most prone to misclassification errors.
However, in the case of hierarchical training sets, the increase of misclassification rate with respect to the centroid-based approach is about 7%, while
the decrease of the rejection rate is above 23% with 50 features per category.
The graphs in fig. 2 (e) and (f) show the generalization and specialization
errors. The fiat approaches have the lowest generalization error, since they
simply ignore the relations among categories. The centroid-based method
with hierarchical training sets tend to overgeneralize. On the contrary, all
methods have a low specialization error rate.
Finally, it is noteworthy that the centroid-based method is more computational efficient of the naive Bayes only in the fiat approach, while they have
almost equal learning time in the hierarchical approaches. Also, the learning
time of hierarchical techniques is lower than the fiat technique, independently
of the learning method.
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7

Conclusion

In this paper, the problem of automatically classifying HTML documents
into a hierarchy of categories has been investigated in the context of a clientserver application developed to support Web document sharing in a group of
users with common interests. We studied the use of the hierarchy of categories
both in the feature extraction and in the construction of the classifiers and
in the classification process. As to feature extraction, a novel technique for
the selection of relevant features from training pages has been presented.
For the learning step, two classifiers have been considered and a thresholding
algorithm has been proposed in the case of a reject class. For the classification,
a generalized graph search technique has been considered. Experiments have
been performed on a set of Web documents indexed in the Yahoo! ontology.
Three techniques have been compared: i) fiat classification; ii) hierarchical
classification with proper training sets and iii) hierarchical classification with
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hierarchical training sets. Results show that for hierarchical techniques it is
better to use hierarchical training sets. Furthermore, the naive Bayes classifier
with hierarchical training sets has high overall recall and efficient learning
process. Our results are comparable to those reported in [9], which is the only
other work where Web documents indexed by Yahoo! ontology are actually
used. However, in our study we have obtained an overall recall of 39.58% using
only 875 features, while McCallum et al. 's method required about 13,000
features.
As future work, we intend to investigate a multistrategy approach, where
different criteria and techniques are used at different levels of the ontology.
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Abstract. The recent evolution of e-commerce has emphasized the need for services to be suitable to the needs of individual users: as a consequence, personalization has become an important strategy to improve access to relevant products.
This work presents a personalization process based on a text categorization method,
which exploits the textual descriptions of the products in online catalogues, in order
to discriminate between interesting and uninteresting items for the customer. Experimental results encourage the integration of the method in the personalization
component we developed in the COGITO projectl.

1

Introduction

In the recent years, the Internet has experienced a rapid shift from information and entertainment to electronic commerce. Enterprises are developing
new business portals and providing huge amounts of product information,
which in many cases is heterogeneous, not structured and needs to be dealt
in a personalised way. The main challenge is to support Web users in order to facilitate searching in extremely large Web repositories, such as online
product catalogues. The complexity of the problem could be lowered by the
automatic construction of machine processable profiles that can be exploited
to deliver personalized content to the user [8], fitting his or her personal
choices. This is called user modelling process.
User modelling [12] simply means ascertaining a few bits of information
about each user, processing that information quickly and providing the results to applications, all without intruding upon the user's consciousness. The
final result is the construction of a user model or a user profile. Roughly, a
user profile is a structured representation of the user's needs which can be
exploited by a retrieval system in order to autonomously pursue the goals
posed by the user. In short, the user model should be able to recognize the
user, know why the user did something, and guess what he or she wants to
do next.
1
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For this purpose, we adopt machine learning techniques that extract permanent features of a given user from interaction data and construct a corresponding user profile.

2

Related work

During recent years several systems have been designed to offer personalized
services and to deliver user-tailored Web content. In this context, various
learning approaches have been applied to discover user preferences and to
construct user profiles. A text categorization method is adopted by Mooney
and Roy [6] in their LIBRA system. It makes content-based book recommending by applying automated text categorization methods to the product
descriptions in Amazon.com, using a naive Bayes text classifier.
Lee et al. [4] present a system able to provide personalized recommendations for some types of product that a consumer may purchase frequently,
such as books, CDs, DVD films. The system uses an evolutionary method
to model the preferences of a customer for DVD film recommendations. The
examples used to train the system are the feature vectors (the keywords
associated with a film) of the products more recently collected during the
browsing history of a user on a movie site. This learning strategy focuses on
the capacity to adapt to the customer's changes of interests.
Data mining methods are used by the l:lPro system [2] in order to construct individual profiles. One part of the profile contains facts about a customer, and the other part is made of rules describing the customer's behavior.
The behavioral part of the profile is derived from transactional data, representing the purchasing and browsing activities of each user. Using rules to
describe customer behavior has the advantage of being an intuitive way to
represent the customer's needs. Moreover, the rules generated from a huge
number of transactions tend to be statistically reliable. For these reasons,
the learning mechanism of our profiling system exploits transactional data to
discover rules describing the preferences of a user. Since this method does not
use any strategy that categorizes the products into the classes of customerlikes and customer-dislikes, in this paper we try to combine the rule-based
approach with a text categorization method applied to semi-structured text,
the product description as in [6], in order to build more detailed user profiles.
According to this idea, we propose a two-step process for generating profiles:
in the first step, the system learns coarse-grained profiles in which the preferences are the product categories the user is interested into. In the second step,
profiles are refined by adding a probabilistic model of each preferred product
category, induced from the descriptions of the products the user likes in these
categories. The final outcome of the process is a more specific fine-grained
profile able to discriminate between interesting and uninteresting products
for the user.

Extraction of User Profiles in E-commerce
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Discovering user preferences from transactional data

The Profile Extractor (Figure 1) is a highly reusable personalization module which employs supervised learning techniques to dynamically discover
user preferences from data collected in log files during past interactions between users and the Web site [11]. In the COGITO project, the system was

Fig. 1. Profile Extractor Architecture. In addition to the profiling sub-modules,
the figure shows the Community Manager that groups usage sessions to infer usage
patterns exploited for understanding trends useful to further market studies
tested on the German virtual bookshop of the Bertelsmann Online company
(www.bol.de): the user's preferences automatically inferred by the system
are the ten main book categories the BOL product database is subdivided
into, ranked according to the degree of interest computed by the learning system (Figure 2). The Profile Extractor automatically assigns each customer
to these predefined classes.
The input to the Profile Extractor is represented by an XML file containing all the interactions and personal details of users (Users History). The
XML I/O Wrapper performs the extraction (from the Users History) of data
required to set up the examples used to train the learning component (number
of searches and purchases for each product category, number of connections,
etc.). This information is arranged into a set of unclassified instances, where
each instance represents a single customer. The instances are pre-classified
by a domain expert (each customer is associated with a subset of the BOL
book categories) and processed by the Rules Manager, which induces a classification rule set for each book category. The learning scheme is based on the
PART algorithm [3] and is implemented by the WEKA learning suite [13].
After the training phase, the 10 rule sets are used by the Profile Manager
to predict whether a user is interested in each book category. All these classifications, together with the interaction details, are gathered to form the
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Fig. 2. A COGITO coarse-grained profile is composed by two main frames: the
frame of user data (personal+interaction data) and the frame of user's interests

user profile. In the COGITO context, it is used to fit the search in the BOL
product database to the user's interests [1].

4

Refinement of profiles by learning from textual
annotations

The coarse-grained profiles inferred by the COGITO system contain the book
categories preferred by a user. Our intention was to enhance the profiles
by taking into account the user's preferences in each category, in order to
achieve more precise book recommendations. Thus, we adopt an algorithm
for learning to classify the textual descriptions of the books, based on the
naive Bayes classifier [5,10]. Our prototype, called ITem Recommender (ITR),
is able to classify books belonging to a specific category as interesting or
uninteresting to a particular user: for example, the system could learn the
target concept "book descriptions the user finds interesting in the category
Computer and Internet" .
In our learning problem, each instance is represented by a set of slots.
Each slot is a textual field corresponding to a specific feature of a book. The
slots used by ITR are: title, authors and textual annotation. A simple patternmatcher, the Item Extractor (Figure 3), analyzes the book descriptions and
extracts the words, the tokens to fill each slot (it also eliminates stopwords
and applies stemming). The text in each slot is a collection of words (bag of
word, BOW) processed taking into account their occurrences in the original
text. Thus, each instance is represented as a vector of three BOWs, one for
each slot. Moreover, each instance is labelled with a discrete 1 to 10 rating
provided by a user, according to his degree of interest.
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Fig. 3. The BOW extraction process

According to the Bayesian approach to classify natural language text
documents, given a set of classes C= {Cl' C2, ... , cICI}, the probability of a
class Cj, given a document d is calculated as follows:

In our problem, we have only 2 classes: c+ represents the positive class
(user-likes, ratings from 6 to 10) and c_ the negative one (user-dislikes, ratings from 1 to 5). Since instances are represented as a vector of documents,
one for each BOW, the category probabilities of an instance di are computed
using:

P(Cj) lSI Ibi'" I
n .
P(cjldi ) = P(d i )
P(tkICj, sm) b",

II II

(1)

m=l k=l

where S= {Sl' 82, ... , slsl} is the set of slots, bim is the BOW in the slot 8 m
of the instance di , nkim is the number of occurrences of the token tk in bim .
To calculate (1), we have to estimate the probability terms P( Cj) and
P(tkICj, Sm), from the training data, where each instance is weighted according to the user rating r:
.

r-1

w+ = -9- ;

w~

=

1-w~

(2)

The weights in (2) are used for estimating the two probability terms from
the training set TR, according to the following equations:
ITRI

L: w;nkim
,
. 1
P(tkl cj,8 m) = -'-I;-'R=-I--L: w;lbiml

(3)

i=l

In (3), nkim is the number of occurrences of the term tk in the slot Sm of thB
ith instance and the denominator denotes the total weighted length of the
slot 8 m in the class Cj.
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This approach allows the refinement of the profiles by including words
most indicative of user preferences for each preferred book category the system was trained on. An example of profile obtained by rating books about
"Computer and Internet" is given in Figure 4. The features are ranked according to a measure (strength) that indicates the discriminatory power of a
word in classifying a book.

5

Experimental seSSIOns

Two different experiments were performed: the former consisted in observing
the accuracy of the ITR system, the latter was conducted to evaluate the
combination of the COGITO profiles with the ITR ones.
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Fig. 4. An example of ITR user profile
For both experiments, five book categories at uk. bal. com were selected.
For each category, a set of book descriptions was obtained by analyzing Web
pages using the Item Extractor (Figure 3).
Table 1 describes the extracted information. For each category we considered:
• Book descriptions - number of books extracted from the Web site belonging to the specific category;
• Books with annotation - number of books with a textual annotation (slot
annotation not empty);
• Avg. annotation length - average length (in words) of the annotations;
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Table 1. Dataset information
Category

Book
descriptions

Computer & internet
Fiction & literature
Travel
Business
SF, horror & fantasy
Total

Books with
annotation

5414
6099
3179
5527
667

4190
3378
1541
3668
484

20886

13261

77%
55%
48%
66%
72%

Avg.
annotation
length

User

42.39
35.54
28.29
42.04
22.33

Userl
User2
User3
User4
User5

• User - the COGITO user that rated books in the category.
The system has been trained for each category by a specific COGITO
user that rated approximately 90 books (chosen among those contained in
the dataset). In this way, a training set of roughly 450 classified instances is
obtained.
5.1

Measuring the accuracy of ITR

The accuracy of ITR system was measured using a lO-fold cross-validation
and several metrics were used in the testing phase. In the evaluation phase,
the concept of relevant book is central: a book d i in a specific category is
considered relevant by the system if P(c+ld i ), calculated as in equation (1),
is greater than 0.5. A book d i in a specific category is considered relevant
by a user if w~, calculated as in equation (2), is greater than 0.5. Classification effectiveness is measured in terms of the classical Information Retrieval
(IR) notions of precision (Pr) and recall (Re), adapted to the case of text
categorization [9J.
Let T P (true positive) be the number ofrelevant test documents correctly
classified, that is documents both the system and the user deemed relevant.
Then, recall and precision are computed as follows:

Re=

Pr=

TP
number of documents the user deemed relevant

TP
number of documents the system deemed relevant

Also used is F-measure, which is a combination of precision and recall:

F= 2 x Re x Pr
Pr+Re
In addition to these classical measures, we adopted also:
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• Normalized Distance-based Performance Measure (NDPM) - the distance
between the ranking imposed by the user ratings and the ranking predicted by the system, as defined by Yao [14]. Values range from 0 (agreement) to 1 (disagreement);
• Spearman's Rank Correlation (Rs) - a statistic measure used to discover
the strength of the association between two sets of data. In our experiments we will look at the strength of the link between the the ranking
imposed by the user and the ranking obtained using the profiles. Given
a list of elements sorted according two different measures, Spearman's
Rank Correlation compares the two sortings and computes a correlation
coefficient that tells us how close the two measures are. Say we have n
elements sorted on two measures. The following formula computes Rs,
where d is the difference between the ranks given to each element by the
two measures.
Rs = 1 _ 6 x 2:= d 2
n3

-

n

Coefficient ranges from -1 (completely reversed rankings)and +1 (exactly
same rankings). A correlation coefficient of 0.3 to 0.6 is considered as
moderate and above 0.6 is considered strong;
• Error (E) - it is calculated as an average of the absolute difference between the user ratings and those predicted by the system.
All results of the experiment are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. lO-fold cross validation results

Category

Pr

Re

F

NDPM

Rs

E

Computer & internet
Fiction & literature
Travel
Business
SF, horror & fantasy

0.8500
0.5971
0.8100
0.7364
0.4695

0.5476
0.7033
0.8900
0.6800
0.7833

0.6660
0.6459
0.8481
0.7070
0.5871

0.3241
0.4458
0.3322
0.3741
0.3583

0.5499
0.0676
0.4683
0.3466
0.3970

0.3498
0.3489
0.2885
0.3576
0.4105

Avg.

0.6926

0.7209

0.6909

0.3670

0.3659

0.3611

Values of Pr, Re and F provide evidence that the system produces accurate recommendations. NDPM is fairly consistent, while looking at Rs we
observe that there is at least a moderate correlation for each category.

5.2

Coarse-grained profiles vs. fine-grained profiles

In the second experiment, each user has been requested to submit 3 different
queries to ITR. Then, a feedback is given to the system by rating the 20
top ranked books in each result set. The experiment has been modelled on
the basis of two different scenarios. In the first scenario, books are ranked
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according to the COGITO profile, whereas in the second scenario the ranking
is performed using the COGITO profile integrated with the ITR one. For both
scenarios feedback evaluation results are given in Table 3.
For pairwise comparison of methods, the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed
rank test is used [7], since the number of independent trials is relatively low
and does not justify the application of a parametric test, such as the t-test.
In this experiment, the test is adopted in order to evaluate the difference
between the effectiveness of the different profiles by means of the metrics
pointed out in Table 3, requiring a significance level p <0.05.
Table 3. Results of the comparison between the COG ITO and the ITR profiles
User

Query

Pr
COGITO

Java
0.50
1
Graphics
0.30
1
Security
0.80
1
Realism
0.35
2
romanticism
0.60
2
Science fiction
0.65
2
3
Islands
0.65
3
Guides
0.40
restaurants
0.30
3
4 Business manager 0.35
4 enterprise solution 0.20
4
investment
0.50
5
sJ<ing
0.30
0.10
5
ace
0.70
5
mg
Avg.
0.45

1t.

W=

130

NDPM

Rs

ITR

COGITO

ITR

0.90
0.70
0.75
0.50
0.55
0.55
0.90
0.60
0.35
0.60
0.30
0.70
0.60
0.40
1.00
0.63

0.594
0.465
0.636
0.421
0.505
0.468
0.600
0.539
0.505
0.513
0.365
0.547
0.589
0.447
0.550
0.516

0.423
0.328
0.410
0.400
0.636
0.476
0.536
0.694
0.415
0.494
0.292
0.605
0.197
0.184
0.326
0.428

-74

COGITO

-0.288
0.156
-0.412
0.258
-0.053
0.042
-0.288
-0.130
0.037
-0.074
0.405
-0.118
-0.261
0.178
-0.154
-0.047
72

ITR

0.300
0.490
0.278
0.329
-0.362
0.109
-0.136
-0.581
0.338
0.Dl8
0.595
-0.312
0.806
0.839
0.517
0.215

On the basis of the values of the W statistic calculated above, we can
deduce that there is a consistent statistically significant difference in performance among the two different profiles.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we evaluated a simple approach, based on the naIve Bayes
machine learning method, to build user profiles for a content-based book
recommender system. We presented a prototype system, called Item Recommender, able to refine user profiles by adding a list of words to each book
category preferred by a specific user. Our goal was to integrate the prototype
in an already existing personalization system, the Profile Extractor, which
employs machine learning techniques to infer the book categories preferred
by a user, and stores them in a user profile. Experiments confirm that the
use of the integrated profiles has a significant positive effect on the quality
of the recommendations made by the system.
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Safer Decisions Against A Dynamic Opponent
Wojciech Jamroga
Parlevink Group, University of Twente, Netherlands
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Abstract. A hierarchy of beliefs for an agent has been proposed in [3J. The aim of
this paper is to investigate the performance of such 'multi-model' agents with some
experiments in the simplest possible case. The experiments consist of the agent's
interactions with simulated agents, acting as customers of an imaginary Internet
banking service.
Keywords: autonomous agents, user modeling, machine learning, decision making, beliefs, game theory.

1

Introduction

A software agent may clearly benefit from having an up-to-date model of her
environment of activity. The model may, for example, include actual users'
profiles or some assumptions being accepted by default. However, the agent
doesn't have to stick to one model only, she can possess a set of complementary beliefs, both learned and assumed. The agent may then switch to the
most appropriate one when making her decisions, or even combine several
models under certain assumptions [3]. The aim of this paper is to investigate
the performance of such 'multi-model' agents in the simplest possible case,
i.e. in the case of an agent using exactly two alternative models of reality. The
output of such a hybrid agent can be then compared with the performance
of both 'single-model' agents alone to see if (and when) a software agent can
really benefit from using a more complicated belief structure and decision
making scheme.
The controversy between normative models (like non-cooperative equilibria from Game Theory) and adaptive models (obtained through some kind
of learning) has been another inspiration for this paper. The adaptive solutions are more useful when the domain is cooperative or neutral; they also
allow the agent to exploit deficiencies of her adversaries. The 'best defense'
assumptions are still tempting, though, in a situation when the agent risks
real money. Even one opponent who plays his optimal strategy persistently
can be dangerous then. This paper presents another attempt to integrate
both approaches. The main model used by the agent in the experiments is a
profile of the user; the other model is based on the maxmin equilibrium.

1.1

The Game and the Agent

The experiments were inspired by the following scenario: a software agent is
designed to interact with users on behalf of an Internet banking service; she
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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can make an offer to a user, and the user's response determines her output
at this step of interaction. In the actual experiments the agent has had 3
possible offers at hand: the 'risky offer', the 'normal offer' and the 'safe offer',
and the customer could respond with: 'accept honestly', 'cheat' or 'skip'. The
complete table of payoffs for the game is given below. The 'risky offer', for
example, can prove very profitable when accepted honestly by the user, but
the agent will lose much if the customer decides to cheat; as the user skips
an offer, the bank still gains some profit from the advertisements etc.
accept cheat skip
risky offer
normal offer
safe offer

30

-100 0.5
-30 0.5
0 0.5

10

0.5

The banking agent is a I-level agent, i.e. an agent that models other
agents as stochastic (O-level) agents. The user is simulated as a random 0level agent - in other words, his behavior can be described with a random
probabilistic policy. The agent estimates the user's policy p with a relative
frequency distribution p, counting the user's responses. At the same time
the agent computes a confidence value C for the profile acquired so far. The
default model is defined in the Game Theory fashion: the user is assumed an
enemy who always cheats.
default

i

I

I profile I c
Fig. 1. The simplest hierarchy: two models of reality

The motivation behind the confidence C is the following: if a numerical
evaluation can be computed for every decision with respect to a particular
model (the expected payoff, for instance), then the agent's decision may be
based on a linear combination of the evaluations, with the confidence providing weights. If the agent trusts the user's profile in, say, 70% - the final evaluation may depend on the profile in 70%, and the remaining 30% can be derived from the default model: eval(a) = C evalprojile(a) + (1- C) eva1dejault(a).
In consequence, the decision is based on both models at the same time, although in different proportions - weighting the partial evaluations with the
confidence the agent has in them [3].

2

Confidence

In order to provide the agent with a way of computing her 'self-confidence',
two measures are combined: the log-loss based confidence [4] and the datasizerelated measure proposed by Wang [9].
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Let PiCla) be the model of the user at his ith response to a, and bi - his
actual response at that step. To detect changes in the pattern of the user's
behavior, a confidence measure based on the log-loss function [7] can be used.
The one-step loss is defined as Ii = - log2 Pi (b: Ia), and the confidence is based
on the average deviation of the actual loss from the expected optimal loss in n
steps, re-scaled with respect to the minimal and maximal possible deviation
value [4]. To implement a simple forgetting scheme, temporal decay with a
decay rate of A E [0,1] is introduced to make the recent loss values matter
more than the old ones [5,6,4]:
.x - 2_I 4
C log
-

Ll~

=

Ll:ax,.x _ Ll:in,.x

=

where:

.<1;'.

Tnax ,A_..j.nl,·/,n,A
n

1

"n

M.x ( - log2 Pi(b: la)

+ I>i(bla) log2 pi(bla) )i=1..n

max {-M.x(log2pi(b:la))} (b~

.. b:')

min {-M.x(log2pi(b:la))}
(b~.b~)

It is easy to prove that if Pi ('Ia) are frequency distributions and PI ('Ia)
is uniform, then for every n > 1: C{;,g is defined and 0.5 :::; C{;,g :::; 1.
C/'Og helps to detect changes in the user's policy, but it's unreliable when
the number observations is small. This disadvantage can be tackled, though,
with a very simple (but efficient) measure: CWang = n/(n + 1) [9,2]. Now, the
agent is confident in her knowledge if she has enough data and she detects no
irregularities in the user's behavior: C = min(Cto g, CWang). The decay rate A
was set to 0.9 throughout the experiments.

3

The Simulations

To investigate performance of the hybrid agent, several series of experiments
were run. The agent played with various kinds of simulated 'users', i.e. processes displaying different dynamics and randomness. Those included:
• static (or stationary) O-level user with a random policy,
• 'linear' user: a dynamic O-level agent with the initial and the final preferences PO,PlOO generated at random, and the rest evolving in a linear way:
Pi

= po + (PlOO -

po)/100,

• 'stepping' user: same as the 'linear' one except that the preferences change
after every 30 steps: pi(b) = po(b) + (i div 30)(plOO(b) - po(b))/3,
• 'cheater': a user that chooses the action 'cheat' with probability of 1.0,
• 'malicious': an adversary O-level user with a stationary random policy for
the first 30 rounds, then switching to the 'cheater' policy.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid agents vs. single-model agents: the average payoffs for single-minded
users

1000000 independent random interactions (a sequence of 100 rounds each)
have been simulated for every particular setting; the average results are presented in the following subsections.
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Playing Against Single-Minded Users

The user has been assumed rather simple-minded in the first series of experiments, in order to get rid of the exploration/exploitation tradeoff. Thus,
it has been assumed that the user's response doesn't depend on the actual
offer being made: p(cheat), p(accept) and p(skip) are the same regardless of the
offer (if he's dishonest, he cheats for a small reward as well as a big one, for
instance). In consequence, no specific exploration strategy is necessary - every action the agent can choose will reveal exactly the same about the user's
policy - so the agent can just maximize eval(a) when making her decisions.
The results for various types of users are presented on figure 2. The hybrid
agent is almost never worse than the agent using only the user's profile (even
for the static user), and in the most risky moments she plays much safer than
the latter. At the same time, she has the potential to play positively better
than the 'default model' agent. Some simulations were also run for a modified
version of the banking game (representing a situation in which the agent's
decisions involve less risk) with similar results (see figure 3).
The 'single-mindedness' assumption looks like a rough simplification. On
the other hand, the preferences of a particular user (with respect to different
offers) are hardly uncorrelated in the real world. For most human agents the
situation seems to be somewhere between both extremes: if the user tends to
cheat, he may cheat in many cases (although not all by any means); if the user
is generally honest, he'll rather not cheat (although the temptation can be
too strong if the reward for cheating is very high). Therefore the assumption
that the user has the same policy for all the agent's offers may be also seen
as the simplest way of collaborative modeling [10]. Section 3.3 gives some
more rationale for this kind of assumption, while in the next section users
with multi-dimensional (uncorrelated) policies are studied to complete the
picture.

3.2

Experiments for Users with More Complex Policies

In this section users are simulated with no restriction on the relation between
their conditional policies p( . Isafe ), p( 'Inormal) and p( ·Irisky). Boltzmann exploration strategy is used to deal with the exploration-exploitation problem: the
agent chooses action a with probability P(a) = eeval(a)/T / I::a' eeval(a')/T [1].
As the possible rewards span a relatively large interval (we are using the
first payoff table again), the initial temperature parameter is relatively high:
To = 100, and the decay factor is 0.8. Thus Ti = To * (0.8)i. The results on
figure 4 show that the double-model agent has some problems with efficient
exploration - in consequence, she plays too safe against a stationary user.
On the other hand, she is much better protected from sudden changes in the
user's behavior. Moreover, the double-model agent plays much better against
a 'cheater': she loses 86.9 less than the profile-based agent in the first 15 steps
(after that both agents fare almost the same).
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Fig. 3. Results for the modified game
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Fig. 4. Playing against non-singleminded users

3.3

Matrix Games with No Pure Equilibrium

Let us go back to section 3.1 and to the assumption that the user's response
doesn't depend on the actual action from the agent. Note that the assumption
makes perfect sense when the user simply cannot know the agent's action in
advance_ This is the case, for instance, when the negotiation process is longer
and consists of multiple steps, or when some hidden policy of the bank is concerned (instead of particular 'offers')_ The game is a matrix game then, and
the 'default' strategy pair (safe offer,cheat) is the maxmin equilibrium [8].
The games from section 3.1 are somewhat special since they have their equi-
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libria within the set of pure strategies (i.e. single decisions of the agents). For
most matrix games that's not the case. However, every game has its maxmin
equilibrium within the set of mixed strategies (i.e. probabilistic policies). The
set is infinite, but in principle only a finite subset really matters: if the agent
can guess the opponent's current (mixed) strategy approximately, then there
is a pure strategy with the best expected payoff; otherwise, the agent should
choose her maxmin. An example of such game is presented below. The agent's
maxmin strategy for this game is S D = [0.4,0.4,0.2]. If any of the players plays
his/her maxmin, the expected output of the game is O.
bl b2 b3
al -1 2 0
a2 0 -2 5
a3 2 o -10
Note that in the case of mixed strategies, the strategies can be combined
directly instead of combining the evaluations. Thus in the experiments the
hybrid agent has been choosing the strategy S = C Spro(ile + (1 - C) SD
where Sprojile is the strategy with the best estimated payoff. A different way
of decision making calls for a modified confidence measure: the confidence is
now C' = C for C ..:; 0.4, and C' = max(O.4, 3C - 1.9) otherwise. The results
(figure 5) reveal that the hybrid agent is again too cautious when the user
is random and stationary. However, the bottom line in the game is drawn
by a user who can guess the agent's current strategy S somehow (it must a
2-level agent rather than O-level, since the banking agent is a I-level one).
The 'malicious' user here is defined this way: he uses a random policy for
the first 30 steps, and after that starts choosing the most dangerous action
(the one with the minimal payoff), 'guessing' the agent's strategy in advance.
Playing against a user who chooses the most dangerous action all the time,
the hybrid agent was 93.6 better off than the profile-based agent after the
first 50 steps.

4

Conclusions

The experiments presented in this paper suggest that a software agent can
combine machine learning with Game Theory solutions to display more profitable (or at least safer) performance in many cases. The confidence measure
used here is not perfect, and it shows in the results of the simulations. Further experiments should include also agents using more sophisticated learning
methods.
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Abstract. The paper introduces a new concept of a collaborative filtering system,
based on application of Bayesian Networks for joint classification of documents and
clustering of clients.
~eywords: Bayesian networks, recommender systems

1

Introduction

An intelligent agent, called recommender [23], is an assistant to the user in
search for useful information exploiting machine learning techniques and data
mining technologies.
There exist two principal approaches to the construction of a recommender systems:
1. content-based approach to document filtering [7,18]
2. collaborative approach, called also social learning, collaborative or social
filtering [12]

The first approach rooted in the tradition of information search is applicable
if the system deals with text only. The system seeks information similar to
that preferred by the user. If a user is interested in some knowledge areas
(represented by documents described by some keywords, phrases), then the
recommender looks for documents with similar content to that articulated.
The basic problem here is to capture all essential contents of a document in
various areas. Even with restriction to text documents most representations
can capture only some aspects of document content which results in weak
system quality.
The second approach relies on exploiting reactions of other users to the
same document (e.g. a course, educational path, a film, etc.). The system
looks for users with similar interests, capabilities etc. and recommends them
necessary information or items. The best known example of such a recommender is probably the "people who bought this <book> also bought"
feature of the internet company Amazon, [1].
This approach allows for posing questions like" show me information I've
never seen but it turned interesting to people like me". Personalized information is provided in an iterative process where information is presented and
their ranking is being asked for, just allowing to determine the user profile.
This profile is used to locate other users with similar interests in order to
distinguish groups with similar interests.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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This approach is characterized by two features: First of all the document
relevance is determined in the context of the group and not of a single user.
Second, evaluation of the document is subjective. Hence one can handle complex and heterogeneous evaluation schemas.
A restricted number of users compared to the number of documents causes
a restricted coverage of any evaluation questionnaire. New documents require
collection of information from different users.
From the algorithmic point of view important and effective tools supporting social filtering processes are clustering algorithms (e.g. classical k-NN
algorithm), Bayesian classifiers and Bayesian networks.
Bayesian networks [8,25] are more promising with respect to achieved results both compared to Bayesian classifiers and also to more traditional vector
methods. The reason is that these networks take into account relationships
among variables influencing the decision process, while the Bayesian classifiers assume their independence, and on the other hand vector classifiers have
to assume a common metrics for all variables while this is not required for
Bayesian networks.

2

Basic elements of a social filtering system

The task of social filtering is to predict the utility of an item to a particular
user (called also active user) based on a database of user votes from a sample
of population of other users, [4]. Typically, the items to be recommended are
treated as "black boxes": user's recommendations are based purely on the
votes of his neighbors and not the content of the item. The preferences of a
user, usually a set of votes on an item, constitute a user profile, and these
profiles are compared to build a neighborhood. The key decisions to be made
are concerned with data encoding (applied to represent user's profile) and
similarity measure (needed to compare profiles). We can distinguish between
memory-based algorithms which operate over the entire user database to
make predictions and model-based social filtering where the user database
is exploited to learn a model which is then used for prediction. Examples of
this last approach are cluster models and Bayesian networks. More detailed
exposition of different approaches to social filtering can be found in [10].
Generally speaking, two elements are needed in the process of social filtering (assume for clarity that we are interesting in recommending a document
to a user):
1. clustering of users/documents in groups of similar ones
2. classifying documents into distinguished categories
In each case the documents have to be described by attributes which may
refer to contents (e.g. presence/absence of a keyword) or to an evaluation by
the user group (e.g. percentage of users that find the document useful, percentage of users that obtained some capabilities when studying the document
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etc.). In a similar way we can describe a user in terms of documents that he
found interesting/ non-interesting.

2.1

Clustering of documents and users

A naive approach to clustering is as follows. Let Z be an unobserved variable (say, a class variable) taking on a relatively small number of discrete
values (states), Zk (1 ::; k ::; K). Assuming that the probability of votes are
conditionally independent given membership in Z, the probability model relating joint probability of class and votes VI" Vn takes the "standard" Bayes
formulation

P(Z = Zk, VI,

... , Vn )

= P(Z = Zk) x

II

P(ViIZ = Zk).

i=l, ... ,n

Since we never observe the class variable in the database of users, we must
apply methods that can learn parameters for modes with hidden variables,
e.g. the Expectation-Maximization algorithm, or EM, [21].
A more complicated model offers the so-called Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [14] where a factored multinomial model is build
based on the assumption of an underlying document generation process. The
starting point is the term-document matrix N of word counts, i.e., N ij denotes how often a term (single word or phrase) ti occurs in document dj .
PLSA performs a probabilistic decomposition which is closely related to the
non-negative matrix decomposition. Each factor is identified with a state
Zk (1 ::; k ::; K) of a latent variable (corresponding somehow to a topic,
group in the document collection) with associated relative frequency estimates P(tilzk) for each term in the corpus. A document dj is then represented
as a convex combination offactors with mixing weights P(zkldj), i.e., the predictive probabilities for terms in a particular document are constrained to be
of the functional form P(tildj) = ~k P(tilzk)P(zkldj), with non-negative
probabilities and two sets of normalization constraints ~i P(tilzk) = 1 for
all k and ~k P(zkldj) = 1 for all j.
Both the factors and the document-specific mixing weights are learned by
maximizing the likelihood of the observed term frequencies. More formally,
PLSA aims at maximizing L = ~i,j N ij X log ~k P(tilzk)P(Zkldj ). Since factors zk can be interpreted as states of a latent mixing variable associated with
each observation (i.e., word occurrence), the EM algorithm can be applied to
find a local maximum of L.
Empirically, different factors usually capture distinct "topics" of a document collection; by clustering documents according to their dominant factors,
useful topic-specific document clusters often emerge (using the Gaussian factors of LSA, this approach is known as "spectral clustering").
PLSA differs from standard mixture model approach in that it assumes
that a single document d j may belong to different states Zk to different extents. Hence one can think of clustering induced by PLSA as a non-disjoint
one.
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By analogy, we can treat users as a kind of "documents" that contain
"terms" being the items to be recommended. Each user group may be identified with a state Zk (1 'S k 'S K) of a latent variable (corresponding somehow
to a user group) with associated relative frequency estimates P(dilz k ) for each
document in the corpus (the probability that a user from the group finds the
document interesting). A user Uj is then represented as a convex combination
of factors with mixing weights P(zkluj), i.e., the predictive probabilities for
document interestingness for a particular user are constrained to be of the
functional form P(diluj) = L:k P(dilzk)P(Zkluj), with non-negative probabilities and two sets of normalization constraints L:i P(dilz k ) = 1 for all k
and L:k P(zkluj) = 1 for all j.
Both the factors and the user-specific mixing weights are learned by maximizing the likelihood of the observed term frequencies. More formally, PLSA
aims at maximizing L = L:i,j Nij log L:k P(dilzk)P(Zkluj), with Nij meaning if the lh user is interested in the ith document. Since factors Zk can be
interpreted as states of a latent mixing variable associated with each observation, the EM algorithm can be applied again to find a local maximum of
the above function L.
Notice that not only an attribute like interestingness, but also training effectiveness, perceived clarity, terms occurring in all documents of interest for the user, links occurring in documents of interest for the user
(in analogy to PHITS of [7]), or even document group interestingness for
a group of users etc. may be the basis for a similar clustering approach.
In fact we may combine them to a single L function of the form L =
L:i,j NIj x log L:k PI(di IZk)P(Zkluj) + L:i,j NI; x log L:k P"(di IZk)P(Zkluj) +
L:i' JNIj x log L:k P'" (d i IZk)P(Zk IUj) + ... , where the primes refer to different
evaluation aspects. The EM algorithm will be applied here in an analogous
way as done in [6].

2.2

Classifying new documents into the categories

For a long time already Bayesian networks have been applied for free text
classification [19] and other classification tasks. The basic strategy of classification consists in creation of Bayesian networks for each class of known
documents and in calculating the probability of membership to each class of
a new document (perhaps weighed by a priori class membership). The class
with highest a posteriori probability is considered as the proper class for the
new document.
Notice that, given we are knowing the degree of interestingness of a group
of documents for a group of users, we can easily derive the degree of interestingness of the document for the group of users from the document class
membership.
However, a major problem with Bayesian networks is that the number
of attributes (terms) to be considered is beyond learning capabilities of any
Bayesian network learning algorithm (for a review of the algorithms consult
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[13]). Therefore new algorithms have been devised specially for applications
with huge number of attributes [15,17]. Basic concepts of Bayesian networks
and a new algorithm are briefly introduced in Section 3 below.

2.3

The social network hypothesis

In a number of studies personal opinions play important role in evaluation
of broadly understood documents. The expression of the opinion (vote) is
in the simplest case either positive or negative, and usually a "no opinion"
possibility is also permitted. Failures of public opinion pools of prediction of
votings especially in cases when more than 50
We are currently investigating a different independence hypothesis exploring the "no opinion" phenomenon. We assume that the decision of "no
opinion" results from a clash of two types of factors: on the one hand the
matter under consideration, on the other hand the social pressure (opinions
of neighbors, living conditions etc.) which imply a positive or negative mood.
Now the actual vote is positive if both the "mood" and the matter considered are both positive, the actual vote is negative if both the "mood" and
the matter considered are both negative. Otherwise there is a clash leading
to a "no opinion" vote.
For simplicity we assume that both the matter and the mood factors are
independent (P(qi,rj) = P(qi) . P(rj)). But we allow for interdependence
between the matters qi as well as between the respondees r j. In particular
both sets of interdependencies may be described e.g. by a Bayesian network.
In case of users we will call it a "social network". The notion of a social
network would introduce a kind of fuzzyfied clustering of respondees. Each
respondee is a center of its own cluster to which other belong to the smaller
degree the less we can predict their "mood" knowing the mood of the cluster
center, that is the further they are in the social network.
In spite of the above-mentioned assumption of independence between the
matter and the mood factors, the actual variables representing the content
of response of the respondee r j to the matter qi are dependent because of
the mixing of the two factors in the response. Hence, given the table R with
entries Rij equal to 1, 0, or -1 representing positive, no opinion and negative
votes responder rj to the matter qi cannot be used directly to create Bayesian
networks of matters and responders, because column/row relative frequencies do not approximate probabilities of corresponding rj and qi variables.
Separating the impacts of both sets of variables is simple, however, in this
case. Out of the table Rij we can calculate the "expected relative number
of positively mooded responders" EP Rpos and" expected relative number of
positively answerable questions" EPQpos, the same for negative ones, from
the quadratic equation system:
EPRpos . EPQpos = rei - card(Rij = 1)

(1- EPRpos)· (1- EPQpos)

= rel- card(Rij =

-1)
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(reI - number of n-tuples in the relational table). To approximate relative
frequencies of Tj variables, one needs to divide the relative frequencies from
the table Rij by EPQpos, if positive frequencies are calculated, or by (1EPQpos) if negative ones. Then the methods of Bayesian network learning
described below are applicable.
We still need to elaborate a more complex model of interaction between
subject matter networks and social networks taking into account possible
missing independence.

3

Bayesian belief networks

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph with nodes representing variables (events), where nodes are annotated with conditional probability distribution of the node given its parents in the network [13]. The product of
node annotations over the whole network represents the joint probability distribution in all variables. Bayesian belief networks were primarily intended
to model a typical causal situation: in a causal chain (network) subsequent
events occur with some probability given one or more preceding ones. One
could learn the model of dependencies among the events given a sufficiently
large database describing identical sets of events governed by the same model,
with one set of events being independent of the other.
The most important issue in modeling via Bayesian networks is the way
they are constructed. One can distinguish situation where both the structure
(the node interconnections) and conditional probability distributions are provided by the expert. The other extreme is where both are unknown to the
expert. Situations in-between are usually the case (experts may have excellent
knowledge about some dependencies among variables, whereas other may be
partially unclear). The real challenge is when the structure at least partially
is unknown, though estimating conditional probabilities in presence of hidden variables may also be a hard task. For instance, in [4] the next strategy
was used: It was assumed that each node in the network corresponds to an
item in the domain and the states of each node correspond to the possible
vote values for each item; also a state "no vote" corresponding to the lack
of data was introduced. Then an algorithm for learning Bayesian networks
from training data was applied. Each item in the resulting network has a set
of parent items that are the best predictors of its votes.
The clue behind the scenes, when classification is our goal, is that we need
to learn and predict at the same time. Hence not all Bayesian network learning methods known from literature are of comparable value. Some learning
methods, like SGS are strongly oriented towards detecting intrinsic causal relationships among variables. However, reasoning with structures discovered
in this way may be of prohibitive complexity. On the other hand, algorithms
like Chow jLiu or Markov-model learning algorithms learn structures suitable
for efficient reasoning. However, though they possibly either oversimplify the
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relationships or overlook too many conditional dependencies, their time and
space complexity may turn too high. For applications with natural texts
40,000 to 100,000 words is not unusual.
The ETC algorithm [15,17]' developed recently in our research group,
overcomes these difficulties by working with a special construct called edgetree, representing a tree-like Bayesian network as a tree of edge removals.
When building the Bayesian network, a new node is not compared to all
nodes of the network included so far, but rather to those in one of the subtrees
which reduces the comparison time to logarithmic one.
Experimental implementations of CL (Chow/Liu) and ETC were tested
on identical artificial data sets generated from tree-like Bayesian networks
with binary variables. Networks with 100 up to 2,000 nodes were considered.
Conditional probabilities of success on success and failure on failure of the
variables were varied from 0.6 to 0.9. Branching factors of the underlying trees
were chosen in the range from 2 to 8. Sample sizes ranged from the number
of variables to the tenfold of the number of variables. The sequence of variable inclusions was randomized. The ETC algorithm exhibited consistently
overwhelming advantage in execution time advantage over CL algorithm. In
separate runs (for ETC only, because the runtime of CL exceeded 1 hour for
2,000 variables on a PC Pentium) it has been verified that the construction
time of twenty 45,000 node Bayesian networks lasts 30 minutes or less on a
conventional PC Pentium (twenty networks needed for classification into 20
classes).
In preliminary experiments classification of documents into about 20
classes is performed with 70% accuracy.

4

Envisaged application

The recommender as described above is intended to be foundation of an
e-Advisor system planning educational paths based on information about
knowledge acquired by a student, the educational goals and the interests and
capabilities of a student.
We assume that student knowledge may be described by a vector representing degree of knowledge acquired in competence areas of interest. Such a
vector may be obtained objectively as a result of properly designed tests or
subjectively as an evaluation of an interviewer. A similar vector may be established to describe interests and capabilities of a student. Also educational
goals are described by vectors of degrees of competences targeted at. This
vector is predefined by goals of course participant.
Student descriptions will be used to cluster students either by creating
new profiles (based on some degree of similarity, e.g. cosine, overlap between
the profiles) or to fit them into predefined profiles (like "well prepared student", "poorly prepared student" etc.). Clustering approaches from section
2.1. or respectively classifying methods from section 2.2 are to be applied. As
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an alternative, application of fuzzy clustering methods [3,20] is considered.
These methods can be used to identify preliminary categorization of the set
of students before and during the training process.
In a similar way one may define the required profiles after the first, second
etc. period of training. Based on similarity measures we can identify degree
of achieving required capabilities and recommend additional training staff.
Initially, the recommender parameters would be set manually, and later, after
collecting sufficient number of cases, the recommender will be trained on data.
Specifically, a Bayesian network (section 3) for each type of course available for educational path construction would join vectors describing the initial and final state of knowledge (profiles Or sub-profiles) trained by data of
people that completed the course already. For a new person, we would be
capable of calculating probability of attaining required capabilities. Given
a set of alternative courses we can find one that would be most successful
given the initial knowledge and/or skills of the candidate. As such Bayesian
networks can be combined to a cascade, in an analogous way we can evaluate
the formation of a longer educational path.

5

Concluding remarks

This paper presented a Bayesian network approach to collaborative filtering.
Bayesian network technology is proposed especially for classification task.
The user and document clustering is primarily to be performed by PLSA
related techniques. However, if one inspects the EM algorithm as applied
in the literature, he/she can notice unrealistic assumption made about e.g.
independence of terms given the user/document groups. Here also the treelike Bayesian networks may play an important role for improving reflection
of real-world data onto the collaborative filtering models. Improvements in
performance are still needed to handle realistic applications, however.
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Implementing Adaptive User Interface
for Web Applications *
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and Piotr Jurga
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Abstract. Adaptive web sites automatically improve their organization and presentation to satisfy needs of individual web users. The paper describes our experiences gained during designing and implementing an adaptive extension to a web
server - AdAgent. AdAgent is based on the adaptation model, where lists of recommended links are dynamically generated for each browsing user, and embedded
in web pages. AdAgent consists of two components: the off-line module using web
access logs to discover knowledge about users' behavior, and the on-line module
extending the web server functionality, responsible for dynamic personalization of
web pages.

1

Introduction

In the last few years, adaptive web sites have focused more and more attention
from data mining researchers [2,5-7]. Adaptive web sites dynamically improve
their structure and presentation in order to satisfy needs of individual web
users. Various techniques are used to recognize individual user's expectations.
In some applications users are explicitly questioned about their preferences,
and then the preferences are used in the future to select the best delivery
format. A different idea is to employ data mining techniques to implicitly
gather preferences of web users. The data source for data mining is usually
a web log file, which stores information about all visits to the web site made
by users. This technique is the most promising one since it does not require
users to fill out any additional web questionnaires.
Designing and implementing adaptive web sites pose many new research
problems. Web log files must be transformed into a logically readable form,
where all complete web access paths of users are identified. Then, the web
access paths must be cleaned in order to remove unwanted noise [4]. The most
typical (frequent) paths must be extracted and clustered into user categories.
New web users must be monitored and their current access paths must be
compared to the most typical ones from the past. Finally, the structure of
web pages must be dynamically changed in order to follow user's behavior
predictions.
*
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In this paper we describe our experiences on adaptive web sites implementation. We have designed a functional model of an adaptive web interface and
implemented a generic web server extension called AdAgent that handles web
site adaptivity. Web designers can use the AdAgent functions by means of
a new tag library which allows them to define presentation features of automatic recommendations. AdAgent offers various types of recommendation
lists and gives the web designer full control over types and locations of the
lists. Moreover, AdAgent does not require any changes to the web server, and
it can cooperate with popular servers like Apache.

1.1

Related Work

Using web access log mining for web site adaptivity is an area of active research. [7] described the problem of analyzing past user access patterns to
discover common user access behavior. User access logs were examined to
discover clusters of users that exhibit similar information needs. The clusters were used for better understanding of how users visit the web site, what
lead to an improved organization of the web documents for navigational convenience. The authors suggestion was to extend a web server in order to
dynamically generate recommended links. In [5,6] the problem of index page
synthesis was addressed. An index page is a web page consisting of links to
a set of pages that cover particular topics. The described Page Gather algorithm was used to automatically generate index pages by means of web
access log information analysis. [2] proposed to use frequent itemset clustering for automated personalization of web site contents. The authors chose
ARHP algorithm (Association Rule Hypergraph Partitioning) for generating
overlapping usage clusters, which were used to automatically customize user
sessions.

2

Architecture of AdAgent Environment

AdAgent was designed to allow web designers to make their sites adaptive by
providing automatically generated lists of recommended links to be embedded in web pages. The lists are generated based on the browsing (navigation)
history of the current user and on the knowledge extracted from access histories of previous users. In our approach, the web designer is given a choice
of several recommendation list types, and is responsible for placing them in
appropriate places within the web pages. The users interact with the adaptive
service normally and do not have to perform any specific actions (like filling
out a questionnaire, etc.) to get a personalized view of the web service. A
very important feature of AdAgent is that it does not require any changes to
the web server, popular web servers can be used together with AdAgent.
Architecture of the AdAgent system is presented in Fig. 1. Typically for
adaptive web site solutions, AdAgent consists of two components. The offline module analyzes the web server log, and is responsible for discovering
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knowledge about users' behavior in the form of clusters of access paths (see
Sect. 3 for details). The on-line module tracks users' requests and uses knowledge provided by the off-line module for dynamic generation of recommended
links (see Sect. 4 for details). The off-line module is run periodically (e.g.,
once a week), and after completion it notifies the on-line module that its
knowledge buffer has to be refreshed as more recent information is available.
Both AdAgent components are implemented in Java: the off-line module as
a standalone application, the on-line module as a servlet.

server log
.".'

servlet

:-:.

client

I---~~-"'"

files

Fig. 1. AdAgent architecture
The off-line module does not cooperate with the web server directly, it just
reads and analyses the log and writes discovered knowledge to the database
(any database server can be used - in our implementation MS Access was
used). The on-line component extends the functionality of the web server it tracks user requests and adds recommendation lists to web pages served.
The web server has to be able to cooperate with some servlet container and
has to support the ECLF log format (in our implementation Apache 1.3.13
with ApacheJServ 1.1.2 was used). HTML files requested by users from the
web server are processed by the on-line AdAgent module. Positions where
dynamic recommendation lists should be embedded are indicated by special
tags. To handle those extra tags the Freemarker package (version 2.0) is used
by the on-line module.

3

Off-line Segmentation of Web Access Paths

The off-line component is responsible for segmentation of web access paths
registered in the web server's log. The actual segmentation is performed using
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a clustering algorithm. Before the clustering algorithm can be applied, the
log has to be cleaned and access paths have to be extracted from it. The
three general phases of the segmentation process are described below.

3.1

Log Cleaning

Preprocessing is required for clustering of web access sequences as in case of
any advanced analyses of web logs. The log contains entries corresponding to
requests, ordered according to request time. Each entry contains a set of fields
describing one request. AdAgent uses the following fields from ECLF format:
IP address of the client, request time, request type (e.g., GET, POST), requested URL, referrer's URL, browser type, and HTTP status code. Some
of the fields are used to filter out information that is not relevant, some are
then used to extract access sequences. AdAgent offers an interface to specify
which log entries should be filtered out. In the default configuration, only
entries corresponding to successful accesses to HTML documents using the
GET method are considered for further analysis.

3.2

Access Path Extraction

The first step in access path extraction is identifying blocks of requests coming
from the same IP address and the same browser type. Each block contains one
or more access paths but each path is guaranteed to be contained in exactly
one block. In the second step, blocks are analyzed independently. Access paths
are extracted from blocks based on referrer's URL (used to find "previous"
pages). The problem with this approach is possibility of" path crossing" where
determining which of the matching paths should be extended is not possible
(AdAgent does not rely on any additional session tracking mechanisms). To
avoid the risk of generating false paths, AdAgent cuts the crossing paths
before the crossing point, and starts a new path from there. The result is the
set of reliable access paths, some of which may in fact be fragments of actual
ones.

3.3

Access Path Clustering

For access path clustering a slightly modified version of the POPC-J algorithm ([3]) is applied. POPC-J clusters sequences based on co-occurring
frequent sequences (sequential patterns), and can be decomposed into three
phases: Pattern Discovery Phase, Initialization Phase and Merge Phase. Pattern Discovery Phase can be regarded as a preprocessing step, and consists
in finding all frequent subsequences (for some specified frequency threshold,
e.g., by means of AprioriAll algorithm [1]). In the Initialization Phase, for
each frequent pattern a group of web access sequences containing the pattern
is built (sequences that do not support any frequent pattern are ignored).
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Each pattern, together with the list of sequences supporting it, constitutes
a cluster. In the Merge Phase, the similarity matrix for all possible pairs of
clusters is built and maintained. The similarity of two clusters is expressed
as a Jaccard coefficient of cluster contents (each cluster is a set of sequences).
The Jaccard coefficient is one of the well-known set similarity measures:
(1)

Clusters are iteratively merged (according to the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering scheme), in each iteration the two most similar clusters are merged
to form a new larger cluster. The result is a hierarchy of possibly overlapping
clusters. Each cluster is described by a set of patterns that are typical for
cluster members.
The original POPC-J algorithm builds a complete cluster hierarchy or
can stop when a desired number of clusters is reached. AdAgent modifies the
stop condition by requiring a given number of "useful" clusters, Le., clusters
containing more than a given number of sequences.

4

On-line Recommendations for Navigation

The discovered segments of typical web access paths are used to dynamically
recommend popular navigation paths to new users. The basic idea of dynamic
recommendations is to follow the new user's web access path and to match
the path against descriptions of the discovered segments. The segment, to
which the user's web access path is the most similar is then chosen, and
the navigation styles it contains become new recommendations for further
navigation.

4.1

Web Access Path Classification

The current web access path of the user is compared to all the frequent
web access paths from all segments and the corresponding similarities are
evaluated. The segment, for which the sum of the similarities is maximal, is
chosen as the source for the recommendations.
The similarity sim(C, S) between the current web access path C = <
C1 C2 ... Cn > and a discovered frequent path S = < Sl S2 ... Sm > is defined
as follows:

if there exist integers i1 < i2 < ... < i m ,
such that Sl = Ci 1 , S2 = Ci2' ... , Sm = Ci"" then
sim(C, S) = f(i 1 ) + f(i 2 ) + ... + f(i m ),
else
sim(C, S) = o.
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The function f(x) is a relevance function, used to decrease the significance of
user actions that occurred relatively long before. Example implementations
of the f(x) function include f(x) = x/n, f(x) = n - x, f(x) = x, etc. To
ignore the aging of current web access paths, we may choose f(x) = 1.
Example. Assuming f(x) = x/n, the similarity between the current web
access path C = < N A D F E P C G > and a discovered frequent path S
= < A F C > is the following:
sim(C, S)

4.2

=

f(2)

+ f(4) + f(7) = 2/8 + 4/8 + 7/8 = 1.6

Selecting the Best Recommendations

Recommendations are generated from frequent paths describing the best
matching segment. The ordering of the paths depends on two factors: their
support values and their mean distances. The two factors multiplied form
the ordering key. The paths having the highest values of the key are used as
recommendations.
4.3

Nesting Recommendation Directives Inside HTML Pages

In order to offer the generated recommendations to users, a web designer uses
a set of additional HTML tags. The tags define where on the HTML page
the recommendations will be displayed and what kind of generated recommendations will be used. We have defined four types of recommendations:
(1) recommended global links, (2) recommended personal links, (3) recommended frequent links, and (4) recommended hit links. Global links represent
general trends discovered among all users who have visited a given web page.
All users receive identical recommendations. Personal links represent trends
discovered among those users who followed a web access path similar to the
path of the current user. Thus, different groups of users may receive different
recommendations. Frequent links are the logical sum of global links and personallinks. Hit links include the most popular web pages on the whole web
site. They do not depend on the user's web access path. An example of an
HTML page containing the recommendation tags is given below.

<body>
<h2>Our recommendations</h2>
<ul>
<list freqlinks("5") as my_recmnd>
<li><a href="${my_recmnd.href}">${my_recmnd.name}</a>
</list>
</ul>
</body>
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The above HTML page displays a list of five recommended frequent links. The
page will be processed by the AdAgent and the required dynamic contents
will be included in the resulting page to be sent to the user. The user will
receive a document similar to the following one.

<body>
<h2>Our
<ul>
<li><a
<li><a
<li><a
<li><a
<li><a
</ul>

recommendations</h2>
href=lcameras.html">Our new video products</a>
href=l/company/about.html">HFC Profile</a>
href=l/faqlindex.html">Frequently Asked Questions</a>
href=ldvd_sales.html">DVDs on sale!! !</a>
href=lcnd30.html">Canon D30 Specifications</a>

</body>

5

Conclusions

We have presented the AdAgent environment for creating adaptive web sites.
AdAgent is based on the adaptation model, where lists of recommended links
are dynamically generated for each browsing user, and embedded in web
pages. AdAgent's general architecture is rather typical for adaptive web site
solutions: the system consists of two components: the off-line module discovering knowledge about users' behavior, and the on-line module extending
the web server, responsible for dynamic personalization. However, there are
several characteristics of AdAgent distinguishing it from previous proposals,
which we believe make it an attractive solution. Firstly, our system offers
various types of recommendation lists and gives the web designer full control
of which kinds of link lists and where will be embedded. Secondly, the clustering algorithm used by AdAgent's off-line module takes into consideration
sequential dependencies between requests. Finally, AdAgent does not require
any changes to the web server, and can cooperate with popular servers like
Apache.
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Abstract. In this paper we present web-based implementation of the Intelligent
Tutoring System. In the system the strategy selection is made by application of
consensus methods. In the system the tutoring strategy is adapted for the particular student basing on the successful strategies of other similar students. Domain
knowledge of the system contains traffic regulations in Poland. This area was chosen
to attract potentially many users.

Key words: Web-based systems, Intelligent Tutoring System, Consensus
method

1

Introduction

Web-based DL (Distant Learning) environments are attracting increasing
number of very differentiated users. The great tempo of the whole civilization development necessitates continuous education for those people who wish
to keep pace with it. The DL is a method of conducting of a didactic process which according to [5] has the following properties: pupils and teachers
are separated, they use modern media to communicate, they communicate
bi-directionally using modern media, the process is controlled by some educational institution.
The TS (Tutoring Strategy) could be defined as a kind of combination of
means and methods used in the whole didactic process to increase its effectiveness. In most of CAL (Computer Assisted Learning) or DL environments
only single TS is applied. Some specialists, i.e. teachers or tutors, prepare
this strategy for so called typical student - the user of the CAL or DL system. The main disadvantage of such systems is keeping the same strategy
despite differences in students' progresses. To overcome this disadvantage of
the traditional environments ITS (Intelligent Tutoring System) were developed [3]. Their goal was to develop such CBT (Computer Based Tutoring)
system that could offer every individual optimal conditions for his or her
education by generating the content and controlling the knowledge transfer.
ITS is build from three basic modules [6]: the domain, the student and the
teacher modules. The domain module is responsible for delivering knowledge
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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about the domain of the course that could be represented i.e. in forms of
facts and rules. The module is responsible for both delivering the knowledge
to the student as well as testing his or her progress. The students module
records data about the of students knowledge acquisition progress. Finally,
the teacher module contains knowledge about different TS's.

2

Tutoring strategies

The differences in TS's are caused by differences in students' learning styles,
which in turn are consequences of differences in their cognitive styles. Finding
out the students' learning styles preferences is quite a difficult task. In the
literature we can find at least several approaches to this problem. In the paper [1] for each learning style perspective one of the two contradictory values
(given in brackets) has been assigned: perception (sensory or intuitive), input
(visual or auditory), organization (inductive or deductive), processing (active
or reflective) and understanding (sequential or global). For each learning perspective corresponding teaching style has been assigned accordingly: content
(concrete or abstract), presentation (visual or verbal), organization (inductive or deductive), student participation (active or passive) and perspective
(sequential or global).
Taking into account all the above mentioned TS perspectives with assigned values, several different TS's could be developed. In our application
we distinguished the following TS's: text, graphic, animated and active. All
the TS's have the same content, but they use different means of presentation
and students participation. They are supposed to offer their students the
same knowledge in the domain of the Polish traffic regulation.
Text strategy is based on the Traffic Code regulations presented in the text
form. This strategy was prepared for those users who could easily interpret the
content of the legal regulations, i.e. people with the legal education. Other
people that could benefit this strategy are those who have some practical
knowledge in the field and need only some precise information in the matter
or to be used in the repetitions. In those cases where the student has some
knowledge in the field that were acquired from other sources this strategy
could be used to present also the new concepts.
In the graphic strategy, the main means of presentation is a static picture
taken from the 3D scene that illustrates the presented regulation. Together
with the image the text describing the situation shown in the picture is
presented. This strategy was prepared for those users which prefer learning
using the graphical examples, for example, they could. have visual input
preference, instead of verbal input, but could have some problems with too
complicated interface. In these cases users will pay more attention to the
interface itself than to the presented content.
In the animated strategy the 3D static graphics with the 2D animations
are used. The animation enables the student to imagine how the real traffic
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problem should be solved. Additionally the strategy offers the possibility to
control the animation with the standard video control panel, having also
additional ability to rotate the views. The animation illustrates precisely the
correct behavior of each vehicle and pedestrian from the scene.
The active strategy requires from a student answering the multiple choice
test questions with three answers. This strategy was designed to resemble the
theoretical test that students have to pass making their driving licences in
Poland, because this official test is being given using PC's. In this strategy,
students acquire their knowledge by try and error method, however in the case
of bad answer the student receives the detailed information explaining why his
answer is incorrect and which is correct. Not to omit important information in
case of giving the correct answer the student is also offered some information
on his good decisions. To avoid the problem of discouraging students in case
of giving too many incorrect answers the strategy was equipped with the hint
mechanism.

3

Consensus based tutoring strategy selection

In the consensus methods we are seeking for such solution that is the most
representative for some subset of the whole set of elements [8]. In the papers
[2,3,7] the adaptive algorithm and the consensus based tutoring strategy selection method were presented. It was assumed that in the CAL environment
the population of students are tutored one course that is divided into lessons.
The TS selection is made after finishing each lesson by taking into account
the test results accomplished by the student. The TS is prepared for each
new lesson or repetition (obligatory in case of failing the test). The history of
the whole system usage, i.e. TS for each student as well as his/her test scores
are stored and used in the consensus based tutoring strategy selection. The
strategy is called a sequence belonging to Cartesian product (K U T)n for n
being a natural number, where K is a set of knowledge piece presentations
and T is a set of test questions. Let also Str be the set of strategies. Let S be
a given student who is characterized by 3 parameters: Begin_Grades, Sts: a
sequence of N strategies and End_Grades. One should find aN + 1 strategy
from Str that is optimal for student S.
Procedure: Determining the (N + l)-th strategy
Step 1: Create set STUDs from set STUD, which consists of such tuples
stud = (Begin_Grade, St, End_Grade), where St is restricted to N strategies for which distance d1(studs , stud) :::; E (where E is some threshold)
Step 2: On the basis of set STUDs create set STUD's where
STUD's = {(N + l)-th strategy of sequence St where St E STUDs}
Step 3: Determine such strategy St* from Str as the consensus for set
STUD's, such that

"
L

s'ESTUDs

d 2 (St*, s')

=

min

sEStr

"
L

s'ESTUDs

d 2 (s,s')
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Step 4: Take St* as the (N

4

+ 1)-th strategy for

the student S.

Implementation of the traffic regulation course

In our implementation several modifications have been introduced to the
strategy selection procedure presented above. First, the set STUDs is determined on the basis resemblance of the explicit preferences given by the
students. To consider only the successful strategies we can take into account
only those students, whose tests results are above the desired threshold. Here,
the distance function d 1 equals Euclidean distance among several preference
values.
The implemented course has been divided into 7 lessons. Each lesson covers several topics. Each topic could be presented using different scenes, which
could belong to one of the three strategy types. To preserve the consistency
of each lesson it was necessary to enumerate all possible scenes combinations
for each lesson. We stored all the scene combinations in the database and we
denote them by the set Str. As the same topic could be presented using different number of scenes, null scenes were entered to obtain equal topic lengths.
To reduce the computation time of the application we also computed all the
distances between all the combinations of scenes for all the lessons in advance
and stored them in the database. We used the distance function:
n

d 2 (x, y)

=

L

(Xi

0

Yi),

i=l

where: a 0 b = 0, if a = b and a 0 b = 1, if a of. b; n is the number of scenes
in the longest combination; x, yare scenes combinations; Xi and Yi are scene
identifiers. Having defined the distance between combinations, we can define
the distance function for the consensus profile [8]. In our case the profile is
denoted by Str* and contains the combinations from Str that were studied
by students from the set STUDs:
n

d 3 (x, Str*)

=

Ld

2

(x, Yi),

i=l

where: x is the element of the set Str; n is the number of elements in the
profile Str*; Yi is i- th element of the profile Str*. So the consensus function
in the space (Str, d 2 ) is defined as follows:
c(Str*)

= {x

E Str : d 3 (x, Str*)

= min d 3 (y, Str*)} ,
yEStr

In consequence the strategy we are looking for belongs to the set c(Str*).
To test the knowledge acquired by the students, after each lesson students
have to pass the multiple choice test with randomly selected questions. Each
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question from the test is associated with the particular topic. Then, if the
student makes too many errors or fails to answer more than one question
associated with the same topic, the whole topic should be repeated. The
strategy selection is repeated each time the student starts a new lesson or
has to repeat its fragment. In case of repeating the whole lesson from the Str
space the recent strategy is removed and the whole process is repeated.
After completing all the seven lessons the student is tested with 18 questions test generated randomly from the set of about 110 questions. After
completing the test student is able to see his or her results.

5

Summary

The application was implemented in the 3-layer architecture. The presentation layer was implemented in Macromedia Flash, the application layer was
implemented in PHP and database layer in MS-SQL server. This type of
architecture is the most flexible and enables easier modification. Nowadays
the method should be verified with a larger group of users. So far we were
able to test the application with about 20 users but we considered mainly
the usefulness of the strategies and the utility of the application itself. In the
near future we have to evaluate the efficiency of the TS adaptive selection
consensus method by comparing final test results.
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Abstract. We investigate the possibility of web information discovery and extraction by means of a modular architecture analysing separately the multiple forms of
information presentation, such as free text, structured text, URLs and hyperlinks,
by independent knowledge-based modules. First experiments in discovering a relatively easy target, general company descriptions, suggests that web information
can be efficiently retrieved in this way. Thanks to the separation of data types,
individual knowledge bases can be much simpler than those used in information
extraction over unified representations.

1

Introduction

Until recently, performance improvements of web search engines have mostly
been connected with enhancement and accumulation of hardware resources.
This was partly due to the fact that the engines represented documents, in
accordance with traditional information retrieval (IR), by keyword indices,
regardless their internal structure and connectivity. The first serious alternative to this 'brute force' approach was the introduction of a 'link-counting'
algorithm into Google and related efforts in hub/authority analysis, including
term weighing according to the position in an HTML tag or interlinked pages.
Still, the essence of these approaches was the retrieval of single, whole documents, according to some generic, numerical relevance measure on uniform
document representation.
On the other hand, the discipline of information extraction (IE), which
aims at retrieving textual information below the document level, relies on
task-specific, symbolic extraction patterns l . In principle, IE can improve
both the accuracy and completeness of web IR. Instead of whole pages, only
the fragments containing desired information can be returned to the user.
These may not be all parts of text containing the query term, and even
1

We consider pattern-based extraction from loosely structured or unstructured
pages, not wrapper-based extraction from database-like pages [10,11].
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may not contain it at all (nor its thesaurus synonyms). For example, when
seeking the address of a particular company, we are not interested in phrases
such as "we address the whole range of problems related to ... " but specific
semi-structured text in a certain page of the website. The address could be
recognised by specific phrases occurring in its neighbourhood ("Where can
you find us?") or merely by its internal structure (particular combinations of
lower/uppercase text, numerals and special symbols).
A clear disadvantage is however the high computational cost of IE, which
(in contrast to optimised search of keyword indices in IR) has to parse the
intricate structure of source documents. Approaches that take into account
the complexity of structures such as HTML trees and link connectivity tend
to use powerful representational languages based on first-order logic [8]; this
however entails the use of complex (and thus slow) reasoners. Therefore, IE
was mostly assumed to be applied offline, with the extracted text being stored
in a database. Conversely, if IE were to be adopted by online search engines,
without dramatic performance degradation, extraction patterns should be
simple and/or used only selectively. In fact, simpler (and thus more comprehensible) patterns are preferable even if there is no time pressure.
The principle we suggest is the decomposition of web IE tasks according
to the types of data (structures) to be analysed; we denote it as multiway
analysis. The configuration of extraction system for a particular task will
consist of several (generic) analytical modules equipped with (task-specific)
knowledge bases, exchanging information by means of messages conforming
to a shared ontology. In this paper, we explore a very simple scenario of
multiway analysis of company web pages targeting their general descriptions
(company profiles). In section 2 we outline the principles and report on the
current state of our Rainbow system for multiway web analysis. In section 3
we present some empirical results for extraction of company descriptions.
In section 4 we compare our approach with the state of the art. Finally, in
section 5 we summarise the contents and outline the future work.

2

The Rainbow Architecture

The central idea of the Rainbou? system (Reusable Architecture for INtelligent Brokering Of Web information access) is the separation of different
web analysis tasks according to the syntactical type of data involved. In this
way, the natural complementarity and/or redundancy of information inferable
from different types of data co-existing on the web should give way to robust and reusable applications. The prospective suite of metadata-acquisition
components will consist of specialised modules for
2

For more information see http://rainbow . vse. cz. Beyond the acronym, the
name is motivated by the idea that the individual modules for analysis of web
data should synergistically 'shed light' on the web content, in a similar way as
the different colours of the rainbow join together to form the visible light.
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of the (free-text-sentence) linguistic structure
of the HTML mark-up structure
of URL addressing
of explicit metadata (in META tags and RDF)
of the link topology
of images

plus additional modules handling source data as well as interaction with users
and external services.
The syntactic (data-type-oriented) labour division enables:

1. to reuse low-level analysis routines, which do not significantly differ across
the tasks and application domains
2. to exploit the possibly deep-and-narrow specialisation of application developers (e. g. in linguistics, graphs, or image processing)
3. to perform data mining (for important abstraction patterns) on simple,
homogeneous representations of data, and thus more efficiently 3.
The implementation of the architecture is currently limited to a quite
primitive running prototype. The functionality of modules is realised by
means of web services a priori defined by the WSDL [4] interface description. The model of communication is limited to synchronous requests and
answers represented by means of the SOAP [3] protocol.
The current version of the linguistic module is able to extract interesting
sentences4 . The criterion for selecting sentences is the presence of one of a
family of 'indicators', which have been collected, for the company description
problem addressed in this paper, by offline data mining in a web directory
(Open Directory [1]). The key idea of this mining is the fact that indicators are
often syntactically linked, in the text, to the 'heading' terms of directory pages
pointing to the respective company pages. This enables to bypass manual
labelling of cases for extraction pattern learning. For more details see [9].
Other analytical modules have either been implemented within Rainbow
in a trivial manner (selection of useful types of META tags), exist as a standalone program (URL analysis, see [14], and HTML mark-up analysis), as a
dedicated, domain-specific application (image analysis) or merely as design
models plus informal knowledge bases (link topology analysis).
3

4

An obvious risk related to the last point is that of missing some aspects of information perceivable only in combination of multiple types of data. We however
hope that a large proportion of such combinations can be captured at the level of
inter-module communication (ontology concepts), without mixing the low-level
representations.
The version of linguistic module capable of term-level extraction and distinguishing specific information classes is forthcoming.
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In addition to the analysis modules, a source data component has been
developed, which is responsible for the acquisition (incl. the removal of duplicate pages), cleaning, storage and provision of source data. For the acquisition
of data, a usual web spider has been created. The cleaning amounts to a conversion of common HTML to well~formed XHTML. The data are then stored
in a relational database and sent to the other modules on request.
Finally, a (testbed) navigation interface has been built, in the form of
plug~in panel in the open~source Mozilla browser. Every time a new page
is opened in the browser, it is downloaded and pre~processed (provided not
yet in the database), the analysis modules are invoked, and their results
are displayed. The three sections of the panel currently correspond to the
sentences provided by linguistic analysis, to the content of selected META
tags, and to the listing of 'similar' pages provided by Google (as an additional,
external web service).
The process of building a knowledge base for a particular analysis module,
within a particular Rainbow-based application, should rely on the analysis of
problem domain (usually including interaction with domain experts and/or
data mining) by the responsible developer-knowledge engineer specialised
in the particular type of data. The result should ultimately have the form of
knowledge base connecting high~level semantic concepts (such as categories
of web pages, images, or textual 'messages') to data~type~specific features
(such as sets of 'synonymous' URL strings, free~text terms, or skeletal HTML
structures). In order for the whole collection of knowledge bases to be consistent, the developers should interact with each other 'on behalf of their
modules' and unify their views of the domain; this unification will be materialised in a formal ontology. Currently, a top~level ontology of web objects
(with 30 classes and 12 slots) has been developed in the OIL language [7],
which enables automatic consistency testing. The top~level ontology has one
task-specific extension for pornography recognition (with 12 classes); the extension for the OOPS domain (focal in this paper, see next section) is also
being elaborated. For more details, see [15].

3

Discovery of Company Descriptions

As starting point for testing our multiway approach, we selected a rather simple task: discovery of general company descriptions (profiles) from websites
of 'organisations offering products or services' (we therefore use the acronym
OOPS). The descriptions delimit the areas of expertise of the company and
the generic types of products and services. They can be presented as freetext paragraphs, as HTML structures such as lists or tables, or as content of
META tags such as keywords or descriptions. The profile usually occurs either immediately at the main page of the site, or at a page directly referenced
5

The former are lists of terms while the latter are either lists or free~text paragraphs.
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Table 1. Presence of 'profile' information about the company

Information present in

Main

Follow-up

Only

page

(profile)

follow-up

page

page

Overall
Overall

(% of

sample)

META tags

28

10

4

32

89

Free text

11

15

12

23

64

8

8

7

15

42

Free text, discovered (FTD)
FTD while not in META

2

5

5

3

8

HTML-structured text

3

3

3

6

17

by this page. The URL of such profile-page is very likely to be 'indicative'.
This favourises 'navigational' access; rather than analysing exhaustively the
whole website, the link can be followed from the main page.
In our experiment, we randomly chose 50 websites, whose main page
was referenced by the 'Business' part of Open Directory [1]. Of these, 36
sites could be considered as directly belonging to 'OOPS'; other were multipurpose portals or information pages. We exploited the Rainbow system in
its current state, i.e. the source data module to acquire and pre-process the
pages, the linguistic and metadata analysis to extract information, and the
navigational assistant to view the results. The simple task-specific knowledge
base for linguistic analysis contained only the 10 most frequent 'indicators'
such as 'offer', 'provide' or 'specialise in'. Since the URL analyser (originally
developed for the VSEved meta-search tool [2]) was not yet operationally
connected to Rainbow, we simulated its behaviour by observing the links on
the page and following them manually. As 'knowledge base' for URL-based
detection of profile page, we set up6 a collection of four significant strings,
namely; about, company, overview, profile.
Table 1 lists the numbers of web sites (among the 36 in the pre-selected
sample) that contained the target information in the respective forms. For
free text, we distinguish the cases where the presence of company profile was
verified only visually, those where it has been detected by Rainbow (denoted
as 'FTD'), and, most specifically, those where the target terms from free text
(successfully detected by Rainbow) were not contained in META tags. Note
that, in this particular row, the fourth column is not equal to the sum of first
and third, since cases when information in free text and META tags matched
accross the two pages also had to be ignored.
We can see that profile information is often contained in META tags as
well as in free text, but quite rarely in structured HTML form. It might seem
6

We arrived at this collection after having processed the first 20 pages and have not
changed it afterwards. Admittedly, this is not a sound cross-validation methodology, it could be however tolerated given the triviality of the task.
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Table 2. Link to the profile page
Recognisable by

Cases

Cases (%)

15

62

Anchor text, not URL

4

17

URL, not anchor text

2

9

Neither anchor text nor URL

3

12

24

100

Both anchor text (or ALT) and URL

Total (page exists)

that the added value of linguistic analysis is low compared to META tags
(which are available more easily). Note however that in most cases, META
tags contain an unsorted mixture of keywords including both generic and
specific terms related to the company, products as well as customers. Parsing the free-text sentences can help distinguish among semantically different
categories of important terms.
Table 2 shows the availability and accessibility of a specialised 'profile'
page. We can see that only 3 of the 24 pages did not have the link denoted
by one of the four terms from our set. Analysis of URL (as specific data
structure) is more-or-less redundant here since the same information can
mostly be obtained from the anchor text of the link, or from the ALT text
if there is an image instead of textual anchor. Never mind, our hypothesis of
'informative' URLs has been confirmed.

4

Related Work

As mentioned earlier, information extraction has already been applied on
loosely-structured web pages [8,13]' however, without clear separation of different types of data. The representation is typically mixed, which increases
the expressive power but decreases tractability and maintainability. For example, an usual extraction pattern for our task might look, in Horn logic,
like

profile\_of(S,O) IF
main_page(P1) AND has_owner(P1,O) AND has_url(P1,U) AND
AND refers(U,P2) AND contains(P2,S) AND sentence(S) AND
AND contains(S,T) AND term(T) AND semantic_of (offering,T) .
In contrast, we can decompose it to several parts processed by different modules (with optimised internal representation) that only exchange instances of ontology concepts such as 'profile-page' or 'profile-sentence'. Dealing with explicit ontology concepts leads to 'folded' and thus much simpler
representation. Clearly, this approach disables 'global' learning of extraction
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patterns; we rather rely on careful knowledge modelling assisted with targeted
data mining.
The particular task of company profile extraction has been addressed
by Krotzch [12]. Their approach is similar to ours in the attention paid to
multiple modes of information presentation on the web, namely HTML structures and phrasal patterns. They concentrated on a specific domain, casting
technology; compared to our domain-neutral approach, their technique is
thus more precise and comprehensive but not directly reusable for other domains. Ester [6] also account for different classes of company pages: they apply
probabilistic techniques (Naive Bayes and Markov chains) to classify whole
company websites based on classes of individual pages. There is however no
extraction of information below the page level.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have described an architecture for multiway analysis of websites, with
modules specialised in different types of data, as well as an experiment targeted at general company information (profiles). Since the experiment was
a small-scale one, the concrete results should not be generalised as 'typical
company website patterns'. Rather, the goal was to witness the potential
benefit of multiway analysis. In this sense, the variability of 'indicators' (be
it phrasal terms or URL patterns) at company websites seems to be reasonably low to be covered by simple knowledge bases. We however do not believe
that it can be covered by a few hardwired heuristics: knowledge engineering
as well as data mining effort is required to obtain satisfactory performance.
In the nearest future, we would like to proceed to more complex problems, in particular those requiring thorough analysis of HTML structures; a
new module dealing with this sort of tree-structured data is already being
built. For complex tasks, however, the modules cannot be as tightly coupled as in the current implementation. Instead, we propose the adoption of
problem-solving methods (PSM) in order to design (navigational) web IE applications 'on the fiy' with minimal effort. The PSM technology has recently
been used to construct semi-automatically component-based applications for
traditional reasoning tasks such as diagnosis or planning [5]. We however assume that it can be used for IE as well, thanks to the knowledge-intensive
nature of this task. Finally, we plan to couple one of the future versions of
Rainbow with a powerful fulltext database system (developed by our partner
university), which could help focus the actual IE to the most promising parts
of a website.
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Abstract. This paper presents a project whose aim is to retrieve information in
geographical documents. It relies on the generic structure of geographical information which relates some phenomena (for example of sociological or economic
nature) with localisations in space and time. The system includes semantic analysers of spatial and temporal expressions, a term extractor (for phenomena), and a
discourse analysis module linking the three components altogether, mostly relying
on Charolles' discourse universes model. Documents are processed off-line and the
results are stored thanks to an XML markup, ready for queries combining the three
components of geographical information. Ranked lists of dynamically-bounded passages are returned as answers.

1

Introduction: Querying Geographical Document

This paper is concerned with Infomation Retrieval (IR) from geographical
documents, i.e. documents with a major geographic component. They constitue an important source of geographical information and are massively
produced and consumed by academics as well as state organisations, marketing services of private companies and so on. The GeoSem 1 project starts from
the observation of a strong, characteristic, structure of graphical information
which relates some phenomena (possibly quantified, either in a numeric or
qualitative manner) with a spatial and, often, temporal localisation. Fig. 1
gives and example extracted from our favourite corpus [Herin, 1994], relative
to the educational system in France (note that we are mainly interested in
human geography, where the phenomena under consideration are of social or
economic nature). As a consequence, a natural way to query documents will
be through a 3-component topic based on the "phenomena", space and time
aspects, and the three should co-operate to elaborate the answer. A second
general remark concerns the form of geographical documents: they are often
long or very long (books, long reports or articles) and typically include both
a textual and graphical component (maps or various statistical tables). A
1
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consequence is that answers to IR queries should consist of passages rather
than whole documents. Co-operation between text and illustration should be
taken into consideration as well, though this aspect will not be presented in
this paper (see [Malandain, 2001]).

De 1965 a 1985, Ie nombre de lyceens a augmente de 70%, mais
selon des rythmes et avec des intensites differents selon les academies et
les departements. Faible dans Ie Sud-Ouest et Ie Massif Central,
moderee en Bretagne et a Paris, l'augmentation a ete considerable dans
Ie Centre-Ouest, et en Alsace. [... ] Intervient aussi l'allongement des
scolarites, qui a ete plus marque dans les departements ou, au milieu
des annees 1960, la poursuite des etudes apres l'ecole primaire
etait loin d'etre la regIe.
From 1965 to 1985, the number of hi9h-school students has
increased by 70%, but at different rythms and intensities depending on
academies and departments. Lower in South- West and Massif Central, moderate in Brittany and Paris, the rise has been considerable in
Mid- West and Alsace. (. .. j Also occurs the schooling duration increase which was more important in departments where, in the middle
of the 60's, study continuation after primary school was far from
being systematic.

Fig. 1. Excerpt from [Herin, 1994]

The typical task will then be to answer queries bearing on the three
components of geographical information such as show in Fig. 2. The answer
should consist of a ranked list of passages in a collection of documents. From
the technical viewpoint, as indicated by the name of the project, we lay stress
on a deep linguistic analysis and especially on semantic aspects, including
the discourse level. Documents have to be processed off-line and the results
stored thanks to an XML semantic markup, exploited in subsequent queries.
Hence, to situate the project among current research, we see that the goals
are those of document retrieval, but at an intra-document level, selecting
passages [Callan, 1994]. But the methods are rather (though not exclusively)
those of information extraction in the sense of MUC's [Pazienza, 1997] and
we are quite close to answer extraction in the sense of [Molla, 2000].
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the semantic analysers. Section 3 shows how phenomena are linked to localisations in space and
time. Section 4 presents the application of these semantic analyses to passage
retrieval. We conclude on a brief discussion of the results and intended future
work.
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Retard scolaire dans l'Ouest de la France depuis les annees 1950 - Educational difficulties in West France since the 50's

Politiques de securite maritime dans la Manehe - Navigational security
policies in the Channel
Fig. 2. Typical queries on geographical documents

2

Semantic analyses

It concerns the three aspects : space, time and phenomena but we insist
here on the most characteristic of geographical information, spatial analysis.
Fig. 1 provides some typical examples of spatial expressions (noun or prepositional phrases) found in geographical documents and Table 1 gives a rough
approximation of the informational structure which they convey. The general
idea is that they refer to a set of "places" in some "zone". The QUANT
part is a quantification expressed by a determiner. The TYPE column describes which kind of "places" is considered and can include an administrative
characterisation (town, district, region, ... ) and a further qualification, either
sociological (rural, urbanised, more or less densely populated, ... ) or physical
(near seaboard, mountainous, ... ). Finally the ZONE part refers to a "named
entity", like in MUC tradition, but which is here of geographical nature; and
the "position" gives the situation of the "places" under consideration w.r.t.
this entity.
QUANT

:

TYPE

: administrative:

qualification

ZONE

:
:

position

: named geo. entity

(la) Le quart des:
:
(lb) Tous les
: departements :
:
la France
:
du nord de
(Ie) Quelques
:
:
:
:
(ld) Quinze
:
:
:
:
: de la Normandie
(2) Quelques
:
:
villes
maritimes :
(3) Les
: departements : les plus ruraux : situes au sud de :
la Loire
(la/b/c/d); The quarter of / All / Some / Hjteen / dzstT'lcts of north of france
(2) Some seabord towns of Normandy
(3) The most rural districts situated from south of Loire

Table 1. Structure of spatial expressions

The analyser is quite classical, using local, semantic, grammars. We assume a tokenisation and a morphological analysis of the text: presently we
USe Tree-Tagger [Schmid, 1994] which delivers the lemma and part-of-speech
(POS) categorisation. This is turned into a form acceptable by Prolog (list of
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terms) and a definite clause grammar (DCG) performs altogether syntactic
and semantic analyses. Prolog proves to be an interesting choice here since it
allows complex semantic computations to be integrated in the grammar, and
unification on feature structures thanks to GULP [Covington, 1994]. The semantics of extracted phrases (represented as feature structures) are examplified in Fig. 3. Example (lob) stipulates an exhaustive determination selecting
all entities of the given TYPE (departments) located in ZONE. This zone
matches with the northern half inside the named geographic entity (France).
In (2) the determination (induced by "quelques / some") is relative, i.e. only
a part of the elements given by the type is to be considered. Here, TYPE
stipulates that we only keep from ZONE (Northern Normandy) the "towns"
which are "seabord". Note that the actual model of spatial semantics is in
fact significantly more complex, allowing notably recursivity ("Ies villes maritimes des departements ruraux du nord de la France / the seaboard towns of
rural districts in north of France"), geometrically defined zones (" Ie triangle
Avignon-Aix-Marseille / the Avignon-Aix-Marseille triangle") and different
kinds of enumerations ("dans les departements de Bretagne et de Normandie
/ in the departments of Brittany and Normandy").
Tous les departements du nord de la France / Quelques villes maritimes de la Normandie
det : [type : relatifJ
fty zone: ville
type: we;: maritimeJ

det : [type: exhaustifJ
type : [ty _ zone : departementJ

(lb)

fty

zone: pays]]

zone: [ egn: lnom: France
lac: interne
position : nord

1

(2)

e n: [ty - zone : region

zone: [ g

J]

.
nom : N ormandze
lac: interne

Fig. 3. Spatial expressions accompanied by their semantic representation

The grammar contains 160 rules, 200 entries in an internal lexicon and
one hundred thousand terms in an external lexicon of geographical names. It
was designed by observation of [Herin, 1994], and a qualitative evaluation on
several other texts seems to indicate that we captured correctly the general
structure of spatial expressions. However a more precise, quantitative, evaluation on a wide and diversified corpus is still an open question, left for further
work as discussed in Section 5. How the computed semantic structures allows
spatial querying of the document is an important question, discussed in Section 4. Temporal analysis is quite similar and qualitatively easier ; again we
have to analyse phrases such as reproduced in Fig. 4.
Finally, we also proceed to the extraction of expressions that are supposed
to denote phenomena. Adopting a terminological point of view, we assume
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1985 to 1994) / Au debut des annees 90 (In the begining of the 90's)

. d . [debut: [an nee : 1985]]]
[perw
e. f·m : rLannee : 1994]

Jl

type : debut
[annees: [
annee: 1990

Fig. 4. Temporal expressions accompanied by their semantic representation

that phenomena are denoted by noun phrases, and we extract them using
a DCG that uses no lexicon, but operates after a preliminary POS tagging.
In the example of Fig. 1, it would extract phrases like l'allongement des
scolarites or la poursuite des etudes apres l'ecole primaire. Note that we also
compute semantic values for some phenomena using a domain-dependant
lexical semantic base, but this point is beyond the scope of this paper and
will not be described here.

3

Linking phenomena to spatio-temporal localisations

The previous section explained how three classes of expressions can be extracted and semantically represented. This part will consider these objects
in the discourse flow in order to study their interactions and produce a composite indexation at the passage level. Our method is based on some assumptions that apply specifically to geographical documents, and that led to a
representation of themes as 3-component items involving phenomena, space
and time. Unlike many thematic analysis methods, this one is not focused
on text segmentation, but will instead assume that the discourse is firstly
divided into independant segments, either using structural demarcations or
any higher-level segmentation approach.
In the proposed method, several models are combined into a three-phase
process. The first phase involves extraction of phenomena and spatio-temporal
entities as described before, in order to identify potentially relevant parts of
the discourse. The following ones are set out to evaluate thematic relevance
of extracted entities (represented by numeric values called thematic weights),
and to link relevant items together. This process, which is described below,
will be illustrated using the passage of Fig. 1, where phenomena and spatiotemporal localisations are highlighted.
The second phase aims to obtain a first evaluation of the thematic relevance of each phenomenon, using a distributional approach similar to segmentation methods described in [Ferret, 19971. The first step selects representative forms, and computes the distributional significance of each of them
relatively to each segment using the tf . idf coefficient, which evaluates the
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importance of a given form considering its occurrence count in the segment
relatively to its occurrence count in the rest of the document. Relying on
the fact that the distributional significance of a form is representative of its
thematic relevance, the distributional weight is used as a first approximation
of thematic weight of phenomena.
The purpose of the third phase is to link phenomena with their spatiotemporal localisations, as well as refining thematic weights of phenomena.
To achieve this goal, we use two different and supplementary approaches,
combining syntactic dependancies and Charolles' discourse universes theory
[Charolles, 1997]. In his theory, Charolles describes how some particular forms
can introduce frames that constrain the interpretation of a text segment. In
the example of Fig. 1, the phrase De 1965 a 1985 introduces a temporal
frame that will determine the interpretation of the rest of the sentence, and
probably of a larger following text span. Charolles defines many frame and
introducer types, but temporal and spatial frames obviously take on particular importance in our case. Note should be taken that the work presented
here takes place in a wider study of the thematic structure of discourse, but
we focus here on Charolles' frames model which is particularly well suited
for the addressed task, and for which we developped and implemented an
automatic analysis method.
The critical point regarding discourse frames is to locate their boundaries, in order to link phenomena that are contained in a frame to its introducer. Since temporal and spatial introducers can be identified quite easily
(mostly using positional criteria), the difficult point is the identification of final bounds of frames, which is much more subjective. This is achieved thanks
to a combination of various linguistic clues, including enunciative criteria
(like verb tenses cohesion, see [Le Draoulec, 2001]) and semantic computations (for instance, any spatio-temporal expression that is encountered in a
frame is semantically compared to this frame's introducer, in order to test
semantic cohesion).
Even if Charolles' frame model is very important in this method, it does
not match some spatio-temporal localisations that do not behave as frame
introducers, but may still locate punctually one or several phenomena. At the
end of the passage of Fig. 1, we could for example link the temporal phrase
au milieu des annees 1960 to the phenomena la pour·suite des etudes apres
l'ecole primaire. To handle these cases, our method also integrates a syntactic
approach. Since spatio-temporal phrases usually act as temporal or locative
complements, and phrases denoting phenomena as subject or object complement, these dependancies do not directly match syntactic links, but involve
transitivity along these links. Since an exhaustive syntactic analysis would
be superfluous in our case, these dependancies are established relying on a
waiting/resolution paradigm: as soon as a phenomenon or a localisation is
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encountered, it is either stacked, waiting for a complementary item, or linked
to an already waiting one. To avoid irrelevant links, this method involves
intra-phrastic scope management techniques, mostly based on inter-clausal
marks (like relative pronouns).
As it was mentioned before, the process of linking phenomena to localisations also provides a way to refine their thematic weight. This mechanism
relies on the fact that in geographical discourse, thematically relevant phenomena are likely to be localised spatially and/or temporally. Our method
handles this aspect thanks to the attribution of thematic weights to spatiatemporal entities, that are propagated to phenomena they are linked to.

4

Document querying for passage retrieval

The process we described here produces, for each discourse passage, a composite index composed by relevant phenomena along with their spatio-temporal
localisations and thematic weight, as shown in Table 2. IR systems can make
use of these results as an index to obtain passages that are relevant to a
3-component query such as shown in Fig. 2. Our prototype operates on
plain text queries and proceeds to passage retrieval using semantic structures matching when available, or falling back to lemma matching in last
resort (only for phenomena, since exploiting surface forms is irrelevant for
spatio-temporal expressions).
It should be noted that since phenomena and spatio-temporal expressions
are precisely marked in documents as well as discourse frames and syntactic
links, the search engine is able to dynamically select relevant passages, and
to dynamically establish the bounds of passages for each particular query
instead of using predefined ones (like paragraphs).

I'ecole primaire
Ie certificat d'etudes
Ie college
les instituteurs
la loi d'orientation
Table 2. Composite

jusqu'aux annees 1950 9.0
3.9
de 1940 a 1950
maintenant
3.0
not localised
2.0
2.0
de 1989
indexation of a text passage

The search engine matches temporal expressions quite simply, turning
their abstract semantic forms into time intervals, but the matching of spatial localisations is much more difficult. However, we will outline the way
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our system, linked with a geographical information system (GIS)2, would
be able to compute ranked relevant passages thanks to the structures previously obtained. Even if some expressions would need a strong spatial model
(cfthe Avignon-Aix-Marseille triangle), we believe that queries into a GIS are
enough in general case to get relevant results. Assuming that a text contains
the sentences (la) to (ld) of Table 1 (page 123), let us see how the system
could compute the answer to the following requests:

(rd Which passages address Calvados district?
(r2) Which passages address Tarn district?
As these requests address districts, we have to focus only on semantics
structures having "district" type. For each structure, it must be known to
what extent the zone (here, district) is relevant regarding the request. First,
we have to know whether the district is included or not in the zone corresponding with the semantic representation of "north of France", common to
examples (la) to (ld). Therefore, the GIS is requested whether Calvados (for
rd, or Tarn (for r2) is located in the northern half of France. For r2, GIS
answers no. Hence, no passage is selected. In opposite, as GIS answers yes
for rl we have to investigate deeper in order to compute a relevance weight
for examples (la) to (ld). Finally, we obtain the following ranked list for rl:
(lb), (ld), (la), (lc) and an empty list for r2.

(Ia) The semantics of "the quarter" give (no GIS needed) a weight equal to
25%.
(Ib) The semantics of "all" give a weight equal to 100%.
(Ie) The semantics of "some" indicate that few entities are concerned. In
this case, we stipulate a number of 5 entities (that's a heuristic). This
leads us a weight equals to ~, n being the number of districts included
in the zone. A request to the GIS gives n = 52. Hence, the weight is
552 = 9.6%.
(Id) In the same way, we obtain here ~~ = 29%.
These principles are partial and prospective. In particular, a relevance
computation method based on a possible change of granularity (towns, districts, regions, etc.) between request and answer would be interesting. For
instance, we can obviously say that "north-west of France" deserves a lower
rank than "the districts of the north-west of France" as an answer to request
rl since Calvados is a district.
2

Database management system that relies on geographical models, allowing spatial
localisation of entities such as towns or districts.

Passage Extraction in Geographical Documents
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Conclusion and future work

The general purpose of the GeoSem Project is to design a system for information retrieval in geographical documents and we have presented in this paper a
first realisation going in that direction. It includes several analysers and combines linguistic methods (with focus on the semantic and the discourse level)
with more standard statistical IR ones. The whole process takes about 30' on
our favourite corpus [Herin, 1994]' a 250 pages book. The system is already
able to treat queries with both a temporal and phenomenon component, with
a ranked list of passages as answer. A generic workshop, LinguaStream, was
designed for the project, which allows cumulative annotations of a document
according to different analysers.
Several directions of research will be followed in the near future. For one,
we must extend the query system to include the spatial component as explained in Section 4. Though processing time is not so crucial for off-line
analysis, we also want to improve the system's efficiency: working on the
grammars and their implementation techniques (such as bottom-up parsing
and compilation of feature structures as described in [Covington, 1994]), we
hope to gain a factor 2 or 3. Other, possibly more efficient, parsing methods could also be considered if necessary, provided a good integration in
the LinguaStream platform is preserved. Another important aspect concerns
evaluation of the semantic analysers, esp. the spatial one. We have to compare the semantic structures computed by the system with expected ones and
hence to define a relevant and robust measure of adequation between complex feature structures. Finally we want to run the system on a wider corpus
in order to evaluate robustness of the analysers and the cost of transfer to
different kinds of geographical documents.
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Abstract. Abstract. In order to handle information into the natural language
processing systems the morphological categorization of parts of speech POS must
be represented in two kinds of forms: external - most human readable form and
internal - most computer readable form. This document presents a General Model
that contains an external form to represent morphological categorization based on
attribute value trees AVT and two internal forms based on XML: one for general
morphological information and one for particular information attached to a POS.
Finally it is presented a LIR model that can efficiently be used for strong inflected
languages to generate inflected forms of POS, to spell and annotate POS in a text
and to full indexing a text.

1

Introduction

From a certain point of view we can consider that there are two directions
in which the NLP (Natural Language Processing) is developed: one stress on
the lexicon and the other one stress on the syntax. If we try to put too much
linguistic information in the lexicon, we can arrive in the situation where
for each POS (Part of Speech) we must consider not only information about
its intrinsic value but also a lot of information about its relation with the
others POS. If we try to put too much linguistic information in the syntax
description, we can find ourselves in the situation to consider all the POS of
a language with all their inflected forms as terminals. In both cases the rule
numbers (or the description volume) we need becomes too great and difficult
to manage. We consider that there is a middle way, where the syntactic description is detailed only to the level of pseudo terminals that have attached a
set of categories with their values. The morphological description will contain
all the rules that are observed by morphological categories and will associate
these categories and their values to the information from the lexicon. In this
paper we will describe a General Model that contains a mode to structure
morphological information. This model (section 2) and AVT (Attribute Value
Trees) [1] and XML [3]. The three steps of the model are described in the
sections 3,4,5. The morphological information from the General Model can
then be exploited in a particular model. In the section 6 we will describe such
a model named LIR (Lexicon, Inflection, Roots).
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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The General Model

We will present here a language processing model, the General Model that
can be used to process and store linguistic information. The main components
of the General Model are (see the figure 1):

• The Morphological Configurator Creating (1). It has as input the general
morphological knowledge (usually taken from the classical grammars) and
has as output an AVT morphological configurator (2).
• The conversion from the A VT format to XML format (3). It has as inputs
the AVT morphological configurator and the morphological configurator
DTD. It has as output the morphological configurator in XML format
(4).
• The morphological knowledge acquisition (5). It has as inputs the XML
morphological configurator (4), the particular morphological knowledge
(POS from the lexicon and rules and exceptions taken from the grammars) and the Inflected POS DTD. It has as output the detailed morphological knowledge in XML format (6).
• The particular model generation (7). Using the detailed XML morphological knowledge (6) different particular models can be generated (8).

3

AVT Morphological Configurator

A Morphological Configurator is a formal description of the morphological
structure of a language. It is based on AVT (Attribute Value Tree). We have
not enough space here to give all the syntax of the AVT representation. We
will indicate only few hints about this representation.
The Morphological Configurator contains an AVT that has associated to
each node attributes (category) and attribute values. Each attribute has associated one or many values. Each value can have zero, one or many attributes.
Each attribute has associated some features like:
• inflection: indicates if the category is inflected or not;
• treatment: indicates the name of a procedure that must make the treatment of the category in a Natural Language Processing System (NLP).
Each value has also associated some features like:
• lemma: indicates if the category value will be associated to the POS
lemma;
• lexicon: indicates if the category value is associated to a POS that will
be an entry in the lexicon (if lexicon = entry) a supplementary entry in
the lexicon (if lexicon = supplement) or not an entry in the lexicon (if
lexicon = no);
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Fig. 1. The General Model

• indicative: indicates if the category value is associated or not to a POS
that will be used by an automatic treatment in a NLP to generate the
other inflected forms of this POS;
• treatment: indicates the name of a procedure that must make the treatment of the category value in a NLP.
An attribute can have associated a label (the definition) that can be used
later in a place where it will be substituted by its definition. An attribute
list associated to an attribute value can have also a label that can be used
later in a place where it will be substituted with its definition. Using this
mechanism (similar with the HPSG reentrancy) the AVT description is much
more compact. For example, the AVT for Romanian language morphological
configurator is about four times smaller.
The Morphological Configurator contains also a label dictionary section
that gives in different languages the categories, category values, some abbreviations and comments. Therefore the AVT description can be prepared to
be used in different exploitation systems implemented in different languages.
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XML Morphological Configurator

The AVT morphological configurator can be converted to an XML format
compatible with a specific DTD. We present here this DTD named Configurator.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding = IUTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT configurator
(attribute, labelDictionary*»
<!ELEMENT attribute
(name, value*»
<!ELEMENT name
(NMTOKEN)>
<!ELEMENT abbreviation
(NMTOKEN)>
<!ELEMENT value
(name, attribute*»
<!ELEMENT labelDictionary (label)+>
<!ELEMENT label
(name, translation, abbreviation»
<!ELEMENT translation
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT abbreviation
(#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST configurator
sourceLanguage NMTOKEN #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST attribute
inflection
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED
treatment
CDATA
#IMPLIED
CDATA
comment
#IMPLIED>
<! ATTLIST value
lemma
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED
lexicon (entry I supplement I no) #REQUIRED
hint
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED
#IMPLIED>
comment
CDATA
<!ATTLIST labelDictionary
usingLanguage NMTOKEN
#REQUIRED>
The tag significance can be easily deduced from the previous section.

5

XML Morphological Knowledge

Based on the Inflected POS DTD and XML morphological configurator a
linguist can generate the XML morphological knowledge using the particular morphological knowledge (specific to a certain language). This XML
morphological knowledge is compatible with a specific DTD. We will present
now such an inflected POS DTD named Wordlist that describes the structure
of the information about each word from lexicon.

< I ELEMENT wordlist
<!ELEMENT word
<!ELEMENT form

(word+, labelDictionary*»
(form, (attribute, value)+»
(#PCDATA)>

Morphological Categorization
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<!ELEMENT
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<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
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<!ATTLIST
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attribute
(NMTOKEN)>
value
(NMTOKEN)>
labelDictionary (label)+>
label (name, translation, abbreviation»
name
(NMTOKEN)>
translation
(#PCDATA)>
abbreviation
(#PCDATA)>
form
lexicon (entry I supplement I no) #REQUIRED>
wordlist
source_language NMTOKEN #REQUIRED>
attribute
inflection
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED
treatment
CDATA
#IMPLIED
comment
CDATA
#IMPLIED>
value
lemma
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED
lexicon (entry I supplement I no)
#REQUIRED
hint
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED
comment
CDATA
#IMPLIED>
labelDictionary
usingLanguage NMTOKEN
#REQUIRED>

The filling of the XML file with the particular morphological knowledge
for each POS is not at all an easy task. It can be realized with a special
application that works partially automatic (for the regular rules) and partially
manual (for exceptions).

6

LIR Model

Starting from the information that we have in the XML morphological knowledge we can generate different natural language processing models that we
will use in different linguistically purposes. We will present here very shortly
such a model that we will name LIR because it is based on three main structures: the Lexicon, the Inflection rule collection and the Root collection.
a) The Lexicon contains usually the word lemmas, but also other supplementary forms. We will consider that the lemma is the form of the word on
which applying some transformations we will obtain all the other inflected
forms of the word. Each lemma will have associated all the corresponding
attributes - value pairs. From the previous section results how the lexicon
entries can be deduced.
b) The Inflection Rule Collection is a set of rules that explain how each
inflected form of the word can be obtained from its lemma. Thus the Inflection
Rule Collection will contain a rule for each lemma. Many lemmas can have
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associated the same rule. Each rule will contain an elementary rule for each
inflected form. Each elementary rule contains a set of transformations that
applied to the lemma give the inflected form. There are many possibilities to
describe these elementary rules like the two level model [9]. We will present
here an XML DTD that can be used to describe the structure of the Inflection
Rule Collection.

<?xml version=11.0" encoding = IUTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT inflectionRules (rule+, labelDictionary*»
<!ELEMENT rule (inflection+»
<!ELEMENT inflection «attribute, value)+,
«insert I delete I replace I add)+)?»
<!ELEMENT attribute
(NMTOKEN)>
(NMTOKEN)>
<!ELEMENT value
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT insert
<!ELEMENT delete
(EMPTY»
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT replace
<!ELEMENT add
(what»
(word»
<!ELEMENT what
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT word
<!ELEMENT labelDictionary (label)+>
<!ELEMENT label (name, translation, abbreviation»
<!ELEMENT name
(NMTOKEN)>
<!ELEMENT translation
(#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT abbreviation
(#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST inflection_rules
source_language NMTOKEN
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST insert
(begin
end)
#REQUIRED
from
CDATA
#REQUIRED>
position
<!ATTLIST delete
end)
from
(begin
#REQUIRED
end)
(begin
#IMPLIED
to
CDATA
#REQUIRED
position
#REQUIRED>
CDATA
length
<!ATTLIST replace
end)
(begin
#REQUIRED
from
end)
#IMPLIED
(begin
to
CDATA
#REQUIRED
position
#REQUIRED>
CDATA
length
<!ATTLIST add
(before I after) #REQUIRED>
where
<!ATTLIST word
(yes I no)
#REQUIRED>
exclusive
<!ATTLIST label_dictionary

Morphological Categorization
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#REQUIRED>

The transformations described by this DTD consist of:
• The insertion (insert) of some characters after a number (position) of
lemma's characters numbered from (from) the beginning (begin) or from
the end (end) of the lemma.
• The deletion (delete) of some characters in the lemma. The first position
(from) is indicated by the character number (position) numbered starting
from the beginning (begin) or the end (end) of the lemma. The second
position (to) is indicated also by the number of characters (length) numbered starting from the beginning (begin) or the end (end) of the lemma.
If the attribute to is missing, then the attribute length indicates the
length of the string to be deleted.
• The replacement (replace) of some characters (the attributes from, to,
position, length have the same meaning as in case of delete.)
• The adding (add) of some new words (word). These words can be added
(where) before the lemma (before) of after the lemma (after). The exclusive attribute indicates if the corresponding word can be followed (yes)
by a non specified sequence or not (no).

c) The Root Collection. By root we understand here a character sequence
common for many inflected forms of a word. A root can be defined in many
ways. We consider generally that the common root of set of words is the
longest common sequence of characters between the words of the set. A word
can have many roots if the inflected forms are very different. For example,
for the French verb aller we have for indicative present the inflected forms:
(je) vais, (tu) vas, (il) va, (nous) allons, (vous) allez, (ils, elles) vont. If we
consider a minimum length of a root to one character, then there will be the
roots: v- (for the inflected forms vais, vas, va, vont) and all- (for the inflected
form allez). If we consider a minimum length of a root to two characters,
then there will be the roots: va- (for the inflected forms vais, vas, va), and
all- (for the inflected form allez) and vont (for the inflected form vont). The
Root collection contains all the roots considered for all the inflected forms
that are in the lexicon. For each root there is a pointer to the corresponding
word in the lexicon.
In a speller the root collection can be used as follows. We consider different
possible roots for the word that we want to check. Each generated root is
searched in the root collection. For each found root in the root collection we
search the corresponding word in the lexicon. For each different form found
in the lexicon we take the inflected rules form the Inflection Form Collection
and we generate with these rules the inflected forms that can be generated.
If the checked word is found among these generated inflected forms, then the
word is a correct form.
In an annotation process of a text we proceed in the same way but we
can keep also from the Inflection Form Collection the corresponding AVT
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trees associated to the inflected forms that match the checked word. We will
obtain one or more interpretations of the checked word.

7

Conclusions

The General Model and the LIR Model we presented here are based on three
basic data structures: AVT morphological configurator) Morphological Configurator XML DTD and Inflected POS XML DTD. These data structures
are conceived to be used in a computer natural Language processing system. In such a system it the linguistic information belongs to a language
and the exploitation user interface belongs possibly to another language. We
presented also an Inflection Rule DTD that can be used to store the inflection rules and also the corresponding AVT associated with each inflected
form. The AVT morphological configurator formalism was introduced in a
more general language GRAALAN (Grammar Abstract Language) that are
designated to describe the linguistic knowledge used in machine translation
systems. A complete AVT morphological configurator for Romanian language
(that is a high inflected language) was realized. The Romanian AVT morphological Configurator (version 3) contains more than 800 category nodes
and more that 1400 category value nodes.
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Abstract. The amount of information available on the Internet is currently growing at an incredible rate. However, the lack of efficient indexing is still a major
barrier to effective information retrieval on the web. This paper presents the design of a technique for content-based indexing and retrieval of relevant documents
from a large collection of documents such as the Internet. The technique aims at
improving the quality of retrieval by capturing the semantics of the documents. It
introduces a thematic relationship between parts of text using a linguistics theory
called Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) based on cue phrases to determine the
set of rhetorical relations. Once these structures are determined, they can be saved
into a database. We can then query that collection using not only keywords, as traditional Information retrieval systems, but also rhetorical relations. The indexing
and retrieval technique described in this paper is under development and initial
results on a small number of documents have been very successful.

1

Introduction and Previous Work

Day by day, the Internet is becoming more accessible, computers are becoming faster, and memory is becoming cheaper. As a consequence, even more
documents are placed on the web. The Internet is currently growing at the
rate of 300% per annum and if it maintains its high development growth rate
then retrieval of relevant information will become more of a crucial issue than
what it is today.
A lot of research has gone into developing retrieval systems on the Web
[1]'[2]'[3]. Despite all that, using current indexing techniques, it has been
reliably estimated that on average only 30% of the returned documents are
relevant to the user's need, and that 70% of all relevant documents in the collection are never returned [4]. These results are far from ideal considering the
user is still presented with thousands of documents pertaining to a keyword
query in milliseconds. Existing indexing techniques, mainly used by search
engines, are keyword-based. In other words, each document is represented by
a set of meaningful terms (also called descriptors, index terms or keywords)
that are believed to express its content. These keywords are assigned some
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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weights depending on factors such as their frequency of occurrence (i.e. using Boolean vector based, or probabilistic methods [5], [6], [7]). The major
drawback to keyword-based retrieval methods is that they only use a small
amount of the information associated with a document as the basis for relevance decisions. As a consequence, irrelevant information that uses a certain
word in a different context might be retrieved or information where different
words about the desired content are used might be missed. To achieve better
performance, more semantic information about the documents needs to be
captured. Some attempts at improving the traditional techniques using Natural Language Processing [8], logic [9] and document clustering [10] have
offered some improvements.
The aim of the work presented in this paper is to develop a technique
that analyses the document for content based indexing and retrieval using
a computational and linguistic technique called Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) [11]. On the basis of the cue phrases, the rhetorical relations between
units of text are identified. Once these structures are identified, they can be
saved into a database. We can then query that collection using not only keywords, as traditional information retrieval systems (IRs), but also rhetorical
relations. The technique will focus on capturing the content of the documents
for accurate indexing and retrieval resulting in an enhanced recall. The paper
is composed of four sections. The first section is devoted to the introduction
and previous work, the second section is devoted to the explanation of the
RST using cue phrases and the third section will be devoted to the work
which will followed by the conclusion and future work.

2
2.1

Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)
Background Information

Efficient document structuring goes back as far as Aristotle [13]' who recognised that in coherent documents, parts of text can be related in a number of
ways. A number of researchers have pursued this idea and developed theories
to relate sentences. Amongst these theories, the theory developed by Mann
& Thompson, called Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) has a number of interesting characteristics [11]. It postulates the existence of about twenty-five
(25) relations and is based on the view that these relations can be used in
a top down recursive manner to relate parts and sub parts of text. RST determines relationships between sentences and through these relationships the
term semantics can be captured. In Table 1 we give some of the relationships
used in RST. Also, these relations can be identified by cue words in the text.
This top down nature means that the documents can be decomposed into
sub-units containing coherent sub-parts with their own rhetorical structure,
and therefore opens up the possibility of extracting only relevant information
from documents. RST is a descriptive theory of a major aspect of organisation of natural text. It is a linguistically useful method for describing texts
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and characterising their structure. It explains a range of possibilities of structure by comparing various sorts of "building blocks" which can be observed
in documents. Using RST, two spans of text (virtually always adjacent, but
exceptions can be found) are related such that one of them has a specific role
relative to the other. A paradigm case is a claim followed by an evidence for
the claim. The claims span a nucleus and the evidence spans a satellite. The
order of spans is not constrained, but there are more likely and less likely
orders for all of the relations.
Table 1. Some common relationships between spans
Relation Name

Nucleus

Satellite

Contrast

One alternative

The other alternative

Elaboration

Basic information

Additional information

Background

Text whose understanding is
being facilitated

Text for facilitating understanding

Preparation

Text to be presented

Text which prepares the
reader to expect and interpret the text to be presented.

Antithesis

Ideas favoured by the author

Ideas disfavoured by the author

Circumstance

Text expressing the events
or ideas occurring in the interpretative context

An interpretative context of
situation or time

Condition

Action or situation resulting
from the occurrence of the
conditioning situation

Conditioning situation

Four (4) parameters/constraints are used in describing RST relationships,
which are listed as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Constraints on the nucleus
Constraints on the satellite
Constraints on the combination of nucleus and satellite
The effect

Text coherence in RST is assumed to arise due to a set of constraints
and an overall effect that are associated with each relation. The constraints
operate on the nucleus eN), the satellite (S), and the combination of nucleus and satellite eN +S). A Volitional Cause relation defined in [11] can be
seen as a constraint data model that operates on nucleus, satellite, and their
combination. Fig. 1 shows how this interaction is defined.
All the rhetorical relations can be assembled into rhetorical structures
trees (RS-trees) organized into the five schemas as shown in Fig. 2.
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Relation name: Volitional Cause
Constraints on N: presents a volitional action or else a situation that
could have arisen from a volitional action
Constraints on S: none
Constraints on the N +S combination: S presents a situation that
could have caused the agent of the volitional action in N to perform that
action; without the presentation of S, R might not regard the action as
motivated or know the particular motivation; N is more central to W's
purposes in putting forth the N-S combination than is S.
The effect: R recognizes the situation presented in S as a cause for the
volitional action presented in N Locus of the effect: Nand S
Fig. 1. Definition of the Volitional Cause relation

I

<,<

2u~tan~

A

(3)

(4)

Fig. 2. RST five (5) schemas

Four criteria determine the well formedness of an RST tree [11]:
Completeness: a single tree covers the entire text.
Connectedness: each text span in the text, with the exception of the
text span, which covers the entire text, is a node in
the tree.
Uniqueness:
text spans have a single parent.
Adjacency:
only adjacent text spans can be grouped together to
form larger text spans.
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Cue Phrases

Cue phrases are words and phrases that connect two or more spans, and add
structure to the discourse in text. Example of cue phrases are: "first" , "and" ,
"now" , "accordingly" , "actually" , "also" , "although" , "basically" , "because" ,
"but" , "essentially" , "except" , "finally" , "first" , "further" , "generally" , "however", "in conclusion", "neither ... nor", "either ... or", "as well as", "rather
than" , etc. Marcu created a set of more than 450 cue phrases [18]. Also Simon
H Corston-Oliver describes a set of linguistic cues that can be identified in a
text as evidence of discourse relations [19]. Mann and Thompson recognize
that rhetorical relations are often signaled by cue words and phrases, but emphasize that rhetorical relations can still be discerned even in the absence of
such cues [11]. That connective can be used in order to determine rhetorical
relations that hold between elementary units and between large spans of text.
Using only knowledge of cue phrases, an algorithm may be able to hypothesize
the rhetorical relations. The relation Contrast (see Table 1) can be hypothesized on the basis of the occurrence of the cue word" but", "however", etc.
Also, "sometimes" , signals an Elaboration relation. Table 2 presents a sample
set of the cue phrases used in our system to identify rhetorical relations.
Table 2. Set of cues phrases

3

Contrast

Whereas, but, however

Elaboration

Also, sometimes, usually, for-example

Circumstance

After, before, while

Condition

If, unless, as long as

Cause

Because, since

Concession

Although, without, even-though

Sequence

Until, before, and, later, then

Purpose

In order to, so, that

The RSTIndex System

As mentioned earlier, the conventional indexing techniques lack in keyword
semantics. In these techniques, both documents and queries are represented
by keywords. For retrieval, a similarity computation is performed between the
two sets of keywords (of a document and query) and if they are sufficiently
similar then the document is retrieved. Since these techniques are keywordsbased, therefore, they also retrieve irrelevant documents. Also, these techniques lack of semantic relationships between different parts of texts.
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We propose a technique that enhance the keyword-based retrieval techniques by capturing the relationships between units (or parts) of texts wherever keywords in text. These relationships are established by using RST.
RST has previously been used on text generation [12], but we are using it
in our proposed technique for the text indexing. RST provides an analysis of
a coherent and carefully written text, and this analysis provides a motivated
account of why each element of the text has been included by the author.
RST gives an account of textual coherence that is independent of the lexical
and grammatical forms of the text. Further investigation on Natural Language Understanding techniques can be found in [15]. These techniques aim
at resolving ambiguity and determining the theme of the text in exploring
the roles of certain keywords in a text. This could also add a major refinement to the number of documents retrieved resulting in an enhanced retrieval
precision.
With the growing number of the documents available to users of the Web
and the advance in the Internet technology, more robust and reliable document retrieval systems are needed. There is a growing need to understand
the content of a document, compare it with the meanings of the query and
select it only if it is relevant. The proposed approach takes into account the
semantics, context and the structure of documents instead of considering only
keywords (or index terms) for the indexing. This approach creates indices of
a document in three phases, i.e., segmentation, parsing and retrieval. The
first phase determines boundaries of elementary unit using cue phrase, the
second phase determines the rhetorical relations among the elementary units;
and third phase captures the content of the documents for accurate indexing
and retrieval result. The working of these three phases is described in details
in the next three sections. We have borrowed two documents examples (see
Fig. 3) from [18] and these example documents are used as running examples
in this paper.
Document 1
John likes sweets. Most of all, John likes ice cream and chocolate. In contrast, Mary likes money and fruits. Especially bananas and strawberries.
Document 2
Because Mary is such a generous man, whenever he is asked for money,
he will give whatever he has, for example: he deserves the" Citizen of the
year" award.

Fig. 3. Example documents

3.1

Segmentation

Marcu provides a first-order formalization of RST trees, along with an algorithm for constructing all the RST trees compatible with a set of hypothesized
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rhetorical relations for a text [16]. Main function of the segmentation phase is
to identify cue words and phrases that are compatible with various rhetorical
relations (see Table 1). This identification of cue words and phrases is performed by a shallow analysis, essentially pattern matching based on regularexpressions. For example, Document 1 (in Fig. 3) can be segmented into four
units, as shown below. The elementary units are delimited by square brackets
[18].
[John likes sweets.AI][Most of all, John likes ice cream and chocolate. El ] [In
contrast, Mary likes money and fruits. GI ] [Especially bananas and strawberries. Dl]
Whereas Document 2 can be broken down into five units, as shown below.
[Because Mary is such a generous man. A2] [- whenever he is asked for money, B2]
[he will give whatever he has, for example G2 ] [- he deserves the "Citizen of
the year" award. D2]

3.2

Parsing

The second phase, after determining the rhetorical relations, performs a computational discourse parser that is used to get the analyses of large text fragments. On the basis of the cue phrases, the principle of the parser consists
in positing rhetorical relations between the identified clauses. These rhetorical relations are then used to assemble RST representations [17]. Rhetorical
Relations (RR) extracted from the text are expressed as a triplet: (relation
name, span 1, span 2).
In Document 1 example, the parser hypothesizes rhetorical relations between the obtained units. In contrast signalled a Contrast relation. It holds
between unit Al and Cl. (for simplicity, we omit the exclusive disjunctive
hypothesis presented by Marcu [18]), we obtain the set given below.
RR(CONTRAST,Al,Cl)
RR(ELABORATION ,Bl ,AI)
RR(ELABORATION,D1, C1)
For Document 2, the following result is obtained using the principle of
the non-contiguous spans of the rhetorical relations as shown in schema 5 of
Fig. 2:
RR(EVIDENCE, A2, D2)
RR(CIRCUMSTANCE,B2,C2)
RR(EXAMPLE, C2, A2)

3.3

Retrieval

The previous two sections 3.1 and 3.2 enable us to determine the rhetorical
structure of the text. Once these rhetorical relations are built, and saved,
they can be easily queried. This allows the user to pose queries using rhetorical relations techniques in addition to the traditional keywords-based retrieval principle. Rhetorical Relation's Query (RRQ) is derived from a query
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in the same manner that the corpus text is processed. Consider the query:A3
= "is there anything that contradicts Mary?" An RRQ is then derived:
RR(Contrast,A3,?). Using the relationship "Relations" (Fig 4), the aim consists of replacing"?" with the right spans that lets the RRQ true.

3.4

The database

The out of the parsing phase is stored in a relational database. Fig. 4 shows
the Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the DB schema.

Fig. 4. The ERD of the DB and its schema

Table 3 and Table 4 show the output of the segmentation phase and the
Parsing phase, respectively.
Table 3. Spans Text resulting from the segmentation
Span Id

Span Text

Doc Id

Pos.

Al

John likes sweets

Doc. 1

1

B1

Most of all, John likes ice cream and chocolate

Doc. 1

20

C1

In contrast, Mary likes money and fruits.

Doc. 1

69

D1

Especially bananas and strawberries.

Doc. 1

111

A2

Because Mary is such a generous man

Doc. 2

1

B2

Whenever he is asked for money

Doc. 2

38

C2

he will give whatever he has, for example

Doc. 2

69

D2

he deserves the "Citizen of the year" award

Doc. 2

111

3.5

Query Data Model

In our model, a query can be atomic or complex. An atomic query is of the
form of an RRQ. A complex query is a sequence and composition of atomic
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Table 4. Rhetorical relations resulting from the parsing
Relation Name

Idl

Id2

CONTRAST

Al

Cl

ELABORATION

Bl

Al

ELABORATION

D1

Cl

EVIDENCE

A2

D2

CIRCUMSTANCE

B2

C2

EXAMPLE

C2

A2

queries connected with Boolean operators. An RRQ can be derived either
from:
• a keyword-based query: The RRQ will be of the form RR(Any, Span,
7). Suppose that we want to find a document that contains the word"
money". The RRQ will be of the form: RR(Any, "money" ,7). Document
2 will be returned as a result of the query.
• or rhetorical-based query: The RRQ will be of the form of RR(Relation
name, Span, 7). If we apply this principle for the query A3 of section 3.3,
the RRQ will be of the form: RR( contrast, A3,7) The first search of Mary
in spans table gives us C1 and A2 as a result; so the keyword Mary exists
in two different documents: Document 1 and document 2. Tuning the
search, in accessing the table Relations (using a Join operation), allows
us to reject A2 and thus Document 2. Consequently, the set of irrelevant
document is reduced.

4

Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we have presented a computational and linguistic technique
for content-based indexing of documents in a large collection of text documents. We introduced an indexing method, which is a text description theory
called rhetorical structure theory based on cue phrases. RST was created in
the late eighties for text generation primarily, we proposed to employ it for
text indexing. Applying RST showed potential to improve the quality of current information retrieval systems. A system that indexes relations is able to
obtain higher precision than a system that utilizes keywords. The segmentation, the extraction of the rhetorical relations and the storing in the database
could involve some pre-processing time during indexing. This time might be
saved during the retrieval process. It is an undergoing project as it is at its
conceptual level and so far small experiments have been conducted. Future
work includes the development of some experiments based on different document topics and sizes. A comparative study on bigger collections will follow.
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The study will compare the results of the agent to other retrieval systems
including the ones used by search engines.
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Abstract. The paper starts with a short overview on areas of application for user
profiles. Subsequently a method to represent user profile in the field of document
retrieval by using query terms and weighted terms of retrieved documents is defined. The method is based on evaluating the pertinence of retrieved documents
by the user. The created sub~profiles are used to express the translation between
terminology used by user and terminology accepted in some field of knowledge.
Finally, the preliminary experiments are discussed.

1

Introduction

In today's Internet reality, the common facts are: increasingly growing number of documents in Internet, high frequency of their modifications and, as
consequence, the difficulty for users in finding important and valuable information. These problems caused that much attention is paid to helping user
in finding important information in nowadays Internet information retrieval
systems. Individual characteristic and user's needs are taken under consideration, what leads to system personalization. System personalization is usually
achieved by introducing user model into the information system. User model
might include information about user's preferences and interests, attitudes
and goals [3,10]' knowledge and beliefs [6], personal characteristics [7], or
history of user's interaction with system [13]. User model is also called user
profile in domain of information retrieval. Profile represents user information
needs, such as interests and preferences.
In literature, few types of application of the user profile in the process of
information retrieval can be distinguished, below.
• Profile can be used for ranking documents received from the information
retrieval system. Such ranking is usually created due to degree of the
similarity between the query and a document [8].
• In system of information filtering, profile can be used as a query in the
process of information filtering. Such profile represents user information
need, relatively stable in time [1].
• There are propositions in the literature to use user profile for query
expansion, base on explicit and implicit information obtained from the
user [5,16].
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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The main issue, in the domain of user profile for information retrieval, is the
representation of user information needs and interests. Usually user interests
are represented as a set of keywords or n-dimentional vector of keywords,
where every keyword's weight or position in vector represents importance
of keyword in representing user interests [8,11]. The approaches with more
sophisticated structures for representing knowledge about user's preferences
are also applied:
• stereotypes ~ the set of characteristics of prototype user of some class
of users, sharing the same interests [4], or
• semantic net, which discriminates subject of user interests with underlining the main topic of interests [2].
The approaches to determine user profile can be also divided into few groups.
The first group includes the methods where user's interests are stayed explicitly by the user in specially prepared forms or during answering standard
questions [4,8]' or in the example piece of text, written by the user [12]. The
second group can be these approaches, where user profile is based on the
analysis of terms frequency in user queries directed to information retrieval
system [8]. There is an assumption for these methods that the interest of the
user, represented by a term, is higher as the term is more frequent in the
user query. Analysis of the queries with the use of genetic algorithms [14]
or semantic nets [2] are the extension to this approach. The third group of
approaches includes methods, where the user evaluates documents retrieved
by the system. From documents assessed as interesting (pertinent) by the
user, additional index terms, describing user interests, are added to the user
profile [4,8].
Most of the research in domain of user modelling for information retrieval
considers only user information needs stayed explicitly by the user using the
information retrieval system. The user difficulty in precise expressing the real
information need is frequently neglected. In other words, the fact is ignored
that the user usually does not know, which words he should use to formulate
his interests to receive valuable documents from information retrieval system.
We claim that user can express user's preferences by valuation of relevance
of retrieved documents.
The purpose of this paper is to present the user profile, which represents
the translation between the terminology used by the user and the terminology accepted in some field of knowledge. This translation is supposed to
describe the meaning of words used by the user in context fixed by pertinent
documents.

2

User profile

Information retrieval system is defined in this paper by four elements: set
of documents D, user profiles P, set of queries Q and set of terms in the
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dictionary T. There is retrieval function w : Q ---> 2D , for each q E Qw(q) c
D. Retrieval function returns the set of documents, which is the answer for
the query q. The set T contains terms from documents, which have been
indexed in the retrieval system (for WWW - in search engine). Set T is
called dictionary, where terms are ordered by index i = 1, ... , n. User profile
is an object P from set P, where P is set of all possible user's profiles. Profile
p is described by function 7r, which maps: user's query q, set of retrieved
documents and previous user profile, into a new user profile. Thus, the profile
is the following structure determined by function 7r : 7r(q, Dqper,Pn-l) = Pn
. Function 7r is responsible for profile modifications. The function 7r is valid
for arguments (q, DqperlPn-l) and returns profile Pn, where q is the question,
Pn-l and Pn are profiles before and after modification respectively, DqPer =
w(q) is the set ofthe pertinent documents among the documents retrieved for
query q, Dqper <:::;: D. For user profile we define also the set of user subprofiles
SubP (see below).
User profile is created on the base of information received from the user
after user verification of documents retrieved by the system. During verification user points out these documents which he considers pertinent for him.
User query pattern Sj we call a Boolean statement, the same as user query
q : Sj = rj, /\ '1'12 /\ ... /\ rjn' where rij is a term tij E T or negated term
(-,ti,)l, and for j = 1,2, ... , n i j < i[ if j < l. User query pattern Sj indicates
subprofile and is connected with only one subprofile.
User subprofile sp E SubP we call n-dimensional vector of weight of terms
f rom per t'Inent d ocument s.. sp = ((k;)
(k i )
(k i )
(k i ))
h
S u bP
wj,l ,wj ,2 ,wj ,3 , ... , wj,n ,were
is the set of subprofiles.
User profile pEP we define as the following structure:

-

where: n E N - number of terms in dictionary T, wJ~)
weight of significant term
in user profile (the weight is calculated according to the
frequency of term
in pertinent documents retrieved by the system in
k-th retrieval and the frequency of this term in all collection documents,
called cue validity) and the number of modifications made so far for the user
profile (k - 1 modifications) are also respected, Sj - user query pattern,
(ki)
(k;)
(k;J
(krl)
. d'lcates
( wj,l
,w ,2 ,W ,3 , ... , wj,n
user su b profil e (user query pattern III

tt

j

tt

j

one user subprofile univocally).
1

Further instead of designation t'J we will use symbol ti. Double indexes were
used for underlining the order in the set T.
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Position of weight wJ~) in subprofile (its co-ordinate in vector of subprofile) indicates the significant term tf E T. There is an order introduced for
the set T. Terms from dictionary T are the indexing terms, that index documents retrieved for the query qi and those terms belong to those pertinent
documents.
Weight of term ti in profile is calculated according to the following formula, proposed in [9]:
(k)

1

(k-l)

w··
= --(nw.
J,t
n +1
J,t

+ Zi)

(1)

where: n - number of retrieval of documents made so far for this subprofile
(n = k - 1), wJ~)
weight of significant term tf in profile after k-th modification of subprofile, which is indicated by the pattern Sj (i.e. after k-th
document retrieval with use of this subprofile), Zi - weight of significant
term t f in k-th selection of these terms.

-

3

Modification of user profile

User profile expresses the translation between terminology used by user and
terminology accepted in some field of knowledge. This translation describes
the meaning of word used by user in context fixed by pertinent documents
and it is described by assigning to the user's query pattern Sj a subprofile
(,translation') created during the process of selection of significant terms
t f from pertinent documents. We assume following designations: qi - i-th
user query, D~i) - set of documents retrieved for user query qi, D~i) t:: D,
D~~er - set of documents pointed by the user as pertinent documents among
documents retrieved for user query qi, D~~er t:: D~i).
As it was described above, user profile Pn is the representation of user
query qi, set of pertinent documents D~~er and previous (former) user profile Pn-l. After every retrieval and documents verification made by user, the
profile is modified. The modification is performed according to following pro) Pn -- 7r (D(n)
) were
h
. .. 1
ce d ure.. PI -- 7r (D(l)
ql, qPer'PO,
qn, qPer,Pn-l,
Po - Imtla
profile, in which weights of all significant terms tf are set to value 0, PI profile created after the first time query was asked and the analysis of pertinent documents was made, Pn - profile after n-th time the same query was
asked and the analysis of pertinent documents was made.
Traditionally user profile is represented by one n - dimension vector of
terms describing user interests. User interests change, and so should the profile. Usually changes of profile are achieved by modifications of weights of
terms in vector. After appearance of queries from various domains, modifications made for this profile can lead to unpredictable state of the profile. By
unpredictable state we mean disproportional increase in vector representing
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the profile the weights of some terms, what could not be connected with increase of user interests in domain represented by these terms. The weights of
terms can grow, because of high frequency of these terms in whole collection
of documents, regardless of domain of actual retrieval.
Representation of user profile as one vector could also cause ambiguity
during the use of this profile for query modification. At certain moment user
query refers only to one domain of user's interests. To use user profile mentioned above for current query modification we need a mechanism of choosing from vector of terms representing various user' interests only these terms
that are connected with domain of current query. To obtain this information,
usually knowledge about relationship between terms from query and profile,
and between terms in profile is needed. In literature, this information is obtained from co~occurrence matrix created for collection of documents [15] or
from semantic net [11]. One of disadvantages of the presented approaches is
that the two structures, namely user profile and structure representing term
dependencies, should be maintain and manage for each user. The other is
that creating the structure representing term relationships is difficult for so
diverging and frequently changing environment as Internet.
There are no such problems for user profile p created in this paper. After each retrieval, only weighs of terms from user subprofile identified by
pattern Sj (identical as user's query) are modified, not weighs of all terms
from user profile. Similarly, when profile is used to modify user's query, direct
translation between current user query qi and significant terms from domain
connected with the query is used. In user profile p, existing mapping between
one user query pattern Sj and one subprofile represents this translation.
In information retrieval system user profile is created during a period of
time - during sequence of retrievals. There could appear a problem how
many subprofiles should be kept in user profile. We have decided that only
sub profiles that are frequently used for query modifications should not be
deleted. If subprofile is frequently used, it is important for representing user's
interests.
Modification of user sub profile sp is made always when from the set of
pertinent documents pointed out from retrieved documents by the user the
significant terms tf are determined. In the appropriate subprofile modifications of weights are made only for these terms. Modification of user sub profile
equals to actualisation of weight w;~) of term tf in subprofile identified by
user query pattern Sj. Weight of term tf is calculated according to formula
(1). After each process of retrieval modification takes place in one subprofile
for all significant terms t f obtain during k-th selection of these significant
terms from pertinent documents retrieved for query qj) which was asked k-th
time. If the modification took place for significant terms tf in whole user profile, it would cause disfigurement of importance of significant term for single
question.
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Application of user profile

User profile contains terms selected from pertinent documents. These terms
are good discriminators distinguishing pertinent documents among other documents of collection and these terms represent whole set of pertinent documents.
Application of user profile p is performed during each retrieval for user
query q. One of the main problems is selection of significant terms tf for query
modification. Not all significant terms in subprofile will be appropriate to
modify next user's query (in this paper, understood as "to replace"), because
the query becomes to long.
If user asked new query qj to the retrieval system, new pattern 8j and
subprofile identified by this pattern are added to the profile. Subprofile is
determined after analysis of pertinent documents. If user asks the next query
and this query is the same as the previous query qj the given query is modified basing on user profile. Modified query is asked to information retrieval
system, retrieved documents are verified by user and subprofile in user profile
is brought up to date. After each next use of the same query as query qj,
subprofile identified by pattern 8j better represents user's interests described
at beginning by the query qj. Each next retrieval, with use of subprofile identified by pattern 8j, leads to query narrowing, decrease in the number of
retrieved documents, increase in the number of pertinent documents.
User profile can be used for query modification if pattern 8j existing in
profile is identical to current query qi or similar to current query qi. For
example for queries: qa = t1 1\ t2 1\ t3 /\ t4 , qb = tl /\ -,t2, patterns: 81 =
tl /\ t2 /\ t3 1\ t4, 82 = tl/\ -,t2 are identical to queries qa, qb, respectively, and
patterns: 82 = t2 /\ t4, 84 = tl /\ t2, S5 = tl 1\ t3, 86 = t2 are similar to query
qa'

If pattern

is identical to current user query qi, current user query
tf from subprofile identified by
pattern 8j. If in user profile there are few patterns that are similar to current user query qi, all significant terms tf from all subprofiles identified by
these patterns are taking under consideration. The weights of all significant
terms tf from sub profiles identified by similar patterns are summing. The ndimensional vector of R = (rl' r2, ... , rn) is created. Coordinates of vector R
are ordered by weight, not by order of dictionary T. The ranking of all these
significant terms is made and r2 best significant terms, which weights are over
TproJile threshold, replace current user query qi. Parameter rl, r2 and other
parameters for choose best significant terms have been set experimentally.
Second situation with replacement of query in case of similar patterns
has a name retrieval hypothesis. We formulate here a hypothesis that if user
query patterns are similar to query, the significant terms tf from subprofiles
identified by these patterns have the same sense as terms used by user in
current query and thereby could be appropriate terms to replace current user
query.
8j

qi is replaced by rl best significant terms
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Experiments

User profile was implemented as part of Web search engine. The user profile is
used as the mechanism for personalisation of retrieval process. Personalisation
is performed by the query modifications, which appear during information
retrieval. Modification of user query takes place as a result of the analysis
of user interaction with search engine (i.e. documents verification). During
interaction with the user, system automatically asks the modified query to
the search engine and presents the answer.
The experiments are forked into two directions. In the first, preliminary
case, the aim is to prove the usefulness of proposed profile in a test environment, where the simulation of retrieval process is arranged. In the second
case - to verify the usefulness during retrievals evaluated by users.
The first case should show that for any field of knowledge the profile converges. It means that starting from any random query, the proposed analyse
of set of pertinent (for the user) documents, the selection method of important terms, and the methods of profile creation and query modification will
lead to the set of pertinent documents. In the test environment the sets of
pertinent documents and the set of random queries were established. For every random query one experiment was made. The query was asked to the
search engine. The retrieval process was run. If in the answer there were pertinent documents, the random query was modified - the significant terms
(from pertinent documents that were found) replaced the random query. The
modified query was automatically asked to the search engine and next pertinent documents were found. Each stage of the described cyclic process is
called iteration. The iterations were repeated until all pertinent documents
from the set were found.
The main problem in experiment was to determine the values for parameters described in the preceding chapter. These parameters decide whether or
not all pertinent documents will be found. Initially for every random query,
the values of parameters were constant during whole experiment. But in some
cases it was observed that there is no improvement of retrieval for some random queries, in the same iteration number. We noticed that the parameters
should change according to several factors. There are for instance: number of
pertinent documents in the answer (one, two or more), number of iteration
(the number of repetition for the given pertinent document in earlier retrievals), length of the pertinent document (number of terms). The heuristics
H were proposed to solve this problem.
The percent of pertinent documents retrieved at every iteration is the
measure of improvement of proposed method. The experiments without and
with heuristics were considered. The results are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Average percent (%) of retrieved pertinent documents in the subsequent
iterations.

6

Discussion

User profile presented in this paper is a new approach to representation of
user's interests and preferences. By introducing structure of user query patterns and user subprofiles the translation between terminology used by the
user and terminology accepted in some field of knowledge is described. The
preliminary experiments are encouraging. User of WWW search engine receives support during query formulation, even in the cost of 'hidden iterations' of searching process. The query is modified in such a way that, for
more cases of retrievals, in next retrievals user will receive set of retrieved
documents which is smaller and consists of better documents. In order to
verify finally the usefulness of presented user profile, more in-depth experiments need to be done and, especially, the experiments from the second case
in which real users will take part in retrieving and assessing the documents.
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Abstract. The paper presents a prototype of a knowledge-based English-Polish
machine translation (MT) system, focusing on issues related to aspect assignment.
We propose a set of heuristic rules based on interlingua (IR) representation provided
by the system. Our method obtains 78%-88% accuracy of aspect assignment on test
data, which in the absence of a true semantic component, is a very encouraging
result.

1

Introduction

This paper presents a prototype of a knowledge-based English-Polish machine
translation (MT) system, focusing on issues related to aspect assignment.
Although there is no agreement among linguists as to its precise definition,
aspect is pretty much a semantic category which strongly affects overall text
understanding. Aspect is a result of a complex interplay of verb semantics,
tense, mood and pragmatic context but in English it is not overtly marked
on a verb. On the other hand, in Polish, aspect is overtly manifested and incorporated into verb morphology. This difference between the two languages
makes English-Polish translation particularly difficult as it requires contextual and semantic analysis of the English input in order to derive an aspect
value for the Polish output.
The MT system presented in this paper takes advantage of a knowledgebased interlingua (IR) representation in order to assign aspect in Polish translation. In particular, we define a set of heuristic rules based on this representation. Aspect assignment in our system does not refer to verb semantics.
Lexical semantic databases for Polish, such as the one reported in [3], are not
publicly available, whereas developing such a database of one's own is timeconsuming. Of course, lack of such a semantic component does not result
in the optimal system performance. However, our account offers a reasonable
trade-off between development of an expensive and time-consuming semanticbased approach and the current behaviour of publicly available commercial
MT systems where aspect assignment is highly neglected.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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System description

The English-Polish MT project presented in this paper is an extension of the
existing multilingual KANTOO system (a reimplementation of the KANT
system, cf. [7], [6]) developed at Carnegie Mellon University. KANTOO is
a knowledge-based, domain-specific MT system (in the English-Polish MT
project, the domain is restricted to printer manuals) and it uses Interlingua
(IR) as a semantic representation, see [5]. The system takes as an input a
text written in constrained English (controlled language), which limits vocabulary and grammar of sentences accepted by the system, cf. [4]. Example
(1) presents a sample English input along with the IR representation and its
Polish translation provided by the system.

(1)

The printer prints pages.

(*A-PRINT
(agent

(*O-PRINTER
(number singular)
(reference definite)))
(argument-class agent+theme)
(mood declarative)
(punctuation period)
(tense present)
(theme

(*O-PAGE
(number plural)
(reference no-reference))))
Drukarka drukuje strony.
The Polish generation module, which we are most interested in here, consists offour components: a mapper, a unification grammar (a type of contextfree grammar), a morphological generator and a post-processing module.
Mapping rules transform the IR semantic representation of the source text
into a syntactic structure corresponding to the output in the target language.
The structure is a functional structure or FS in the LFG (Lexical Functional
Grammar) formalism, cf. [I]. Generation grammar rules convert this FS into
a list of lexical tokens (FS frames), which are then fed to the morphology
module responsible for generating appropriate inflected forms. Finally, a set
of post-processing rules is applied to produce the resulting surface form of
translation by cleaning up spacing, capitalization, inserting punctuation, etc.
In order to develop the current system, a small corpus of about 280 English
sentences from a printer manual has been examined. This corpus served as a
baseline to develop heuristic rules presented in the paper.
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Aspect Assignment

As mentioned above, aspectual marking is incorporated into verb morphology in Polish. Polish verbs may have two aspect forms: imperfective, e.g.,
drukuje 'prints', or perfective, e.g., wydrukuje 'will prinhsg (out)'. Aspect is
independent of tense or mood as it is also present on infinitives: drukowac 'to
printirnper j' and wydrukowac 'to printper f (out)', or on gerunds: drukowanie
'printingimperj' and wydrukowanie 'printingperf (out)'.
Since English does not have morphological aspect, we consider lexical concepts corresponding to English verbs ambiguous, i.e., they can be translated
by either a perfective or an imperfective verb, see (2).

(2)

*A-PRINT = ([?verb] drukowa/c-v)
= (*OR* «morph verb-imperf) (root drukuje»

drukowa/c-v

«morph verb-perf) (root wydrukuje»),
The appropriate aspect value is chosen according to several ordered contextsensitive heuristic rules specified in the mapper module. This means that the
aspect value, introduced into FS, is based on the interlingua specification.
Aspect assignment rules proposed in the system are discussed below.
3.1

Declarative Mood

For finite verbs in declarative mood, aspect assignment is primarily based
on tense specification. In the system, all continuous forms, marked as
(progressi ve +) in IR, are translated as imperfective. Next, forms of perfective tenses, i.e., (perfective +), are translated as perfective. Then, verbs
in simple past or future simple tenses (marked as (tense past) or (tense
future) in IR) are translated as perfective. Similar assignment rules have
been independently proposed in [2].
Additionally, we assume that certain types of subordinate conjunctions,
e.g., 'while', 'once', 'before', etc., impose aspect requirements on a verb in
the subordinate clause. The following assignments have been proposed:
• 'while': imperfective
(3)
You can send an electronic fax while the printer makes copies.
Mozna wyslac
elektroniczny faks, podczas gdy drukarka
can
send inf electronic
fax
while
printer
robi
kopie.
makesimper f copies
• 'once', 'after', 'before', 'in order to', 'until': perfective; additionally clauses
introduced by conjunction 'until' have to be negated in Polish
(4)
Jobs also queue and wait until another job finishes.
Zadania takZe ustawiaj'l; siE<
w kolejce i
czekaj'l;, dopoki
jobs
also stand
REFL in queue and wait
until
inne
zadanie nie skonczy
siE<.
another job
not finishes per f REFL
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• 'by'+gerund: imperfective; such clauses are translated into Polish by a
contemporary adverbial participle derived only from imperfective verbs,
see [9]
(5)
Close the document by selecting <content> Close </ content>
from the <content> File </ content> menu.
Zamknij
Zamknij
dokument
wybierajl'l!c
<content>
Close
close
document
selectingimper f
<content>
</content> z
menu <content> Plik </content>.
</content> from menu <content> File </content>
If none of the above cases hold, we assume that aspect of present tense
verbs is imperfective. This assignment is valid also for gerunds as they are represented in IR as present tense verbs with an additional feature (nominal +).
This specification, however, is not unproblematic. Let us consider the two
sentences below:

(6)

(7)

If it prints properly, then adjust the contrast before copying.
Jesli drukuje si~ wlasciwie, dostosuj kontrast przed kopiowaniem.
prints REFL properly adjust contrast before copyingimper f
if
Allow alcohol to dry completely before closing the printer and plugging in the power cord.
Przed zamkni~ciem drukarki i
wll'l!czeniem przewodu pozw61
before closingper f
printer and pluggingper f cord
allow
alkoholowi calkowicie wyschnl'l!c.
alcohol
completely dry

In (6) and (7), the preposition 'before' (not the subordinate conjunction discussed above) has a gerund complement. However, gerunds in the two sentences differ in aspect value: 'copying' in (6) appears in imperfective, whereas
perfective is used in (7). This difference is triggered by distinct semantics
of the two phrases. In (6), 'copying' indicates a continuous action, whereas
'closing' and 'plugging in' in (7) are integrated short actions. As discussed
at length in [2], whenever an event / situation is a distinct, integrated whole
perfective aspect is used; otherwise aspect is imperfective. The current system is not able to capture the semantic difference between (6) and (7) and
imperfective is assigned in both cases.
3.2

Imperative Mood

We assume that in imperative mood, aspect depends on negation. This observation is confirmed by a brief analysis of Polish technical documentation.
We have examined 3 short instructions for changing ink cartridge, available from http://www.balta.pl/katalog/file/ (SC005FC3.jpg (Docl),
SH649FC3(51625). jpg (Doc2), SH625FC3. jpg (Doc3)). The documents contained, respectively, 32, 37 and 28 imperative verbs. The summary of obtained
results is presented in Fig. 1.
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ASPECT

NEGATED
NON-NEGATED
Doc1 Doc2 Doc3
All Doc1 Doc2 Doc3
All
imperfective 6.25% 5.4% 3.57% 5.15% 9.38% 21.62% 14.29% 15.46%
perfective 3.12% 0%
0% 1.03% 81.25% 72.97% 82.14% 78.35%
Fig. 1. Statistics for imperative forms in a sample of Polish technical documentation

As these results indicate, in technical documentation, negated imperatives
more often appear with imperfective forms (5.15%), whereas perfective aspect
prevails with non-negated imperatives (78.35%).
Heuristic rules used in the system conform with the above statistics: we
translate non-negated imperatives as perfective, (8a), and negated imperatives as imperfective verbs, (8b).
(8)

a.
b.

Print a test page.
Wydrukuj stron~ pr6bnq.
printper f page test
Do not move the lever after the scanner has begun sending the
page.
Nie przesuwaj dzwigni, gdy skaner zaczql wysylanie strony.
not moveimper f lever
when scanner started sending page

The above rules, void of verb semantics, (9), and pragmatic context, (10),
are not perfect:
(9)
(10)

Keep in mind that this technology is not perfect.
Pamitttaj,
ze ta technika nie jest doskonala.
remember imper f that this technology not is perfect
(When you are using the OCR software, follow these guidelines in order
to obtain the best possible results:)
Process only pages that have crisp, clear text.
Przetwarzaj tylko strony, kt6re majq czytelny, wyrazny tekst.
processimperf only pages which have crisp
clear
text

Both (9) and (10) require imperfective rather than perfective aspect as
would be assigned by our rule. In (9), imperfective is correctly obtained by
the system because 'keep in mind' is considered a fixed phrase and, hence,
exceptionally translated by an imperfective verb. In (10), however, no such
assumption can be made. In this case, aspect is triggered by the context
in the previous sentence: since guidelines usually refer to general repetitive
actions, imperfective rather than perfective is used in (10).
These examples further indicate that semantic information (meaning of
'keep in mind' and 'guideline') is necessary in order to correctly resolve aspect
in Polish translations. Since such information is not available in KANTOO,
the system cannot assign the correct imperfective form in (10) and the perfective form p'rzetwo'rz is used instead.
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Infinitives

Infinitives have no mood or tense specified and we need separate rules to
resolve aspect of these forms. In general, English infinitives appear as either
complements of other verbs, e.g., modals, or they head infinitive clauses introduced by a conjunction such as 'in order to'. We assume that in the former
case, aspect of the infinitive depends on the governing verb while in the latter
- on the subordinate conjunction.
Only some verbs such as 'start', 'finish' or 'continue' provide a clear aspect specification for their infinitival complement and require an imperfective
verb in Polish. Other verbs can occur with both forms and the choice of aspect on their complements depends on the situation / event semantics, see
[2]. Since such a deep semantic representation is unavailable in the IR, we
propose several tentative heuristic rules based on behaviour of infinitives in
the English corpus.
For the conjunction 'in order to', we assume that it requires a perfective
infinitive argument (see § 3.1). Aspect assignment for complements ofmodals
is more complex.
Modal verbs are represented in IR by a set of semantic features such as
ability, possibility, tentativity, necessity, obligation, see [5].
The following aspect assignment has been adopted for infinitive complements
of modals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'can': (ability +) or (possibility +) ---7 perfective
'cannot': (ability +) (negation +) ---7 imperfective
'cannot': (possibility +) (negation +) ---7 perfective
'could': (possibility +) (tentativity medium) ---7 perfective;
'may': (possibility +) (tentativity low) ---7 imperfective;
'must': (obligation medium) ---7 perfective;
'must': (necessity +) ---7 imperfective;
'should': (expectation +) ---7 perfective;

Again, this method is not flawless as the choice of aspect strongly depends
on semantic context. Let us consider the following example:
(11)

(This product is specifically designed to allow you to do many tasks
simultaneously. )
For example, you can print a document while you send a fax.
a. Na przyklad, mozna drukowac dokument podczas wysylania
on example can
printimper f document while
sending
faksu.
fax
b. Na przyklad, mozna wydrukowac dokument podczas wysylania
on example can
printper f
document while
sending
faksu.
fax
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If taken out of context, both (l1a) and (l1b) can be translations ofthe English
sentence: the former is focused more on simultaneity of the two tasks whereas
the latter indicates that one task is completed while the other is performed.
If we take into account the previous context, however, the imperfective form
in (l1a) is preferred by native speakers. This contextual information is unavailable to the system and, hence, (11 b) is generated instead.

4

Results

This section presents quantitative results obtained by our current system.
Accuracy of aspect assignment in the system has been compared with human translations of the corresponding English texts. Results obtained on the
training corpus (280 sentences) are presented in Fig. 2.
TRAINING HELD-OUT
% #
%
#
correct 430
88.1% 53
88.3%
incorrect 58
11.7%
11.9% 7
Fig. 2. Accuracy on the training and held-out data from the same manual

The heuristic aspect assignment rules have been developed in order to
accommodate data in the training corpus. Therefore, results obtained on this
corpus are likely to be biased by the data. In order to obtain a more objective
verification of the proposed rules, we tested the system performance on two
sets of unseen data. The first held-out set contained 24 sentences from the
same manual. The results obtained on this corpus are very similar to those
achieved for the training corpus, see Fig. 2.
Following a suggestion of one of the reviewers, we also checked performance of the system on a different manual. The aim of this second test
was to limit a potential bias introduced by the training manual. Since
no other printer manual written in the controlled language was accessible, we decided to take any related text available on-line and re-write
it to the controlled language using the tool described in [8]. Time constraints for preparing the final version of the paper disallowed any substantial extension of the lexicon and/or syntactic coverage of the Polish module. Hence, we focused our attention on short texts, such as instructions
or leaflets available on-line. The text which served for the present task was
taken from http://www.praxis.pl/html/main_instrukcj e. html, instruction SC005FC3 for changing ink cartridge. The text contained 14 English
sentences with their translations in 7 languages, including Polish. However,
we did not rely on those translations as most of them were quite indirect or
incomplete and therefore difficult to compare with an automatic translation.
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Most of the sentences in the instruction (11 out of 14; 78.57%) had to be
re-written to comply with the syntax and domain representation accepted by
KANTOO. After pre-processing, 12 sentences successfully obtained IR representation and were transferred to the Polish generation module. Performance
of aspect assignment rules on this set is presented in Fig. 3. Obviously, the
%
#
correct 18 78.26%
incorrect 5 21.74%
Fig. 3. Accuracy on the additional held-out corpus

results of this test are lower (about 10%) than those obtained on the text
taken from the manual the system has been trained on. The results in Fig. 3,
however, have to be considered as very preliminary. First, the test sample
was too small (23 verbs) to draw any definite conclusions. Second, the test
was made without any adjustments of the Polish grammar which would be
necessary to ensure full translations. Taking into account these imperfections,
the present results are quite encouraging.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we discussed aspect assignment in a prototype of an EnglishPolish MT system. The system is designed to translate domain-specific technical texts written in a controlled language. KANTOO uses a relatively rich
interlingua representation, which allows us to quite successfully deal with the
complex issue of aspect assignment. High accuracy of the proposed method
(78%-88%) is a very encouraging result as for an approach which does not
rely on semantics.
The success of the system has to be partially credited to the fact that
KANTOO is a domain-specific system. The controlled language also simplifies the task by restricting the scope of phenomena accepted by KANTOO.
It would be interesting to explore how our heuristic rules perform in a different domain or in a general purpose (open-domain, unconstrained language)
MT system. The preliminary results of testing the system on an initially
unconstrained text, Fig. 3, give hope that at least some of the rules could
be carried over to other systems. Also, in the absence of a strong semantic
component, data-driven statistic rules offer an attractive alternative to text
analysis. Hence, if the current rules turn out not to be directly applicable,
statistic techniques can be applied to improve performance (e.g., aspect assignment on infinitives) and to provide further generalisations. This is left as
a topic for further study.
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An Approach to Rapid Development
of Machine Translation System for Internet
Marek Labuzek 1 and Maciej Piasecki 1
Wroc!aw University of Technology, Computer Science Department,
Wybrzeze Wyspianskiego 27, Wroclaw, Poland
Abstract. The paper presents methods applied in the construction of a bi-directional Polish-English machine translation system. Since the system was created as a
wide-scale commercial product, such aspects as speed of translation, ungrammatical
texts and time and cost of developing the system are of great importance. An
attempt of solving these problems by use of Machine Learning techniques in parsing
and tagging is discussed.

1

Introduction

The inspiration for the work presented here has come from the problems encountered during implementation of a wide-scale commercial machine translation (MT) system, mainly designed for fully automatic rough translation
of Web pages. The system has been finally developed by Techland company,
and its main 'engine' has been used for the first time in a product called
Internet Translator. Because the domain of translation is practically unlimited, it has been impossible to apply typical MT methods, based on corpus
analysis, detailed grammar construction (sometimes semantic representation,
as well) and 'deep' parsing. The paper presents the results of investigations
into methods and techniques facilitating the relatively fast and economical
(regarding resource consumption) development of the intended system. The
paper is focused mainly on one, better developed, direction of translation,
namely English to Polish.
The directions of the investigations have been determined by the following
assumptions. According to the intended use in the dynamic area of Internet,
the data sets of the system must be exhaustive and easy to extend. Because
the commercial system was developed, it was impossible to use most publicly
available tools e.g. Charniak parser [2]. Because of the assumption of limited
resources, especially time, the construction of the shallow parser has been
based on application of Machine Learning methods in as large extent as
possible. Here, the starting point was the work of Hermjakob [4] on parser
and lexical transfer both based on inductive learning (details below), which
gives first result with very few learning examples and seemed to be suitable
for incremental construction of a parser. However, he assumed availability of
a dictionary of rich, hand coded, semantic information, which is unrealistic
for large scale MT systems. Because the shallow parsing often produces a
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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partial description of the syntactic structure, very often including mistakes,
the transfer process has been distributed among many local 'subroutines'.
The constructed system has the typical architecture of the MT system
based on transfer with the following subsequent stages of processing (described in the following sections):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2

Text segmentation based on grammar (Finite States Automata).
Morphological analysis.
Part of Speech Tagging (PST).
Parsing based in large extent on inductive learning of 'parsing strategy'.
Transfer: implemented in the form of a set of rules.
Target syntactic structure synthesis.
Word form generation.

Text Segmentation

The text is first segmented into blocks, which are words, punctuation marks,
numbers and others. Each kind of block is described by a regular expression,
which is compiled into a finite state automaton. The text is given as input
to all automatons and the one which accepts the longest part of the text
is chosen. It also returns the position of the last accepted character and
searching for a next block starts with the successor of this character. For
each block, the information about its format (font size and type, colour) is
stored. It is used to preserve the layout of the text. The blocks most difficult
to describe are abbreviations with periods and various symbols. The former
have to be listed one by one for each language (to be properly segmented and
translated). The latter are further divided into subcategories (e.g. Internet
addresses, dates, Roman digits) and for each there is one or more regular
expressions describing it. After obtaining each block, it is checked whether
it terminates the sentence. It is determined by one hand-crafted finite state
automaton. It deals with balanced delimiters (parenthesis, quotes). The very
hard problem is period not terminating a sentence (e.g. after ordinal numbers,
like in "1." or in abbreviation at the end of a sentence, where the period plays
two roles: being part of an abbreviation and terminating a sentence). A set
of rules which check one word before and after a period was created.

3

Morphological Analysis

The morphological analysis unit uses a monolingual dictionary (MDic) storing
all known words together with morphosyntactic information. It will be called
a compressed layer. To present the information in the lexicon to other parts of
the system in a consistent way, a second universal layer is created on demand
for given words. Unknown words are treated simply as nouns. In the case of
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Polish it would be possible to try to guess some morphological information
for unknown words but it has not been implemented yet.
The compressed layer consists of three parts: inflection, lexical information and derivations. The inflection part of the MDic is implemented as a
transducer (based on simplified Daciuk's [3] algorithm and dedicated techniques of binary compression of files) translating between a word form and
a pair: an identifier of a lexeme and a code of inflection form. The lexical
information part is a simple table of compressed values of lexical aspects.
The derivation part of the MDic stores links between lexemes.
The universal layer describes words in a hierarchical way. One syntactic
element, describing one word, consists of a word form and a set of syntactical alternatives. A syntactic alternative consists of an identifier of lexeme, a
code of basic syntactic category and a set of morphological alternatives. And
a morphological alternative is a set of pairs: attribute and value, where attribute can be either inflectional or lexical. An example of the representation
is presented below (from the Polish morphological dictionary):

Surface: "chodzenie"
Syntactic Category: ODS-NOUN
Semantic Class: 14060
( PERSON: F-THIRD-P, CASE: F-NOM, NUMBER:
F-SING, GENDER: F-NEUT, NEG: F-NEG-N
PERSON: F-THIRD-P, CASE: F-ACC, NUMBER: F-SING,
GENDER: F-NEUT, NEG: F-NEG-N )
PERSON: F-THIRD-P, CASE: F-VOC, NUMBER: F-SING,
GENDER: F-NEUT, NEG: F-NEG-N ) )
A set of basic syntactic categories (BSC) was proposed. The set is extended in
comparison to a typical list of Polish parts of speech and the categories from
the set are also a part of the grammar of the parser. All syntactic categories
are organised into hierarchy by explicitly defined subsumption relations, e.g.:

NOUN: ODS-NOUN, PN, PRON
PRON: PER-PRON, PRON-NPER, PRON-ZPR,PRON-ZWR,PRON-NEG,PRON-DEM.
In the example NOUN has three subcategories: deverbal noun, proper noun
and pronoun. PRON, in turn, has six subcategories: personal pronoun, indefinite pronoun, interrogative pronoun and others. The subsumption relations
determine the set of morpho-syntactic attributes assigned to the categories.
Some categories of the higher levels are motivated by the correspondence between Polish and English grammar or contitute semantic subcategories. The
subsumption relation is used in machine learning algorithms.

4

Part of Speech Tagging

The initial version of the system did not have a tagger ~ it was implicitly included in the parser. However, problems with the quality of the parser, made
it necessary to look for improvements by the introduction of a tagger. This
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late decision have made a lot of problems with adaptation of the purchased
Penn Tree Eank (PTE), which had been chosen as the base for the construction of the tagger. The system of syntactic categories of the parser, being
close to the one proposed in XTAG [8], had been defined before purchasing
PTE. It was necessary to convert syntactic categories of PTE to the assumed
standard. The problem was so serious that a sophisticated expert system had
to be constructed to perform the task, which it could not completely do. The
patterns of subcategorisation of multiword verbs and phrasal verbs concerning the tagging of words as prepositions and adverbs are not explicitly given
in PTE. Moreover, they seem to be very unstable across the corpus.
PTE includes also a lot of mistakes of different types strongly influencing
the final quality of the tagger. There are quite a big number of ambiguities left
in PTE tags, at least two different historical versions of the system of taggs
can be met (e.g. word "to" earlier tagged as TO, now having two different
tags) and, finally, many simple mistakes (e.g. pronouns tagged as determiners
and vice versa). Besides construction of the expert system, in order to correct
mistakes, a lot of manual disambiguations and corrections had to be done (up
to 1.5% of all words of PTE) resulting in, at most, a half of PTE being usable.
The operation of the constructed English tagger is combination of the
purely statistical, Hidden Markov Model based solution in initial phase and
Brill's tagger associated with hand coded rules in the main phase. The overall
accuracy of the tagger is almost 97%. The achieved result meets the current
good standards but the tagger still makes about one mistake in each sentence,
which is a serious problem for the parser.
The construction of the Polish tagger appeared to be a much more difficult task, mainly because of the lack of big, annotated corpus of Polish.
Some activities have been undertaken in order to build the Polish corpus.
Annotation of the corpus gave also a good opportunity to eliminate mistakes
from the monolingual dictionary together with the introduction of many new
lexemes of 'internet jargon' (what is positive according to the typical area of
application of the system ). Nevertheless, the present size of the corpus of
about 65.000 tagged and corrected words appeared to be too small for the
construction of the tagger. The first estimation gave the size of the full tag
set to be about 1600 different tags. The initial experiments with a statistical
tagger (similar to the English one) resulted in about 86% accuracy counted
in a standard way (in relation to all words), but the percentage of mistakes
among the ambiguous words was very high. It seems that the better solution
would be introduction of more hand-crafted, disambiguating rules.

5

Parsing

Parsing is divided into the three subsequent phases: preprocessing (identification of some 'constant' phrases), main parsing (based on inductive learning)
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and 'the correction' (during which an attempt to correct some obvious mistakes made by the main parser is undertaken).
During preprocessing, a sequence of analysed blocks is checked to contain
simple phrases (mostly idioms), words and phrases from a user dictionary,
words for which user changed translations and syntactic alternatives with
small probability (e.g. "take" as noun, "father" as verb). A user dictionary
stores words and phrases together with their syntactical category and translations which were entered by a user of the system. This makes possible
to properly translate words and phrases not known by the system, change
translation of known words or enforce their syntactical category. The simple
phrases are changed to one block with attributes properly set, and information about their translation is remembered. For words from a user dictionary and words with a changed translation, the proper syntactic alternative
is chosen and information about a translation is also remembered. Finally,
morphological alternatives with small probability are simply removed.
The main parser is based on the architecture proposed in [4). It follows
the general shift-reduce scheme but uses the hierarchical structure of decision trees instead of a control table. The decision trees are constructed by the
application of a version of C4.5 algorithm of inductive learning. Additionally
Hermjakob introduced heuristically optimising techniques for construction of
decision trees. There is no one big tree but a structure of trees. He introduced
decision structure built up hierarchically of decision trees and decision structure lists. In the list each decision structure is responsible for parse actions
belonging to some similarity class e.g. shift actions. The similarity classes
are defined manually by predicates which map parse actions to true or false.
In the decision structure, if the action compatible with the predicate can be
undertaken, then it is done. And in opposite case, the next decision structure
in the list is activated.
The learning set includes pairs consisting of a vector of values of features
and a parsing action, which was performed. The feature values in each case
describe partially the state of the parser (the stack and the input list) in
which the given action was performed. The elements of the input list can be
ambiguous in respect of their syntactic category, all other can be ambiguous
only in respect of morphological attributes.
In comparison with [4], the set of actions has been reduced to only four
main types. Two of them are 'standard': shift and reduce. However restrictions put on reduce are weak. It can be applied to many arguments, not
necessarily located on the top of the stack (even changing their order). The
'non-standard' add into action is similar to reduce, but it can insert one
node into any place in the structure of the other. The action of creating gaps
produces an 'empty copy' of some node (i.e. a co-indexed clone of it) e.g.:
1. S I-EN-HAVE
2. R (-3 -1) TO VP AS MOD PRED AT -2
3. A (-2 -1) TO (NP -1 BEFORE -2) AS CON] COMPL
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The action 1 shifts specific lexeme to the stack (it must be one of alternatives). The action 2 reduces elements of the stack on positions 3 and 1
(counting from the top) to VP node, assigning to these elements appropriate
roles. The result is put into position 2 of the stack. The action 3 adds two
elements (2 and 1) into the existing tree. It is identified as the first NP-tree
below the position 2 of the stack.
The parser cannot backtrack but has a limited possibility of sending elements back from the stack to the input list by means of the special shift-out
action.
The features express such rich syntactic information as:
• values of morphological attributes such as number, gender, verb form etc.
(some of them ambiguous in most of parse nodes),
• details of the structure of nodes e.g. presence of some branch described
by the syntactic (and semantic) role or values of attributes of some role
filler,
• possible agreement in values of attributes between some nodes,
• matching: between subcategorisation pattern of some node and a possible
argument (the feature returns syntactic role or category of the filler).
The last type is based on detailed subcategorisation dictionary (SeD)
and, in the case of ambiguity, a ranking of patterns is heuristically calculated.
Some features from the feature vector for English parser are:
1. synt of -3 at verb
2. np-vp-match of 1 with 2
3. syntrole of vp -1 of -2
4. morphp of f -ger of mod of -1

The feature 1 gets the syntactical category of an element of the stack at
position 3 from the range of immediate subcategories of the verb category.
The feature 2 checks whether elements on positions 1 and 2 on input list
(counting from the left) match syntactically as subject and verb predicate of
a sentence. The feature 3 checks whether an element on position 2 on the stack
matches the first not filled argument of some sub categorisation pattern of the
first VP node on the stack. The feature 4 returns true or false depending on
whether the value of the appropriate attribute of the subnode with role mod
of the node on the position 1 equals to f-ger.
The features expressing the proximity of matching together with the features expressing semantic matching, based on relatively rich semantic information (semantic class of the lexem and semantic role according to the
matching of subcategorisation), decided about the reported in [4] good quality of parsing of sentences from Wall Street Journal corpus. However, the creation of the detailed, hand-coded semantic dictionary for unlimited domain
of Web pages is impossible. The semantic information used in the parser is
reduced only to some classes based on WordNet categories of location, time
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etc. The only sophisticated features are features based on syntactic SCD.
The size of SCD for unlimited domain must be relatively very large l . Unfortunately, increasing number of ambiguities is correlated with decreasing quality
of heuristic matching. Entries in SCD are tree structures with distinguished
leaf (signed PRED) node. The identifier of a lexeme kept in the PRED node
is used as an index for retrieval. Besides the structure, each tree describes
several requested elements like subtrees, syntactic roles, requested values of
morphological attributes (e.g. _G annotating the case) and specific lexemes
(extending the key for retrieval). The English sub categorisation patterns has
been based on XTAG solutions where the structure and the description of
the trees have been little simplified (according to the implicit grammar assumed in the system). The Polish subcategorisation dictionary, based on [6],
codes additional information concerning the optional elements and groups of
optional elements (where at least one element of the group must be realised)
and sequences with fixed order e.g.:

SNT{SUBJ NP_N} {PRED VP{strzec PRED VERB}

MOD PART}
{DBJ NP_G}}
SNT{SUBJ NP_N} {PRED VP{dawac PRED VERB}{IDBJ NP_D} {DBJ NP_A}}}
{si~

The decision structure is built on the base of prepared examples. However, the initial expectations that there would be no necessity to create a
detailed grammar of the source language, appeared to be false. The practice
of teaching showed with the increasing number of examples 2 the probability
of inconsistency is rapidly increasing. Each inconsistency in decisions made
during the teaching causes formation of a 'strange rule' e.g. the parsing action
of an object to VP can be activated by the presence of an adverb in some
remote position on the stack. Obviously, such strange associations result from
the large number of features (in case of English, 135 with the tagger, above
256 without the tagger) in comparison to the number of examples. In case
of inconsistency in a learning dataset the resulting 'strange rules' cannot be
eliminated by the machine learning algorithm itself. From the point of view
of learning algorithm it has to deal with to different learning cases.
But negative proportion between examples and features can be hardly
changed. The preparation of one example of the parsing of the sentence containing about 30 words takes more than 0.5 hour by an experienced person.
Anyway, the number of features can not be further reduced. Some features are
important only for some specific constructions. But in case of inconsistency,
the parser tries to solve the problem using any part of the vector of features.
In that way, the teacher must constantly remember what is the 'range of
view' of the parser i.e. the window of ±3 elements of the input list and the
stack. The feature selection is very difficult and probably the best way is by
empirical reduction of them. The initial fast improvement in syntax covering
1
2

The present state is more than 18 000 entries in English SCD.
More than 2000 different English sentences, where even the parsing of the sentences consisting of several words can include more than 30 actions
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of the parser, slows down quickly. Thus, monitoring the constructions being presented in the parser and preserving consistency makes it necessary to
develop some kind of the grammar.
For this purpose a special tool was created that performs all parsing actions stored in a learning set and checks whether they conform to a set of
constraints. It helps to find all possible situations of inconsistencies.
According to [4], the parser never backtracks. It always tries to find the
solution in a single run and it always constructs only one solution - the best
one, at least in theory. But such idealistic assumption appeared to be very
hard to maintain in the case of an unlimited domain, having only very simplified semantic information. As the result, the parser trying to find the best
analysis, makes mistakes and stops in any case of unknown combinations of
feature values. Very often the stops are the result of a wrong parsing decision,
regarding some ambiguous construction, undertaken somewhere earlier.
A mechanism of 'pushing forward' by a special shift action has been introduced. The positive is that after 'pushing' some parts of the sentence,
the words following the problematic construction can be analysed properly.
Moreover, the parser is extremely fast (several sentences per second on PC).
It consumes much less time than other parts of the MT system!
In the first view, the quality of the parser is far from being satisfactory.
In the test assessed by the human operator, only 147 on 325 test sentences
(typical 'textbook' examples) were parsed without errors. But, from the other
point of view, a lot of remaining sentences had large, well parsed fragments
and included errors that have not influenced the overall result of the translation. The latter was possible because of the existence of special reconstruction
procedures included in the rules of transfer. Each rule of transfer is associated
with some type of the source language constructs.
Original, Hermjakob's version of the parser implicitly includes a POS tagger in its decision structure: nodes on the input list are ambiguous according
to their categories and the shift action has to choose between the alternatives. The quality of this implicit tagger is comparable to 'stand alone' taggers
(95%) but it needs a lot of additional learning features. The application of
the tagger (described earlier) before parser allowed for significant reduction
of the features (256->135), which resulted in identification of many inconsistencies and elimination of many 'strange rules'. Anyway, the relatively good
quality of the tagger has brought a little improvement in the parser: 97% of
accuracy still means that there is almost one mistake in each sentence!
Because the final state of the parser's stack contains very often not a single
tree of complete analysis, it was necessary to introduce a special, simplified,
correcting parsing. It is based on some kind of expert system with powerful
rules which try to recognise some more obvious mistakes and join all partial
structures into one tree. The last operation facilitates transfer in assigning
the proper case to arguments of the verb.
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Transfer

The main goals of the transfer are to transform a tree created by a parser
to a tree, which has rough target language structure, and to translate words
and phrases constituting the tree. It is implemented as recursive functions
assigned to the particular syntactic categories. The functions start from the
root of the tree and continue their work, mainly in depth-first style, towards
lower and lower parts of the tree. In this phase some typical parser errors can
also be corrected.
The bilingual dictionary used by transfer is compiled form texts files,
containing word and phrases annotated with part of speech and other information necessary for identifying lexemes and forms of words. The file is
compiled to binary files: phrase bases, which store phrases in the form of
parse trees and a proper bilingual dictionary, which stores pairs of identifiers of words and phrases. Currently, we have 125,000 translations in the
English-Polish dictionary (not counting virtual entries for derivations, which
are translated through verbs).
A lot of entries for both English and Polish monolingual dictionary have
been taken from texts from Internet. These texts were first extracted from
HTML, then converted to lists of words. The words in the list is then checked
for the presence in dictionary at a current state. Next a special tool facilitates
manual marking of the new words so that they provide necessary information for the generation of binary data. The acquired entries in monolingual
dictionary were then given translations and added to bilingual dictionaries.
Translation of a lexeme only on the basis of a bilingual dictionary is very
often ambiguous or simply wrong. The results can be significantly improved
when we use the sub categorisation context during translation. A bilingual
sub categorisation dictionary suits these needs. Moreover, during the transfer
we should not only translate a lexeme on the basis of its sub categorisation but
also we should transform, during the transfer, the whole structure described
by the tree from the dictionary.
The bilingual subcategorisation dictionary associates pairs of the trees
and delivers additional information controlling the transfer e.g. the information defining the corresponding pairs of arguments, marking arguments to be
deleted or controlling the process of transformation of the source argument
into the target in case when their categories differ significantly. A special
tool with a graphical interface has been created in order to facilitate the process of definition of the entries in the bilingual sub categorisation dictionary.
Presently, the subcategorisation dictionary contains mainly the verb trees
(probably the most important between all other types for the parsing). But
also, there are some trees describing adverbial constructions, some compound
adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions. An important part of the dictionary,
constantly growing, is formed by trees describing multiword idioms.
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Target Language Generation

In this phase a tree produced by the transfer is modified to fully conform to
target language syntax. The modifications are of three kinds: adding function
words like particles (Polish reflexive "si~" or English "do"-support), correcting
the order of words (e.g. in questions) and setting morphological attributes.
The last task is the most complicated: it must not only take into account values set by transfer but also all agreements which especially in Polish a very
plentiful and complicated. The values set by transfer are usually propagated
to the proper child nodes of a given tree while in case of agreements, morphological values of a main word are firstly raised to the root of the phrase and
then propagated to proper child nodes. On the base of values of attributes
set in leaves of the whole tree, target word forms are generated.

8

Further Development

The system is constantly developed. Various works are being conducted. Some
of them concern dictionaries and the transfer rules are also improved. New
solutions for parsing are being sought, too. One of the biggest problems is to
find the proper balance between the usage of Machine Learning techniques
(MLT) and hand coding. Here important are such aspects like resources both
human and linguistic necessary to develop the parser, the quality and speed of
parsing and the easiness of improving it. It seems that for a wide-scale translation system MLT are indispensable but they should be carefully designed
and supported with significant amount of hand-crafted knowledge.
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Hierarchical Clustering of Text Corpora
Using Suffix Trees
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Abstract. We present a novel method for hierarchical clustering of text corpora,
which proves especially suitable for online clustering. Information overload - the
current phenomenon in electronic document repositories and the Internet in particular - constitutes an unceasing challenge for researchers. Clustering has been
proposed as a comprehensive information access method. We describe a system,
which automatically builds a navigable hierarchy of meaningful document groups.
We claim that our system addresses two chief needs of the Web users: the need for
efficient access to the up-to-date information on every available topic and the need
for an organized and meaningful presentation of the desired information.

1

Introduction

Information overload is a salient feature of the present-day Internet - a resource, which over the decades has become one of the largest and most diverse
sources of information. The dynamic, untamed growth of this resource has
long ago lead to a point where it is unthinkable to handle the available information manually.
Various services for supporting the information retrieval process have
emerged. They could be very roughly categorized as alterations of two opposite approaches: manually crafted catalogues and fully automatic search
engines. The pros and cons of the two approaches become apparent to anyone who had a chance to use them extensively.
The main advantage of manually crafted catalogues, such as e.g. Yahoo
(www.yahoo.com). is that an army of truly intelligent agents - humans organize documents into a hierarchy, grouping adequate ones together under a meaningful description. Paradoxically, the same aspect may sometimes
prove to be a disadvantage as human decision maker is always subjective,
thus one person's adequate document assignment can seem inadequate for
another. The chief disadvantage of those catalogues, however, is that they
are chronically obsolete - not being able to keep up with the speed at which
new documents, and new topics appear.
On the contrary, the mechanisms behind automatic search engines, like
e.g. Google (www.google.com). enable them to stay relatively up-to-date,
thus making them the top choice for most Internet users. Their strength,
however, can also turn into a weakness because of the overwhelming number of the returned documents. Presenting such results in an automatically
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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created ranked list, without providing the user with appropriate navigation
tools can turn the process of finding adequate information into a tedious job.
Our aim is to propose a method that marries the benefits of the two
opposite approaches, offering a robust clustering technique which produces
a navigable hierarchy of document groups delivered with meaningful, yet
concise (one phrase) descriptions. At the same time, it shall be fully automatic
and independent of any predefined categories, thus being able to keep the pace
with the document resources growth.

2

State of the art in the field

The little popularity of traditional clustering in today's search support can be
explained with the fact that for years it had been extensively investigated (see
[22] for a review) for the purpose of cluster search, i.e. improving document
search by pre-clustering the entire corpus according to the cluster hypothesis,
which states that similar documents tend to be relevant to the same queries
[15]. It seems rather obvious that such methods could not prove effective
when the corpus in mind is the whole Internet.
Our study follows a different approach, where clustering is considered a
comprehensive method for accessing information [4] and is applied as a postretrieval browsing technique [1,6,8,10,23].
The probably still most recognized algorithm for hierarchical document
clustering is the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) which uses a
similarity function to iteratively consider all pairs of clusters build so far, and
merge the two most similar clusters into a single one, which thus becomes
a node in the dendrogram (the tree-like hierarchy). Typically, the processed
documents - constituting the bottom level of the hierarchy - are represented
as sparse TF-IDF (term frequency inverse document frequency) vectors which
unfortunately ignore the dependencies existing between words in the documents [11]. When comparing two documents the cosine measure usually
serves as the similarity function [17]. When comparing two clusters, a singlelinkage method is preferred (which defines the similarity as the maximum
similarity between any two individuals, each taken from one of the considered clusters), mainly because of its relatively low complexity O(n 2 ), n being
the number of documents [20].
The commonly recognized shortcomings of the AHC procedure, especially
when applied to texts, are: its sensitivity to a stopping criterion (usually being
the desired number of clusters [12]), its greedy manner of choosing the clusters
to be merged, and its unsuitability for clustering data of considerably big size
[2]. Another limitation is the partitioning character of the method (i.e. one
document cannot be placed in more than one branch of the dendrogram - a
postulate described thoroughly in the next section.
Scatter IGather [4,6] is a more recent, AHC-based clustering method tailored specially for dealing with large text corpora. Its authors, however, man-
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aged to address only the time-complexity aspect of the original ARC algorithm. Due to operating on small random samples of the documents Scatter /Gather achieves the complexity o (kn), k being the desired number of
clusters. One can agree with the authors claiming that "in an interactive session it is vital for the clustering algorithm to run as quickly as possible, even
at the expense of some accuracy" [4].
An interesting probabilistic framework for the unsupervised hierarchical
clustering of large-scale sparse high-dimensional data collections is proposed
in [19]. Unfortunately, its authors failed to provide it with the means for
giving readable descriptions of the created clusters. Moreover, as it is typical
for probabilistic approaches, they use the bag-oj-words representation of the
processed documents, which naturally looses important information about
the original texts.
Several other, quite recently introduced clustering methods [3,9,13,14] are
designed for building a flat partition of documents, and it is not straightforward to adapt them for hierarchical clustering without deteriorating their
running times.
Yet another interesting clustering algorithm for text documents called
Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) has been introduced in [23] and adapted for the
Polish language in [21]. STC not only fulfills the postulate of forming readably
described clusters, but also scales well to text corpora of considerable size due
to its excellent time complexity o(n). Its disadvantage is that it is not suitable
for hierarchical clustering.
In the next section of this paper we describe aims and scope of our work,
then we propose an adequate algorithm which uses the basic mechanisms of
STC for building a hierarchy of documents clusters, finally we present an
implementation of the proposed methodology and give our conclusions on its
performance on Web documents.

3

Aims and scope

The shortcomings of the philosophy behind traditional clustering algorithms
(developed in the field of data mining) when applied to text documents can
be identified in the very definition of clustering.

Definition 1
Clustering is a process of unsupervised partitioning of a set of objects into
meaningful groups called clusters, where the similarity of objects belonging
to the same cluster should be significantly stronger than the similarity of
objects belonging to different clusters.
The assumption in the above definition is that an object cannot belong
to more than one cluster at a time. This assumption proves inadequate when
faced with a diversity of text documents, especially ones coming from such
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an unsystematized source as the Web. It seems rather natural that a document can be classified as belonging to more than one thematic category,
as e.g. a text about French cuisine could be placed as well in a "Cooking"
category as in a "French culture" category (see [5]).
Although the multi-membership is allowed in fuzzy clustering, we preferred to avoid the problematic quantification of membership degree in multiple categories, thus proposing an algorithm specially dedicated to processing text documents, aimed at producing a navigable hierarchy of meaningful
groups of text documents. By meaningful we understand groups labeled with
a short (one word or a phrase) description corresponding to the documents
topic. Such a method applied to results of a search engine should be able
to support the user, who could at a glance eliminate groups of uninteresting
documents and focus on the most promising branch of the hierarchy, perhaps
drilling down to narrow the search even more.

4

Proposed methodology

We adapt the STC algorithm introduced in [23] by Zamir and Etzioni who
construct a suffix tree for the considered corpus of documents. By using a suffix tree they are able to uncover groups of documents, which share a common
phrase (an ordered sequence of words). It must be stressed that such data
structure can be constructed in O(n) [18]. We find the concept of grouping
documents based on their common content very appealing and adopt this
step of STC in our method.
We believe that sharing the same phrase (excluding phrases that are too
commonly used to be topic-specific) is a strong similarity criterion for text
documents. As it is stated in [7]:
"We have every right to believe that the vocabulary used by an individual expresses de facto her/his preferences towards certain real-life aspects.
Therefore, if we are to measure the similarity of text documents with the
intersection of the words used in them, we have a great chance that the
documents will in fact be grouped by topic" .
Having identified all base-clusters, i.e. groups of documents which share
a phrase, the authors of the STC algorithm assign a score to each of the
groups. The score is a function of the number of documents the base-cluster
contains, and the number of words (excluding stop-words) that make up its
phrase. Only some arbitrarily chosen number k of top scoring base clusters
is then processed further. Due to this simplification the processing time can
be kept as low as it is required for online applications.
As it can be easily noticed, some base-clusters may overlap (as for the
documents contained) or even be identical with one another. This is due to
the fact that documents may share more than one phrase. The STC algorithm performs further merging of overlapping clusters based on a similarity
measure calculated for each pair of base-clusters. The similarity measure
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Sim(Br' Bs) for two base-clusters Br and B s , with sizes
respectively, is defined as follows [23]:
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I Br I and I Bs I

Definition 2

I Br n Bs I / I Br I >

otherwise Sim(Br, Bs)

a 1\ I Br n Bs I / I Bs I > a¢? Sim(Br, Bs) = 1,
= 0, where a is an arbitrarily chosen merge threshold.

Base-clusters are merged to form final clusters using the equivalent of
a single-link clustering algorithm where a predetermined minimal similarity
(equal to 1) serves as the halting criterion. Naturally, by using different values
for the merge threshold a one can expect to obtain few distinct clusters or a
lot of similar ones. Thus, although it is claimed in [23] that the performance
of STC is not very sensitive to this threshold, empirical evaluation performed
in [21] has shown that its sensitivity is highly related to the number of baseclusters.
The Hierarchical Suffix Tree Clustering algorithm (called hereafter HSTC)
proposed by the authors is based on two observations:
• The similarity measure defined in Def. 2 yields a similarity relation between pairs of base-clusters, which in the original STC algorithm is treated
as an equivalence relation. However, it does not fulfill all the requirements
for an equivalence relation, namely it is not transitive.
• A set of documents grouped in one base-clusters can be a subset of another base-cluster, just as a more topic-specific group of documents can
be a subgroup of a more general group.
The second observation adds a special merit to our approach. It implies
that by identifying the base-clusters in the considered corpus we potentially
could concurrently identify the nodes of the target dendrogram. The only
thing left to do is to arrange the nodes appropriately in a hierarchic structure.
This is done by applying the HSTC algorithm, which builds an oriented graph
whose vertices represent identified base-clusters and arcs represent existence
of an inclusion relation between pairs of clusters.
Before proceeding to the algorithm we formulate two useful definitions.

Definition 3
Kernel of an oriented graph G = (V, A), composed of a set of vertices V and
a set of arcs A, is a set K of vertices K ~ V, which fulfills the following two
stability conditions [16]:
• Internal stability - no two vertices belonging to the kernel of the graph
are connected by an arc:
\lVi, Vj E K =} aij tj:. A;
• External stability - for every vertex from outside the kernel there exists
at least one arc from a kernel vertex to the considered vertex:
\lvl E V \ K =} 3akl E A: Vk E K
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Definition 4
G i includes Gj (denoted by Gi --7 GJ ) ¢} I Gi n Gjl / IGjl >= a,
Gi , Gj are clusters of documents, and a E (0.5; 1] is an inclusion threshold.
Setting the inclusion threshold to a sample value of 0.9 implies that at
least 90% of a cluster's documents should be contained in another cluster
to decide that the former is included in the latter. Obviously such defined
inclusion is a fuzzy concept unless the inclusion threshold is set to 1.
The outline of the HSTC algorithm is as follows:
• input: a set of text documents after standard preprocessing (stemming,
identifying stop-words),
• output: a hierarchy of groups containing somehow related documents,
each group identified by a (set of) phrase( s) characterizing the shared
content of the documents.
1. Using the STC technique create set B containing base-clusters of docu-

ments, each identified by a phrase.
2. Merge identical (as for the documents contained) base clusters, creating
set C={ G 1 , G2 , . .. ,Gh } of clusters, each identified by one or more phrases.
3. Create an oriented inclusion graph G=(V, A) where:
V is a set of vertices corresponding one-to-one to clusters created in step
2; V={V1, V2,'" ,Vh},
A is a set of arcs, each representing the existence of inclusion relation
(denoted --7) between two clusters, defined as follows:
Vaij E A ¢} Vi, Vj EVA Gi --7 Gj .
4. Identify cycles in graph G and eliminate them progressively; replace each
cycle 0 with a single vertex and preserve the arcs connecting the vertices
of 0 with other vertices of G, thus creating graph G'=(V', A') of merged
clusters.
5. Identify the kernel of the acyclic graph G' .
6. Build a hierarchy of clusters putting the kernel clusters at the highest
hierarchy level, and adding sub clusters accordingly to the arcs of G'
depth-in, until an end cluster (terminal vertex) is met. The fact that
graph G' is acyclic guaranties that for every branch of the dendrogram
its construction process ends with a cluster that does not include any
more subclusters.
Choosing only kernel clusters for the top of the hierarchy ensures that:
• no top-hierarchy cluster is a direct subgroup of another top-hierarchy
cluster (due to the internal stability of the kernel);
• every non-kernel cluster is placed as a subcluster of at least one tophierarchy cluster (due to the external stability of the kernel).
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Step 4 of the HSTC algorithm is necessary because only an acyclic graph
has exactly one kernel; otherwise there may exist no kernel or more than
one kernel. Unfortunately, the process of replacing all the clusters joined in
a cycle with a single cluster carries potential risk of merging many clusters,
which are not directly mutually connected with one another. Avoiding such
situation should be subject for further research. However, the empirical evaluation reported in the next section had shown that, usually, the cycles in the
inclusion graph constitute a fully connected graph (a clique).
As it can be noticed, our approach takes the 'several topics per document'
postulate [5] one step further: not only can one document belong to more than
one thematic group, but a whole group of documents can also prove to be
an adequate subgroup for several more general groups residing in different
branches of the dendrogram.

5

Results of an experiment

We have deployed the HSTC algorithm for processing the results of a popular search engine returning a typical ranked list of snippets. The method has
been embedded as a module within a java-based Carrot system [21] that implements the original STC algorithm to process English and Polish document
repositories.
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Fig.!. HSTC execution time averaged over 10 snippet collections as a function of
the collection size (the inclusion threshold 0:=0.8, the maximum number of processed base clusters k=400)
To date we have managed to perform experiments testing the execution
time of HSTC while clustering snippet collections of various sizes (300 to 900
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snippets). The average snippet length was 32 words. The obtained results
are presented in Fig. 1. The experiment has shown that HSTC is fit for
online applications, since the average processing time for the sets of 900
snippets (and that is the maximum some ,search engines deliver) was 19.12s
with standard deviation of 1.59 s on Windows 2000 machine with Celeron
366MHz, 128MB RAM.
We also found out that a reasonable value for the inclusion threshold
should be a E [0.7; 1], meaning that at least 70% of a cluster's documents
should be contained in another cluster, to decide that the former is included
in the latter.
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Fig. 2. A navigable hierachy of document groups obtained using HSTC

Figure 2 presents the outcome of the HSTC algorithm for an example
query formulated as "seals". The left panel presents the obtained hierarchy
with some nodes expanded to show the bottom levels of the hierarchy. The
right panel presents documents in the selected node (here: Easter Seals ---+
disabilities ---+ create solutions). We can easily recognize at least three distinguished most general topic groups: (i) Easter Seals organizations helping
people with disabilities, (ii) Navy SEa, Air and Land forces, and (iii) sea
wildlife. The possibly useless "page", "Welcome", and "Home" groups have
been formed because we did not ignore Web-specific vocabulary by adding it
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to the stoplist. Our rationale was that queries related to Web subjects should
not be limited.
The example shows a typical hierarchy with a few major branches, each
extending up to four or five levels, and several minor ones (hidden in the
example figure because of space constrains), which correspond to groups of
outliers. In the described case those were groups labeled with phrases such
as e.g.: "book", "oil seals", and "mechanical".
The considered example reveals also the positive aspects of applying stemming at the preprocessing stage, since documents containing phrase" creating
solutions" are grouped together with ones containing phrase "create solutions" .
The obtained results also seem to justify the claim made in [23] that STC
is snippet-tolerant. Naturally the quality of snippets affects the quality of the
final hierarchy.
An extensive empirical evaluation of the system is being designed, in which
we want to pay particular attention to estimating the system usefulness to
users. The usefulness could be measured with the time saved on accessing
the desired information in the hierarchy (as opposed to browsing the ranked
list) and the users' subjective satisfaction.
Naturally, we also need to evaluate the system using the standard Information Retrieval metrics like precision and recall [17], although we believe that
the additional aspect of phrases describing document groups should not be
overlooked. Comparative tests with available commercial tools of concealed
technology are also planned.
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Abstract. We present in this paper a semantic indexing technics based on description logics. Data to be indexed are semantically organized as a Topic Map.
The index is constructed according to data organization, user profile, and data distribution (association rules). This way leads to obtain a more efficient index and
represents more semantics. The index is well adapted to jointly query and navigate
in the topic map. DL allows to represent semantics and performs powerful reasoning. The index structure is based on subsumption relationships (for intra-concept
indexing) and roles (for inter-concepts indexing).

1

Introduction

Intelligent information systems represent a combination of intelligent computerhuman interfaces and intelligent data integration, management, indexing and
querying. The design of such systems is complex. It requires to jointly use
databases and knowledge representation techniques [5].
Database management systems (DBMS) are made to manage efficiently a
large amount of data. They are based on a conceptual model to organize data.
Knowledge representation techniques focus on data management according to
a particular context (i.e. knowledge). So, intelligent reasoning are developed
on knowledge.
In this paper, we propose a semantic indexing technique for intelligent
computer-human interface based on Topic Map [10] to access distributed
data. Querying heterogeneous and distributed data involves the integration,
organization and presentation of multi-sources data. The data integration
step is out of the scope of this paper. The integrated data are organized as
an extended Topic Map and are presented in an adaptive multi-facet interface
[12]. To improve the system efficiency, an index is used to organize data into
partitions, in order to minimize the query search spaces.
In traditional databases, indexes are used to improve the queries. The
next generation of indexes, called semantic indexes, are not performed on the
data level but they cluster the data according to their conceptual models. So,
an index is a concept-address pair instead of value-address pair.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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In our approach, we create an index structure over data organized following a semantics represented with a Topic Map. Traditional index is not
adapted to this framework. That is, data is generally queried according to a
specific domain knowledge. Although, traditional index can be used at lower
level as a secondary index. Our semantic index is a tree of concepts. The
structure and the concepts of the index are defined according to the Topic
Map-based data organization, the user profile and association rules. Therefore, the index represents more semantics and its use-ratio is increased. The
index is represented in a description logic-based knowledge base. It allows to
perform conceptual reasoning when we construct and maintain the index and
when we use the index for the query evaluation.

2

Data organisation

As a semantic network, a Topic Map is an artificial intelligence technique for
knowledge organization [8]. A TopicMap is a paradigm used to formalize and
organize human knowledge in order to support easier creation and retrieval
in computer processing. It is a mechanism used for representing and optimizing the information. It organizes the information space into two layers:
the abstract domain which is composed of topics and the concrete domain
containing the occurrences linked to the topics. A topic can be anything that
is a subject and it is the formal representation of any subject in a computer
system. It can be used to group together repository objects which relate to
a single abstract subject [11]. Each repository object may be defined as an
occurrence (in the concrete domain) to the topic (in the abstract domain).
A role may be assigned to occurrences defining relationship with the parent
topic. In a Topic Map, topics can be related together by associations expressing therefore a given semantic. In an association, each topic role may be
defined. Other characteristics assigned to topics, associations and occurrences
will not be presented, see [10] for more details.
In our system, the distributed data are organized around a global topic
map. This topic map is obtained by integration of the distributed data. Topics
represent the concepts coming from the integration of data sources schemas.
Occurrences represent the concepts instances extracted from the data sources.
In order to have more intelligence, we extend Topic Map with the following
functionalities :
• The Topic Map is exactly cardinalized. This means that exact cardinalities of topics associations are computed and registered on the Topic Map
associations. We think that it gives an essential information when the
user navigates onto the Topic Map.
• The Topic Map is a confused representation of conceptual schemas (abstract domain) and instances (concrete domain). That is, the topic map
represents an integrated schema structured in accordance with the instances. For example, in the global schema, if the concept Patient is asso-
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ciated with the concept Doctor with the association Exam, and there is
no patients examined by doctors in the data sources, thus this association
will not be represented in the topic map. In the same way, if there is not
no occurrence for a concept, it is deleted from the topic map .
• This last extension leads to a dynamically adaptive topic map. When a
user query is evaluated, the topic map is adjusted to query result. If the
query "select Students with age::; 18" produces the result set {John},
then the topic map is centered on the student John. Thus, the occurrences
of the topic Car will only represent the cars bought by John . If no car is
bought by John, the topic Car is omitted from the topic map.
So, we call this extension of the Topic Map: the Extended Topic Map.

ED

Topics
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~_
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o

Occurre""",

Fig. 1. A topic map
This Extended Topic Map assigns intelligence to the system interface. To
improve interface efficiency, we compute effectively the cardinalities and the
new form of the topic map each time it is necessary. It means that the extended Topic Map is adapted, step by step, according to the user navigation.
To optimize the system, we use an intelligent index which divides the information space according to the user profile, the data distribution (datamining),
and the structure of the topic map (the data organization).

3

Index construction and use

We propose to construct an index according to the data organization, the
user practice (represented by the user profile), and the data distribution. The
information space to be indexed is organized into a Topic Map. The instances
are assigned to topics. This organization consists of a previous partitioning
of the information space (figure 1). The role of the index is to optimize query
evaluation and cardinalities. In semantic index, an index element is a concept
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description which is a widened notion of key value used in traditional index.
For each indexing concept, we assign some partitions of the information space.
To represent a semantic index, we choose the description logic (DL) formalism [4J. It provides powerful reasoning at the terminological level (onto
descriptions) like testing the satisfiability of a description, computing subsumption relationship, etc. The DL organizes a knowledge base (KB) into
two parts: the intentional part (TBox) and the extensional part (ABox).
The extensional part represents the concrete objects, called individuals. The
intentional part is an abstraction of the extensional one. It contains the concepts definitions (descriptions) of the individuals and the definitions of the
roles (a role is a binary relationship between two concepts).
The description logic is well adapted to the problems involving the process
of the data at their conceptual level. Indeed, it provides powerful reasoning
facilities on KB conceptual part (TBox) rather than reasoning on individuals
(ABox). The significant ones in data management are [3]:
•
•
•
•

Consistency/Coherence of a description
Subsumption between two descriptions
Equivalence between two descriptions
Disjunction between two descriptions

There are other useful reasoning such as [2J lcs (Least Common Subsumer
between two or more descriptions), msc (Most Specific Concept of an individual), glb (Greatest Lower Bound), etc.
The suitability of description logic-based semantic index is illustrated
through diverse applications. It is used for video indexing [6], for higher level
description of video data (sequence, shot, etc.) and for describing and classifying multimedia objects [7], [9]. In [14] semantic indexing is used for information retrieval. A concepts (describing document structure or paragraph)
hierarchy covering a domain is used to references documents (or fragments of
documents) where the concepts are referred to. A connected approach is presented in [13]. In this approach, the index is constructed using the subsumption and disjoint relationships between indexing concepts. In our approach,
we index the concepts and the roles. The roles indexing is useful especially
for queries implying multiple concepts and for navigation purpose.
3.1

Index construction

In our approach, we carry out the index on two levels constructed like" Russian doll patterns" , namely: the intra-concept indexing and the inter-concepts
indexing. Firstly, in the intra-indexing level, the topic map concepts are indexed separately. This indexing is performed using subsumption relationship.
The result of this indexing level consists of several indexing trees. Secondly,
these indexing trees are connected by performing the inter-concepts indexing. Indeed, the indexing concepts of different trees are linked using indexing
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roles. That is, the intra-concept indexing is performed by indexing concepts
and the inter-concepts indexing is performed by indexing roles. If a higher
level of granularity is considered, we can view the index as a "hyper" tree in
which a "hyper" node is represented by an intra-concept indexing tree and
a "hyper" edge is represented by all the indexed roles linking any pairs of
concepts belonging to the intra-concept trees (figure 2).
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Fig. 2. A "hyper" index with two "hyper" nodes linked by a "hyper" edge

We use description logics to represent the index. The index knowledge base
is constructed using the concrete domains of attributes and roles, as Integers and real numbers, to define concepts and roles. However, in the basic
description logics, based on KL-ONE, the terminological knowledge has to
be defined on an abstract logical level. So, we use the ACe (V) [1] description
logic which integrates concrete domains to concept and assertion languages
and provides decidable reasoning. The syntax, semantic and properties of
the terminological constructors of ACe (V) are detailed in [1] and will not be
presented in this paper.
So an index is a description logic-based knowledge base (table 1). An
index node is a concept description in the knowledge base. The roles are explicitly expressed in terms of descriptions and are defined in the same way
as concepts (TBox = concepts descriptions + roles descriptions). The subsumption relationships are automatically generated by DL reasoning. Then,
the" hyper" nodes are calculated as connected nodes while we consider only
nodes subsumption links (while we are unaware of roles links). An "hyper"
edge which links an "hyper" node hn1 to an "hyper" node hn2 represents
the set of roles defined in the nodes of hn1 and having domains one of the
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nodes descriptions of hn2. The data partitions are referenced from leaves.
The physical storage management is not studied in this paper.
With this index, two types of cardinalities are maintained: the indexing
concept cardinality and the role (inter-concepts association) cardinality. The
former computes the number of instances for each term description (which
corresponds to the tree node) and the later computes the number of instances
for each roles. Inverse roles cardinalities are included on roles cardinalities.
These cardinalities are viewed in the topic map and allow the user to direct
his navigation without submitting any query.
Patient ~ V nO .Number n V nationality.String n V examinedBy.Doctor n ...
French ~ Patient n nationality = "France"n
V examinedBy.GeneralPractioner
British ~ Patient n nationality = "UK" n VexaminedBy.Specialist
Others ~ Patient n ,French n ,British
Doctor ~ Vno .Number n Vspeciality.String n VexaminedBy-l.Patient···
GeneralPractitioner ~ Doctor n = 0 speciality
Specialist ~ Doctor n ~ 1 speciality
Table 1. A DL-based Knowledge base representing the semantic index of figure 2

The indexing concepts French, British represent the restrictions (subconcepts) of the concept Patient over the attribute nationality. The restriction attribute and values are determined in a semi-automatic way using
the user profile, the volume of the data and its distribution as explained below. Afterwards, we detail the construction of the index. Indeed, the index
construction requires to define the indexing concepts, the intra-concept trees
and the indexing roles. This index construction is semantics-oriented and is
performed as follows:
1. User profile: in the user profile we keep the information about the interest
centers of the user such as the most asked queries, the user preferences,
etc. That type of information is essential in the index construction. Indeed, to select indexing concepts and criteria are greatly affected by the
user queries. For example, if the user queries frequently the concept patient and asks conditions about patients nationalities, then, the patient
objects will be indexed according to their nationalities. The index descriptions are represented in a DL-based knowledge base as follows:
Patient r;;;; \ln D .Number n VNationali ty.String n VexaminedBy.Doctor
French r;;;; Patient n Nationality = "France"
British r;;;; Patient n Nationali ty = "UK"
The DL reasoning constructs a descriptions hierarchy using the subsumption reasoning. This hierarchy represents the intra-Patient index.
2. Volume of the data: for the concepts which concern a huge volume of
objects, the system indexes the concepts in order to reduce the queries
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search space and compute more quickly the associations cardinalities. The
data are partioned by introducing subsumed concepts of concept indexing. For this, we must define the best attribute criteria for subsumption.
For the concept Patient, we can construct an intra-concept index using
the role age. The index on Patient is then:
OldPatient ~ Patient n age 2: 65
YoungPatient ~ Patient n age < 65
3. Data distribution: we use association rules extracted with datamining
techniques to construct the index. The data distribution is given as rules
and their validity (percentage of individuals which verify the rule) extracted from the concrete data using datamining techniques. An association rule has the form:
if(al and a2 and ... and an) Then (b l and b2 and ... and bm ) where
ai, bj E not(x), x = y, x < y, ....
For example the following rules can be extracted from a medical database:
if (Patient. nationality = "France") then Doctor.specialty = 0 at 95%
of precision. This rule means that 95% of French patients are examined
by general practitioner.
if(Patient.name = "Tom" and Doctor.speciality = "Cardia") then
Examen.storedln = "ECG" at 100% of precision. This rule means
that all cardiologic examinations of Tom are EeG.
We use these association rules to perform an inter-concepts indexing.
Therefore, the inter-concepts indexing involves the intra-concept indexing. That is, we must construct intra-concept hierarchies before linking sub-concepts (British with Specialist for example). The interconcepts index is based on roles.
An association rule is not valid for all the individuals. But it gives a
correlation between individuals. However, the index must be precise at
100%. Thus, the association rules (which are not precise at 100%) are
refined by adding more attributes constraints until having 100% precision.
In the above example, the rule precision is 95%. This rule is refined by
excluding the 5% of patients who don't verify the rule. If these individuals
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are those who are living in Paris, the rule is modified into the following
one:
if(Patient.nationality = "France" and Patient.address = "Paris")
then Doctor.specialty = 0.
This rule becomes valid at 100% withh the definition of a new indexing
concept as:
NonParisFrench ~ French n address i "Paris"
Another indexing concept corresponding to the result part of the rule is
defined as:
GeneralPractionner ~ Doctor n = 0 speciality
Description Logics are very flexible to express the semantics. The condition Doctor.specialty = 0, which represents non-specialist doctors is
effectively expressed in DL. The two intra-indexes are then linked using
roles (role based indexing) as follows:
NonParisFrench ~ French n address i "Paris"n
examinedBy.GeneralPractionner
which means that all non Parisian French patients are examined by general practitioners.

3.2

Use of the Index

The extended Topic Map based interface is adaptive according to user queries.
It allows the user to navigate and query the data simultaneously. The index
is used to optimize the computing of:
• Concepts and associations instances, and
• Concepts and associations cardinalities.
The user can simply navigates without consulting the data. Then, it is not
necessary to compute the exact instances each time the user navigates or
specifies a query. But, to compute (or to estime) the links and concepts
cardinalities is essential for each user action.
The query evaluation using the index is based on glh (Greatest Lower
Bound) reasoning. The glb of a concept represents the most generic concepts
which it subsumes. The semantic representation of a query is classified in the
index hierarchy using the subsumption relationship and the glb reasoning, and
then its roles are adapted consequently. Depending on the query position in
the index hierarchy, its evaluation is firstly processed as follows:
The query Q subsumes the indexing con- ~ubsumption
•
Patient
cepts lC t , lC 2 , ... lCn ' The query extenrelationship
sion contains at least the union of indexing concepts extensions. That is,
Q
Ext(lCt} u Ext(lC 2 ) u ... U Ext(lC n ) S;;

I

Ext(Q)

If lC t n lC 2 n .. . n lC n ~ ..L then the cardinality of Q is given by : card(Q) ~ L:~=l (card(lC i ))

FrC .

t

~iSh

Semantic indexing for intelligent browsing

• The query is subsumed by the indexing
concepts IC 1 , IC 2 , ... IC n. Then the query
extension is included in the intersection
of the indexing concepts extensions. That
is, Ext(Q) ~ Ext(ICd n Ext(IC 2 ) n ... n
Ext(IC n ), and

Subsumption
--.. relationShip

I
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Patient
/.,

French

Bmish

Q

card(Q) :::; Minf=l(card(ICi))

I

If IC 1 n IC 2 n ... n IC n I;:;; -.1, then Ext(Q) = r-0_ _ _--,,.-_ _ _-.,
• The query is subsumed by an indexmg _ SubSump50n
concept IC and has disjoint relationship
Disjoint
Patient
with indexing concepts IC 1 , IC 2 , ... IC n.
J ~
The query extension is included in the IC
/'1"T'1' \
British
indexing concept extension while removFrench
Q
ing the instances of IC 1 , IC 2 , ... andICn.
That is, Ext(Q) ~ Ext(IC) - [Ext(IC 1 ) U Ext(IC 2 ) U ... U Ext(IC n )]
If IC 1 n IC 2 n ... n IC n I;:;; -.1, then the cardinality of Q is :

"*

card(Q) :::; card(IC) - I:~=l (card(ICd)
• The combination of the previous rules optimizes query evaluation and
restricts the query cardinality interval.
Secondly, the inter-concepts indexing process adapts the roles implied in the
query and estimates the cardinalities according to the result of the query
classification (performed in the intra-concept indexing). Indeed, since a query
has been subsumed by an indexing concept, the domain of each role of the
query is reduced to the domain of the same role of the subsuming indexing
concept. For example, we use the previous index (table 1 and figure figure 2)
to process the query: Q I;:;; Patient n nationality = "France" n age?: 65
The query Q is subsumed by the (glh of Q) concept French. Therefore, the
role examined of the query Q must be subsumed by the same role, examined,
of the indexing concept French.
To verify the role subsumption: examinedBYQ I;:;; examinedBYFrench, the domain of examinedBYQ becomes GeneralPracti tioner. The role cardinality is
computed as presented previously for the query cardinality considering only
roles subsumption relationships.

4

Cond us ion

An index divides data set into smaller data spaces. Therefore, it reduces the
queries search spaces. We have presented in this paper a description logicbased semantic indexing for our extended Topic Map-based interface. This
approach allows to use more complex indexing elements (complex concept
description) based on data semantics. The data are interrogated jointly using
queries and navigation in the extended Topic Map. For this, we perform two
levels indexing: intra-concept indexing and inter-concepts indexing. These
two indexing levels contribute to optimize data queries and navigation.
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The semantic index is constructed taking into account the user profile,
the data distribution and the data volume. It increases the efficiency of the
index.
The use of DL to formalize the index allows to perform intelligent reasoning by evaluating queries and facilitating index updating. Then, as a perspective of this work, we propose to update the index progressively, to be
adapted to the user requirements and the data updates. Frequently queries
can be added to the index according to their semantics. This update facility will be performed automatically using the DL. We will also consider the
problems involved by the decidability of the DL reasoning, particularly, those
related to the concrete domains.
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An Improved Algorithm on Word Sense
Disambiguation
Gabriela ~erbanl and Doina Tiitar2
University "Babe§-Bolyai", Department of Computer Science
1, M. Kogalniceanu Street, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Abstract. The task of disambiguation is to determine which of the senses of an
ambiguous word is invoked in a particular use of the word [4]. Starting from the
algorithm of Yarowsky [6,5,9,10] and the Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC) algorithm,
in this paper we propose an original two-steps algorithm which combines their
elements. This algorithm preserves the advantage of principles of Yarowsky (one
sense per discourse and one sense per collocation) with the known high performance
of NBC algorithms. We design an Intelligent Agent, who learns (based on the
algorithm mentioned above) to find the correct sense for an ambiguous word in
some given contexts.
Keywords: Word sense disambiguation, corpus, agents, learning.

1

Introduction

The word sense disambiguation (WSD) is probably one of the most important open problem and it has now already a long "history" in computational
linguistics [3,2]. WSD problem has direct applications in some fields of text
understanding as information retrieval, text summarization, machine translation.
The problem that arises in natural language is that many words (called
polysemic), have several meanings or senses. These senses depend on what
context they occur. The task of disambiguation is to determine which of the
senses of an ambiguous word is invoked in a particular use of the word [4].
WSD is necessary whenever a system's actions depend on the meaning of the
text being processed.
Our algorithm relies dictionary based disambiguation (which we will present in the following section) and can be considered as intermediary between
supervised and unsupervised disambiguation [4,7].

2

A Bootstrapping Algorithm Based on the Principles:
One Sense Per Discourse and One Sense Per
Collocation (BA)

The BA algorithm begins by identifying a small number of training contexts.
This could be accomplished by hand tagging with senses the contexts of w
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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for which the sense of W is clear because some seed collocations [6,9,10] occur
in these contexts.
The tagging is made on the base of dictionaries or by using the known online dictionary of senses WordNet [14]. This initial set of annotated contexts is
used for learning a naive bayesian classifier. This NBC will help in annotating
new contexts. By repeating the process, the annotated part of corpus grows.
We will stop when the remaining unannotated corpus is empty or any new
context can't be annotated.
The notational conventions are as above:

• w is the polysemic word
• S = {SI,S2,···,SK} are possible senses for w, as in a dictionary, or as
obtained with WordNet.
• C = {Cl' C2, ... CI} are contexts (windows) for w, as obtained for w with
an on-line corpus tool (for example Cobuild [13]). Each Ci is of the form:

where WI, W2,···, Wt, Wt+l,···, W z are words from the set
t and z (usually z = 2t) are selected by user.

VI,···, VJ

and

Let us consider that the words V = {vI, ... ,v l } C {VI, ... ,vJ}, where l is
small (for example 2) are surely associated with the senses for w, such that
the occurrence of vi in the context of w determines the choice of a sense Si for
w (one sense per collocation). Here {SI, . .. ,sl} is a subset of {SI' ... ,SK}.
We mention that the set of words ( V) used in the BA algorithm as contextual features for the disambiguation is very important; the disambiguation
results are improved as the set V grows. This represents the first important
characteristic of the BA algorithm.
For example, for the word plant, the occurrence in the same context of the
word life has a sense (lets say A), while the occurrence in the same context
of the word manufacturing has another sense (lets say B). These rules can be
done generally as a decision list:
if vi occurs in a context c of w then the sense of c is si, Si E S (1)
So, from the set of contexts obtained as query results with (for example)
Cobuild, some contexts can be solved.
For our algorithm, we define a relation 8 C W x P(W), where W is the
set of all words and P(W) is the power set of W . If w E W is a word and
C E P(W) we say that (w, c) E 8 if wE c or, else, if there is a word wI E c so
that the words wand wI have the same grammatical root (particularly c is
a context).
So, a corresponding decision list has the following form:

if (v, c) E 8 and v has the sense

Sj

then the sense of the context c is

Sj

(2)
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The decision list (2) improved with the relation 6 represents the second
important characteristic of the BA algorithm.
Algorithm
C res = iP, determine the set V = {VI, ... ,vI}
For each context c in C apply the rules:
if (Vi, c) E 6, '* sensesi, i = 1,···, I,Cres = C res U {c}
EndFor
Crest

= C\ C res

i= iP do :
Determine a set V* of words with a maximum frequency in C res
Define V = V U V* = Uf=I VSj ,
where VSj is the set of words associated with the sense Sj
( some VSj can be iP)
(If v E V*, the context c solved with the sense Sj and
(v,c) E 6, then v E VSj , according with the principle
"one sense per discourse")
For each Ci E Crest apply the ENC algorithm:

While Crest

Si* _- argmax s P( s I Ci ) -- argmaxs P(Cils)xP(s)
P(Ci)
= argmaxsP(ci I s) x P(s)

(3)

EndFor

C;es = {Ci I P(s; I Ci) > N, N fixed}
Cres = C;es U Cres
Crest = Crest \ C res

EndWhile

In this algorithm:
P(Ci I s) = P(WI Is)··· P(Wt I s)P(Wt+1 Is)··· P(w z
I
if(wi, VSj ) E 6
and P(Wi I Sj) = {
nr.OCC.Wi.
else
nr. total of words

3

Is)

The Agent for Words Disambiguation

The application is written in JDK 1.4 and implements the behavior of an
Intelligent Agent, whose purpose is to find the correct sense for a given word
(the target word) in some given contexts using the algorithm described in the
previous section. In fact it is a kind of semi-supervised learning; the agent
starts with an initial knowledge (the senses of the target word and a set
of words using as contextual features for the disambiguation) and learns to
disambiguate the word in the given contexts.
The environment of this agent consists in some information which the
agent reads from an input text file "in.txt":
• the target word(w);
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• the possible senses for Wj
• the contexts for Wj
• the words used as contextual features for w's sense disambiguation.
On the basis of its environment, using the algorithm described in the
previous section, the agent learns to find the correct sense of the target word
in the given contexts.
The main class of the application is the class Agent, which implements
the agent behavior and the learning algorithm.
We notice that all the representations of data structures used in implementation are linked, which means that there are no limitations for the structures'
length (number of contexts, number of words in a context).

4
4.1

Experiments
First Experiment

Our aim is to solve some contexts in which the word band appears, from a set
of contexts obtained as query results with Cobuild [13]. Using the application
we accomplish the training of the agent in the following environment (given
in the text file "band.txt").
The file " band. txt" :
- the target word
band
- the senses of the target word (as in Wordnet)
set music ring strip
- the words used as contextual features for Q's disambiguation and the
indexes of the corresponding sense of the target word
song 2 sing 2 paper 4 dance 2 club 2 release 2 jazz 2 member 1
jewel 3 sound 2 rock 2
- the contexts of the target word
1. going to happen, we're not that kinda band. [p] I don't write 15

songs in a
2. fiber, more dust, a broken rubber band, a paper clip, a penny,

more dust, a
3. Hickman conducts an all-woman's band and choir, the next she
sings
4. olde worlde part of town where the band are staying. All hideous
new Europe
5. studio-dusty shrouds. Finally, the band that had me dancing 'til
6. to reunite musicians of a famous soul band who have not played
for 30 years.
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7. fan club show. It's a rowdy night-the band first played here in
'87 with the
8. and 'You Love Us'-are the best the band have released so far,
claim Jeff and
9. the more esoteric brands of big-band jazz in favour of a lively
10. The Commitments I've never been in a band, know nothing
about it. [p] Adams:
11. Maker, the signatures of each band member, lovingly inscribed
in non12. Cert 15 [p] 15 (18) RESERVOIR DOGS: A band of foiled jewel
robbers reassemble
13. it right up here. (Fade down) FX BAND SIX: MUSIC. 'STYLE
Fade up. Fade
14. to none - a recent reviewer said: The band sounds learner than
before, the
15. a new idea they cannot, like a young band, simply book the
games equivalent of
16. Radiation put together a rockabilly band, The Tearjerkers, while
Panter
17. Before Us is by The Albion Dance Band-with the emphasis on
'dance'. Live,
18. Tonight the band plays at the Hotel,
19. present a famous soul band, with more than 10 albums,
20. Maker, the signatures of each band member, lovingly inscribed
in non21. W. Axl know that the letters in his band-name spell 'Nor See
Gnus'? Probably
22. to a junior officer, 'no more loyal band of brothers than the
Grand Staff of
23. the North Sea) and Britain's growing band of ethical fund managers are
24. government of Trinidad. [tref] BAND ONE: Tony Blair, Shadow
Employment
25. That's tough, but that's life. A band out of time. [p] DAVE
JENNINGS [p]
After the agent reads the information from the environment, he applies
the disambiguation algorithm for the given contexts. The result is shown in
Table 1. Each context is followed by the sense for the target word found by
the agent after the disambiguation, and by the correct sense of the target
word for the given context.
From Table I, we observe than the Agent learns to find the correct sense
of the word band in the contexts 5,12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25. The
sense of the word in the other contexts is deduced from the set of words used
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Table 1. The result of disambiguation

Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context
Context

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 -

music
strip
music
music
music
music
music
music
music
music
set
ring
music
music
ring
music
music
music
music
set
set
ring
set
set
set

~
~

~

music
strip
music

~set

~
~
~

~
~
~
~

~

~
~

music
music
music
music
music
set
set
ring
music
music

~set

~
~
~
~
~

~

music
music
music
music
set
set

~set
~

~

set
set

~set

as contextual features for the disambiguation. For example, from the context
7, the agent learns to associate the word play with the sense music, and from
context 6 the agent learns to associate the word soul with the sense music.
The accuracy of the BA algorithm in the proposed experiment is 84%. We
note that the accuracy of the disambiguation algorithm is calculated with the
following formula

A = number of correctly solved contexts
number of contexts

(4)

In fact, in our case, the accuracy is the learning rate of the algorithm.
The experiment at Hearst (1991) shows that to achieve a high precision
in word sense tagging, the initial set must be large (20-30 occurrences for
each sense).
We have to mention that, in our experiment, we associated a single occurrence for each sense (for an easier evaluation of the algorithm).
Experimental Comparison with the NBC Algorithm. In the case of
the algorithm described in section 2 (BA - Bootstrapping Algorithm), the
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relation IS described in equation (2) is very important. In order to illustrate
the efficiency of the BA algorithm (with an without IS), we ran at the same
time the NBC algorithm for the experiment proposed in subsection 3.2. The
obtained results (including the algorithms' accuracies) are shown in Table 2.
The correct results after the disambiguation are bold. We note that "BA
without IS" is the BA algorithm (Section 2), in which a decision list has the
form described in Equation 1.

Table 2. Comparative experimental results between the disambiguation algorithms
BA and NBC
The result
of contexts'
disambiguation

Accuracy

BA with 0
Context 1 music
Context 2 strip
Context 3 music
Context 4 music
Context 5 music
Context 6 music
Context 7 music
Context 8 music
Context 9 music
Context 10 music
Context 11 set
Context 12 ring
Context 13 music
Context 14 music
Context 15 ring
Context 16 music
Context 17 music
Context 18 music
Context 19 music
Context 20 set
Context 21 set
Context 22 ring
Context 23 set
Context 24 set
Context 25 set
84%

BA without 0
Context 1 ring
Context 2 strip
Context 3 ring
Context 4 music
Context 5 ring
Context 6 ring
Context 7 music
Context 8 set
Context 9 music
Context 10 ring
Context 11 set
Context 12 ring
Context 13 music
Context 14 music
Context 15 ring
Context 16 ring
Context 17 music
Context 18 music
Context 19 ring
Context 20 set
Context 21 ring
Context 22 ring
Context 23 music
Context 24 ring
Context 25 set
44%

NBC algorithm
Context 1 strip
Context 2 strip
Context 3 strip
Context 4 strip
Context 5 strip
Context 6 strip
Context 7 music
Context 8 strip
Context 9 music
Context 10 strip
Context 11 strip
Context 12 ring
Context 13 strip
Context 14 strip
Context 15 strip
Context 16 strip
Context 17 music
Context 18 strip
Context 19 strip
Context 20 strip
Context 21 strip
Context 20 strip
Context 23 strip
Context 24 strip
Context 25 strip
20%

From Table 2 results very clearly the efficiency of the BA algorithm, improved with the relation IS. The comparative experimental results are shown
in Figure 1. In Figure 1, we give, for each algorithm, a graphical representation of accuracy/context. More exactly, for a given algorithm, for the i-th
context we represent the accuracy (see Equation 4) of the algorithm for the
first i contexts. From Figure 1, it is obvious that the most efficient is the
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BA algorithm with the relation b (the algorithm's accuracy grows with the
number of contexts).

84

~

70

:>U
CC

56

__ B A with lela ti 0 n
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___ NBC

::.

28

__ BA witho ut Ie latio n
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U
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N
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Fig. 1. The graphical representation of the experimental results described in Table 2

4.2

Second Experiment

Since for Romanian language does not exist neither a corpus nor something
similar with WordNet, we make a WSD experiment using the BA algorithm,
which requires only information that can be extracted from untagged corpus.
Our aim is to use the BA algorithm for the romanian language, to disambiguate the word poarta in some contexts obtained with an on-line corpus
tool (at us htdig and a Romanian corpus).
We make the following specifications:
• the target word poarta has, in romanian language, four possible senses
(two nouns and two verbs);
• we experiment our algorithm starting with 38 contexts for the target
word;
• we start with four words as contextual features for the disambiguation (a
single feature for each sense).
The accuracy of the BA algorithm in the proposed experiment is 60%.
We make the following specifications:
• in the above experiment we grow the number of occurrences for each sense
of the target word and we observe that: with two occurrences for each
sense the algorithm's accuracy grows with 10%, with three occurrences
for each sense the accuracy grows with 15%;
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• we grow the number of input contexts (100) and we observe that the
algorithm's accuracy grows with 15%.
As a conclusion, if the number of words used as contextual features for
the disambiguation and the number of contexts grows, the accuracy of the
BA algorithm grows, too.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

If the Agent (described above) starts with a substantial initial knowledge
(number of senses of the target word, set of words used as contextual attributes for the disambiguation) and if the environment consists in a big
number of contexts, the the disambiguation (learning) algorithm works very
well (the number of senses of the target word learned by the agent grows).
Further work is planned to be done in the following directions:
• For assuring a better efficiency of the disambiguation, we plain to retain
in a database the results of the learning process;
• We plain to establish a better evaluation for our Agent, working with
some standard ambiguous words and a more impressive amount of contexts from different corpora (as BNC http://sara.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/lookup.html);
• We will compare the results with those obtained with SENSEVAL's , two
recent pilot applications in WSD;
• As input of our agent we plain to use SEMCOR [12], a manually sense
tagged corpus, in which all words have been tagged with WordNet senses;
• At the University of Bucharest is in construction a WordNet for Romanian language, and we will use that as input for our Agent;
• We plain to study our approach in the context of combining labeled and
unlabeled data with Co-Training as in [1];
• Our own goal is to solve with our method the disambiguation for a query
in a future QA-system in Romanian which is now in construction;
• We also planned to improve the application using a subroutine which
determines all the synonyms for the initial features of the target word (a
hierarchical clustering algorithm, which is already implemented).
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Web Search Results Clustering in Polish:
Experimental Evaluation of Carrot
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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of web search results clustering in
the Polish language, supporting our analysis with results acquired from an experimental system named Carrot. The algorithm we put into consideration - Suffix Tree
Clustering has been acknowledged as being very efficient when applied to English.
We present conclusions from its experimental application to Polish, demonstrating
fragile areas of the algorithm related to rich inflection and certain properties of
the input language. Our results indicate that the characteristics of produced clusters (number, distinctiveness), strongly depend on pre-processing phase. We also
attempt to investigate the influence of two primary STC parameters: merge threshold and minimum base cluster score on the number and quality of results. Finally,
we introduce two approaches to efficient, approximate conflation of Polish words:
quasi-stemmer and an automaton-based lemmatization method.

1

Search Results Clustering Overview

Together with an exponential increase of the number of documents available
in the Internet, comes the requirement for faster and more reliable tools for
locating relevant information - the role currently played by search engines.
While algorithms for indexing and querying large volumes of data have been
substantially improved, the paradigm of searching for information based on
providing query terms and retrieving a list of matching documents, remained
almost the same since the very beginning. Considering solely the number
of matching results for even very narrow topics, browsing such set is not
feasible anymore. Besides, query terms are often ambiguous and spanning
over multiple subjects, making it impossible to present the results as a linear
ordering of relevance.
Searching and browsing are in very strong relationship to each other; it
is natural that improving browsing techniques will also improve the overall
performance of seeking for information. Search engines return a list of references to matching documents, each one usually comprising a title, URL
and a short fragment of the source document, called a snippet. A snippet
should contain enough information about the document it describes to give
the user a clue what the entire document is about. This is the starting point
for search results clustering which attempts to form meaningful, thematic
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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groups of snippets. These groups are then presented instead, or in addition
to the original document references. The user gets a much Jeeper insight into
the subjects the query covered, simply by looking at the set of discovered
groups.

2

STC Algorithm and Related Work

The problem of clustering in general is very well explored, thanks to the heritage drawn from statistics, economy and even fields of computer science such
as data mining and information retrieval. In spite of this, several properties
such as demand for linear complexity, limited amount of input data (a snippet instead of full body of a document) and processing of text features render
search result clustering a research field worth investigating on its own.
Arguably the first query result visualization algorithm based on the paradigm of clustering was presented in the Scatter-Gather system [4], but it was
not until Suffix Tree Clustering (STC) algorithm appeared [9], that the field
of search results clustering, also called ephemeral clustering [5] had been given
a substantial momentum.
STC has at least two distinguishing features: its time complexity is linear
with respect to the number of clustered snippets, and it operates on phrases
present in the text, in contrast to most previous efforts, built on top of standard IR measures of terms frequency distribution. STC attempts to cluster
documents or search results according to shared phrases they contain, thus
employing information about the proximity of terms, in addition to their
frequencies.
STC is organized into two phases: discovering base clusters and combining
(merging) them to form the final set of groups. In the first phase, all sentences
in the search result (both in snippets and document titles) are inserted into a
generalized suffix tree, where each symbol (node) in the tree represents a single
term. Every node also holds references to the sentences (and documents) it
occurred in. Thus, each path from some node to the root of the suffix tree
denotes a phrase shared by all the documents that node holds references to.
For each node (phrase) referencing at least two documents we define a
base cluster score: s(m) = Iml x f(lmpl) x 'l'.(tfidf(wi)), where Iml is the
number of words in phrase m not present in a stop list, f(lmpl) is a function penalizing short-phrases, tfidf (Wi) is a standard Salton's term frequencyinverse document frequency term ranking measure. A stop list contains a
set of stop words - terms which can be safely ignored because they are
unlikely to form meaningful phrases on their own (conjunctions, prepositions or articles) 1. A set of base clusters is then identified by selecting nodes
with base cluster score higher than an arbitrarily chosen minimal base cluster score threshold. In the second stage of the algorithm, top-ranking base
1

Ignoring stop words is a common practice in IR, but may sometimes lead to
unfortunate results - consider Shakespeare's "to be or not to be" . ..
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clusters are merged using a variation of single-link ARC algorithm, with binary merge criterion between base clusters a and b defined by the formula:
similarity(a,b) = 1 {? (11~lbl > a) A (11~lbl > a), where a in the above formula denotes an arbitrarily chosen merge threshold and by Ixl we understand
a set of documents in cluster x.
Unfortunately due to space constraints, we are not able to give a broader
insight into algorithms that followed STC (refer to [5] for a review of existing methods), but all of them, including STC, have been designed, implemented and evaluated for English only. This puts in question their applicability to other languages, because, as we are about to show, the properties
of a language may significantly affect an algorithm's performance. To our
best knowledge only Semantic Hierarchical Online Clustering (SHOC) algorithm [2], attempts to overcome the language issues. Instead of using words at
the lowest level of granularity, it employs recurring sequences of characters,
which makes it particularly suitable for oriental languages, where words are
not graphically distinguished in the text.
Stunningly, with the abundance of new algorithms, there exists a significant shortage in evaluation techniques and measures of ephemeral clustering
quality. Most algorithms are judged based on explicit user surveys or analysis
of server logs aimed at comparing raw search interface to the clustered one
[9], in spite of the fact that [6] clearly states such comparison can be misleading. A different approach is present in [5], where an information entropy
- derived measure is used for evaluation. We chose to employ this measure
as well, even though it has certain shortcomings discussed in Sect. 4.

3

Motivation

It seems that the issue of language-aware search results clustering has been
to some point neglected. We decided to investigate the behavior of STC as
a representative algorithm specific to the domain, when applied to Polish.
In particular, we wanted to examine the impact on the quality of results
when language with rich inflection is being processed. Our intention also
was to determine any potential influence which data pre-processing activities
such as ignoring meaningless terms (stop words) or various methods of term
conflation (lemmatization or stemming) might have on the final clusters.
This was one of the main reasons of creating Carrot system. Carrot is
an implementation of STC featuring Polish and English term conflation algorithms (ref. to Sect. 4.1) and stop words lists specific to both languages.
Carrot was available online between Spring and Summer of 2001 before legal
issues concerning automated querying of the background major search engine
forced us to limit its public availability 2. Another reason driving this experiment was to find out how the choice of STC's thresholds affect the quality
2

More information can be found at http://www.cs.put.poznan.pl/dweiss/carrot
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and stability of results. We also wanted to employ a mathematical measure
of quality as opposed to user surveys.

4

The Experiment

In order to fulfill the goals given above, we prepared a small-scale experiment
comparing clusters acquired from Carrot to a predefined, manually produced
grouping. In order to keep the experiment realistic, we decided to utilize two
sets of real search results downloaded from Vivisimo search engine in response
to queries: inteligencja (intelligence) and odkrywanie wiedzy (knowledge discovery). Recently, the above set of queries was extended to include additional
two in Polish and four in English.
The manual clustering of the two test queries had been performed by five
experts in the field, independently. Original documents were not retrieved
from the Web, so that humans had as much information about the clustered
set, as the algorithm - a set of about 70 snippets per query. This again proved
that clustering, even when done by hand, is unambiguous and problematic
(ref. to [6]). Out of 80 snippet-to-cluster assignments, only 50% were fully
consistent among all individuals. In the end there were about 14 manually
created groups for each query.
Having a manual benchmark to relate to, we faced the problem of choosing
possibly objective comparison function. The problems with empirical evaluation of ephemeral clustering systems have already been mentioned in Sect. 2.
We decided to utilize Byron Dom's method [1], briefly presented in Def. l.
The manual clustering we produced was used as the ground truth set required
by the measure.

Definition 1. Let X be a set of feature vectors, representing objects to be
clustered, C be a set of class labels, representing the desired, optimal classification (also called a ground truth set), and K be a set of cluster labels
assigned to elements of X as a result of an algorithm. Knowing X and K one
can calculate a two-dimensional contingency matrix H == {h( c, k)}, where
h(c, k) is the number of objects labeled class c that are assigned to cluster k.
Information-theoretic external cluster-validity measure is defined by:
lei IKI
Qo = _ ""' ""' h(c, k) log h(c, k)
~~ n
h(k)

where n

= lXI,

h(c)

= l:k h(c, k),

h(k)

IKI

+ ~ ""' log (h(k) + ICI- 1).
n ~
ICI - 1

(1)

= l:c h(c, k).

The experiment consisted of comparing results produced by STC to the
ground truth set using the measure given in Def. l. Full range of values for
the key algorithm parameters - merge threshold and minimal base cluster
score (see Sect. 2) - were taken into account. The experiment was repeated
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with and without term conflation algorithms and stop words removal in preprocessing phase.
For the experiment, we used a normalized version of the formula presented
in Def. 1, where zero denotes no correspondence between ground truth set of
clusters and the compared set, while one means the two are identical. It should
be stressed that quality of results in search results clustering is hard to define.
We express it as a singe-value relevance measure to the manual "perfect"
clustering in order to analyze its relative changes and trends. Interpretation
of specific values the measure can take is problematic since it is an aggregation
of many different aspects.
Byron Dom's measure is defined for flat partitioning of an input set of
objects, while STC produces flat, but overlapping clusters. In order to be
able to apply the measure, we decided that snippets assigned to more than
one cluster, would belong only to the one having the highest score assigned
by STC.

4.1

Word Conftation Algorithms Used for Experiments

In many inflectional languages a word, depending on its function in a sentence, may appear in several graphical forms while maintaining roughly the
same meaning. In most cases, there exists a constant part of a word called a
stem and affixes which change (in Polish: pisz-esz, pisz-emy, pisz-ecie). While
there is a great deal of confusion around the proper terminology, we shall call
a set of all inflected forms of a word a lemma and lemma's representation as
a symbol a lexeme (lexeme is not always identical to the stem, more than one
stem may exist in one lemma). In Information Retrieval it is usually better to
consider lexemes rather than exact word forms. Lemmatization is a process of
mapping of a word form to its lexeme, but it usually requires significant linguistic resources (like dictionaries). Simplified (and approximate) algorithms
called stemming algorithms work by replacing affixes iteratively, according to
certain heuristic rules until a "stem" of a word is found.
A number of both commercial and public stemming and lemmatization
algorithms exist for English. For Polish, certain commercial solutions exist
[3], but according to our knowledge no freely available solutions have been
proposed besides Krzysztof Szafran's SAM [7J. We initially made an attempt
to utilize this free morphological analyzer, but it is a precompiled program
and works only in batch-mode, practically making it impossible to use it in an
online system. We therefore created two simple, but efficient, techniques for
conflating words in Polish - one is an approximate stemming method called
quasi-stemmer, the other is a basic lemmatization technique.
The quasi-stemmer is based on the use of over eight hundred thousand
unique terms corpora of Polish texts, obtained by permission from Rzeczpospolita newspaper archives. About five hundred most common suffixes from
this corpora have been extracted and put in a lookup-table. The condition
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for determining whether two words a and (3 can be considered inflected forms
of a common stem is given in Def. 2.

Definition 2. Two words a and (3 may be considered to originate from a
common stem, if they contain a common prefix, which is at least n characters
long, and the suffixes created by stripping that prefix exist in the predefined
lookup table.
It is obvious that such simple technique has limited accuracy, hence the
prefix quasi- in the name. Also, some caution must be undertaken since the
equivalence relation implied by quasi-stemmer is not transitive. Nonetheless,
the quasi-stemmer has a very appealing capability of comparing proper names
and terms not present in the corpora. It performs very well on inflected names
of places or people, for instance. Our experience shows that even such a simple
technique brings an improvement in both cognitive and experimental results
(refer to Sect. 5.1).
We also created another technique, this time based on an open source dictionary of Polish included with ispell 3 . This dictionary contains words and
rules for deriving most of their inflected forms. We assumed (which is unfortunately not always the case), that a lemma of a word could be created
from an entry in the dictionary and all the derived word forms. We then
compressed this information into a finite state automaton, a very compact
data structure used directly for lookups. If a given inflected term exists in
the automaton, we can find its mapping to a "lexeme" - the dictionary form
which generated it. For any term, the complexity of its stem-lookup operation
is at most linear with the length of the term (this is the maximum time, if the
lookup has been successful). Several problems still exist, like the mentioned
fact that certain lemmas are represented in the dictionary as separate entries,
or certain entries generate inflected forms representing more than one lemma
- for example entry betoniarz (concrete mixer operator) and betoniarka (conrete mixer) end up with the same lexeme (betoniarz) and that should not be
the case.

5

Results

5.1

Inflection and Stop Words

Polish inflection rules are much more complex than English. Words have
different suffixes depending on the case, gender, number, person, degree, mode
or tense. Oren Zamir in [9] claims that the importance of pre-processing is
not a crucial factor of algorithm's performance. Our experiments and papers,
such as [6], indicate it is not the case. We discovered that both cognitive and
measured results improve when stop words are removed and term conflation
3

http://ispell-pl. sourceforge. net
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methods are used. In Fig. lone can observe the increase in quality measure
value when the above techniques are used.
It was quite unexpected to us that removing stop words from the input had
such high influence on results. This suggests that a more advanced technique
of identifying meaningless terms could even further improve cluster quality.
Maybe this could even go as far as discarding all non-nouns, or non-verbs.
Rich inflection in the input has a potential negative influence on the factor used for calculating cluster scores. The TFIDF (term frequency inverse
document frequency) model used for scoring terms in phrases does not yield
the actual importance of a given lexeme, because the score is distributed over
all of its word forms.
No preferred term conflation methods was evident in our results. Both
quasi-stemmer and the simple lemmatization yielded improvement over not
altered input data, yet this improvement was

5.2

Phrases and Words

STC produces clusters based on common phrases occurring in snippets. The
Polish language has a feature of not being as order-dependant as English. The
meaning of a sentence can be as well carried solely by suffixes of the terms
used. Compare this classic example from [8]: John hit Paul i=- Paul hit John,
while in Polish: Jan uderzyl Pawla = Pawla uderzyl Jan. Consequently, STC's
primary assumption that common phrases form good clusters thus becomes
questionable.
Q0r-______
Q_ue_~~:_m_t_e/~~~e_nc~~
________,

QO r-------~--~------~----.
O, 64 t-------If-'\--)Oii+ii+ii+iH=iJj

0,42+-------------t------f----i

-+- no stemming, no -e- quasi-stemming,
stopwords

no stopwords

~

...... dictionary
quasi-stemming, -e- dictionarystemming,
stopwords
stemming, no
stopwords
stopwords

Fig. 1. Value of quality measure Qo in relation to changing base cluster score. Five
different configurations of input pre-processing are shown. STC merge threshold is
constant (0.6)
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A potential solution here could be to utilize information about neighboring
terms in the input, without strict assumption that they must form sequences.
This approach has been partially studied for English in [5], where lexical
affinity of pairs of terms was used instead of keywords. The use of word sets
as opposed to sequences has been also studied in [9], where the author claimed
phrases performed slightly better than sets (experiments in English).
5.3

Sensitiveness of STC Control Parameters

Oren Zamir in [9J claims that the influence of merge threshold over the results
was unnoticeable and chooses an arbitrary value for his STC evaluation. We
have found out that the results are in deed not very sensitive to the setting of
the merge threshold, especially when the input data has been pre-processed.
However, as seen in Fig. 2, low merge threshold for certain queries may lead
to noticeably unstable quality measure indicator. This effect was gone (or
rather smoothed-out) when any of the term conflation methods had been
used.
Minimum base cluster score threshold expresses much stronger influence,
especially on the number of discovered clusters (see Fig. 2). While this is
obvious (because this parameter describes a cut-off threshold for phrases
considered at later stages of STC), it is not at all clear what exact value this
parameter should be set to. It seems that higher values stabilize the properties
of merge threshold, also improving numerical measure of quality, but it also
means that low-scoring clusters, perhaps interesting, are discarded in favor of
large, strong ones (which are potentially obvious to the user). Also, as seen
in Fig. 2, when pre-processing has been applied, there is a quick saturation of
quality and a sudden drop in the number of clusters produced. The relation
between the number of clusters, their quality and the minimum base cluster
score should be a matter of further research.

6

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this paper we have presented conclusions drawn from an experimental
application of STC to documents in Polish. The primary conclusion is that
STC seems to be significantly sensitive to languages with rich inflection in
the input. This affects both base cluster construction and scoring. Our experiments demonstrate that proper term conflation and stop words identification
improved the stability of the algorithm and quality as a comparative measure
of correspondence to a manual clustering.
We also argue that using phrases for finding base clusters may not be
the best choice for inflectionally rich languages, giving Polish as an example. In this language word order may be tricky, and the same meaning may
be expressed without using exactly the same sequence of terms. The most
promising research direction in this area includes abandoning strict order of
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RAW INPUT

STEMMING AND STOP WORDS

Fig. 2. A three-dimensional view of the relation between merge threshold and minimum base cluster score to the value of quality measure Q2 (charts on the left side)
and number of produced clusters (charts on the right side). Please note the axis of
number of clusters is reversed for clarity
terms in the discovered base clusters, maybe replacing phrases with lexical
affinities or frequent sets.
This paper also introduces two efficient methods for term conflation in
Polish and shows how they improve the quality of results when applied to
STC. Potential research directions in this area should be directed at developing methods capable of correctly processing proper names (users frequently
look for places, people or things rather than abstract topics). Quasi-stemmer
presented in this paper has this property to some extent, but an analysis of
results if an advanced lemmatization method were used would be of great
interest.
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Abstract. Studies of data mining classification algorithms have shown that these
algorithms either cause a loss of quality or scalability aspects or cannot effectively
uncover the data structure. This paper presents a new approach for developing two
C4.5 based classifiers. The first, RFC4.5, uses the RainForest framework approach
while the second, GARFC4.5, uses genetic algorithm. The two classifiers have been
applied on medical database of 20MB size for thrombosis diseases, obtained from
the discovery challenge competition of the 3rd European Conference on Principles
and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Database held in Prague, 1999. The results
show that the two Classifiers give higher classification accuracy than traditional
C4.5 classifier. For both classifiers, at a certain population size, it is found that the
classification accuracy increases with sample size.

1

Introduction

Classification is an important data-mining problem that has a wide range
of applications, including medical diagnosis, fraud detection, scientific experiments, credit approval and target marketing [1][4][5]. The input to a classification problem is a dataset of training records and each record has several
attributes. Attributes whose domains are numerical are called numerical attributes (continuous attributes), whereas attributes whose domain is not are
called categorical attributes (discrete attributes). There is one distinguished
attribute, called class label, which is a categorical attribute with a very small
domain. The remaining attributes are called predictor attributes; they are
either continuous or discrete in nature. The goal of classification is to build a
concise model of the distribution of the class label in terms of the predictor
attributes. The resulting model is used to assign class labels to a database
of testing records where the values of the predictor attributes are known
but the value of the class label is unknown. Many classification models have
been proposed in the literatures such as distributed algorithms, restricted
search, data reduction algorithms, parallel algorithms, neural network and
others [6][7]. Decision trees are especially attractive for a data-mining environment for several reasons. First, due to their intuitive representation, they
are easy to assimilate by humans[2]. Second, they can be constructed relatively fast compared to other methods. Third, they are non-parametric and
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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thus suited for exploratory knowledge discovery. Last, the accuracy of classification is comparable or superior to other models[6]. A variety of decision
tree-based algorithms have been developed to extract valuable knowledge
from very huge databases including ID3 and extensions, C4.5 and others
[11][7]. However, these approaches either cause loss of accuracy or cannot
effectively uncover the data structure[12]. C4.5[9] is a well-known decision
tree algorithm that in most cases can generate near optimal decision trees
but only when the training data are given all together. However when the
training examples are given incrementally the C4.5 alone cannot be used
efficiently[lOJ. Gehrke et al. [5J used the RainForest framework data access
method for decision tree classifier that separates the scalability aspects of
algorithms from the central features that determine the quality of the tree.
Also genetic algorithms have been used for classification problems in data
mining domain in variety of applications[12].
This paper presents a new hybrid classifier integrating the strengths of genetic algorithm, decision tree and RainForest approaches. The developed classifier GARFC4.5, has been applied to large medical database for thrombosis
diseases. The data was made through the Discovery Challenge Competition,
organized as part of the 3rd European Conference on Principles and Practice
of Knowledge Discovery in Database in Prague[13]. The paper is organized
as follows: section two introduces C4.5 decision tree algorithm, RainForest
approach for fast decision tree construction and genetic algorithm. Section
three explores two C4.5 based classifiers; namely; RFC4.5 and GARFC4.5.
RFC4.5 uses the RainForest framework approach while GARFC4.5 is a hybrid classifier uses Genetic Algorithm. Section four presents medical database
& data prepration. Section five shows the computational results. Section six
ends up with conclusions.

2
2.1

Overview
The C4.5 Algorithm

The algorithm constructs a decision tree starting from a training set S ,
which is a set of cases, or tuples in database terminology. Each case specifies
values for a collection of attributes and for a class. Each attribute may have
either discrete or continuous values. Moreover, the special value unknown
is allowed, to denote unspecified value. We denote with G I ,···, GNclass the
value of the class.
A decision tree T is a model of the data that encodes the distribution of
the class label in terms of the predictor attributes. It is a directed, a cyclic
graph in form of a tree. The root of the tree does not have any incoming
edges. Every other node has exactly one incoming edge and zero or more
outgoing edges. If a node n has no outgoing edges we call a leaf node, otherwise we call an internal node. Each leaf node is labeled with one class label;
each internal node is labeled with one predictor attribute called the splitting
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attribute. Each edge e originating from an internal node n has a predicate
q associated with it where q involves only the splitting attribute of n. The
set of predicates P on the outgoing edges of an internal node must be nonoverlapping and exhaustive. A set of predicates P is non-overlapping if the
conjunction of any two predicates in P evaluates to false. A set of predicates
P is exhaustive if the disjunction of all predicates in P evaluates to true. We
will call the set of predicates on the outgoing edges of an internal node n
the splitting predicates of n; the combined information of splitting attribute
and splitting predicates is called the splitting criteria of n and is denoted by
crit(n).
For an internal node n, let E = {el, e2, ... , ek} be the set of outgoing
edges and let Q = ql, q2, ... , qk be the set of predicates such that edge eI is
associated with predicate qI. Let us define the notion of the family of tuples
of a node with respect to database D. The family F(r) of the root node r of
decision tree T is the set of all tuples in D.
For a non-root node nET, n f= r, let p be the parent of n in T and
let qp-m be the predicate on the edge ep-+ n from p to n. The family of the
node n is the set of tuples F(n) such that for each tuple t E F(n), t E F(p)
and qp-+n(t) evaluates to true. Informally, the family of a node n is the set of
tuples of the database that follows the path from the root to n when being.
classified by the tree. Each path W from the root r to a leaf node n corresponds to a classification rule R = P --; c, where P is the conjunction of the
predicates along the edges in Wand c is the class label of node n. Pruning,
the method most widely used for obtaining right sized trees, which aim to
reduce size of the tree and minimize misclassification rate as well.
C4.5 algorithm constructs the decision tree with divide and conquer algorithm (see Fig. 2.1), each node is associated with a set of cases and a test
over the training cases to specify the discriminating attribute which splits the
cases into subsets associated to children of the node. The splitting is repeated
down the tree trying to produce leaves that contain only nodes belonging to
the same class. The most popular split selection method for node tests depend on Entropy (8), Gain (8, A) and GainRatio (8, A) terms, where the
attribute with highest GainRatio is chosen as the splitting attribute.
c

Entropy(S)

=L

-Pi log2 Pi

i=1

Where Pi is the proportion of S to class i and c is the possible values of class
(target) attribute.

Gain(S, A)

"~

= Entropy(S) -

IS"I
wEntropy(S,,)

"EValues(A)

Where A is an attribute, and S" is the subset of S for which attribute A has
value II

SplitInformation(S, A)

== -

L

~i log2 ~i
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ConstructTree(S)
(1) ComputeEntropy(S)
(2) If OneClass or FewCases
return a leaf;
create a decision node n;
(3) For Each Feature A
ComputeGain(S,A);
(4) n.test=AttributeWithBestGain;
(5) If n.test is contino us
Find threshold;
(6) ForEach S' in the splitting of S
(7) If S' is empty
Child of n is a leaf
(8) Else
Child of n=ConstructTree(S');
(9) return n

Fig. 1. Pseudo-code of the C4.5

.
.
_
Gain(S, A)
GamRatIO(S, A) = sPrItI n £ormatIOn
• (S , A)
2.2

Rainforest Framework

Over the last few years, there has been a surge in the development of scalable data access methods for classification tree construction. An examination
of the split selection methods in the literature reveals that the greedy schema
can be refined to the generic RainForest Tree Induction Schema shown in Figure 2. Consider a node n of the decision tree, the split selection method has
to make two decisions while examining the family of n : (i) It has to select the
splitting attribute X, and (ii) it has to select the splitting predicates on X.
Once decided on the splitting criterion, the algorithm is recursively applied
to each of the children of n. Let S S denote a representative split selection
method. Note that at a node n, the utility of a predictor attribute X as a
possible splitting attribute is examined independent of the other predictor
attributes: The sufficient statistics are the class label distributions for each
distinct attribute value of X. We define the AVC-set of a predictor attribute
X at node n to be the projection of Fn onto X and the class label where
counts of the individual class labels are aggregated. The AVC-set of predictor attribute X at node n will be denoted by AVCn(X). (The acronym AVC
stands for Attribute Value Classlabel). To give a formal definition, we assumed without loss of generality that the domain of the class label is the set
1," " J. Let an, X, x, i be the number of records t in Fn with attribute value
t . X = x and class label t· C = i. Formally,
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an, X, x, i = I{t E Fn : t· X =
For a predictor attribute X, let S
of natural numbers. Then

X

1\
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t· C = i}l.

= dom(X)xNl

where N denotes the set

AVCn(X) = (x; al, ... ,aJ) E S : :::It E Fn : (t . X = x 1\ "Ii E 1, ... , J : ai = an, X, x, i)
We define the A VC-group of a node n to be the set of the A VC-sets of all predictor
attributes at node n. Note that the size of the A VC-set of a predictor attribute X
at node n depends only on the number of distinct attribute values of X and the
number of class labels in Fn .

Input: node n, partition D, classification algorithm CL
Output: decision tree for D rooted at n
Top-Down Decision Tree Induction Schema:
BuildTree(Node n, datapartition D, algorithm CL)
(1) Apply LC to D to find crit(n)
(2) let K be the number of children of n
(3) if (k > 0)
(4)
Create K children Cl, ... , Ck of n
(5)
Use best split to partition D into D 1 , ... , Dk

(6)
(7)

for(I=l;I<=K;I++)
BuildTree(Ci , Di)

(8)
end for
(9) endif
RainForest Refinement:
(la) for each predictor attribute P
(lb) Call CL.find-best-partitioning (AVC-set of P)
(Ic) endfor
(2a)K= CL.decide-spliting-criterion ();
Fig. 2. Tree induction schema and refinment
It has been advisable for several algorithms to construct as many AVC-sets as
possible in main memory while minimizing the number of scans over the training
database. As an example of the simplest such algorithm, assume that the complete
AVC-group of the root node fits into main memory. Then we can construct the
tree according to the following simple schema: Read the training database D and
construct the AVC-group of the root node n in memory. Then determine the splitting
criterion from the AVC-sets through an in-memory computation. Then make a
second pass over D and partition D into children partitions. This simple algorithm
reads the complete training database twice and writes the training database once
per level of the tree; more sophisticated algorithms are possible[5].

2.3

Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm (GA) provides an approach to learning that is based loosely
on simulated evolution[8]. The genetic algorithm methodology hinges on a population of potential solutions, and as such, exploits the mechanisms of natural selection
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well known in evolution[3J. Rather than searching from general to specific hypotheses, or from simple to complex, GA generates successor hypotheses by repeatedly
mutating and recombining parts of the best currently known hypotheses[8J. Although different implementations of genetic algorithms vary in their details, they
typically share the following structure: the algorithm operates by iteratively updating a pool of hypotheses, called the population. On each iteration, all members of
the population are evaluated according to the fitness function. A new population
is then generated by probabilistically selecting the fit individuals from the current
population. Some of these selected individuals are carried forward into the next generation population intact. Others are used as the basis for creating new offspring
individuals by applying genetic operations such crossover and mutation[8J.

3
3.1

The Proposed Classifiers
RFC4.5

This section presents RFC4.5 algorithm, which combines C4.5 with RainForest.
C4.5 has been widely implemented and tested. It constructs the decision tree with
divide and conquer algorithm, each node is associated with a set of cases and a test
over the training cases to specify the discriminating attribute which splits the cases
into subsets associated to children of the node. The splitting is repeated down the
tree trying to produce leaves that contain only nodes belonging to the same class.
Pruning, the method most widely used for obtaining right sized trees, which aim
to reduce size of the tree and minimize misclassification rate as well. Decision trees
are usually simplified by discarding one or more subtrees and replacing them with
leaves; as when building trees, the class associated with a leaf is found by examining
the training cases covered by the leaf and choosing the most frequent class.
The RFC4.5 algorithm starts with reading the training record to constructs
theA VC-group then determine the splitting criterion from the A VC-sets through
an in-memory computation. Then make a second pass over training records and
partition it according to A VC-set for attribute into children partitions. This simple
algorithm reads the complete training database once and keep all the information
it needs in its data structure instead of accessing database each time so it reduce
access time as well. And again it repeats the process for each child of the pervious
node until reaching all leaves. The algorithm starts with reading record set RS and
for each feature (predicates attributes) it construct AVC-set by calling function
create O. The algorithm then follow as C4.5 it calculate the Entropy 0 of RS and
call BestSplitO function which calculate the GainRatio to find best feature and
best split. For each child and after it distributes the original RS it recursive call the
code again until it reach all leaves. It is noted that in most cases the part of pruning
or simplifying the trees cause a loss of classification accuracy due to reducing the
tree size or actually the number of nodes in the produced trees. For that reason a
combination of pruning part in the Quinlan C4.5 algorithm with a simple pruning
algorithm shown in Figure 3 is developed to give a simple tree, save the memory as
well as keeping the classification accuracy high.
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PrunTree(RootNode r)
( 1) if (r. isLeaf)
return;
(2) else
(3) if( r .AllChildern-Leaves)
(4)
if(r.AllSameClass)
r.Class=Childern-Class;
(5)
r .isLeaf=true;
(6)
Delete Childern;
(7)
endif
(8)
(9)
endif
(10) PrunTree(Childern[i]);
(11) endelse
Fig. 3. Simple tree-pruning algorithm

3.2

GARFC4.5

Integrating the strengths of RainForest with C4.5 and Genetic Algorithm, we
implement GARFC4.5 algorithm in object-oriented manner to build better tree(s)
for classification problems. There are three main steps to solve a problem using a genetic algorithm: Define a representation; define the genetic initialization, cross over,
mutation and selection process and define the objective function. Each individual in
the population represents a solution to classification problem in a single data structure, which is a decision tree. The initial population individuals (decision trees) are
created by considering random sampling percentages of the training record sets.
Crossover operation is the random exchange between subtree and subtree from two
parent in the population only when crossover conditions are occurred. Mutation
operation is implemented as random exchange between two subtree in the same
tree also only if the mutation conditions are met. The objective function (fitness)
is used to evaluate the individuals. Every genetic algorithm requires an objective
function this is how the genetic algorithm determines which individuals are better
than others. In classification problems it is preferred that the fitness function be the
classification accuracy over the test set. So our objective function for the genetic
algorithm is the percentage of classifying correct records from test records.
The methodology of object oriented GARFC4.5 classifier is shown in Figure
4. The classifier was implemented in Visual C++ 6.0 on windows 98 with 64.0MB
RAM and 350 MHZ. The hybid classifier GARFC4.5 has two main components.
The first one, RFC4.5 classifier, combines the previouse descriped advantage of
RainForest with the traditional C4.5 algorithm. RFC4.5 takes a set of training
records from the database and produce decision tree according to the randomly
selected set of records. The second component, GA, performs the following operations : (a) taking, as input, the generated trees by RFC4.5, and (b) performs
the GA operations. Crossover takes two generated trees from two different training
data sets by RFC4.5, exchanges two or more subtree, and produces another two
different trees with different fitness function value(classification accuracy). Mutation operation takes one generated tree by first component RFC4.5, exchanges two
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or more subtree of the same given tree or convert one or more subtree to a leaf,
and produces a new tree with different fitness function value. The GA operation
proceed until the best tree is obtained from all the decision trees generated from
randomly selected set of training data by RFC4.5. Figure 5 shows a pseudo code
for the Object Oriented GA.

Object Oriented GA
I Initialize population with trees

I

I

I

I Selection, Crossover, Mutation

I
Output

I

Tree

IEvaluate the fitness

l

I

Record set

I

I

J

Fig. 4. The proposed GARFC4.5 methodology

(1) GA.Initialize_ Population_TreesO;
(2) GA.Evaluate_Trees.YitnessO;
(3) While (!Termination_Condition)
(4) GA.SelectO;
(5) If (CrossovecConditions)
(6) GA.Crossover(parent1, parent2);
(7) If (Mutation_Condition)
(8) GA.Mutation(Parent);
(9) GA.EvaluateJ:ndividualsO;
(10) EndWhile.
Fig. 5. Pseudo code for object oriented GA

~C4.51
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Medical Database & Data Prepartion

As a case study for evaluating the developed GARFC4.5 classifier, a medical database has been used. The data was made through the Discovery Challenge
Competition, organized as part of the 3rd European Conference on Principles and
Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Database in Prague [13]. The database consists
of three different tables, of size 20 MB. This database includes all patients (about
1000 records). The first table contains basic information about patients. Second
table contains special laboratory examinations for collagen diseases. Table 1 shows
the second database table attributes. The third table contains Laboratory examinations stored from 1980 to march 1999. The tests are not necessarily connected
to thrombosis. The main goal was to discover some sensitive and specific patterns
as well as achieving a high prediction rate for thrombosis disease. The target attribute thrombosis represents the degree of thrombosis O:negative (no thrombosis),
1: positive (the most sever one), 2:positive (sever), 3: positive (mild).
TABLE 1 Schemata For The Thrombosis Data
Attr. name Description
Sex
Male or Femal
aCLIgG
anti-Cardiolipin antibody(IgG) concentration
aCLlgM
anti-Cardiolipin antibody(IgM) concentration
anti-nucleus antibody concentration
ANA
ANA2attern pattern observed in the sheet of ANA examination
aCLlgA
anti-Cardiolioin antibody(IgA) concentration
Diagnosis
disease names
KCT
measure of degree of coagulation
RWT
measure of degree of coagulation
LAC
measure of degree of coagulation
Symptoms
other symptoms observed

Data type
Discrete
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Discrete
Continuous
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete

The original data tables have been imported and converted into access format.
A straightforward analysis of temporal data was more problematic, since different
patients had different numbers of tests, and missing data were more common so a lot
of cleanup was necessary before mining. Some objects with duplicate identification
numbers have been detected and a lot with missing values and some with unrealistic
values. Concentrating on second table only for predicting thrombosis disease and
the rest two tables for the other discovered knowledge. Examples for cleanup process
were as follow:
• There exist four patients have duplicate values in IDs so they were removed.
• For description_date attribute three patients have wrong format so they were
modified.
• For firsLdate attribute there exist 36 patient with wrong format, 96 times with
bad values like (S32.6.9)
• For admission (+, -) there exist three patients have wrong values like (UH)
and four patients with wrong data which can be updated like (+veU sh) which
updated to (+).
• For diagnosis only one patient with wrong data exist and other three with miss
spilling diagnosis name.
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• For examination date attribute; one patient has the :same examination in the
same day with different results.
• For symptoms attribute there exist 6 patients with nonsense values, and there
were same symptoms written in different way capital or small and as we know
decision tree are case sensitive for attribute value.
After applying the data cleaning process we obtained 406 patients with reasonable
data that we will apply our mining technique on. We let 70% of the data for training
and 30evaluating the system.

5

Experiments & Computational Results

In our experiments, we set the probability of crossover to 0.9 and mutation rate
to 0.03 after trying some other values and discovering that the previous values are
the best (as known this value are problem specific). We used 20 generation as the
stopping criterion as we notice that the fitness of the individuals doesn't improve
anymore. The sampling percentages vary from 5% to 50% of the original dataset
and the population size from 10 to 100.
Table 2 shows the computational results for GARFC4.5 from different combination of population size and the sampling percentages. The GARFC4.5 algorithm
gives trees with higher classification rate than C4.5; 81.6%; alone. RFC4.5 algorithm
with our Prune property also gives higher classification accuracy than traditional
C4.5. The table also shows that RFC4.5 gives classification accuracy close to that
of GARFC4.5 classifier. From the results we notice that when the sampling percentages become higher the fitness of the produced trees are improved but it's not a
general phenomena as it could be wrong in different problem domain. The sampling
percentages should be set according to the classification problem domain. GASC4.5
could have some limitations due to a lot of computational steps.
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TABLE 2 Computational Results For GARFC4.5
Sample
sIze
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
50%
Sample
size
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
50%

Best of initial Population/ by Object Oriented RFC4.5 PopulationSize
20
30
10
40
50
60
80
100
0.861842 0.815789 0.861842 0.855263 0.865132 0.815789 0.861842 0.891447
0.884868 0.832237 0.901316 0.911184 0.944079 0.927632 0.888158 0.911184
0.911184 0.930921 0.878289 0.907895 0.884868 0.894737 0.901316 0.898026
0.884868 0.930921 0.904605 0.898026 0.907895 0.927632 0.924342 0.930921
0.944079 0.924342 0.907895 0.940789 0.953947 0.937500 0.940789 0.937500
0.940789 0.940789 0.940789 0.940789 0.944079 0.963816 0.944079 0.940789
0.973684 0.940789 0.944079 0.953947 0.960526 0.953947 0.953947 0.980263
0.976974 0.980263 0.944079 0.953947 0.960526 0.963816 0.953947 0.976974
0.983553 0.986842 0.970395 0.970395 0.976974 0.970395 0.986842 0.986842
0.970395 0.970395 0.990132 0.976974 0.973684 0.990132 0.973684 0.986842
Best of initial Population/ by Object Oriented RFC4.5 PopulationSize
40
10
20
30
60
80
100
50
0.891447 0.891447 0.875000 0.881579 0.871711 0.865132 0.87553 0.901316
0.917763 0.894737 0.930921 0.911184 0.871711 0.917763 0.914474 0.898026
0.947368 0.930921 0.878289 0.907895 0.888158 0.894737 0.901316 0.950658
0.950658 0.930921 0.904605 0.898026 0.907895 0.937500 0.953947 0.947368
0.957237 0.924342 0.953947 0953947 0.917763 0.937500 0.953947 0.940789
0.960526 0.953947 0.940789 0.940789 0.944079 0.963816 0.980263 0.944079
0.980263 0.940789 0.950658 0.963816 0.960526 0.953947 0.953947 0.980263
0.983553 0.983553 0.963816 0.963816 0.986842 0.980263 0.980263 0.980263
0.986842 0.990132 0.978974 0.970395 0.976974 0.970395 0.986842 0.986842
0.990132 0.970395 0.990132 0.990132 0.980263 0.990132 0.973684 0.986842
ProgramRunTime/PopulationSize
10
20
30
Time(s)
40
50
60
80
100
7.228
6.027
5%
7.316
9.169
8.711
10.383
13.280
12.865
7.192
7.539
10%
6.596
7.957
8.836
12.302
16.292
13.413
6.796
8.215
9.176
10.975
15%
10.210
13.122
14.019
16.356
20%
8.275
6.092
8.233
9.978
14.248
12.718
16.521
18.175
7.418
8.175
25%
9.625
12.349
11.984
15.499
16.316
21.138
14.267
30%
8.073
8.356
10.162
11.434
14.742
18.056
19.842
8.026
8.369
10.367 13.328
13.703
16.210
19.438
23.273
35%
10.529
8.931
10.881
12.998
16.738
16.097
19.004
25.976
40%
8.225
16.862
17.525
45%
9.272
12.440
13.807
22.509
26.764
50%
8.823
10.083
12.147 14.261
17.417 20.600
25.106
0.27647

6

Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach for developing two C4.5 based classifiers.
The first classifier, RFC4.5, uses the RainForest framework approach while the
second, GARFC4.5, is a hybrid classifier uses genetic algorithm. The role of C4.5
classifier is to construct a simple decision tree. The role of RainForest is to keep
the scalability aspects in constructing the classifier. The role of Genetic algorithm
is working as online or dynamic training. The two developed classifiers have been
applied to large medical database for thrombosis diseases. When generate decision
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tree, it has been found that many branches can be modified to eliminate the redundancy and compress attributes that lead to the same class.
The computational results show that both GARFC4.5 and RFC4.5 classifiers
give better decision trees with higher classification accuracy than the traditional
C4.5 algorithm. The difference in classification accuracy between traditional C4.5
and RFC4.5 tends to the prune property, which is executed in different way, and
also to the repeated values of predicting attributes in testing record set. RFC4.5,
as traditional C4.5, involves in local greedy search in the data space beside it works
as offline learning classifier. GARFC4.5 is better when the data set is given incrementally as online learning rather than completely at once. Also the results show
that, both classifiers give high classification accuracy. Of course this result needs
further study using other databases.
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Abstract. The ABCD formula is used for computing a new attribute, called TDS,
to help with melanoma diagnosis. In our research four discretization techniques
were used, two of them never published before. We found four corresponding new
ABCD formulas to compute TDS by applying more than 163 thousand experiments
of variable ten-fold cross validation. Diagnosis of melanoma with each of these new
ABCD formulas, when used with an appropriate discretization technique, is significantly more accurate (with the level of significance 5%) than diagnosis using the
traditional ABCD formula. Finally, the rule sets, induced from data sets obtained
using four new ABCD formulas and the traditional ABCD formula, were graded
by an experienced melanoma diagnostician.

1

Introduction

Melanoma is an extremely dangerous skin cancer. Every improvement of
melanoma diagnosis has a significant impact on saving human life. Research
reported in this paper is a continuation of our previous research on improving
diagnosis of melanoma based on data mining. Our previous results on optimization of the ABCD (Asymmetry, Border, Color, and Diversity) formula,
used for melanoma diagnosis, were reported in [1], [5], [7] and [8]. In our
current research the main objective was also the optimization of the ABCD
formula. However, this time we used completely different methodology. First,
in our previous research [8] we compared two discretization techniques, based
on agglomerative and divisive cluster analysis. It turned out that the divisive cluster analysis technique was much better, most likely because the total number of final clusters using the divisive method was usually smaller
than the total number of final clusters obtained by the agglomerative cluster
method [13]. Therefore, this time we decided to use four different discretization schemes, two of them based on divisive cluster analysis. The remaining
two discretization techniques are new, unpublished techniques. More importantly, in our previous research we compared discretization techniques used
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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on melanoma data only for the traditional ABeD formula. This time we compared four different discretization techniques tested on six different melanoma
data sets. Moreover, we computed more precisely the total number of errors
by averaging results of 30 experiments of variable ten-fold cross validation,
as oppose to a single execution of the fixed ten-fold cross validation, reported
in our previous research.
Additionally, in our previous research we were searching for the optimal ABeD formula using fixed ten-fold cross validation (Le., with fixed reshuffling of the data set) and then validated our results using 30 experiments
of variable ten-fold cross validation, with randomly changed re-shuffling of
the data set. Results of 30 variable ten-fold cross validation were much worse
since the best results obtained by fixed ten-fold cross validation were outliers. Therefore, this time we decided to use variable ten-fold cross validation
to search for the optimal ABeD formula. Using 30 experiments for every
candidate-ABCD formula-would result in enormous computational complexity. Our compromise was to apply five variable ten-fold cross validations
for every candidate ABCD formula and then validation with 30 variable tenfold cross validations. Thus in our current research we used only variable
ten-fold cross validation instead of less reliable fixed ten-fold cross validation.
In some papers [10] and [14] claims were published that the ABCD formula
does not improve diagnosis of melanoma. To validate these claims we ran
experiments on melanoma data with a removed attribute called TDS, which
is a result of the ABCD formula.
Finally, an experienced melanoma diagnostician graded rule sets induced
from data sets obtained by using four new ABCD formulas and the fifth,
traditional ABCD formula, each combined with the best appropriate discretization technique. Thus we obtained useful feedback: an expert's opinion
on the usefulness of the final product of data mining.

2

ABeD formula

Our data on melanoma were collected at the Regional Dermatology Center in Rzeszow, Poland [9]. The data consisted of 410 cases. In diagnosis of
melanoma an important indicator is TDS (total dermatoscopic score), computed on the basis of the ABCD formula [4] and [15]' using four variables:
Asymmetry, Border, Color and Diversity. The variable Asymmetry has three
different values: symmetric spot, one axial symmetry, and two axial symmetry. Border is a numerical attribute, with values from 0 to 8. A lesion is
partitioned into eight segments. The border of each segment is evaluated; the
sharp border contributes 1 to Border, the gradual border contributes o. Color
has six possible values: black, blue, dark brown, light brown, red and white.
Similarly, Diversity has five values: pigment dots, pigment globules, pigment
network, structureless areas and branched streaks. In our data set Color and
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Diversity were replaced by binary single-valued variables. The TDS is traditionally computed using the following formula (known as the ABeD formula):
T DS

=

l.3

* Asymmetry + 0.1 * Border + 0.5 * EColors + EDiversities,

where for Asymmetry the value symmetric spot counts as 0, one axial
symmetry counts as 1, and two axial symmetry counts as 2, EColors represents the sum of all values of the six color attributes and EDiversities
represents the sum of all values of the five diversity attributes.

3

Discretization

The melanoma data set contained three numerical attributes: Asymmetry,
Border and TDS. The numerical attributes should be discretized before rule
induction. The data mining system LERS uses for discretization a number of
discretization algorithms [2J. In our experiments a polythetic divisive method
of cluster analysis [3J was used in two of the four used discretization techniques. Polythetic methods use all attributes while divisive methods begin
with all cases being placed in one cluster. Our method was also hierarchical,
i.e., the final structure of all formed clusters was a tree.
Initially all cases were placed in one cluster C 1 . Next, for every case the
average distance from all other cases was computed. The case with the largest
average distance was identified, removed from C 1 , and placed in a new cluster
C 2 . For all remaining cases from C 1 a case c with the largest average distance
d 1 from all other cases in C 1 was selected and the average distance d 2 from c
to all cases in C 2 was computed. If d 1 - d 2 > 0, c was removed from C 1 and
put to C 2 . Then the next case c with the largest average distance in C 1 was
chosen and the same procedure was repeated. The process was terminated
when d 1 - d 2 ::; O. The partition defined by C 1 and C 2 was checked whether
all cases from C 1 were labeled by the same decision value and, similarly, if
all cases from C 2 were labeled by the same decision value (though the label
for C 1 might be different than the label for C 2 ). For clusters that contain
cases labeled by at least two distinct decision values the same procedure of
splitting into two clusters was repeated until all final clusters were labeled
by the same decision value.
Once clusters are formed the postprocessing starts. First all clusters are
projected on all attributes. Then the resulting intervals are merged to reduce
the number of intervals and, at the same time, preserving consistency. Merging of intervals begins from safe merging, where, for each attribute, neighboring intervals labeled by the same decision value are replaced by their union.
The next step of merging intervals is based on checking every pair of neighboring intervals whether their merging will result in preserving consistency. If so,
intervals are merged permanently. If not, they are marked as un-mergeable.
Obviously, the order in which pairs of intervals are selected affects the final
outcome. In our experiments we used two criteria:
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• start from an attribute with the most intervals first,
• start from an attribute with the largest conditional entropy of the decision
given attribute.
In our experiments four different discretization methods were used. These
methods are named on the basis of two questions produced by LERS: first,
whether to use divisive cluster analysis (0 means use cluster analysis, 1 means
skip cluster analysis and project original, single cases on all attributes and
continue with postprocessing), secondly, whether to process an attribute with
the most intervals first (denoted by 0) or whether to process an attribute
with the largest conditional entropy first (denoted by 1). Thus, our methods
of discretization are denoted by 00, 01,10,11. For example, 00 denoted using
cluster analysis and processing attributes with the most intervals first.

4

Rule Induction and Validation

In our experiments rules were induced by the algorithm LEM2 (Learning from
Examples Module, version 2). LEM2 is a part of the system LERS (Learning
from Examples based on Rough Sets) [6]. Rough set theory was initiated in
1982 [11], [12].
The most important performance criterion for methods of data mining is
the total number of errors. For evaluation of an error number we used the
ten-fold cross validation: all cases were randomly re-ordered, and then the
set of all cases is divided into ten mutually disjoint subsets of approximately
equal size. For each subset, all remaining cases are used for training, i.e.,
for rule induction, while the subset is used for testing. Thus, each case is
used nine times for training and once for testing. Note that using different
re-orderings of cases causes slightly different error numbers. LERS may use
constant ten-fold cross validation by using the same way of case re-ordering
for all experiments. Also, LERS may perform ten-fold cross validation using
different case re-orderings for every experiment, called variable ten-fold cross
validation.

5

Experiments

Our experiments were designed to find the optimal ABCD formula. We assumed that the optimal ABCD formula, for computing a new TDS, should
be a linear combination of 13 attributes:

* Asymmetry + C2 * Border + C3 * Color _black +
C4 * Color _blue + C5 * Color _darLbrown + C6 * Color JighLbrown +
C7 * Color ]ed + Cs * Color _white + Cg * Diversity_pigmenLdots +
ClO * Diversity_pigmenLglobules + Cll * Diversity_pigmenLnetwork +
C12 * Diversity_structureless_areas + C13 * Diversity_branched_streaks.

new_T DS =

Cl
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Our objective was to find optimal values for coefficients CI, C2, ... , Cl3
for each discretization method. The criterion of optimality was the smallest
total number of errors for variable ten-fold cross validation for data with 13
old, unchanged attributes and with a new fourteenth attribute, new_TDS,
that replaced the original TDS attribute. In the first phase four series of
experiments were performed, for different vectors (CI, C2,"" CI3), applying the
same discretization method. For each vector (CI, C2, ... , C13) the corresponding
new _TDS was computed and then the sequence of five variable ten-fold cross
validations ~as used for the evaluation of the number of errors. The smallest
error indicated the optimal choice of (CI, C2,"" CI3). In the sequel, such a data
set, with TDS computed on the basis of the optimal (CI, C2,.'" C13) and with
all remaining 13 attributes unchanged, will be called a data set obtained by
the corresponding discretization method.
A special script was created to compute the new_TDS given ranges for all
13 coefficients CI, C2,"" C13. Due to computational complexity, not all combinations of coefficients that are implied by Tables 1 - 4 were tested. Experiments were conducted in sets of a few thousand at a time. Some overlapping
occurred between such sets of experiments. In phase 1 the total number of
executed variable ten-fold cross validations was about 163 thousand. In phase
2 of our experiments, the four data sets obtained by the four discretization
methods, plus the original data set and the original data set with removed attribute TDS, were discretized using all four discretization methods and then
the total number of errors was computed using 30 experiments of variable
ten-fold cross validations. In phase 2 the total number of executed variable
ten-fold cross validations was about nine hundred.
Finally, five selected rule sets, induced from data sets obtained by the
four discretization methods and the discretized using the same discretization
method and, additionally, the original data set (with TDS computed using
the original formula) and discretized using the 00 discretization method were
graded by an experienced melanoma diagnostician. Every rule was graded
on the scale from 0 to 5, with 0 meaning a useless rule, i.e., rule that is
misleading, and 5 meaning an excellent rule.
TDS based on:
00 discretization method
01 discretization method
10 discretization method
11 discretization method
Original ABCD formula
No TDS

Discretization method
00
01
10
11
12.17 12.73 13.20 13.03
37.57 12.23 37.27 12.50
12.67 12.80 12.23 12.73
36.97 12.50 37.27 12.47
13.97 14.43 14.17 14.07
55.2355.3755.7355.17

Table 1. Average number of errors
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TDS based on:
00 discretization method
01 discretization method
10 discretization method
11 discretization method
Original ABeD formula
No TDS

Discretization method
00
01
10
11
2.157 l.911 2.384 l.991
3.137 2.553 4.920 1.943
2.426 2.235 l.597 2.016
4.335 2.610 3.403 2.640
1.520 2.330 2.086 2.212
4.666 4.672 5.212 3.403

Table 2. Standard deviation

6

Conclusions

Each entry from Table 1 is presented in the following analysis as a hyphenated expression. The initial part of the expression describes the discretization
technique that was used to obtain a new TDS, the part that follows the hyphen describes the method used for discretization of the corresponding data
set. Grig stands for the original data set, NaTDS stands for the original data
set with the TDS attribute removed.
We present results of the standard statistical test on the difference between two means, used pairwise on 24 entries from Table 1, taking into account their corresponding standard deviation from Table 2, with the level of
significance 5%, two tailed test. There are no significant differences in error
numbers between any two methods from the set {OO-OO, 00-01, 00-10, 00-11,
01-01, 01-11, 10-00, 10-01, 10-10, 10-11, 11-01, 11-11}. Similarly, there are
no significant differences in error numbers between any two methods from
the following sets: {Orig-OO, Orig-01, Orig-10, Orig-11}, {01-00, 01-10,11-00,
11-10} and {NoTDS-OO, NoTDS-01, NoTDS-10, NoTDS-11}, provided that
both methods are taken from the same set. All methods from the set {OO-OO,
00-01,01-01,01-11, 10-00, 10-01, 10-10, 10-11, 11-01, 11-11} are better (the
error numbers are smaller) than methods from the set {Orig-OO, Orig-01,
Orig-10, Orig-ll}. Also, method 00-10 is better than any of the following
methods: Orig-OO, Orig-10, Orig-11; and method 00-11 is better than Orig11. Finally, all methods from the set {Orig-OO, Orig-01, Orig-10, Orig-11} are
better than methods from the set {01-00, 01-10, 11-10, 11-11} as well as all
methods from the set {01-00, 01-10, 11-00, 11-10} are better than methods
from the set {NoTDS-OO, NoTDS-01, NoTDS-lO, NoTDS-11}.
The best discretization method is denoted by 00 (i.e., the discretization
based on divisive cluster analysis and processing attributes with the most
intervals first).
Among four discretization methods that were used for our experiments the
best results were achieved when a discretization method used for searching
for the optimal ABeD formula was the same as the discretization method
used for discretization of the corresponding data set.
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All four of our new ABCD formulas provide, when combined with appropriate discretization techniques, significantly better diagnosis of melanoma.
The choice among the two options used in discretization: processing attributes with the most intervals first or processing attributes with the largest
conditional entropy first is more important than the choice for the remaining
two possibilities: using or not using cluster analysis. The option of processing
attributes with the largest entropy first is less stable (in Table 1, entries in
rows denoted by 01 and 11 and columns 00 and 10 are much larger than other
entries in the same rows).
Entry

Total weighted Average weighted
score per rule set score per rule
00-00
58.58
2.72
63.13
01-01
2.90
49.38
10-10
2.30
107.17
Orig-OO
3.23
Table 3. Diagnostician's scores for rule sets

Another interesting observation can be made comparing Table 1 with Table 3, presenting the diagnostician's scores for five selected rule sets. Though
all entries: 00-00, 01-01, 10-10, and 11-11 are significantly better (the number of errors during diagnosis of melanoma is significantly smaller than using Orig-OO), the diagnostician definitely graded Orig-OO much higher. Most
likely, the diagnostician was used to the original values of TDS and, consequently, the corresponding rules were praised higher. The intervals 1..4.9,
4.9 .. 5.5,5.5 .. 8.7 for TDS, computed by the 00 discretization method, are very
close to the intervals used by diagnosticians (1..4.75, 4.8 .. 8.45, 5.5 .. 8.7). This
is another proof of the high quality of the 00 discretization method. As follows
from Table 1, melanoma data with removed TDS are associated with much
larger number of errors. Thus, the claim from [10] that the ABeD formula
is not useful for diagnosis of melanoma seems to be unjustified. In the future
we are planning to extract from our data cases with small lesions to check
claim from [14].
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Abstract. The paper proposes a simple, heuristic, instance reduction algorithm
(IRA), which can be used to increase efficiency of the supervised learning. IRA
task is to select some instances from the original training set. A reduced training
set consisting of selected instances is used as an input for the machine learning
algorithm. This results in reducing time needed for learning or increasing learning
quality or both. IRA is based on calculating for each instance in the original training
set a value of its similarity coefficient and then grouping instances into clusters
with identical values of the coefficient. Out of each cluster only a certain number
of instances is selected to form a reduced training set. The approach has been
validated by means of the computational experiment.

1

Introduction

As it has been observed in [12], the in supervised learning, a machine learning
algorithm is shown a training set, which is a collection of training examples
called instances. Each instance has an input vector and an output value.
After learning from the training set, the learning algorithm is presented with
additional input vectors, and the algorithm must generalize, that is to decide
what the output value should be.
It is well known that in order to avoid excessive storage and time complexity, and possibly to improve generalization accuracy by avoiding noise
and overfitting, it is often necessary or useful to reduce original training set
by removing some instances before learning phase or to modify the instances
using a new representation.
In the instance reduction approach a subset S of instances to keep from
the original training set T can be obtained using incremental, decremental
and batch search. An incremental search begins with an empty subset Sand
adds each instance in T to S if it fulfills some criteria (see for example [10]).
The decremental search begins with S = T, and then searches for instances
to remove from S (see for example [5,12]). Finally, in a batch search mode,
all instances are evaluated using some removal criteria. Then all those that
do meet the criteria are removed at a single step (see for example [11]).
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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The paper proposes a simple, heuristic, instance reduction algorithm (IRA)
which belongs to the batch search mode class. The approach involves the following steps:
- Calculating for each instance from the original training set the value of
its similarity coefficient.
- Grouping instances into clusters consisting of instances with identical
values of this coefficient.
- Selecting the representation of instances for each cluster and removing
remaining instances, thus producing the reduced training set.
Section 2 of the paper introduces the proposed similarity coefficient and
presents a formal description of IRA. Section 3 describes computational experiment design and gives details on benchmark data sets used in the experiment. Section 4 discusses computational experiment results. Section 5
includes conclusions and suggestions for future research.

2

Instance Reduction Algorithm

Instance Reduction Algorithm (IRA) aims at removing a number of instances
from the original training set T and thus producing the reduced training set
s. It is assumed that a training set is a collection of training examples called
instances. Each instance consists of an input vector and an output value. Let
N denote the number of instances in T and n - the number of attributes,
that is the number of elements in the input vector. Let also X = {Xij}
i = 1 ... N, j = 1 ... n, denote a matrix of n columns and N rows containing
all input vectors from T. IRA involves the following stages:
Stage 1. Transform X normalizing value of each Xij into interval < 0, 1 >
and then rounding it to the nearest integer, that is or l.
Stage 2. Calculate for each instance from the original training set the
value of its similarity coefficient h

°

n

Ii

=

LXijSj,i

=

1 .. . N,

(1)

1 .. . n.

(2)

j=l

where

N

Sj

= LXij,j =
i=l

Stage 3. Map input vectors (i.e. rows from X) into t clusters denoted as
Yv , v = 1 ... t. Each cluster containing input vectors with identical value
of the similarity coefficient 1;, where t is a number of different values of

h
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Stage 4. Set value of the representation level k, which denotes the maximum number of input vectors to be retained in each of t clusters defined
in stage 3. Value of k is set arbitrarily by the user.
Stage 5. Select input vectors to be retained in each cluster. Let Yv denote
a number of input vectors in cluster v, v = 1 ... t . Then the following
rules for selecting input vectors are applied:
- If Yv ::; k then all input vectors in Yv are kept.
- If Yv > k then the order of input vectors in Y v is randomized and the
cluster partitioned into d = \:'- subsets denoted as D vu , U = 1 ... d.
Generalization accuracy of each subset denoted as Avu is calculated
using the so called leave-(d - I)-out test with X' = X - Yv + Dvu
as a training set. Subset of input vectors from cluster v maximizing
value of Avu is kept to be stored in the reduced training set.
Stage 6. The retained input vectors from all clusters are integrated into
the reduced training set.

3
3.1

Computational Experiment
Data Sets Used in the Experiment

Benchmark problems used in the experiment include four well-known classification problems from Machine Learning Database Repository at the University of California [9] which are Wisconsin breast cancer, Cleveland heart
disease, credit approval and thyroid disease. Additional problem is a customer intelligence in banking provided under the EUNITE World Competition 2002 [4]. All the above problems require classification based on input
vectors with both - continuous and binary attributes.
Diagnosis of breast cancer involves classifying a tumor as either benign or
malignant based on cell descriptions gathered by microscopic examination.
Breast cancer databases was obtained from Dr. William H. Wolberg, University of Wisconsin Hospitals, Madison [8]. It includes 699 examples, 9 inputs
and 2 outputs each.
Cleveland heart disease problem involves predicting heart disease, that is
deciding whether at least one of four major vessels is reduced in diameter by
more than 50%. The binary decision is made based on personal data. The
data set includes 303 examples with 13 inputs and 2 outputs.
Credit card approval involves predicting the approval or rejection of a
credit card to a customer. The data set consists of 690 examples with 15
inputs and two outputs with a good mix of attributes.
Thyroid disease problem involves predicting to determine whether a patient referred to the clinic hypothyroid. Therefore three classes are built: normal (not hypothyroid), hyperfunction and subnormal functioning. Because 92
percent of the patients are not hyperthyroid a good classifier must be significant better than 92%. The original data set consists of 3772 instances in
training set with 21 inputs and three outputs.
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The customer intelligence in banking problem requires classifying bank
customers as either active or non-active. The data set consists of 12000 instances with 36 attributes each.

3.2

Learning Machine Used in the Experiment

To validate the proposed IRA it has been decided to evaluate generalization
accuracy using a set of artificial neural networks as learning machines, presenting them with various reduced sets of instances during the supervised
learning stage and comparing results with those obtained without reducing
the respective training sets. All ANN used during the experiment have had
the MLP structure with 3 layers - input, hidden and output. Number of neurons in layers 1, 2 and 3, respectively, has been set to the following values:
-

Wisconsin breast cancer - 9, 9 and l.
Cleveland heart disease - 13, 13 and l.
Credit approval - 15, 15 and 1.
Thyroid disease - 21, 21 and 3.
Customer intelligence in banking (CI) - 36, 15 and l.

The range of weights has been set to [-10,10] and the sigmoid activation
(transfer) function has had the sigmoid gain value set to 1.0.

3.3

Training Algorithm

To train artificial neural networks an implementation of the population learning algorithm (PLA), originally proposed in [6]' is used. Neural network
trained using the PLA is further on referred to as the PLAANN. Possibility of
applying population learning algorithms to train ANN has been investigated
in earlier papers of the authors [1 ~3]. Several versions of the PLA have been
designed, implemented and applied to solving variety of benchmark problems.
Initial results were promising showing good or very good performance of the
PLA as a tool for ANN training [3].
In order to increase efficiency of the approach it has been decided to use
the parallel computing environment based on PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine). This allows for running parallel learning processes or groups of such
processes and thus speeding up training of neural networks.
A neural network learns patterns by adjusting its weights. Learning process can be considered as a search for weights of connections between neurons
such that a network can output the correct target pattern for each input
pattern. Search processes aiming at finding the required weights are carried
within the proposed tool as a population learning scheme in accordance with
principles of the population learning algorithm.
The parallel PLA scheme is based on the co-operation between the master
worker (server) whose task is to manage computations and a number of slave
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workers, who act in parallel, performing computations as requested by the
master. The approach allows a lot offreedom in designing population-learning
process. The master worker is managing communication flow during the population learning. It allocates computational tasks in terms of the required
population size and number of iterations as well as oversees information exchange between slaves.
The following features characterize the proposed parallel implementation
of PLA:
- Master worker defines number of slave workers and size of the initial
population for each of them.
- Each slave worker uses identical learning and improvement procedures.
- Master worker activates parallel processing.
- After completing each stage workers inform master about the best solution found so far.
- Master worker compares the received values and sends out the best solution to all the workers replacing their current worst individual.
- Master worker can stop computations if the desired quality level of the objective function has been achieved. This level is defined at the beginning
of computations through setting the desired value of the mean squared
error on a given set of training patterns.
- Slave workers can also stop computations if the above condition has been
met.
- Computation is carried for the predefined number of stages.
In case of all discussed implementations, the PLA code, which is run by
each slave workers, is based on the following assumptions:
- An individual is a vector of real numbers from the predefined interval,
each representing a value of weight of the respective link between neurons
in the considered ANN.
- The initial population of individuals is generated randomly.
- There are five learning and improvement procedures used - standard mutation, local search, non-uniform mutation, gradient mutation and gradient adjustment.
- There is a common selection criterion for all stages; at each stage individuals with fitness below the current average for the population are
rejected.

4

Computational Experiment Results

Instance reduction algorithm proposed in Section 2 has been used to generate training sets for all considered problems. For each problem five reduced
instance sets have been prepared with a representation level set, respectively,
to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 10. Number of thus obtained instances in each training set
is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Number of instances in the reduced training sets and the percentage of
training examples retained
Problem
Breast
Heart
Credit
CI
Thyroid

k=

k=1

k=2

k=3

k=4

223

304

367

415

530

(32%)

(43%)

(52%)

(59%)

(76%)

132

166

187

213

241

(44%)

(55%)

(62%)

(70%)

(80%)

10

147

178

199

203

240

(21%)

(26%)

(28.8%)

(29.4%)

(35%)

66

91

113

130

272

(0.6%)

(0.8%)

(0.9%)

(1.1%)

(2.3%)

266

374

454

522

809

(7%)

(10%)

(12%)

(14%)

(21%)

Applying IRA has clearly resulted in a substantial reduction of training
set sizes as compared with original data sets. It remains to show that reducing
training set size still preserves basic features of the analysed data. Intuitively,
this can be seen, for example, in Fig. 1 and 2, where the initial distribution
of values of attributes 35 and 36 in the customer intelligence in banking is
compared with their distribution after IRA has been applied with a view to
reduce a number of instances.
In the computational experiment the PLAANN classifier has been run 50
times for each representation level (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10). Characteristics of
thus obtained classifications averaged over 50 runs are shown in Table 2.
The column" original data set" in Table 2 shows results obtained by
applying the PLAANN to the original, non-reduced training set using the
"10 cross-validation" approach. The remaining accuracies shown in Table 2
have been obtained in a similar manner but for the reduced sets of instances
as shown earlier in Table l.
Overall performance of the PLAANN classifier seems quite satisfactory. It
is also clear that increasing representation level leads to a better performance
in terms of classifier quality at a cost of higher requirements in terms of
computation time (see Fig. 3).
It might be worth noting that in case of the Customer Intelligent problem
the PLAANN applied to original set of instances has not been able to find any
satisfactory solution in a reasonable time and in fact classification process
has been stopped. For the thyroid problem with original training set the
PLAANN gives accuracy of classification at the level of about 92%, which is
a standard performance. Accuracy of classification for the discussed problem
has grown substantially with the reduction of the original dataset size.
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Table 2. Averaged accuracy (%) and its standard deviation as produced by
PLAANN in the classification experiment
Problem

k=1

k=2

k=3

k=4

k = 10

Original data set

Breast

95.0

95.4

93.7

95.1

94.7

96.6

± 1

± 1

±4

±1

±2

±1.4

77.7

79.5

85.7

83.1

86.2

85.7

± 1.6

±2.3

±2

±7

±2

±1.2

86.0

84.5

85.5

88.5

88.5

88.1

±1

±6

±6

±1

±1

±1.2

72.1

74.5

74

75.1

80.4

58.7

±2.8

±1.2

±1.7

±1.7

±2

±3.4

94

94

96.4

99.1

98.9

93.1

±1

±1.2

±1

±1

±1

Heart
Credit
CI
Thyroid

±1.3
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Fig. 3. Average training times in the reported experiment
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Comparison of the proposed IRA with other approaches to instance reduction is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Performance comparison of different instance reduction algorithms
Heart

(Cleveland)

Credit

Accuracy

Breast
Retained

Accuracy

Retained

Accuracy

Retained

93.04

37.34

74.00

33.66

85.34

28.38

95.84

81.12

82.70

67.33

85.10

69.36

kNN

96.28

100.00

81.19

100.00

84.78

100.00

CNN

95.71

7.09

73.95

30.84

77.68

24.22

SNN

93.85

8.35

76.25

33.88

81.31

28.38

IB2

95.71

7.09

73.96

30.29

78.26

24.15

IB3

96.57

3.47

81.16

11.11

85.22

4.78

DROP3

96.14

3.58

80.84

12.76

83.91

5.96

Algorithm
IRA

(k

=

IRA

(k

= 10)

1)

The "Retained" column in Table 3 shows what percent of the original
training set has been retained by the respective reduction algorithm. All the
results, except these produce by the proposed IRA, were reported in [12]. Results for IRA have been obtained under exactly the same experiment layout
as described in [12]. Acronyms used in Table 3 stand for k Nearest Neighbour
(kNN), Condensed Nearest Neighbour (CNN), Selective Nearest Neighbour
(SNN), Instance Based (IB) and Decremental Reduction Optimization Procedure (DROP).
Computational experiment has been carried on a SGI Challenge R4400
workstation with 12 processors. A number of slave workers used by the master
varied in different runs from 5 to 15 and in each run has been chosen randomly.

5

Conclusions

Main contribution of the paper is proposing and provisionally validating a
simple, heuristic, instance reduction algorithm, which can be used to increase
efficiency of the supervised learning. Computational experiment supports authors' claim that reducing training set size still preserves basic features of the
analyzed data. The approach extends a range of available instance reduction
algorithms. Moreover, it is shown that the proposed algorithm can be, for
some problems, competitive in comparison with the existing techniques.
Properties of the proposed algorithm should be, however, further studied
with a view of finding an efficient procedure of selecting a combination of
instances to be retained from a cluster of instances with identical similarity
coefficient.
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Another direction of research should focus on establishing decision rules
for finding a representation level suitable for each cluster allowing different
representation levels for different clusters.
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Abstract. The problem of testing statistical hypotheses of independence of two
multiresponse variables is considered. The final aim of the investigation is the formation of methods that discover relevant information existing in a database with
(given) population survey results. We show in this research that a formulation of
null hypothesis has an impact on p-values of a given subset of data. It is possible therefore to establish: a significant dependence of responses in one sense and a
lack of such dependence in another sense. Such a discovery can be meaningful for
producers of questionnaire surveys. Specific algorithms for automated data mining
can be formulated that consider specific null hypotheses on independency or dependency of survey questions.
Keywords: "pick any" questions, statistical dependency of database fields, bootstrap, questionnaire surveys, Yule-Pearson coefficient

1

Introduction

In a number of machine discovery applications dependence and/or independence between factors plays an important role, among others in Bayesian
network learning, decision tree induction, construction of classifiers. For example automated construction of Bayesian network based classifiers heavily
relies on conditional and marginal independence between variables.
While traditional Bayesian networks were handling discrete single-valued
variables (Spirtes et al.,[13]), more attention is being paid currently to other
types of variables, first of all to continuous ones (Olesen, 1993 e.g.). It seems,
however, that much research is still needed in case of handling discrete multiresponse variables, in spite of some effort e.g. using Dempster-Shafer belief
function approach (Klopotek [8], Wierzchon and Klopotek [15]).
The number of questionnaire population surveys that use multiresponse
questions grows. This type of questions seems to be the most effective way
to obtain reliable information from a given respondent. Clearly, they can be
used for special ends and should be formulated in an appropriate manner.
In this paper we will assume that there are two questions, A and B, that
ask respondent to pick any of the proposed answers according to his choice.
There are several aspects of assessing "correlation" (or the existence of
mutual relations) between two multiresponses. We will discuss problems that
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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are connected with testing the general dependency (or independency) between A and B. In section 2 we will give a brief overview of the literature on
the subject of multiresponse independence analysis. Section 3 states our assumptions. In section 4 we present our working example. Sections 5, 6, 7 and
8 explain our methodology, while section 9 contains results of a simulation.

2

Review of literature

The main body of the existing literature refers to the case when only one variable is "genuine" multiresponse e.g.: Agresti and Liu [1], Bilder and Loughin
[5], Bilder et.al. [3], Decady and Thomas [7], Loughin and Sherer [9].
One of the problems that has been researched and discussed (see: Bilder
et. al. [3], Bilder and Loughin [4]) is the invariance of inference procedures
under the different definitions of what is treated as " yes" or " pick" . One might
think therefore that also there are basically important (for respondent) those
options, which were not chosen (by him). Such an opinion is absurd sometimes
and therefore the invariance requirement seems to be exaggerated.
We consider here something similar to the invariance principle, but only in
a psychological sense. We firmly believe and assume in our approach that only
those chosen options characterize responder and/or are most informative.
Thomas and Decady [14] have introduced an elegant method that develops
a "natural" form of statistic based on numbers: ri and Cj defined below. This
method must be considered:
1. in its actual form or with a small modification of the Agresti type
2. or as a basis of bootstrapping

in any theoretical and practical researches.

3

N umber of answers limitations

In this paper we will discuss basically the following case. For both questions,
A and B, there are three possible answers. We do not consider persons that
gave no answer for at least one question. Such persons do not contribute in
assessing the "correlation" between A and B.
The "traditional" multiresponse contingency table: [nij] of 3 x 3 dimensions is formed in the following way. We call the method: a " traditional"
because: it seems to be quite natural and it is implemented in many professional statistical software packages like SPSS and STATISTIC A (documented
in their respective Internet sites e.g.). If a responder chooses 1 answer (among
3 possibilities) to the question A and two answers to the B, then two ones
are added to the contingency table. They appear in the row that corresponds
to the answer to A in its two columns determined by the responders choices
among the B's items.
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It is somewhat controversial what to do if a respondent chooses all 3
answers to one question. From one point of view, all those answers have certain influence on inferences connected with assessing the dependency between
A and B. From other point, however, the basic (at least for this research)
multi-aspect problem of defining" independency" would be even less intuitive
if such respondents are taken into account.
In any case, persons with all possible answers chosen for at least one
question are not modeled in our random-sampling schemes and therefore will
not be considered in this research.

4

An example

Lets assume that managers in a certain organization decided to assess the
capabilities of a group of employees in terms of activity and potential. The
actual and future possibilities of an employee were categorized as follows:
•

al :

•

a2 :

•

a3 :

"works hard and is active",
"has managerial capabilities" ,
"represents a high professional level" .

According to the obvious fact mentioned in the previous section, persons that
do not fulfill any of the above requirements can be treated as not interesting
for the institution. Therefore, they do not enter in the analysis.
The same employees were asked the following question (as a second multiresponse B):
What is your favorite way of spending weekends?
The following options were offered as answers (named: b1 , b2 , b3 respectively):
• "I always actively practice my hobby and/or physical-sporting activities",
• "My basic wish is to stay with the family" ,
• "I need many and long involving contacts with books, newspapers, electronic media" .
Since the objective is to assess the pattern of correlation between at-work
and weekend activities, the persons having assigned all options in A or B
were treated as not "informative" .

5

Votes vs. electors

There are two counting methods that will be considered here as bases for
calculation the final contingency tables. First of them the traditional one
(already mentioned) counts the votes that "received" a given pair of answers,
a2 b3 say.
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Assume that 13 employees are both: 1) assessed as good candidates for
the managerial post (a2), and 2) self-classified as amateurs of information
media (b 3 ). Some of them can" appear" in other cells of the contingency table, though. It should be noted that persons could exist among them, which
appear in rows other than the second and columns other than the third. For
our purposes it is important, nevertheless, to establish how many employees
appear in the second row, i.e., how many of them have managerial possibilities. We will denote this number (being equal or higher than 13) as r2.
Analogically, one can denote numbers of employees having al or a3. Numbers
of persons corresponding to the columns will be denoted by Cj .
Attention should be paid to both sums of three components: ' i and Cj .
They are greater or equal than N and not higher than 2N, where N is the
number of employees that enter our "analysis of correlation" .
Of course, the more options employee "has" the more times his/her "vote"
enters contingency table. For our example it may seem that this is a quite
appropriate solution. The more options an employee has, the more valuable
he is for the institution - one can assume. Even for this specific example
one can have some doubts, though. Our main aim is to check if there exists a
correlation between A and B. Since employees, having nothing or everything
(chosen) at one of the questions, dont count, should perhaps all others be
treated equally?
There exists a simple method of counting that makes all respondents equal
- we will call it democratic, therefore.
If an employee that has good managerial potential, and besides of being
interested in media, he practices a hobby (i.e. he picked bd, the democratic
principle" counts" such employee in a following way. It adds 1 two times: in
(2,1) and (2,3) positions of the contingency table.
Denote dij the "cells" of democratic contingency table. This table, contrary to the "traditional" multiresponse (called earlier as [nij]) , has many
properties of a simple "uniresponse" table. Total the sums of rows of [dij]
e.g. are equal to the number of employees N, which is not true for multiresponse table: [nij].

6

Sampling schemes

As was said in section 3, we will be interested here in (at population) random
ways of modeling how people is picking the options. There are many models
that can be used for this purpose. We will apply firstly those with certain
typical, psychological motivations.
POSITIVE scheme illustrates the following real practice that will be presented here for the variable A from the example. It may be consequence of
either the bosss way of thinking or the actual employees activity at workplace that one option, of those responses proposed within the question A,
is completely clear. Say employee obviously is at very high professional level
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(a3)' The only problem remaining for his boss is whether there exists another
option that can be appropriate.
The opposite way of thinking we will call NEGATIVE. Now it appears
that one option becomes completely inapplicable as a characteristic of a given
employee. Employee has obviously no chance at all to become a manager e.g.
The problem is whether the other two options are valid or not.
The third scheme: PREDEFINED assumes that number of employees for
a given pair of answers is given in advance. The sequence of 3 numbers must
be predefined.
Another basic aspect of a sampling scheme is the INDEPENDENCE of
sampling A and B responses. The aim of the proposed modeling is a null
hypothesis: "a lack of correlation" .
Taking into account the above principles the following actual sampling
schemes are considered in this research e.g.:
POSITIVE INDEPENDENCE attempts to model marginals that fulfill a
positive way of picking options.
NEGATIVE INDEPENDENCE purportedly models the negative choices.
It appeared that the difference in the simulated behavior between the schemes
is insignificant. There are important formal differences nevertheless in the
process of bootstrapping of these schemes.
Both schemes in the proposed implementation have 7 analogous parameters that formally determine actual simulations. First 3 of them are strictly
the same; next 2 (PI, P2) are technically absolutely the same but with a different rationale. Last 2: ql, q2 are different but have the same frequentist
interpretation in one basic aspect.
These are the meanings and interpretations of the parameters. We will
use the specific sample from our example to be clearer in explications.
N(l,l) - number of employees having (chosen) exactly one option in both
questions.
N(I,2) - number of employees having one option in A and two options chosen
for the question B.
N(2,2) - number of employees having two options in both questions.
It follows therefore that we will not discuss here both mixed-number-ofchoices cases simulated together. Models are simplified therefore. Of course
the fact that the one of mixed cases: (1,2), instead of the other: (2,1) is chosen
is not significant because of the symmetry.
It is important how the marginals of B are generated for the (1,2) subsample. We show this for the Positive Independence first.
Let PI, P2 and P3 = (1 - PI - P2) be the probabilities of choosing: aI,
a2 and a3, respectively. Parameters of generating columns are: ql, q2 and
q3 = (1 - ql - q2). For a given employee belonging the (1,2) sub-sample,
a first B choice (a POSITIVE) is generated according these probabilities.
The second choice (of the employee) is done with the probabilities that are
proportional to those weekend activities, which have not been chosen as a
first choice.
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The negative scheme for B is based on parameters: ngl, ng2 and ng3 =
1 - ngl - ng2. Two weekend activities are chosen as a complement to the
number generated with probabilities ngi. If the number 3 is generated (with
a probability: ng3), then two first weekend activities are chosen.
Positive and negative schemes in the sub-sample (1,2) are equivalent in
a sense that the expected occurrences of weekend activities for NEGATIVE
scheme are matched with respective occurrences for POSITIVE. It is done
through the calculation ngj as appropriate functions of qj.
Since the X 2 type statistics are going to be calculated for both schemes
then marginals of (1,1) sub-sample have no influence as it was expected.
It is true unless the marginal probabilities are very small. We choose 1/3
probability for all marginals in our simulation. It was less obvious that for
the (2,2) sub-sample both: Positive and Negative, marginals do not influence
neither. We put therefore equal marginal probabilities for this sub-sample,
too. It does not mean that sub-samples of the (2,2) type are generated with
the same mechanism for Positive and Negative as it is for the (1,1) subsample.

7

Review of correlation coefficients

We list the most important correlation coefficients between two variables.
Value zero is always a necessary condition for independence between variables.
Continuous data
Coefficient (Pearsons r) belongs to the interval [-1,1]
Discrete, ordinal data
Coefficient (Kendalls tau) does not attain the limits of [-1,1] interval
One variable nominal, second at least ordinal
Coefficient eta belongs to the interval [0,1] - there disappears a distinction
between the positive and negative correlation
Nominal data (assuming 3 categories for both varaiables)
Yule-Pearson coefficient (phi) belongs to [0,2] interval
Multiresponse data
Yule-Pearson coefficient or any of its equivalents belongs to the same interval
as previous coefficient but it doesn't attain the upper limit

8

Statistics

The classical X 2 statistic for testing independence in two-way contingency
table can be applied to both: [nij] and [d ij ] tables. Monographs oriented
for the area of discrete statistics (like: Andersen [2] and Bishop et. al., [6])
offer different distributions as models of the data behavior. Once the data
matrix fulfills these requirements under the null hypothesis, the chi square
distribution for X 2 can be applied to test this hypothesis.
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It follows from the descriptions of sampling schemes in the previous section that none of the classical sets of requirements can be fulfilled for tables
generated through these schemes. This fact actually turned the area of multiple response researches into a special field, from the very beginning in the
end last decade. In [10] an experiment is reported with X 2 ([d ij ]). It shows
that this statistic has expectation equal to 2 under the hypothesis of independence, where number of responses is randomly chosen (for both: A and B)
among 1 and 2. It is sharply lower value than that (equal 4) that follows from
the classical requirements. X2([nij]) tends to have slightly higher values.
The bootstrap-type procedures, oriented for calculation of a "coefficient
of dependence", are considered here. We took into account the Yule-Pearson
coefficient of "correlation" . The theory behind this coefficient is described in

[11].

Probably many practitioners still use X 2 for [nij] assuming it has chisquare distribution with 4 degrees of freedom. The appropriate Yule-Pearson
coefficient is our first statistic called TRADITIONAL.
Second chi-square-type statistic is named DEMOCRATIC.
Third statistic: PICK ANY is based on that introduced by Thomas and
Decady [14] - already mentioned. Their statistic has X 2 ([nij]) form with the
following 3 changes.
1. Instead of the sum of rows and columns - values that appear in components of the statistic - the values: ri and Cj are put, respectively.
2. A correction factor multiplies the value of statistic.
3. The final statistic has 9 degrees of freedom chi-square distribution under
the null hypothesis.
The Yule-Pearson coefficient was defined taking into account the above properties.

9

Simulation results

For a given set of 7 parameters, 10 000 samples were generated for each
scheme of independence considered here. Actual sizes of the Yule-Pearson
statistics were calculated through the estimation of its 95% and 99% percentiles. Besides the averages the sample estimators of standard deviations
are reported in the second row for each counting method. First four tables
correspond to equal probabilities (and numbers predefined) in (1,2) simulated
table.
The last tables (5 and 6) correspond to the sequence: 5-3-1 of predefined
sample sizes in columns of generated (1,2) tables. Probabilities in the NEGATIVE sampling scheme are matched accordingly.
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Table 1. 95% percentiles of Yule-Pearson coefficients. N(1,1)=N(1,2)=9, N(2,2)=0
Sampling
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
Counting
TRADITIONAL 0.2412
0.2402
0.0019
0.0025
DEMOCRATIC 0.3152
0.3151
0.0026
0.0030
PICK ANY
0.3769
0.3771
0.0017
0.0039

PREDEFINED
0.2334
0.0029
0.3111
0.0035
0.3669
0.0031

Table 2. 99% percentiles of Yule-Pearson coefficients. N(1,1)=N(1,2)=9, N(2,2)=0
Sampling
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
Counting
0.3222
TRADITIONAL 0.3234
0.0033
0.0038
DEMOCRATIC 0.4200
0.4232
0.0041
0.0057
0.4971
0.5025
PICK ANY
0.0083
0.0091

PREDEFINED
0.3049
0.0046
0.4103
0.0055
0.4734
0.0051

Table 3. 95% percentiles of Yule-Pearson coefficients. N(1,1)=N(1,2)=N(2,2)=9
Sampling
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
Counting
TRADITIONAL 0.0674
0.0673
0.0009
0.0005
DEMOCRATIC 0.1445
0.1455
0.0015
0.0019
PICK ANY
0.1437
0.1443
0.0011
0.0011

Table 4. 99% percentiles of Yule-Pearson coefficients. N(1,1)=N(1,2)=N(2,2)=9
Sampling
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
Counting
TRADITION AL 0.0946
0.0938
0.0017
0.0017
DEMOCRATIC 0.1949
0.1978
0.0025
0.0039
PICK ANY
0.1945
0.1928
0.0044
0.0029
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Table 5.95% percentiles of Yule-Pearson coefficients. N(1,1)=N(1,2)=9, N(2,2)=0
Sampling
NEGATIVE PREDEFINED
Counting
TRADITIONAL 0.2487
0.2443
0.0026
0.0029
PICK ANY
0.3421
0.3795
0.0048
0.0049

Table 6.99% percentiles of Yule-Pearson coefficients. N(1,1)=N(1,2)=9, N(2,2)=0
NEGATIVE PREDEFINED
Sampling
Counting
TRADITION AL 0.3418
0.3285
0.0044
0.0040
PICK ANY
0.4651
0.5052
0.0084
0.0059

10

Final remarks

As this study indicates, the issue of measuring dependence (through testing the independence) or correlation between two multiresponse questions
(variables) is strongly related to ones understanding (or definition) of independence. It turns out that type of "voting" (traditional versus democratic)
and type of sampling scheme influence the results of independence analysis.
Though not investigated here, it may be concluded from our earlier investigations, that the types of independence described here differ strongly from
those investigated in the Dempster-Shafer theory also. We can talk about
shades of independence.
The issue of shades of independence in the context of multiresponse questions seems to be widely under-investigated in e.g. Bayesian network learning.
Further studies are needed in order to find out whether or not one can allow
for mixing of various types of independence understanding within a single
Bayesian network and whether independence properties implicitly assumed
within Bayesian network research hold also for independence types defined
within multiresponse analysis.
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On Effectiveness of Pre-processing by
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Abstract. Civil Engineering technological data are naturally clustered in a specific way. A black-box model of relation between concrete composition and concrete
properties can be constructed using a suitable artificial neural network like Fuzzy
ARTMAP that was implemented for the presented experiments. After training the
system allows valuable prediction of technological data. It was expected that pretreatment of data by their clustering should enable improved prediction on testing
examples. The clustering was realized in two different ways: with k - means algorithm and with eCA approach. The improvement of the precision of predictions
was found rather limited, but the final efficiency was better, as more records have
been positively recognized. The approach seems to be even more promising in case
of data of particular internal structure and application of advanced procedures of
clustering.

1

Civil engineering data; a HPC database example

Since more than two decades the PPO group at IFTR PAS is studying various
aspects of brittle matrix composite materials, their composition, technology,
properties, optimisation, etc. It became recently obvious that the amount of
information that was previously analysed in a conventional way is rapidly increasing in time both in volume and in complexity, and that the only promising way of exploitation of such information is by application of various soft
computing techniques, [3, 4, 5]. The paper is dedicated to results of a certain approach to improve quality of predictions of the property of strength
of High Performance Concrete, (HPC), obtained on processing laboratory
data collected from technical publications and internal reports during over a
decade.
The HPC database had a simple structure: 6+ 1 of - respectively - the
input and the output attributes. The input attributes were - per a cubic
meter of concrete - quantities of cement, water, silica, super plasticizer and
fine and coarse aggregates, respectively. The single attribute on the output
side was the 28-days standard compressive strength of concrete. The collected
database on HPC mixes consisted of 633 records concerning results from
about 90 investigations, in which a single investigation produced from 1 to
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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45 records, and each record might represent one as well as many separate
measurements.
Because many important attributes are lacking in the database, and also
due to natural scatter of engineering data, the final database is expected to
represent the knowledge on the composition and strength of concrete in a
fuzzy, strongly imprecise way. However, this is the only information that is
available in case of most technological results, and it seems to be quite a
typical situation in civil engineering investigations.

2

Prediction of concrete strength with black-box
models

It is probably a general observation that Civil Engineering data are highly
inhomogeneous. In fact the attributes are often clustered. The effect is related to various technological reasons, but it is usually disregarded due to
multidimensional description of technological observations.
The experiments on HPC data were performed with several artificial neural networks, (ANNs). Back propagation networks appeared to be ineffective
in spite of thousands of training epochs. Algorithm of Fuzzy ARTMAP, however, gave much better results, as was reported in [5]. In view of this positive
experience a special application has been prepared for a more user-friendly
processing of the data. The program called beton.exe has an interface for
selection of its control parameters (e.g. vigilance factors) by cross-validation
and the results of each prediction is displayed graphically, in form of a diagram of predicted values of the attribute against their actual values, (cf.
Fig.2).
As Fuzzy ARTMAP is based on the idea of similarities and dissimilarities
between records it has an important feature of producing an escape answer
in the testing mode, when the input attributes are too much different from
the examples supplied during the training. This quality is absent in many
other solutions of ANNs. The results of prediction of the network is therefore
characterized not only by the accuracy of predictions, but also by the number
of records recognized by the system, (a bi-criterial estimate). There is no
indication which configuration of the control parameters is optimal and the
best efficiency of the system should be found experimentally.
Another program, used for comparisons in prediction tests was aiNet.
This is a pseudo ANNs algorithm - a self-organizing system, working on a
principle of searching for an optimal estimator of the conditional average in
the data distribution, [1]. This program was selected for its effortless operational effectiveness.
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Clustering of data and its effectiveness

Because of the observed clustered structure of the HPC data it can be expected that models taking into account such clusterisation should better describe the reality, compared to results obtained on the original dataset. The
idea therefore was to try a procedure as in the following.

during training
(1) normalize the input data
(2) define number N of disjoint clusters based on the input attributes
values: {Cl,C2, ... ,CN}
(3) train the network (e.g. Fuzzy ARTMAP) in each cluster separately,
and store the respective memory modules: {meml,mem2, ... ,memN}

during testing
(4) allocate the testing records each to a cluster with the centre nearest
to the record: {testl,test2, ... ,testN} (a remark: an arbitrary threshold can
be introduced here, to exclude certain testing records, being out-of-reach for
the present experience of the system);
(5) find predictions of the testing records separately in respective clusters,
(finding output values for testi with memi : i = I, 2, ... , N).
To demonstrate essentials of the proposed idea a two-dimensional example has been prepared taking into account a simple dataset generated as a
collection of pairs of points x, y, surrounding centres J.li , i=l, 2, 3: (2, 2),
(5, 6) , and (13,4), using MatLab function for random vectors of multivariate
normal distribution - mvnrnd( J.l, (J ), (J being a covariance matrix, (symmetric, positive semi-definite), [6]. The three centres defined separate clusters of
100, 100 and 300 cases, respectively, Fig.l.
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Fig. 1. Categorization of the 500 points dataset with k-means algorithm, (SPSS),
into 3 and 10 clusters, respectively. At three clusters result (diagram 'a') records
merge in rather unclear way, as indicated by encircling. At ten clusters (diagram
'b') the effect is better, especially the case of class 4 - inside the dashed circle

The database was processed using k-means cluster analysis algorithm of
SPSS, with number of clusters specified by the operator, [7]. It can be seen
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in Fig.1-a that selecting a too low number of the clusters results in records
from different subsets merging together, as indicated by encircling. On the
other hand a too big number of clusters would make the whole treatment of
the data complicated, and - which would be even worst - might result in lost
of the expected ordering effect of the procedure.
It was found that predictions on split database were not much better,
compared to the prediction on the whole dataset analysed together. The
conclusion from the demonstration was, however, that the database may be
decomposed into subsets of configurations more convenient for analysis. The
best decomposition procedure should be determined experimentally.
In experiments on real, technological data, (HPC database), for clustering
applied have been k-means routine available in SPSS, and the procedure
realised using GCA (GradeStat), [2]. For training and predictions applied
have been both Fuzzy ARTMAP and aiNet.
The result of locating 5 clusters in the whole HPC database was (after
normalization of the input attributes) splitting it into classes of - respectively:
1, 1, 46, 570 and 15 records. It was decided to disregard the two smallest
clusters as the outliers, and to process the remaining three groups of data
separately, as suggested above.
Each cluster has been subdivided into training and testing subsets, in
proportion 2/3 and 1/3 of records. After training and finding the separate
predictions with aiNet the results have been re-combined and the coefficient of
correlation have been calculated as r=0.881. When all the training subsets are
combined the prediction on the testing subsets gives the correlation coefficient
r = 0.877. There were no experiments with more clusters of the same data.
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Fig. 2. Predictions of the strength of concrete against the actual values, obtained
using beton.exe; 86 of 213 test records were recognized; coefficient of correlation
was r=O.961.

In the second experiment the clusters have been obtained in another investigation using GradeStat package, [2]. Here, the total of 633 records has
been divided into subsets RES, of 473 records, and OUT, of 160 records,
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more regular and less regular, respectively, from the point of view of grade
correspondence analysis. Like before the predictions were done on 1/3 of the
records, after training on approximately 2/3 of the records.
The observed correlations between the actual and the predicted values
were: r=0.875 in case of combining separate predictions from the both clusters (182 of 213 records) and r=0.957 when the whole dataset was taken up
together. In the latter case, however, only 86 records have been recognized
out of 213, Fig. 2. This improved accuracy was obtained at price of the number of records identified: the clustering resulted in a more than two times
increase of the number of positive predictions.

4

Conclusions

Experimental observations databases of the type similar to HPC database described in the paper can be used for training and prediction of the important
properties of concrete, (like compressive strength). It was found that Fuzzy
ART MAP makes possible satisfactory predictions on records not available
during training, with a possibility of increasing precision of the prediction
at the payoff of the number of records recognized. aiNet almost always was
giving predictions for all the records, but with a tendency to "flatten" the
output, by predicting biased values, close to average values of respective attributes.
The procedure of clustering the training dataset into subsets, and - later
on - of similar clustering of the testing dataset as well, e.g. by k-means algorithm, makes possible improvement in the number of recognized records,
without diminishing the accuracy of prediction, (measured by the coefficient
of correlation between the actual and the predicted values).
Acknowledgements. This paper was prepared with a support from the
NATO SfP Project 97.1888 - Concrete Diagnosis, and partly with a help from
the KBN grant: 8 TllF 01317.
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Abstract. Current research on the VINLEN inductive database system is briefly
reviewed and illustrated by selected results. The goal of research on VINLEN is to
develop a methodology for deeply integrating a wide range of knowledge generation
operators with a relational database and a knowledge base. The current system
has already integrated an AQ learning system for generating attributional rules in
two modes: theory formation, in which generated rules are consistent and complete
with regard to data, and pattern discovery, in which generated rules represent strong
patterns, not necessarily consistent or complete. It also has integrated a conceptual
clustering module for splitting data into conceptual classes, and providing descriptions of those classes. Preliminary data management and knowledge visualization
operators, such as the intelligent target data generator CITG) and concept association graph display, have also been integrated. To facilitate an easy interaction
with the system, a user-oriented visual interface has been implemented. An example of results from applying VINLEN to a medical problem domain is presented to
illustrate VINLEN knowledge discovery and representation capabilities.

1

Introduction

The field of databases is in the midst of an extraordinary growth, and databases
are becoming omnipresent and globally connected. In this context, a new
research direction has been recently proposed to deeply integrate database
technology with modern methods for inductive knowledge generation and
for storing and using the knowledge so created. Such integrated systems are
called inductive databases. In contrast to conventional databases, inductive
databases can answer not only queries for which answers are stored in the
database, but also queries that require synthesizing and applying plausible
knowledge, generated by inductive inference from the facts in the database
and prior knowledge. Inductive databases can be viewed as a natural next
step in the development of the database technology.
This paper presents a brief review of research on the inductive database
system VINLEN, which is being developed at the Machine Learning and
Inference Laboratory at George Mason University. In VINLEN, inductive
inference capabilities, combined with standard relational database operators
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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implemented through an SQL client, are implemented by developing a new
type of database operators, called knowledge generation operators (KG Os).
KeOs operate on knowledge segments, consisting of a combination of one
or more relational tables and related knowledge in the knowledge base. A
KeO takes one or more input knowledge segments and generates an output
knowledge segment.
Two important constraints have been imposed on knowledge generation
operators in VINLEN: (1) that their results be in a form that is easy to understand and interpret by users, and (2) that knowledge generated can be
expressed compactly and efficiently. These capabilities are achieved by applying ideas and methods for natural induction, in which inductive methods
create data descriptions in the forms that appear natural to people, by employing attributional calculus as a representation language [8]. Attributional
calculus is a logic system that combines elements of propositional, first order
predicate, and multiple-valued logics. It serves both as an inference system
and as a knowledge representation language. Attributional rules, the primary
form of knowledge representation in VINLEN, are more expressive than conventional decision rules that use <attribute-relation-value> conditions.

2
2.1

VINLEN System
An Overview

Research on the VINLEN system grows out of our previous efforts on the development of INLEN, an early system for integrating databases and machine
learning and inference mechanisms for the purpose of multistrategy learning,
data mining, and decision support [12,9]. INLEN included multiple learning
and discovery operators, the high-level knowledge generation language KeL1 [4,10]' and an advisory system. It did not, however, integrate an actual
database system, instead being constrained to relatively small tables located
in reserved files. VINLEN is an entirely new implementation that combines
and extends INLEN with a wide range of new or improved knowledge generation operators and an advanced visual interface that provides an easy access
to all system operators and components.
Researchers have started to acknowledge the advantages in integrating
inductive inference capabilities in a database system. Among the approaches
somewhat similar in philosophy to the one presented here are ones presented
by Morik and Brockhausen [14], Mannila [7], and Roddick and Rice [15]. In
general, VINLEN differs from these in terms of its much wider variety and
complexity of knowledge generation operators, its knowledge storage mechanism, and its visual interface.
Fig. 1 presents a general schema for VINLEN. The top part presents a
database, which can be local or distributed. VINLEN's database can be one
of the widely used commercial databases, for example, ORACLE or ACCESS.
The Target Knowledge Specification is a generalization of a database query;
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specifically, it is a user's request for a knowledge segment to be created by
the system.
Database

• •
T~'9.t
Kn~.d!i.

Speci"o~lion

t
Know! <>dge Base

Fig. 1. A general schema of the VINLEN inductive database

The central part, Inductive Database Operators, contains a collection of
operators that call upon various programs for knowledge generation (e.g.,
rule learning, conceptual clustering, target data generation, etc.) as well as
SQL functions. These operators can be invoked by a user directly, or through
a knowledge query language (KQL).
The KQL is an extension of the SQL database query language that integrates SQL with the KGL-l capabilities. In addition to conventional data
management operators, it thus includes operators for conducting inductive
and deductive inference, statistical analysis, and many supportive functions.
KQL is quite different from traditional high-level languages for data exploration, which have generally been Prolog-based. Among the exceptions to the
Prolog-based approach, M-SQL [3] is philosophically similar to KQL in that
it builds upon the SQL data query language, integrating it with one inductive operator. KQML [2] allows the querying for specific pieces of knowledge,
although it does not support the abstract templates and multiple discovery
operators supported by KQL.
The VINLEN knowledge base contains definitions of the domains and
types of attributes in the database, data constraints, value hierarchies of
structured attributes, known relationships binding attributes, and any other
background knowledge that users may have represented in the system. During
the operation of an inductive database, the knowledge base is populated by
newly generated data descriptions, hypothetical patterns, data classifications,
statistical information, results from hypothesis testing, etc.
To provide a general overview and easy access to all VINLEN operators,
we have developed a visual interface that consists of VINLEN views at different abstraction levels. Fig. 2 presents the most abstract view of the main panel
of VINLEN. The central part contains icons for invoking databases (DB),
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knowledge bases (KB), and knowledge systems (KS) currently implemented
in the system. The term knowledge system stands for a system integrating
a database and a relevant knowledge base to support knowledge mining and
knowledge use for a specific application problem. By clicking on DB, KB, or
KS, the user can select and access available to VINLEN databases, knowledge
bases, and knowledge systems, respectively.

System I Edit I Access SQl

Access KQL

IH

Ip

I

Quit

Fig. 2. VINLEN inductive database visual interface (main panel, abstract view)

The twelve rectangular buttons above and below the central region represent diverse classes of knowledge generation operators, and data and knowledge management operators. Each button invokes a pull-down menu whose
options represent different programs for performing these classes of tasks, or
different modes of operation of the same program. At the top of the interface
is a set of pull-down menus consisting both of standard operators and mechanisms for direct access to an SQL client (for data management) and a KQL
interpreter for invoking knowledge scouts, personal agents whose function is
to synthesize and manage target knowledge [6].
The data in each VINLEN knowledge system are stored internally in
relational tables, as are other system components. Prior knowledge and generated knowledge are stored in a hierarchy of relational tables. Parameter
sets for individual operators are stored in system-specific tables. This storage methodology facilitates an efficient access to components by the system
through a standard SQL interface.
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Knowledge Representation

To illustrate the knowledge storage mechanism, consider a selection of attributional rules representing patterns discovered in experiments on a medical
database containing information about men age 50-65, their diseases and
their lifestyles (Fig. 3). These patterns were learned from 2063 cases describing patients with high blood pressure and 5288 patients without it (these
total numbers of positive and negative examples are denoted P and N, respectively). The first pattern (A) represents a very simple and approximate
regularity stating that patients with high or greater rotundity (a function of
their weight and height) tend to have high blood pressure (the raw support of
the rule, p, is 689 patients out of 2063, or 33%). The value n = 1058 indicates
the number of patients, 20% of the 5288, that have high or higher rotundity,
but do not have high blood pressure.
High_Blood_Pressure is present in patient-set if:
A 1 [Rotundity >= high] (p:689, n:1058)
(p:689, n:1058, q:0.23)
B 1 [Heart_Disease = present] (p:284, n:355)
2 [Rotundity <= average] (p:1328, n:4120)
(p:205, n:282, q:0.14)
High_Blood_Pressure is absent if:
A 1 [education >= vocational] (p:3691, n:1333)
2 [Diabetes = absent] (p:5089, n:1884)
3 [Rectal_Polyps = absent] (p:5072, n:1967)
(p:3396, n:1167, q:0.26)
B 1 [Rotundity <= average] (p:4120, n: 1328)
2 [Heart_Disease = absent] (p:4933, n:1779)
3 [Diabetes = absent] (p: 5089 , n:1884)
4 [Exercise >= medium] (p:4219, n:1571)
5 [Stroke = absent] (p:5249, n:2018)
6 [Kidney_Disease = absent] (p:5228, n:2013)
7 [Colon_Polyps = absent] (p:5191, n:2025)
8 [education <= hs_grad] (p:1550, n:709)
(p:851, n:238, q:0.18)
Fig. 3. Attributional rules indicating the likely presence or absence of high blood
pressure

Thus, the above pattern indicates only a tendency, but not a very strong
relationship. The parameter q denotes a measure of pattern quality, defined
as the weighted product of the completeness (support percentage) and consistency gain, which is defined as the ratio:
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where C p is the consistency of the pattern (p / (p + n)), and C 9 is the degree
of confidence in randomly guessing a positive diagnosis (P / (P + N)). Thus,
a rule with q=l will be perfectly complete and consistent with regard to the
training data, and a rule with q=O will have a consistency equal to that of a
random guess. Detailed explanations of the q measure can be found in [5,11].
The second pattern (B) found in the data indicates that presence of high
blood pressure is associated with a history of heart disease and low to average
rotundity. Of the cases that satisfied the heart disease condition, 284 had high
blood pressure, and 355 did not. Of the cases that satisfied the rotundity
condition, 1328 had high blood pressure, and 4120 did not. Of the cases that
satisfied both conditions, 205 had high blood pressure (out of 2063, that is,
10%), and 282 did not (out of 5288, that is, 5%).
The above attributional rules are conjunctions of between one and eight
conditions, which take the form [<attribute (s) > <relation> <value (s) >]
The rules and conditions are annotated by weights indicating their positive
and negative coverage. Each diagnosis/decision is represented by a ruleset;
in this example, the two rulesets each consist of two rules. The two rulesets
comprise what we call a ruleset family, a collection of knowledge relevant
to the task of determining the value of some attribute(s), in this case high
blood pressure. Thus, while the knowledge is stored in relational tables, the
attributional calculus representation allows it to be organized in such a way
that components can be accessed and analyzed by the system. Specifically,
VINLEN organizes the knowledge in a hierarchical set of tables: Ruleset,
which identifies the ruleset's consequent (decision) and the numbers of positive and negative examples from which the ruleset was generated; Complex,
which includes information on specific rules, including their rank in their rulesets (ordered by support), and their positive and negative training example
coverage; Selector, which contains the details of the individual conditions
that comprise rules' antecedents, including the attribute, relation and value
portions of the conditions, and their positive and negative training example
coverage levels; and Learn, which archives the parameters under which the
rulesets were learned.
Fig. 4 depicts this knowledge organization, which allows the user to employ knowledge scouts that query for and access components of the knowledge
base at any or all levels of the ruleset family hierarchy. For example, the user
can request the number of rules in a given ruleset that have exactly two conditions with at least 80% support and 80% confidence over the training data.
Fig. 5 instantiates this knowledge schema for the two rules with decision
High_Blood_Pressure is present.
2.3

Knowledge Visualization via Concept Association Graphs

Users often rely on visualization methods to provide a better understanding of the patterns in the data and knowledge. Visual representations provide more succinctly and comprehensibly the ideas that are important to the
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Fig. 4. Schema for the VINLEN inductive database visual interface

Fig. 5. Instantiated database structure of two rules for the decision High Blood
Pressure is present
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users. Hence, visualization technology is very much in the spirit of inductive
databases. We have developed visualization operators based on the method
of diagrammatic visualization [9], and on association graphs [1,6].
The latter method provides a novel approach to concept visualization. In
it, the elements may represent attributes or high-level concepts, with annotated links showing details of the relationships. Fig. 6, for example, presents
an association graph built from the rules listed in Fig. 3. The output attributes and decisions are represented by the darker ovals. The input attributes and values are represented by lighter ovals and rectangles, respectively. The square numbered boxes represent rules linking inputs to an output.
Each link's width is an indication of the strength of the associated condition
(if it connects a rule box to an input node) or of the rule as a whole (if
it connects the rule box to a decision node). The strength is based on the
consistency (Cp ) of the condition or rule.

Fig. 6. An association graph representing rules for diagnosing high blood pressure

3

Conclusion

The VINLEN system is still under development, and is planned to include a
very wide range of knowledge generation operators and related capabilities.
Due to space limitations, this paper concentrated only on the rule generation
and concept association graph visualization operators implemented in the
current VINLEN system. Other major features already integrated in VINLEN
include conceptual clustering, intelligent target data generation (selecting the
most promising attributes and data records for completing a specified task
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in a given amount of time), database manipulation through an SQL client,
and a mechanism for creating knowledge query language scripts to guide data
exploration tasks.
Initial results indicate the great potential of this research for applications
in many areas. Many questions and research issues remain, such as how to
integrate symbolic and statistical reasoning capabilities in VINLEN, how to
develop a knowledge query language that facilitates the creation of scripts
for automated knowledge discovery, how to visualize complex regularities,
and how to implement knowledge mining in temporal datasets. Potential approaches to this problem include, but are not limited to the construction
of new temporal-oriented attributes that better characterize the target concepts, the characterization of sequential processes through the analysis of
their components, and prediction methods based on previous events. To this
end, we plan to conduct research on how to introduce the capability of qualitative prediction to a temporal database. Such a capability requires a method
for inductively generating qualitative hypotheses about future events (e.g.,

[13]).
An inductive database can be used to build knowledge scouts, which are
scripts for synthesis and management of target knowledge. During the course
of its existence, a knowledge scout builds a model of interests and experiences
of the user, and employs that model in synthesizing target knowledge. An
important research issue for future study here is how to cope with changes
in the users' interests (concept drift).
Summarizing, the main contribution of the VINLEN project is the development of a methodology for a tight integration of a data base, knowledge
base, data management operators, knowledge generation operators, a general
knowledge query language, and a user-oriented visual interface. Continuing
research and development promises to achieve advances in the field of knowledge mining and solutions to real-world problems.
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Abstract. Automatic knowledge discovery methodologies has proved to be a very
strong tool which is currently widely used for the analysis of large datasets, being
produced by organizations worldwide. However, this analysis is mostly done for
relatively simple and structured data, such as transactional or financial records.
The real frontier for current KDD research seems to be analysis of unstructured
data, such as freeform text, web pages, images etc. In this paper we present results of
applying KDD methodology to such unstructured data - namely computer machine
code. We show that it is possible to construct automatic classification system, that
would be able to distinguish "good" computer code from malicious code - in our
case code of computer viruses - and which therefore could act as an intelligent
virus scanner. In our approach we use methods originating from text mining field,
treating CPU instructions as a kind of natural language.
Keywords: classification, text mining, virus scanners, machine code analysis

1

Introduction

The main research problem described in this paper is knowledge discovery
methods application for computer viruses identification. We treat executable
code in a similar way as a document in text mining process. Thus instructions
are treated as words. The goal is to find common qualities of a virus by
setting up highly efficient classifier. This would be a step forward towards
automatic discovery of new, previously unknown viruses - by exactly applying
Piatetsky's [1] definition of data mining in the area of antiviral research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents definitions on computer viruses detection and identification. In the section 3 are
presented methods of input data preprocessing and training of classifiers,
which are included in experimental system described in section 4 and evaluated in section 5. Conclussions and possible follw-up is described in section
6.

2

Computer VIruses

Computer virus according to [2] is a fragment of executable program that
fulfills following conditions:
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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• Is able to replicate itself.
• Replication is not a side-effect of the code execution.
• Viral code is attached to the host code in such a way that an attempt to
execute a host process executes also a virus.
• At least one of the copies created is also a virus.
The host, to which it attaches a copy of viral code is a program written in
executable form for a given system.
2.1

Detection and identification of viruses

Let us define the notions of detection and identification of computer viruses.
Detection is a process of checking if the executable file includes a virus,
or a result of such process - a decision if the file is infected or clean.
Identification is a process of recognition of virus type precisely enough
to "cure" the file - regain the form before infection or to state that such
treatment is not possible.
The number of virus types may be estimated as tens of thousands - depending on method of estimation. The detection and identification of viruses
are separate processes now. Usually the procedure has 2 or 3 levels of recognition. First step is a search for signatures - short fragments of viral code.
Due to similarities between viruses the number of signatures is significantly
smaller than number of virus types. Second step is the identification of fragment of suspected code using additional signatures check or checksums of
viral area of code.
This method has a serious disadvantage. Virus scanner author has to
possess a copy of every new virus type and publish updates of the scanning
software frequently. This is why there is a demand for heuristic methods of
detection of previously unknown viruses. Such methods should be based on
useful general knowledge of general qualities of a virus.
2.2

False alarms

Virus detection without full identification or using heuristic methods is prone
to two kinds of false alarm errors:
• false positive - identifying a virus in a clean file
• false negative - treating a virus-free file as infected one
To ensure the quality of a virus scanner, designers have to minimize the
occurrences of both error types. Measures to estimate quality of detection
are: detection rate W =
and relative ratio of false alarms F = Ij.;c"'
where N v is a number of well detected viral samples, N v is a total number of
samples, Nc number of virus-free samples, Ncv number of virus-free samples
recognized as infected.

'fv"",
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Usually files are not infected, thus for a heuristic virus scanner value
F = 0.1 % means several "suspicious" files for a single PC-like system. The
value of W should be as high as possible. "Not infected" should be preferred
classification result - to minimize false alarms and save time for user intervention.

3

Construction of classifiers

To construct proper classifier of executable code, we have followed several
iterative steps according to classic KDD-cycle [1].
3.1

Representation of executable code for classification

Executable code is written in CPU native language. Thus we may follow
the rules commonly used in text mining. One of most popular preprocessing
methods for text is representation in the vector form of words with occurrences count known as "bag of words". [3,4]. This representation of code for
the classifier is prepared by counting the frequency of each instruction in
executable code.
Of course there are differences between executable code and natural language. There are much less instruction types in the program than words (roots
after stemming) in any language- usually the number ranges between 50 and
200. However, much more information is contained in instruction parameters
than in grammar forms of words. For viruses - most information crucial for
detection is contained in parameters. Number of instructions with possible
parameters for x86 CPU's is over 1020.
This is why in our system, after disassembling the program, some instructions were grouped together according to some intuitive rules. For example
all logical operations (AND, OR, NOT, bitwise shifts) or MOV instructions
(excluding MOV's to segment registers) were clustered.
At the same time, instructions or parameters specific for viruses are extracted from the program. For example the system counts separately numbers
of DOS functions calls for file operations or changes of addresses of BIOS
variables.
3.2

Discretization of attributes

Having prepared the vector representation one may use various discretization
methods [5] to decrease the number of different values in the instruction
vector.
Fragments of code analyzed by a virus scanner range from less than one
hundred bytes to several kilobytes. When disassembled these result in several
up to several thousand of instructions, so attribute values in the vector usually
is smaller than 1000. However, many of them still need discretization.
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Most often we experimented with function n = j(log2x) + 1j which may
be interpreted as the minimal number of digits in binary representation of
number x.
3.3

Simplifying the representation

Next step of representation preparation is removal of less useful attributes those with little informational value. Attributes that has the same value for
all objects are obviously excluded. To assess informational value of the attribute one may use correlation coefficient between attribute and the decisive
attribute
Cov(A i , D)
Pi = -vr=V'="a=rC=(AC=i:;=::)V7a=r::;:=:(D:O=;:)

(1)

where Ai is a random variable for attribute i and D for decisive attribute. The
formula may be transformed as follows using expected values for attributes:

(2)
For ED, if we assume value 0 for "clean file" and 1 for "infected", we have
ED = '}v where nw is number of infected files and N total number of files.
If the value of jPij is close to 0, there is no significant linear correlation
between Ai and D - so such attribute may be excluded from the representation.
Another method of assessing attribute usefulness originates from the theory of information. In the case of two information sources the entropy formula
IS:

m

n

H = - LLP(i.j)log2P(i,j)

(3)

i=1 j=1

thus

The last addend is the measure of mutual information of i and j.

J

n

m

( ..)

'""' '""' (. ')1 Og2 P(i)~,J(.)

= ~~P LJ
i=l j=1

P

(5)

PJ

If sources are independent, for each (i,j) we get p(i,j) = p(i)p(j) and accordingly J = O.
Both methods were applied to reduce the number of attributes in the
representation. Up to 100 attributes with highest Pi or J were selected.
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Naive Bayes classifier

Based on the vector representation of a program code a Bayessian classifier
was trained. Let us use the notation: N - number of objects, A - vector representation of an object, D i , i = l..n - decisions (values of decisive attribute),
n - number of classifying decisions, Aj - value of j attribute (j = l..m), m number of attributes. Occurrence of specific value is treated as hypothesis to
confirm.
The assumption of independence of (Aj = k) and D for each of them
results in formula:
m

P(AIDi)

=

IT P(Aj = kiD = D i )

(6)

j=l

Thus, from Bayes theorem:
P(DiIA)

=

(117=1 P(Aj = kiD = Di))P(D = D i )
P(A)

(7)

P(A) is independent from values of decisive attribute, so it is enough to
compare slightly transformed values for classification:
ki

=

I{A : D

= D;}I Il7=1 I{A : Aj = k 1\ D = D;}I
Nm+!

(8)

Bayesian classifier tends to prefer values Di that occur often in the training set. Usually the classifier should be trained with similar distribution of
Di as in test dataset. Classifier may be also fine-tuned by multiplying values
of k i by constants Ki (i = l..m). To increase C times the number of samples
for a given decisive attribute values Ki should be equal cm+!
3.5

Decision rules approach

To compare with bayesian classifier some decision rule based approaches were
applied. Parametrizing rule-based classifier is possible by choosing rules to
be used. Especially, strong rules (rules with high support) should be useful
to make a distinction between infected and clean files. Of course usually rulebased classifier is not complete. If there are no strong rules to make a decision
- the object is not classified.
For this purpose, Apriori Certain was used [6,7]. This algorithm generates
optimal in terms of length of conditional part of the rule using at most n data
accesses. It allows to select strong rules as a result.
Fine-tuning of the classifier means here finding proper level of minSupp
for rules with decisive attribute D = 1 (" infected file"). If we keep the set
of rules with their supports, it would be possible to choose a subset of rules
as needed. Choosing stronger rules decreases the number of false alarms, and
increasing the subset is making the classifier more selective, but with more
false alarms.
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Design of experimental systems

The experiment was done with an archive of 401997 samples of binary code.
Divided in 3 parts: infected samples SV(ISVI = 249271), not infected samples
used to train classifiers SC1(ISC11 = 24779), and not infected samples used
for testing classifiers SC2(ISC21 = 127947). The number of samples in SC2
lets to test the percentage of false alarms with precision 0,001 %. Elimination
of false alarms during classification of test dataset means that false alarms
should occur more seldom than once per 105 files. For a real virus scanner
it is hardly acceptable, but during test phase it may be enough to assess
the quality of classifiers for various parameters. This is why we assume that
0,003% of false alarms is acceptable. It means four false alarms in the test
data set of clean, not infected files.
Generating of classifiers with over 800 attributes was impossible due to
too much resources and time needed. This is why 5 to 25 attributes were
selected according to measures of importance calculated according to criteria
(2) and (5).

5

Experimental results

Classifiers based on 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 best attributes were tested.
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Fig. 1. Results of tuning of Bayes classifier with 15 attributes
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For bayesian classifiers based on 5 and 10 attributes reduction of false
alarms rate below required minimum caused too big loss in detection rate.
Results in terms of F and W values were assessed by virus scanner experts.
Best classification was obtained for 15 attributes (Fig. 1) chosen with mutual
information measure (formula 5) and the value of K 0 = 1011. The use of more
than 15 attributes caused not acceptable growth of false alarm rate.
Also in the case of rule-based classifier, best results were obtained for 15
attributes (Fig. 2). However, the measure of correlation proved to be slightly
better decrease false alarms - on the contrary to bayesian classifier.
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Fig. 2. Results of tuning of rule-based classifier with 15 attributes

6

Conclusions

In all experiments Bayes classifier turned out to be more effective than the
rule-based classifier. It is however worth pointing out that with this classification method we can get false alarms even for samples that it was trained
upon. On the other hand managing individual false alarm cases is relatively
simple for decision rule-based classifier. This might have important practical
consequences.
In this paper we show that in most cases it is enough to test frequency of
relatively small number of instruction sequences to make a binary classification decision - virus code / safe code. This method is semi-automatic, as in
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most data mining applications, but enables us to create a robust virus scanner, that can perform more efficiently in the area of detection of previously
unknown viral structures. It may also serve as a base for new heuristic virus
scanners.
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Heuristic Search for Optimal Architecture
of a Locally Reccurent Neural Network
Andrzej Obuchowicz and Krzysztof Patan
Institute of Control and Computation Engineering, University of Zielona Gora,
Podgorna 50, 65-246 Zielona Gora, Poland
Abstract. The modelling of a dynamic non-linear system is the aim of this work.
A neural model is constructed with dynamic artificial neurons, which contain inner
feedbacks. Such a model consists of an adder module, a linear dynamic system and
a non-linear activation function. Emphasis is put on the searching of the optimal,
in the sense of a generalization capability, network architecture. On the basis of a
graph of network structures and evaluation values assigned to them, heuristic search
algorithms can be elaborated and implemented. The A*-algorithm and Tabu Search
are applied and compared.

One of the most interesting and promising solutions of dynamic system
modelling problem is the application of the locally recurrent neural network,
called the Dynamic Multi-Layer Perceptron (DMLP). The DMLP can have
the same architecture as the well-known Multi-Layer Percept ron (MLP), but
it is composed of Dynamic Neural Models (DNM) which consist of an adder
module, a linear dynamic system - Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter,
and a non-linear activation function ([1,2]). The calculated output error is
propagated back to the input layer through hidden layers containing dynamic
filters, similarly as in the standard back-propagation algorithm. As a result,
the Extended Dynamic Back-Propagation algorithm may be defined [2]. This
algorithm adjust connection weights as well as IIR filter parameters.
The selection of an optimal architecture of the MLP to be able to solve
a given problem, is an important prerequisite problem for research workers.
The MLP architecture influences on the rate of training procedure, network
processing rate and quality. The crucial tradeoff one has to make is between
the learning capability of the MLP and fluctuations due to the finite sample
size [3]. The significance of the network architecture optimization increases
when the dynamic network is taken into account. The number of free network
parameters rapidly increases when one substitutes standard McCulloch-Pitt's
neurons by the DNM units. Thus, apart from setting an appropriate number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each of these layers, the
dynamic order of each particular neuron have to be established in the DMLP.
The aim of this work is to design the optimal DMLP to model a given
dynamic non-linear system. In order to solve this problem, the space of possible DMLP architectures has been organized in the digraph form [9]. The
Tabu Search is proposed as a searching algorithm and compared with the A *
algorithm previously implemented [9].
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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In the following, the DMLP is introduced. Next, the graph of the DMLP
architectures is given. Finally, the A*-algorithm and Tabu Search approaches
to the DMLP architecture allocation is discussed and illustrated by an example.

1

Dynamic neural network

1.1

Dynamic neural model

The general structure of a neuron model proposed by Ayoubi [I] is considered.
The dynamics is introduced to a neuron by adding a linear dynamic system
(the IIR filter) to the neuron structure. Three main operations are performed
in the DNM. First of all, the weighted sum of inputs is calculated according
to the formula:
p

x(k) = w T u(k) =

L wpup(k),

(1)

p=1

where w = [wp I P = 1,2, ... , PjY denotes the input weights vector. The
weights perform a similar role as in MLPs. Then this calculated membrane
potential x( k) is passed to the IIR filter. Here the filters under consideration
are the linear dynamic systems of different orders, viz. the first, second order.
The behavior of this linear system can be described by the following difference
equation:
n

f)(k)

=L

n

b;x(k - i) -

;=0

L a;f)(k -

i),

(2)

;=1

where f)(k) is the filter output; a = [a; I i = 1,2, ... , njY and b = [b; I
i = 0,1, ... , nIT are feedback and feedforward paths' weights, respectively.
Finally, the neuron output can be described by

y(k)

=

F(g f)(k)),

(3)

where FC) is a non-linear activation function that produces the neuron output y(k) and g is the slope parameter of the activation function [6,11].
1.2

The DMLP

The DMLP presents an ordered pair (A, v). A denotes the network architecture represented as follows:
A= ((Vm I m=O,I, ... ,M),(or;' I m= 1,2, ... ,M;s= 1,2, ... ,sm),A),

(4)

where (Vm I m = 0,1, ... , M) is a family of M + 1 sets of DNM units,
called layers, including two disjunctive non-empty sets Va, V M that define
the input (non-processing) and output (processing) units, respectively. (0;;' I
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m = 1,2, ... , M; s = 1,2, ... , sm) is a set of natural numbers, 0';' denotes
the filter order of the s-th DNM unit from the m-th layer, Sm = card(Vm ).
A = U~~5 Vm x Vm+l is a set of edges that define the connections between
units in the network. The vector of network parameters v can be expressed
in the following way:

v=

(w,(a,;"b';',g';'

1m = 1,2, ... ,M;s = 1,2, ... ,sm)),

(5)

where the set of weights w assigns a real value to each connection,
(a';', b';',g';' I m = 1,2, ... , M; s = 1,2, ... , sm) describes feedback and feedforward IIR synaptic vectors and the slope parameter, respectively, of the
s-th DNM unit in the m-th layer.

1.3

Graph of the DMLP architectures

The graph G(A) of the DMLP architectures [91 can be described by definition
of the expansion operator T(A), which generates all successors of a given
architecture A.
The expansion operator T(A) creates the following successors.
1. Varying the number of hidden layers. Assume the DMLP architecture A
(4). The architecture A(l) with inserted hidden layer with one DNM unit
v' of zero order is the successor of A.
2. Varying the number of units in a hidden layer. Assume the architecture
A (4) that has at least one hidden layer (M ~ 2). Then, all architectures
A (2) with an inserted unit v" in a i-th layer for i = 1, 2, ... , M - 1 are
successors of A.
3. Varying the IIR order of the DNM unit. Assume the architecture A (4).
Then, all architectures A (3) with increased order of the IIR filter in the
j-th DNM unit of the i-th layer i = 1,2, ... , M, j = 1,2, ... , Si are
successors of A.
Thus, T(A) maps an architecture A with M - 1 hidden layers and N
processing DNM units onto M + N successors.

2
2.1

DMLP architecture optimization approaches
A* algorithm

The A* algorithm, first described in [7,8], is a way to implement best-first
search to a problem graph. The algorithm searches a directed graph in which
each node ni represents a point in the problem space. Each node will contain,
in addition to a description of the problem state it represents, an indication
of how promising it is, a parent link that points back to the best node from
which it came, a list of the nodes that were generated from it. The parent
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link renders it possible to recover the path to the goal once the goal is found.
The list of successors makes it possible, if a better path is found to already
existing node, to propagate the improvement down to its successors.
A heuristic function f(ni) is needed to estimate the merits of each generated node. In the A * algorithm this cost function is defined as a sum of two
components:
(6)
f(ni) = g(ni) + h(ni)'
where g(ni) is the cost of the best path from the start node no to the node
ni and it is known exactly to be the sum of the cost of each of the rules that
were applied along the best path from no to ni, and h(ni) is the estimation
of the addition cost getting from the node ni to the nearest goal node. The
function h(ni) contains the knowledge about the problem.
The outline of the A * algorithm is described in many handbooks from the
domain of Artificial Intelligence. In this work the algorithm included in [10]
is implemented.
2.2

Tabu Search

The tabu search metaheuristic has been proposed by Glover [4]. This algorithms models processes existing in the human memory. This memory is
implemented as a simple list of solutions explored recently. The algorithm
starts from a given solution Xo, which is treated as actually the best solution
x* +-- Xo. The tabu list is empty T = 0. Next, the set of neighboring solutions
is generated excluding solutions noted in the tabu list, and the best solution
of this set is selected as a new base point. If x' is better than x* then x* +-- x'.
The actual base point x' is added to the tabu list. This process is iteratively
repeated until a given criterion is satisfied.
There are many implementations of the Tabu Search idea, which differs between themselves in the method of the tabu list managing, e.g. Tabu
Navigation Method (TNM), Cancellation Sequence Method (CSM), Reverse
Elimination Method (REM). Particular description of these methods can be
found in [5].
2.3

Implementations

In order to apply the A* and Tabu Search algorithms to an architecture
optimization of the DMLP we have to define:
• the optimization criterion J (

T YA,v

* (k)

,Y

which is chosen in the form

(k) IkE K)

= 2:kEK (YA,v*

'"

L..kEK

(k) - y(k))2
2(k)
Y

(7)

where YA,v* (k) and y( k) are the output of the learned DMLP and desired
output, respectively.
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• an expansion operator r(A) : A -+ 2.4 that maps any network architecture A E A onto a set of successors (see Section 1.3).
Moreover, the following functions have to be defined for the A* algorithm
• the cost function g(A, A') assigned to each expansion operation:
I

g(A, A ) =

[1'(AI)-I'(A)]
8(A') _ 8(A),

(8)

where I'(A) is the number of free parameters in the DMLP architecture
A, and 8(A) is the number of hidden layers in A;
• the heuristic function h(A)

h(A)

= (h(YAo,v*(k),y(k)

IkE

K))-l [h(YA,V*(k),t(k) IkE K)] ,
(9)

where Ao denotes the initial architecture of searching.
Because both g(A, A') and h(A) are vector functions, the relation p~q should
be defined
(10)

3

Modelling of the dynamic system - experiment

This section presents the experimental results achieved during selection of
the optimal neural network structure using searching methods described in
the previous sections. The neural network composed of DMNs is used here
to identify the dynamic non-linear process represented by the following difference equation:

y(k

+ 1) =

y(k)

1 + y(k)2

+ u(k)

3

(11)

where u(k) and y(k) are the input and output of the process at the instant k,
respectively. The learning process is carried out off-line for 500 steps using the
Extended Dynamic Back-Propagation algorithm and a pseudo-random input
uniformly distributed in the interval [-2,2]. The learning set consists of 200
patterns and the learning rate is equal to 0.01. The training procedure of
each examined network structure is repeated four times in order to decrease
a chance to get stuck in local minima of an error function. Furthermore, each
neuron in the network has the hyperbolic tangent activation function.
The selection of the optimal neural network structure is performed using
two searching methods: the A* algorithm and the Tabu Search method. The
second algorithm is tested with different number of structures memorized,
in turn 3, 5 and 10. Results achieved during experiments are presented in
Table 1, where the notation N;:'v,s denotes n-th layer neural network with r
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Table 1. Specification of the selecteci neural networks
Method
Tabu Search - list length
3
5
10

CHARACTERISTICS

Network structure
1st layer filters orders
2nd layer filters orders
Modelling quality

Nt,l,l

Nt,4,1

Nt,4,1

A*

Nt,5,1

(2)
(2 1 1 0) (2 1 1 0) (2 1 0 2 1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(0)
0.145051 0.139015 0.139015 0.123431

inputs, v hidden neurons and s outputs, and (or1or2 ... orn) denotes that 1st
neuron possesses or1 order filter, 2nd one - or2 order filter and n-th neuron
- orn filter order.
Both searching methods start with the minimal network structure consisting the output neurons only. After that, the neural network is growing
up. At each algorithm step one parameter can be changed: the number of
hidden layers (maximum 2 hidden layers) or the filter order (maximum 2nd
order) or the number of neurons in hidden layers. The Tabu Search algorithm
makes is also possible to reduce the network size. As one can see in Table 1,
the best results have been obtained using A* algorithm. The optimal network
structure selected with this method consists of two processing layers and five
hidden neurons. The optimal path generated with the A* algorithm is presented in Table 2. In order to find the optimal neural network, 558 structures
have been tested. Each another network has a bigger size than the previous
one.
Table 2. Optimal path generated with the A* algorithm

Network No. Network
structure
0
Nt, 1
2
Nf,l
2
N1,1,1
3
2
N1,1,1
9
2
12
N1,1,1
2
20
N1,2,1
2
28
N1,3,1
2
31
N1,4,1
2
118
N1,4,1
2
322
N1,4,1
2
426
N1,5,1
2
N1,5,1
540
2
543
N1,5,1
2
N1,5,1
558

Filters orders
1st layer 2nd layer
(hidden) (output)
(0)
(1 )
(0)
(1 )
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1 0)
(2)
(1 0 0)
(2)
(1 0 0 0)
(2)
(1 1 0 0)
(2)
(1 1 0 1)
(2)
(1 1 0 1 0)
(2)
(1 1 0 1 1)
(2)
(2 1 0 1 1)
(2)
(2 1 0 2 1)
(2)

Modelling
quality
0.267325
0.171869
0.144926
0.249667
0.239527
0.151304
0.152115
0.161490
0.168057
0.168039
0.208492
0.210782
0.220161
0.123431
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Table 3. The optimal path generated with the Tabu Search (list length - 3)
Filters orders
Network No. Network 1st layer 2nd layer Modelling
structure (hidden) (output) quality
0
2
3
9
28
33

Nt,1
Nt,1
2
N1,1,1
2
N1,1,1
2
N1,1,1
2
N1,1,1

-

(0)
(1)
(1 )
(2)

(0)
(1)
(1)
(1 )
(0)
(0)

0.267325
0.171863
0.163588
0.163725
0.147749
0.145051

In the case of the Tabu Search method, the results are also interesting.
When a short tabu list has been used (length of 3), the algorithm have demonstrated the periodic behavior. After every 23 structures it generates the same
optimal neural network of the N'f 1 1 class. To avoid such a periodic behavior,
the longer tabu lists have been applied (length of 5 and 10). Table 1 clearly
shows that using longer tabu lists, better results can be obtained. Moreover,
in both cases the identical optimal path has been achieved. The conclusion
is, that further increasing size of the tabu list does not yield better results.
In Table 3 one can see the optimal path generated with the Tabu Search

Table 4. The optimal path generated with the Tabu Search (list length - 10)
Filters orders
Network No. Network 1st layer 2nd layer Modelling
structure (hidden) (output) quality
0.267325
0
(0)
Nt, 1
2
(1)
0.171863
Nt, 1
2
N1,1,1
(0)
(1 )
0.163588
3
2
(1)
0.163725
N1,1,1
9
(1)
2
38
N1,1,1
(2)
(1)
0.152251
2
(1)
0.167976
42
N1,2,1
(2 0)
2
49
N1,2,1
(2 0)
(2)
0.167494
2
54
0.151649
N1,2,1
(2 1)
(2)
2
61
N1,2,1
(2 1)
(1)
0.151706
2
64
N1,3,1
(2 1 0)
(1)
0.159347
2
74
N1,3,1
(2 1 0)
0.159677
(0)
2
N1,3,1
(20 0)
0.166961
(0)
80
2
84
N1,3,1
(2 0 1)
(0)
0.150898
2
N1,3,1
(2 0 1)
(1)
0.156903
88
2
93
N1,3,1
(2 1 1)
(1)
0.161591
2
97
N1,4,1
(2 1 1 0)
(1)
0.139015
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method (list length equal to 3). First, the network is growing up, and for the
network No. 28 the algorithm reduces the network size. This phenomenon is
very attractive and can cause that Tabu Search may be more flexible method
than the A* algorithm. In turn, Table 4 shows the optimal path generated
with the Tabu Search algorithm using the tabu list length of 10.

4

Conclusion

The paper deals with the optimization of the DMLP network. The space of
DMLP architectures has been organized in the form of digraph. Two heuristic algorithms have been applied in order to find the optimal node of the
digraph: the A*-algorithm and Tabu Search. The experimental results show
that effectiveness of both algorithms is comparable. Slightly better result
were achieved using A*-algorithm. The choice of the proper heuristic function, however, is not a trivial task. On the other hand the length of the Tabu
Search list has a crucial importance to the effectiveness of the method.
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Abstract. Action rules introduced in [3J and investigated further in [4J assume
that attributes in a database are divided into two groups: stable and flexible. In
general, an action rule can be constructed from two rules extracted earlier from the
same database. Furthermore, we assume that these two rules describe two different
decision classes and that our goal is to re-classify some objects from one of these
decision classes to the other one. Flexible attributes provide a tool for making hints
to a business user what changes within some values of flexible attributes are needed
for a given object to re-classify this object to another decision class. In [3J, we suggested what changes are needed to classification attributes listed in both rules but
we did not consider situations when such an attribute is listed only in one of these
rules. Also, neither in [3J nor [4J we provide a way to compute support and confidence of action rules. ! In this paper, we show how system DEAR is discovering
extended action rules which give better strategies for re-classifying objects than
strategies provided by action rules. Also, the confidence of extended action rules is
much higher than confidence of corresponding action rules. System DEAR, implemented in KDD Laboratory at UNC-Charlotte, requires Windows 95 or higher. It
does not discretize numerical attributes which means some discretization algorithm
has to applied before DEAR is used

1

Introduction

Data mining became successful because knowledge extracted from data provides competitive advantage in support of decision making. In the banking
industry, the most widespread use of data mining is in the area of customer
and market modeling, risk optimization and fraud detection. In financial services, data mining is used in performing so called trend analysis, in analyzing
profitability, helping in marketing campaigns, and in evaluating risk. There
are many software applications on the market that use data mining for stock
prediction.
In support of marketing, data mining helps us in predictive modeling
of markets and customers. It can identify the traits of profitable customers
and reveal the hidden traits. It helps to search for the sites that are most
convenient for customers as well as trends in customer usage of products
and services. Specific questions about profitability must be answered from
a broader perspective of customer and market understanding. For instance,
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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customer loyalty can be often as important as profitability. In addition to
short term profitability the decision makers must also keep eye on the lifetime
value of a customer. Also, a broad and detailed understanding of customers is
needed to send the right offers to the right customers at the most appropriate
time. Knowledge about customers can lead to ideas about future offers which
will meet their needs.
In [3], the notion of an action rule was proposed. Any action rule provides
hints to a business user what changes within so called flexible attributes are
needed to re-classify some customers from a lower profitability class to a
higher one. These customers form, so called, supporting class for that rule.
Each action rule was constructed from two rules, extracted earlier, defining
different profitability classes. It was assumed that values of stable attributes
listed in both rules had to be the same. It was no constraint placed on values
of flexible attributes listed in both rules. Also, no constraint was placed on
values of attributes listed only in one of these rules.
In this paper, we show what constraints have to be placed on values of
classification attributes if they are listed only in one of the rules from which
an action rule is formed. The proposed constraints make the confidence of
new rules, called extended action rules, much higher than the confidence of
corresponding action rules. System DEAR, implemented in KDD Laboratory
at UNC-Charlotte, discovering extended action rules requires Windows 95 or
higher. Numerical attributes have to be discretized before system DEAR is
used.

2

Information Systems and Decision Tables

An information system is used for representing knowledge. Its definition, presented here, is due to Pawlak [2].
By an information system we mean a pair S = (U, A), where:
• U is a nonempty, finite set called the universe,
• A is a nonempty, finite set of attributes i.e. a : U
a E A, where Va is called the domain of a.

-7

Va is a function for

Elements of U are called objects. In our paper objects are interpreted
as customers. Attributes are interpreted as features, offers made by a bank,
characteristic conditions etc.
In this paper we consider a special case of information systems called decision tables [2]. In any decision table together with the set of attributes a
partition of that set into conditions and decisions is given. Additionally, we
assume that the set of conditions is partitioned into stable conditions and
flexible conditions. There is only one decision attribute to be seen as profit
mnking. Its domain contains values being integers. This decision attribute
classifies objects (customers) with respect to the profit for a bank. Date of
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Birth is an example of a stable attribute. Interest rate on any customer account is an example of a flexible attribute (dependable on bank). We adopt
the following definition of a decision table:
A decision table is any information system of the form S = (U, Al U A2 U
{d}), where d 'f- Al U A2 is a distinguished attribute called decision. The
elements of Al are called stable conditions, whereas the elements of A2 are
called flexible conditions.
The cardinality of the image d( U) = {k : d( x) = k for some x E U} is
called the rank of d and is denoted by r(d).
Let us observe that the decision d determines the partition C LAS Ss (d) =
{Xl, X 2, ",Xr(d)} of the universe U, where X k = d- l ( {k}) for 1 ::; k ::; r(d).
CLASSs(d) is called the classification of objects in S determined by the
decision attribute d.
In this paper, as we mentioned before, objects correspond to customers.
Also, we assume that customers in d- l ( { kd) are more profitable for a bank
than customers in d- l ( {k2}) for any k2 ::; kl . The set d- l ( {r( d)}) represents
the most profitable customers for a bank. Clearly the goal of any bank is
to increase its profit. It can be achieved by shifting some customers from
the group d- l ( {k2}) to d- l ( {kd ), for any k2 ::; k l . Namely, through special
offers made by a bank, values of flexible attributes of some customers can be
changed and the same all these customers can be moved from a group of a
lower profit ranking to a group of a higher profit ranking.

3

Extended Action Rules

In this section we describe a method to construct extended action rules from
a decision table containing both stable and flexible attributes.
Before we introduce several new definitions, assume that for any two collections of sets X, Y, we write, X <;;;; Y if (Vx E X)(3y E Y)[x <;;;; y]. Let
S = (U, Al U A2 U {d}) be a decision table and B <;;;; Al U A 2. We say that
attribute d depends on B ifCLASSs(B) <;;;; CLASSs(d), where CLASSs(B)
is a partition of U generated by B (see [2]). Assume now that attribute d
depends on B where B <;;;; Al U A 2. The set B is called d-reduct in S if
there is no proper subset C of B such that d depends on C. The concept
of d-reduct in S was introduced to induce rules from S describing values of
the attribute d depending on minimal subsets of Al U A 2. In order to induce
rules in which the THEN part consists of the decision attribute d and the
IF part consists of attributes belonging to Al U A 2, subtables (U, B U {d}!)
of S where B is a d-reduct in S should be used for rules extraction. By
L(r) we mean all attributes listed in the IF part of a rule r. For example,
if r = [(al,3) * (a2,4) ---4 (d,3)] is a rule then L(r) = {al,a2}' By d(r) we
denote the decision value of a rule. In our example d(r) = 3. If rl, r2 are
rules and B <;;;; Al U A2 is a set of attributes, then rii B = r2/ B means that
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the conditional parts of rules rl, r2 restricted to attributes B are the same.
For example if rl = [(al, 3) --+ (d,3)], then rd{ad = r/{ad.
Example 1. Assume that S = ({Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8}, {a, c}U{b}U
{ d}) be a decision table represented by Table 1. The set {a, c} lists stable
attributes, b is a flexible attribute and d is a decision attribute. Also, we
assume that H denotes customers of a high profit ranking and L denotes
customers of a low profit ranking.
.. .a.
0
X2 0
X3 0

Xl

X4

Xs
X6
X7

Xs

o
2
2
2
2

.b. .c. .d .

S
R
S
R

P
P

L
L
L
L
2 L
2 L

0
1
0
1

S 2H
S 2 H

Table 1. Decision System

In our example r(d) = 2, r(c) = 3, r(a) = 2,
CLASSs(d) = {{Xl,X2' X3, X4, X5, X6}, {X7' xs}},
CLASSs ( {b}) = {{Xl, X3,X7, xs}, {X2,X4}, {X5,X6}},
CLASS( {a, b}) = {{Xl, X3}, {X2' X4}, {X5, X6}, {X7' xs}},
CLASSs({a}) = {{Xl,X2,X3,X4},{X5,X6,X7,XS}},
CLASSs({c}) = {{Xl,X3}, {X2,X4}, {X5,X6,X7,XS}},
CLASS( {b, c}) = {{Xl, X3}, {X2' X4}, {X5,X6}, {X7'XS}}.
So, CLASS( {a, b}) ~ CLASSs(d) and CLASS( {b, c}) ~ CLASSs(d).
It can be easily checked that both {b, c} and {a, b} are d-reducts in S.
Rules can be directly derived from d-reducts and the decision table S. In
our example, we get the following optimal rules:
(a,O) --+ (d, L), (c,O) --+ (d, L),
(b, R) --+ (d, L), (c, 1) --+ (d, L),

(b, P)

--+

(d, L), (a, 2)

* (b, S)

--+

(d, H), (b, S)

* (c, 2)

--+

(d, H).

Now, let us assume that (a, v --+ w) denotes the fact that the value of
attribute a has been changed from v to w. Similarly, the term (a, v --+ w)(x)
means that a(x) = v has been changed to a(x) = w. Saying another words,
the property (a, v) of a customer X has been changed to property (a, w).
Assume now that S = (U, Al U A2 U {d}) is a decision table, where Al is
the set of stable attributes and A2 is the set of flexible attributes. Assume
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that rules rI, r2 have been extracted from S, BI is a maximal subset of
Al such that rdBl = r2/BI, d(rd = kI' d(r2) = k2 and k I :::; k 2. Also,
assume that (b I , b2, ... , bp) is a list of all attributes in L(rI) n L(r2) n A2 on
which rI, r2 differ and rI(bd = VI, rl(b2) = V2,.··, rl(bp) = Vp, r2(bd = WI,
r2(b 2) = W2, ... , r2(bp) = Wp.
By (rl' r2)-action rule on x E U we mean a statement:
[(bI, VI ---> wd /\ (b 2, V2 ---> W2) /\ ... /\ (bp, Vp ---> wp)](x)
[(d, ki ---> k2 )](x).

=}

If the value of the rule on x is true then the rule is valid. Otherwise it is
false.
Let us denote by u<r , > the set of all customers in U supporting the rule
ri. If (rI,r2)-action rule is valid on x E u<r,> then we say that the action
rule supports the new profit ranking k2 for x.
To define an extended action rule, let us assume that two rules are considered. We will present them in a table to clarify the process of constructing an
extended action rule. Here, St means stable attribute and Fl means flexible
one.
A - (St) B - (Pl) C - (St) E - (Pl) G - (St) H - (PI) D
bi
dl
al
el
C1
b2
al
h2 d2
92
Table 2. Two Decision Rules

The classical representation of these two rules will be:
rl = [al * h * CI * el ---> dIl, r2 = [al * b2 * g2 * h2

--->

d2].

Assume now that object x supports rule rl which means that it is classified as d i . In order to re-classify x to class d 2 , we not only need to change
its value B from h to b2 but also we have to require that G(x) = g2 and
the value H for object x has to be changed to h2 . This is the meaning of the
extended (rl' r2 )-action rule given below:

Assume now that by NT(t) we mean the number of tuples having property t.
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By support of the extended (rl, r2)-action rule (given above) we mean:
NT[(A = al) * (B = bd * (C = CI) * (E = el) * (G = g2) * (D = d l )]
By the confidence of the extended (rl, r2)-action rule (given above) we
mean:
{NT[(A = al) * (B = bl ) * (C = cd * (E = el) * (G = g2) * (D = d l )]/
NT[(A = al) * (B = bl ) * (C = cd * (E = el) * (G = g2)]} .
{NT[(A = al) * (B = b2 ) * (C = cd * (G = g2) * (H = h 2 ) * (D = d2 )l!
NT[(A = al) * (B = b2 ) * (C = CI) * (G = g2) * (H = h 2 )]).
Clearly, for any extended (rl, r2)-action rule support and confidence is
defined in a similar way.

Example 2. Assume that S = (U, Al U A2 U {d}) is a decision table
from the Example 1, A2 = {b}, Al = {a, e}. It can be checked that rules
rl = [(b,P) ~ (d,L)], r2 = [(a,2)*(b,S) ~ (d,H)J, r3 = [(b,S)*(c,2) ~
(d,H)] can be extracted from S. Clearly X5, X6 E U<rl>. Now, we can construct (rl, r2 )-action rule executed on x:

reb, P ~ S)](x) =}

[Cd, L ~ H)](x).

The extended (rl, r2 )-action rule executed on x has the form:

[(a = 2)

1\

Clearly objects

(b, P

~

X5, X6

S)](x)

=}

[Cd, L

~

H)](x).

support both rules.

Example 3. Assume that S = (U, Al U A2 U {d}) is a decision table
represented by Table 2. Assume that Al = {e,b}, A2 = {a} .
.. .c . .a. .b. .d .
2 1 1 L
1 2 2 L
X2
2 2 1 H
X3
1 1 1 L
X4

Xl

Table 3. Decision Table

Clearly rl = [(a, 1) * (b, 1) ~ (d, L)J, r2 = [(e, 2) * (a, 2) ~ (d, H)] are
optimal rules which can be extracted from S. Also, u<r,> = {Xl,X4}.
If we construct an extended (rl, r2)-action rule
[(a, 1 ~ 2) 1\ (e = 2)](x) =} [Cd, L ~ H)](x)
then only Xl supports that rule.
The corresponding Crt, r2)-action rule [(a, 1
H)] (x) is supported by Xl and X4.

~

2)](x)

=}

[Cd, L

~
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Algorithm to Construct Extended Action Rules
Input:
Decision table S = (U, Al U A2 U {d}),
Al - stable attributes, A2 - flexible attributes,
AI, A2 - weights.
Output:
R - set of extended action rules.
Step O.

R:= 0.

Step 1.
Find all d-reducts {D l , D 2, ... , Dm} in S which satisfy the property

card[D i n All/card[A l U A 2] ::; Al

(reducts with a relatively small number of stable attributes)
Step 2.
FOR EACH pair (D i , D j ) of d-reducts (found in step 1) satisfying
the property card(D i n Dj)/card(D i U Dj ) ::; A2 DO
find set Ri of optimal rules in S using d-reduct D i ,
find set R j of optimal rules in S using d- red uct D j .
Step 3.
FOR EACH pair of rules (rl, r2) in Ri x R j having
different THEN parts DO
if Bl is a maximal subset of Al such that rdBl = r2/Bl, d(rI) = k l ,
d(r2) = k2 and kl ::; k 2, then
if (b l , b2, ... , bp ) is a list of all attributes in Dom(rl) n Dom(r2) n A2
on which rl, r2 differ and
rl(h) = Vl, rl(b2) = V2, ... , rl(b p ) = vp ,

r2(h) = Wl, r2(b2) = W2,···, r2(b p ) = wp
and if (Al - B l ) n Dom(r2) = {al, a2, ... , aq }, and
r2(aI) = Ul, r2(a2) = U2, ... , r2(a q ) = u q
and if [Dom(r2) n A 2] - {b l , b2, ... , bp } = {Cl, C2, ... , cr }
and r2(cI) = t l , r2(c2) = t2,··., r2(cr ) = tTl
then the following extended (rl, r2 )-action rule add to R:
if [(al = Ul) 1\ (a2 = U2) 1\ ... 1\ (a q = u q ) 1\ (b l , vI ---+ wI) 1\ (b 2, V2 ---+
W2) 1\ ... 1\ (b p , vp ---+ w p ) 1\ (Cl, ---+ t l ) 1\ (C2, ---+ t 2) 1\ ... 1\ (c r , ---+ tr)](x)
then (d, kl ---+ k2)(X)

The extended (rl, r2)-action rule says that if the change of values of attributes of customer x match the left-hand side of this rule, then the ranking
profit of customer x should change from kl to k 2 .
This algorithm was implemented as part of the system DEAR (Discovering Extended Action Rules) under Windows 98 and tested on several banking
databases. The quality of action rules discovered by DEAR is much higher
than by DAR (Discovering Action Rules). System DAR is the implemented
version of the algorithm proposed in [3] by Ras and Wieczorkowska.
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Abstract. A new class of rules, called action rules, show what actions should
be taken to improve the profitability of customers. Action rules introduced in [3]
and investigated further in [7] assume that attributes in a database are divided
into two groups: stable and flexible. These reflect the ability of a business user to
influence and control their change for a given consumer. In this paper, we introduce
a new classification of attributes partitioning them into stable, semi-stable, and
flexible. Values of stable attributes can not be changed for a given consumer (for
instance maiden name is an example of such an attribute). So, stable attributes
have only one interpretation. If values of an attribute change in a deterministic
way as a function of time (for instance values of the attribute age) we call them
semi-stable. All remaining attributes are called flexible. Clearly, in the process of
action rule extraction, stable attributes are highly undesirable. What about semistable attributes? Although, they seem to be quite similar to stable attributes, the
difference between them is quite essential. Semi-stable attribute may have many
different interpretations but among them only one interpretation is natural and it
is called standard. All its other interpretations are called non-standard. In a nonstandard interpretation, a semi-stable attribute can be classified as flexible (business
user may control its change). In a single database we may easily fail to identify
attributes which have non-standard interpretation. Query answering system based
on distributed knowledge mining, introduced in [4,5], will be used in this paper
as a tool to identify which semi-stable attributes have non-standard interpretation
so they can be classified as flexible. This way, by decreasing the number of stable
attributes in a database we may discover action rules which would not be discovered
otherwise.

1

Introduction

Ras and Wieczorkowska [3] introduced the notion of action rules. Special
type of rules can be constructed from classification rules to suggest a way
to re-classify customers (objects) to a desired state. In e-commerce applications, this re-classification may mean that a consumer not interested in a
certain product, now may buy it, and therefore may fall into a group of more
profitable customers.
These groups are described by values of classification attributes in a decision table schema. In [3]' all attributes are divided into stable and flexible. In
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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this paper, a new subclass of attributes called semi-stable attributes is introduced. Semi-stable attributes are typically a function of time, and undergo
deterministic changes (for instance the attribute age). Different interpretations, called non-standard, of such attributes may exist, and in such cases
all these attributes can be treated the same way as flexible attributes. In
the algorithm of action rule extraction, presented in [3], attributes which
are not flexible are highly undesirable. By identifying which semi-stable attributes have non-standard interpretation, we increase the number of flexible
attributes and the same increase the chance to generate more precise action
rules.
Assuming that attribute is flexible, we may find a way to change its value
for a given object. However, quite often, such a change cannot be done directly
to a chosen attribute (for instance to the attribute profit). In that situation,
definitions of such an attribute in terms of other attributes have to be learned.
These new definitions are used to construct action rules showing what changes
in values of some attributes, for a given consumer, are needed in order to
re-classify this consumer the way business user wants. We may search for
definitions of these flexible attributes looking at either local or remote sites
for help.
The application of semi-stable attributes to the process of action rules
mining involves detection of nonstandard interpretations of semi-stable attributes. At local system level detection is possible, but limited to dependencies existing between local attributes. At distributed information systems
level the detection of nonstandard interpretations involves discovering semantic inconsistencies, addressed by Ras and Dardzinska [8].

2

Information Systems and Decision Tables

An information system is used for representing business knowledge. Pawlak
[2] gives the following definition:
By an information system we mean a pair S = (U, A), where:

• U is a nonempty, finite set of objects (called customer identifiers),
• A is a nonempty, finite set of attributes i.e. a : U
Va is called the domain of a.

----+

Va for a E A, where

Information systems can be seen as generalizations of decision tables [2].
Partition of the set of attributes into conditions and decisions is given in
any decision table. We assume that the set of conditions is partitioned into
stable, semi-stable, and flexible conditions. Attribute a E A is called stable
for the set U if its values assigned to objects from U can not be changed by
a business user. An attribute is called semi-stable, if it is a function of time
and it is changing in its standard interpretation in a deterministic way. Otherwise, it is called flexible. Date of birth is an example of a stable attribute.
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Age is an example of semi-stable attribute (its value young in a non-standard
interpretation may mean behaving as a young person). Interest rate on any
customer account is an example of a flexible attribute. For simplicity reason,
we will consider decision tables with only one decision. We adopt the following definition of a decision table:

By a decision table we mean any information system of the form S =
(U, Al U A2 U A3 U {d}), where d rt Al U A2 U A3 is a distinguished attribute
called the decision. Elements of Al are called stable conditions, the elements
of A3 are called semi-stable, and A2 U {d} are called flexible conditions.
The assumption that attribute d is flexible is quite essential. Otherwise
we would be unable to re-classify objects in U from the point of view of
attribute d. So, if d is flexible and we want to change its value for a given
object, values of some attributes from A2 U A3 have to be changed as well.
Before we proceed, certain relationships between values of attributes from
A2 and A3 and values of the attribute d have to be presented first.

3

Action Rules

Ras and Wieczorkowska [3] propose a method to construct action rules from
a decision table containing both stable and flexible attributes. In this section,
let us assume that for each attribute in A3 we know its semantics and also
we know if it is stable or flexible. So A3 = 0, which means some semi-stable
attributes are moved to AI, some to A 2 .
Assume now that for any two collections of sets X, Y, we write, X <::;: Y
if (\Ix E X)(3y E Y)[x r;;;: y]. Let S = (U, Al U A2 U {d}) be a decision table
and B r;;;: Al U A 2. We say that attribute d depends on B if CLASSs(B) r;;;:
CLASSs(d), where CLASSs(B) is a partition of U generated by B (see [2]).
Assume now that attribute d depends on B where B r;;;: Al U A 2. The set
B is called d-reduct in S if there is no proper subset C of B such that d
depends on C. The concept of d-reduct in S was introduced, in rough sets
theory (see [2], [6]), to identify minimal subsets of Al U A2 such that rules
describing the attribute d in terms of these subsets are the same as rules
describing d in terms of Al U A 2 . It was shown that in order to induce rules
in which THEN part consists of the decision attribute d and IF part consists
of attributes belonging to Al U A 2, only subtables (U, B U {d}) of S where B
is a d-reduct in S can be used for rules extraction.
By L(r) we mean all attributes listed in IF part of rule r. For example,
if r = [(al,3) * (a2,4) ~ (d,3)] is a rule then L(r) = {al,a2}' By d(r) we
denote the decision value of a rule r. In our example d(r) = 3. Similarly,
al(r) =3.
If rl, r2 are rules and B r;;;: Al uA 2 is a set of attributes, then rl/ B = r2/ B
means that the conditional parts of rules rl, r2 restricted to attributes Bare
the same. For example if rl = [(aI, 3) ~ (d,3)], then rl/{ar} = r/{ar}.
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Algorithm for constructing action rules, implemented as system DAR was
given in [3].
For each pair of rules (rl' r2) satisfying the conditions rdAl = r2/Al,
d(rl) = kl' d(r2) = k2 where kl < k2, if (h, b2, ... , bp) was a list of all
attributes in L(rd n L(r2) n A2 on which rl, r2 differ and

= vI, rI(b2) = v2, .... , r1(bp) = vp,
r2(bI) = wI, r2(b2) = w2, .... , r2(bp) = wp
r1(bI)

(1)
(2)

then the algorithm DAR generates the following (rl' r2)-action rule:
if [(b l , Vi --+ wd 1\ (b 2, v2 --+ W2) 1\ ... 1\ (b p, vp --+ wp)](x), then the
ranking profit of customer x is expected to change from kl to k 2 .
Object x supports this action rule if it satisfies the properties: bl(x) =
b2(x) = V2, ... , bp(x) = vp, d(x) = k l .

Vi,

By the support of an action rule r we mean all the objects supporting
that rule. It is denoted by Sup(r).
If the change of values of attributes of object x E Sup(r) will match the
term
[(bl,Vl --+ wd 1\ (b 2, v2 --+ W2) 1\ ... 1\ (b p, vp --+ wp)](x)
and the resulting object is either classified in S as k2 or not classified at all,
then the action rule r successfully supports x. The set of objects successfully
supported by r is denoted by SSup(r).
By the confidence of rule r we mean Conf(r) = SSup(r)/Sup(r).
Example 1. Assume that S = ({Xl, X2, X3, X4, Xs, X6, X7, X8}, {a, c}U{b}U
{ d} ) is a decision table represented as Table 1. The set {a, c} contains stable
attributes, b is a flexible attribute and d is a decision attribute.

It can be easily checked that {b, c}, {a, b} are the only two d-reducts in

S.
Applying for instance LERS discovery system (see [1]), the following definitions are extracted from S:

(a,O) --+ (d, L), (c,O) --+ (d, L), (b, R) --+ (d, L), (c, 1) --+ (d, L),
(b, P) --+ (d, L), (a, 2) 1\ (b, S) --+ (d, H), (b, S) 1\ (c, 2) --+ (d, H).
Now, let us assume that (a, V --+ w) denotes the fact that the value of
attribute a has been changed from v to w. Similarly, the term (a, v --+ w)(x)
means that a(x) = v has been changed to a(x) = w. Saying another words,
the property (a, v) of object x has been changed to property (a, w).
If we take r = [(b, R --+ S) ===} (d, L ---+ H)] as the action rule, then

Sup(r) = {X2,X4}, Conf(r) = 1.
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X2
X3
X4

Xs
X6
X7

Xs

abc
o SO
OR 1
o SO
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d

L
L
L
L
2P2 L
2P2 L
2 S 2H
2 S 2H

Table 1. Decision System

4

Semi-Stable Attributes

The notion of action rules introduced in [3] divides attributes into two groups:
stable and flexible. These reflect the ability of a business user to influence
and control their change for a given consumer. In the process of action rule
extraction stable attributes are highly undesirable. We introduce a new classification of attributes into stable, semi-stable, and flexible taking into consideration semantics of attributes which clearly may differ from database to
database.
Value of a stable attribute a for a given object cannot be changed by a
business user in any interpretation of a. All such interpretations are called
standard.
An example of such an attribute is date of birth. Standard interpretations
of this attribute may differ in a granularity level. It is possible that one stable
attribute implies another one.
There is a special subset of attributes called semi-stable, which at first
impression may look stable, but they are a function of time and undergo
changes in a deterministic way. Therefore, they cannot be called stable. The
change is not necessarily in a linear fashion, where the attribute may be stable
for a period of time, and then begin changing in certain direction as shown
on Figure 1.
Semi-stable attributes may have many interpretations, some of which
might be nonstandard. We denote by Ms (a) the set of standard interpretations of attribute a and by Mn (a) the set of non-standard interpretations
of a. If the attribute a has a nonstandard interpretation, I(a) E Mn(a), then
it can be changed, and thus it may be seen as a flexible attribute in action
rule extraction.
For instance, if a = "age" and Dom(a) = {young,middle - aged,old},
the author of the database may indeed input young for a person who behaves
as young when their actual age is middle-aged. Then the interpretation is
nonstandard. The business user can therefore influence this attribute. For
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va

x(t)

x(t)
Fig. 1. Semi-stable attributes

example, if the following action rule was mined for object x

1"1

= [[(a, young

--->

middle - aged)](x)

===}

[(d, L

--->

H)](x)]

with respect to decision attribute d (ex. loyalty) the business user would
like to change the attribute value young to middle-aged for object x. Since
the database author interpretation is nonstandard related to the behavior
associated with certain age, if the object is put into special conditions that
can affect its behavior, such as top university, the attribute value can be
changed, and the same object x might be re-classified from low loyalty to
high loyalty.
Many cases of nonstandard interpretations could be found in databases.
It is particularly important for those to be detected when mining for global
rules in distributed knowledge systems. An example is the attribute height.
Consider the following situation: Chinese people living in the mountains are
generally taller than majority of Chinese population.
If Dom( a) = {short, medium, tall} for attribute height and a system
S 1, contains data about Chinese population in the mountains, the author
of the database may consider a certain Chinese person living in the mountains medium height in relation to the rest. Now, assume another system S2
containing data about Chinese people living in popular urban area. In global
action rule extraction, if S2 is mined for rules, the interpretation would regard the height value medium from S1 as tall. Therefore, the interpretation
in S1 is nonstandard.
Numeric attributes may possess nonstandard interpretations as well. Consider for instance the attribute number of children. When one is asked about
the number of children one has, that person may count step-children, or children who have died. In such a case, the interpretation is nonstandard.
A flexible attribute is an attribute which value for a given object varies
with time, and can be changed by a business user. Also, flexible attributes
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may have many interpretations. Interest rate is an example of a flexible attribute.
Assume that S = (U, A) is an information system which represents one
of the sites of a distributed knowledge system (DKS). Also, let us assume
that each attribute in A is either stable or flexible but we may not have
sufficient temporal information about semi-stable attributes in S to decide
which one is stable and which one is flexible. In such cases we will search
for additional information, usually at remote sites for S, to classify uniquely
these semi-stable attributes either as stable or flexible.

5

Discovering Semantic Inconsistencies

Different interpretations of flexible and semi-stable attributes may exist.
Semi-stable attributes, in a non-standard interpretation, can be classified
as flexible attributes and therefore can be used in action rule extraction. We
discuss a detection method of nonstandard interpretations of a semi-stable
attribute at local knowledge system level, and next at distributed knowledge
systems level. Detection of a nonstandard interpretation at local level is limited to the dependency of one semi-stable attribute to another semi-stable
attribute for which it is known that its interpretation is standard. Attribute
related to time must be available in the information system, such as the attribute age. Furthermore, information about certain breakpoints in attribute
behavior is required, such as the break points shown in Graph 2. This information can be placed in the knowledge system ontology.
Assume that S = (X, A) is an information system and I is the interpretation used for attributes in S. Also, assume that both a, bE A are semi-stable
attributes, I(a) E Ms and the relation TI{a,b}(S) ~ {(Va,Vb): Va E Dom(a),
Vb E Dom(b)} is obtained by taking projection of the system S on {a,b}.
The ontology information about break points for attributes a and b in S,
represented in the next section as relation R1(a),I(b) , is assuming that the
interpretation I is standard for attribute b. It is possible that some tuples in
TI{ a,b} (S) do not satisfy the break points requirement given. In such a case
the interpretation of B is nonstandard, I(B) E Mn.
Consider the following situation:

Example 3. Assume that Sl = (U1 , {a} U {h,j} U {b}) is an information
system represented by Table 2, where {a} is a set of stable attributes, {h, j}
is a set of semi-stable attributes, and {b} is a set of flexible attributes, where
h is height and j is the number of of aunts and uncles. The interpretation of
j is known to be standard, I(j) E Ms. The system represents a local site.
Graph 2 shows the break points defined by the system's ontology for attributes hand j as a function of time t. The number of aunts and uncles grows
as the height grows, since the person is young, and the parents brothers and
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Xl
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
Xs

ah b j
o a Sm

o b Rm
ob S n
o c Rm
2
2
2
2

bP n
bP n

Sm
Sm

a
c

Table 2. Information System

sisters have newborn children. The number of aunts and uncles decreases, as
the height becomes constant or shrinks, since the person is middle-aged or
old, and the number of aunts and uncles decreases as they die. Therefore,
ifI(h) EMs and J(j) EMs, then R1(h),J(j) = {(a, m), (b, m), (b, n), (e, n)}
is placed in the ontology layer for system S1'

b
-~-~c

t~-~~~
xC!)

h

::0

Fig. 2. Graph 2

From Graph 2, we see that relation instance (e,m) E TI{h,b}(Sd representing objects X4,XS does not belong to R1(h),J(j). Therefore, J(h) E Mn.
In other words, objects X4, Xs do not satisfy the break point requirement
given on Graph 2, thus the interpretation of attribute hheight is nonstandard.
Local knowledge systems provide limited capability of detecting nonstandard semantics. Distributed knowledge systems supply greater ability to detect nonstandard semantics. They also give the opportunity to business users
to seek alternative solution at remote sites. This is particularly important
in a situation when they are either not willing or not able to undertake the
suggested actions from their local site. In a distributed knowledge systems
(D K S) scenario semantic inconsistencies can be detected even if temporal
information is not available. With large number of sites containing similar
attributes in DKS, certain trends can be observed, such as association rules
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with high confidence and support common for all the sights. In such a situation, it is also possible that a small number of sites do not support those
common rules, or even contradict them. This case presents a hint for nonstandard attribute interpretation, and semantic inconsistencies.
Assume 3 1 , 3 2 , ... , 3 n are large information systems which are parts of
D K 3. Association rule mining is performed on all systems in D K 3. Rules
satisfying the minimum support minsup and minimum confidence minconj
thresholds are mined. If a rule

where d E A is a semi-stable attribute in 3 = (U, A) is extracted from 3
and supported by many sites in DK3, it is called a trade, or common rule.
If the common rule is not supported, or it is contradicted (2) by only a small
number of sites in DK3

then the attribute d has nonstandard interpretation in 3.
Assume that we do not know if the interpretation of a semi-stable attribute d E Al at site 3 1 = (U l , Ad is standard. We have discussed the
case when attribute d is defined in 3 1 in terms of a semi-stable attribute b,
which has standard interpretation in 3 1 . Namely, if we identify an object in
3 1 which description contradicts information about attributes d, b stored as
a part of ontology of 31, then attribute d has non-standard interpretation in
3 1 . However, it can happen that we do not have any information about the
interpretation of b in 3 1 . We can either look for a definition of d in terms
of another semi-stable attribute in 3 1 or look for a definition of d in terms
of attribute b at another site of DK 3. If we cannot find any attribute other
than d, which is semi-stable and has non-standard interpretation in 3 1 , we
contact another site.
Let Afs be the set of all semi-stable attributes in 3 1 . We search for sites
3 i such that d E Ai and AI s n Afs cJ 0. Let Id be the collection of such sites
and b E Afs n AI s , where i E I d .
In the case where, the interpretation of both attributes d, b is standard, if
IE Id satisfies the property that any b E AfsnAI s has standard interpretation
in 3 i , then i is not considered. Thus, we need to observe another site from

h
Now let us assume that I{d,b} is the set of sites in Id such that b E
I{d,b} describing d and having b on their
left side. Either association rules discovered at site 3 1 will support association
rules discovered at majority of sites I{d,b} or conflict many of them. We claim

At S n AI s . We extract rules at sites
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that the interpretation of attribute d is standard in the first case. In the
semno case, it is non-standard.
This algorithm was tested on a D K S consisting of thirteen sites representing thirteen Insurance Company Datasets, with a total of 5000 tuples in
all DK S sites. Semi-stable attributes with non-standard interpretation have
been detected and used jointly with flexible attributes in action rules mining.
The confidence of these action rules is usually higher than the confidence of
the corresponding action rules based only on flexible attributes.
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Abstract. Incremental induction of decision rules within the dominance-based
rough set approach to the multicriteria and multiattribute classification is discussed.
We introduce an algorithm, called Glance, that incrementally induces a set of all
rules from examples. We experimentally evaluate it and compare with two other
algorithms, previously proposed for this kind of classification problem.

1

Introduction

Induction of decision rules from provided learning examples is one of the main
problems considered in machine learning and knowledge discovery. Several
algorithms for rule induction have already been proposed for various types of
attributes (nominal, numerical, etc.) describing examples, see e.g. reviews in
[4,7]. However, in some problems one can meet yet another type of attributes
with preference order in their domains. For example, when considering buying
a car, an attribute like" fuel consumption" has a clear preference ordered scale
- the less, the better. The attributes with preference ordered domains are
called criteria. Let us notice that this kind of semantic information is often
present in data related to cost, gain or quality of objects like in economical
data; however it is neglected by typical knowledge discovery tools. On the
other hand, consideration of criteria is the key aspect of Multiple-Criteria
Decision Analysis (MCDA) [1,6].
In this paper we consider one of the major MCDA problems called multiplecriteria classification (or sorting) problem. It concerns an assignment of objects evaluated by a set of criteria into pre-defined, and also preferenceordered, decision classes. When solving such a problem, any reasonable regularities to be discovered from data have to take into account a dominance
principle. This principle requires that an object x having better, or at least
the same, evaluations on a set of criteria than object y cannot be assigned
to the worse decision class than object y. Some data may contain objects violating this principle. This consitutes a kind of inconsistency that should be
handled in a proper way from MCDA point of view. Greco, Matarazzo and
Slowinski [1] have proposed an extension of the rough sets theory [5] that
is able to deal with this kind of inconsistency. It is called Dominance-based
Rough Set Approach (DRSA). Decision rules, which are induced from examples within DRSA framework, have a special syntax, that requires a new type
of algorithms for their induction.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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First, an algorithm DOMLEM was introduced [3]. It induces a minimal
set of DRSA rules covering all examples in the input data. On the other
hand, sometimes it is also interesting to induce other sets of the rule, i.e.
a set of all rules which can be induced from the given data or a subset of
all rules which satisfy user predefined requirements concerning, e.g. minimal
number of supporting objects or maximal length of the condition part. In
[7] there have been discussed two algorithms for inducing such sets of rules,
algorithm AllRules to generate the set of all rules and algorithm DomExplore
to produce the satisfactory subset of rules. However, these algorithms require
all examples to be read into memory before induction. Experiments have
also showed that they are efficient rather on smaller data sets. Hence, these
algorithms are not suitable for handling large amounts of examples or for
situations where only the part of data is available at the begining and other
parts are provided later. Thus, we are interested in an incremental processing
of examples while inducing rules.
The aim of this paper is to present a new algorithm for inducing dominancebased decision rules for the multicriteria and multiattribute classification
problem. It is called "Glance" and induces all rules in an incremental way.
Moreover, we experimentally evaluate it on several data sets and compare its
efficiency with two previously proposed, algorithms: AllRules and Explore.
The next section of this paper gives basic notations of the dominance
based rough set approach and decision rules. In section 3, the Glance algorithm is introduced. Then, its experimental evaluation is described in section
4. Discussion of the experimental results and final remarks are contained in
the last section.

2

Dominance based decision rules

Selected concepts of DRSA are presented, for more details see e.g. [1-3]. Let
us assume that learning examples are represented in decision table DT =
(U, A U {d}), where U is a set of examples (objects), A is a set of condition
attributes describing examples, Va is a domain of a. Let f(x, a) denote the
value of attribute a E A taken by object x E U. The domains of attributes
may be preference-ordered or not - in the first case the attributes are called
criteria while in the latter case we call them regular attributes. Preference
scale of each criterion a induces a complete preorder (i.e. a strongly complete
and transitive binary relation) ~ in set U. For objects x and y, ~ means that
object x is " at least as good" as y with respect to criterion a. The asymmetric
part of ~ is denoted by >-. An object x is preferred to object y on criterion
a if a(x) >- a(y) and x is indiscernible to y if a(x) = a(y).
d 1:. A is a decision attribute that partitions a set of examples into k
decision classes {Cit: t = 1, ... , k}. These classes are preference ordered, i.e.
for all r, s such that s > r, objects from Cis are prefered to objects from Cl r .
In multicriteria classfication problems it is typical to consider upward union
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and downward union of classes instead of single decision classes. The upward
and downward unions are defined, respectively, as:

cq· = U Clh,
h~g

Cli' =

U Clf,

9 = 1, ... k.

f~g

The statement x E Cl~ means" x belongs to at least class Clg", while x E
Crt means" x belongs to at most class Clg.
The rough set theory requires determining relation between objects. For
each criterion the dominance relation is defined in the following way. Let p>:::'
be a subset of criteria from A; the object x dominates object y with respect
to subset p>:::. iff a(x) C::: a(y) for all a E p>:::.. For each regular attribute from
p= c A there exists indiscernible relation, which is an equivalence relation
as in the original rough sets theory [5].
For any subset P <;: A two sets of objects defined: RJ;(x) and Rp(x).
Given object x E U, RJ;(x) is the set of all objects y E U which dominates x
with respect to p>:::. (criteria of P) and are indiscernible with x with respect
to P= (attributes of P). Analogously, Rp(x) is the set of all objects y E U
which are dominated by x with respect to p>:::. and are indiscernible with x
with respects to P=. If the decision table contains inconsistent objects, the
sets RJ;(x) and Rp(x) can be used to define lower and upper approximations
of upward unions Cl~ and downward unions Cli', respectively. For instance,
the lower approximation of Cl~, 9 -s; k is the set {x E U : RJ;(x) <;: Cl~},
i.e. it contains all objects belonging to Cl~ without ambiguity with respect
to their descriptions.
Examples belonging to rough approximations of upward and downward
unions of classes are used for induction of "if . .. then ... " decision rules. The
two kinds of these rules are distinguished:
D)--decision rules with the following syntax: if (f(x,al) C::: r a, ) /\ ... /\
(f(x,a m ) C::: ram)/\f(x,am+d = r am + l ) / \ · · . / \ (f(x, ap ) = rap) then x E Cl~,
D-<-decision rules with the following syntax: if (f(x,ad ::5 ra, ) /\ ... /\

(f(x,a m )::5 ram)/\f(x,am+l) = r am + l ) / \ · .• /\(f(x,a p ) = rap) then x E Cli',
where P = {al, ... ,ap} <;: A,P>:::' = {al, ... ,am},P= = {am+l, ... ,ap },
(rl, ... ,rp) E Val X Va2 X Vap and 9 = 1, .. . k.
The D>:::.-rule says: "if an evaluation of object x on criteria ai is at least
as good as a threshold value Ti (i = 1, ... , m) and on attribute aj object x is
indiscernible with value rj (i = m+ 1, ... ,p) then object x belongs to a least
class Clg". Similarly the D~-decision rule means that an object is evaluated
as "at most good as a value" and belongs to at most a given class.
Each dominance based decision rule has to be minimal. Since a decision
rule is an implication, by a minimal decision rule we understand such an
implication that there is no other implication with an antecedent of at least
the same weakness (in other words, rule using a subset of elementary conditions or/and weaker elementary conditions) and a consequent of at least the
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same strength (in other words, rule assigning objects to the same union or
su b-union of classes).
Consider a D>--decision rule if (J (x, al) ~ r al) /\ ... /\ (J(x, am) ~ r a"J /\
f(X,am+l) = ra~J /\ ... /\ (J(x,a p ) = rap) then x E Clt. If there exists an
object y such that f(y, al) = r al /\ ... /\ (J(y, am) = ram /\ ... /\ f(y, a p ) = rap,
then y is called basis of the rule. Each D~-rule having a basis is called robust
because it is "founded" on an object existing in the data table. Analogous
definition of robust decision rules holds for the other types of rules.
We say that an object supports a decision rule if it matches both condition
and decision parts of the rule. On the other hand, an object is covered by
a decision rule if it matches the condition part of the rule. The rule can be
described by a parameter strength, which is the number of supporting objects.
The set of induced rules is complete, if is covers all objects from the data
table in such a way that objects belonging to lower approximations of unions
are re-assigned to their original class while inconsistent objects are assigned to
cluster of classes referring to their inconsistency [1]. The set of rules is called
minimal if it is a set of minimal rules that is complete and non-redundant,
i.e. exclusion of any rule from it makes it incomplete.

3

" Glance" algorithm

The minimal set of rules can be induced from examples of multicriteria and
multiattribute classification problem by means of the DOMLEM algorithm
[3,7]. Such a set of rules is usually sufficient for aims of predicting classification of new (or testing) objects. However, if the aim of the induction process
is descriptive, i.e. discovered rules should help in explaining or better understanding of circumstances in which decisions were made, another kind of rule
sets are also useful [7]. One possibility is to create all decision rules, which
could be generated from the given decision table, while another option is
to discover the satisfactory subset of all rules, which satisfy user's requirements e.g. sufficiently high strength and confidence, contain limited number
of elementary conditions. The algorithms for inducing such sets of dominance
based rules were discussed in [7,8]. Let us notice however, that their computational costs are higher than for DOMLEM; in particular it is true in case of
looking for all rules, which is a problem characterized by an exponential complexity with respect to a number of attributes. Moreover, these algorithms
require all examples to be read into memory before induction - what is a
serious drawback if knowledge is to be discovered from real databases. Let
us also remind that some learning problems are characterized by an incremental processing of information, i.e. descriptions of examples are available
sequentially in steps. To overcome all of these problems we have decided to
consider incremental learning, i.e. the learning algorithm has to learn rules
from provided examples and then refine knowledge representation when new
examples become available. The paradigm of incremental learning has been
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already considered in the field of machine learning or knowledge discovery
from databases, however we have to skip the review of existing approaches
due to a limited size of the paper.
We introduce an algorithm called Glance, which is incremental and stores
in memory only rules and not descriptions of learning examples. In its basic
version, it induces the set of all rules from examples of multiattribute and
multicriteria classification problems. These rules are not necessarily based on
some particular objects, i.e. they are non-robust. The general scheme of the
algorithm for the case of inducing certain rules is presented below.
Procedure Glance
(input U -set of examples; P - set of criteria and regular attributes;
Cl?$. = {Clf, ... , clf_I' Cl~, ... , Cit} - family of unions of decision classes;
output R - set of decision rules);
begin
for each union U E Cl?$. do
begin
Let r be a rule with empty condition part;
{it covers each example}
Ru +- r; {add to the set of rules for union u}
end{for}
for each example x E U do
for each u such that f(x, d) 1:. u do {d is a decision attribute}
for r E Ru do
if (r covers x) then {r does not discriminate properly}
begin
Ru +-- Ru \ r;
for each a E P do
begin {specialize rules}
Let s be a condition on attr. a excluding x;
Tnew ~ r U s;
if (rnew is minimal) then Ru +- Ru U rnew;
end; {for each a E P}
end; {if r covers x}
R +Ru;
end {proced ure}

Uu

The main idea of Glance is concordant with inductive learning principle,
according to which an algorithm starts from the most general description
and then updates it (specializes) so that it is consistent with available training data (also considering approximations). The most general description are
rules with empty condition part, which means that such rules cover all examples. At the beginning of calculations, a set of rules Ru containing only one
rule with an empty condition part is assigned to every union u. When the
new object, e.g. x E Cl g is available, it is determined for which unions u this
object should be treated as a negative example (these unions include all ely
such that f < 9 for downward unions and Cl~ such that h > 9 for upward
unions). For all such unions their rule sets Ru are checked. If any rule r E Ru
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covers x, then it has to be updated as it does not discriminate all negative
examples properly. It is removed from Ru and specialized by adding on each
attribute or criterion an elementary condition that it is not satisfied by description of x. For criteria, elementary conditions are in forms (f(x, a) >-- va)
or (f (x, a) --< va), depending on the direction of preference and unions; where
Va is the value of criterion a for object x. For regular attributes, conditions
are in form (f (x, a) 1:. {VI, ... , VI}) and Va is added to this list. After constructing a new rule its minimality has to be checked. While inducing rules
incrementally, minimality is checked only between rules concerning the same
union of classes. Verification of minimality between unions is performed only
at the very end of calculations, when it is certain that no more learning examples will become available. Furthermore, at the end of the induction process,
these conditions in all rules are transformed to representation using operators
(:::S, t:, =) as in the syntax of dominance based rules.
The computational complexity of the basic version of Glance is exponential with respect to a number of attributes. The user can define the maximal
accepted number of elementary conditions in the syntax of the rule.
There is also an extended version of Glance [8], which allows to induce a
satisfactory set of rules with other pre-defined constraint expressing minimum
accepted (relative) strength of the rule. However, it requires to maintain in
memory additional information about the number of processed examples,
which are covered by already generated rules satisfying the constraint - for
more details see [8].

4

Experiments

The main aim of an experimental evaluation of the Glance algorithm is check
how the computational time and the number of rules are changing with increasing number of objects and attributes/criteria.
Moreover, we want to compare its performance with previously known
algorithms DomExplore and AllRules [8]. Both of these algorithms are dedicated for multicrieria sorting problems, but they work in an non-incremental
way. DomExplore induces the satisfactory set of non-robust rules and it is
inspired by data mining algorithms, which search multiattribute (only) data
for all "strong" rules with strength and confidence not less than predefined
thresholds [7]. The AllRules algorithm has been developed by Greco and Stefanowski and it induces the set of all robust rules, which are based on some
particular (non-dominated) objects belonging to approximations of upward
or downward unions of classes. It is strongly tied to dominance based rough
sets approach and uses its specific properties to reduce descriptions of objects
being basis for robust rules.
The experiments were performed on family of artificial data sets. They
were randomly generated according to chosen probability distribution (for
details see [8]) and differ by the number of objects. Moreover for each series
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Table 1. The computation time (in seconds) for compared algorithms while changing the number of objects
Algorithm
DomExplore
AliRules
Glance

No. of
attrib.

500

1000

1500

3
6
3
6
3
6

0.10
3.68
0.10
1.43
0.05
1.26

0.33
21.4
0.16
5.5
0.05
3.13

0.72
73.7
1.41
13.1
0.05
5.5

Number of objects
2000 3000 4000
1.15
178.4
3.13
27.2
0.06
7.86

2.69
704.9
7.69
108.1
0.06
15.38

5000

6000

4.9

8.3

14.99

18.4
281.9
0.06
21.2

34.3
502.9
0.1
26.31

53.01
712.7
0.12
38.7

of data sets we could change the number of attributes and the proportion
of criteria to regular attributes. Firstly, all three algorithms were compared
on the same data sets with respect to time of computation. In two series
of data, with number of attributes 3 (2 criteria and 1 regular attribute)
and 6 (2 criteria and 4 regular attributes), we systematically changed the
number of objects from 500 till 6000. The results are presented in Table 1;
symbol" -" means that the algorithm exceeded the accepted resources. Let us
remark, that the number of rules induced by algorithms may be different as
Allrules generates robust rules. Then, in Table 2 we present the change of the
number of rules induced by Glance algorithm while incrementally increasing
the number of objects (with 6 attributes).

Table 2. The number of rules induced by Glance while processing the different
number of objects
500

Number of objects
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 6000

no. rules 1024 1580 1961 2153 2271 2495 2629 2705 2791 2962 3072

Table 3. The computational time (in seconds) of algorithms while changing the
number of regular attributes and criteria in data containing 100 objects
Algorithm

No. of criteria and regular attributes
12
15
18
3 6
9

DomExplore 0 0.11 0.77 9
AliRules
0 0.06 0.82 7.58
Glance
0 0.22 44.9 439.41

4l.l4 284.79
68.66 624.83
-
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Then, we have examined the influence of changing the number of attributes for the time of computation (with fixed number of objects equal
to 100), see Table 3. For Allrules the results are growing with the number
of attributes. For DornExplo're the time also grows exponentially with the
number of attributes, but respective results are around 10 times longer than
AliRules. However, for Glance time exceeded the accepted limit when number
of attributes was greater than 12.
Let us comment that, we also examined the impact of varying the proportion of regular attributes to criteria in the data sets on the time of computation and the number of rules for all compared algorithms. Due to the
limitation on the paper size, there results will be published elsewhere.

5

Discussion of results and final remarks

Discovering knowledge from data containing criteria requires new tools. In
this paper, we have considered the dominance-based rough set approach.
Within this framework, we introduced a new algorithm Glance, which induces
the set of all rules from provided examples. Unlike the previous algorithms,
the new one works in an incremental way, i.e. every time new examples are
available it updates so far obtained rules without having to generate new
rules from scratch. It stores only rules in memory but not processed examples.
The user can also define the constraint for maximal number of elementary
condition to be used in a rule. Moreover, the algorithm can be extended to
allow the user specifying constraints on minimal (relative) strength of a rule
- for details see [8].
The algorithm Glance has been experimentally evaluated and compared
with algorithms AllRules and DomExplore. The results given in Table 1 show
that the computational time of Glance increases "linearly" with the number
of objects. Furthermore it is always the best, while AliRules is the second
and DomExplore is the worst. On the other hand, additional experiments
indicate that if the number of attributes/ criteria is higher than 9, the winner
is AliRules. Probably it is due to the fact that for all three algorithms the
number of rules increases with the number of attributes, and Glance needs
to check all generated rules when a new example is being processed. This
aspect could be somehow reduced by using in Glance the minimal rule length
constrain. Analyzing the number of rules from Table 2, one can notice that
the highest increase occurs at the beginning of learning, then next parts of
examples (2: 3500) cause smaller changes. Additional results indicate that for
AliRules it is better to process rather criteria than regular attributes, while
DomExplore is more efficient on regular attributes only. Glance seems to be
located between these two extremes.
The above observations obtained on artificial data, have been also confirmed in other experiments on some real data coming from UCI ML Repository - we skip them due to limited size of this paper.
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In future research, we also want to examine classification accuracy of
the Glance algorithm. However, predicting classification of a new object is a
different problem than in only attribute case, because rules indicate unions
not single classes. So, new strategies should be developed for determining
final decision when the new objects matches conditions of many rules.
Acknowledgments. The research of the first author has been supported
from the DS grant.
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Abstract. In this paper, we are investigating both statistical and soft computing
(e.g., neural networks) forecasting approaches. Using sales data from 1997 - 1999
to train our model, we forecasted sales for the year 2000. We found an average
correlation of 90% between forecast and actual sales using statistical time series
analysis, but only 70% correlation for the model based on neural networks. We are
now working to convert standard input parameters into fuzzified inputs. We believe
that fuzzy rules would help neural networks learn more efficiently and provide better
forecasts.

1

Introduction

In today's world, all industries need to be adaptable to a changing business
environment in the context of a competitive global market. To comply with
higher versatility and disposability of products for consumers, firms have
adopted new forms of production behaviour with names such as "just-intime" and" quick response". To react to worldwide competition, managers
are often required to make wise decisions rapidly. In fact, they must often
anticipate events that may affect their industry. More than 80% of the US
textile and apparel businesses have indicated an interest in time-based forecasting systems and have incorporated one or more of these technologies into
their operations. To make decisions related to the conception and the driving
of any logistic structures, industrial managers must rely on efficient and accurate forecasting systems. Better forecasting of production, predicting in due
time a sufficient quantity to produce, is one of the most important factors for
the success of a lean production. Forecasting garment sales is a challenging
task because many endogenous as well as exogenous variables, e.g., size, price,
colour, climatic data, effect of media, etc. are involved. Our approach is to
forecast apparel sales in the absence of most of the above-mentioned factors
and then use principles of fuzzy logic to incorporate the various parameters
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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that affect sales. The forecasting modelling investigates the use of two statistical time series models, Seasonal Single Exponential Smoothing (SSES) and
Winters' Three-Parameter Model. It then investigates soft computing models using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). A foundation has been made
for multivariate fuzzy logic hased model by building an expandable database
and a rule base. After a substantial amount of data is collected, this model
can be used to make predictions for sales specific to a store, color, or size of
garment.

2

Databases

A U.S.-based apparel company has been providing sales data for various
types, or classes, of apparel for previous years. From January 1997 until
February 2001, sales data was collected for each day for every class for every store. From March 2001 onward, more detailed information about each
garment is available including its size and colour. The data for the previous
years (1997-2000) has much fewer independent variables as compared to the
data for the year 2001. Using the data from January 1997 till March 2000,
time series analysis was performed. A data file for each class was made that
contains information about its total sales (in dollars) each day. For example,
input file for class X looks as shown in Table 1: Total sales in terms of numTable 1. Format of Input Data File for Class X for Time Series Analysis
Date

Total Sales ($)

6/28/1997

2378

9/0S/1998

140S

3/14/1999

3S46

1/08/2000

S983

ber of units would have been a better option but it was not possible since
the number of units sold was missing from many rows in the raw data. From
March 2001 onwards, aggregation was done in several steps. Initially, from
daily sales files, a database was made containing information about total sales
for a particular garment-class for each color, each size, and each store. The
total number of rows in this format was too large to be used as an input
file for the multivariate model. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the
database, two compressions were done. First, daily sales data was converted
into monthly sales data. Secondly, color information was compressed by aggregating sales of similar colors. For example, Color Code 23 represents light
green, 25 dark green, and 26 medium green. Instead of having different rows
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for different tones of green, we compressed this information into a single row
by assigning Color Code 2 for all greens.

3

Pre-Analysis

Data was analysed for trends and seasonality. This analysis helps in choosing
an appropriate statistical model, although this kind of preparation is not
necessary for soft computing based models.
For pre-analysis, three classes were chosen, one each from the Spring, Fall
and Non-seasonal garment categories. Analysis was spread among all the
categories to remove any bias due to type of class.
Sales data often showed a weekly trend with sales volume increasing during
weekends as compared to weekdays. This trend was evident from the daily
sales graphs for all the classes. It was noticed that sales volume peaks on 4th,
11th, 18th, and 25th day of January, which are all Saturdays, and generally
second highest sales are on Sundays.
This observation was further supported by qualitative means by calculating
Auto Correlations Functions (ACFs). ACF is an important tool for discerning
time series patterns. ACF were calculated for 350 observations for all the 3
classes. ACF for a given lag k is given by equation 1:
n

ACF(k)

=

L:

(Yt - Y) (Yt-k - Y)

_t=_l...:..+k~n_ _ _ _ __

(1)

L:(Yt - y)2
t=l

Upon further analysis of the data, it was observed that fraction contributions
towards total sales in any week of the year and for any class remain significantly constant. Hence, information about fraction contribution can be used
to forecast daily sales after forecasting weekly sales.
Garment sales are generally seasonal with demand increasing for a particular
type in one season and for a different type in another season. To investigate
seasonality, the same methodology was used as was used to establish weekly
trend. Both graphically as well as using ACF, it was shown that sales of all
three classes under consideration show strong and distinct seasonal trend.
Interestingly, class CN has been categorized as non-seasonal; still it showed
increase in seasonality although not as distinctively as shown in other two
classes. While investigating the annual seasonal trend, data was aggregated
into weekly increments. The sinusoidal pattern in ACFs is typical of many
seasonal time series.
Currently we are investigating elimination of possible trends and the use of
partial ACFs. This could, perhaps, lead to applying later an additive model
of seasonality, and possibly a better approach than an application of the
multiplicative model.
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Methodology and Results

Evident from the format of the database for years 1997-2001 only sales information with respect to time for various garments is available. Hence, only
univariate time series and soft computing models were investigated using
these data. From March 2001 onwards, much more elaborate sales data is
available. Using this data set, a multivariate forecasting model was implemented that could prove useful for inventory maintenance. Six classes, two
each from the Spring (AS and BS), the Fall (AF and BF), and the Nonseasonal (eN and DN) categories, were chosen for each model. They were
built using four years sales data, and the next two months data was forecasted. The forecasted data was then compared with actual sales to estimate
the forecasting quality of the model.
As more data are collected in the future, a long-term trend will be investigated in the modelling process.

4.1

Seasonal Single Exponential Smoothing

Exponential Smoothing (EXPOS) is one of the most widely used forecasting
methods. As discussed previously regarding seasonality in sales data, a Single
Exponential Smoothing (SES) model with a factor of seasonality was investigated. A seasonal SES model requires four pieces of data: the most recent
forecast, the most recent actual data, a smoothing constant, and length of the
seasonal cycle. The smoothing constant (a) determines the weight given to
the most recent past observations and therefore controls the rate of smoothing or averaging. The value of a is commonly constrained to be in the range
of zero to one. The equation for Seasonal SES is:

F t = aAt -

s

+ (1 -

a)Ft -

s

(2)

where:
F t = Exponentially smoothed forecast for period t
s= Length of the seasonal cycle
A t - s = Actual in the period t-s
Ft - s = Exponentially smoothed forecast of the period t-s
a= Smoothing constant, alpha
Weekly sales data was used for the forecast model given by the above equation. Hence, s was chosen to be 52 (number of weeks in a year). There are
many ways of determining alpha. Method chosen in the present work was
based on Minimum Squared Error (MSE). Different alpha values were tried
for modelling sales of each class and the alpha that achieved the lowest SE
was chosen. After choosing the best alpha value, a forecast model was built
for each class using four years weekly data. Using the model, a weekly sales
forecast was done for January and February of 2001. In order to forecast daily
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sales, the fraction contribution of each day was multiplied by total forecasted
sales of each week. The data for the remaining five classes are available on
the project website. Table 2 gives the alpha value, R2 of the model, and correlation coefficient between actual and forecasted daily sales for January 3
2001-February 27 2001 for all classes. It can been seen that even with single
Table 2. Values of Alpha, R2, and Correlation Coefficients for Seasonal SES Model

Class

AS

BS

AF

BF

CN

DN

a

1.4

1.4

0.9

1.3

1.3

1.0

R2

0.738

0.832

0.766

0.872

0.762

0.831

Corr.l

0.906

0.893

0.862

0.910

0.892

0.722

parameter Seasonal SES, R2 is on an average more than 0.75 implying that
the model is able to explain 75% of the variation in the data. Correlation
coefficients between actual and forecasted sales of January 3 'OI-February 27
'01 are also quite high except for class DN.

Winters' Three Parameter Exponential Smoothing Winters' powerful
method models trend, seasonality, and randomness using an efficient exponential smoothing process. The underlying structure of additive trend and
multiplicative seasonality of Winters' model assumes that:
(3)

St = smoothed nonseasonal level of the series at end of t
bt = smoothed trend in period t
m = horizon length of the forecasts of Yt+m
I t - L +m = smoothed seasonal index for period t + m
That is, Yt+m the actual value of a series, equals a smoothed level value
St plus an estimate of trend bt times a seasonal index I t - L +m . These three
components of demand are each exponentially smoothed values available at
the end of period t. The equations used to estimate these smoothed values
are:

Yt

St = a(-I- )
t-L

bt

+ (1 -

a)(St-l

+ bt-d

= (3(St - St-d + (1 - (3)b t - 1

Yt

It =,( St)

(4)
(5)

+ (1 -,)It-L+m

(6)

+ btm)It-l+m

(7)

Yt+m = (St
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Yt

= value of actual demand at end of period t
a = smoothing constant used for St
St = smoothed value at end of t after adjusting for seasonality
f3 = smoothing constant used to calculate the trend (bt)
bt = smoothed value of trend through period t
I t - L = smoothed seasonal index L periods ago
L = length of the seasonal cycle (e.g., 12 months or 52 weeks)
'Y = smoothing constant, gamma for calculating the seasonal index in period

t

It = smoothed seasonal index at end of period t
m = horizon length of the forecasts of Yt+m

Equation 4 calculates the overall level of the series. St in equation 5 is
the trend-adjusted, deseasonalized level at the end of period t. St is used
in equation 7 to generate forecasts, Yt+m. Equation 5 estimates the trend
by smoothing the difference between the smoothed values St and St-I. This
estimates the period-to-period change (trend) in the level of Yt. Equation 6
illustrates the calculation of the smoothed seasonal index, It. This seasonal
factor is calculated for the next cycle of forecasting and used to forecast values
for one or more seasonal cycles ahead. For choosing a (alpha), f3 (beta), and
'Y (gamma) Minimum Squared Error (MSE) was used as criterion. Different
combinations of alpha, beta, and gamma were tried for modelling sales of
each class and the combination that achieved the lowest RSE was chosen.
After choosing the best alpha, beta, and gamma values, the forecast model
was built for each class using four years of weekly sales data. Using the
model, a weekly sales forecast was done for Jan and Feb of 2001. In order
to forecast daily sales afterwards, the fractional contribution of each day was
multiplied by total forecasted sales of each week. Higher R2 values and the
ability of Winters' model to better define the model are due to the additional
parameter beta utilized for trend smoothing. Although curve fitting is very
good, correlation coefficients between actual and forecasted sales are not as
high. On observing the graphs of actual versus forecasted values for all the
classes, it can be observed that trend (growth or decay) has always been over
estimated and, hence, forecasted values are too high or too low. As in any
multiplicative model, the division by very small numbers or multiplication by
extremely large values is a problem with equation 3 which could have resulted
in overestimation of the trend. Table 3 gives the alpha, beta, gamma, R2 of
the model, and the correlation coefficient between actual and forecasted daily
sales for Jan 3 200l-Feb 27 2001.
4.2

Soft Computing Methods

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Model. Neural networks mimic some
of the parallel processing capabilities of the human brain as models of simple
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and complex forecasting applications. These models are capable of identifying non-linear and interactive relationships and hence can provide good
forecasts. In our research, one of the most versatile ANNs, the feed forward,
back propagation architecture was implemented. The hidden layers are the
regions in which several input combinations from the input layer are fed and
the resulting output is finally fed to the output layer. {Xl" .. .. , X M} is the
training vector and {Zl" .... , Z M} is output vector. The error E of the network is computed as the difference between the actual and the desired output
of the training vectors and is given in equation 8:
(8)

Table 3. Values for a (alpha), f3 (Beta), "I (Gamma), R2, and Correlation Coefficients for Winters' Model

I

Class

AS

BS

AF

BF

CN

DN

a

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.80

0.60

0.50

f3

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

"I

1.00

0.47

0.91

0.72

1.00

0.82

R2

0.923

0.969

0.951

0.685

0.941

0.933

Carr. I

0.903

0.920

0.869

0.667

0.927

0.777

Correlation coefficient between actual and forecasted sales of Jan 3 'OI-Feb 27 '01

where t}f) is the desired output for the training data vector p and s}f) is the
calculated output for the same vector. The update equation for the weights
of individual nodes in the different layers is defined using the first derivative
of the error E as given in equation 9:
w~n) (l) = w~n) (1)

where

L'l

(n)
Wi

+ L'lw~n) (1)

(1) _ _
-

DE

TJ Dw~n) (1)

(9)

ANN consisted of three layers viz. input layer, hidden layer and output layer
with 10, 30 and 1 neuron respectively. 217 weeks sales data was divided into
three parts. First part consisted of 198 weeks, which was used to train the
network. The second part with 10 weeks data was used to test the network for
its performance. The third part with 9 weeks data was used to compare forecasting ability of the network by comparing forecasted data with the actual
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sales data. In order to forecast daily sales afterwards, the fraction contribution of each day was multiplied by total forecasted sales of each week. Table
4 gives the R2 of the model, and correlation coefficient between actual and
forecasted daily sales for Jan 3 200l-Feb 27 2001
Table 4. Values of R2, and Correlation Coefficients for ANN Model
Class

AS

BS

AF

BF

CN

DN

R2

0.963

0.941

0.953

0.906

0.953

0.916

Corr. l

0.878

0.906

0.704

0.793

0.914

0.845

Correlation coefficient between actual and forecasted sales of Jan 3 'OI-Feb 27 '01

R 2 values for all the classes are much higher than those obtained from Seasonal SES, and Winters' Model. High R2 values and the strength of the ANN
model are due to the ability of ANNs to learn non-linear patterns. Although
curve fitting is very good, correlation coefficients between actual and forecasted sales are not that good. This might be due to over learning of the
network. A potential problem when working with noisy data is the so-called
over-fitting. Since ANN models can approximate essentially any function,
they can also over fit all kinds of noise perfectly. Typically, sales data have a
high noise level. The problem is intensified by a number of outliers (exceptionally high or low values). Unfortunately, all three conditions that increase the
risk of over-fitting are fulfilled in our domain and have impacted correlations.

5

Conclusion

Time series analysis seemed to be quite effective in forecasting sales. In all
of the three models, the R2 and the correlation coefficient were significantly
high. The three parameter Winters' model outperformed Seasonal SES in
both explaining variance in the sales data (in terms of R2) and forecasting sales (in terms of correlation coefficient). ANN model performed best in
terms of R2 among three models. But correlations between actual and forecasted sales were not satisfactory. A potential problem when working with
noisy data, a large number of inputs, and small training sets is the so-called
over-fitting. Since big ANN models can approximate essentially any function
they can also over fit all kinds of noise perfectly. Unfortunately, all three
conditions that increase the risk of over-fitting are fulfilled in our domain.
Typically, sales data have a high noise level. The problem is intensified by a
number of outliers (exceptionally high or low values). A multivariate fuzzy
logic based model could model the sales very well, as it would take into account many more influence factors in addition to time. This naturally leads
to the first extension of this work. Extensions of the concept of discovery
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learning are of current interest and are being investigated.
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Abstract. In the paper concept of using industrial databases to discover knowledge about process control is shown. A simplified description of a copper furnace
and its internal processes is presented. A concept of building data warehouse based
on archive data that came from industrial SCADA systems is discussed. Some examples of techniques used for processing very large databases are presented. A concept of knowledge discovery about dynamic industrial processes that are of strong
stochastic nature is shown. Finally, a concept of knowledge-based expert system
designed to help in operation and control of the industrial object is described.

1

Introduction

There are many complex industrial objects monitored by computer systems.
Those systems are called SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. Many of those systems must control hundreds of sensors installed at
the object. A human being - the process operator - must assess results coming from sensors. Results are usually shown on computer screens as so-called
synoptic screens - Fig. 1.

Electrical
furnace

PLC

Workstation

Workstation

Results from
sensors on
synoptic screens

Fig.!. SCADA system

M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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Most decisions concerning operation of such objects must be taken using results obtained from sensors. Many times the decision making requires
watching results from previously finished working periods as well. In such a
complex environment it is easy to miss some symptoms of a bad condition
of the object. Wrong decision or taken too late may cause a malfunction of
the object or degradation of the overall performance of the plant. We believe
that using knowledge-based expert computer system could help in maintaining work of the object. The system should be able to watch all of the sensors
of the object. Present results might be compared with results from previous
working periods and some pieces of advice for personnel could be generated.

2

Simplified description of the object and processes it
carries out

As the object we consider the electrical copper furnace [1,2]. The electric
furnace is one of the elements used in the process of copper production.
Slag containing 15% of copper is loaded into furnace together with other
technological supplements. The main task of the furnace is the so-called slag
reduction. The process has periodical character. Optimal duration of one
period is about 8 hours. Each operation period consists of three characteristic
stages. The first stage (load) starts from loading coke and solidified slag.
During this stage a large amount of electric energy is fed by using high values
of phase current and deep immersion of electrodes in slag in order to cause
turbulent motion of the charge inside the furnace. This stage takes usually 90
minutes. The second stage (reduction) continues until required fraction of
copper in slag is achieved and takes about 300-400 minutes. Electric energy is
dispatched to achieve and hold high temperature inside the furnace - about
1350 - 1400 degrees centigrade. Control chemical analyses and tapings are
made during this stage. The last stage (tapping) starts when slag inside
furnace contains desired percentage of the cooper (about 0,6 %). Its duration
is about 90 minutes.

3

Problem description

The analyzed object and the technology are very complex and energy consuming. The electric furnace is an important subsystem of the factory. It is
also critical for long-term work planning of the complete factory. Disturbances
in work periodicity influence the operation of the complete plant.
Work of the object is maintained by specialized personnel. People that
work there must possess extensive knowledge and experience about process
of slag reduction. Improper decisions concerning operation of the object, or
the ones taken too late, might result in very serious consequences. Moreover,
the object can operate in one of three states: normal work, overload and
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overmelt. Both two last states are very dangerous and disadvantageous for
the furnace. They may lead to fast overmelt, damage or emission of the
poisonous elements to atmosphere, increase process duration, decrease overall
performance, increase consumption of electric energy. Recovering from this
state is a difficult and time-consuming process. Sometimes it is necessary to
conduct a few smelts to achieve stable work of the furnace.
To keep normal state of the process, the personnel must take care about
present and past parameters and indices. The process is very complex and has
dynamic character, with strong stochastic nature that is caused by random
properties of initial load and additives, and also by open-loop control by
human personnel.

4

Attempts to solve the problem

Several attempts were taken to solve the problem of maintaining early mentioned object. An expert system was created, whose knowledge base contained
rules that were acquired from domain experts by means of questionnaires
and interviews [3,4]. Knowledge used in this system was acquired from experts based on their experience. There was a lot of problems with extracting
knowledge from experts. They had different opinions about the same aspects
of work of the object. Results of operation of the expert system were unsatisfactory. Another attempt was to build a software-based energy balance
module. Work of that module was determined by many indices and parameters of the process. A few of that parameters, as some temperatures of the
furnace and percentages of different elements in slag, were impossible to estimate with sufficient quality. It was most likely the cause of unsatisfactory
performance of this module. Furthermore, there were problems with stability
as well. Both shortly described attempts of solving problems with maintaining
object were not good enought to support personnel decisions.

5

Knowledge-based approach to modelling of industrial
processes

Work of many complex industrial object is maintained only by human operators. Operators must decide about work of the object by themselves. They
usually use their own experience and are supported by SCADA systems to
watch parameters of the process. However, there are known some attempts to
support them by knowledge-based systems. Numerous techniques are used.
The so-called 'model-based' approach may be based on mathematical,
physical, or rough input~output model of the considered process. Many examples of practical applications of neural networks, fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy
systems are known [11].
In many cases it is impossible or difficult to find a mathematical model
describing the process. In such a case other approaches might be used like
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regression analysis [5,8], fuzzy sets [10,17]' neural networks [12] and artificial
intelligence, knowledge engineering and other [11,13,6,7,16,9].
Each approach has its limitations and advantages. Using neural networks
to identify models of nonlinear, dynamic processes is popular. However, neural networks are considered as a 'black-box' because knowledge representation cannot be easily understood by human operators. In many cases this is
not acceptable. Although this may be overcome by using fuzzy neural networks that represent knowledge as a set of rules, the disadvantage consists
in number of rules that may increase rapidly with increased number of input
signals and fuzzy sets for each input. Knowledge represented by means of
rules may be also difficult to understand, especially in the case if many rules
are contained in the system.
Rough sets are often used for knowledge discovery on dynamic objects as
well. As an example of a similar system to support work of rotary kiln stoker
by using rough set and decision rules might be used [15,14]. The system may
predict condition of the kiln by watching its present parameters. However,
this object is much simpler than electrical furnace and processes carried out
by the kiln are easier to model.

6

Objective of the research

Work of many complex objects is supported by computer SCADA systems.
Those systems are capable to store acquired data in text files in mass storage
memory. In the most cases those archive data are not used by companies
anymore. Usually those data cannot be used directly because of format of
the files. In order to make them usable to systems other than SCADA ones,
they must be converted and stored in known database format. Special kinds
of databases called data warehouses are used for such purposes.
By applying AI methods to preprocessed data stored in data warehouse
it is possible to find some unknown and potentially useful patterns inside the
data. Those patterns may carry new knowledge about the object.
Our long-term goal is to build an expert system to help in maintaining work of the electrical furnace. Knowledge for such a system is going to
be discovered in archive measurement data coming from SCADA systems.
Archive data require preprocessing, since formats of the original data make
application of data mining and knowledge discovery methods difficult. Therefore, archive data was converted and stored in the data warehouse. Special
software modules were developed to carry out this task.

7

Data warehouse

SCADA systems have the ability to backup its data. Backup files consist of
thousand of files of a few different formats. Those archive data coming from
such a system together with some other files with notes made by the personnel
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will be used as a source of raw data. Formats of those data are non-standard
in most cases. There are a few kinds of files. Some of them contain data
from PLC controllers read out in one-minute interval. Other files have an
event character, i.e. they store data only in the case of occurrence of an event
like alarm, loading od additives and temperature read-outs. There are also
some files processed manually by operators available, which contain valuable
information as duration of subsequent periods of the process that are not
stored by SCADA systems. Some files have text format suitable for printing
them by operators. Monitoring of each process results in a lot of such files. In
order to use all these data it is purposeful to build data warehouse. A s a data
warehouse we understand a database with the ability to store large quantity
of data coming from different sources. The data in the warehouse will be easy
to use because they will be spread out into separated tables stored usually
in one place.
To create the data warehouse all backup files were preprocessed using
special software import modules. Each group of files (of the same format)
has its own import module. Data from files within one group are stored into
one table of the data warehouse. As a platform for the data warehouse the
Microsoft SQL 2000 was used [18].
7.1

Browsing process data

Special programs should be used to browse such a large database. Data warehouse is not equipped with browsing capabilities. In order to conveniently
browse data in the data warehouse, a special application was developed using
Microsoft Access as a platform. The application simplifies browsing process
data in a few ways. Table views, forms, charts and pivot tables are used to
facilitate browsing data in various forms.
7.2

Using large volume of data

Each database containing many records requires special mechanism to process
data. In the client - server environment two approaches are possible. In classic
approach data are stored in the database server and all operations on them are
made by using a special application. To process data the application connects
to the server through ODBC link. Every time when large amount of data must
be processed they must be dispatched by network link to application. This
situation may cause heavy network traffic and lower performance of the whole
operation. Another reason of low performance is ODBC mechanism, which
is not effective enough to transfer large quantities of data.
All database servers have special internal procedures for fast data processing called stored procedures. Their functionality is usually similar to programming languages. Very often JAVA and C languages are used to control data
flow, and SQL to manipulate on data. By now the fastest way to process
even very large quantities of data is only by using stored procedures that
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operate on data in various ways. Complex operations might be performed
by SQL language structures. To enable special access to each record one by
one, cursor mechanism might be used. Some event-based operations may be
carried out using special procedures - triggers.
To operate on data, a client application is responsible only to call proper
procedure on the server by network link. Then all operations are carried out
by the server. No data are sent to the client by the network link. Only status
of the operation is returned. This reduces network traffic and time to access
the data, hence the most efficient data processing in databases is achieved.
However, there are some operations that are difficult to implement in
this way. This includes complex algorithms of dealing with large quantity
of memory or special mathematical operations. In that case some part of
program is running at a workstation and only some part of algorithm is
launched on the database server, as e.g. complex SQL statements.

8

Concept of knowledge discovery process

The reduction of slag in the electric furnace is going to be considered as a dynamic process. During analyzes both the actual and historical parameters are
taken into account. Discovered knowledge should refer to actual and historical data. Building expert system based on this knowledge should be possible.
This system should analyze actual process data together with archival data.
Conclusions obtained by the expert system would support the personnel in
controlling operation of the electric furnace. It is likely that predictions of
the consumption of the electric energy and duration of the cycle might be
calculated, basing on input parameters of the process. Both parameters are
extremely important and have great influence on costs of the copper production. The concept of knowledge discovery consists of the following parts.

8.1

Extraction and transformation of data

Process of extraction and transformation of data to the warehouse is the
very first step. Data from many files must be transferred to corresponding
tables in the data warehouse. The format of data is often very specific for a
corresponding application and must be converted to the database standard.
A special program must be written to import data to every table.

8.2

Data cleaning, filtering, and validating

Data imported from archive files must be cleaned. A particular attention
should be paid to personnel notes whose format might be wrong because of
human mistakes, as e.g. date and time fields must contain proper characters.
Values stored in tables should be validated. To validate such a large volume
of data stored procedures of data warehouse should be used.
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Data decomposition

Process of slag reduction consists of three parts. It is possible to decompose
data assigning them to subsequent parts of the complete process. Duration of
each part of the process entered manually by operators was used for this purpose. Each table includes records with time stamp field. Special procedures
were developed to partition all available data series in all SCADA tables by
parts of the process. Because of large volume of data it is very important to
do that in an automated way by using special mechanisms.
8.4

Quantizing continuous signals

Quantizing will be used to change quants of values of the table fields to their
corresponding labels. Large volume of data in the tables requires to develop
special mechanism to accomplish this part in a fast and convenient way.
Labels and ranges of the quants will be possible to define and change in easy
and flexible way. Special forms will be developed to simplify quantization. To
accelerate labeling tables and field, this mechanism has to be implemented
as stored procedures on the data warehouse server.
8.5

Clustering similar processes, periods and events

Decomposition of realizations of process variables into characteristic, repeating events, which represent operation of the object, makes easier comparing
process data between realizations. Those groups could be used to create a
model to represent them. Models are going to represent one of possible scenarios of the operation of the furnace. Actual process data could be matched
to models in order to predict the object's operation. Predictions made in this
way should help the personnel of the object to take right decisions that satisfy such criteria, as e.g.: proper condition of the furnace, required quality of
product, regular operation of the complete plant and low costs.
Linguistic representation of continuous process parameters. The
control goal of the personnel consists in dispatching equal amount of energy
to each electrode, which is obtained by controlling voltage (common for all
electrodes) and immersion of individual electrodes. Both these controls affect
current in each electrode. However, individual currents depend also from
condition inside the furnace, as condition of individual electrodes, amount of
slag inside furnace etc. Therefore, currents in electrodes may be asymmetric
in many periods of operating time - see Fig. 2.
It is very difficult to group and classify such events like that from electrodes. The current has dynamic character, changes during the process and
depends on often unknown conditions. We decided to use other quantity to
classify events from electrodes - the overall power consumption whose course
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Fig.2. Current in the electrodes (upper) and overall power consumption course
(lower)

is easier to classify. We propose a linguistic event description for electrode
control events. Our method consists in describing power events series by fuzzy
descriptions. We want to describe character of changes of power consumption
or other measurement as well. An example of classification of two different
realizations of the process is shown in Fig. 2 where power consumption is
presented. First one is quite stabilized during its duration. In the second
realization four parts may be detected. Each part is assigned its linguistic
description. This description is represented by the following generalized dynamic linguistic statement:

([object, J [attribute, J type, level, duration, symmetrYJ)f _currents)

(1)

where:
type describes kind of event and may take values: rapid_decrease, slow_decrease,
stabilisation, slow_increase, rapid_increase;
level represents level of power at the beginning of the analyzed part taking
values from low, medium, and high;
duration may be expressed as short, middle, long;
symmetry_of _currents is an important feature of the part that carries information about the process, and may be expressed as symmetry,
smalLasymmetry, asymmetry.
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Fig. 2 shows an example of event classification. To generate such descriptions a program was developed using Borland Delphi with access to data
warehouse. The events in each realizations are described using the statement
(1). Membership functions for each attribute are stored in the database and
may be optimized with respect to some defined quality of classification.
Measure of similarity of process realizations. To compare two linguistic
event descriptions a special measure of similarity is defined. Two realizations
are analyzed taking into account consecutive events. If numbers of events
in realizations are different, special dummy events are introduced into the
shorter description. Single events are compared using fuzzy similarity relations [10] 7rt, 7r1, trd defined for type, level, and duration, respectively. For two
individual corresponding events elk, e2k where k = 1, ... , K and K is the
number of events after equaling lengths of both linguistic descriptions, the
similarity measure is defined as:

where Wt, WI, Wd are corresponding weights for similarities 7r t, 7r1, 7rd. Finally,
similarity of two processes is calculated by combining values 7r[k].
At this stage of research we do not take advantage of the last linguistic
component symmetry_oj_currents of the statement (1) that will be used
later.

9

Expert system

Data warehouse will be used to collect data coming from SCADA files as live
process data. This approach simplifies connection to live data. The expert
system will access data about the actual process from the data warehouse.
The expert system will use its knowledge base to forecast a scenario of the
successive operation of the object and recommended controls. Conclusions
and advices for personnel will be generated. Personnel will watch them on
their computers together with SCADA results. This should help them in
better control of the process. Some symptoms difficult to observe will be
possible to track by such a system easier and faster then before, too.

10

Conclusions

In the paper the concept of using industrial measurement data of electrical
furnace to build knowledge-based expert system was presented. The process of
transformation of sets of raw data into a data warehouse together with some
techniques of processing large databases was shown. A concept of knowledge
discovery process was outlined. Stages of creation of an expert system for
aiding personnel in taking decisions on operation of the electric arc furnace
were presented as well.
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Acquisition of Vehicle Control Algorithms
Shang Fulian and Wojciech Ziarko
Department of Computer Science, University of Regina, Regina, SK, S4S OA2
Canada

Abstract. In this paper, we present a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) dataacquired controller using system of hierarchical decision tables for a simulated vehicle driving control problem. The simulator incorporates dynamic mathematical
model of a vehicle driving on a track. Sensor readings and expert driver control actions are accumulated to derive the vehicle control model. Sensor readings include
random error to reflect realistic data acquisition conditions. The methodology of
rough sets is being used to process the data and to automatically derive the control algorithm. In the experiments, the automated vehicle control algorithms derived from different driving patterns and with substantial sensor error consistently
demonstrated astonishing robustness in their ability to properly drive the vehicle.

1

Introduction

The derivation of control algorithms from operation data has been of interest
since early days of AI-related research. The objective was to substitute the
complex mathematical modelling steps, which are often impossible to accomplish, with automated generation of control algorithm from operation data
acquired through sampling actual operation processes conducted by an experienced human operator or operators. This empirical approach is primarily
motivated by the lack of mathematical models of complex non-linear systems
and the observed ability of human operators to learn, after some training, to
effectively control such systems. In particular, known working examples of
trainable control systems developed within the framework of rough set theory include experimental applications such as cement kiln production control
[10], balancing inverted pendulum [7], and others [11],[12],[13],[14], [16]' [17].
One of the major challenges in automated control systems design is the
development of a vehicle control algorithm to substitute for a human driver.
The problem is very complex in general due to large number of factors affecting the driver's control decisions during normal driving process. Many of the
factors, such as visual or audio inputs are not easy to measure and interpret.
However, for some special applications, the number of control inputs can be
reduced to just a few to provide sufficient quality control of a moving vehicle.
In those applications, the control information is obtained, for example, by
reading predefined signals beamed by properly located transponders or by
taking frequent measurements of vehicle speed and position relative to the
track boundary. Possible applications of these simplified controllers may inM. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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clude, for example, automated trucks following a specially prepared route or
automated farming tractors following a particular work pattern on a field.
In this article, we report our experiences with automated controller of a
moving vehicle simulator. The simulator incorporates dynamic characteristics
of a real car in the form of a mathematical model. The model car can be
controlled by a software-simulated "expert driver" robot, or by any other
controller implemented externally. To implement a new controller for the
car, the simulator provides a number of sensor inputs which can be sampled
with high frequency. In addition, the expert driver can provide information
as to what control actions it would take in different car states. The control
actions involve setting the car speed and the steering wheel angle. Improper
control actions may cause a "crash" resulting in the car getting out of the
track.
The objective of our experiments was to investigate the feasibility of applying decision tables [2], [5] acquired from car runs' training data to produce
a working controller, referred to as rough controller, for the car. The methodology based on constructing a linear hierarchy of decision tables was applied
[15]. In the process of passing from data to decision tables, the algorithms of
rough set model were adapted (see, for example, [2], [6]' [4], [9]).
In what follows, the basics of the design of the simulator are presented
first. Then we talk about the simulation process and data acquisition from
the simulated runs. This is followed by the introduction of the mathematical
fundamentals of the rough set approach to the derivation of the linear hierarchy of control decision tables. In this part, we present the decision table
hierarchy generation algorithm referred to as HDTL. We conclude with the
discussion of experimental car runs controlled by the decision tables.

2

The Vehicle Model

In order to simulate a quasi-realistic car driving environment, we used a preexisting racing car simulator RARS (Robot Auto Racing Simulator) [18].
The simulator adopts a simplified yet still powerful physical model of a car
driving on a track. Traction force and skidding, etc. are implemented in the
simulator. In addition, it is possible to expand the simulator by providing a
control software for it or to introduce a random error to sensor readings to
better simulate real driving scenarios.
In figure 1 the basic elements of the car model in two dimensional space
are presented. In addition, the following variables and relations among them
are used:
L = V + W, where V is a car's velocity vector, W is a velocity vector of tire
bottom surface relative to the car and L is a slip vector or velocity of tire
bottom relative to the track surface;
L = V - vc * P, where vc is a desired velocity of the car and P is a car's
pointing vector, a unit vector in the direction of the car;
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Fig. 1. Moving Vehicle Model

Lt

=V-

VC*

cos(a), where Lt is an x-component of L and a is the front tire

angle;

Ln = -vc * sin(a), where Ln is an y-component of L;
F = -u(l) *
where F is a force vector pushing the car in the direction
opposite to L, l is the scalar value of Land u(l) is a friction function given
by: u( l) = F M AX * K~l with F M AX and K being constant values;
Ft = - f * ~t , where Ft is an x-component of F and f is a scalar value of F;
Fn = - f * Lt, where Fn is an y-component of F;
pwr = vc * (Ft * cos(a) + Fn * sin(a)), where pwr is the car engine power;
There are several additional assumptions incorporated in the simplified
physical model such as: no air-drag is considered, no road surface condition
is taken into account with respect to friction, no gear changing is assumed,
controller only outputs a and vc and no maximum torque is assumed.

f,

3

Simulation Process

In principle, the simulator can run several cars. There are several state variables for each car in the simulator to represent the current status of each car,
such as speed, direction and position on the track. At each tick of the clock,
the simulator generates a situation vector of state variables for each car. The
simulator then calls a car controller function using the current state vector.
The car expert controller (robot) decides how to control the car for the next
step and returns control decisions to the simulator. The simulator verifies
the control decisions with the physical model and decides if it is necessary
to modify the control decision speed or direction subject to the limits of the
physical model. Finally the simulator calls the OpenGL graphics engine to
render the racing process for each step.
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Fig. 2. Moving Vehicle State Variables

4

Acquisition of Thaining Data

Training samples were acquired during a training simulation process. We
run the car by the "robot" driver on a predefined track. During this data
acquisition process, several state variables were sampled with high frequency
(see figure 2).
There are altogether eight such variables, divided into two groups: the
condition variables and decision variables. The condition variables represent
input information to be used in the development of the rough controller, such
as the current position of the car. The following condition variables have been
used:
toJJt to mean the distance of car to the left wall of the track;
to_end to denote the distance to the end of the straight or curve;
cur _Tad to represent the radius of the inner edge of the track;
nex]ad representing the radius of the next segment;
v for the current speed of the car;
vn for the current speed of the car relative to the edge of the track;
The decision variables represent the control actions taken by the robot
while driving the car. They are respectively: the front tire angle a and the tire
speed vc. From each sample run, we collected about 15000 training samples,
each being a snapshot of these eight variables. We used a predefined training
data acquisition protocol that would not only record the working data of the
robot, but would also get some extra information from the robot as to what
to do in slightly different states than the current state the vehicle is in.

5

Derivation of Control Algorithm from Data

The process of deriving control algorithm from data consists of several major
stages. In this process, we were trying to construct a linear hierarchy of
decision tables. To acquire the decision tables, the original sensor readings
data have to be discretized and subjected to rough set theory-based analysis
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and optimization. In this section, we comment in more detail about these
major stages of control algorithm derivation.

5.1

Data Discretization

According to rough set methodology, prior to forming decision tables, both
the condition and the decision variables need to be discretized into relatively
few ranges to reduce the number of possible combinations and to increase the
coverage of the space of observations.
A well known problem associated with the discretization of decision variables is the stability of the resulting controller. Generally, it is difficult to
predict if the resulting decision table-based controller is stable or not, given
a robot controller data to derive decision tables from. To deal with this problem, we intentionally made the original robot controller output less precise
than it really was by mapping it into a few discrete levels. The experimental results indicated that the simulated vehicle has some tolerance to control
errors. As a result, the wheel angle a was ground down into 32 levels, representing -1 to 1 radius and the speed vc was cut down to 13 levels, representing 20 - 150 feet/sec. speed range. With this discretization, experiments had
shown that the robot controller is still stable, although the control process is
noticeably not as smooth as with the original robot controller.
We discretized the condition variables by adopting a simple binary split
approach. In this approach, each variable's range was split into two approximately even sub-ranges, resulting in a new, binary-valued representation in
the decision table. When constructing the hierarchy of decision tables, each
table in the hierarchy was derived using progressively finer discretization than
its parent by doubling the number of discrete levels. Typically, the highest
number of discrete levels required to discretize condition variables in our
experiments was 16.

5.2

Decision Tables Acquired from Data

In this subsection, we briefly summarize the relevant aspects of the rough
set model [2] as they relate to the acquisition of multi-valued decision tables
from data for control applications.
Let U be a finite set of objects called a universe. The universe normally
is a set of objects about which observations are acquired by sampling sensor
readings or by some other means. The observations are expressed through
values of a finite set of functions CuD on U, referred to as attributes.
The functions belonging to the set C are called condition attributes, whereas
functions in D are referred to as decision attributes. In more detail, each
attribute a belonging to CuD is a mapping a : U ---> Va, where Va is a finite
set of values called the domain of the attribute a. In the context of the control
application, condition attributes are functions obtained by discretizing values
of condition variables and the decision attribute is a function obtained by
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Table 1. Partial Decision Table

discretizing values of one of the decision variables (in our application, different
decision variables are treated independently).
The set of condition attributes C defines a mapping denoted as
C : U --'> C(U) S;; 0 aEC Va, where 0 denotes Cartesian product operator of all
attribute domains of attributes in C. Similarly, the set of decision attributes
D corresponds to a mapping D : U --'> D(U) S;; 0 aED Va and both condition
and decision attributes jointly define a mapping denoted as
CuD : U --'> C u D(U) S;; 0 aECUD Va . For each combination of condition
attribute values x E C(U), the set Ex = C-1(x) = {e E U : C(e) = x}
is called the an elementary set. In other words, each elementary set is a
collection of objects with identical values of the attributes belonging to the set
C. The collection of all elementary sets forms a partition Rc = {ExLEC(u)
of the universe U. In practice, the partition Rc is a representation of the
limits of our ability to distinguish individual objects of the universe. The
pair A = (U, Rc) is called an approximation space.
Similar to condition attributes, the decision attributes also define a partition of U. This partition consists of a collection of decision classes RD =
{Px } xED(U) corresponding to different combinations of values of the decision
attributes in D, that is: P x = D-1(x) = {e E U: D(e) = x}.
We define a decision table as a relation DTc,D(U) S;; 0aECUDVa between combinations of values of condition and decision attributes such that
DTc,D(U) = C u D(U). Since any decision table with multiple decision attributes can be decomposed into several tables with singular decision attribute, in the rest of the paper we will assume that D contains only one
attribute d, that is D = {d}. An example of partial decision table acquired
from the vehicle simulator data with a single decision attribute vc is shown
in table 1 .
Our interest here is in the analysis of the relation between condition attributes and decision attributes in decision tables. We would like to find out
whether this relation is functional, or if not, which part of it is not functional.
The positive region POSC,D(U) of the partition RD in the approximation
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space Pi,. is introduced as POSC,D(U) = U{E E Rc : 3F E RD(E ~ F)}.
The decision table corresponding to the positive region DTc,D(POSC,D(U)),
called positive region decision table, will be denoted as DT;j D(U), This decision table is deterministic as it represents the functional pa~t of the decision
table DTc,D(U). The complement of the positive region, BNDc,D(U) =
U - POSC,D (U) is called the the boundary region of the partition RD in the
approximation space A.
The positive region of the partition RD is a union of those elementary
sets which are entirely included in one of the blocks of the partition RD defined by the decision attributes. All other blocks are in the boundary region
BN DC,D(U), In terms of decision tables, the positive region of the classification represented by the values of the decision attribute can be identified by a
union of all those elementary sets whose attribute value combinations in the
decision table are associated with a single value of a decision attribute only.
This gives a simple method of identifying both the boundary and the positive
regions, or functional and non-functional parts of the relation respectively,
by finding" inconsistent" rows in the decision table.
One more aspect, which is not discussed here due to space limitations,
is the optimization of decision tables. It is possible to eliminate redundant
columns from the table by employing the rough set theory concept of attribute reduct (see, for example [2], [3]). This kind of optimization is being
done during derivation of control tables from data for the rough controller
described here.

5.3

Linear Hierarchy of Decision Tables

In the process of deriving control algorithm for vehicle control problem, we
were aiming, for obvious reasons, at producing an uncertainty-free controller
in which every individual decision would be taken with full certainty. Translating this requirement into decision tables would mean that every decision
table used for control would have to be boundary area free. Although it is
possible, in theory, to discretize the condition variables fine enough to ensure
boundary-free classification, that would lead to excessive number of possible attribute combinations leading to relatively narrow domain coverage. In
practice, that would translate into many situations in which there would be
no matching attribute-value pattern in the decision table. Another approach,
which was originally proposed in [15]' suggests building a linear hierarchy of
linked decision tables. In the hierarchy, the top table would be build based
on the original condition attributes and the universe U, while all other tables would be derived from their parent tables by considering the parent's
boundary as the universe for the current level and redefining attributes.
To present the details of the algorithm, referred to as HDTL algorithm,
let U', G', D' denote initial universe (input data), initial condition attributes
and initial decision attributes on U', respectively. In addition, let U, G, D
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be variables representing current universe (current data set), condition and
decision attributes on U, respectively.
Algorithm HDTL
Initialization:
1. U r - U', G r - G', Dr- D';
2. Compute POSC,D(U);
Iteration:
3. repeat

{
4. while (POSC,D(U)

= 0)

{
5.
6.

G r - new (G, U); define new condition attributes
Compute POSC,D(U);

}
7. Output DT;!; D(U); output positive region decision table
8. if (POSC,D(U) = U) then exit.
9.

U r - U - POSC,D(U);

10. G r - new (G, U); define new condition attributes
11. D r - Diu; modify decision attributes
12. Compute POSC,D(U);

}
The algorithm HDTL produces a series of decision tables, creating after
each pass a positive region decision table obtained from the current universe
corresponding to prior level boundary region. The tables are subsequently
linked into a hierarchical structure allowing for rapid determination of a value
of the decision attribute in a new case by passing from top level table down
to the table in which a matching combination of condition attributes in the
positive region is found.
The algorithm starts with initial data set and initial definitions of condition and decision attributes obtained after discretization (line 1) and computation of initial positive region (line 2). During each pass through the iterative
block, the current set of condition attributes is eventually refined, for example by increasing discretization precision, or redefined until positive region is
non-empty (lines 4-6). Following that stage, the positive region decision table
is output and the current boundary region becomes a new universe (lines 7,
8). The condition attributes are defined again (line 10) and the definition
of the decision attributes is changed by restricting them to current universe
(line 11). The process continues until current universe is boundary-free, that
is until all original input cases are uniquely classified into one of the decision
classes.
The algorithm, in general, may not be able to produce a deterministic classifier, for example if the decision attribute is not deterministically definable
in terms of values of original condition variables, that is condition variables
prior to discretization. In our application, the original operation control data
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were all numeric and were always verified prior to running HDTL process
to make sure that the the decision attribute, that is after discretization of
the original decision variable, is functionally dependent on original condition
variables.

6

Experiments

Training samples were acquired during numerous training simulated runs. We
run the car by a robot controller on a certain track and recorded the simulation process. We used a training protocol that not only recorded the working
data of the robot controller, but also asked the robot controller what to do
slightly different situations than the current situation. During data acquisition process, we applied an error compensation technique by forcing the robot
controller to see the condition variables through the same discrete ranges as
the rough controller and to act on discrete values for decision variables as the
rough controller would do. One of the reasons for doing this was to reduce
random errors cause by the discretization. The other reason was to eliminate the problem of inconsistent decisions for a given discretization method.
Random noise was introduced to condition variables and decision variables
in our experiments to simulate sensors measurement errors. We were able to
introduce up to 10 % of evenly distributed noise while while maintaining the
stability of the rough controller. The rough controller was able to complete
the whole track in 100 % of test runs when sensor errors stayed within 10 %
limit. In general, the performance of the rough controller exceeded our expectations. In some instances, it succeeded in properly driving the car with
sensor errors reaching 40 %. The rough controller can run on different tracks
if it is trained to do so and if the discretization of condition variables is
adjusted to suit each track.

7

Concluding Remarks

The approach adapted in our simulated vehicle control experiments can be
used to capture the underlining physical models of complex control problems
or natural processes where the physical nature of the process is too complex to
map it into mathematical equations. It appears that the hierarchical decision
table method, as summarized in the HDTL algorithm, provides a practical
way of capturing process model from a large number of sampled data.
We are planning to continue our work towards acquisition of control algorithms from expert operator control data. The next step in this direction
is going to be the inclusion of obstacles and other vehicles on the the track.
Another extension to investigate is making control decisions with uncertain
input information. The application of the variable precision rough set model
extension (see, for example [4], [6], [13]' [1]) in this context will be researched.
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Abstract New definition of the fuzzy counterpart of real number is presented. An
extra feature, called the orientation of the membership curve is introduced. It leads
to a novel concept of an ordered fuzzy number, represented by the ordered pair of
real continuous functions. Four algebraic operations on ordered fuzzy numbers are
defined; they enable to avoid some drawbacks of the classical approach.
Keywords: fuzzy numbers, quasi-convexity, orientation, algebraic operations

1

Introduction

In 1978 in their fundamental paper on operations on fuzzy numbers Dubois
and Prade [3] proposed a restricted class of membership functions, called
(L, R)-numbers. The essence of their representation is that the membership
function is of a particular form that is generated by two so-called shape (or
spread) functions: Land R. In this context (L, R)-numbers became quite
popular, because of their good interpretability and relatively easy handling
for simple operation, i.e. for the fuzzy addition. However, if one wants to stay
within this representation while following the extension principle, approximations of fuzzy functions and operations are needed. They may lead to large
computational errors that cannot be further controlled when applying them
repeatedly, which was stated in several places, e.g. [14,15].
On the other hand operations on the so-called convex fuzzy numbers
(compare [2,3,4,14]) following the Zadeh's extension principle, are similar to
the interval analysis. The operations on intervals have several inconsistencies, which then appeared in the fuzzy calculation on convex fuzzy numbers.
Moreover, if one wants to stay within this class further drawbacks appear.
It turns that, for a fuzzy number A, the difference A - A is usually a fuzzy
zero, not the crisp zero. Furthermore, even for two fuzzy numbers A and B
with simple triangular membership functions, the equation A + X = B may
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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be not solvable with respect to X. Consequently, if the fuzzy number C is
the result of the addition A + B, then in general the difference C - B is not
equal to the fuzzy number A.
The goal of our paper is to overcome the drawbacks by constructing a
revised definition of the fuzzy number enlarged by new elements. The new
concepts make possible a simple utilizing the fuzzy arithmetic by constructing
an Abelian group of fuzzy numbers. The other aim of the paper is to lay down
foundations for the full set of four operations on fuzzy numbers in a way that
makes of them a field of numbers with properties similar to those of the
field of (crisp) real numbers. The convex fuzzy numbers become a subset
of of the new model, called the field of ordered fuzzy numbers. That subset,
however, is not closed even under arithmetic operation. At the present state of
development only arithmetic operations are algorithmized and implemented
in the Delphi environment. In the further paper the next step will be done.

2

Fuzzy number as a relation in the plane

Doing the present development, we would like to refer to one of the very first
representations of a fuzzy set defined on a universe X (the real axis IR, say) of
discourse, i.e. on the set of all feasible numerical values (observations, say) of a
fuzzy concept (say: variable or physical measurement). In that representation
(cf. [4,16]) a fuzzy set (read here: a fuzzy number) A is defined as a set of
ordered pairs {(x,J.i,x)}, where x E X and J.i,x E [0,1] has been called the
grade (or level) of membership of x in A. At that stage, no other assumptions
concerning J.i,x have been made. Later on, one assumed that J.i,x is (or must be)
a function of x. However, originally, A was just a relation in a product space
X x [0, 1]. We know that not every relation must be a functional one. It is
just a commonly adopted point of view, that such a kind of relation between
J.i,x and x should exist, which leads to a membership function J.i,A : X -+ [0, 1]
with J.i,x = J.i,A(X). In our opinion such a point of view may be too restrictive
and here most of the above and further quoted problems have their origin.
We summarize this in the form of the following primitive representations of
a fuzzy number:

A = {(x, y) E IR x [0,1] : y = J.i,A(X), where J.i,A membership function}

(1)

or
A = {(x, y)

E

IR x [0,1] : y membership level of x } .

(2)

In our previous paper [9], we claimed that an extra feature of fuzzy number
should be added in order to distinguish between two kinds of fuzzy numbers:
mirror images of positive numbers A E FN+ (the subset of fuzzy numbers
F N corresponding to (quasi)convex membership functions supported within
IR+ - the positive real axis) and negative numbers B E :FN- defined directly
on IR-. To solve this problem we have introduced in [9,10] the concept of the
orientation of the membership curve of A.
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A number of attempts to introduce non-standard operations on fuzzy
numbers have been made [1,2,5,13,14]. It was noticed that in order to construct suitable operations on fuzzy numbers a kind of invertibility of their
membership functions is required. In this way the L - P was proposed as
well as the more general approach to fuzzy numbers regarded as fuzzy sets
[16] defined over the real axis , that fulfill some conditions, e.g. they are normal, compactly supported and in some sense convex (cf. [2,3,4,14]). In [7,11]
the idea of modeling fuzzy numbers by means of quasi-convex functions (cf.
[12]) is discussed. There the membership functions of fuzzy numbers were
searched in the class of quasi-convex functions . Namely, if Xr is a characteristic function of the one-element set {r} with r E IR , then we have specified
two types of fuzzy numbers A = (IR, /-LA):
• crisp, where /-LA = Xr , r E IR .
• genuinely fuzzy, where
(1) /-LA is normal, i.e. 1 E /-LA(IR) ,
(2) the support of /-LA is an interval (IA,PA) , IA,PA E IR,
(3) -/-LA is strictly quasi-convex.
Then due to the fundamental theorem for strictly quasi-convex functions
(Martos, 1975) we could formulate the following property:
Proposition 1. Let genuinely fuzzy A = (IR, /-LA) be given. Then there exist
lA' 1~ E (lA,PA) = suppA such that /-LA is increasing on (lA, 1:4), decreasing
on (1 ~, PA) , and constantly equal to 1 on [1 A' 1 ~].
Thanks to this property, which is a kind of convexity assumption, made by
other authors, we have got a quasi-invertibility of the membership function
/-LA. The quasi-invertibility has enabled to state quite an efficient calculus on
fuzzy reals , similar to the interval calculus. However, some unpleasant situations could occur (cf. Fig. 1). Even starting from the most popular trapezoidal
membership functions, algebraic operations could lead outside this family, towards such generalized quasi-convex objects.

C= B-A

Figurel. Subtraction of genuinely fuzzy numbers with help of the interval calculus.
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Our more general definition overcame the main drawback of other approaches, namely that the difference A - A is usually a fuzzy zero - not the
crisp zero. Moreover, it seems to provide a solution the problem of finding
a solution of the equation A + X = C. In our previous papers [8,9] we have
already tried to answer these questions in terms of the so-called improper
parts of fuzzy numbers (cf. the object C on Fig. 1). Namely, given "proper"
fuzzy numbers A and C, we can always specify possibly "improper" X such
that A + X = C. Moreover, as shown in the foregoing sections, we can do it
in a very easy (one could say: obvious) way, much clearer and efficient than
in case of other approaches.
Here we should mention that Klir was the first, who in [5] has revised fuzzy
arithmetic to take relevant requisite constraint (the equality constraint, exactly) into account and obtained A - A = 0 as well as the existence of inverse
fuzzy numbers for the arithmetic operations. Some partial results of the similar importance were obtained by Sanchez in [13] by introducing an extended
operation of a very complex structure. Our approach, however, is much simpler from mathematical point of view, since it does not use the extension
principle but refers to the functional representation of fuzzy numbers in a
more direct way.

3

Ordered fuzzy numbers

In [11] the idea of treating fuzzy numbers as pairs of functions defined on
interval (0,1] has occurred. Those two functions, introduced with the help
of a-sections, played the role of generalized inverses of monotonic parts of
fuzzy membership functions. We were following this idea by providing in our
previous paper [8] much clearer, a novel interpretation of fuzzy numbers.
Namely, considering a continuous function J-lA with its support on the
interval [a, b], where a ~ b, J-lA(a) = J-lA(b) = we have added in 1R2 the
segment [a, b] x {o} to the plot of J-lA, then the resulting set

°

CA = {(x,y) E 1R2: y = J-lA(X),X E [a,b]} U [a,b] x {o}

(3)

became a plane closed curve. Such a curve can possess two orientations: positive and negative. To have a common approach to any crisp (singleton) fuzzy
number r E IR, given by a characteristic function Xr of the one-element set
{r}, and to genuinely (i.e. non-singleton) fuzzy numbers, in terms of closed
curves, we have added the interval [0,1] x r to the graphical representation
of a crisp number Xr Then the crisp number r was represented by the degenerated closed curve being that interval. Then we have introduced the first
generalization of the convex fuzzy numbers, namely an oriented fuzzy number
as a triple A = (1R,J-lA, SA), where J-lA : IR ---) [0,1] can represent either crisp
or genuinely fuzzy number (cf. Proposition 1), and SA E {-I, 0,1} denotes
orientation of A.
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We have distinguished two types of oriented fuzzy numbers. For a crisp number A we have SA = 0, while for a genuinely fuzzy one A, there is SA = 1 or
SA = -1, depending on the orientation of curve CA. The notion of a fuzzy
number can be redefined in terms of tuple A = (CA, SA). Consider closed
curve CA ~ 1R2 written as

where up A, down A ~ 1R2 are the plots of some monotonic functions. Abbreviations up and down do not correspond to the fact whether a given function
is increasing or decreasing but to the orientation of CA. They simply label
the ascending and descending parts of the oriented curve. We call such interpreted subsets CA ~ 1R2 membership curves of oriented fuzzy numbers.
What is important in this new representation of a fuzzy number is the
fact that the curve does not need to be (a part of) a graph of any function
defined on real axis. Moreover, having the concept of the orientation introduced we can look once more on the representation of a fuzzy set (number)
from Introduction (cf. (1), (2) and equipped with an extra feature:

A

= {{(x,y)

E IR x

[0,1] : y membership level of x} U {orientation}}. (5)

Due to (1) and (5) we may now redefine the oriented fuzzy number, identified
by its membership curve as a continuous function fA: IR -+ IR x [0, 1] with
some properties and an interval [to, tl] such that

A

= {(x, y)

E IR x [0,1] : :Jt E [to, it](x, y)

= f(t)}

~ 1R2.

The function f has been called in [10] the fuzzy observation. Due to the
main properties of quasi-convex real valued functions (cf. [12]) we may formulate the required properties of the function f.
Proposition 2. Let f : IR
the following properties:

-+

IR x [0,1] and f(t)

= (xf(t), f.-Lf(t)). It satisfies

1. f.-Lf(t) = 1 for some t E IR
2. {t E IR : f.-Lf(t) > o} = (to, tl), for some to, tl E IR
3. -f.-Lf : IR -+ [-1,0] is strictly quasi-convex
if and only if there exist t-, t+ E (to, tl) such that f.-Lf is equal to 1 on (t-, t+),
increasing on (to,t-), and decreasing on (t+,tl).
Proposition 3. Let f : IR
following properties:

-+

IR x [0,1] and f(t)

= (xf(t), f.-Lf(t)). It has the

1. f.-Lf(t) = 1 for some t E IR
2. {t E IR : f.-Lf(t) > o} = (to, it), for some to, it E IR
3. -f.-Lf : IR -+ [-1,0] is strictly quasi-convex
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if and only if there exist continuous functions p,j, p,J : [0, 1] ~ IR such that:
f(to)

= (p,j(O), 0), f(C) = (p,j(I), 1), f(h) = (p,J(O), 0), f(t+) = (p,J(I), 1)

(6)

and:
YtE(to ,t-)3!

YE(O ,l)f(t)

= (p,j(y), y)

We introduce the up part of fA and down part of fA and their projections
on IR as a pair (p,1, p,~), where p,1, p,~ : [0, 1] ~ IR are continuous functions
(cf. Fig.2).

B

A

Figure2. Up-part and down-part of two fuzzy numbers.

Membership curves provide graphical representation of ordered fuzzy numbers as well. Functions p, and p,~ correspond to up A, down A ~ 1R2 as
follows:

1

up A

=

{(p,1(y), y) : y

E

[0, I]}

down A = {(p,~(y),y): y E [0, I]}

(8)

Now we can introduce the new definition of fuzzy number.

Definition 1. By ordered fuzzy real we mean an ordered pair A = (p,1, p,1),
where p, p,1 : [0, 1] ~ IR are continuous functions. We call the corresponding (due to Propositions 1 and 2) function f : IR ~ IR x [0,1] a
fuzzy A-observation, denoted by fA = (XA, P,A), where XA : IR ~ IR and
P,A : IR ~ [0,1].

1,

One can see that by defining XA : IR ~ IR as XA(t) = t or XA(t) = -t we
obtain the notion of the genuinely fuzzy number. Functions (p,1, p,~) correspond then to inverses of monotonic parts of P,A, if P,A is the membership
function of convex (or quasi-convex) function.
As an example, let us consider Figure 3, which illustrates intuition of
defining the reverse of ordered (oriented) fuzzy real. According to the idea
mentioned above such a reverse should obtain an opposite orientation. By
performing operation of addition on the pairs of ascending and descending
parts of A and -A, we are then able to obtain crisp zero.
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Figure3. Addition of reverse ordered fuzzy numbers.

4

Algebraic operations on ordered fuzzy numbers

Let us formulate operations of addition and subtraction on ordered fuzzy
numbers. The following definition coincides with that presented for oriented
fuzzy numbers in [8] and [9]. It is also related to the idea of adding and
subtracting fuzzy numbers by means of inverses of their monotonic parts [11] .
However, characteristics of the ordered fuzzy number enables much clearer
definition.
Definition 2. Let three ordered fuzzy numbers A
and C = (f.L~, f.L~) , be given. We say that:

= (f.L1, f.L~), B = (f.L1 , f.Lk)

1. C is the sum of A and B, denoted by C = A + B, iff

2. C is the subtraction of B from A, denoted by C = A - B, iff

3. C is the product of A times B , denoted by C = A· B, iff

4. Assume additionally that

(12)
Then we say that C is division of A by B , denoted by C

= AlB , iff
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If XA(t)
Inverses

= -t, then p,~ and p,~ are invertible functions of variable x.
(14)

form decreasing and increasing parts of membership function P,A, respectively.
The result of addition of numbers A and B, where XA(t) = XB(t) = -t, is
defined exactly as in case of convex fuzzy numbers, for which the interval
arithmetic is used (d. [2,7]). Such numbers obtain positive orientation, which
is also the case of their sum.
Subtraction of A from A is the same operation as addition to A its reverse,
i.e. the number -A = (-p,~, -p,~). Then we get C = (p,b, p,~), where
p,b (y)

= p, ~ (y) - p, ~ (y) =

°

p,~(y) = p,~(y) - p,~(y) =

°

(15)

Since the crisp number r E IR (in other words - characteristic function Xr)
can be represented by the ordered pair (P,J, p,;), where

(16)
the result of such operation is just the crisp number r

CoMB

A

A

= 0, like in Figure 3.

B

Figure4. Addition of ordered fuzzy numbers with opposite orientation.

Addition of oppositely oriented fuzzy numbers is an ordered fuzzy real, but
may not be a genuinely (classical) fuzzy number. In general, one can expect
the results not necessarily interpretable in terms of classical approach but still
valuable as representing some fuzzy membership information, like in Figure
4. Obviously, this is not a problem at the level of ordered fuzzy numbers,
where orientation of the membership curve just illustrates the position of p,b
with respect to p,~.
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It is obvious that the set of ordered fuzzy numbers equipped with two
arithmetic operations: addition and subtraction form an Abelian group. Even
more, if crisp numbers, represented by characteristic functions of one-element
sets, are regarded as a field with the well-defined operations between pairs
crisp and fuzzy numbers (compare eqs (13)-(17) in [8]) then the set of ordered
fuzzy numbers is a linear space.
As far as two other algebraic operations are concerned, we can see that
division by fuzzy numbers is restricted to those which do not possess in their
membership curves pairs of the form (0, y) with y i- o. It is obvious, because
1 cannot be the result of the product of 0 times finite number. In Fig. 5
product of two ordered triangular numbers is presented.

I•
Figure5. Product of two ordered fuzzy numbers.

5

Conclusions

We introduced the notion of an ordered fuzzy real and explained its correspondence with fuzzy numbers defined by quasi-convex membership functions, as
well as with oriented fuzzy numbers known from our previous research. We
stated definitions of operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division on ordered fuzzy numbers and provided some examples of their results. In this way we have constructed a field of ordered fuzzy numbers as well
as a linear space. In the nearest future we are going to extend this framework
to functions of fuzzy variables.
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Dual Resolution for Logical Reduction of
Granular Tables
Antoni Lig!(za
Institute of Automatics AGH, al. Mickiewicza 30, 30-059 Krak6w, Poland
e-mail: ligeza~agh.edu.pl
Abstract. Dual resolution is a universal logical inference method for automated
theorem proving. Contrary to classical Robinson's resolution it operates on formulae of conjunctive form and the direction of logical consequence is inverse with
respect to resolvent generation. This method is convenient especially for proving
completeness and formulae reduction. In the paper it is shown how to use dual
resolution to reduce attributive decision tables preserving logical equivalence. As
atomic values of attributes are to be glued together, granular tables are used to
express the results of reduction.
Keywords: granular sets, granular relations, dual resolution, granular attributive
decision tables

1

Introduction

Dual resolution is a universal logical inference method for automated theorem
proving. Contrary to classical Robinson's resolution it operates on formulae
of conjunctive form. Two such formulae can be resolved in a way analogous
to the classical Robinson's resolution. The resulting formula is called a dual
resolvent and the inference method is called backward dual resolution or bdresolution for short. This is so because the direction of logical consequence is
inverse with respect to resolvent generation, i.e. the disjunction of the parent
formulae are logical consequence of their be-resolvent.
The method ofbd-resolution is especially convenient for proving completeness and for formulae reduction. In fact, disjunction of formulae constituting
a tautology (or covering the whole universe) can be reduced to true; in case
the set is incomplete, it can be reduced to some minimal form.
In the paper it is shown how to use dual resolution to reduce attributive
decision tables preserving logical equivalence. As atomic values of attributes
are to be glued together, granular tables are used to express the results of reduction. Such extended attributive tables represent granular relations, where
the values of attributes can be non-atomic ones: sets, intervals or lattice
elements are admitted. Contrary to the inductive generation of rules from
examples, the proposed logical reduction preserves logical equivalence, i.e.
the resulting reduced table is logically equivalent to the initial one.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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Granular sets, relations and tables

Consider a set V and several subsets of it, say Vl , V2 , ••. , Vk • A semi-partition
of V [3] is any collection of its subsets Vl , V2 , ... , Vk . A semi-partition is
normalized (in normal form) iff Vi n Vj = 0 for all i i: j. A semi-partition
is also called an s-partition or sigma-partition (0"- partition) for short. An
s-partition of V (or maybe in V) will be denoted as a-(V). If not stated
explicitly, all the considerations will concern normalized s-partitions.
Now, for a given set S a granular set over S can be defined as follows.

Definition 1 A granular set G(S) is a pair G(S) = {S,O"(S)}, where O"(S)
is any s-partition defined on S. If the s-partition O"(V) is unnormalized, then
the granular set is also determined as an unnormalized one.
The set S is called the domain of the granular set, while the s-partition
a-( S) defines the so-called signature of granularity.
Granular sets can be used to analyze and manipulate certain domains
with a variable degree of detail. Using the idea of granular set a granular
relation can be defined in a straightforward way. Consider some collection
of sets D l , D2, ... ,Dn. Let there be defined some granular sets on them, i.e.

G l = (Dl' O"l(D l )), G2 = (D2' 0"2(D2)), ... , Gn = (Dn' O"n(Dn)).

Definition 2 A granular relation R( G 1 , G 2 , ... ,Gn ) is any set Rc such that
Rc ~ Uc where
(1)

The set Uc will be referred to as granular universe or granular space. If at
least one of the granular subsets was unnormalized, the relation is also said
to be unnormalized one.
The elements (rows) of a granular relation will be called boxes. Note that
in fact a granular relation defines a kind of meta-relation, i.e. one based on
sets instead of single elements. lit fact, if R is a relation defined as R ~
Dl X D2 X ... x D n , then any tuple of R is like a thread in comparison to
elements of Rc which are like a cord or a pipe. A granular relation can be
presented in the form of extended attributive decision table, i.e. such table,
where non-atomic values of attributes cane be used. More details can be found
in [3].

3

The idea of dual resolution

The bd-resolution inference method [1] is a general theorem proving method
which in fact is dual to classical Robinson's resolution; furthermore, it works
backwards, in the sense that normally the disjunction of the parent formulae
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is a logical consequence of the generated bd-resolvent - the direction of generation of new formulae is inverse with respect to the one of logical entailment.
Detailed presentation of the theory of backward dual resolution can be found
in [11 or in [21.
In order to prove that a formula is tautology it must be first transformed
into Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF); so, all the formulae have the form of
conjunctions of literals. The basic inference step consists in combining two
such conjuncts into a new formula (the so-called bd-resolvent or dual resolvent), such that the disjunction of the parent formulae is a logical consequence
of it. In case eventually an empty formula is obtained (i.e. one always true,
obtained from a disjunction of the form p V -,p), the initial formula in DNF
is proved to be a tautology.
Let us examine a single step of dual resolution. For simplicity, let us
consider two propositional logic formulae, 'l/;I 1\ wand 'l/;2 1\ -,w, where w is a
propositional symbol while 'l/;I and 'l/;2 are arbitrary conjunctions of literals.
The basic form of the bd-resolution rule is as follows:
'l/;I 1\ W, 'l/;2 1\ -,w
'l/;l 1\ 'l/;2
where 'l/;I 1\ 'l/;2 is the bd-resolvent of the parent formulae. Contrary to classical
resolution, the disjunction of the parent formulae is a logical consequence
of their bd-resolvent. To see that it is enough to assume that if 'l/;I 1\ 'l/;2 is
assumed to be true, than both of the formulae must be true as well; hence,
since either w or its negation must be true, one of the initial formulae must
be true, and so the initial disjunction must be true as well.
A logical definition of bd-resolution for further use is given below. For
simplicity the problem of substitutions in First Order Predicate Calculus
is omitted (it can be handled by appropriate use of the assumed (partial)
interpretation I).
Definition 3 (Generalized bd-resolution) Let 'l/;I
w 2 , ... ,'l/;j

= 'l/;j

= 'l/;I

1\ wI,

'l/;2

= 'l/;2 1\

1\ w j be some conjunctive formulae, such that WI, w 2 , ... ,w j

are certain formulae satisfying the so-called completeness condition of the
form w PI wI V w 2 V ... V w j . Then formula

(2)
will be called a bd-resolvent of'l/;l! 'l/;2! ... , 'l/;j.

As before, bd-resolvent is logical consequence of disjunction of the parent
formulae. Moreover note that if w is logically equivalent to wI V w 2 V ... V wj
and 'l/;I = 'l/;2 = ... = 'l/;j equals to 'l/;, then the bd-resolvent is logically
equivalent to the disjunction of parent formulae. Obviously, assuming that
the parent disjunction is true, at least one of the formulae 'l/; 1\ Wi must be
true. Hence, both wi and and 'l/; must be true, and so must be w. Below it
will be shown how bd-resolution can be applied to rule reduction.
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The idea of reduction of a set of rules is simple: two (or more) rules with
the same conclusion can be glued according to the following principle. Let rule
rl be of the form rl : 'l/JI ----+ h and let rule r2 be of the form r2 : 'l/J2 ----+ h.
Logical conjunctions of such rules (implications) can be replaced by logically
equivalent rule r of the form r: 'l/JI V'l/J2 ----+ h. Now, if 'l/JI V'l/J2 can be replaced
by its dual resolvent logically equivalent but of simpler form, reduction can
take place.
In order to provide an intuitive example consider two rules of the form:
rl: [color

= white] /\ [shape = circle]

----+

[class

= wheel]

r2: [color

= black] /\ [shape = circle]

----+

[class

= wheel]

and

Obviously, these rules can be replaced with logically equivalent rule r of the
form:

r: [color

= white V black] /\ [shape = circle]

----+

[class

= wheel]

Further, if there are only two colors, i.e. black and white, then the rule can
be simplified to r: [shape = circle] ----+ [class = wheel].
In general, consider k rules with the same conclusion, such that their preconditions differ only with respect to Wi, i = 1,2, ... , k, where Wi = (Aj = tij)
defines the value of the same single attribute A j . Assume that the following
completeness condition holds, i.e. 1= WI V W2 V ... V Wk. Then the following
reduction scheme can be applied:
rl : ¢ /\ WI
r2 : ¢ /\ W2

----+
----+

h
h

rk : ¢ /\ Wk ----+ h
r: ¢
----+h
For intuition, the preconditions of the formulae are replaced by a joint
condition representing the disjunction of them; roughly speaking, the sets
described with the preconditions are "glued" together into a single set. The
resulting rule is logically equivalent to the set of initial rules.
In certain cases a complete reduction as shown above may turn out to
be inapplicable; however, it may still be possible to simplify the set of rules
if only the sub-formulae Wi, i = 1,2, ... , k can be replaced with a single
equivalent formula, as in the intuitive example provided above. In our case, a
collection of certain elements can be always replaced by a subset containing
all of them (and nothing more), while a collection of intervals can be replaced
with their sum (which may be a single, convex interval). In general, let us
assume that WI VW2 V ... VWk 1= w, and W 1= WI VW2 V ... VWk The reduction
can take the following logical form:
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rl :

r2 :

¢ 1\ WI
¢ 1\ W2

rk :

¢

r:

¢I\w

----+
----+
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h
h

h
----+h

1\ Wk ----+

Formula w must be expressible within the accepted language. In case of
a single attribute the internal disjunction can be applied just by specifying
the appropriate subset.

4

Granular tables reduction

Reduction of rules is an operation similar to finding minimal representation
for propositional calculus formulae or boolean combinatorial circuits. The
main idea of reduction of rules is to minimize the number of rules (records,
rows) while preserving logical equivalence. An interesting possibility consists
in replacing a number of rules having the same conclusions with a single
equivalent rule. Using the tabular knowledge representation, reduction takes
the following form:
rl

tl

r2

tl

t2 ... tIj
t2 ... t2j

H
tn h
tn h

rk

tl

t2 ... tkj

tn

rule Al A2 ... Aj ... An

h

H
I tl t2 ... _ ... tn h

rule Al A2 ... Aj ... An
r

provided that t Ij U t2j U ... U tkj = D j . Of course, the rules rl, r 2 , . .. , rk
are just some selected rows of the original table containing all the rules.
In a more general case the complete reduction (resulting in obtaining D j )
may be impossible. In such cases partial reduction leading to granular values
may still be useful. It takes the following form::
rule Al A2 ... Aj ... An
tl

tn h
tn h

tl

t2 ... tkj

tn h

tl

r2

rk

rule Al A2 ... Aj ... An
r

H

t2 ... tIj
t2 ... t2j

rl

Itl

t2 ... t

... tn

H

Ih

provided that t Ij U t2j U ... U tkj = t. As above, the rules rl, r2, ... ,rk are
just some selected rows of the original table containing all the rules.
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An example: how the reduction works

Consider the following Optician's Decision Table [5], being a perfect example
of a tabular system.

INumberllAgelSpectaclelAstigmaticlTear p.r.IIDecisionl
H
m
y
n
1 y
2 y
n
n
H
y
H
m
y
n
3 p
m
4 q
y
n
H
m
n
n
5 y
S
n
n
n
6 y
S
m
n
n
S
7 p
n
n
n
S
8 p
n
n
n
9 q
S
m
n
r
N
10 y
r
N
11 y
m
y
12 y
n
n
r
N
13 y
n
y
r
N
n
r
N
14 p
m
y
r
N
15 p
m
16 p
n
n
r
N
n
r
N
17 p
y
18 P
n
n
N
Y
m
n
N
19 q
r
n
n
N
20 q
m
21 q
m
y
r
N
22 q
n
n
r
N
23 q
n
y
r
N
24 q
n
y
n
N

This table can be regarded as a complete decision table (ready for use) or as
a specification of some tabular rule based system. A brief analysis assures us
that there are no redundant or subsumed rules. The system is deterministic
and complete.

In order to perform reduction one has to search for certain rows identical
apart values of a single attribute. For example, rows no. 1 and 2 of the initial
table differs only on the second position, and the given values are the only
ones, i.e. the completeness condition is satisfied. The two rows can be reduced
to a single row of the table below (row no. 1). Reduction to complete domains
(total reduction in which no subsets of the domains are admissible) leads to:
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INumberllAgelSpectaclelAstigmaticlTear p.r·IIDecisionl
n
1 y
H
y
2
m
y
n
H
n
n
3 y
S
4 p
n
n
S
n
n
5
n
S
N
r
6 n
y
N
7 p
m
n
N
8 q
9 q
n
y
N
If granular tables are admitted, a further total reduction is possible; as
the result the following table is obtained:

INumberll Age
1
y

ISpectaclelAstigmaticlTear p·r.IIDecisionl
y
n
H
2
m
n
H
y
3-4 { y, p }
n
n
S
n
n
n
5
S
r
N
6
7-9 { p, q }
n
N
y
q
m
n
N
8

The output table is in its minimal form (maximally reduced one). It is
still complete (logically equivalent to its input form) and deterministic.

6

An example: a mushroom table

Below a more extensive example of reduction is presented. It is taken from
[61 and it uses a part of the mushroom identification table 2 . As the original
table is too large (it contains 8124 rows and uses 22 attributes) the presented
example is an extract of 36 rows and 5 attributes. The initial table (before
reduction) is presented in Fig. l.
After some first stage of reduction the table obtained in Fig. 2 containing
12 rows is obtained. As one can see, the attribute T takes now granular values.
After further reduction one obtains the table of 6 rows presented in Fig. 3;
now also attribute W takes granular values.
The final reduction leads to a maximally reduced form and the granular
table presented in Fig. 4. To conclude, the initial table was reduced to two
logically equivalent rules.
2

ftp:/ /ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases/mushroom/
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

K
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

T
b
s
0

b
s
0

b
s
0

b
s

r

0

0

s
s

s
s

b
b

0

0

0

s

0

0

s
s

s
0

s

b
b

0

0

s

0

0

s
s

s
s

b
b

0

0

s

0

0

s
s

0

s
s

b
b

0

0

s

0

0

Z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

W

P

I
I
I
I
I
I

s
s
s
n
n
n
s
s
s
n
n
n
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

t
t
t
t
t
t
k
k
k
k
k
k

t
t
t
t
t
t

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
BE
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG
SG

Fig.!. The initial table

7

Related work

In Machine Learning (ML) several rules somewhat related to dual resolution
are known. A number of such rules is discussed in the work of Michalski,
e.g. [4]. Note, however, that the principal difference is that in ML all the
rules are over-generalizing ones, e.g. the dropping condition rule, the closing
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No.

K

T

Z

1

r
r
r
r

8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,0
8,b,o

z
z
z
z

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

°8
°8
°8
°8

12

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

W
l
l
k
k
k
k

t
t
k
k

P

0

BE
BE
BE
BE

8

n
8

n

se
se
se
se
se
se
se
se

l
l
l
l

°
°
°
°

t
t
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Fig. 2. The table after first reduction.

No.

K

T

1

r
r

8,b,o
8,b,o
8,b,0
8,b,o
8,b,o
8,b,o

2
3
4
5
6

°8
°8

Z
z
z
9
9
9
9

W
l, k
l,k
k, t
k, t
k, t
k, t

0

P

BE
BE

8

n

se
se
se
se

l
l

°
°

Fig. 3. The table after second reduction.

No.

K

T

Z

1
2

r
0,8

8,b,0
8,b,0

z
9

W
l, k
k, t

P
8,n
l,

°

0

BE

se

Fig. 4. The maximally reduced form.

interval rule or the climbing generalization tree rule where the result is a
logical consequence of the parent items, while in case of dual resolution the
inverse is true. Moreover, in case of rule reduction with bd-resolution logical
equivalence is preserved.
This is also the case of the so-called inductive resolution rule [4]. Taking
the logical point of view, the rule is of the form:
p 1\ Fl

--->

Fl

K, ,p 1\ F2
F2 ---> K

--->

K

V

The rule leads to over-generalization; in case of resolution of rules (the classical one) one would have Fl 1\ F2 ---> K as the logical consequence. In case
of dual resolution of the preconditions the result is the same. However, if by
chance Fl = F2 the rules of classical resolution, dual resolution and inductive
resolution give the same result.
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Conclusions

The presented dual resolution rule allows for reduction of rule based systems
and tabular systems to some minimal form. The bd-resolution rule can be
considered to be an extension of the minimization algorithms known reduction of combinatorial logical circuits (ones based on use of Karnaugh Tables
or Quine-McCluskey approach) over attributive and first-order logic. An important feature is that the resulting system is logically equivalent to the initial
one. This means that the proposed approach is safe - no over-generalization
takes place. Simultaneously, one cannot expect to obtain reduction comparable to the one in case of rule induction.
Taking the above into account, the potential applications are considered to
cover rule reduction in case safety is the principal interest, i.e. the obtained
set of rules should be equivalent to its specification given in the form of
extensively specified rules. This may apply to some technical systems, such
as control and monitoring systems or as decision support ones. Some examples
can be found on the WWW page [7].
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Computer-Oriented Sequent Inferring
without Preliminary Skolemization
Alexander Lyaletski
Faculty of Cybernetics, Kiev National Taras Shevchenko University,
2, Glushkov avenue, building 6, 03022 Kyiv, Ukraine

Abstract. In this paper l sequent formalism used in theorem-proving technique of
a system of automated deduction, SAD2, is described. The specific feature of SAD
is that a mathematical text under consideration is formalized using a certain formal
language, which is close to a "natural" one and can be translated into a certain
first-order language in order to apply sequent-based methods having the following
features: goal-oriented reducing an assertion to be proven to a number of auxiliary
assertions, quantifier-handling technique admitting efficient logical inferring in a
signature of an initial theory without skolemization, separating deduction from
equation solving. One of these methods is expressed here in the form of a special
sequent-type calculus. Some results about its soundness and completeness are given.

1

Introduction

A programme of automated theorem proving in mathematics called Evidence
Algorithm, EA, was advanced by Academician V.Glushkov in his paper [1].
Its main objective is to help working mathematicians in mathematical text
processing, i.e. in computer-aided constructing and verifying long, but, in
some sense, "evident" proofs. In particular, V.Glushkov proposed to make
investigation simultaneously into formalized languages for presenting mathematical texts in the form most appropriated for a user and formalization and
evolutionary development of computer-maid proof step.
As the result of modern view on EA, the first version of a system of automated deduction called SAD [2] has been implemented by now. The system
SAD corresponds well to contemporary trends of computer mathematical
services construction and based on special sequent formalism.
All the existent computer-oriented calculi proposed for first-order logic
can be divided into two parts: the calculi which rely upon results of Gentzen
[3] and Kanger [4] (such as different goal-oriented sequent calculi, tableaux
methods, etc.) and methods which rely upon results of Skolem [5] and Herbrand [6] (such as the resolution method [7], Maslov's inverse method [8],
etc.). In this connection, we note that Gentzen-Kanger calculi significantly
yield proof search efficiency to resolution-type methods. As a result, studies
1 Supported by the INTAS 2000-447.
2 See Web-cite "ea.unicyb.kiev.ua".
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on automated theorem proving were later concentrated mainly on improving
the potentialities of the Skolem-Herbrand approach.
The lower efficiency of Gentzen's approach (as compared with the SkolemHerbrand approach) can be explained by the fact that even Kanger-type
calculi, which reject obligatory preliminary skolemization, result in arising
superfluous enumeration caused by the possibility of different orders of logical rule applications and by the necessity of principal formula duplication
when some of those rules are applied. At the same time, machine-oriented
Gentzen-Kanger type methods reflect proof techniques that are more "natural" for a human and, therefore, and are more appropriate for EA. That is why
deduction in the EA-style has been developed in the direction of improving
sequent calculi since appearance of the EA programme.
The first attempt of construction of EA-style technique was made in
investigations of formal application of some proof search methods used in
mathematical papers. As a result, a certain approach to inference search was
developed for Group Theory and Set Theory. It found its final completion
as a sequent calculus for auxiliary goal search [9]' which was intended for
ascertainment of the deducibility of 1st-order classical logic formulas. (This
calculus has close relation to Kanger's calculus from [4] and possesses all its
deficiencies. )
Attempts to overcome these deficiencies gave rise to an original notion of
admissible substitutions investigated firstly in [10] from the point of view of
obtaining new variants of Herbrand's theorem. Later, this notion has been
incorporated in usual Gentzen calculi [11] in order to show how additional
efforts connected with the possibilities of different orders of quantifier rule
applications can be optimised by means of use of a special form formalism.
The first representative of use of this formalism for EA was a sequent
calculus proposed in [12]. Subsequent attempts to improve the EA-style approach to sequent inferring in the EA-style gave arise to a family of a-sequent
calculi (see, for example, [13,14]). That is why a deductive technique of the
modern version of SAD is based on a subsequent modification of the sequent
formalism, and one of its possible modification is described below as a calculus gD 2 . The soundness and completeness of gD 2 are proven.

2

Preliminaries

We consider the sequent form of first-order classical logic with the universal
and existential quantifiers and with the propositional connectives of implication (=», disjunction (v), conjunction (1\), and negation (-,).
Sequents have the form .1 ---* r, where.1 and r are sequences offormulas.
Formulas from r are said to be premises, and formulas from .1 are said to
be goals. The calculus G from [15] is denoted by Gal here.
We understand positive (P l P+ J) and negative (P l P- J) occurrences of
a formula P in a formula P in the usual sense. If S is a sequent of the
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form F1, ... ,Fm --> G 1, ... ,Gn , and F is a formula, then SlF+j (SlF-J)
denotes the same as ¢(S)lF+j (¢(S)lF-J), where F1 , ... ,Fm , G 1 , ... ,Gn
are formulas, and ¢(S) is (F1 /\ ... /\ Fm) => (G 1 V ... V G n ). Therefore, we
can talk about a positive (negative) occurrence of F in S.
The expression F~ denotes the result of one-step carrying of the negation
into a formula F. If x is a variable, t is a term, and F is a formula, then FI~
denotes the result of simultaneously replacing x by t.
Unknown, fixed, and indexed variables. In what follows, W denotes
a set of formulas or of sequents.
We assume any formula F, sequent S, or set W does not contain the same
quantifier more then one time. The notions of bound variables and scopes of
quantifiers are assumed to be known to a reader.
For a formula G (for a sequent S), a variable v is said to be unknown w. r. t.
G (w. r. t. S) if and only if there exists a formula F such that G l (VvF) - j or
Gl(3vF)+ J (Sl(VvF)- J or Sl(3vF)+ J) holds. Accordingly, v is said to be
fixed w. r. t. G (w. r. t. S) if and only if there exists F such that G l (VvF) + j or
Gl(3vF)- J (Sl(VvF)+ J or S l(3vF)- J) holds. Obviously, any bound variable
in G (in S) is either an unknown or fixed variable (either a "dummy" or a
"parameter" in the terminology of [4]). It is clear what the phrase "a variable
is unknown (fixed) w.r.t. W" means for a set W of formulas or of sequents.
For every variable v we introduce a countable set of new variables of the
form kv (k = 0,1,2, ... ) called indexed, where k is an index.
If F is a formula containing, possibly, indexed variables, then for any
index k the expression k F denotes the result obtained from F by (i) deleting
all indexes from bound variables and (ii) subsequently replacing every bound
variable v by kv.

Admissible substitutions. We treat the notion of a substitution as in
[7]. Any substitution component is considered to be of the form tlx, where x
is a variable (denominator), and t is a term (numerator) of a substitution. A
reader is assumed to be familiar with the notion of a (simultaneous) unifier
of sets of expressions.
An equation is a pair of terms 8 and t written as 8 ~ t. Let us assume
that L is a literal of the form R(t1, ... , tn) (-.R(t1, ... , t n )) and M is a literal
of the form R( 81, ... , 8 n ) (-.R( 81, ... , 8 n )), where R is a predicate symbol.
Then E(L, M) denotes the set {t1 ~ 81, ... , tn ~ 8 n }. In this case, Land M
are said to be equal modulo E(L, M) (L ~ M modulo E(L, M)).
Let W be a set of formulas (sequents), (T be a substitution, and tlu E (T,
where u is an unknown variable w.r.t. W. Let the term t contain a variable
v fixed w.r.t. W. In this case, we write v
u, defining a relation
Obviously, the relation
is antisymmetric.
A formula F induces an antisymmetric relation ~F on a set of bound
variables from F by the following: u ~F w holds if and only if a quantifier
from F containing w occurs in the scope of a quantifier from F containing u.

«w

«w
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Let :::S V be an antisymmetric relation on a set of variables V, and W be
a set of formulas or sequents. A substitution a is said to be admissible for W
W.r.t. :::Sv if and only if (i) denominators of a are unknown variables w.r.t.
W, and (ii) the transitive closure of:::sv U
is an antisymmetric relation.
In what follows, we only consider sequents containing exactly one goal in
their succedents.

«w

3

Special Calculus of Sequents

This section is devoted to a Gentzen-type calculus gD 1 containing sequents
of gD 1 of the form r --t G, [AJ, where r is a sequence of formulas, G is a
formula, and A is a sequence of literals.
We assume that all variables in any sequent of gD 1 are indexed. Also,
note that rules of gD 1 can be applied in any arbitrary order. (The notations
L +, M+, and M- play an auxiliary role and use only for underlining close
relation of gD 1 to a calculus from the next section.)
Axioms. Axioms of gD 1 have the following form: r --t #, [AJ
Goal-Splitting Rules. All rules are applied "from top to bottom" .

r

--t

r

r
(--t

--t

r

r

G 1 , [AJ

a v 0 1 , [AJ
--t

r

G, [AJ

1\)9Dl -rule:

r
(--t

a :J G 1 , [AJ
--t

--t

(--t

r

0, [AJ

--t

a :J G 1 , [AJ

--t

r

--t

--t

r

a v G 1 , [AJ
--t

G 1 , [AJ

--')9Dl -rule:

r
r

G 1 , [AJ

--,G, [AJ

--t

--t

--,G, [AJ
G~, [AJ

V)gD 1 -rule:

r

--t

r

VkxG, [AJ
0, [AJ

--t

where l is a new index and the term t is required to be free for the variable kx
in the formula O. Moreover, t contains only functional symbols from sequents.
Premise-Duplicating Rule. This rule is applied only if F is a variant
of a formula from an initial sequent:

r 1 ,FlM+j,r2

--t

n, IF, FlM+ j, r 2

GlL+j, [AJ
GlL+ j, [AJ

--t
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where G is a formula and I is a new index.
Auxiliary-Goals Rules. All rules are applied from "top to bottom".
(::) 1 ----) )9Dl -rule:

rl,FlM+j 1\ FI ,r2 ----) GlL+j, [Aj
rl,FlM+ j,
GlL+ j, [Aj

n ----)

rl,F 1\ FIlM+j,r2 ----) GlL+j, [Aj
rl,FIlM+j,n ----) GlL+j, [Aj

(, ----) )gD, -rule:
r l ,,(FlM-J),r2 ----) GlL+j, [Aj
rl,F~lM+j,r2 ----) GlL+j,[Aj
(\;I ----) )9Dl -rule:

(3 ----) )9D, -rule:

r l , 3k xFlM+j,r2

----) GlL+j, [Aj

n, FlM+ j, r 2 ----) GlL+ j, [Aj

where I is a new parameter and the term t is required to be free for the
variable kx in the formula F.
Termination Rules. The calculus gDI contains two termination riles.
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r ~ L, [AI, I, A 2 ]
r ~ #, [AI, L, A 2 ]

rl , L, r2 ~ L, [A]
rl , L, Fz ~ #, [A]

Let S be a usual sequent F l , ... , Fn ~ G, where F l , ... ,Fn , and G are
formulas. Then the sequent S9D 1 of the form 1F l , ... , n Fn , _,(n+l)G ~ DG, []
is called an initial sequent w. r. t. S for gD l .
When searching a proof of an initial a-sequent S9D 1 , an inference tree
Tr w.r.t. S9Dl is constructed. At the beginning of searching, Tr contains
only S9D 1 • The subsequent nodes are generated by means of rules of gD 2 .
Inference trees grow "from top to bottom" in accordance with the order of
inference rule applications.
An inference tree Tr w.r. t. S9D 1 is considered to be a proof tree w. r. t.
S9D 1 if and only if every leaf of Tr is an axiom of gD l .
Proposition 1. Let formulas F l , ... ,Fn form a consistent set of formulas, G be a formula, and S be the sequent F l , ... , Fn ~ G. The sequent S is
inferred in the calculus Gal if and only if there exists a proof tree w.r.t. S9D 1
in the calculus gD l .
Proof Draft. Since gDl contains the usual quantifier rules, it is sufficient
to prove Prop. 1 at the propositional level (see [16]). Q.E.D.

4

Goal-Driven Calculus of A-Sequents

A-sequents have the form {11}, r ~ G, [A], (E), where 11 is an antisymmetric
relation determined on a set of variables,
is a sequence of formulas, G is a
formula, A is a sequence of literals, and E is a set of equations.
A calculus of a-sequents, gD2' is defined by the following way.
Axioms. Axioms have the following form: {II}, r ~ #, [A], (E)
Goal-Splitting Rules. All rules are applied from "top to bottom" .

r

(~~1)gD2-rule:

{l1},r

~

{II}, r

G
~

G l , [A], (E)
G l , [A], (E)
~

{II}, r ~ G V G l , [A], (E)
{II}, r ~ G, [A], (E)

{11},

{II}, r ~ G ~ G l , [A], (E)
{II}, r ~ (--,G), [A], (E)

{II}, r ~ G V G l , [A], (E)
{II}, r ~ G l , [A], (E)

{II}, r ~ G 1\ G l , [A], (E)
r ~ G, [A], (E) {II}, r ~ G l , [A], (E)

{II}, r ~ (--,G), [A], (E)
{II},r ~ G~, [A], (E)
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{11}, r ~ :JkxG, [AJ, (E)
{11'}, r, -,G' ~ G, [AJ, (E)

{11},r ~ VkxG, [AJ, (E)
{11}, r ~ G, [AJ, (E)

where G' is 1(:JkxG) for a new index land 11' is 11U {< ky, lz >: < ky, k z >E
11 & "it is not true that « k z, kx >E 11 & < kx, ky >E 11)"} U ~G"
Premise-Duplicating Rule. This rule is applied only if F is a variant
of a formula from an initial a-sequent:

{11}, r l , FlM+ j, r 2 ~ L, [AJ, (E)
{11}, r l , IF, FlM+ j, r 2 ~ L, [AJ, (E)
where L is a literal and l is a new index.
Auxiliary-Goals Rules. All rules are applied "from top to bottom" .
(::Jl ~ )gD2 -rule:

{11}, n, FlM+j

1\ F l , r 2 ~ L, [AJ, (E)

{11},n,FlM+j,r2 ~ L, [AJ, (E)

l , F 1\ Fll M+ j, r 2 ~ L, [AJ, (E)
{11}, r l , FllM+ j, r2 ~ L, [AJ, (E)

{11}, r

{11},rl,-,(FlM-j),r2 ~ L,[AJ,(E)
{11},
F~lM+ j,
~ L, [AJ, (E)

n,

n
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{II}, r l , ::JkxFlM+ J,r2 ----> L, [A], (E)
{II}, r l , FlM+ Jr2 ----> L, [A], (E)
{II}, r l , \lkxFlM+ J, r2
{II'}, r l , P, Fl M+ J,r2

L, [A], (E)
----> L, [A], (E)

---->

where L ~ M modulo E(L, M), F' is 1(\lkxF) for a new index l, and II' is
IIu {< ky,lz >: < ky,kz >E II & "it is not true that « kz,kx >E II &

< kx, ky

>E II)"} U -:!cP'.

Premise-Adding Rule. After every application of the (\I ----> )gD 2 -rule,
a new premise F l M+ J can be added to the antecedent of any a-sequent
containing a formula, which includes the marked occurrence of M+.
Termination Rules. The calculus gD 2 contains two termination rules.
(----> #I)gD2- rule:

{II}, r l , M, r2 ----> L, [A], (E)
{II}, n, M, r 2 ---->, #, [A], (E U E(L, M))
where Land M are literals and L

~

M (modulo E(L, M)).

(----> #2)gD 2 -rule:

{II}, r

---->,

#, [AI, V, A2 ], (E U E(L, V))

where Land L' are literals and L ~ L' (modulo E(L, L')).
Main Results. Let S be a usual sequent F l , ... ,Fn ----> G, where F I , ... ,
F n , and G are formulas. Then an a-sequent S9D 2 of the form {IIa}, lFl' ... ,
n Fn , ...,(n+I)G ----> aG, [], ( ) is called an initial a-sequent w.r.t. S for gD2'
where IIa is -:!c'F, U ... U -:!cnFn U -:!c(n+l)G U -:!coG.
When searching a proof of an initial a-sequent S9D2, an inference tree Tr
w.r.t. S9D 2 is constructed. At the beginning of searching, Tr contains only
S9D2. Subsequent nodes are generated by means of the rules of gD 2 .
Note that any possible application of goal-splitting rules precedes to any
application of auxiliary-goals rules always.
Let Tr be a tree of a-sequents, W be a set of all the a-sequents from Tr,
and -:!c-:!cTr be a union of all the antisymmetric relations of Tr. A substitution
(J is called admissible for Tr if and only if (J is admissible for W w.r.t. -:!c-:!cTr.
An inference tree Tr w.r.t. S9D2 is considered to be a proof tree w.r.t.
S9D 2 if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) every leaf of Tr
is an axiom and (ii) if E is a union of sets of equations from of all the leaves
of Tr, then there exists a substitution (J such that (J is a simultaneous unifier
of all the equations from E and (J is an admissible substitution for Tr.
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Proposition 2. Let F l , . .. , Fn form a consistent set of formulas, C be
a formula, and S be the sequent F l , ... ,Fn --+ C. A proof tree w. r. t. S9D ,
exists in gDl if and only if there exists a proof tree w. r. t. S9D2 in gD 2 .
Proof Draft. Sufficiency. Let Tr be a proof tree w.r.t S9D 2 in gD2, s be
a unifier of all the equations of Tr, and s be admissible for Tr. Obviously, we
can assume that the terms of s do not contain unknown variables and that
for every unknown variable x from Tr there exists a term t such that tlx E s.
Let -<-<Tr be a union of all the antisymmetric relations of Tr. Since s is
admissible for Tr, it is possible to give a linear order :::lv on a set V of all
the variables from Tr such that the transitive closure of -<-<Tr U
will
be included in :::lv. Moreover, s will be admissible for W w.r.t. :::lv.
The tree Tr can be transformed into a proof tree Tr' w.r.t. S9D 2 (in gD 2 )
satisfying the following conditions: All rules in Tr' are applied in such a way
that the first quantifier rule application is determined by the first variable
of w when looking through w from left to right, the second quantifier rule
application is determined by the second variable of w, and so on.
Using the admissibility of s for W w.r.t. :::lv, it is easy to convert the tree
Tr' into a proof tree Trl w.r.t. S9D , in the calculus gD l . To do this, it is
necessary to repeat process of the construction of Tr' in the order defined by
:::lv and to replace of rules of gD 2 by corresponding rules of gD l .
Necessity. Let Trl be a proof tree w.r.t. S9D , in gD l . Repeating process
of the construction of Trl, replacing in Trl every rule application by its
analog in gD2' and subsequently generating substitution components of a
substitution s in accordance with quantifier rules of gDl' we can transform
Trl into such a tree Tr w.r.t. S9D 2 in gD 2 that Tr contains leafs labeled only
axioms of S9D2, s unifies all the equations from Tr, and s is admissible for
Tr. (The last condition follows from the fact that s utilizes Gentzen's notion
of admissibility.) This means that Tr is a proof tree in gD 2 . Q.E.D.
As corollaries of Prop. 1 and Prop. 2, we have the following assertions.
Proposition 3. Let formulas F l , ... ,Fn form a consistent set of formulas, C be a formula, and S be the sequent F l , ... ,Fn --+ G. The sequent S is
inferred in Gal if and only if there exists a proof tree w.r.t. S9D2 in gD 2.
Proposition 4. A formula G is valid if and only if there exists a proof
tree w.r.t. the initial a-sequent {::Soc U ::SIC}, -,1C --+ DC, [ 1 ( ) in gD 2 .
Proposition 5. The calculus gS from (13) is sound and complete.

«w

5

Conclusion

The sequent formalism described above may be useful if necessity appears to
construct such an inference search technique that admits: search for deduction
in the signature of an initial theory (i.e. without skolemization), reduction of
an assertion to be proven to a number of new auxiliary assertions, separation
of finding a solution for "equations" from the deductive process, application
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of such "natural" methods as definitions and auxiliary-propositions applications, use of specific equality handling rules and various tools of computer
algebra systems, and construction of a flexible interactive search mode.
rn particular, this kind of a-sequent formalism was exploited when implementing the first version of SAD.
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Converting Association Rules into
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Abstract. An attempt to convert association rules concerning a medical data set
is described. It is shown that the association rules can be formulated in reasonable
sentences of a natural language. A limited language model for formulating association rules in English and Czech is described. This model mainly consists of a set of
formulation patterns, which only slightly depend on the subject domain, and tables
of expressions (verb phrases, noun phrases etc.). The morphological problems and
their solutions suitable for the limited subject domain, both for English and Czech,
are described.

1

Introduction

This paper presents an attempt to convert association rules (ARs) into a
natural language (NL). The goal is to improve a presentation level of results
of a large data mining tasks to users ~ non specialists in data mining. We deal
with a data set concerning the STULONG project ~ a longitudinal study of
the risk factors of the atherosclerosis in the population of 1419 middle aged
men. The supposed users of the data mining results are clinicians. Most of
them are not familiar with data mining terminology and thus the formulation
of results in natural language can remarkably help them in the first contact
of the results.
We use the ARs to describe interesting patterns concerning analysed data
in the first stage. There is a large number of attributes describing the observed
men. It results in a large number of ARs. Ranking the whole set of resulting
rules is not sufficient. The resulting ARs must be grouped in a natural way
corresponding to the structure and properties of the attributes. A system of
ARs satisfying this requirement is outlined in section 2.
The general aspects of the formulation of ARs in NL are discussed in
section 3. Data structures and algorithm for converting ARs into NL are
suggested in section 4. Various aspects of conversion both into English and
*

The work described here has been supported by the European project TARSKI
- Cost Action 274 and by the project ZA471011 of the Ministry of Education
of the Czech Republic.
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into Czech language are also discussed. Some concluding remarks are given
in section 5.

2

The System of Association Rules for STULONG

There are two data matrices describing patients. The ENTRY data matrix contains results of observation of 219 attributes of entry examinations of each
patient. The CONTROL data matrix contains results of observation of 66 attributes at 10 610 examinations made in the years 1976-1999. We concentrate
on the ENTRY data matrix.
The 219 attributes of the ENTRY data matrix are divided into 10 groups social characteristics, physical activity, smoking etc. (see http: / / euromise.
vse. cz/stulong-en/a-otazky/vv/). We can ask various analytic questions
concerning pairs of attribute groups. One question corresponds to one such
pair. The response to a particular analytic question is the set of all true
ARs concerning the corresponding pair of attribute groups. We are interested
in particular groups of patients defined by the attribute! Studied group of
patients with values Normal group, Risk group, etc.
We search for ARs of the form cp =?p,s 'IjJ. Here cp is a Boolean attribute
(BA) derived from atributes of one group (cp is called antecedent) and 'IjJ is
a BA derived from atributes of another group ('I/J is called succedent).
The association rule cp =?p,s 'I/J is true in the Normal group of patients if
the condition a~b :::: p /\ a :::: s is true where a is the number of patients from
the Normal group satisfying both cp and 'IjJ and b is the number of patients
from the Normal group satisfying cp but not satisfying'IjJ. In other words, at
least lOOp per cent of the patients from the Normal group satisfying cp also
satisfy 'I/J, and there are at least s patients from the Normal group satisfying
both cp and 'IjJ. The symbol =?p,s is called founded implication 4ft-quantifier.
We use the 4FT-MINER procedure that is a part of the LISp-MINER system (see http://lispminer . vse. cz/). Let us remark that the 4FT-MINER
mines not only for simple ARs of the form cp =?p,8 'IjJ but also for ARs corresponding to statistical hypoteheses test, for equvivalency ARs and for conditional ARs.
We give an example of AR that is a part of analytical question Activities
=?p,s Body. This question is specified as a task for the 4FT-MINER procedure
to find all ARs such that:
• the antecedent is derived from attributes (columns of data matrix ENTRY)
Physical activity in a job, Physical activity after a job, Way how he gets to
work and Duration of the way to work;
1

We mostly use simple NL labels for the data columns and their categorial values
throughout this paper, instead of arbitrary formal identifiers and numerical values
coding the native categories.
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• the succedent is generated from attributes Height, Weight and BMI (Body
Mass Index);
• We use the 4ft-quantifier ==>p,s with parameters p = 0.6 and s = 20.
The resulting set of ARs contains 161 elements. Most of them concern the
normal group of patients. The strongest AR concerning the normal group of
patients is:
Physical activity after a job(great activity) A Physical activity in a job(he
mainly sits) ==>0.77,20 BMI(22;26)

It means that both (A) and (B) are satisfied:
(A) 77 per cent (= 0.77 x 100) of patients satisfying conditions
- 'great activity after job' and
- 'mainly sits in the job'
also satisfy the condition
- 'Body Mass Index is in the interval (22;26)'.
(B) There are 20 patients satisfying all the mentioned conditions.
This AR can be expressed in a given NL, e.g., in the following way:

"20, i.e. 77 % of the patients with great activity after job that mainly
sit in the job have BMI = 22 through 26."
The whole system of analytic question is presented at
http://euromise.vse.Gz/stulong-en/a-otazky/vv/.

Association Rules Formulated in Natural Language

3
3.1

Introductory Examples

Let us start now with an extremely simple form of an AR - an implication
with a conjunction of two single value basic Boolean attributes (SVBBAs
- i.e. basic BAs used with one-value subsets during the mining process) as
antecedent and one SVBBA as succedent. Here is a trivial example of such
an AR as a formal expression (using only NL labels of the data columns and
their values):2
Physical activity after a job(great activity) A Physical activity in a job(he
mainly sits) ==>percentage,count BMI(normal)
Here is a number of examples how such an AR can be formulated in (more
or less) current, informal English:
2

Just for the purpose of the following description we suppose a formally changed
domain of the attribute BMI so that we could sensibly work with single values
here. Subset and interval values are dealt with elsewhere [4].
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• X patients confirm this dependence: if a patient has great activity after
job and a sedentary job, then he has a normal value of BMI.
• A combination of great activity after job and a sedentary job implies a
normal value of BMI. This fact is confirmed by X patients.
• X patients with great activity after job and a sedentary job have no
problem with obesity.
• X patients that make sports intensively and mainly sit in their job have
a normal value of BMI.
• X patients highly physically active after their job and mainly sitting in
their job have a normal value of BMI.
In all these examples the symbol X represents an arbitrary partial formulation like' N (i.e. P %) of T', 'P % (as a matter of fact, N from a total of T)
of the', .,.
3.2

A Generalization

What general phenomena can be seen in the NL formulation examples given
above? First of all, every SVBBA - let us use the symbol B for it - can be
expressed by some (usually not all!) of the following forms, which we shall
call single value NL expressions (SVNLEs):
• a verb phrase BY - e.g. 'makes sports intensively', 'mainly sits in his
job', 'has reached university education', 'has finished a university';
• a participial phrase BP - e.g. 'making sports intensively', 'mainly sitting in his job', 'having reached university education';
• a noun phrase BN - e.g. 'great activity after job', 'a sedentary job',
'university education';
• an adjectival phrase - e.g. 'university-educated'; a preliminary study
in this point has shown that it is useful to distinguish between two kinds
of adjectival phrases both in Czech and in English - one, like 'universityeducated', being used as a left complementation of a noun, the other, like
'born in 1920' or 'highly physically active after his job', being used as a
right complementation; we shall use the symbolic representation BL for
the former and BR for the latter.
There is a regular morphological relation between BY and B P both in Czech
and in English. (In English it can be represented by a set of rules for creating
the -ing-forms from finite verb forms. A similar, only a little larger set of
rules can be given for the formation of participles in Czech.) The relations
between BY, BN, BL and BR do not show any general regularity either in
English or in Czech - although some partially useful (?) regularities could be
found here, too: e.g., a plausible (but not necessarily 'the best') BY is often
constructed as 'has B N , ...
The use of all SVNLEs in the formulations of our ARs has the following
syntactic limitations:
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• A B V has always the word 'patient' or 'patients' as its subject.
• A BN may be used:
as the subject or direct object of the verb 'imply' (or the like), or as
a complementation in the phrase 'combination of ... ' (or the like);
as the object of an appropriate verb form generally corresponding to
the data column (e.g. 'have' or 'have reached' for the column Reached
education);
in a prepositional phrase complementing the word 'patient(s), - in
this case the usual preposition is 'with', but sometimes there may be
another preposition more appropriate for a specific BN, e.g. 'in' for
BN = 'a managerial position', and sometimes (like at the attribute
Way how he gets to work) it seems that no such prepositional phrase
is usable.
• A B P , BL or BR always modifies the word 'patient(s)'.
In accordance with these syntactic functions some words in the SVNLEs
are subject to some morphological transformations. Only one type of
these transformations seems to be relevant both for English and for Czech:
the finite verb in B V must be in 3rd person singular or plural form
according to the form of the subject ('patient' or 'patients').3 The same may
hold for some other words in B V , as e.g. 'his' vs. 'their'. If there is such a
word in B v, then the same transformation is also relevant for the derived

BP.

There are two other situations requiring specific morphological transformations if we want to generate correct formulations in Czech:
• The syntactic head of a BN (i.e. the most 'central' noun in it) together
with all adjectives and/or participles modifying it directly must be in the
appropriate case - depending on
the verb having the BN as its object (usually verbs require BN in
accusative, but exceptions exist), or
the noun modified by the BN (e.g. 'kombinace' ['combination'] - such
situations usually require genitive case, but even here, at least theoretically, exceptions might exist), or
the preposition making a prepositional phrase modifying a noun (such
a prepositional phrase is usually called non-congruent attribute in
Czech grammars; different Czech prepositions require BN in different
cases, e.g. 's( e)' ['with'] requires instrumental case, 'v( e)' ['in'] requires
locative case).
3

The tense and other morphological characteristics of a B v do not change throughout the formulations of ARs. In most B V s the finite verb is always in present
tense, e.g. 'sit(s)'. In some English B V s it is constantly in present perfect tense
('have/has reached') or perhaps in simple past tense (,entered'). Both these situations correspond to a constant use of past tense in Czech.
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• The syntactic head of a BP, BL or BR (i.e. the participle or adjective in it)
must be in the same number and case as the noun modified by it. (This
i::; the reason why adjectival and participial phrases are called congruent
attributes in Czech grammars. In fact this required congruence concerns
not only number and case, but also grammatical gender. However, in
our formulations the adjectival and participial phrases always modify the
word 'pacient' ['patient'], so their gender is always masculine animate.)

4

Conversion of Association Rules into Natural
Language

4.1

Formulation Patterns

For an AR in the general form Ai !\A2 =?percentage,count S the following (and
many more similar) formulation patterns (FPs) can be used (approximately
equivalent constructions in English and Czech are given; small capital expressions in parentheses denote the necessary morphological transformations of
the SVNLEs; the expression 'PP' in parentheses means that an appropriate
prepositional phrase shall be formed from a BN; 'PP2' means the same but
without repeating the preposition if it is the same as at the previous BN with
a PP directive):
• E: X patients confirm this dependence: if a patient has Af and A~, then
he has SN.
C: X pacientu potvrzuje tuto zavislost: rna-Ii pacient Af (ACCUSATIVE)
a A~(ACCUSATIVE), pak rna SN(ACCUSATIVE).
• E: A combination of Af and A~ implies SN. This fact is confirmed by
X patients.
C:
Kombinace
Af (GENITIVE)
a
A~ (GENITIVE)
implikuje
SN (ACCUSATIVE). Tento fakt potvrzuje X pacientu.
• E: X patients Af (PP) and A~ (PP2) SV (PLURAL).
C: X pacientu Af(pp) a A~(PP2) SV.
• E: X patients that A¥ (PLURAL) and A¥ (PLURAL) SV (PLURAL).
C: X pacientu, kteff A¥ (PLURAL) a A¥ (PLURAL), SV.
• E: X patients A~(PLURAL) and A~ (PLURAL) 4 SV (PLURAL).
C: X pacientu A~(GENITIVE PLURAL) a A~(GENITIVE PLURAL) SV.
4.2

The SVNLE Generator

Although it could seem that every SVNLE corresponding to a SVBBA can be
put together from a part corresponding to the data column and another part
4

This might look odd, since English adjectives and participles do not distinguish
singular and plural forms, but the PLURAL directive here must arrange for making,
e.g., the form 'mainly sitting in their job' from 'mailny sits in his job'!
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corresponding to the specific value, the data explored so far have shown us
that such a division has a practical sense only when constructing a verb (or
participial) phrase - and even then this cannot be applied universally: e.g.,
for the data column Reached education with values basic school, apprentice
school, secondary school, university and not stated, most of the cases can be
expressed by a verb form 'has reached' and a noun phrase identical with
the specific value, but the last value requires a different construction of the
verb phrase, e.g. 'has not stated the reached education'. As for the noun
and adjectival phrases, it turns out as appropriate that these SVNLEs be
associated immediately with the specific pairs (data column, value).
Hence it follows that the SVNLE generator should be provided with two
tables:
• TI, assigning a basic verb phrase VO (possibly empty) to every data
column. va can be either a single verb form or a complex phrase, e.g.
'gets to work'. A non-empty va should be a verb phrase that can be used
- together with various complementations - to express various (though
not necessarily all) values of the data column .
• T2, assigning a following set of parameters (some of them possibly empty)
to every pair (data column, value):5
AL - an adjectival phrase usable as left complementation of the word
'patient' (e.g. 'university-educated');
AR - an adjectival phrase usable as right complementation of the
word 'patient' (e.g. 'born in Y' - where Y stands for the actual value
in the Year of birth column);
CO - a phrase usable as a complementation of va (e.g. 'on foot' or
'by public means of transport');
NO - a noun phrase usable in constructions without any verb or
(at least sometimes) with such universal verbs as 'have' (e.g. 'basic
education');
NAF (this is an abbreviation of Non-congruent Attribute Formation, a term from Czech grammar, but it could be read Prepositional
Attribute Formation for English) - a code denoting how a (postpositive) complementation of the word 'patient' can be made from NO;
for English, this will regularly be just a preposition (mostly 'with');
for Czech, a preposition plus a case directive must usually be given
(e.g. 've+LoCATIVE'), but theoretically a case directive alone might
sometimes be sufficient;
VP - a specific verb phrase (this should be given especially when no
va is available or when no CO can be given to complement the va;
a good example can be the already mentioned 'has not stated the
reached education').
5

However, for the attributes with natively numerical values, as e.g. Height or BMI
(in its original conception), it is sufficient to assign one set of these parameters with a variable symbol standing for the actual value - to the whole data column.
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It is supposed that the values of CO will be given directly in their necessary forms, so that no morphological transformations must be made with
them. In the values of all the other parameters given above, the words possibly subject to any morphological transformation(s) must be marked with a
special symbol. We have decided to use the' _' character before a word, complemented by a morphological pattern symbol, for this purpose. Thus, e.g., a
real value of VO may be '_vx:gets to work' and a real value of VP may be
'mainly _vx:sits in _pron:his job'.
If the SVNLE generator is called to make some BY for B representing a
value Z in a data column Y, it may proceed in two ways:
• it may combine VO assigned to Y (if it is not empty) with CO assigned
to the pair (Y, Z) (if this is not empty), or
• it may use the VP value assigned to the pair (Y, Z) (if it is not empty).
If the SVNLE generator is called to make some BN, BL or BR for B
representing a value Z in a data column Y, it must simply find the value of
NO, AL or AR assigned to the pair (Y, Z). If this value is empty, then the
SVNLE generator must return a special value (e.g. empty string) meaning
that the FP requiring the particular SVNLE cannot be used.
If the expression required has the form BN (PP) or BN (PP2), the code in
NAF must be applied to NO (and again, if NAF is empty, the FP must be
rejected).
Generally the SVNLE generator must call a morphological module
(MM) to make the forms required by the FP. A special case of this also
arises when a B P is required: in this case the generator will first construct
BY in a way described above, and then call the MM to transform the 3rd
person singular verb form (marked with '_') into the corresponding participle.
(Thus, e.g., 'getting to work on foot' will be obtained from VO = '_vx:gets to
work' and CO = 'on foot'.) Some details of the MM implementation are dealt
with elsewhere [4], but the mechanism is still being optimized, especially for
Czech. 6

5

Concluding remarks

The data structures and corresponding algorithm are now being implemented
in the frame of the STULONG project (see http://euromise . vse. cz/
challenge/en/projekt/). During this process, several interesting points
have been revealed:
6

One must take into account, e.g., that a Czech adjective may require various
gender forms in various phrases - but once it is used in a particular phrase (such
as NO = 'castecna invalid ita' ['partial invalidity']), it may undergo further changes
only in case and number.
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• A recursive rewriting rule system (corresponding to a very simple contextfree grammar) will probably be much more efficient than a simple set
of FPs. As an example of a particular useful 'higher-level non-terminal
symbol' in the FP system we can introduce the symbol PA for any
permissible NL representation of 'patient satisfying both antecedents'.
While this symbol can be further rewritten by 'Ar _nl:patient A~', 'Ar
_n1:patient A~(PP)', 'Ar _nl:patient that A¥', '_nl:patient that A¥ and
A¥', '_nl:patient Ar(pp) and A~(PP2)' and in many other ways, the
FPs for the whole implication can have the following forms using the PA
symbol:
X PA(PLURAL) also SV (PLURAL).
A PA usually also Sv. This rule is confirmed by X patients.
SN is characteristic for X PA(PLURAL).
• There is a specific problem certainly worth a further study. While the two
antecedents in a formal implication are interchangeable, they do not seem
universally interchangeable in a NL formulation - or at least the formulation does not seem equally natural with any order of the antecedents.
Moreover, the most natural conjunction corresponding to the logical symbol 1\ is sometimes not 'and' - it may be 'but'. What criteria should be
taken into account for the best ordering of the antecedents and choice between 'and' and 'but'? We can consider these two variants of expressing
(from the formal-logic point of view) the same PA (as introduced above):
- 'patient that makes sports intensively and mainly sits in his job'
- 'patient that mainly sits in his job but makes sports intensively'
The conjunction 'but' is appropriate between NL expressions that are
understood as somehow contradictory. It seems that a good help for detecting this in the context of medical data could be assigning a value from
the set {healthy, neutral, unhealthy} to every pair (data column, value)
in the T2 table (see 4.2). And, of course, a 'really natural' ordering of the
data columns should be provided for.
• Special attention should be paid to the questions of negation. The most
serious problem of the negation seems to be a kind of incompatibility
between its meanings in the formal world of the data columns and in
informal NL interpretation. The problem can be illustrated by the following example. A formal negation of the BA Reached ed ucation (u niversity)
means in fact nothing more than that the patient has a value different
from university in the column Reached education - i.e. his value may also
be not stated! A NL negative formulation like 'has not reached university
education' can never be interpreted as 'has not stated the reached education'. If the patients with the value not stated in a tested column are to be
taken into account, there is probably only one (and quite a clumsy one!)
form of NL negation remaining: a positive formulation 'patients that v'
must be replaced with 'patients having not stated that they v' ...
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• Another problem that still has to be studied is how to formulate a double
implication or an equivalence in NL. So far it seems that NLs do not
offer many elegant ways for expressing such logical relations between
statements. It looks more as if these constructions of formal logic were from the point of view of intuitive description of the world - something
unnatural! At least there is a question coming out of this whether it
would not be the most natural to present a double implication simply as
two implications, only joined together by means of a phrase like 'And the
other way round:' ...
We hope that the implementation of our limited language model is a viable
way of automating the formulation of ARs in NL - albeit still with some
limitations concerning some of the logical operators as they were described
in this section. (After all, if such limitations remain for objective reasons,
they may simply show that various types of ARs are not equally easy to
handle for a human being without mathematical education.)
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Abstract. Logic of plausible reasoning (LPR) is a knowledge representation and
inference theory which is based on human reasoning techniques. Formalism can be
described as a labeled deductive system; therefore reasoning can be considered as
looking for proofs of given formulas. The aim of the paper is to present a proof
searching algorithm for the LPR. The algorithm would be a core element of any
information system using LPR.
Keywords: Logic of plausible reasoning, uncertain knowledge representation, proof
searching algorithm.

1

Introduction

Logic of plausible reasoning (LPR) was developed by Collins and Michalski [2] in 1989. This formalism is a knowledge representation and inference
technique, which can be used to represent human reasoning [1]. There are
two important features of LPR: several inference patterns are defined (not
only Modus Ponens) and many parameters estimate certainty. Therefore LPR
differs from others theories used in AI to represent uncertain knowledge.
The aim of this paper is to present an algorithm which is able to find a
proof of a formula from a given set of formulas. It would be a core element
of any information system using LPR as a knowledge representation system.
In the following sections we define LPR language and a proof system.
Next we present the proof algorithm and we show its properties.

2

Logic of Plausible Reasoning

LPR can be defined as a labeled deductive system [3]. Language consists
of a finite set of constant symbols C, four relational symbols and logical
connectives: ....... , 1\. The relational symbols are: V, H, S, E. They are used to
represent: statements, hierarchy, similarity and dependency respectively.
Statements are represented as object-attribute-value triples. If 0, a, v E C,
relation V(o, a, v) represents a fact that object ° has an attribute a equal v.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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Relation H(Ol, 0, c), where 01,0, c E C, means that 01 is 0 in a context c.
Context is used for specification of the range of inheritance. 01 and 0 have
the same value for all attributes which depend on attribute c of object o.
Relation S(Ob 02, c) represents a fact, that 01 is similar to 02 (Ob 02, C E
C). Context, as above, specifies the range of similarity. Only these attributes
of 01 and 02 have the same value which depends on attribute c.
Dependency relation E(Ol, a1, 02, a2), where 01, aI, 02, a2 E C, means that
values of attribute al of object 01 depend on attribute a2 of the second object.
To represent mutual dependency [2] we need a pair of such expressions.
In object-attribute-value triples, value should be below an attribute in a
hierarchy: if V(o, a, v) is in a knowledge base, there should be also H(v, a, c)
for any c E C.
Now we are able to define formulas of LPR. If 0,01, ... , On, a, aI, ... , an, v,
Vb ... ,Vn,c E C then V(o,a,v), H(Ol,O,C), S(01,02,0,a), E(Obal,02,a2),
V(Ol, aI, VI) /\ ... /\ V(On, an, vn ) --. V(o, a, v) are formulas of LPR.
To deal with uncertainty we use labels. Hence we need a label algebra
A = (A, {ir,}).
A is a set of labels which estimate uncertainty of formulas. Labeled formula
is a pair f : l where f is a formula and lEA is a label. A set of labeled
formulas can be considered as a knowledge base.
All inference patterns are defined as proof rules (see below). Every proof
rule ri has a sequence of premises (of length Pr,) and a conclusion. {fri} is a
set of functions which are used to generate a label of a conclusion: for every
proof rule ri an appropriate function fri : APr, --. A should be defined. For
rule ri with premises PI : h, ... ,Pn : in the plausible label of its conclusion is
equal fr, (h, ... , In). Examples of plausible algebras can be found in [7,8].
Having the language we can define a proof system. We consider a subset
of inference patterns described in [2]. Omitted patterns have minor role in
inference.
There are 4 types of proof rules: GEN, SPEC, S1M and MP. They
correspond to the following inference patterns: generalization, specialization,
similarity transformation and modus ponens. Some transformations can be
applied to different types of formulas; therefore indexes are used to distinguish
different versions of rules. Rules can be divided into several groups according
to type of formulas on which rules operate and types of inference patterns.
First is group of statement proof rules. It consist of 6 rules presented
in table 1. They are used to perform reasoning on statements, hence first
premises and the conclusions are object-attribute-value triples. Rules indexed
by 0 transform object argument, what correspond to generalization and specialization of the statement. Rules indexed by v operate on values. Applying
these rules changes the detail level of a description and corresponds to abstraction and concretion.
Second is group of dependency proof rules, which is shown in table 2.
They operate on dependency formulas and allow to use generalization, spe-
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Table 1. Statement proof rules.

S(Ol, 02, c)
H(Ol,O,C)
H(Ol,O,C)
E(Ol, a, 01, c)
E(o, a, 0, c)
E(o, a, 0, c)
GENo
SPECo
SIMo E(02, a, 02, c)
V(Ol, a, v)
V(o, a, v)
V(02, a, v)
V(o, a,v)
V(Ol, a, v)
V(Ol, a, v)
H(Vl,V,C)
H(Vl,V,O)
S(Vl, V2, 0)
H(v,a,cl)
H(Ol,O,Cl)
H(Ol,O,Cl)
GENv H(01,O,C2) SPECv
SIMv
V(ol,a,v)
V(Ol, a, V2)
V(Ol, a, VI)
V(Ol, a, vI)
V(Ol, a, VI)
V(Ol,a,v)
Table 2. Proof rules based on dependencies.

E(Ol, aI, 01, a2)
E(o,al,o,a2)
E(01,al,Ol,a2)
H(Ol, 0, c)
SIME S(Ol, 02, c)
SPECE H(Ol,O,C)
E(o, aI, 0, c)
E(o,al,o,c)
E(Ol,al,Ol,c)
E(o, aI, 0, a2)
E(01,al,ol,a2)
E(02, aI, 02, a2)
Table 3. Proof rules using implications.
SPECo~

H(Ol' 0, c)
V(o,al,vl) /\ ... /\ V(o,an,Vn ) -> V(o,a,v)
V(ol,al,vl) /\ ... /\ V(ol,an,Vn ) -> V(ol,a,v)
V(ol,al,vI) /\ ... /\ V(On,an,Vn ) -> V(o,a,v)
V(ol,al,vI)

MP
V(O, a, v)

cialization and analogy inference patterns to change objects in dependency
relations.
Third group presented in table 3 consist of two rules using implications.
SP ECo -+ is used to transform implication formulas and can be used to represent quantification over all objects which are below of given object in a
hierarchy. Second rule is modus ponens, which is well known inference pattern.
Proof can be defined as a tree. Tree P is a proof of labeled formula cp
from a set of labeled formulas K B if a root node of P is equal cp and for
every node '1/;: if 'I/; is a leaf, then 'I/; E K B; else, there are nodes ('1/;1, ... , 'l/;k),
connected to 'I/; and a proof rule ri such, that 'I/; is a consequence of ri and
'1/;1, ... , 'l/;k are its premises (label of 'I/; is calculated using fT,)'
We say, that a labeled formula 'I/; is a syntactic consequence of a set of
labeled formulas K B (K B f- '1/;) if there exist a proof of 'I/; from K B.
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Proof Searching Algorithm

Algorithm presented below (algorithm 1) is based on AUTO LOGIC system
developed by Morgan [5]. To limit the number of nodes and to generate
optimal proofs, algorithm A * [4,6] is used.
Input: ep - formula, K B - finite set of labeled formulas
Output: If ::11'1' E A : K B I- ep : 1'1" then success, P - proof of ep : 1'1' from K B,
else: failure.
T:= tree with one node (root) s; label s by [ep]; OPEN := [s]
while OPEN is not empty do
n := first element from OPEN; remove n from OPEN
if n has empty label then
Generate proof P using path from s to n; exit with success.
R := rules, which consequence can be unified with first formula of n.
E := nodes generated by replacing first formula of n
by premises of rules from R and applying substitutions
from unifier generated in the previous step
if first formula from n can be unified with element of K B then
Add to W node obtained from n by removing first formula and applying
substitutions from unifier.
end
Remove from E nodes generating loops.
Append E to T connecting nodes to n.
Insert nodes from E into OPEN.
end
Exit with failure.

Algorithm 1: LPR proof algorithm
Input data is a set of labeled formulas K B - a knowledge base and a
formula cp, which should be proved from K B. If there exist a label lcp E A
such, that K B I- cp : lcp, then proof of cp : lcp from K B is returned, else
procedure exits with failure.
The algorithm generates a tree T, which nodes (N) are labeled by sequences of formulas. For the purpose of algorithm, the LPR language is extended by adding countable set of variables, which cen be used instead of
constant symbols in these sequences. Every edge of T is labeled by a rule,
which consequence can be unified with the first formula of a parent node or is
labeled by the term kb(l) if the first formula of a parent node can be unified
with 'ljJ, such that 'ljJ : l E KB. Node s is the root of T. It is labeled by [cpl.
The goal is to generate a node labeled by empty set of formulas.
OF EN is an ordered sequence of nodes which are not expanded, initially
it consist of a root of T. If OF EN is empty, procedure exits with failure - cp
is not a syntactic consequence of K B.
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If first node of OPEN - n has empty sequence of formulas, procedure
exits with success and returns a proof tree P generated from T, starting
from n.
If n has not empty sequence of formulas, it is expanded. R = {rd is a
set of rules, which consequence can be unified with the first formula of n
using most general unifier Bi . Expansion E of n is a set of nodes generated by
replacing the first formula of n by premises of a rule ri E R and applying Bi
generated in the previous step to resulting sequence of formulas. If the first
formula of n can be unified with element of K B, a node with removed the
first formula and applied substitutions from unifier is added to E.
It is not allowed, that the same formula with no variables appears more
then once on any path of the proof tree constructed from T. Therefore nodes
violating this condition are removed from E.
Nodes from E are added to T by connecting them with node n. Edges are
labeled by rule names or by the term kb(l) if the first formula was generated
from a knowledge base with a label l.
Next, nodes from expansion are inserted into OPEN sequence. Ordering
of the sequence is kept. Nodes are ordered according to values of evaluation
function f : N --+ R, which is defined as follows:
f(n) = g(n)

+ h(n),

(1)

where 9 : N --+ R represents the actual cost of the proof and h : N --+ R is a
heuristic function which estimates the cost from n to the goal node.
Function 9 is defined below:
g(n) = edgescost(n)

+ l-labelvalue(n).

(2)

Every rule application or accessing knowledge base has a cost assigned (the
minimal cost is E > 0). Function edgescost(n) : n E N --+ R is a sum of
costs on the path from the root to n. Function labelvalue : N --+ [0,1] gives a
value of a proof by considering a label lip of'P (higher values are preferred).
Label lip is generated from path n, ... , s by using plausible functions of rules
corresponding to edges or using l if edge is labeled by kb(l) and assuming
that formulas in the sequence of n have the best possible label - such that
labelvalue(n) is highest (so ordering of labels with maximum element for
every subset of labels corresponding to every type of formula is needed).
To define heuristic function we can use the length of the sequence of
formulas len(n) multiplied by minimal cost of edge (E):
h(n)

By assigning small
more significant. It is
node depth grows. In
short proofs with the
proof.

= Elen(n).

(3)

values to edge costs, label of proved formula becomes
also possible to use edge costs which grow when the
such case on the beginning algorithm is looking for
best label of the 'P, but later it is searching for any
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Algorithm defined above has several important properties. Because of the
lack of space, proof is omitted.
Proposition 3.01 Algorithm 1 has the following properties:

1. Stop property (it terminates for any K Band 'P).
2. Correctness (if algorithm exits with success and returns P, then P is the
proof of'P from K B).
3. Completeness (if K B f-- 'P, algorithm exits with success).
4. Optimality (if algorithm exits with success and returns P, it has the lowest
possible cost - g value of the goal node is minimal).
5. Optimal efficiency (there is no other optimal algorithm, which expand
fewer nodes).

4

Conclusions and Further Works

In the paper a proof searching algorithm for the LPR has been presented,
and its properties has been showed. It seems, that it would be a good choice
to use it in intelligent information systems based on LPR.
Further works will concern building information system using LPR and
creating real world knowledge base from a chosen domain. It will allow to test
the proof algorithm and the formalism. Comparison to other proof (graph)
search techniques (such as iterative deepening strategy or AO*) and testing
other heuristic functions is also planned.
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Abstract. In the paper an agent-based system of evolving neural networks dedicated to time-series prediction is presented. First the idea of a multi-agent predicting
system is introduced and selected methods of management of collective intelligence
of agent population(s) are considered. Then the problems and possibilities of evolutionary design of a predicting neural network are shortly discussed. Finally a hybrid
solution combining both approaches in an evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS)
is proposed. General considerations are illustrated by the particular realisation of
such a system and selected experimental results conclude the work.

1

Introduction

Numerous computationally difficult problems may be solved utilising analogies to processes observed in nature. In particular this concerns various soft
computing techniques like artificial neural networks or evolutionary algorithms. While the former allow for modelling of very complex functions and
non-linear structures with large number of variables, the latter are successfully used to solve difficult search and optimisation problems. Even though
these have completely different application areas, one may notice that it often
happens that combinations of completely different techniques by the effect
of synergy exhibit some kind of intelligent behaviour [?]. This is sometimes
called computational intelligence as opposed to rather symbolic artificial intelligence.
This is the case with evolutionary neural networks, which combine neural
computing with evolutionary computation paradigm (see e.g. [?]). For example the architecture of a neural network may be encoded in a chromosome
and thus be a subject of evolutionary optimisation. Still the use of classical
evolutionary computation may bring some shortcomings. In the considered
case to evaluate a chromosome the network must be trained - and this must
be repeated for each network in the whole population before creating the
next generation.
A possible serious improvement to such problems comes with the use
of intelligent agents and agent-based systems. These provide concepts and
tools for development of intelligent decentralised systems. They may also
be used as a means for analysis and realisation of hybrid systems, in which
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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different techniques cooperate to fulfil specified demands. This cooperation,
complied with a specific management algorithms, may be a source of collective
intelligence.
Combining evolutionary computation with multi-agent systems (MAS)
leads to the decentralisation of the evolutionary optimisation process. Training of a neural network may be entrusted to an autonomously acting agent,
which can also perform actions of reproduction and death. This way various
agents may train their networks, simultaneously with the process of evolution occurring in the whole population. Such defined evolutionary multi-agent
system (EMAS) may help in search for the optimal configuration of a neural
network for the given problem, or at least help to establish a starting point
for further network structure development.
This paper presents the concept of such a hybrid system, in which different techniques (neural networks, evolutionary computation, agent systems)
cooperate helping one another in attaining its own goals. The main task of
the system is time-series prediction, but at the same time it tries to find the
best neural network architecture to perform this task, as well as the values
of many parameters describing its work (meta-evolution).

2

MAS for time-series prediction

From the outside, a time-series predicting system may be considered as a
black box with some input sequences, and predictions of successive values
of (some of) these sequences as output. Some mechanism inside that box
should be able to discover hidden regularities and relationships in and between the input sequences. Assuming that the characteristics of the signal(s)
may change in time, this mechanism should be also able to dynamically adapt
to these changes ignoring different kinds of distortion and noise.

2.1

Predicting MAS

When the signal to be predicted is much complicated (e.g. when different
trends change over time or temporal variations in relationships between particular sequences are present) the idea of a multi-agent predicting system may
be introduced [7]. The predicting MAS may be viewed as the box (as above)
with a group of intelligent agents inside (fig. 1). Subsequent elements of input
sequence(s) are supplied to the environment, where they become available for
all agents. Each agent may perform analysis of incoming data and give predictions of (a subset of) the next-to-come elements of input. Specialisation in
function or time of particular agents allow for obtaining better results by cooperation or competition in the common environment. Based on predictions
of all agents, prediction of the whole system may be generated.
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Fig. 1. Predicting neural MAS

2.2

Managing collective intelligence of a population of agents

One may notice that a group of autonomous yet cooperating intelligent agents
can exhibit a kind of collective intelligence. While dealing with such a system an important problem arises: how to determine the answer of the whole
system to given problem. For mentioned time-series prediction problem, it
should be decided how to select an agent which output is the best or most
representative and thus may be presented as the output of the whole system,
or how to combine more than one agent's answers to produce the desired
output value.
In literature various techniques of management of collective intelligence
arising from cooperation of autonomous beings solving the same problem
are proposed. This includes voting (linear combination of answers with fixed
weights), mixture of experts (like voting but a gating expert assigns specific
weights to particular answers), or stacked generalisation (gating expert can
be designed as any non-linear model) [?]. In the particular system, the way of
combining multiple individuals' answers can be based on probability analysis
as shown in section 4.2.

3

Evolutionary neural networks for time-series
prediction

The main advantage of using artificial neural networks is probably their ability to learn from examples and generalise acquired knowledge to new cases
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t n+1
(actual)

tn+1
-----"_r--~

(predicted)

Fig. 2. Predicting neural network

in such a way that no explicit problem-dependent knowledge is needed. That
is why they are often used in control problems, i.e. for management of some
process or device, as well as in approximation problems, e.g. classification
and prediction. The last is of our interest and will be discussed further.

3.1

Prediction with neural networks

A neural network may be used by an agent as a particular mechanism to
model the characteristics of a signal in a system for time-series prediction
[7]. Usually the next value of a series is predicted based on a fixed number of
previous ones (fig. 2). Thus the number of input neurons correspond to the
number of values the prediction is based on, and the output neuron(s) give
prediction(s) of the next-to-come value(s) of the series.
The choice of a particular architecture of the network is in great measure
determined by the particular problem. The feed-forward network on (fig. 2)
should predict tn+l value of the series, based on a fixed number of previous
values, which are given on the inputs of the first layer. When tn+1 value is
predicted, the inputs are shifted, and the value tn+1 is given as the input to
the last neuron of the first layer.

3.2

Evolution of neural networks

Even though the use of neural networks allows to perform various difficult
tasks with a little or even without problem-dependent knowledge, one still
needs to define the suitable network configuration - its topology (number of
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layers, number and type of neurons in particular layer, structure of connections), initial state and training algorithm. The network should have enough
complex structure to be able to solve the problem, at the same time this
structure should not be too complex to avoid overfitting the data.
Due to a huge number of possible network variants, manual process of
refining the neural network architecture requires many experiments and may
not necessarily lead to the best solution. That is why many techniques were
invented that allow for automatic design of a neural network that fulfils the
requirements of the problem. In evolutionary neural networks, the search for
a desirable neural network is made by an evolutionary algorithm [?, ?].
In order to encode the structure of the network into a chromosome, several questions should be answered. Is the exact image of structure to be
encoded in this genotype? Or maybe it will be enough if some general outline
is encoded? Answering these questions leads to two main kinds of genotypic
representation of a network:
• in direct encoding (strong specification scheme) a chromosome contains
complete information about the structure of the network and requires
little effort do decode it - an example of such an encoding is a connection matrix that precisely and directly specifies the topology of the
corresponding neural network,
• in indirect encoding (weak specification scheme) there are some rules
of creating a neural network encoded in the chromosome and thus the
construction of the network requires a considerable effort - an example
of such an encoding is one that uses rewrite rules to specify a set of
construction rules that are recursively applied to yield the whole network

[?].

One should remember that in direct encoding longer chromosomes are needed,
and indirect encoding suffers from noisy fitness evaluation [?].
Of course during the evolution process not only connections of the network
can be evolved. The same process may operate on weights between neurons
(evolutionary learning). Yet because of high computational complexity it is
often much easier to evolve the structure of connections, leaving the search
for the values of weights to the training algorithm.

3.3

Radial basis function networks

Radial basis function networks consist usually of three layers. The input one
is used only for normalisation purposes. The hidden layer consists of neurons
with radial activation function:

where IIX - Til denotes an Euclidean norm, (J describes the shape of the
radial function, X is an input vector and T is the centre of the function.
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Third layer usually consists of one neuron used to combine hidden neurons'
output values, and often uses linear activation function [?].
Training of RBF network can consist of two phases. First, the centres of
the radial functions are set at random or may be a subject of evolutionary
search. Second, the output layer of the network may be supervisory trained,
using simple steepest gradient descent method, based on the comparison between values predicted and received as an error measure [?].

4

Neural EMAS for time-series prediction

The configuration of the agents in a predicting MAS (kind of specialisation
or method of cooperation) is often difficult to specify. What is more, when
dynamic changes of the characteristics of the signal are possible, the configuration of the agents should reflect these changes, automatically adapting to the new characteristics. The mechanisms of evolution may help to
transform the whole population of agents (by means of mutation and/or recombination) so as it fits best current profile of the input signal (proper
selection/reproduction) - this evolutionary development of predicting MAS
meets the general idea of an evolutionary agent system (EMAS).

4.1

Evolutionary Multi-Agent Systems

The key idea of EMAS is the incorporation of evolutionary processes into a
multi-agent system (MAS) at a population level [?, ?]. It means that besides
interaction mechanisms typical for MAS (such as communication) agents are
able to reproduce (generate new agents) and may die (be eliminated from the
system). A decisive factor of an agent's activity is its fitness, expressed by
the amount of possessed non-renewable resource called life energy. Selection
is realised in such a way that agents with high energy are more likely to
reproduce, while low energy increases the possibility of death.
In EMAS training of a neural network may be entrusted to an agent while
the search for a suitable network architecture may be realised as the process of
evolution occurring in the whole population. To achieve this goal, each agent
simply possesses some vector of parameters, which describes the configuration
of its neural network. This vector plays role of agent's genotype, and as such
may be modified by genetic operators when inherited by its offspring. The
evaluation of agents is based on the quality of prediction obtained from a
trained network by means of gained/lost life energy.
One may notice that such system performs not only search for the optimal
neural network structure, but also exhibits collective intelligence at agent
population level since agents are able to cooperate providing even better
solutions to the given problem.
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A population of agents as a dynamic modular neural network

In the above-described system every agent contains a neural network, which
acts as a computational model for the given (prediction) problem. Entrusting
the task of solving the problem to the complex system, one may expect to
obtain more accurate answers. This is similar to the approach of modular
neural networks such as the model of PREdictive MOdular Neural Network.
PREMONN is a group (team) of neural networks, which solve the same
problem, and their responses are combined together to yield the final result

[?].
Applying PREMONN algorithm, every prediction of the given time-series
may be assigned a certain probability, which can be used to determine the
answer of the whole group of predicting individuals. After every prediction
step, every individual based on its predictions and errors:

computes its credit function:
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Based on this function the response of the group of individuals can be a
weighted combination of the answers or even can be the result of the winnertake-all combination:
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Using the above-mentioned approach a group of agents can produce the answer, which will be more accurate than the prediction of one arbitrarily chosen
agent, as it comes from the group of agents using at least simple voting, or a
more sophisticated bayesian stochastic scheme.
The system constructed in this way is also adaptive - its adaptation abilities base on its stochastic features. The probabilities of correct answers of
agents are dynamically changed by the gating expert, so in the group of the
agents, the answer of the whole group as the (somehow) weighted answer of
every agent, is reliable, and the agents which produce worse answers should
be replaced with new agents, in this way, globally, the system can adapt to
the new features of the environment.
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Evolving collective intelligence of agent populations

In such a complex organisation of agents, which was described above as a
dynamically changing predictive modular neural network, it will be very difficult to determine correct values of additional parameters, which describe
particular mechanisms of interaction. In order to improve the process of refining of such an organisation evolutionary processes may be also used (metaevolution) .
In an EMAS evolution usually is realised at the level of individual agent
actions [?] (as each of them contains a chromosome which can be recombined,
mutated, inherited etc.). At the same time perceiving the whole system as
a group of modular neural networks (groups of agents, every group can be
perceived as a single being), it seems natural to propose the way of evolving
such "complex beings". Every modular network must have its own parameters, characterising its behaviour, such as parameters of credit function, and
the parameters defining the way of evolving individual agents (amount of
rewards and punishments [?]), which can be subject of the evolution process.
Such two-level evolution may lead to automatic determination of the system parameters, making it more reliable and adaptive to the changes of the
work conditions (e.g. in time-series prediction, to the changes of the timeseries to be predicted).

5

Experimental results

The neural networks used in the experiments were radial basis function networks with three layers. The number of neurons in the input and hidden
layers and the centres of the RBF activation functions were the subject of
evolution. The synaptic weights of the output neurons were changed with use
of the simple steepest descent algorithm.
The results described below were obtained for simple sinusoidal time series, which period was 10 steps of the system's work and the signal range was
from 0, 1 to 0,9.
In the first graph (fig. 3a) a percent prediction error of a selected agent
is presented. The process is naturally faster at the beginning and slows down
after few hundreds of steps. It means that the networks used to predict a given
time-series were properly constructed. In the second graph (fig. 3b) an average
percent prediction error of the whole population of agents is presented. This
error changes very fast at the beginning of the evolution process, and then,
after several hundreds of steps it begins to stabilise, because many agents
with better abilities than their parents are created.
A crucial task in these kind of systems is to maintain more or less the
same number of agents in the population, so the system becomes stable and
constant exchange of the individuals is assured (still we do not know how
much agents we need for this particular task). In the conducted experiments
the population of the agents seems to be stable, as it one may observe in the
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b) ",
Fig. 3. Prediction error of a single agent (a) and average prediction error of the
population (b)

third graph (fig. 4a), where the number of agents in the system is presented.
It is to notify that (similar to average prediction error) the number of agents
at the beginning of the evolution process changes very fast, then begins to
stabilise .

..

..

a) "

b) ... ,

..

Fig. 4. Number of agents (a) and average agent energy (b) in the population

As the processes of evolution and death are based on the life energy of
agents, it can be seen in the fourth graph (fig. 4b), that amount of this resource is also stable during the operation of the system, which proves that
mechanisms of resource distribution agents (prices and penalties) were satisfactory.

6

Conclusions

Evolutionary design of neural networks may lead to obtaining faster and better results than these designed by a man from scratch. At the same time
a population of cooperating agents may produce much more reliable results
than even the best (as it may seem) agent at a time, which may be perceived as an example of collective intelligence. Two-level evolution conducted
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in EMAS can lead to new methods of solving complex problems, changing
not only characteristics of the individuals, but also the features of the environment, where the evolution is performed.
Further research should concern more sophisticated mechanisms of management of collective intelligence in a population(s) of agents. Also more
difficult problems and other application areas will be considered.
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Taming Surprises
Zbigniew R. Struzik
CWI
Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Abstract. A methodological trajectory has been described dealing with the 'novelty' or 'surprise' issue in time series records arising from real world complex
systems. It is based on extracting regularity (or scaling) characteristics of nondifferentiable time series with the wavelet transform, on modelling the complex
system using multi-fractal properties and on investigating novelty in the context of
the possible non-stationarity of such a model.

1

Introduction: Novelty in Complex Systems

This paper has been motivated by the recent trend in automated data analysis suggesting techniques for novelty detection and knowledge discovery [13]. Such techniques are often applied to real life data known to be subject
to complex dynamics inaccessible for modelling by deterministic dynamical
systems. The local reconstruction of the phase space trajectories (or other deterministic characteristics) of such systems may not be possible or may pose
substantial difficulty. These difficulties may be linked to critical behaviour
characterising such systems and may be misguiding the capturing of the evolution of time series arising from such systems. This in turn may result in
false novelty or surprise knowledge assessment.
Let us take an example. In the top panel of figure 1 we present a record
of heartbeat from a healthy patient. To the untrained eye, this record is
either plain noise or it is full of most interesting features, spikes etc. 1 Some
degree of knowledge, suggesting that stable, cyclic, regular heartbeat rate
should become a straight line in this plot, would prompt novelty discoveries
at almost every single point. Indeed, the heartbeat rate shown is full of such
'surprises', each subsequent record seems to depart from the previous one
in a most wild fashion. The methods of novelty (or discovery or surprise)
detection suggested to date would also most likely detect surprises in every
single point of the record.
Let us take an imaginary record of heartbeat with a few short beats followed by a long one. The novelty of detection of a long pause between beats of
1

This duality of 'novelty' interpretation can be appreciated in a record as 'simple' as a white noise time series. On the one hand, it contains no correlations
at all, no coherent structures and thus no novelty. On the other, it represents
perfectly coded information - each and every new sample carries new surprising
information, independent and orthogonal.
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Fig. 1. Top: A healthy heart rate recording, about five hours long. Centre: A frac-

tionally differentiated S&P500 record F( -0.5) about four years long centred at the
'87 crash. Bottom: a fetal heartbeat record during labour, about ten hours long.

the heart after one or a series of shorter beats is, however, very questionable,
if one realises that this is the most likely behaviour of the healthy heartbeat.
Indeed, it has been established in the study of complex systems that heartbeat records show anti-persistence characterised by a high probability of long
intervals after short intervals and vice versa. In fact, healthy heartbeat is at
the ultimum of the range of anti-persistence measured by the Hurst exponent
of anti-persistence - it reaches levels near H = 0.0 (on the scale 0-1) [4-6].
By comparison, Brownian walk, in which every next jump is independent of
the previous one, is characterised by H = 0.5, central on the range of H.
Such seemingly 'anomalous' behaviour of the healthy heartbeat is not
unique in nature. In fact many complex systems show characteristics which
make it impossible to use low degree oscillatory models for modelling them.
Such models would, of course, be relatively easy to use for discovery and
fitting, including determination of instances when they do not perform. The
essence of highly developed criticality of systems like heartbeat is that making
and fitting models of such a smooth oscillatory character does not seem to
make sense - they would fail at every instance and point.
The degree of difficulty of novelty detection in real life complex systems
can be further appreciated in the following example, shown in the second
(middle) panel of figure 1. The record of S&P index shows the crash of '87
centrally. It perhaps appears as an 'outlier' or novel feature to the observer.
In fact it is probably neither of these . The (multi)-fractal structure [7-9] of
the financial time series guarantees that there are crashes at any scale of
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observation. Smaller crashes will happen at smaller scales; their magnitude
follows a law which is the subject of discussion and study. Large events like
the '87 crash are 'rare' and may appear as outliers [10,11]. They are, however,
possibly just the effect of the internal complex dynamics of the system - they
are determined by the history of the system to the date of the crash. [12,13]
The last example again shows heart rate, but this time it is the heart
rate of a baby being born. Fetal heartbeat is different in characteristics from
adult heartbeat. Here, additionally, the record shows the dynamic evolution
of the fetal heartbeat during the final hours of labour, ending in birth. This
time it was a successful birth with positive fetal outcome. The baby born
was healthy. Its heartbeat was used to make decisions about its status during
labour. Such decisions are routinely taken upon observation of heartbeat, as
it is the only indicator of the well-being of the fetus. The obstretician observes
the heartbeat and judges it for development of characteristics which would
prompt (or better not) intervention in the case of hypoxia (lack of oxygen).
The case shown did not require intervention - the heartbeat, albeit extremely
complex, did not deviate from normal.
Developed around the examples given above, the structure of this paper
is as follows. First a method of analysis of regularity properties of time series
(wavelet transform) is introduced in section 2. It is followed, in section 3,
by its use for the characterisation of the so-called multi-fractal properties
of the time series, originating from real life complex systems. Analysis of
the possible non-stationarity of the multi-fractal properties is suggested in
section 4, together with accommodating it in a heuristic model (section 5).
For notes on model discovery from non-stationarity by the use of automated
Bayesian net reasoning, the reader is referred to [14].

2

Estimating Regularity of Rough Time Series

Suppose we can locally approximate the time series (function f) with some
polynomial Pn , but the approximation fails for Pn+l. One can think of this
kind of approximation as the Taylor series decomposition: 2

f(x)xo

= Co

+ Cl(X -

= Pn(x -

+ ... + cn(x xo) + Clx - xolh(x o) .
xo)

xot

+ Glx -

xolh(x o) =

It is traditionally considered to be important in data mining of time series to capture trend behaviour Pn . It is, however, widely recognised in other
fields, as discussed in the previous section, that it is not necessarily the regular polynomial background but quite often the transient singular behaviour
2

In fact the arguments to be given are true even if such a Taylor series decomposition does not exist, but it can serve as an illustration [15].
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which can carry important information about the phenomena and the underlying system 'producing' the time series.
The exponent h(xo) characterises such local singular behaviour by capturing what 'remains' after approximating with Pn and what does not yet 'fit'
into an approximation with Pn+l. Thus, our function or time series f(x) is
locally described by the polynomial component Pn and the so-called Holder
exponent h(xo).
(1)

.,

.,

.
Fig. 2. Left: the input time series with the WT maxima above it in the same
01

02

0'

"4.

0.6

01

0.1

01

o.t

figure. The strongest maxima correspond to the crash of '87. The input time series
is de-biased and L1 normalised. Right: we show the same crash related maxima
highlighted in the projection showing the logarithmic scaling of all the maxima.
The advent of multi-scale techniques (like WT), capable of locally assessing the singular behaviour, greatly contributed to the advance of analysis
of 'strange' signals, including (multi)fractal functions and distributions. The
wavelet transform is a convolution product of the signal with the scaled and
translated kernel - the wavelet 'ljJ(x). [16,17] The scaling and translation actions are performed by two parameters; the scale parameter s 'adapts' the
width of the wavelet kernel to the resolution required and the location of the
analysing wavelet is determined by the parameter b:

(Wf)(s,b)

= -1

s

J

x-b
dx f(x) 'ljJ(-)
s

(2)

where s, bE Rand s > 0 for the continuous version.
For analysis purposes, one is not so much concerned with numerical or
transmission efficiency or representation compactness, but rather with accuracy and adaptive properties of the analysing tool. Therefore, in analysis
tasks, continuous wavelet decomposition is mostly used. The space of scale
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s and position b, is then sampled semi-continuously, using the finest data
resolution available. 3
The only admissibility requirement for the wavelet 'Ij; is that it has zero
mean - it is a wave function, hence the name wavelet. However, in practice,
wavelets are often constructed with orthogonality to a polynomial of some
degree n.

I:

xn 'Ij;(X) dx

=0

(3)

Indeed, if the number of the vanishing moments of the wavelet is at least as
high as the degree of Pn , the wavelet coefficients will capture the local scaling
behaviour of the time series as described by h(xo). Thus, what wavelets provide in a unique way is the possibility to tame and manage singularities and
trends in a local fashion, through localised wavelets components [15-17,21].

w(n) 1(s, xo)

= ~
s

J

Glx - xolh(x o ) 'Ij;(x - xo) dx
s

= Glslh(x o )

J

Ix'lh(x o ) 'Ij;(x') dx' .

Therefore, we have the following power law proportionality for the wavelet
transform (WT) of the (Holder) singularity of 1(xo):
w(n) 1(s, xo) ~ Islh(x o )

.

From the functional form of the equation, one can attempt to extract the
value of the local Holder exponent from the scaling of the wavelet transform
coefficients in the vicinity of the singular point Xo. A common approach to
trace such singularities and to reveal the scaling of the corresponding wavelet
coefficients is to follow the so-called maxima lines of the WT, converging towards the analysed singularity. This approach was first suggested by Mallat
et al [21] (it resembled edge detection in image processing) and was later used
and further developed among others in Refs [15,22,23]. However, any line convergent to the singularity can be used (to estimate the singularity exponent).
Moreover, estimating local regularity at any point is possible by following
the evolution (decay/increase) of the wavelet transform. This includes the
smooth polynomial-like components of the time series. 4
3

4

The numerical cost of evaluating the continuous wavelet decomposition is not
as high as it may seem. Algorithms have been proposed which (per scale) have
complexity of the order n, the number of input samples, at a relatively low
constant cost factor. [18]. Additionally, computationally cheap, discretised, semicontinuous versions of the decomposition are possible [19,20].
Note that the interestingness of the time series is relative to application. The
maxima of the WT can often be very well used since they converge to singular
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In figure 2, we plot the input time series which is a part of the S&P
index containing the crash of '87. In the same figure, we plot corresponding
maxima derived from the WT decomposition with the Mexican hat wavelet.
The maxima corresponding to the crash stand out both in the top view (they
are the longest ones) and in the side log-log projection of all maxima (they
have a value and slope different from the remaining bulk of maxima). The only
maxima higher in value are the end of the sample finite size effect maxima.
These observations suggest that the crash of '87 can be viewed as an isolated
singularity in the analysed record of the S&P index for practically the entire
wavelet range used.
The size, as reflected in maxima scale span, and the strength h of the crash
related singularity, may suggest 'novelty' and 'surprise' to be associated with
the event. For the strongest crashes observed, obviously due to their economic
impact, there is a great interest and an ongoing debate as to whether they
can be classified as outliers or whether they actually belong to the dynamics
of the economic system [10-13]. In the case of the crash of '87, there are
indications that it resulted from the past history of the development of the
index [12], in particular as it lacked any evident external reason for occurring.

3

Multifractal Description of Complex Systems

The time series, the examples of which have been given in the previous
sections belong to a class of systems recently characterised as multifractal
(MF) [24-26,7-9]. Several models of multifractality have been suggested,
starting at the early extensions of fractality and classical examples [27], to
sophisticated wavelet cascade based models recently suggested [28,29]. Let us
briefly hint at the main characteristic of multifractals.
For the stationary fractional Brownian noise, we would expect that any
local estimate of the Holder exponent h would conform to the mean or global
Hurst exponent H. Of course, for finite length samples and single realisations,
we will have fluctuations in the local h exponent, but they should prove to
be marginal and diminish with increasing statistics. This will not be the case
with a multifractal. The local h will show a wide range of exponents regardless
of the resolution and sample size [26,30]. What we would expect to remain
unchanged (or stationary) for the multifractal (cascade) is the multifractal
spectrum of h, i.e. D(h).
In figure 3, an example time series with the local Hurst exponent indicated
in colour are shown. We have chosen the record of healthy (adult) heartbeat
intervals and white noise for comparison. The background colour indicates
structures which they help in detecting and estimating. However, if one is interested in smooth components, this may not necessarily be the best alternative.
Similarly, for localisation of oscillatory components, phase detection using complex wavelets may prove a more appropriate alternative than the maxima of the
real valued WT.
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the Holder exponent h - the local counterpart to the Hurst exponent H.
It is centred at the mean value corresponding with the Hurst exponent at
green. The colour goes towards blue for higher h and towards red for lower
h. In the same figure 3, we show corresponding log-histograms of the local
Holder exponent 5. Each h measures a so-called singularity strength, and
thus a histogram provides a way to evaluate the 'singularity spectrum'. In
other words, the local h measures the local contribution to the multifractal
spectra [30J.

.,

..

~------------------------- ---------------~
Fig. 3. Left: example time series with local Hurst exponent indicated in colour:
the record of healthy heartbeat intervals and white noise. The background colour
indicates the Holder exponent locally, centred at the Hurst exponent at green; the
colour goes towards blue for higher h and towards red for lower h . Right: the
corresponding log-histograms of the local Holder exponent.

4

'Novelty Hints' from the 'Failure' of the MY Model

A true multifractal process would share the same parameters (like MF spectrum) for any sub-part of the record. Thus, for an ideal multifractal system,
each new data recorded would not affect the spectrum already estimated.
Testing for this stationarity property can be done for our example records.
In particular, new sample information can be simulated by running a simple
5

They are made by taking the logarithm of the measure in each histogram bin. This
conserves the monotonicity of the original histogram, but allows us to compare
the log-histograms with the spectrum of singularities D(h). By following the
evolution of the log-histograms along scale, one can extract the spectrum of the
singularities D(h) (multifractal spectrum).
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moving average (MA) filter, which may capture collective behaviour of the
local h characteristic. A n-MA filtering of n base is defined as follows:
1

i=n

hMAn (i) = ;, L hi(f(x)) ,

(4)

i=l

where hi(f) are the subsequent values of the effective Holder exponent of the
time series f. Standard deviation from the hM An (i) mean exponent can also
be calculated and is closely linked to the instantaneous MF spectrum width:
i=n

L(hi(f(x)) - h MAn (i))2 .

(5)

i=l

mean h forMAIOOand MAl000
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Fig. 4. The variability plot from a long run of experiments where the test persons
were given placebo or beta-blocker. Two runs of M A filter were performed with
100 and 1000 maxima long window. An interesting pattern of response to food is
evident.
An interesting pattern of 'surprising' features can be identified in the
example (7 days long) record of the heartbeat. Upon verification, it confirms a
pattern of response to activity, suggesting novel links to external information.
Without going into much detail of the record given, there is a particularly
strong response of the person in question to food. The observed shift towards
higher values as the result of eating (it is almost possible to estimate the
volume of the meal!) may indicate some nearly pathologic response in this
individual case [31].
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Fig. 5. Left: a fractionally FO.5 integrated 'normal' record contains no diagnostic
surprises. Right: the cumulative indicator h cum extracted from a bad fetal outcome
record plunges after a period of homeostasis, suggesting diagnostic 'novelty'. Both
the cumulative Holder exponent hcum(V;) (red line) and the deviation of the Holder
from the reference value href = 0.05 (blue filled curve) are plotted in the right plot.
In the case of fetal heartbeat during labour, there is no reason why the
local Holder exponent h(Vi) of the variability Vi component of fetal heartbeat
intervals should be stationary. It reflects dynamic changes in the condition
of the fetus and the degree of stress to which it is subjected. Despite the fact
that stress has a rapid effect on heartbeat, the effects on the state of the fetus
are not always immediate. This is why short dynamic changes in heartbeat
characteristics (which determine the multifractal picture) may not be relevant and not representative of the state of the fetus. Rather than expanding
the observation window, we have suggested [32] using a cumulative indicator, designed to capture the non-stationarity of the local h of the variability
component of fetal heartbeat Vi [32].6 The cumulative h is defined from the
beginning of the observation and with respect to some normal reference level
hrer

(6)
1=1

The minus sign is introduced to give the h cum indicator increasing direction when the level of local correlations is lower than href • This corresponds with a healthy condition. The case of higher correlations is associated with problems and, therefore, the accumulation of a positive difference
6

To use the linear integral of the non-stationarity component of the variability
of fetal heartbeat is simply a heuristic. Of course, other functional dependence
than linear integral is possible. The discovery of a more suitable model of such
possible functional dependence is the subject of our future research.
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(heff (VI) - h ref ) will lead to decreasing cumulative h. The cumulative indicator steadily increasing or remaining within some margin of fluctuations
indicates no problems and a good prediction. When the indicator plunges
down, it calls for intervention. This can, of course, happen at any moment
during labour. The nature of this process is dramatically non-stationary, and
a period of positive evaluation can be interrupted at any stage (for example
by the occlusion of the umbilical cord due to movement). One of the examples given (figure 5 right) shows the cumulative indicator plunging after a
prolonged homeostasis.
This record thus shows a 'novelty' or 'surprise' in the dynamic evolution
of its multifractal properties as judged by the results of the related (bad)
fetal outcome. For comparison, we show in the same figure 5 in the left panel
a record of the raw, fractionally integrated fetal heartbeat time series which
corresponds to a good fetal outcome. This time there is no diagnostic novelty
or surprise in the time series - the corresponding fetal outcome has been pronounced OK. The apparent similarity of the record evolution would, however,
likely prompt a different opinion, that in both cases a novelty occurred! The
difference is that the panel on the right (in Fig. 5) has been drawn from a
diagnostic carrying information derived from the time series using a heuristic
model. The panel on the left has been prepared using the raw time series
transformed linearly by (fractional FO.5) integration.

6

Conclusions

We have elaborated on the difficulties which may arise in the (novelty oriented) analysis of time series arising from real life complex systems. We have
also presented a number of example approaches aiming at 1) tempering the
singular behaviour by means of wavelet transforming, and 2) capturing complex multifractal model characteristics. Additionally, we have suggested evaluating novelty by monitoring the instances of failure of such a model, as
is pronounced in non-stationarities of its characteristics. Such novelty can
be linked to external variables, can be further incorporated in a heuristic
model or investigated by probabilistic methods (Bayesian net) for evidence
of a higher dimensional model. The methodology, however strongly it opposes attempting to model time series by the reconstruction of the dynamic
properties of the system (e.g. phase space reconstruction, feature (based) linguistic), does not preclude it. In fact some aspects of tempering (taming)
the singular time series involved and reasoning using multifractal (or other
appropriate stochastic model) characteristics may prove to be practical in
such an alternative approach.
As an additional concluding observation, it is possibly the lack of multiresolution capabilities which limits the possibilities of the techniques for
novelty discovery [1-3J. They operate with one fixed resolution which makes
it difficult to derive scaling laws. The wavelet transform makes multiresolu-
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tion analysis possible and, in the context of novelty discovery, it has been
shown to make possible the derivation of 'rules and laws from data' [33-35].
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Abstract. Convenient searching of multimedia databases requires well annotated
data. Labeling sound data with information like pitch or timbre must be done
through sound analysis. In this paper, we deal with the problem of automatic
classification of musical instrument on the basis of its sound. Although there are
algorithms for basic sound descriptors extraction, correct identification of instrument still poses a problem. We describe difficulties encountered when classifying
woodwinds, brass, and strings of contemporary orchestra. We discuss most difficult
cases and explain why these sounds cause problems. The conclusions are drawn and
presented in brief summary closing the paper.

1

Introduction

With the increasing popularity of multimedia databases, a need arises to
perform efficient searching of multimedia contents. For instance, the user can
be interested in finding specific tune, played by the guitar. Such searching
cannot be performed efficiently on raw sound or image data. Multimedia
data should be first annotated with descriptors that facilitate such search.
Standardization of multimedia content description is a scope of MPEG-7
standard [9,13]. However, algorithms of descriptors extraction or database
searching are not within a scope of this standard, so they are still object of
research. This is why we decided to investigate labeling of mono sounds with
the names of musical instruments that play these sounds.
In this paper, we deal with problems that arise when automatic classification of musical instrument sounds is performed. It is far from perfect, and
we especially focus on these sounds (and instruments) that are misclassified.

2

Classification of Musical Instruments

There exist numerous musical instruments all over the world. One can group
them into classes according to various criteria. Widely used Sachs-Hornbostel
system [8] classifies musical instruments into the categories, which can be seen
in Table 1.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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Table 1. Categories and subcategories of musical instruments
Category
idiophones

Instruments

Criteria for subclasses

Subclasses

material

struck together

castanets

whether pitch is important

struck

gongs

no. of idiophones in instrument rubbed

saw

no. of resonators

scraped

washboards

stamped

floors

shaken

rattles

plucked

Jew's harp

membrano-

whether has 1 or 2 heads

drums: cylindrical,

phones

if there are snares, sticky balls

conical, barrel,

how skin is fixed on drum

hourglass, long,

whether drum is tuned

goblet,

how it is tuned

kettle, footed,

how it is played

frame drum

position of drum when played

friction drum

body material

mirliton/kazoo

kazoo

zither

piano

how they are played

lute plucked

guitar

tuning

lute bowed

violin

presence of frets

harp

harps

presence of movable bridges

lyre, bow

kind of mouthpiece:

flutes: side-blown,

blow hole

end-blown, nose,

chordophones number of strings

aerophones

electrophones

darabukke
tambourine

whistle

multiple, panpipes

single reed

globular flute

ocarina

double reed

whistle mouthpiece

recorder

lip vibrated

single reed

clarinet

double reed

oboe

air chamber

accordion

lip vibrated

brass

free aerophone

bullroarers
keyboards
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Membranophones and idiophones are together called percussion. Contemporary classification also adds electrophones to this set. The categories are
further divided into subcategories [17]. As one can see, the variety of instruments complicates the process of classifications, especially in case of percussion, when classification depends on the shape of the instrument. The sound
parameterization for the classification purposes is often based on harmonic
properties of sound, so dealing with definite pitch (fundamental frequency)
sounds is much more common and convenient. This is why we decided to
limit ourselves to instruments of definite pitch.
In our paper, we deal with chordophones and aerophones only. The instruments we analize include bowed lutes (violin, viola, cello, and double
bass), side-blown flute, single reed, double reed, and lip vibrated. All of them
produce sounds of definite pitch. We use fundamental frequency of musical instrument sounds as a basis of sound parameterization, as well as the envelope
of the waveform. Further parameters are described in the next section.

3

Sound Parameterization

In our research, we dealt with 667 singular sounds of instruments, recorded
from MUMS CDs with 44.1kHz frequency and 16bit resolution [15]. MUMS
library is commonly used in experiments with musical instrument sounds
[4-6,10,14,20]' so we can consider them to be a standard.
There exist many descriptors that can be applied for the instrument classification purposes. Recently elaborated MPEG-7 standard for Multimedia
Content Description Interface provides for 17 audio descriptors [9], but many
other sound features have been applied by the researchers so far, including
various spectral and temporal features, autocorrelation, cepstral coefficients,
wavelet-based descriptors, and so on [1,2,5-7,10,11,14,16,18-20]. The sound
parameterization we applied starts with extraction of the following temporal,
spectral, and envelope descriptors [18]:
Temporal descriptors:

• Length: Signal length
• Attack, Steady and Decay: Relative length of the attack (till reaching
75% of maximal amplitude), quasi-steady (after the end of attack, till the
final fall under 75% of maximal amplitude) and decay time (the rest of
the signal), respectively
• Maximum: Moment of reaching maximal amplitude
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Spectral descriptors:

• EvenH arm and OddH arm: contents of even and odd harmonics in spectrum
• Brightness and Irregularity [12]:
Ir = log

L

N-l

120 log An _ 20 IOg(An~lAnAn-l) 1 (1)

n=2

where AN is the amplitude of nth partial (harmonic) and N is number
of available partials
• Tristimulusl, 2, 3 [16]:

(2)
• Frequency: Fundamental frequency
Envelope descriptors:
• ValA mp l, ... , ValAmp7: Average values of amplitudes within 7 intervals

of equal width for a given sound
• EnvFill: Area under the curve of envelope, approximated by means of
values ValA mp l, ... , ValA mp7
• Cluster: Number of the closest of 6 representative envelope curves (obtained via clustering) shown in Figure 1 [18].
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Fig. 1. The most typical shapes of sound envelopes, obtained as centroids of clusters
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Some of the descriptors we calculated for the whole sound, whereas other
where calculated for frames of length equal to 4 periods of sound and rectangular window through the whole sound (table WINDOW). The obtained basic
data are represented as relational database. The structure of this database
is shown in Figure 2 [18]. Objects of the database are classified according to
both the instrument and articulation (how the sound is played) to the following classes: violin vibrato (denoted vln), violin pizzicato (vp), viola vibrato
(vIa), viola pizzicato (vap), cello vibrato (clv), cello pizzicato (clp), double
bass vibrato (cbv), double bass pizzicato (cbp), flute (flt), oboe (obo), b-flat
clarinet (cl), trumpet (tpt), trumpet muted (tpm), trombone (tbn), trombone
muted (tbm), French horn (fur), French horn muted (fum) and tuba (tUb).

SAMPLE
Length
Attack
Steady
Decay
Max. amplitude
Odd
Even
Brightness
Trist.l,2,3
Irregularity
Fundam. freq.

Instrument

Local parameters
(Window size: 4 x
X fundam. period)

-

I
ENVELOPE
~

Val1, ... ,7
EnvFiII
Cluster

L

--,--,-.,
..................
I

I

I

•• -..!..... •• -.J..... •. ~

!

!

I

I

I

I

I
I

WINDOW
Odd, Even
Brightness
Trist.l,2,3
Irregularity
Average freq.
Amplitude

Env. tables
for spectral
descriptors

~_J~_J._.I

Fig. 2. Relational database of musical instrument sound descriptors
Apart from the data described above, we used new parameters, calculated
for the basic ones. Namely, we extended the database by a number of new
attributes defined as linear combinations of the existing ones. Additionally,
the WINDOW table was used to search for the temporal templates, in order
to use the found frequent episodes as new sound features [18].

4

Experiments

The data described in the previous section were used in experiments with automatic recognition of musical instrument sounds. The most common methods used in such experiments include k-nearest neighbor classifier (also with
genetic algorithm to seek the optimal set of weights for the features), Bayes
decision rules, decision trees, rough set based algorithms, neural networks,
hidden Markov models and other classifiers [1,3,5,6,10,11,19,20]. Sometimes
classification is performed in 2 stages:first, the sound is classified into a group
(according to instrument category or articulation), and then the instrument
is recognized. Extensive review of research in this domain is presented in [7].
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Results of experiments vary, but apart from small data sets (for instance, 4
classes only), they are far from perfect, generally around 70-80% for instruments and about 90% for groups. The results are usually presented in form
of correctness tables for various settings of the experiment method, and only
some papers cover confusion matrices for the investigated instruments.
In the research for four woodwind instruments: oboe, sax, clarinet, and
flute [3], confusions are presented in percentage for every pair. No overall pattern was observed for these data. In experiments for larger set of instruments
(19), detailed confusion matrices are presented [10]. For these data, sax was
frequently mistaken for clarinet (10 out of 37 samples for the best combined
feature classifier) and trombone for French horn (7 out of 28 samples for the
same classifier). Confusion matrix for our research is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Confusion matrix for all (spectral and temporal) attributes

el cbv cbp tpt tpm fur fum fit obo tbn tbm tub vIa yap elv elp vln vp %
el

37 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 100

cbv 0 36

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0 81.82

cbp 0

0

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

2 83.33

tpt

4

0

0

24

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0 70.59

tpm 3

0

0

2

22

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0 70.97

fur

0

2

0

0

0

33

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 89.19

fum 0

0

0

0

0

0

32

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0 86.49

fit

3

0

0

0

0

0

0 33 0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 89.19

obo 0

1

0

0

0

0

3

1 22

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0 68.75

tbn 0

0

0

0

0

5

3

5

19

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 52.78

tbm 0

2

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

3

22

0

0

0

2

0

0

0 66.67

tub 0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

29

0

0

1

0

0

0 90.63

via

6

7

1

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

13

0

2

0

9

0 30.95

yap 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21

0

4

0

9 61. 76

elv

0

7

0

0

1

1

0

0

5

0

3

0

2

0

27 0

1

0 57.45

elp

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

13

0 18

0

1 46.15

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

0

0

0

4

0

1

0 33 0 73.33

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

0

0

vln
vp

0 25 62.50

As we can see, the most difficult instruments to classify in our case were violin and cello pizzicato, in 14 and 13 cases respectively, misclassified for viola
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pizzicato. Since pizzicato sounds are very short and these instruments belong
to the same family, this is not surprising. Clarinet was perfectly classified (we
have not investigated sax that was problematic in [10]). Other instruments did
not show such distinct patterns, but generally strings yielded lower results,
with viola being the most difficult to classify correctly. Average recognition
rate was 70.61 %. These results are comparable with other research, and also
with human achievements in musical instrument sound classification [3].

5

Conclusions

Classification of musical instrument sounds must take into account various
articulation methods and categorization of instruments. In our research, we
investigated sounds of non-percussion instruments of contemporary orchestra, including strings, woodwind, and brass. The most difficult were string
sounds, especially when the investigated sounds are very short and change
dramatically in time, i.e. played pizzicato (string plucked with finger). Such
sounds are also difficult to parameterize, since analyzing frame must be also
very short, and the sound features change very quickly. String sound played
vibrato are also quite similar, so it is understandable that they can be mistaken. Generally, instruments belonging to the same category, or, even worse,
to the same subcategory, are more difficult to discern. Additionally, vibration
introduces fluent changes of sound features and also makes recognition more
challenging. However, we hope that investigation of various sound parameterization techniques, combined with testing of various classification algorithms,
may move forward the research on automatic indexing of musical sounds.
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Abstract. Multimedia and sound databases require special attention to perform
automatic searching for any musical data. To enable automatic search, sound processing and parameterization is needed. This paper investigates dependencies between most popular sound attributes used for sound description purposes. Apart
from experiments and results, we present considerations on possible further research, including industry applications.

1

Introduction

Automatic classification of sounds is practically impossible to perform on the
basis of row audio data, and preprocessing that parameterizes the sounds is
necessary. The produced set of parameters (descriptors) should match the
recognition task. In this paper, the task is to identify musical instruments
that produced the analyzed sounds.
Investigations on automatic musical instrument sound classification has
been progressing recently, and various parameterization techniques have been
applied to sound data as preprocessing. Extracted features are based on various sound analysis methods, like Fourier transform, wavelet analysis, and
so on. Features used in the research worldwide include spectral parameters,
i.e. spectral moments [4], statistical properties of spectrum [1], contents of
the selected groups of partials in sound spectrum [8], [11], inharmonicity,
spectral envelope [9]; time-related parameters, i.e. onset duration [9]' amplitude envelope [7]; wavelet-based parameters [12]; cepstral coefficients based
on constant Q transform [2], and other parameters [5], [12]. Classification algorithms applied in the above mentioned research include k-nearest neighbor
[4], [7], [9], statistical methods [9]' decision trees, rough set based algorithms,
neural networks [12], and others [5].
Musical instrument sounds can be classified on various levels. First of all,
sounds are classified at instrument level. However, the method of sound production (articulation) or families of instruments are also considered [5], [9],
[12]. In this paper, we classify musical instrument sounds at various levels, additionally looking into inside structure of parameterization using Forty-Niner
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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system approach [14], see Section 2. Starting with popular sound attributes
based On Fourier analysis, we test dependencies between the attributes. We
believe it is both interesting and useful in the research On auLomatic musical
sound classification.
Presented work comes from the research performed while preparing Ph.D.
dissertation under the direction of A. Czyzewski from Sound and Vision Engineering Department of the Gdansk University of Technology.

2

Searching for Regularities

Forty-Niner (4ger) system used in the described research is a general-purpose
database mining system [14]. 4ger conducts large-scale search for regularities
in subsets of the investigated data. Such regularities (or patterns) can be
found in form of contingency tables, equations, or logical equivalences [13].
Firstly, contingency tables are found, and if the data indicate a functional
relationship, then more costly search for equations is conducted.
The searching procedure can be applied to any relational table (data matrix). Initially, 4ger examines the contingency table for each pair of attributes,
and then search in the space of equation is invoked for the discovered regularities. A contingency table shows actual distribution for a pair of attributes.
Each entry in the table equals to the number of records that have the corresponding combination of values of both attributes. An example of contingency
table for strongly correlated attributes x and Y is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Contingency table for highly correlated attributes x and y, with attribute
domains {1,2,3} and {a,b,c,d} respectively
Attribute x
1
65 0 0
o1 0
2
3
2 073
abc

1
26
0
d Attribute y

In 4ger system, regularities are approved based on their significance, measured by the probability that they are random fluctuations. This probability
is determined On the basis of X 2 test, which measures the distance between
tables of actual and expected counts as follows:
where

Eij =

nx

d
expected number of records with x = Xi an Y = Yj,
parameters, Xi, Yj - parameter values, N - total number of

' -n y :

~ -

where x, Y
records

-
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actual frequency distribution

Since X2 depends on the size of the data set, Cramer's V coefficient is
also calculated, in order to abstract from the number of data:

V=

N . min(Mraw - 1, Meal - 1)

where M raw x Meal - size of the contingency table
For ideal correlation, Cramer's V = 1, and V = 0 for perfectly noncorrelated data.

3

The Database

Experiments described in this paper are based on musical instrument sound
parameterization. The sounds used for database creation come from a collection of CDs, prepared at McGill University (MUMS) for sampling purposes
[10]. MUMS features stereo samples of musical instrument sounds, recorded
chromatically within the standard playing range of instruments, with timbral
variations. 16-bit stereo recording with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency were
made on the basis of these CDs. In the described experiments, 679 sounds of
the following instruments have been chosen:
• strings: violin, viola, cello, and double bass, played vibrato and pizzicato;
• woodwinds: flute, oboe, and b-flat clarinet;
• brass: trumpet, trombone and French horn, played with and without
muting, and tuba without muting.
Each record in the investigated database corresponds to a singular sound
of one instrument. The records include 69 attributes (parameters), 62 of
them are numerical. These 62 attributes describe general properties of the
whole sound, as well as specific properties of 2 most important parts of the
sound: the initial phase, called the attack (parameterized at the beginning,
in the middle, and at the end), and the main phase, called quasi-steady state
(parameterized for the maximal and minimal amplitude). The parameters
calculated for the attack and for the quasi-steady state in the selected points
are:
• nfv - number of partial nfv E {I, ... , 5} of greatest frequency variation,

• fv - weighted mean frequency variation for 5 lowest partials

where

Ak - amplitude of k-th partial
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fk - frequency of k-th partial
• Trl - modified first Tristimulus parameter [11]
Trl =

Ai

-N....--''----

Ln=l A~

• A I - 2 - difference of amplitudes between the first partial (fundamental)
and the second one
Al
A I - 2 = 20 log A2
• H 3,4, H 5,6,7, H S ,9,10, H rest - contents of the selected groups of harmonics
in spectrum
H 3,4

=

Ln=3,4A~
L:=1

H 5,6,7
H

=

8,9,10 =

H rest

=

A~

Ln=5,6,7 A~
L:=1

A~

Ln=8,9,10 A~
",N

2

L..m=1 An

L:=11
N

A~

Ln=1 A~
• Od - contents of odd harmonics in spectrum, excluding fundamental

• Ev - contents of even harmonics in spectrum

• Br - brightness of sound

General properties of the whole sound are described by the following seven
parameters:
• Vb - depth of vibrato
Vb =

Ihmax - hminl
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where hmax, hmin - frequency of fundamental for maximal and minimal
amplitude in the quasi-steady state respectively
• h - fundamental in the middle of the sound [Hz]
• dfr - approximate fractal dimension of graph of spectrum amplitude envelope in decibel scale

d

__ log N(L1s)

fr -

log.ds

where

.ds - mesh length of grid that covers the plane where the graph is drawn
(here .ds = 10- 1°)
N (.ds) - number of nonempty mesh; for Is = 44.1 kH z, analysis frame
5520 samples was used, in order to cover at least 2 periods of the analyzed
sound;
• h/2 - contents of subharmonics in the spectrum (overblow)

• Qt - duration of the quasi-steady state in proportion to the total sound
time, Qt E [0,1]

• Et - duration of the ending transient of the sound in proportion to the
total sound time, Et E [0,1]
• Rl - velocity of fading of ending transient [dB/s]
10 10

L~=S_l+l [A(nTs)J2

Rl= ____g~L~~~,,=~R~-7'+~1~[A~(-m-T-s-)J-2
(R - S)· Ts

where

Ts - sampling period
R - time moment of the end of the sound
S - time moment of the beginning of the ending transient
l - number of samples in the sampling period
A(t) - amplitude for the time instant t
All conditional attributes are presented in Table 2.
Attributes 63-69 represent various ways of classification of sounds in the
database, grouping all objects from the database into 2-18 classes:
• attribute 63: 18 classes, each one contains records representing sounds of
the same instrument, played with the same technique (articulation)
flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet, trumpet muted, trombone, trombone
muted, French horn, French horn muted, tuba, violin vibrato, violin
pizzicato, viola vibrato, viola pizzicato, cello vibrato, cello pizzicato,
double bass vibrato, double bass pizzicato,
• attribute 64: 2 classes - groups of instruments
- strings, winds
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Table 2. Conditional attributes of musical instrument sounds in the database
Attack:
Beginning
1. nfv
2. Iv
3. Trl
4. A I - 2
5. H 3 ,4
6. H S ,6,7
7. H S ,9,IO
8. H rest
9.0d
10. Ev
11. Br

Middle
12. nfv
13. Iv
14. Trl
15. A I - 2
16. H 3 ,4
17. H S ,6,7
18. H S ,9,IO
19. H rest
20.0d
21. Ev
22. Br

End
23. nfv
24. Iv
25. Trl
26. A I -2
27. H 3 ,4
28. HS,6,7
29. H S ,9,10
30. H rest
31. Od
32. Ev
33. Br

Steady state:
Maximum
34. nfv
35. Iv
36. Trl
37. A I -2
38. H3,4
39. HS,6,7
40. HS,9,IO
41. H rest
42.0d
43. Ev
44. Br

General
Minimum
45. nfv
46. Iv
47. Trl
48. A I -2
49. H 3 ,4
50. H S ,6,7
51. H S ,9,10
52. H rest
53.0d
54. Ev
55. Br

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Vb

II

d fr
fI/2

Qt
Et
Rl

• attribute 65: 3 classes - groups of instruments
- strings, woodwinds, brass
• attribute 66: 2 classes, representing articulation techniques
- vibrato, non-vibrato (including pizzicato)
• attribute 67: 5 classes, representing groups of instruments, played with
the same articulation
- strings vibrato, strings pizzicato, winds vibrato not muted, winds
non-vibrato not muted, winds muted
• attribute 68: 5 classes, representing groups of instruments, played with
the same articulation
- strings vibrato, strings pizzicato, woodwinds, brass not muted, brass
muted
• attribute 69: 11 classes - instruments
flute, oboe, clarinet, trumpet, trombone, French horn, tuba, violin,
viola, cello, double bass.
These groups are based on general classification of musical instruments
[3]' and on methods of sound production, i.e. articulation. Such grouping also
reflects research in this domain, since musical instrument sounds are classified
on various levels, including instrument, family, and articulation level.

4

Experiments

In our experiments, we performed search for dependencies within the investigated data. As we expected, some of the dependencies within one column
in Table 2 also appeared in adjacent columns (especially representing the
same stage of the sound). For instance, attributes no. 33 and 55, and also
44 and 55, representing brightness, show strong functional dependencies (i.e.
Cramer's V close to 1). Real-value attribute domain was divided into 6 intervals of equal width in our case. We can conclude that brightness of sound
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is predictable since the attack is finished. Generally, most of attributes from
the same row for the last three columns of Table 2 are strongly connected,
apart from the first 2 rows, i.e. number of a partial with the greatest frequency deviation (for 5 low partials) and mean frequency deviation for low
5 partials. For instance, H 3 ,4 (content of 3rd and 4th partial), i.e. attributes
no. 27, 38 and 49, are strongly connected with respect to their values. It lets
us conclude that sounds basically stabilize at the end of the attack, but still
there happen changes in inharmonicity of low partials.
There are also dependencies within columns of Table 2. Attributes Trl,
A l - 2 , i.e. values of energy of fundamental in proportion to the whole spectrum, amplitude difference between 1st and 2nd partial, and contents of even
partials in the spectrum, seem to be almost equivalent for all columns. Starting from the end of the attack, all these attributes appear to be almost
equivalent. Probably predominant fundamental flattens the results obtained
for higher partials. We can expect that calculation of all attributes in logarithmic scale may lessen these dependencies, and also division of the domain
onto more sub-intervals.
Strong dependencies also appear between Hrest , i.e. for energy of the
higher partials in the spectrum and Br, brightness of the sound, starting with
the end of the attack (attributes no. 30, 33, 41, 44, 52, and 55). Therefore,
we can conclude that brightness of sound is then based mainly on higher
partials, and these parameters evolve similarly after the sound has stabilized.
For the beginning and the middle of the attack (the first two columns
of Table 2, there are no significant dependencies between attributes from
the same rows. Second and third column, apart from attributes no. 18 and
29 (energy of harmonics no. 8, 9, and 9 in the spectrum), also do not show
significant dependencies, so we can see that musical instrument sounds evolve
dramatically in their initial phase.
All the results commented above illustrate significant changes that the
sound undergoes during the attack. This also reflects attention that human
experts pay to the onset of the sound - it is necessary for them to classify
musical instruments correctly. Sounds basically stabilize in the quasi-steady
state, but still there are changes in its spectrum.

5

Conclusions

The investigations described in our paper focus on searching for the best representation of musical instrument sounds for timbre classification (instrument
classification) purposes. This research can be generalized to searching for similarities and taxonomy of any sounds. In this paper, we focused on discovering
regularities and knowledge in the investigated database. We found strong dependencies between some commonly used sound attributes, like dependency
between brightness of sound and contents of higher harmonics in spectrum,
and dependencies between attributes describing contents of selected groups
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of partials in spectrum. We also observed partial stabilization of sound properties after the end of the attack, although during the attack sound features
evolve quite dramatically, and there are still changes during the quasi-steady
state of the sound.
Finding dependencies in sound description and hidden hierarchies in audio data may help in exploration of sound databases in the future. We can
expect further research on discovering knowledge from audio data, especially
after development of MPEG- 7 standard for multimedia content description.
However, the research on audio databases is still a little bit neglected in comparison with image and video databases. Therefore, it is very important to
investigate audio domain and focus more attention of scientists in this field.
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Abstract. First we analyze true intelligent systems with emphasis on supercomputing mechanisms, in particular the principle of multiple knowledge. The first part
of the paper lays some background for further AI research towards true intelligence,
and provides some practical clues for innovative applications. In the second part
of the paper we present successful applications mimicking intelligence, especially in
the information extraction area. These systems offer several advantages over classical computer systems, and currently represent the best intelligence that humans
can implement on digital computers. We present a couple of advanced applications
developed or being developed in our group: an employment agent, a speech agent, a
semantic web speaking system, a still-mill application, an agent-based group server,
and an e-commerce agent. The major conclusion is that the field is ripe for innovative applications, and that in this way we can significantly enrich information
society in any country.

1

Intelligent Systems and True Intelligence

Intelligent systems simulate intelligence so that a normal user perceives them
as intelligent [8,19]. The level of intelligence is not necessarily close to the human lever; rather, is it kind-of-intelligent for computers, which are essentially
fast data-processing machines.
It is very hard to implement true intelligence or consciousness on digital
computers, which are theoretically defined by the Turing machine. In recent
years it is more or less becoming evident that the mathematical model of the
universal Turing machine is not sufficient to encapsulate the human mind
and the brain [15].
Yes, there are several very smart and successful AI researchers, who still
say that thermostats have minds. So, computers are intelligent and conscious.
But this position is becoming more and more denoted as a version of strong
AI [37]. Yes, the Church-Turing thesis still indicates that all solvable functions can be mechanically solved by the Turing machine and humans [10]' and
furthermore, that there is no possible procedural counterexample or counterproof. But one of the best indicators that there is something with old AI is
a simple empirical test. Science is first of all empirical, and if we can't find
positive instances of some theory over an extended time and efforts, then the
theory is quite possibly questionable.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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Comparing humans and computers, one first notices the enormous growth
rate of computers. Their performances grow exponentially [29,20]' doubling
roughly each 1-2 years. Compared to humans, and put on a logarithmic scale,
performance of humans stays practically the same during the last century.
Computer performance, on the other hand, grows pretty linearly on a logarithmic scale, and in more and more areas sooner or later outperforms humans. It happened practically immediately after the introduction of computers in calculating, and several other areas followed. Now it is happening in
chess or mass memory (See Fig. 1).

Memory capacity

Computers

1T_f--__-----2-0-G------,t~··\-\\-\\-, Humans
1G- -20M

IM--IK---

Crossing
point

20K

Time
Fig. 1. Computers are just surpassing humans in mass memory capacity, like they
did in several other areas before.

But if we put together on the same graph top human mental properties
like intelligence and consciousness, we get a very different picture. Human
performances still remain unchanged in the last century, but computer performances remain indistinguishable from zero over the same period. So there
must be something wrong with the strong AI thesis that digital computers
will soon become truly intelligent and conscious [41].
The discussion about the Turing machine sometimes resembled discussions between scientists and mentalists [3,2,14]' but mostly it remained inside
two scientific disciplines [30]: strong and weak AI. Other related disciplines
are cognitive sciences and studies of Turing machines.
While strong AI relies on the Church-Turing thesis, claiming that digital
computers will sooner or later achieve human performance in all areas including intelligence, consciousness and feelings, weak AI basically says that
the universal Turing machine is not strong enough to encapsulate top human
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performances. In other words - humans are either in principle computationally stronger than humans or in reality so different that computers cannot
copy humans efficiently.

2

Supercomputing

In a recent special issue [12], over a dozen authors propose their mathematical
versions of advanced Turing machines. Terms like "hypercomputation" (some
other authors use" superminds" [7]) are extensively used. These terms denote
computing mechanisms that are in principle stronger than those attained by
the Universal Turing machine. Copeland presents a quick overview of this
discipline:
Turing himself proposed a Turing machine with an oracle, capable of answering any question with always correct Yes/No. Scarpellini [35] suggested
that nonrecursive functions (demanding stronger mechanisms than the universal Turing machine) are abundant in real life. Komar [25] proposed that
an appropriate quantum system might be hypercomputational. This is unlike
Penrose who proposed that only the undefined transition between quantum
and macroscopic is nonrecursive. Putnam and Gold [33] described a trialand error Turing machine, which can also compute the Turing-uncomputable
functions like the halting problem. Abramson [1] introduced the Extended
Turing machine, capable of storing real numbers on its tape. Since not all
numbers are Turing-computable, Turing machines cannot compute with those
numbers. Boolos and Jeffrey [5] introduced the Zeus machine, a Turing machine capable of surveying its own indefinitely long computations. Karp and
Lipton [24] introduced McCulloch-Pitts neurons, which can be described by
Turing machines, but not if growing at will. Rubel [34] proposed that brains
are analog and cannot be modeled in digital ways. These basic ideas were
later advanced in several ways. Here we mention only some of them.
One of the best-known authors in this field is Roger Penrose. He claimed
[30,31] that the Goedelian argument shows that humans are in principle
stronger than computers. Namely, each formal system can be Goedelized - a
statement can be constructed that can not be proven right or wrong although
humans immediately "see" that it is true. This is the problem of all formal
systems, but humans are not formal systems, they are stronger than formal
systems (computers). Furthermore, since humans" see" the truth and cannot
describe it formally, the solution is not procedural, therefore, humans use
nonrecursive mechanisms. The other major idea by Penrose is related to supercomputing mechanisms in the nerve tissue. This is the Penrose-Hameroff
theory [21].
The basic idea that the mind is stronger than the Turing machine was
indicated already by Turing himself [38], although disputed by various researchers. The idea that humans introduce any new mechanism necessary
whenever the current computing mechanism (or computing system) gets
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Goedclized is essential also in our principle of multiple knowledge [15]. Namely,
if there are lots of multiple thinking processing going on, then only cach of
them can be Goedelized, and no integrated system can be Goedelized unless frozen in time. But this is not the way our minds and our world works.
Similar performance is achieved by growing communities of final number of
mathematicians. What we argue and later present in the principle of multiple
knowledge, is that one human brain and mind performs like a community of
humans. The idea is similar to the Society of minds [27,28]' where Minsky
presented the mind as a society of agents, but presented no claim that this
computing mechanism is stronger than a universal 'lUring machine. Minsky
also introduced the idea that multiple knowledge representations are in reality more useful than single knowledge representations. However, Minsky
seems inclined to the validity of the Church-'lUring idea, otherwise he would
not propose hard disks for additional human storage capacities.
Wegner in 1997 [40] presented an idea that interaction is more powerful
than algorithms. In a practical example, intelligent agents on the Internet
[6] are in principle stronger than stand-alone universal 'lUring machines. The
major reason for superior performance is in an open truly interactive environment, which not only cannot be formalized, it enables solving tasks better
than with the 'lUring machine. Therefore, a stronger version is needed, the
"interaction machine" .
Copeland and Sylvan [13] describe a "coupled 'lUring machine" , a version
of the Turing machine very similar to the interaction machine. This 'lUring
machine is coupled to its environment through an input channel, which not
only enables undefined input, it also makes it impossible for the universal
Turing machine to perform it.
A similar idea of introducing mechanisms that cannot be performed by
the universal 'lUring machines comes from partially random machines [39,11]
- these Turing machines get random inputs and therefore can not be modeled
by a Turing-computable function as shown already by Chruch [9].
The problem with these ideas is that it is hard to find physical evidence
for these mechanisms in the real life around us. For example, which computing mechanism in reality would correspond to a 'lUring mechanism with an
oracle? There is no oracle in real world that would always correctly reply to
a Yes/No question. On the other hand, nearly all practical, e.g. mathematical and physical tasks are computable (meaning 'lUring computable). There
is no task we are not able to reproduce by a 'lUring machine. Copeland
[12] objects to this idea citing 'lUring and Church. Referring to the original statements presented by the founders of computer science, one observes
discrepancies between mathematical definitions and interpretations later declared by the strong AI community. Original mathematical definitions are
indeed much stricter, e.g. referring to mathematical definitions. Yet, to fully
accept Copeland's claims, humans should produce one simple task that can
be solved by humans and not by computers.
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The example we propose is simply the human mind and lack of intelligence
and consciousness in computers. There is a clear distinction between the
physical world and the mental world. The Turing machine might well be
sufficient to perform practically all meaningful practical tasks in practical life.
But the mental world is a challenge that is beyond the Turing machine. Every
moment in our heads a new computing mechanism rumbles on. In computing
terms, our mind performs like an unconstrained growing community of at
any time final number of humans.
The principle of multiple knowledge is in a way similar to the Heisenberg principle, which discriminates the physical world of small (i.e. atomic)
particles from the physical world of big particles. Our principle differentiates between universal Turing computing systems and multiple interaction
computing systems like human minds.
Confirmations of the principle of multiple knowledge are presented in
machine learning where several hundreds of publications show that multiple
learning mechanisms achieve better results; simulations of multiple models
and formal worst-case analyses which all show that reasonable multiple processes can outperform best single-ones; fitting the formal model to real-life domains shows that it can be done sufficiently good; human multiple reasoning
currently and through the historic progress also strongly indicate that multiple thinking is essential for the progress of the human race (just consider the
left-right brain asymmetry); studies of cognitive sciences and common sense.
Some consequences are analyzed, for example, Occam's razor and Bayesian
classifiers. Finally, many-worlds theory and quantum computing enable nice
analogy with a little over-general interpretation of the quantum theory. For
further details see [15] or http) /ai.ijs.si/mezi/weakAI/weakStrongAI.htm.

3

Intelligent Information Processing - Applications

In Sections 1 and 2 we presented the supercomputing idea claiming that
current digital computers cannot perform top human functions like true intelligence and consciousness. But we can copy (not perform on its own!)
several human properties on digital computers quite well. With AI methods
we can implement more or less preprogrammed flexible patterns of human
behavior, which resembles simple intelligence [18,23]. With these extensions
over classical systems, intelligent systems aim at improving the applicability of computers and providing a technological basis for new and improved
information services. In addition, we can copy some of the super-computing
mechanisms, e.g. those introduced by the principle of multiple knowledge.
In real-life application, the pure computing power and quick exact storing of information of computers enable several advantages over humans. The
speed of communication and calculation enables a single computer to communicate with hundreds of human users at the same time 24 hours per day.
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The major advantage of intelligent systems over classical ones is as mentioned
limited machine intelligence [8,22].
Another argument in favor of intelligent processing is the information
overload. Huge amounts of data are processed by computers several orders of
magnitude faster than by humans [26]. Without intelligent assistants, humans
are unable to cope quickly with huge amounts of information.
At the same time, computer capabilities are still growing exponentially,
thus opening a huge and ever-growing space of possibilities for new applications. In other words, technical possibilities grow much faster than they are
exploited. This is quite different compared to other technologies, such as car
industry. Only a couple of world-wide car companies survived in these global
times, and no group of - say - 10 persons can start car industry on its own.
On the other hand, small groups of software developers with new ideas can
create successful new companies. In fact, several now major SW companies
started with a couple of staff a decade or two ago. This idea is further elaborated in each country since each country has its own specifics. While classical
industry is restricted only to the richest and strongest countries in the world
at the global level, practically every qualified information technology (IT)
group can in principle develop world-class computer programs especially in
their own country.
In summary, information extraction is one of the most relevant fields for
implementing artificial intelligence - it is desperately needed by overloaded
humans, it offers several advantages already due to the brute force of incredibly fast improving computers, the task itself (finding, preprocessing and
using information) is well suited for intelligent computer systems, and technical possibilities enable a huge space for possible applications in each country.
In the next section we present a couple of successful applications that were
developed or are being developed in our Department of Intelligent Systems.
The developed systems have already been used by several tens of thousands
users monthly, they controlled the production of several hundred thousands
tons of products and overall had a considerable impact on our society.

3.1

Information Gathering in Employment Tasks

The basic task of each computer employment system is to provide employment information through the Internet thus replacing human agents with an
agent system. We developed the EMA employment agent [16,18].
The system consists of several tens of modules, including job-description
ontologies, natural speech modules in English and Slovenian, and an information-gathering module - a global automatic database wrapper agent. When a
user declares a specific request for a specific profession, the system searches
on its own through the Internet, through employment bases etc. and extracts
relevant information. Also, the system is able to report in a user-predefined
time intervals, e.g. weakly, when and where it encountered relevant information. There are several principal advantages over search engines: a uniform
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output gathered from heterogeneous sites; gathering information from HTML
and databases; specialized knowledge in a specific area (ontologies) enables
additional functions. EMA uses Slovenian speech modules [36], which are
freely available on the Internet (http) jai.ijs.sijmezijgovorjgovor.html). The
system was implemented for Slovenian language based on the concatenation
of basic speech units, diphones, using TD-PSOLA technique improved with
a variable length linear interpolation process.
The system became operational eight years ago. It offered over 90% of
all nationally available vacant jobs. At that time, no other country provided
similar percentage of all jobs on the Internet. In one year, the system was
on average used by every citizen of Slovenia. Of course, several citizens even
now don't have access to the Internet, but others used the system a lot
thus creating the high average use. Due to 2 million inhabitants, absolute
numbers of users of the system were even at that time small compared to
large countries.
Overall, the system was the most often used intelligent system in Slovenia
so far, and the percentage of nationally Internet-available jobs temporarily
put it at top world level.

3.2

Four Applications

Here we briefly mention four interesting intelligent-processing applications
designed in cooperation with our Department: an e-shopping agent, an Internet speech system, a still-mill emulsion application, and a group-server.
The domain-dependent universal e-commerce agent [32] is capable of creating dynamic uniform databases for specific products by dynamic information gathering. For example, a user wishes to get information about tennis
shoes in Slovenia. The system creates information about tennis shoes dynamically from the Internet sites in a similar way as does Amazon for books from
its own databases. The system experimentally works for 50 e-stores.
The GIVE project enables speech communication through a telephone
instead of through a computer. The idea is that due to several circumstances
users need e.g. Internet functions through mobile or stationary phones. For
example, one drives a car and can only use a phone.
There are two types of speech: prerecorded human speech and dynamically
generated program speech. The speech system enables voice output from
any URL address by parsing HTML pages and speaking it in Slovenian.
More relevant, the system enables any user to put text information through
the GIVE system into GIVE's local databases. In this way, any user can
customize not only his Internet presentation but also provides automatic
speech secretary available through the Internet and telephones.
The most common access is through a specific input telephone number
and the telephone number of a particular institution or a person. In this way,
for instance, anybody can get information about governmental institutions
or services even though no human is present there late at night. The GIVE
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project is still in progress. The system is operational and is going to be
released to public soon.
The still-mill application [17] has been our most relevant industrial application of intelligent systems, since for over seven years our system yearly
controlled the quality of oil emulsion in the rolling mill, and thus quality of the
surface of iron products. Each year the company produced over 100.000 tons
of iron rods and belts. The hybrid system integrated two machine learning
systems, one knowledge acquisition system, and one expert system into one
system estimating the quality of the oil emulsion. From the estimated quality, a direct match was made into proposed actions. The system replaced one
person/expert thus indicating that an intelligent system can replace a human
by copying his/her knowledge through knowledge acquisition, an expert system, and machine learning. Here we already introduced practical application
of the principle of multiple knowledge, however simplified [15].
Finally, we propose agent-based programming as an improvement over
object-based programming. As a practical application, an Internet groupserver system was developed for an American company [4]. It is based on
agents communicating in KQML. The major advantages are more robust
structure and easier upgrading since each computer /task/ agent represents
a robust self-contained entity cooperating with other agents. The system is
operational.

4

Conclusion

We argue that current digital computers might be inadequate to perform
truly intelligent and conscious information processing. Digital computers are
far the best mechanism enabling copying of nearly all mental performance,
but we need significantly improvements to perform (!) top human performances. Currently, it is not clear which of the possible improvements over
the universal TUring machine is the correct one. There are several supercomputing or hypercomputing mechanisms proposed. We have proposed our
principle of multiple knowledge differentiating between universal TUring machines and human brains and minds. Thinking processes in our heads perform
like a group of actors, using different computing mechanisms interacting with
each other and always being able to include new ones. At the moment we
can partially implement the principle of multiple knowledge and get better
practical results; however, the key aspect of the Principle is missing, and
currently we see no way to fully implement it on current digital computers.
Although not being able to perform like humans on their own, computer
intelligent systems copy several human functions quite well. We have managed to implement several successful applications of intelligent systems that
were used in real-life, especially for information-extraction tasks. These applications were innovative in the sense of introducing new computer approaches.
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Our thesis is that intelligent systems offer several advantages. There are
great opportunities and great challenges in the direction of new applications
of intelligent systems and in the search for true artificial intelligence.
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Text document clustering plays an important role in providing intuitive navigation and browsing mechanisms by organizing large amounts of information
into a small number of meaningful clusters. Standard partitional or agglomerative clustering methods efficiently compute results to this end.
However, the bag of words representation used for these clustering methods is often unsatisfactory as it ignores relationships between important term
that do not co-occur literally. Also, it is mostly left to the user to find out why
a particular partitioning has been achieved, because it is only specified extensionally. In order to deal with the two problems, we integrate background
knowledge in the form of a core ontology into the process of clustering text
documents.
First, we preprocess the texts, enriching their representations by background knowledge - provided in a core ontology, viz. Wordnet. Then, we cluster the documents by a partitional algorithm. Our experimental evaluation
on Reuters newsfeeds compares clustering results with pre-categorizations of
news. In the experiments, improvements of results by background knowledge
compared to the baseline can be shown for many interesting tasks (cf. [1]).
Second, the clustering partitions the large number of documents to a
relatively small number of clusters, which may then be analyzed by conceptual clustering. Conceptual clustering techniques are known to be too slow
for directly clustering several hundreds of documents, but they give an intensional account of cluster results. They allow for a concise description of
commonalities and distinctions of different clusters. With background knowledge they even find abstractions like "food" (vs. specializations like "beef
V corn"). Thus, partitional clustering reduces the size of the problem such
that it becomes tractable for conceptual clustering, which then facilitates the
understanding of the clustering result produced from partitional clustering
(cf. [2]).
Furthermore, partitional and conceptual clustering in the manner just
described is language-independent to a large extent. Therefore, we may apply
this method also to documents stemming from multiple languages. In the talk,
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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we will show the improvements that arise compared to corresponding naive
baselines (cf. [3]).
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The Semantic Web heavily relies on formal ontologies to enable machineinterpretation, reasoning and communication about the underlying data. However, it turned out that ontology engineering is an as difficult and time consuming task as knowledge engineering in general. Therefore there is an increasing amount of research concerned with the support of manual ontology
engineering by automatic methods called ontology learning [11].
As for the support of knowledge acquisition by machine learning it is
unrealistic to assume fully-automated ontology acquisition through machine
learning. Therefore, the balanced-cooperative-modeling approach [13] could
be adapted as well. In this approach manual knowledge-engineering is supported by an integrated environment, in which the knowledge engineer and
the system work together to build an adequate knowledge-base. The system is
supporting the knowledge engineer by doing reasoning, reason maintenance,
revision, restructuring and automatic acquisition of theory parts by learning methods from test cases. For rule-based knowledge-bases this paradigm
has been implemented with the MOBAL system [15] and used for real-world
applications. But so far such a system supporting the acquisition of formal
ontologies from texts does not exist. This is mainly due to three problems.
First, the linguistic text processing needed to transform unstructured
texts into a structured representations, as e.g. used in [4] to learn from texts
with ILP methods, is a quite difficult task. So far, it only works reliably
in quite restricted domains where a sophisticated semantic lexicon (i.e an
ontology of word meaning) about the domain of discourse already exists.
Second, the reasoning support for formal ontologies is much less investigated than that for rule-based systems so far. This is even true if the formal
ontologies (e.g. OIL) used for the Semantic Web are strongly related to description logics [7]. There exist a lot of research about consistency checking for
different description logics (see e.g. [1] for an overview), and based on that for
subsumtion checking and instance classification given a consistent ontology,
but nearly nothing about reasoning with inconsistencies, knowledge revision
(only [16]) or reason maintenance.
Third, the situation for machine learning is quite similar to that of reasoning. There is a lot of research concerned with the optimization of learning
classification rules mainly in attribute-value representation and to a lesser exM. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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tend in structured first-order representation, but nearly nothing about learning an ontology.
In this talk we mainly address the third problem. We review the results of existing approaches to descriptions logic concept and rule learning
[14,3,5,10,17,2] and relate them to the tasks of ontology learning. We will show
how the recent result in [8], which reduces AL:N-description logic learning
to inductive logic programming could be used to make further results from
inductive logic programming namely association rule learning and clustering
available to ontology learning. We finally point to some of the still open issues
in ontology learning.
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Abstract. This paper is concerned with business portals; one of the rapidly growing web applications. It investigates the problem of providing a fast response time
in such applications, particularly through the use of caching techniques. It discusses issues related to caching providers' response messages at business portals
and proposes a caching strategy based on the collaboration between the portal and
providers ..

1

Introduction

It is now common for many businesses to offer a web site through which customers
can search and buy products or services on-line. Such businesses are referred to
as product or service providers. Due to the large number of existing providers,
business portals have emerged as Internet-based applications which enable access
to different providers through a single web interface. The idea is to save time and
effort for customers who only need to access the portal's web interface instead of
having to navigate through many provider web sites.
Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of a business portal. It shows that each
provider may have a membership relationship with a number of portals. Moreover,
each provider may have a number of sub-providers. Each provider stores its own
catalog and the integrated catalog represents the aggregation of all providers' catalogs. The portal deals with a request from the customer by sending requests to
the appropriate providers. Responses from providers are sent back to the portal,
processed and a final response is returned to the customer.
Emerging technologies such as web services promise to take portal-enabled applications a step further [3]. However, providing fast response time is one of the most
critical issues in such applications. Network traffic between the portal and individual providers, server workload, or failure at provider sites are some contributing
factors for slow response time. Previous research has shown that abandonment of
web sites dramatically increases with the increase in the response time [20], resulting in loss of revenue by businesses. In general, providing a fast response time is
one of the critical issues that today's e-business applications must deal with.
Caching is one of the key techniques which promises to overcome some of the
performance issues. In particular, caching response messages (which we also refer

* This research has been partly supported by an Australian Research Council
(ARC) Discovery grant number DP0211207.
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~
~Fig. 1. The Architecture of Business Portals

to as dynamic objects or objects 1 , for short) gives portals the ability to respond
to some customer requests locally. As a result, response time to the customer is
improved, customer satisfaction is increased and better revenue for the portal and
the providers is generated. In addition, network traffic and the workload on the
providers' servers are considerably reduced. This in turn improves scalability and
reduces hardware costs.
The best candidates for caching are objects which are requested frequently and
not changed very often. Products such as Oracle Web Cache, IBM WebSphere Edge
Server, and Dynamai from Persistence Software enable system administrators to
specify caching policies. Server logs (i.e., access log, and database update log) are
also used to identify objects to be cached.
Caching dynamic objects at business portals introduces new problems. Since the
portal may be dealing with a large number of providers, determining such objects by
an administrator or by processing logs is impractical. On one hand, an administrator
cannot identify candidate objects in a highly dynamic environment where providers
may join and leave the portal frequently. On the other hand, keeping and processing
access logs in the portal is impractical due to high storage space and processing
time requirements. Moreover, database update logs are not normally accessible by
the portal.
We propose a caching strategy based on the collaboration between portal and
providers. Providers trace their logs, extract information to identify good candidates
for caching and notify the portal. Providers associate a score with each response
message which represents the usefulness of caching this object. Our strategy deals
with the problem of inconsistencies between scores from different providers. The
portal can trace the performance of the cache and dynamically regulate the scores
from different providers. The major contributions of our work include:

(i) a collaborative scheme for caching dynamic objects in remote servers (i.e.,
business portals) based on a score given by providers, and
(ii) a regulation technique for monitoring and adjusting caching scores.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents our
caching scheme. Section 3 discusses implementation aspects. Related work along
with conclusions are presented in Section 4.
1

A dynamic object is a data item requested by the portal, such as the result of a
database query, the result of a JSP page, an XML or SOAP response message.
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Caching at Web Portals

Caching a particular object at the portal depends on the available storage space,
response time (QoS) requirements, access and update frequency of objects[llJ. As
mentioned earlier, identifying caching objects by the portal is not realistic. As owners of the objects, providers are more eligible and capable of deciding which objects
should be selected. In accordance with this approach, our strategy allocates to each
object a caching score determined mainly from a score (called cache worthiness)
given by providers to response messages. The caching score is also determined using
other parameters such as recency of objects, importance of providers, and correlation between objects. However, these parameters are not the focus of this paper.
The cache worthiness is a score assigned by the content provider to each object.
Its value, which is in the range [0,1]' represents the usefulness of caching this object
at a portal. At both extremes, a value equal to zero indicates that the object cannot
be cached at the portal while a value equal to 1 indicates that the object must be
cached. We assume that each provider defines these scores independently based on
its own policy and priority.
The rest of this section explains the caching strategy in more detail. The first
sub-section describes the meta-data being used to support the caching strategy and
the next sub-section explains how the providers can use logs to determine object
scores.

2.1

Meta-Data Support

The caching strategy is supported by two major tables; The cache look-up table
used by portal to keep track of the cached objects, and the cache validation table
used by provider to validate the cached objects at portal(s).
An entry in the cache look-up table mainly consists of a Request-Instance (RI)
and a Generation Time-Stamp (GTS). An RI represents the request based on which
the provider generates and returns a response. It contains the name of the requested
service operation plus the values for the input parameters. For example, a web
service operation can be invoked through a URI which includes the name of a
Servlet and input values. In this case the RI is represented by a URI. A GTS
contains the time the response was generated by the content provider. This is used
for validation when a cache hit occurs.
The cache validation table keeps track of all the responses sent to the portal
and is used to validate the freshness of the cached objects. For each cached object,
it contains the RI and GTS which correspond to previous requests and response
times respectively.
When a hit is detected at the portal using the cache look-up table, a validation
request message is sent to the relevant provider. The message includes the corresponding RI and GTS. The provider checks the freshness of the object by probing
the cache validation table to find the relevant entry for the request instance. If the
cache validation table does not contain an entry for the request instance, it means
that the corresponding object is not fresh anymore due to changes in the database.
It is also possible that entries are removed for other reasons such as space limitations. After the object is sent back, the portal responds to the customer request
and a copy of the object may be cached at the portal for future requests. If an
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entry is found, the GTS in the message is compared with the corresponding field in
the cache validation table. If it is equal to the GTS in the table, the provider will
confirm validation of the cache.
Changes in the back-end database invalidate entries in the cache validation table. If changing the content of the database affects the freshness of any object, then
the appropriate entry in the provider cache validation table will be removed. Solutions for detecting changes in the back-end database and invalidating the relevant
entry/object are provided in [2,17,6].
The cache look-up table reflects the content of the portal's cache. When an
object is cached, the relevant entry is created in the table. Similarly, if an object
is removed from the cache, the relevant entry is removed from the table. However,
the cache validation table may become inconsistent with the cache in the following
two cases:
(i) An object is cached at a portal but there is no entry for the object in the
cache validation table at any provider. In this case, when the portal sends a
validation request message to the provider, it can not check the freshness of the
object and it has to generate the object, even though the object in the cache
may be still fresh.
(ii) There is an entry in the cache validation table but the relevant object is not
cached anywhere. In this case, storage space is being wasted by the provider to
keep such entries in cache validation table.
To provide an effective caching strategy, the cache validation tables should
closely reflect the content of the caches at the portales). For this reason, we assume
that an entry is created in the cache validation table only when the cached object
has a cache worthiness above a certain threshold (7). We use an LRU replacement strategy to create free space in the table when it becomes full. More efficient
methods are under investigation.

2.2

Heterogeneous Cache Policy Support

This section discusses inconsistencies between scores given by different providers
and describes a mechanism to regulate these scores. First, an object scoring technique that uses server logs is described. Then, the issue of how inconsistencies arise,
even though all providers may use the same scoring strategy is discussed. Finally,
our solution for regulating the scores is described.

Calculating Cache Worthiness. The best candidates for caching are objects
(i) requested frequently, (ii) not changed frequently, and (iii) expensive to compute
or deliver [19]. For other objects, the caching overheads may outweigh the caching
benefits. Server logs at provider sites can be used to calculate a score for cache
worthiness. In the rest of the paper we use Oi,m to denote an object i from a
provider m. We identify four important parameters:
• The access frequency is represented by A(Oi,m, k). It indicates the access
frequency of Oi,m through a portal k in a specified time period. AR(Oi,m, k) =
A (O;.m,k)
represents the popularity (i.e., access rate). Values close to 1

2:

r

A(O,·.m,k)
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represent more popular objects and values close to 0 represent less popular
objects. AR(Oi,rn, k) is calculated by processing web application server access
log.
• The update frequency is represented by U(Oi,rn). It indicates the number of
changes on the back-end database which invalidate Oi,rn. The update rate is
U (Oi.m)
represented by UR(Oi,rn) =
. Values close to 1 represent more fre-

2:

U(O,·,m)

quently changed objects and val~es close to 0 represent less frequently changed
objects. U R( Oi,rn) is calculated by processing database update log.
• The computation cost is represented by C(Oi,rn). It indicates the cost of
generating Oi,rn in terms of database access. It is calculated by processing the
database request/delivery log and calculating the time elapsed between the
request and delivery of the result from the database. CR(Oi,rn) = K 1C;~(On) )
represents the calculation cost rate. Values close to 1 represent more expensive
and values close to 0 represent less expensive objects to generate from the
database. K 1 E R+ is a constant value required by the transform function and
is set by the system administrator. It can be simply set to O(Oi,rn).
• The delivery cost is represented by the size of the object. Larger objects are
more expensive to deliver in terms of time and network bandwidth consumption. SR(Oi,rn) = K 2S:~e(O(On)
) results in a rate in [0,1] from the size of Oi,rn.
tze
'/.,'rn
Values close to 1 represent larger and values close to 0 represent smaller objects. K2 E R+ is a constant value required by the transform function and is
set by the system administrator. It can be simply set to Size(Oi,rn).
'I., Tn

The score for cache worthiness can be calculated based on the above parameters
as follows:

W(Oi,rn, k) = vI.AR(Oi,rn, k) + v2-(l - U R(Oi,rn))
0::; VI,V2,V3,V4::; 1, 2:~=I Vi = 1

+ v3.CR(Oi,rn) + v4.SR(Oi,rn)

The term W(Oi,rn, k) E [0,1] represents the cache worthiness and indicates how
useful caching Oi,rn at portal k is. Tuning the effect of each term in calculating the
score is enabled by VI, V2, V3, and V4.

Regulating Cache Worthiness. Although, all providers may use the same
strategy to score their objects, the scores may not be consistent. This is mainly due
to the fact that: (i) each provider uses a limited amount of logs to extract required
information which varies from one to another, (ii) each provider may use different
weight for each term in the above formula (i.e., VI, V2, V3, and V4), (iii) the value of
CR(Oi,rn) depends on the provider hardware and software platform, workload and
etc., and (iv) providers may use other mechanisms to score the objects.
To achieve an effective caching strategy, the portal should detect these inconsistencies and regulate the scores given by different providers. For this purpose, the
portal uses a regulating factor A(m) for each provider. When the portal receives a
cache worthiness score, it multiplies it by A( m) and uses the result in the calculation of the overall caching score. This factor can be set by an administrator at the
beginning. It is adapted dynamically based on the performance of the cache.
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Before explaining the process of dynamically adjusting A(m), two terms must
be defined: (i) false hit, and (ii) real hit. A hit which occurs at the portal while the
object is already invalidated is called a false hit. In contrast, a hit which occurs
when the object is still fresh and can be served by the cache is called a real hit.
False hits degrade the performance and increase the overheads both at portal and
provider sites, without any outcome. These overheads include probing the cache
validation table and generating validation request messages by portal, and probing
cache look-up table by provider.
Adapting A(m) dynamically is done through the following process carried out
by the portal:
• When the ratio of false hits (i.e., the number of false hits divided by the total
number of hits) for a provider exceeds a threshold (7I), then the portal decreases
A(m) for the provider. The new value of A(m) will be: A(m) <---- >-<;;) .
• When the ratio of real hits (i.e. , the number of real hits divided by the total
number of hits) for a provider exceeds a threshold (72), then the portal increases
A(m). The new value of A(m) will be: A(m) <---- p.A(m).

3

Implementation Aspects

In order to evaluate the performance of our caching scheme, we have implemented
a business portal in a case study involving providers offering accommodation and
car rental services. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the system.

o
Ilv.Yl.... Con,,"""'·"b

'OAI' COlllpo..~nu
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o
lDllC

Fig. 2. The Architecture of the Implemented System
Each provider offers the following operations: getHotels, getRoomDetails,
bookRoom, and unBookRoom for accommodation providers and getPickUpLocations,
getVehicleDetails, bookVehicle , and unBookVehicle for car rental providers. To
support caching, these providers also supply an implicit operation which calculates
cache worthiness for a response message. Once the provider registers its service
with the portal an entry for the provider is created in the registry at the portal.
When the portal receives a request (e.g., search request) the portal first accesses
the registry to find appropriate providers to process the request (e.g., based on the
type of request for accommodation or car rental, or location). For each provider, a
connector object is created to handle the request/response. Connectors create SOAP
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requests and send them to providers and respectively receive SOAP responses from
providers.
In this implementation, BEA WebLogic application server and Oracle 8i DBMS
are used to implement the portal service. We have used lakarta- Tomcat web server
and MySQL DBMS to implement provider services. To create, send, and receive
messages, Apache Axis SOAP server is used.
Ongoing work includes evaluating the performance of the proposed caching
scheme. The evaluation uses the following two metrics: (i) number of web interactions per second, and (ii) consumed network bandwidth. We are also studying the
accuracy of the regulation process (i.e., choosing the appropriate values of e and
p). Finally, we are examining the implications of divergence between cache look-up
and cache validation tables on the overall performance.

4

Related Work and Conclusions

Proxy server is still the most popular caching mechanism. However, it only deals
with static objects and does little or nothing about dynamic objects. In [13J, caching
dynamic objects at the proxy server level is enabled by transferring some programs
to the proxy server which generate the dynamic part of the objects. ICP [18] was
developed to enable querying of other proxies in order to find requested web objects.
In Summary Cache [10], each cache server keeps a summary table representing the
content of caches in other servers to minimise the number of ICP messages. CARP
[14] can be considered as a routing protocol which uses a hash function to determine
the owner of a requested object in an array of proxy servers.
Companies such as Akamai, and Digital Island have been providing Content Delivery /Distribution Network (CDN) services for several years. CDN services are designed to deploy cache/replication servers at different geographical locations called
edge servers. The first generation of these services was designed to cache static
objects such as HTML pages, image, audio and video files. Nowadays, Edge Side
Includes (ESI) enables the definition of different cachability for different fragments
of an object. Processing ESI at these servers enables dynamic assembly of objects
at edge servers which otherwise may be done at server accelerator, proxy server or
browser.
Caching policies for web objects are studied in [1,4,7J. Weave [19] is a web site
management system which provides a language to specify a customized cache management strategy. Maintaining cache consistency has been studied in [8,9,15,5,12].
Triggers can be deployed to detect changes on back-end database and invalidate
cached objects. Oracle Web Cache [16] uses a time-based invalidation mechanism [2]. CachePortal [17] intercepts and analyses system logs to detect changes
on database and invalidate the corresponding object(s). Data Update Propagation
(DUP) algorithm [6] uses an object dependence graph for determining the dependences between cached objects and the underlying data. It provides API for application programs to explicitly manage caches to add, delete, and update cache
objects. Dynamai from Persistence Software uses an event-based invalidation technique. It includes a request-based invalidation mechanism through the application,
or external events such as a system administrator.
In summary, we have discussed the limitations of current approaches for providing an effective caching strategy in business portals. We proposed a caching
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scheme for business portals based on providers' collaboration. The required metadata to support the strategy consists of cache look-up and cache validation tables.
We have provided a mechanism for providers to score objects for caching. We have
also provided a mechanism to regulate the scores at portals.
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Abstract. Taking a step forward from syntactic interoperability to the semantic
one has become of a great challenge to researchers in the discipline of computer networking and Internet technology. Ontologies have proved to be the most efficient in
providing common understanding among machines and/or humans. Several ontology languages have been proposed. These languages, however, are not capable of
defining the multirepresentation ontology - that is: an ontology that characterizes
a concept by a variable set of properties in several contexts. Multirepresentation
ontologies are becoming very essential to diversified user communities that need
to share and exchange information and applications in a domain. The objective
of this paper is to define a contextual ontology language to support multiple representations of ontologies. In our research, we focus on the logic-based ontology
languages. As a matter of fact, we will consider only languages that are based on
description logics (DLs). At first, we propose a sub-language of DL as an ontology
language. Furthermore we achieve multiple representations of ontological concepts
by extending such sub-language through the use of stamping mechanism proposed
in the context of multiple representation of spatial databases. The proposed C - D L
language should offer a modest solution to the problem of multirepresentation ontologies.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

The recent emerging of computer networking and the internet technologies
has customized the monopoly of information in knowledge dissemination and
availability. An extensive research activities in networking technology have
been going on in the last decade. The most prominent and challenging problem, however, is the semantic aspect of information. The semantic web has
evolved from the existing web technology to satisfy the formal semantic need
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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for information exchange and sharing. Ontologies, as an explicit specification of conceptualized terminologies, is a key element for the semantic web.
Consequently, ontology languages and tools are essentially needed to create
and represent sementically enriched web contents. Several languages are commonly used such as Ontolingua [5], KARL [1], OIL [6], OCML [7].
Domain ontologies are constructed by capturing a set of concepts and
their links according to a given context. A context can be viewed by various
criteria such as the abstraction paradigm, the granularity scale, interest of
user communities, and the perception of ontology developer. So, the same domain can have more than one ontology, where each one of them is described
in a particular context. We call each one of these ontologies a MonoRepresentation ontology (MoRO). Thus, concepts in MoRO are defined with
one and only one representation. Our motivation is to see how we can describe ontology according to several contexts at the same time. We shall call
such ontology a MultiRepresentation Ontologies (MuRO). A MuRO
is an ontology that characterizes an ontological concept by a variable set of
properties or attributes in several contexts. So, in a MuRO, a concept is defined once with several representations, such that a single representation is
available for one context.
Existing ontology languages are not capable of defining a single MuRO
ontology. For instance, there isn't any possibility to define a unique road
concept with different sets of properties at the same time. So, our motivation
is to deal with the problem of multirepresentation in the context of ontology
languages. In our research, we focus on the logic-based ontology languages. As
a matter of fact, we will consider only languages that are based on description
logics (DLs).

1.2

Multirepresentation needs

The multirepresentation ontology extends classical, monorepresentation ontology by offering new facets of several advantages as for example:
• The same concept is represented at different levels of granularity. A concept "ROAD" in urban domain can be seen as of more or less properties
depending on the subdomain or context (traffic control, transportation,
land use management, etc) .
• Two distinct semantic domains can share concepts and describe them
with some differences. In the same way, concepts of the same sub-domain
can have more or less information depending on the granularity sought.
Granulation of concepts allows partitionning and packaging of concepts
in a specific domain.
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Objectives and outline of the paper

In this paper, we are mainly concerned about the multirepresentation of ontological concepts in different contexts. The underlying key idea of our work is
to adapt the stamping mechanism proposed in [8J for the needs of multirepresentation in spatial databases to the needs of ontology languages. To achieve
this goal, we first propose a sub-language of DL as an ontology language and
then we extend it by introducing stamping mechanism to the constructs of the
DL language to allow multiple representations of concepts. The DL language
obtained is called Contextual Description Logic (C - DL). The outline
of the rest of the paper is as it follows. Section 2 gives a general background of
the multirepresentation solutions. Section 3 presents the essential elements,
namely DLs formalisms and stamping technique, participating in the definition of the proposed language. Section 4 is devoted to informal presentation
of the key principles of our C - D L language. The formal presentation of
C - DL language is given in section 5. Finally, section 5 will conclude the
paper.

2

Basic elements of the the proposed solution

We present in this section the description logics formalism and the stamping
mechanism which are the basic elements for the C - DL language proposed
in this paper.
2.1

Presentation of a sub-language of DL for ontologies

Description logics are a family of logics designed to represent the taxonomical
and conceptual knowledge of a particular application domain in an abstract
and logical level. DLs are equipped with well-defined and set-theoretic semantics. Furthermore, the interesting reasoning problems such as subsumption
and satisfiability are, for most description logics, decidable (see, for example, [4]). Based on atomic concepts and roles, complex concepts (and roles)
are built by using a set of constructors. For example, from atomic concepts
Human and Female and the atomic role ehild we can build the expression
Human n \fehild.Female which denotes the set of all Human whose children
are (all) instances of Female. Here, the symbol n denotes conjunction of concepts, while \f denotes (universal) value restriction.
In our work, ontological concepts and relations between them are defined
by applying the constructors summarized in table 1. In this table, C and D
designate a concept name, R a role name and n a natural number in N.
Let A be a concept name and let D be a concept term. Then A = D is a
terminological axiom (also called defined-as axiom). A terminology (T Box) is
a finite set T of terminological axioms with the additional restriction that no
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Table 1. Concept constructors
Constructor name

Notation

Conjunction
Disjunction
Complement
Value restriction
Existential quantification
At most number restriction
At least number restriction

n
u

<
>

concept name appears more than once in the left hand side of the definition.
An interpretation I is a model for a T Box T if and only if I satisfies all the
assertions in T.
In this paper, we consider that ontologies are specified by means of a set of
terminological axioms. Hence, each ontology is a terminology.
Example: A very simple ontology concerning a " Driving School" context
is shown in table 2. It consists of four concepts: Road, Vehicle, Student and
Instructor and two subconcepts namely School Vehicle and TestingRoad.
2.2

Stamping mechanism

A stamping mechanism to characterize database elements (in spatial databases
and GIS applications) was proposed in [8] to support several representations
of data. Stamping is a technique used to distinguish one representation of
the same phenomenon from other representations. Hence, a concept can be
used in one or more representation but each representation of a concept is
stamped or labeled differently.
Example: The concept AUTOMOBILE can be viewed in many different contexts. If we consider two different facets of the same concept namely
traffic control and environment, then stamping mechanism will be applied to
distinguish the attributes and instances of the two contexts as shown below:
Stamp sl to designate ( "traffic-control"), and Stamp s2 to mark ("environment"). Thus, the concept AUTOMOBILE is defined in Pascal-like code in
the two contexts (sl,s2) as:
Def-concept AUTOMOBILE ( STAMP sl,s2)
Begin

Insurance-no (sl): string;
Registration-number (sl, s2): string;
Engine-type (s2): string;
END
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Table 2. Monorepresentation Ontology example for Driving School Context
Concepts defintion

Student = (:::; IName) n (2 IName)n
(VName.String) n ( :::;lBirthdate)n
(2 IBirthdate) n (VBirthdate.Date)
Instructor = (:::; IName) n (2 IName)n
(V N ame.String)
Vehicle = (:::; lCarModel) n (2 lCarModel)n
(VCarModel.String) n (:::;lLicencePlate)n
(2 lLicensePlate) n (VLicensePlate.String)n
(:::;lInsurancePolicy) n (2 lInsurancePolicy)n
(VI nsurancePolicy .String)
Road

IName) n (2 IName)n
(VName.string) n (:::;lRoadType)n
(2 lRoadType) n (VRoadType.String)

= (:::;

SchoolVehicle = Vehicle n (:::; 2SteeringWheel) n (2 2SteeringWheel)n
(V School Sign. String )
TestingRoad = Road n (:::; 4Stopsign) n (2 lStopsign)n
(:::; 2TrafficLight) n (2 ITrafficLight)

The two contexts share the attribute Registration-number for record-keeping
purposes but the two other attributes are specific to each context. Attribute Enginetype is very relevant to the pollution aspect of the environment whereas Insurancenumber is obligatory in the context of traffic control.

3
3.1

Towards a multirepresentation language ontology:
Informal presentation
Generality

In DL, we have the notions of concepts (that we denote classical concepts for more
clarity) as a set of individuals (unary predicates) and roles (binary predicates) as
attributes or relationships. Complex concepts are derived from atomic concepts by
applying DL constructors (also will be denoted as classical constructors). For our
requirements of multi-representation ontologies, we propose the notion of contextual concepts that may describe concepts associated with different contexts.
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Contextual concepts are derived basically from atomic concepts by using a set
of classical and/or contextual constructors. Contextual constructors are defined by
specializing the classical ones to allow the construction of a concept that is partially or completly available in some contexts. Table 3 presents the new contextual
constructors proposed.

It is important to note the following remarks concerning the proposed C - DL
langauge:
1. The definition of classical concepts remains always possible. Such concepts will
exist in all contexts with a single representation.
2. The concepts and constructors used in deriving a contextual concept could be
either contextual or a combination of classical and contextual.

Table 3. Contextual constructors
Constructor name
contextual
contextual
contextual
contextual

3.2

Notation

value restriction
VSI , .. ·,Sn
existential quantification
:3 81 , ... ,8 n
at most number restriction ::; S 1,···, Sn
at least number restriction 2 8 1, ... ,8 n

Description of contextual constructors

In the following, we briefly describe contextual constructors accompanied by simple
examples.
The contextual value restriction constructor (V81, ... ,SnR.C): It will define a new concept all of whose instances are related via the role R only to the
individuals of class C and in the contexts 81 to 8 n . For example, in two contexts 81
and 82, the concept Employee is defined as a person with an attribute Birth-Date
that can be of a type DATE in context 81 or STRING in context 82. The concept
is expressed in C - DL as it follows:
Employee

= Per8onnV SI BirthDate.DATEn
VS2 BirthDate.ST RI NGn

281,S2

IBirthDaten

::;S 1 ,s2 IBirthDate

The contextual existential quantification constructor (:3 S1 .... ,8 n R.C) will
construct a new concept all of whose instances are related via the role R to at least
one individual of type C and only in contexts 81 to 8 n . For example, the following expression describes that student is a person that has at least one graduation
diploma in context 81 and participates in at least one sport in context 82.
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~Sl

Diploma.Graduate n
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~s2Play.Sport

The contextual number (at most, at least) restriction constructors
(:SSI •. ··'Sn nR, :O::81, .. ·,Sn nR): They specify the number of role-fillers. The

:S81"",Sn

nR is used to indicate the maximum cardinality whereas, the expression :O::SI""Sn
nR indicates the minimum cardinality. The following example illustrates two cardinalities in different contexts: context 81 where a man is allowed for one and only
one wife at one period of time, and context 82 (some cultures) where he is allowed
to have 4 wives at the same time.
Man = Per8onnVSex.Malen
:S81 1NumberOfWifen :SS2 4NumberOfWifen
V81,52 NumberO fW ife.Number

3.3

Inheritance with conceptual concepts

With the presence of contextual concepts, the property of inheritance could be
adapted to obtain the contextual inheritance. This is to allow context restrictions
in the contextual subconcept definition. For instance, we would like to define B
in context 81 as a subconcept of contextual concept A defined in contexts 81 and
82. Thus, in order to restrict the inheritance mechanism to only some contexts, we
propose the contextual defined-as axiom that specializes the existing classical
defined-as axiom.
The contextual defined-as axiom, noted as (= 8), ... ,8 n ), is labelled with several
contexts to indicate that the concept is described only in those contexts and not
others. For example, the following expression defines the concept RetiredPerson to
be a person that has a varying range of retirement age depending on the contexts
8) or 82. The subconcept RetiredFrenchPerson restricts the definition of RetiredPerson to only context 8). So, the range of retirement age is 55-60.
RetiredPerson

=

Per80nn :S81 60Agen :0::51 55Agen :S52 65Agen :0::82 61Age
RetiredFrenchPerson =51 RetiredPer80nn :0::81 30workyear8

Note that with the classical defined-as axiom, as it is used in the following
expression, both ranges of retirement age (55-60 in 8) and 61-65 in 82) will be
preserved for the ReiredFrenchPerson concept.
RetiredFrenchPerson

4
4.1

=

RetiredPer80nn

:0::81

30workyear8

Formal presentation of C - D L language
Syntactical aspect

Definition 1. (Syntax of concept terms) Let 81,"', 8 n be a set of context
names. Classical and Contextual concept terms C and D can be formed by means
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of the following syntax:
C, D

--+

A I
T I 1. I
C nD I
CuD I

(atomic concept)
(top, bottom)
(conjunction)
(disjunction)
~C I
(complement)
VR.C I V81,···,8nR.C I
(classical and contextual value restriction)
3R.C I 3. 1 , ... ,8n R.C I (classical and contextual existential quantification)
($; nR) I ($;81'··'.8n nRQc/assical and contextual at most number restriction)
(~nR) I (~81,·".8n nRQclassical and contextual at least number restriction)

Definition 2. (Syntax of contextual terminology axioms) Let A be a concept name and let V be a classical/contextual concept term. Also, let 81,'" ,8 n be
a set of context names. A contextual terminology axioms C - T Box is a finite set
T of the two following terminology axioms:
1. A = V (Classical defined-as axiom)
2. A =Sl, ... ,Sn V (Contextual defined-as axiom)

The C - T Box constitutes the so called multirepresentation ontologies.

4.2

Decidability of C - DL

The Contextual constructors proposed in C - DL language are not really new
concept constructors. In fact, they are adaptive constructors that specializes the
existing ones. By the same manner, contextual terminology axiom is derived from
the existing terminology axiom. Thus, the subsumption for our C - DL language
will be decidable since it constitutes a subset of the description logic ACCNR [3].

4.3

Example of multirepresentation ontology

Table 4 presents a very simple multirepresentation ontology described in C - DL
Language. Two contexts are considered: the traffic control and driving school designated by 81 and 82 respectively.

5

Conclusion

Ontologies play a crucial role in providing common understanding for the
semantic Web contents. Recent expressive ontology languages (such as OIL,
DAML+OIL, OWL) are designed to be used on the Web. DAML+OIL, however, does not take in consideration the aspects of the multirepresentation
ontologies. Multirepresentation ontologies will be essentially needed in many
diversified applications and heterogeneous information in a domain. In this
article, we modestly proposed a contextual multirepresentation ontologies
language (C - DL) based on description logics.
For future work, we aim at completing the set of constructs of the C DL language by augmenting more of contextual axioms, constructors and
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Table 4. Multirepresentation Ontology Example for Road Traffic and Driving
School Contexts
Concepts defintion

Road

= (~"

lStartPoint) n (2., lStartPoint) n (V" StartPoint.Point)n
n (2., lEndPoint) n (V. 1EndPoint.Point)n
(~s,.s21Name) n (2., .• 2 IName) n (V. , .• 2Name.String)n
(~lWith.,) n (2., lWith) n (V" With.Number)n
(~5,lLanes) n (2., nLanes) n (V. , Lanes.Number)n
(~511SpeedLimitW it h) n (2'1 2SpeedLimit)n
(V., SpeedLimit.Number) n (~., lRoadType)n
(2. 2 1RoadType ) n (V'2 RoadType.String)
(~s,lEndPoint)

Vehicle = (~., lSpeed) n (2., lSpeed) n (V'1 Speed.Number)n
(~s11 VehicleType) n (2., 1VehicleType)n
(V., VehicleType.String) n (~s1 ..,lLicencePlate)n
(2. 1 •• 2 lLicensePlate) n (V. , .• 2 LicensePlate. String) n
(~s,.s21InsurancePolicy) n (2., .• 2 lInsurancePolicy)n
(V., .• 2InsurancePolicy.String) n (~.2 lCarModel)n
(2. 2 lCarModel) n (V. 2CarModel.String)
RoadSign

= (~.,

IType) n (2., IType) n (V., Type.string)n
n (2'1 lLocation) n (V. , Location.String)n
IPurpose) n (2'1 nPurpose) n (V. , Purpose.String)

(~s11Location)

(~.1

Student

= (~'2

IName) n (2'2 IName) n (V. 2 Name.String)n
n (2'2 1Birthdate) n (V. 2Birthdate.Date)

(~.,lBirthdate)

Instructor

=

(~'2

1Name) n (2'2 1Name) n (V. 2Name.String)

operations. We, also, intend to verify and validate the C-DL language in an
urban applications domain. Moreover, The proposed C-DL language should
be compatible with the existing ontology languages. Hence, an interfacing to
the OIL kernel becomes necessary. Finally, an adaptation of the class-based
logic query language [2] will be considered to allow for browsing and searching
concepts in very large multirepresentation ontologies.
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Abstract. As part of the MKBEEM project, we present an ontology based mediation framework for electronic commerce applications. The framework is based on
a mediator/wrapper approach that supports an integrated view over multiple heterogeneous sources. The MKBEEM mediation system allows to fill the gap between
customers queries (possibly expressed in a natural language) and diverse specific
providers offers. In contrast with many existing mediator based systems, our approach rests on a three-layer knowledge representation architecture which includes
an electronic services ontology besides the usual domain ontology and sources descriptions layers. At the reasoning level, we propose a new mechanism, namely
dynamic discovery of e-services, that acts in collaboration with the Picsel mediator
system to effectively achieve the MKBEEM mediation tasks.

1

Introduction

The recent progress and wider dissemination of electronic commerce via the
world wide web has dramatically increased the diversity and heterogeneities
in corresponding systems. To avoid this progress to be hampered by closed
markets with incompatible applications that cannot use each other services,
there is a need for efficient and flexible mechanisms to handle the interoperability problem. Today, we expect that emerging standards will solve most
of the syntactic infrastructure problems. However, dealing with sources from
different domains and their semantics differences requires to handle the interoperability problem at the semantic level.
The notion of mediation has been proposed as the principal means to
resolve problems of semantic interoperation [13]. Mediation architectures
are generally based on the mediator/wrapper paradigm where information
sources are "wrapped" to logical views so that their interfaces to the outside
world are uniform [13,8]. These logical views are" glued" together through an
integrated global schema usually called the domain ontology. In such architectures, a mediator acts as an interface between user queries or application
programs and existing information sources: queries against the domain ontology are reformulated in terms of logical views and then sent to the remote
sources.
In this paper, we present a three-layer ontology-based mediation
framework for electronic commerce applications. In contrast with many
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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existing mediator based systems, the proposed architecture includes an electronic services ontology besides the usual domain ontology and sources descriptions layers. Roughly speaking, an electronic service (e-service)l can be
seen as an application made available via Internet and accessible by humans
and/or other applications [2,3,6]. Examples of e-services currently available
range from weather forecast, on-line travel reservation or banking services to
entire business functions of an organization. Whereas in many e-commerce
platforms, e-services are associated to providers, we propose to define an
e-service as an integrated provider-independent offer available on a given ecommerce platform. Then, to effectively handle the mediation tasks, we rely
on two reasoning mechanisms:
• the first, called dynamic discovery of e-services, allows to reformulate
users queries against the domain ontology in terms of e-services. The aim
here is to allow the users and applications to automatically discover the
available e-services that best meet their needs at any given time,
• the second, called query plan generation, allows to reformulate a user
query, expressed as a combination of e-services, in terms of providers
views. The aim of this second issue is to allow the identification of the
views that are able to answer to the query (knowing that, afterwards, the
query plans will be translated into databases queries via the corresponding wrappers).
While the second reasoning mechanism, known as query rewriting using
views, has already been addressed in the literature [11,5,8]' the first is a quite
new problem for which we propose a solution in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The context of this study,
namely the MKBEEM2 project, is introduced in Section 2. The architecture
of the MKBEEM ontology is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the dynamic
identification of e-services is detailed. We conclude in Section 5.

2

The MKBEEM mediation system

The global aim of the MKBEEM project is to extend current electronic commerce platforms to reach a truly pan European and culturally open electronic
commerce market. The main technical aim of MKBEEM is to create an intelligent knowledge based multilingual mediation service which displays the
following features:
• Natural language interfaces for both the end user and the system's content providers/service providers.
• Automatic multilingual cataloguing of products by service providers.
1

2

Also called web services.
MKBEEM stands for Multilingual Knowledge Based European Electronic Marketplace (IST-1999-10589, 1st Feb. 2000 - 1st Aug. 2002).
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• On-line e-commerce contractual negotiation mechanisms in the language
of the user, which guarantee safety and freedom.
A detailed description of the MKBEEM project and relevant references
related to this project can be found in [1].
Let us consider an example of a simplified natural language request scenario trained on the generic MKBEEM architecture to sketch the roles of the
different components of the MKBEEM system: an end user submits to the
MKBEEM system a natural language query. The query is received by the
User Agent component which recognizes the user language and then forwards
it to the corresponding Human Language Processing Server (HLP Server). The
HLP Server is in charge of meaning extraction: he analyzes the input string
and converts the query to an Ontological Formula (OF) which is a languageindependent formula containing the semantic information of the corresponding phrase of human language. The OF is sent to the Rational Agent (RA)
which is responsible of the dialogue management between the different components of the MKBEEM system. The RA forwards the OF to the Domain
Ontology Server (DOS). The DOS module is responsible of storing, accessing and maintaining the ontologies used by the MKBEEM system. It also
provides the core reasoning mechanisms needed to support the mediation
services. Continuing with the example, the DOS achieves a contextual interpretation of the formula using its knowledge about the application domain.
This task consists mainly in the identification of the offers (e-services) delivered by the MKBEEM platform that "best match" the ontological formula.
The set of solutions computed by the DOS is sent back to the RA which, in
collaboration with the User Agent, will ask the user to choose one solution
and to complete, if any, the parameters that are missing. After this dialogue
phase, the retained solution is sent back to the DOS to generate the query
plans. A query plan contains information about the Content Providers Agents
(CPA) that are able to answer to the user query. Then, thanks to specific
wrappers belonging to CPA a query plan is translated into databases queries
which are executed on the remote providers sources.
This example is a typical mediation instance: the user poses queries in
terms of the integrated schema (e-services and domain ontology) rather than
directly querying specific provider information sources. This enables users to
focus on what they want, rather than worrying about how and from where
to obtain the answers. Apart from the natural language processing and the
wrapping steps, which are no further considered in this paper (cf. [1] for more
details), the MKBEEM mediation relies on two rewriting steps achieved by
the DOS:
1. A contextual interpretation step: the OF is rewritten into a few E-Services
Formula (ESF) which have been dynamically identified as the combinations of e-services that "best match" the OF. Here are mainly used the
e-services ontology and the domain ontology layers. In the sequel, we refer
to this task as dynamic discovery of e-services.
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2. A query plan generation step: the ESF are rewritten into a few query
plans where the Content Providers Agents that are able to answer the
user query are identified. Here is mainly used the sources descriptions
layer. In the sequel, we refer to this task as q1Lery plan generation.
The problem of query plan generation, known as query rewriting using
views, has already been studied in the research area of information integration [5,8]. That is why, in the MKBEEM mediation system, the DOS relies
on the Picsel [8] mediator to handle this task. Picsel is a description logic
based information integration system. It uses the ACN-CARIN 3 language
as the core logical formalism to represent both the domain ontology and the
contents of information sources. The query rewriting algorithm implemented
in the Picsel system is proved to be sound and complete. On the contrary,
the dynamic discovery of e-services is a new research problem. This is our
proposal to solve it, that is detailed in section 4, after the presentation of the
three-layer ontology.

3

Architecture of the MKBEEM ontology

The MKBEEM Ontologies are defined as a knowledge structure to enable
sharing and reuse of information. They provide a consensual representation
of the electronic commerce field in two typical Domains (Tourism and Mail
order) allowing the exchanges independently of the language of the end user,
the service, or the content provider. Ontologies are used for classifying and
indexing catalogues, for filtering user's query, for facilitating man-machine
dialogues between users and software agents, and for inferring information
that is relevant to the user's request.
The A.cN-CARIN language has been chosen as the ontology implementation language due to its inferential capabilities. Its description logic part,
the A.cN language, contains the following constructors:
• concept conjunction (n), e.g., the concept description parent n male denotes the class of fathers (i.e., male parents),
• the universal role quantification (V R C), e.g., the description Vchild male
denotes the set of individuals whose children are all male,
• the number restriction constructors 2: nR and S; nR, e.g., the description
(2: 1 child) denotes the class of parents (Le., individuals having at least
one children), while the description (S; 1 leader) denotes the class of
individuals that cannot have more than one leader.
• the negation restricted to atomic concepts (,A), e.g., the description
,male denotes the class of individuals which are not males (females).
3

A.cN-CARIN is a logical language combining Description Logics and Datalog
rules [12].
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As all the description logics, A£N comes equipped with well-defined, settheoretic semantics. Furthermore, the interesting reasoning problems such as
subsumption and satisfiability are decidable for A£N [7].
The MKBEEM ontologies are structured in three layers, as shown in
Figure 1.
1----------------------------------,
I
~

Eservices Ontology

:

_______________________________ J

E-•• rvice level

Glob.land
domain
Ontologies

Source level

Fig. 1. Knowledge representation in the MKBEEM system.

These three layers are described below.
1. Global and domain Ontologies.
The global ontology describes the common terms used in the whole MKBEEM platform. This ontology represents knowledge reusable on different
domains while each domain ontology contains concepts corresponding to
one of the domains of the MKBEEM partners (e.g;, tourism, mail orders,
etc.). This decomposition in global and domain modular ontologies has
allowed us to reuse many definitions from existing ontologies and more
easily create definitions of the domain ontologies.

Example 1. Table 1 provides the definitions of the concept Date and Ti me
of the global ontology. The travel domain ontology contains, among others, the concept trip which has a departure place (the role depPlace), an
arrival place (the role arrPlace) and may have a transport mean (the role
transportMean), and the concept accommodation which is located in a
place (role placedln) and has a starting date (the role startDate).
2. E-services ontology.
All the offers available in the MKBEEM platform are integrated and described in the e-services ontology. An e-service can be seen as a providerindependent predefined query corresponding to an existing offer in the
MKBEEM platform.

Example 2. According to e-services ontology given in Table 1, the MKBEEM platform delivers four offers:
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• hotel, which allows to consult a list of hotels.
• apartment, which allows to consult a list of apartments.
• timetable1, which allows to consult a trip given the departure place,
the arrival place, the departure date and the departure time.
• timetable2, which allows to consult a trip given the departure place,
the arrival place, the arrival date and the arrival time.
It is worth noting that these e-services are specified independently
from a given provider.
3. Sources descriptions.
At the lower knowledge level, sources descriptions specify the providers
competencies, i.e., the description of the contents of the providers information sources. Each content provider agent is identified by its name
(e.g., SNCF 4 ) and can provide many views, each of which corresponds to
a possible query (offer) on the provider information source.
Example 3. In the example of the MKBEEM ontologies given in Table 1,
four providers are defined: SNCF, cheapJet, Expedia and GitesDeFrance.
There are two possibilities for querying the SNCF source to have information about train trips: given information about the departure place
and the arrival place and either the departure date and the departure
time (view timetableD) or the arrival date and the arrival time (view
timetableA). The cheapJet source allows to consult a list of plane trips
given the departure place, the arrival place, the departure date and the
departure time (view planeTrip). The Expedia provider delivers information about hotels (view ExpediaHotel) while GitesDeFrance delivers information about apartments (view Renting)

The following section introduces the e-services dynamic discovery mechanism
and illustrates how the proposed modular architecture is used to handle the
DOS mediation tasks (Le., contextual interpretation of ontological formulas
and query plan generation).

4

E-services discovery

In the MKBEEM project, the dynamic discovery mechanism is used in association with the Picsel system to achieve the reasoning tasks in the DOS. The
complementary roles of these two complex logical reasoning constitutes the
description logic core for query processing in the MKBEEM system. They
are in fact two different instances of the problem of rewriting concepts using
terminologies [4].
In the following we illustrate the interest of e-services discovery using the
MKBEEM ontologies provided in table 1.
4

SNCF is the french railway company.
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Table 1. Example of MKBEEM ontologies.
Global ontology
(:::; 1 hour) n (;:::: 1 hour) n ('vi hour integer) n (:::; 1 minute)
n (;:::: 1 minute) n ('vi minute integer)
date ~ (:::; 1 day) n (;:::: 1 day) n ('vi day integer) n (:::; 1 month)
n (;:::: 1 month) n ('vi month string) n (:::; 1 year)
n (;:::: 1 year) n ('vi year integer) n (:::; 1 weekday)
n (;:::: 1 weekday) n ('vi weekday string)

time

~

trip

~

accommodation

~

(:::;
(:::;
(;::::
(:::;
(:::;

1
1
1
1
1

Travel Domain ontology
depPlace) n (;:::: 1 depPlace) n ('vi depPlace string) n
arrPlace) n k 1 arrPlace) n ('vi arrPlace string) n
transportMean) n ('vi transportMean transportMeanType)
placedln) n (;:::: 1 placedln ) n ('vi placedln string) n
startDate) n (;:::: 1 startDate) n (V startDate date)
E-services ontology

hotel

~

apartment

~

timetablel

~

timetable2

~

accommodation n (:::; 1 numberOfBeds) n (;:::: 1 numberOfBeds) n
(V numberOfBeds number) n (:::; 1 hotel Category) n
(;:::: 1 hotelCategory) n (V hotelCategory string)
accommodation n (:::; 1 numberOfRooms) n (;:::: 1 numberOfRooms) n
('vi numberOfRooms number) (:::; 1 apartmentCategory) n
(;:::: 1 apartmentCategory) n (V apartmentCategory string)
trip n (V depTime time) n k 1 depTime) n (:::; 1 depTime)
n (:::; 1 depDate) n (;:::: 1 depDate) n ('vi depDate date)
trip n (V arrTime time) n (;:::: 1 arrTime)n (:::; 1 arrTime)
n (:::; 1 arrDate) n k 1 arrDate) n ('vi arrDate date)

Sources Descriptions
Provider
View Name
View Description
SNCF
timetableD timetablel n ( 'vi transportMean train)
SNCF
timetableA timetable2 n ( 'vi transportMean train)
planeTrip timetable2 n ( 'vi transportMean plane)
cheapJet
ExpediaHotel
Expedia
hotel
Renting
apartment
GitesDeFrance

Example 4. Let us assume that a given user submits to the MKBEEM system the following request expressed in a human language:
Q1: "I'll arrive in Paris on Monday and I look for an accommodation with swimming pool".
The query Ql is first processed by the HLP Server and converted to the following ontological formula:
OFI : "(trip)(V8), (accommodation)(V7), (arrDate)(V8,C9), (date)(C9),
(day)( C9,15), (weekday)( C9,monday), (month)( C9,april),
(year)( C9,2002), (arrPlace)(V8,paris), (leisure)(V7 ,swimmingPool)" .
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Then, given such an ontological formula, the e-services discovery is used
by the DOS to identify the corresponding relevant service(s) in the ontology
of e-services. This task is achieved in two steps:
1. Converting an ontological formula F into a concept description QF
This task depends on the structure of the ontological formula and on
the expressive power of the target language. In the context of the MKBEEM project, the current ontological formulas generated by the HLP
Server have relatively simple structures that can be described using the
small description logic F.c o u {(2: nR)}. This logic contains the concept
conjunction constructor (n), the universal role quantification constructor
(VR.C) and the minimal number restriction constructor (2: nR). In this
case, we can achieve this task by computing the so-called most specific
concept [7J corresponding to the ontological formula.

Example 5. The concept description QOFI corresponding to the ontological formula OFI given in the previous example is:
QOFI ~ trip n accommodation n (2: 1 arrPlace) n (V arrPlace string) n
(2: 1 arrDate) n (V arrDate (date n (2: 1 day) n (V day integer)
n (2: 1 year) n (V year integer) n (2: 1 month) n
(V month string) n (2: 1 weekday) n (V weekday string))) n
(2: 1 leisure) n (V leisure string)
2. Selecting the relevant e-services.
This problem can be stated as follows: given a user query Q F and an
ontology of e-services T, find a description E, built using (some) of the
names defined in T, such that E contains as much as possible of common
information with QF and as less as possible of extra information with
respect to QF. We call such a rewriting E a best cover of QFusing
T. Therefore, our goal is to rewrite a description QF into the closest
description expressed as a conjunction of (some) concept names in T.
A best cover E of a concept Q using T is defined as being any conjunction
of concept names occurring in T which shares some common information with
Q, is consistent with Q and minimizes, in this order, the extra information in
Q and not in E and the extra information in E and not in Q. Once the notion
of a best cover has been formally defined, the second issue to be addressed is
how to find a set of e-services that best covers a given query. This problem,
called best covering problem, can be stated as follows: given an ontology T
and a query description Q, find all the best covers of Q using T.
More technical details about the best covering problem can be found in
[9,10J. To sum up, the main results that have been reached are:
• The precise formalization of the best covering problem in the framework
of languages where the difference operation is semantically unique (e.g.,
the description logic F.c o u {(2: nR)}).
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• A study of complexity showed that this problem is NP-Hard.
• A reduction of the best covering problem to the problem of computing
the minimal transversals with minimum cost of a weighted hypergraph.
• Based on hypergraph theory, a sound and complete algorithm that solves
the best covering problem was designed and implemented.

Example 6. Continuing with the example, we expect the following result to
be returned by the DOS:
Identified services Rest

Solution 1
Solution 2

timetable2,
apartment
timetable2,
hotel

Missed information

leisure

arrTime.hour, arrTime.minute
numberOfRooms, apartmentCategory
leisure
arrTime.hour, arrTime.minute
numberOfBeds, hotel Category

These solutions correspond to the combinations of e-services that best
match the ontological formula OFl. For each solution, the DOS computes the
extra information (column Missed Information) brought by the e-services but
not contained in the user query. The column Rest contains the extra information (leisure) contained in the user query and not provided by anye-services.
This means that, in the proposed solutions the requirement concerning the
leisure is not taken into account.
To continue with the example, assume that the user chooses the first
solution (timetablel, apartment). Then, he is asked to complete the missed
information: the arrival time (hour and minutes), the apartment category
and the number of rooms in the apartment. The result is a global query Q,
expressed as an E-service Formula (ESF), that will be sent to the Picsel system to identify the Content Provider Agent (CPA) that are able to answer to
this query. In our example, the execution of the query Q using the ontologies
depicted in Table 1 leads to the unique query plan:
[SNCF _timetableA, GitesDeFrance-Renting].

Implementation and validation The e-services discovery algorithm has been
implemented as an integrated component in the MKBEEM prototype. This
prototype is built as a set of Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) components that
interact with each other. There are also some components dedicated to the
interaction with the user interface built with Java Server Pages (JSPs) or
Servlets. Finally, some of these components have the functionality of interacting with the remote (or locally duplicated) databases in the provider information systems. The MKBEEM prototype has been validated on a panEuropean scale (France and Finland), with three basic languages (Finnish,
English and French) and one optional language (Spanish), in two distinct
end-user fields: 1) Business to consumer on-line sales, and 2) Web based
travel/tourism services.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an ontology-based mediation architecture
structured in three layers: global/domain ontology, e-services ontology and
provider sources descriptions. In this context, a new reasoning mechanism,
called dynamic discovery of e-services, is proposed to allow the users to automatically discover the available e-services that best meet their needs. This
reasoning mechanism is used in association with the Picsel mediator system
to effectively handle the mediation tasks. The modularity of this architecture
together with the associated reasoning mechanisms allow to make the whole
system provider-independent and more capable to face the great instability
and the little lifetime of e-commerce offers and e-services. The proposed architecture has been successfully experienced in the context of the MKBEEM
project.
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On generalized quantifiers, finite sets and data
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mInIng
Petr Hajek* 1
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182 07 Prague, Czech Republic
Abstract. Logical foundations of data mining are described using the apparatus of
finite model theory and generalized quantifiers and in the spirit of the theory of the
GUHA method of hypothesis formation. Several results on coputational coplexity
are obtained.

1

Introduction

Data mining is a modern spontaneously developing domain. See e.g. [1]. It
should be stressed that it can have and in fact does have logical foundations:
the monograph [13] (from 1978, now fully available on internet) presents serious logical (and statistical) treatment of the GUHA method of "automatic
generation of hypotheses from data" and its formalism is by far not restricted
to GUHA (whose "hypotheses" are just rather general "associations" found
in data) but for many methods of what we now called "data mining". Here
we restrict our attention just to observational languages, languages speaking
on data. Data will be understood as a rectangular matrix of zeros and ones
(objects - attributes), even if much more general structure can be considered.
The starting point is to understand data as finite models (interpretations) of
a monadic predicate language having unary predicates PI, ... , Pn ; they can
be combined by logical connectives to define composed attributes. Now the
basic observation is that patterns (association rules, ... ) are defined by generalized quantifiers saying (in some well defined sense) "Many <p's are 'IjJ's", "<p
makes'IjJ more likely (than --'<p does)" etc. etc. Given a data matrix M, any
two (composed) attributes <p, 'IjJ determine their four-fold table (a, b, c, d) of
frequencies of <p&'IjJ, <p&--''IjJ, --'<p&'IjJ, --'<p&--.'IjJ in M. The semantics of a quantifier rv is given by a function tr~ assigning to each quadruple (four-fold table)
(a,b,c,d) the truth value tr~(a,b,c,d) E {O, I} (I-valid, O-non valid).
Two kinds of quantifiers are particularly investigated in [13] and relevant
for data mining:
- implicational, i.e. such that whenever a' :::0: a, b' :5. band tr ~ (a, b, c, d) = 1
then tr ~(a', b', c, d) = 1
- associational: whenever a' :::0: a, b' :5. b, c' :5. c, d' :::0: d and tr ~ (a, b, c, d) =
1 then tr ~ (a', b', c', d') = 1.
*
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Example 1 As an example of an implicational quantifier let us take the
quantifier FIMP of founded implication (denoted ==?p,s, where 0 < p ::; 1, s
natural);
tr,*p,s(a,b,c,d) = 1 iff a ~ sand a/(a + b) ~ p,
Mining associational rules as iniciated by Agrawal [2] (in ignorance of the literature of GUHA method) uses the quantifier which is an unessential variant
of FIMPL. (You get Agrawal's quantifier by replacing the condition a ~ s by
a/(a + b + c + d) ~ t for 0 < t ::; 1; he calls p confidence and t support.)
As an example of an asasociational quantifier which is not implicational
take the quantifier SIMPLE (of simple association) denoted ""~ where h > 1:
tr ~oh (a, b, c, d) = 1 iff ad> h.bc.
Note that GUHA implementations use several particular associational and
implicational quantifiers, cf. [13,14,16,17,19,20]. Rauch has introduced several
subclasses of associational quantifiers. From the purely logical point of view,
investigation of our quantifiers belongs to the domain of finite model theory
iniciated by Fagin [8] and in relation to generalized quantifiers by the present
author [9]. A recent paper on this domain is Gottlob's [4]; for finite model
theory in general see e.g. [7] and an extensive bibliography [3].
Thus let us agree that we shall consider a first-order language with n unary
predicates Pi, ... , Pn and one quantifier symbol"" binding one variable in a
pair of formulas (if cp, 'ljJ are formulas and x a variable then ("" x) (cp, 'ljJ) is a
formula written also cp ""x 'ljJ or, if x is clear from context, just cp "" 'ljJ). The
truth function tr ~ can vary over all functions from some class (associational,
implicational, other). Let Q be such a class; and let cp, 'ljJ be open formulas
containing no other variable than x. We call cp "" 'ljJ a Q-tautology if for each
tr ~ E Q and each data matrix M (interpreting Pi, ... , Pn ), cp "" 'ljJ is true in
M.
Example 2 (1) It is easy to verify that the formula

is an implicational tautology (but not an associational tautology).
(2) Also verify that the following is an associational tautology:

For 0" being cp you get the associational tautology

It is natural to ask what is the computational complexity of the set of all
Q-tautologies. In [11] I show that the class of all implicational tautologies (in
normal form, see below) is co-NP-complete. In Sect. 2 of the present paper
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this result is extended to associative tautologies and some other classes of
quantifiers. In Sect. 3 we extend the language by partialization (relativization
of quantifiers) and show its undefinability in the original language; we also
extend the complexity results to formulas with relativization. In Sect. 4 we
comment on a quantifier of conviction.

2

Generalized quantifiers and computational
complexity

Recall that a closed formula in in normal form if it is a boolean combination
of formulas of the form 'P "'x 'l/J where 'P, 'l/J are open. (Each closed formula
is equivalent to a formula in normal form, see [13] 3.1.30.) In [11], the set
of formulas in normal form that are implicational tautologies is proved to
be co-NP-complete by showing that the problem of deciding if a formula in
normal form is satisfiable in a data matrix (finite model) M for an implicational quantifier is NP-complete. We first prove an analogous theorem for
associational quantifiers, in full analogy to the proof in [11].
Theorem 1. The set of all associational tautologies in normal form is coNP-complete.
Proof. We prove that the set of all formulas in normal form satisfiable by
an association quantifier (in a model U) is NP-complete. A given formula c[>
in normal form has the form A( c[>i, ... ,c[>n) where A(Pi, ... ,Pn) is a propositional formula and c[> results from it by substituting c[>i (a formula of the form
'Pi '" 'l/Ji) for the propositional variable Pi (i = 1, ... , n). Guess an evaluation
e of Pi , ... ,Pn by zeros and ones and test if e makes A (pi, ... Pn) true. (If not,
fail.) Call c[>i positive if e(Pi) = 1. Each c[>i determines four critical formulas:
'Pi&'l/Ji, 'Pi&-,'l/Ji, -''P&'l/Ji, -''Pi&-,'l/Ji.
An arbitrary linear preorder of all the critical formulas is acceptable if for
each i, j the following holds:
If 'Pi&'l/Ji ::; 'Pj&'l/Jj, 'Pi&'l/Ji :::: 'Pj&-,'l/Jj, -''Pi&'l/Ji :::: -''Pj&'l/Jj, -''Pi&-,'l/Ji ::;
-''Pj &'l/Jj and c[>i is positive then c[>; is also positive.
The preorder ::; is realizable if for some finite model U, ::; is given by
frequencies of the formulas in U (i.e. for each pair 1,8 of critical formulas,
1 ::; 8 iff the number of objects in U satisfying 1 is ::; the number of objects
in U satisfying 8).
Now guess a preorder ::; and test acceptability (easy). Then decide realizability; the fact that this is possible by an NP-algorithm is proved in detail
in [11] using results on fuzzy probability logics from [10] and [15]. If ::; is
realizable then define
tr ~ (a, b, c, d) = 1 iff for some positive c[>i, a :::: ai, b ::; bi , c ::; Ci, d :::: d i
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where (ai, bi , Ci, di ) is the four-fold table of (<Pi, 1/Ji) in U. Clearly, this makes
'" to an associational quantifier and, for "', all positive tPi'S are true in U and
all non-positive tP/s are false in U. This shows that associationally satisfiable
formulas are in NP. (Up to now the only difference from [11] was a different
notion of critical formulas and acceptability.)
Finally show NP-hardness exactly as in [11] by showing, for each open
<p, that <P '" <P & -,( <P '" true) is satisfiable by an associational quantifier iff
-,<p is propositionally satisfiable: if <p is a Boolean tautology then for each
U the four-fold table of (<p, <p) is the same as that of (<p, true); and if -,<p is
satisfiable then e.g. for the quantifier {:> of logical equivalence and any U in
which -'<p is satisfiable, <p {:> <p is true but <p {:> true is not.
Now let us investigate an important subclass of associational quantifiers
called saturable. (Cf. [13] 3.2.23; the present definition is slightly modified.)

Definition 1 A quantifier'" saturable if for each a, b, c, d (all positive) there
are a' ::::: a, b' ::::: b, c' ::::: c, d' ::::: d such that
tr~(a',b,c,d)

=

tr~(a,b,c,d')

= 1,

tr~(a,b',c,d)

=

tr~(a,b,c',d)

= O.

In words, each four-fold table (a, b, c, d) with all entries positive can be made
to a table with the value 1 of the quantifier by sufficiently increasing a or
sufficiently increasing d, and can be made to a table with the quantifier value
o by sufficiently increasing b or c.
The simple associational quantifier "'0 with tr ~O (a, b, c, d) = 1 iff ad > bc
is evidently saturable. It is proved in [13] that also the statistical quantifiers
FISHER and CHISQUARE are saturable.

Theorem 2. A closed formula tP is a saturable associational tautology (i.e.
tautology for each saturable associational quantifier) iff it is an associational
tautology.
Proof. Clearly each associational tautology is a saturable associational tautology. Conversely, let us show that each tP satisfiable by an associational
quantifier is satisfiable (in the same model U) by a saturable associational
quantifier. Assume tP = A( tPi, ... , tP n ) in normal form and let tP be true in U
for a given associational quantifier'" . Define positive and negative tPi'S (as
true / false in U) and let (ai, bi , Ci, di ) be the four-fold table of tP i in U. Let q be
bigger than all the numbers ai, bi, Ci, di (i = 0, ... ,n). Let tr 1 (a, b, c, d) = 1
iff
~
• for some positive tPi, a::::: ai, b ::; bi, c::; Ci, d::::: di , or
• max(a, d) > q and max(a, d) > max(b, c).
Then}., is saturable associational, makes all positive tPi true and all nonpositive tPi false in U.
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Corollary 1 The set of all saturable associational tautologies is co-NPcomplete.
Remark lOne may investigate the set of tautologies (dually: set of satisfiable formulas) of a fixed quantifier. For example it is easy show that the set
of formulas satisfiable for the logical implication quantifier (tr ~ (a, b, c, d) = 0
iff b = 0) is NP-complete. One can use techniques of this paper (and of [11J
together with the result of [15J to show that the set of tautologies of the SIMPLE quantifier (see above) is in PSPACE. Statistically motivated quantifiers
(FISHER, LIMPL, ... ) should be also analyzed.

3

Relativization

In classical logic, relativized quantifiers are definable: (Vx/cp(x))1j;(x) ("for all
x satisfying cp(X),1j;(X") is defined as (\fx)(cp(x) ~ 1j;(x)) and (3x/cp(x))1j;(x)
"there is an x satisfying cp(x) such that 1j;(x)") is 3x)(cp(x)&1j;(x)). They say
that something holds in the submodel of U consisting of objects satisfying
cp(x). Call this submodel U r cp(x). Clearly, (Vx/cp(x))1j;(x) is true in U iff
(Vx)1j;(x) is true in U r cp(x), similarly for 3. Formally, restricted quantifier
\f / binds a variable x in a pair of formulas cp,1j;.
It is often useful to work also with relativized versions of associational
quantifiers (and other quantifiers applying to a pair of formulas), cf. [18J;
we get formulas (cp '" 1j;)/X (pedantically, ('" x)(cp,1j;,X)). For simplicity, we
continue to restrict ourselves to formulas containing just one object variable
x. Assuming the semantics of'" given, we define (cp '" 1j;)/X to be true in a
model U iff cp '" 1j; is true in U r X. (Caution: U r X may be empty; but
tr~(O,O,O,O) is defined somehow.)
The natural question arises, if the formula (cp '" 1j;) / X is definable by
some formula containing only non-relativized quantifier'" . We present one
positive and one negative result.

Theorem 3. For each implicational quantifier
is logically equivalent to (CP&X) =}* 1j;.

=}*,

the formula (cp

=}*

1j;)/X

Proof. Clearly the four-fold table for cp,1j; in U r X and the four-fold table
for cp&X,1j; in U have the same first row (frequency of cp&1j;&X, cp&1j;&-,X
respectively). And only the first row decides on validity of =}*.
Theorem 4. Assume", is a saturable associational quantifier and cp, 1j;, X are
factual open (neither propositional tautologies nor proposition ally identically
false). Then there are no boolean combinations a(cp, 1j;, X), f3(cp, 1j;, X) of cp, 1j;, X
such that (cp '" 1j;)/X would be equivalent to a(cp,1j;,x) '" f3(cp,1j;,X).

Proof. Assume we have a, f3 such that (cp '" 1j;) / X is logically equivalent to
(cp '" 1j;) / X. Since'" is saturable, there is a model U 1 in which a '" f3 is true
and another U 2 in which a '" {3 is false.
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Case 1. If -,x is consistent with a&f3 start with U 2 and expand it by so
many objects satisfying a&f3&-,x that a '" f3 is true in this expansion V 2 :
if (a, b, e, d) is the four-fold table of a, f3 is V 2 then the four-fold table of a, f3
in U~ is (a + q, b, e, d) where q is the number of added objects. But clearly,
V 2 r X is the same as V 2 r X, hence (cp '" 'I/J) / X in false in V 2 since it is false
in V 2 (being equivalent to a '" f3).
Case 2. Similarly if -,x is consistent with -,a&-,f3.
Case 3. -,x implies (a&-,f3) V (-,a&f3). Then start with V l in which a '" f3
as well as (r.p '" 'I/J)/X is true and add so many copies of objects satisfying
(a&-,f3&-,x) or (-,a&f3&-,x) that a '" f3 is false in the expansion (whereas
(cp '" 'I/J)/X remains true).
Let us now discuss computational complexity of our monadic language
with a generalized quantifier'" enriched by relativization. Since evidently, for
any semantics of "', the formula cP '" 'I/J is logically equivalent to cP '" 'I/J/true,
let us define formulas in normal form as having the form A( tPl, ... ,tPn ) where
A(Pl, ... ,Pn) is a propositional formula and tPi is (cpi '" 'l/Ji)/Xi.

Theorem 5. For the present notion of formulas in normal form, both the
set of implicational tautologies and the set of associational tautologies is coNP-complete.
Proof. The above proof is modified as follows (we discuss the case of associational quantifiers): given a formula A(tPl' ... ,tPn ) as above, the critical
formulas of tPi are ai, f3i, Ii, Ji where ai is CPi&'l/Ji&Xi, f3i is CPi&-,'l/Ji&Xi, Ii
is -'CPi&'l/Ji&Xi and Ji is -'r.pi&-,'l/Ji&Xi. Given an evaluation e of Pl,··· ,Pn
(dividing tP/s to positive and negative), a linear preorder :S of critical formulas is acceptable if it satisfies the following: If tPi is positive, ai :S aj,
f3i :::: f3j, Ii :::: Ij, J i :S J j , then tPj is positive. Guess an acceptable preorder
:S and test if it is realizable, i.e. if there is a model V such that :S is given
by numbers of objects satisfying formulas, in symbols: for open CT, cP, CT :S cP
iff jru(CT) :S jru(cp), fru(CT) being the number of objects in V satisfying CT.
Everything else as before (for implicational quantifiers delete the conditions
on I's and J's).

4

The quantifier of conviction

Recent works on mining associational rules suggest some notions of rules
alternative to that of Agrawal et al.(i.e. other quantifiers in our terminology);
we mention just one.

Definition 2 The quantifier "''h0nv of conviction [6,1,5] is defined as follows:
tr~~onv(a,b,c,d) = 1 if conv(a,b,e,d):::: h where

(a + b)(b + d)
eonv(a, b, e, d) = b(
b
)
a+ +e+d

rl
bm

bm + ad - be
bm

Generalized quantifiers and data mining

and r = a+b, I = b+d, m
conv(a, b, e, d) = +00).
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= a+b+e+d - marginals; for b = 0 and a+e > 0,

[1] develops a nice theory of this quantifier, including statistical analysis.
Theorem 6. For h

~

1, the conviction quantifier is associational.

Proof. First show eonv(a + 1, b, e, d) ~ eonv(a, b, e, d), similarly for d, d
We show the first inequality. Clearly,
(a
b( a

+ 1 + b)(b + d)
+ 1 + b + e + d)

= (a

+ b)(b + d) + b + d >
+ b + e + d) + b -

b( a

+ 1.

.,--'(,-a_+_b.:.....:)(_b+_d),b( a + b + e + d)'

Thus eonv is non-decreasing in a, d. Now observe that eonv(a, b, e, d) ~ 1 iff
ad ~ be; hence if tr ~'h0nv (a, b, e, d) = 1 for h ~ 1 then ad ~ be. Assuming this
we show eonv(a, b-1, e, d) :::; eonv(a, b, e, d). Use the formula eonv(a, b, e, d) =
bm+ad-bc Then we claim
bm
.
(b - 1) (m - 1) + ad - (b - 1)e > bm + ad - be.
(b - l)(m -1)
bm
' i.e.
bm(ad - (b - l)e)
bm(ad - be)

+ bme ~

~

(b - l)(m - l)(ad - be),

bm(ad - be)

+ (1 -

b - m)(ad - be),

bme ~ (1 - b - m)(ad - be),

which is true since 1 - b - m :::; 0 (for m ~ 1, i.e. non-empty model) and
ad - be ~ 0 by the above assumption about h. A similar computation gives
the result for e.
Remark 2 Since eonv(a, b, e, d) ~ h ~ 1 implies ad ~ be, it is immediate
that for each (a, b, e, d) with a, b, e, d > 0 there is a b' ~ band e' ~ e such
that ad < b' e, hence eonv( a, b' , e, d) < 1 and eonv( a, b, e' , d) < 1. This is the
"negative" part of saturability. On the other hand, clearly
.
hm eonv(a, b, e, d)

a-++oo

=

b+d
-b-'

.
a+b
hm eonv(a, b, e, d) = -b-'

a---++oo

which shows that the "positive" part of saturability does not hold; the conviction quantifier is not saturable. And clearly it is not implicational since it does
depend on d. It would be nice to define a natural class of quantifiers that are
"conviction-like" in an analogy to implicational quantifiers that are "FIMPLlike" and saturable associational quantifiers that are "SIMPLE-like". Finally
let us mention that the set of tautologies of the conviction quantifier (for all
h > lor, alternatively, for a given rational h > 1) can be shown to be in
PSPACE by the methods presented above.
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MLEM2-Discretization During Rule
Induction
Jerzy W. Grzymala-Busse
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045, USA
Abstract. LEM2 algorithm, a rule induction algorithm used by LERS, accepts
input data sets only with symbolic attributes. MLEM2, a new algorithm, extends
LEM2 capabilities by inducing rules from data with both symbolic and numerical attributes including data with missing attribute values. MLEM2 accuracy is
comparable with accuracy of LEM2 inducing rules from pre-discretized data sets.
However, compared with other members of the LEM2 family, MLEM2 produces
the smallest number of rules from the same data. In the current implementation of
MLEM2 reduction of the number of rule conditions is not included, thus another
member of the LEM2 family, namely MODLEM based on entropy, induces smaller
number of conditions than MLEM2.

1

Introduction

The algorithm MLEM2 (Modified LEM2) is a new option in the data mining
system LERS (Learning from Examples based on Rough Set theory) inducing
rules from raw data [6]' [7]. Other data mining systems based on rough set
theory were described in [15]. The first version of LERS was implemented
at the University of Kansas in 1988. Initially, LERS tests the input data for
consistency. Consistent data has no conflicting cases, i.e., cases having the
same values for all attributes but different decision values. LERS uses an
approach to handle inconsistent data based on rough set theory [13], [14]. For
inconsistent data the system computes lower and upper approximations for
each concept. Rules induced from the lower approximations are called certain,
while rules induced from the upper approximations are called possible.
The algorithm MLEM2 is used to process either lower or upper approximation of a concept. Thus, the input data of MLEM2 are always consistent.
The algorithm MLEM2 induces a discriminant rule set, i.e., the smallest
set of minimal rules describing each concept in the input data. The original
version of the algorithm, LEM2 (Learning from Examples Module, version
2), was presented in [3]' [4], [6], though the algorithm was implemented for
the first time in 1990 [7]. The algorithm LEM2 was re-implemented and
modified, under different names, in a number of places, some examples are
MODLEM implemented in the Poznan Technology University, Poland [8],
[9], and ELEM2 from the University of Waterloo, Canada [1]. All of these
implementations are based on the same idea of using the set of all relevant
attribute-value pairs as a search space.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2003
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LEM2

In algorithm LEM2 a rulp- set is induced by exploring the search space of
blocks of attribute-value pairs. LEM2 induces a local covering and then converts it into the rule set. To define a local covering a few auxiliary definitions
will be quoted. For a variable (attribute or decision) x and its value v, a block
[( x, v)] of a variable-value pair (x, v) is the set of all cases for which variable
x has value v.
Let B be a nonempty lower or upper approximation of a concept represented by a decision-value pair (d, w). Set B depends on a set T of attributevalue pairs t if and only if

0# [T] =

n

[t] ~ B.

tET

Set T is a minimal complex of B if and only if B depends on T and no proper
subset T' of T exists such that B depends on T'. Let T be a nonempty
collection of nonempty sets of attribute-value pairs. Then T is a local covering
of B if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
• each member T of T is a minimal complex of B,
• ntET[T] = B, and
• T is minimal, i.e., T has the smallest possible number of members.
The user may select an option of LEM2 with or without taking into account attribute priorities. The procedure LEM2 with attribute priorities is
presented below. The option without taking into account priorities differs
from the one presented below in the selection of a pair t E T(G) in the inner
loop WHILE. When LEM2 is not to take attribute priorities into account,
the first criterion is ignored. In our experiments all attribute priorities were
equal to each other. The original algorithm is presented below.

Procedure LEM2
(input: a set B,
output: a single local covering T of set B);
begin

G:=B;
T:=0;
while G # 0

begin
T:=0;
T(G) := {tl[t] n G # 0} ;
while T = 0 or [T] Cl. B
begin
select a pair t E T( G) with the highest
attribute priority, if a tie occurs, select a pair
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t E T( G) such that I[t] n GI is maximum;
if another tie occurs, select a pair t E T( G)
with the smallest cardinality of [t];
if a further tie occurs, select first pair;

T:=TU{t};
G:= [t] nG;
T(G) := {tl[t] n G =1= 0};
T(G) := T(G) - T ;
end {while}
for each t E T do
if [T - {t}] ~ B then T:= T - {t};
T:= Tu {T};
G:= B - UTET[T];

end {while};
for each T E T do
if USET-{T}[S] = B then T:= T - {T};
end {procedure}.
For a set X, IX I denotes the cardinality of X.

3

MLEM2

MLEM2 is a modified version of the algorithm LEM2. The original algorithm LEM2 needs discretization, a preprocessing, to deal with numerical
attributes. Discretization is a process of converting numerical attributes into
symbolic attributes, with intervals as values. LEM2 treats all attributes as
symbolic, thus producing too specific rules when input data are not discretized. Also, the original LEM2 algorithm considers missing attribute values as special values. An approach to extend LEM2 to induce rules from data
with missing attributes was presented in [10]. We will use the same approach
to missing attribute values in MLEM2.
First we will describe how MLEM2 induces rules from data with numerical attributes. MLEM2 has an ability to recognize integer and real numbers
as values of attributes, and labels such attributes as numerical. For numerical
attributes MLEM2 computes blocks in a different way than for symbolic attributes. First, it sorts all values of a numerical attribute. Then it computes
cutpoints as averages for any two consecutive values of the sorted list. For
each cutpoint c MLEM2 creates two blocks, the first block contains all cases
for which values of the numerical attribute are smaller than c, the second
block contains remaining cases, i.e., all cases for which values of the numerical attribute are larger than c. The search space of MLEM2 is the set of
all blocks computed this way, together with blocks defined by symbolic attributes. Starting from that point, rule induction in MLEM2 is conducted
the same way as in LEM2.
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In addition, MLEM2 handles missing attribute values during rule induction. For any attribute with missing values, blocks are computed only from
the existing attribute-value pairs. Thus, during the computation of attributevalue blocks, cases that correspond to missing attribute values are ignored.
As a result, it is possible that some cases from the training data are not
classified by any rule at all. This is an expected effect of missing attribute
values-rules are induced only from existing attribute-value pairs.
Example. To illustrate the idea of MLEM2, let us induce a rule set from
the data presented in Table 1.

2
3
4
5

Attributess
Height
60
70
60
80
60

6

?

Case
1

Decision
Hair Attractiveness
blond
blond
+
red
+
dark
dark
dark

Table 1. An example of the data set

Table 1 contains one numerical attribute (Height). The sorted list of values
of Height is 60, 70, 80. Thus, MLEM2 computes two cutpoints: 65 and 75.
The set of all blocks on which MLEM2 is going to operate, i.e., the
search space for MLEM2, consists of the following blocks: [(Height, 60 .. 65)]

= {I, 3, 5}, [(Height,65 .. 80)] = {2, 4}, [(Height,60 .. 75)] = {I, 2, 3, 5},
[(Height,75 .. 80)] = {4}, [(Hair, blond)] = {I, 2}, [(Hair,red)] = {3}, and
[(Hair,dark)] = {4, 5, 6}.
Our first concept G = B = [(Attractiveness, -)] = {I, 4, 5, 6}. The

attribute-value pairs relevant with G, i.e., attribute-value pairs (A, v) such
that

[(A, v)] n [(Attractiveness, -)] =Ie 0,
are (Height, 60 .. 65), (Height, 65 .. 80), (Height, 60 .. 75), (Height, 75 .. 80),
(Hair,blond) and (Hair,dark). The most relevant attribute-value pair is
(Hair,dark), since for this attribute-value pair

1[(A,v)] n [(Attractiveness, -)]1
is the largest.
The set consisting of the pair (Hair, dark) is a minimal complex since

[(Hair,dark)] <;;; [(Attractiveness,-)].
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Our new goal G is B = [(Attractiveness, - )]- [(Hair, dark)] = {l, 4, 5,

6} - {4, 5, 6} = {l}.

Among attribute-value pairs relevant with G = {I}, i.e., (Height, 60 .. 65),
(Height,60 .. 75), (Hair,blond), the attribute-value pair (Hair,blond) is selected since I[(H air, blond)] I is the smallest. However,
[(Hair, blond)]

Cl

[(Attractiveness, -)],

so the set {(Hair, blond)} is not a minimal complex and we need to select
additional attribute-value pairs. The next candidate is (Height, 60 .. 65), since
1[(Height,60 .. 65)]1 = 3 < 1[(Height,60 .. 75)]1 = 4.
Now
[(H air, blond)] n [Height, 60 .. 65]

<:;;;

[(Attractiveness, -)],

so {(Hair, blond), (Height, 60 .. 65)} is the second minimal complex.
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that
{ {(Hair, dark)}, {(Hair, blond), (Height, 60 .. 65)}}

is a local covering of [(Attractiveness, -)] = {I, 4, 5, 6}.
The remaining local covering, for B = [(Attractiveness, +)]
be computed in the similar way. This local covering is

=

{2, 3}, may

{{ (H air, red)}, {(Hair, blond), (Height, 65 .. 80))}.

Therefore, the rule set induced by MLEM2 from the data presented in
Table 1 is
(Hair, red) - > (Attractiveness, +)
(Hair, blond) & (Height, 65 .. 80) -> (Attractiveness, +)
(Hair, dark) -> (Attractiveness, -)
(Hair, blond) & (Height, 60 .. 65) -> (Attractiveness, -)

4

Classification system

The classification system of LERS is a modification of the bucket brigade
algorithm [2], [12]. The decision to which concept a case belongs is made on
the basis of three factors: strength, specificity, and support. They are defined
as follows: strength is the total number of cases correctly classified by the
rule during training. Specificity is the total number of attribute-value pairs
on the left-hand side of the rule. The matching rules with a larger number of
attribute-value pairs are considered more specific. The third factor, support,
is defined as the sum of scores of all matching rules from the concept. The
concept C for which the support, i.e., the following expression
Strength_f actor( R)
matching rules R describing C

* Speci ficity -f actor ( R)
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Number of
cases attributes concepts
Bank
Bricks
Bupa
Buses
German
Glass
HSV
Iris
Pima
Segmentation

66
216
345
76
1000
214
122
150
768
210

5
10
6
8
24
9

2
2
2
2
2
6
2
3
2
7

11

4
8
19

Table 2. Data sets

is the largest is the winner and the case is classified as being a member
of C.
In the classification system of LERS, if complete matching is impossible,
all partially matching rules are identified. These are rules with at least one
attribute-value pair matching the corresponding attribute-value pair of a case.
For any partially matching rule R, the additional factor, called Matching _
factor (R), is computed. Matching_factor (R) is defined as the ratio of the
number of matched attribute-value pairs of R with a case to the total number
of attribute-value pairs of R. In partial matching, the concept C for which
the following expression is the largest

L

partially matching
rules R describing C

M atching-factor(R)

* Strength_factor(R)

* Specificity-factor(R)

is the winner and the case is classified as being a member of C.
Every rule induced by LERS is preceded by three numbers: specificity,
strength, and the total number of training cases matching the left-hand side
of the rule.

5

Experiments

For experiments we used the same ten data sets that were used for experiments reported in [8], [9], see Table 2. Complexity of rule sets induced by
the two versions of MODLEM, based on Laplacian accuracy and entropy and
on data preprocessed by discretization based on entropy and then processed
by LEM2 [5] are presented in Tables 3 and 4. These results, previously reported in [8], [9], are compared with new results of our experiments using
MLEM2. Both versions of MODLEM were described, e.g., in [8], [9]. Discretization based on entropy was presented in [5]. Accuracy for the ten data
sets, presented in Table 5, was computed using ten-fold-cross validation.
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Data set

MODLEM MODLEM Discretization MLEM2
Entropy based on entropy
Laplace
and LEM2
Bank
6
3
3
10
Bricks
22
16
12
25
Bupa
101
79
169
73
Buses
5
4
3
2
German
253
182
290
160
80
43
33
Glass
111
HSV
54
35
62
23
10
Iris
12
9
14
Pima
188
125
252
113
Segmentation
47
22
108
14
Table 3. Number of rules
Data set

MODLEM MODLEM Discretization MLEM2
Entropy based on entropy
Laplace
and LEM2
7
16
13
5
Bank
Bricks
38
33
61
40
Bupa
228
219
501
345
Buses
5
5
4
4
German (numeric)
774
751
1226
1044
262
137
139
111
Glass
HSV
96
92
206
101
Iris
24
20
33
23
400
426
895
599
Pima
Segmentation
80
45
322
48
Table 4. Number of conditions

An example of the rule set induced by MLEM2, from the well-known data
Iris, is presented below. The current version of MLEM2 does not simplify rule
conditions involved in numerical attributes. For example, the second rule, presented below, has two conditions (petaLlength, 3.15 .. 6.9) and (petaLlength,
1..4.95). These two conditions may be combined together into one condition
(petaLlength, 3.15 .. 4.95), thus reducing the total number of conditions.
1, 50, 50
(petaLlength, 1..2.45) - > (class, Iris-setosa)
3, 46, 46
(petaLlength, 3.15 .. 6.9) & (petaLwidth, 0.1..1.65)
& (petaLlength, 1..4.95) -> (class, Iris-versicolor)
5, 2, 2
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(petalJength, 1..5.15) & (petaLwidth, 0.1..1.85) & (petaLwidth, 1.55 .. 2.5)
& (petalJength, 4.95 .. 6.9)
& (sepalJength, 5.95 .. 7.9) -> (class, Iris-versicolor)
4, 23, 23
(sepalJength, 4.3 .. 5.95) & (petaLlength, 1..4.85) & (sepaLwidth, 2 .. 3.25)
& (sepalJength, 5.05 .. 7.9) -> (class, Iris-versicolor)
2,43,43
(petaLwidth, 1.75 .. 2.5) & (petaLlength, 4.85 .. 6.9) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 39, 39
(sepaLlength, 5.95 .. 7.9) & (petaLwidth, 1.75 .. 2.5) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 6, 6
(petaLlength, 4.95 .. 6.9) & (sepaLwidth, 2 .. 2.65) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 16, 16
(sepaLwidth, 2 .. 2.85) & (petaLwidth, 1.65 .. 2.5) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 35, 35
(petaLlength, 5.05 .. 6.9) & (sepaLlength, 6.25 .. 7.9) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
Data set

MODLEM MODLEM Discretization MLEM2
Laplace
Entropy based on entropy
and LEM2
97
95
Bank
94
94
Bricks
92
91
91
92
Bupa
65
68
66
66
Buses
96
97
97
99
German (numeric)
73
73
74
70
72
72
67
Glass
58
60
HSV
63
57
56
95
91
94
97
Iris
74
74
74
71
Pima
Segmentation
80
72
85
64

Table 5. Accuracy

The rule set with simplified conditions is presented below. The total number of conditions of this rule set is 19. As it is clear from Table 4, none of
the four algorithms induce so few conditions for Iris. Likely, another version
of MLEM2 that will simplify conditions in the above way, combining conditions with the same numerical attributes, will produce the smallest number
of conditions as well.
I, 50, 50
(petaLlength, 1..2.45) -> (class, Iris-setosa)
2,46,46
(petaLlength, 3.15 ..4.95) & (petaLwidth, 0.1..1.65)
-> (class, Iris-versicolor)
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3, 2, 2
(petalJength, 4.95 .. 5.15) & (petaLwidth, 1.55 .. 1.85)
& (sepalJength, 5.95 .. 7.9) -> (class, Iris-versi color)
3, 23, 23
(sepalJength, 5.05 .. 5.95) & (petalJength, 1..4.85) & (sepaLwidth, 2 .. 3.25)
-> (class, Iris-versicolor)
2, 43, 43
(petaLwidth, 1.75 .. 2.5) & (petalJength, 4.85 .. 6.9) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 39, 39
(sepalJength, 5.95 .. 7.9) & (petaLwidth, 1.75 .. 2.5) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 6, 6
(petalJength, 4.95 .. 6.9) & (sepaLwidth, 2 .. 2.65) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 16, 16
(sepaLwidth, 2 .. 2.85) & (petaLwidth, 1.65 .. 2.5) -> (class, Iris-viginica)
2, 35, 35
(petalJength, 5.05 .. 6.9) & (sepalJength, 6.25 .. 7.9) -> (class, Iris-viginica)

6

Conclusions

Rule sets induced from data sets by data mining systems may be used for
classification of new, unseen cases (usually such rule sets are incorporated
in expert systems) or for interpretation by the users. In the latter, the user
will see some regularities hidden in the user's data and may come to some
conclusions on this basis. In both cases simplicity of rules is important. Too
numerous rule sets in expert systems slow down the systems. In the interpretation of rule sets, or direct rule analysis by the users, simplicity is crucial.
Results of experiments for the four rule induction algorithms: two versions
of MODLEM, a preliminary discretization based on entropy and then LEM2,
and MLEM2 were compared using two-tailed Wilcoxon matching-pair signed
rank test with the 5% significance level [11].
Among members of the LEM2 family of rule induction algorithms, the
algorithm MLEM2 produces the rule sets with the smallest number of rules.
On the other hand, MLEM2 needs an additional tool to simplify conditions
using numerical attributes. For time being, MODLEM based on entropy is
the algorithm producing the smallest number of conditions, MLEM2 and
MODLEM based on Laplacian accuracy trail behind the version of MODLEM
based on entropy.
Finally, all four algorithms do not differ significantly in the most important area: accuracy of induced rules.
Acknowledgment. The author would like to thank Dr. Jerzy Stefanowski for his kind consent to quote results of his experiments on both versions
of MODLEM in this paper.
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Abstract. This paper establishes a learning paradigm for natural language. The
paradigm is then effectively modeled by using a hybrid approach to Artificial Intelligence (AI). A synergy of established AI paradigms was found by examining
various methodologies, and choosing aspects of each that can replicate the desired
learning paradigm. The hybrid model postulated is a combination of object-oriented
deductive database with elements of fuzzy logic, neural networks, and natural language understanding methodologies. A three-word, transitive verb-phrase, natural
language understanding model was created, based on fuzzy values, and inference
mechanisms that endow the model with deductive capabilities. The resulting model
creates new phrases based on input of data, while queries return information that
is relevant to the universe of the models matrix. The resulting output is based on
a dynamic relationship between the static objects in the matrix and the fed input.
The results showed that the mechanisms involved in this model can be effective,
and realistically implemented.

1

Introduction

This paper explorers the possibilities of approaching artificial intelligence
(AI) by infusing elements of different established AI methodologies in order
to produce a hybrid model that can be used in natural language understanding. The hybrid model postulated is a combination of object-oriented
deductive database with elements of fuzzy logic, neural networks, and natural language understanding paradigms. This approach allowed the creation
of simple three-word, transitive verb-phrase, natural language understanding
model. Connection-weight algorithms, based on fuzzy values, trigger inference
mechanisms that endow the model with deductive capabilities with minimal
initial framework and no supervised training. The resulting model creates
new phrases based on input of data, while queries return information that is
relevant to the universe of the models matrix. The resulting output is based
on the relationship between the static objects in the matrix and the fed input.
Weights are adjusted for all objects in the matrix with each new input thus
changing the truth-value of each object. Therefore, the model can be viewed
as being event driven. Frequency of repeated relationships increases the validity of each object phrase. In essence, the model learns from experience and
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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its truth responses are based on the universal value of each object, as it relates to all other objects in the matrix. The approach to the proposed model
sprang from the vantage point of establishing the learning paradigm itself; and
then, develops heuristics that may simulate that paradigm. Our hypothesized
learning paradigm stems from our observations of early child development;
for example, children first learn simple noun-verb phrases and then begin to
develop grammar. It is evident that syntactic knowledge is derived secondarily after semantic and discourse knowledge. Indeed, syntax is needed for
complex concepts such as stories; but if humans are used to model natural
language understanding, then a model, which starts with no predefined predicates or background knowledge, should begin with simple noun-verb phrases.
Furthermore, children often make what seem as logical conclusions from their
limited knowledge base; these conclusions either are reinforced or suppressed
through further event exposure. In the knowledge matrix of a child, a talking
purple dinosaur has a high truth-value, simply because the event is repeatedly reinforced in relation to all other events in the childs knowledge matrix.
Only when the event is later suppressed, through the lack of relational magnitude, does the truth-value decrease. Hence, the truth-value for the talking
purple dinosaur decreases from the set of Real Characters while proportionally increases in the set of Fictional Characters. Once a learning paradigm
for the proposed model was conceived and to determine the best approach,
it was first postulated that a method based on a synergy of established AI
paradigms should be found by examining various methodologies that replicate the desired learning paradigm. The goal is to infuse strengths of one AI
methodology with other ones, in an effort to arrive at a model that can satisfy
our approach. Once the elements are identified, a simple model is proposed to
illustrate the viability of taking a hybrid approach to AI. The assumption that
cognizers should mirror the real world accurately, by background predicatedefinitions, will yield limited AI models. One of our initial premises is that
true AI accumulates knowledge from novel events, and should ultimately produce predicates dynamically. Moreover, modeling artificial intelligence should
not be approached from a uniquely deterministic viewpoint [7]. This would
indicate that a hybrid model is better suited, if the presumption is to model
human intelligence. Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), though shown to
be effective in natural language understanding, requires extensible revisions
of hierarchal predicates, if the model is to evolve [11]. Hence, only certain
aspects of ILP would serve in our model. In addition, ILP has not been applied much into existing database technologies, because of the background
knowledge necessary before the model can become intelligent [15]. Furthermore, ambiguity must be incorporated into any true cognizer. Indeed, natural language incorporates these ambiguities with modifiers like, somewhat,
somewhere, likely, could be, and so forth. Thus, elements of fuzzy logic seem
ideal by allowing the definition of set memberships, which can simulate ambiguity. It is our view, that association through repetitive reinforcement and
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fuzzyfication of relevance values between all data in a matrix is the key to
learning. Neural networks that use back-propagation and biasing have been
shown to be particularly effective with front-end fuzzyfication [6]. Recurrent
neural networks have been shown to be computationally as powerful as Turing machines [13]' and neural networks have been used effectively in natural
language understanding [9]. Lofti A. Zadehs fuzzy logic methodology, which
he termed Computing with Words (CW), has had a profound influence on the
development of the proposed model. CW provides a mechanism to facilitate
synergism between natural language and computation with fuzzy variables.
Fuzzy logic permits the prototyping of ambiguity; and thus, addresses a key
issue in our model. The most important technique in CW is fuzzy constraint
propagation; which can be illustrated in the phrase John is tall, the fuzzy set
tall is a constraint on the height of John [16]. Fuzzy logic is easily adapted to
other methodologies and is well suited for the proposed model. In addition,
it has already been effectively used in recurrent neural nets [13]. Fuzzy logic
interpolation is also used in the proposed model, which has previously been
successfully implemented in feed-forward neural nets [13]. Fuzzy neural nets
based on Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) model and have also been shown to be
capable of effectively modeling a self-constructing inference network [8]. An
additional mechanism explored for learning can be found in structural word
association, it has been hypothesized that groups of words tend to evoke
each other as word associates, and has been shown in word response experiments that associated word clusters exhibit faster response latency than
non associative clusters [14]. At the core of the model is an object-oriented
database (OOD). The model is defined using ODMG 2.0 standard for Object
Definition Language (ODL) and Object Query Language (OQL) that should
be easily adapted to 02. An OOD was chosen for the proposed model because of its relative strengths in describing object behavior over conventional
relational database. In addition to object-oriented databases like 02, the proposed model incorporates some aspects of conventional deductive databases
like Datalog. Consequently, the proposed model may be viewed as quasiDeductive Object Oriented Database (DOOD), which has been shown to be,
computationally, as powerful as Turing machines [12]. DOOD strength lies
in its declarative queries, while for OOD lies in modeling. While it would
seem ideal, attempts to integrate databases with machine learning to construct Intelligent Learning Database Systems (ILDB), has been limited [15].
Aspects of WHIRL (Word-based Heterogeneous Information Representation
Language), a subset of Datalog, were incorporated into this model. In particular, a variation of the use of term-weights in WHIRL is fused with the
concept of connection weights in feed-forward neural nets. It was felt that
the methods used in WHIRL are an effective model of semantic content [2],
and fit well with the idea of structural-word association and the even-driven
paradigm postulated in this model. WHIRLs representation of simple text
as vectors, and the representation of connection weights between the input
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and output (Wij = Xi ----+ lj) in neural nets seemed to indicate room for
a possible synergy between to the two. In particular, aspects of single-layer
feed-forward neural nets using the Hebb rule [6]. Finally, our viewpoint is that
AI should be approached as syntactic objects, which are event driven, and
structural word association is accomplished through dynamically changing
truth-values based on fuzzy relationships between the objects. The proposed
models approach is not syntactic parsing; but, rather an association of words
in predefined syntactic objects. Therefore, the proposed model obtains semantic knowledge through the objects relationships. This concept is coupled
with an event driven paradigm, which brings novel events into the matrix
while fuzzy values are used to represent the frequency of these relationships.

2

Proposed Model

The model created is to be implemented in an OOD DBMS like 02. The Interface definitions state the necessary functions and data types of the model.
Step 1 The model is composed of objects whose atomic attributes are
three strings. The combined attributes would form a phrase based on natural
language syntactic rules. The three strings must follow a natural language
logical form [1], and comply with the sentence structure Subject? Verb?
Object. In addition, the verb must be of the transitive form. The meaning of
a transitive verb is incomplete without a direct object, for example The boy
goes is incomplete, and must contain a direct object, The boy goes home.
This would be entered into our model as boy, goes, and home. The object
attribute is referred to as target in the proposed model.
Call create new object function, Phrase:Object newO with elements (S,V,T)
Insert elements (S=Subject,V=Verb,T=Target)
/ / (S=boy, V=goes, T=home)
/ / 0:= phrase object.
/ / Oi.S or Oi.V or Oi.T
Step 2 A connection weight algorithm compares atomic attribute of all
objects in the matrix. Oi.S ----+ OJ.S, 0i.V ----+ OJ.V, Oi.T ----+ OJ.T. Each
compared object, which contains a matching string, is given a predetermined
connection-weight fuzzy value of .33 for each matching attribute. Therefore,
Connection weight states can be seen as:
o Null, .33 Low .66 Medium .99 High Where a null state would indicate
phrases with no common attributes, a low state indicates phrases with one
matching attribute, medium state with two matching attributes, and a high
state as duplicate attributes. These values are stored in vectored arrays (Wi,j)
that indicate the connection state between every object in the matrix.
Call Connection Weight Function,Connection Weight: Object Con Weight 0
Loop compares object elements S,V,T
/ / Ol(boy, goes, home) O 2 (girl, goes, school)
/ / Ol(boy, goes, home) 07(boy, goes, park)
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/ / 07(boy, goes, park) 015(boy, goes, park)
/ / 018(man, crosses, road) 019(girl, jumps, rope) lnt array Wi,j same as
function assigns like elements a fuzzy value of .33 and placed in array Wi,j.
/ / W 1 ,2=.33 fuzzy state low
/ / W 1 ,7=.66 fuzzy state med
/ / W7 ,15=.99 fuzzy state high (duplicate object)
/ /W18 ,19=O fuzzy state null

Step 3 Once the states are computed new phrases can be generated by
the system based on a subject swap algorithm. In essence, two new objects are
created and back propagated into the matrix for each low weight connection
that has been previously generated. The subject swap algorithm finds low
connection weights and creates two new objects composed of those attributes.
This process continues until all objects with low states have swapped subjects.
Newly created objects that are in high state (duplicate) are destroyed upon
construction.
Call Subject Swap Function, Object SubSwap
Loop checks for connection weights in low state.
If Wi,j is low and Oi.S not the same as OJ.S
Call newO
Copy subject of Oi to new object
Copy verb of OJ to new object
Copy Target of OJ to new object
/ / 01(boy, goes, home) O 2 (girl, goes, school) ...... 03(boy, goes, school)
Call ConweightO
/ / re-calculate conection weights with newly created object.
If new object connection weight is high
destroy object / / high connection is duplicate object
rollback / / maintain OlD continuaty.
/ / create second object of swap
Call newO;
Copy subject of OJ to new object;
Copy verb of Oi to new object;
Copy Target of Oi to new object;
/ / Ol(boy, goes, home) O 2 (girl, goes, school) ...... 04(girl, goes, home)
Call ConweightO / / Recalculate connection weights with newly created object.
If new object connection weight is high
destroy object / / high connection is duplicate object
rollback / / maintain OlD continuity.
Return

Step 4 Upon completion of the subject swap, each object is given a universal fuzzy value that indicates its relational magnitude to all other objects
in the matrix. Summing all W mathrmi,j of Objectn and dividing by the total
number of objects in the matrix calculates the universal weight. The univer-
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sal weight is calculated by summing all Wmathrmi,j of Objectn and dividing
by the total number of objects in the matrix.

UW:n = """
D1,-+j"w:( n, ,") j - l
Where n= object number, i =f. n
Call Universal Connection Weight function, UniversalWeight: Object UniWeight 0
Initialize i
Call IteratorO
geLelement(On)
inner loop increments i
get_element (Wn ,i+1)
sum all connection weights
Universal connection weight = average of all Objects Wi,j
Returns values
Step 5 The universal truth weight expresses a fuzzy truth-value, which
is a mean derived from all universal connection weights in the matrix, and
recalculated following each iteration. The truth-value is calculated from one
standard deviation from the dynamic mean. Therefore the universal truthvalue is as follows: Threshold <=0.1 Saturation =1 True >= (Dynamic mean)
(one standard deviation) False < = (Dynamic mean) (one standard deviation)
The truth-value is an essential part of the query process and can later be used
in an expanded model for set membership.
Call Universal Truth Value, UniversalTruthValue: Object UniTruthO
Call IteratorO
geLelement (O.UCWn )
Call Mean 0 / / Calculates mean of all current universal connections in the
matrix
Call StdDev 0 Calculates standard deviation of all current UC in the matrix.
Returns values
The following section shows an ODMG definition [5] of our proposed
model as well as the algorithms previously illustrated in steps one through
five.

3

Connection Weight Algorithm

Algorithm pseudo code loosely based on ODMC 2.0 [5] and C++ [4]. The
connection weight algorithm compares the elements of Oi.SVT with OJ.SVT
and assigns a fuzzy value of .33 for each match. Thus if Oi.SVT is same as
OJ .SVT, a total fuzzy connection value of .999 would be assigned to that
relation. The connection weight, Wi,j ----> Oi , OJ. Thus Wi,j represents the
connection weight between Objecti and Objectj. Connection weight fuzzy
values are:
Wi,j=O Null W i ,j=.33 low Wi,j=.66 medium W i ,j=.999 High
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Con Weight 0 double W [IJ [jJ = 0, 0;// An array is created of size I and J
While (I < j, 1++)

{

If Oi.S same_as OJ.S &&
0i.V same_as OJ.V &&
0i.T same_as OJ.T;
Then c. Wi,j=.999;
Else If O;.S !same_as OJ.S && Oi.V !same_as OJ.V && Oi.T !same_as
OJ.T; Then c.Wi,j=O;
Else If OiS same_as OjS && OiV same_as OJ V &&; Then c.Wi,j=.66;
Else If OiS same_as OjS && OiT same_as OjT &&; Then c.Wi,j=.66;
Else If Oi V same_as OJ V && OiT same_as OjT &&; Then c. Wi,j =.66;
Else c.Wi,j=.33; Return (c.Wi,j);

}

4

Subject Swap Algorithm

Algorithm pseudo code loosely based on ODMG 2.0 [5J and C++ [4J. The
subject swap algorithm finds low connection weights and creates two new
objects composed of elements, which swaps subjects of those objects with
such a relation. An additional predicate specifies that subjects may not be
the same.
SubSwapO

{

int 1=1;
While ( I < j 1++) {
If c.Wi ,j=.33 && Oi.S !same as OJ.S;
New 0; / / create new object 0Hl
copy (OH1.S Oi.S);
copy (OH1.V= OJ.V);
copy (OH1.T= OJ.T);
ConWeight 0 ;/ / Recalculate new weights with newly created objects
GetElement (c.Wi,Hl);
If c. W i ,j+1 =.999 ;
Destroy (OHd; / /destroy any duplicate objects created.
Rollback 0;// maintain object number sequence
New 0; / / create new object
copy (OH1.S, OjS);
copy (OH1.V, Oi.V);
copy (OH1.T, Oi.T);
Else
copy (OH2.S, OJ.S );
copy (OH2.V, Oi.V);
copy (OH2.T, Oi.T);.
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Con WeightO; / / Recalculate new weights with newly created objects
GetElement (Wi ,i+2);
If W i ,i+2=.999;
Destroy (Oi+2); / /destroy any duplicate objects created.
Rollback 0 ;/ / maintain object number sequence

}

Return

}

5

Universal Weight Algorithm

UniWeight()

{
lnt i;
i=O;
lterator 0;
geLelementO;

u.UWn=O;
While (i < j, i ++){
u.UWn = u.UWn +(C,Wn,i+l);

}
O.UCWn = (u.UWn ) fj-l;

return (O.UCWn)
nexLelement ();

}

6

Universal Truth Value

The universal truth weight expresses a fuzzy truth-value. The threshold and
saturation values are as follows: The truth-value is calculated from one standard deviation from the dynamic mean. Therefore the universal truth-value
is as follows: Threshold e <=0 Saturation D=l Queries return truth and
false values True >= (Dynamic mean) (one standard deviation) False <=
(Dynamic mean) (one standard deviation)
Calculation of Dynamic Mean and Standard Deviation Algorithm: UniTruth 0

{

lterator 0;
geLelement (O.UCWn );
T.MCW= Mean(O,UCWl to n);
T.UTV= StdDev (O,UCWI to n);
nexLelement;
return (T.STD, T.MCW)

}
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Queries: Queries are loosely based on DQL []
Retrieve all True values in matrix:
<?, alLtrue> select 0*, T.USTV, T.MCW from 0 in Phrase and T in
UniversalTruthValue Where o.uewn is_greater T.MCW-T.USTV Order by
O.UCW desc;
Retrieve all False values in matrix:
<?, alLfalse> select 0*, T.USTV, T.MCW from 0 in Phrase and T in
UniversalTruthValue Where o.uewn less_than T.MCW-T.USTV Order by
O.UCWasc;
Retrieve Highest Truth Value: <?, highesLtrue> select 0* max_O.UCW
max( Select O.UCW from 0 in Phrase) from 0 in Phrase and T in UniversalTruth Value
Retrieve Highest FalseValue: <?, highest2alse> select 0* min_O.UCW
min( Select O.UCW from 0 in Phrase) from 0 in Phrase and T in UniversalTruth Value
Phrase Queries: These are a few examples of the queried data. The samples return all true and false or by subject. Naturally many ad-hoc variations
to these queries may be performed.
All True Phrase Query: All true phrase query returns elements that
satisfy query in descending order of truth value. ? can be placed in any of
the elements S,V,T
<?,aILtrue, verb, target> select 0*, T.USTV, T.MCW, O.? from 0 in
Phrase and T in UniversalTruth Value Where O.UCWn is_greater T.MCWT.USTV and O.S same_as O.? Order by O.UCW desc;
All False Phrase Query: <?, alLfalse, verb target> select 0*, T.USTV,
T.MCW, O.? from 0 in Phrase and T in UniversalTruthValue Where O.UCWn
less_than T.MCW-T.USTV and O.S same_as O.? Order by O.UCW asc;
Highest True Phrase Query: <?, highesLtrue, verb, target> select
0*, O.?, max_O.UCW max( Select O.UCW from 0 in Phrase) from 0 in
Phrase and T in UniversalTruthValue Where O.? same_as O.S
Highest False Phrase Query: <?, highesLfalse, verb, target> select
0* min_O.UCW min( Select o.uew from 0 in Phrase) from 0 in Phrase
and T in UniversalTruth Value Where O.? same_as O.S

7

Conclusion

The hybrid model that is proposed is a combination of object-oriented deductive database, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and natural language understanding paradigms. This approach allowed the creation of simple three-word,
transitive verb-phrase, natural language understanding model. Algorithms
based on fuzzy values, trigger inference mechanisms that endow the model
with deductive capabilities. We first hypothesized a learning paradigm from
our observations of early child development; and adapted a hybrid methodology to it. The sample data clearly shows the mechanisms involved in this
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model can be effective, and realistically implemented. In particular, it is felt
that the approach of establishing a learning paradigm, prior to heuristics, is
quite advantageous Therefore, this hybrid methodology, if properly expanded
can produce significant results.
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Abstract. The paper presents an adoption of transition networks to recognizing and translating fragments of texts characteristic of e-mails written in Polish.
An extension of XTND (XML Transition Networks Definition) - abbreviated as
PTND - is introduced in order to provide a convenient way to describe these
networks. A new tool for graphical representation, modification and validation of
network descriptions is proposed.

1

Introduction

POLENG is a rule-based Polish-to-English machine translation system, which
has been developed since 1995. In the years 1995-2001 POLENG had a status of strictly academic project. Since 2002 the research has been directed
towards commercial use. The first commercial partner of the project was the
Allied Irish Bank (AIB) who envisaged the system as a communication tool
between its centre in Ireland and its branches in Poland. One of the most
urgent needs of AlB was the translation of e-mails.
Examination of an e-mail corpus delivered by AlB has shown that most
e-mails contain texts that would not be translated correctly by a rule-based
translation algorithm. This concerned mainly such parts of e-mails as greetings, farewells, adding attachments or expressions of gratitude or respect.
A few potential solutions to this problem have been considered. Examplebased translation was rejected because of scarcity of bilingual e-mail corpora.
Lexicon-based approach, i.e listing of all possible phrases characteristic of
e-mails seemed to burden the system with heavy data of minimal use.
The regularity of these expressions made transition networks a convenient
tool for their description and translation.

2

The origin of the idea

Transition networks (or transducers) have long been hoped to be a useful tool
for translation. The reality has revised these hopes but the tool is still used
for recognizing simple patterns prior to the translation process. SYSTRAN
researchers report the use of translation networks for recognizing Hungarian
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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temporal expressions in Hungarian-English translation [1] and for translation
of support files in the AUTODESK system [2].
The approach presented here is different from the one suggested by SYSTRAN. We do not construct target (i.e. English) networks, and thus we do
not make any alignment between networks of two languages. Our experiments
on networks composed for both languages have shown that rules of alignment
are of almost the same complexity as those of rule-based transfer.
We have decided that transition networks should generate equivalent English text in the process of recognition of a Polish pattern. In order to overcome well-known restrictions of transducers (e.g. discrepancies between orderings of words) we have augmented each network with a history stack,
which stores the information about visited states, traversed transitions (and
their pre-conditions) as well as executed actions.

3

PTND -

POLENG Transition Network Definition

The format of our description for transition networks - that will be further
on referred to as PTND (POLENG Transition Network Definition) - is based
on XTND, the XML Transition Network Definition ([3]). The aim of the
authors of XTND was to create a standard format for transition networks in
a universally used language.

3.1

XTND -

XML Transition Network Definition

The note [3] realizes two objectives: it gives a general and universally applicable definition of a transition network and provides a tool for the formal
description of all elements of a network. This description is given in the XML
language and forms a DTD (Document Type Definition). For example, the
state is defined as an object with the following type:
state = object {
name
preconditions
prelude
postconditions
postlude

string;
set of predicates;
ordered set of actions;
set of predicates;
ordered set of actions;

};

A state is represented by its name, a set of preconditions, i.e. conditions that
must be satisfied to enter the state, a set of actions that should be executed
before entering the state, a set of postconditions, i.e. conditions that must
be satisfied to exit the state and a set of actions that should be executed on
exiting the state. The above definition as mirrored in the DTD for the XTND
in the following way:
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{properties?,
preconditions?,
prelude?,
postlude?,
postconditions?) >
id
1D
#REQU1RED
name CDATA #REQU1RED >

The transition is defined as an object which consists of the following elements:
from, to, preconditions, actions. The element definition of a transition in DTD
is analogous to that of a state.
XTND suggests also a language for marking actions, called XEXPR, an
example of which follows:

<set name="AA" value="AA Value"/>
<print newline="true"><get name="AA"/></print>
3.2

Applying XTND to PTND

In PTND the conditions are assigned to transitions only (and not to states).
Actions are executed only during transitions. The notion of 'event' is not
used in PTND.

3.3

Conditions in PTND

Transition condition is a" condition that guards the transition from one state
to another" [3]. In PTND a condition may have one of the following types:
•
•
•
•

Empty
Raw - string of letters
Netref - reference to a subnetwork
Code

The syntax of Code is the same as the syntax for 'condition' in the C
language.
The need for using Code appears for dictionary conditions, i.e. conditions
which have to be verified by looking up the dictionary of the POLENG system
(see section 5. for Examples).

3.4

Actions

Action is an operation performed when a transition is traversed. In PTND
actions are expressed with a sublanguage of C -limited to logical operations,
comparisons and assignments. The code for actions is left verbatim (except
for variables) when transition networks are compiled into a C++ code (see
section 6).
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Variables

The language used in conditions and actions allows for using variables. Two
types of variables are used:
• local read-only variables, marked in the examples with a character '@'
• global read-write variables, marked in the examples with a character '$'.

3.6

References to stacked arguments

In order to be able to cope with variations of order of Polish expressions, each
network is augmented with a history stack. The stack allows for referring to
the values of local variables of previous transitions. For example, GEN [2]
refers to the value of the local variable GEN that was set two transitions back.

3.7

Example

Below a part of description of a network that recognizes and translates a type
of e-mail greetings, is presented:
<transition from="s1" id="t1" name="t1" to="s11">
<conditions>
<! [CDATA[@LEX=="moj" && @CASE=="Nom";]]>
</conditions>
<actions>
<! [CDATA [$E += "my";]] >
<factions>
</transition>
<transition from="s11" id="t2" name="t2" to="s21">
<conditions>
<! [CDATA[@LEX=="drogi" && ©CASE=="Nom" && ©GEN==©GEN[1] ;]]>
</conditions>
<actions>
<![CDATA[$E += "dear";]]>
<factions>
</transition>
<transition from="s21" id="t3" name="t3" to="s31">
<conditions>
<! [CDATA[©CASE=="Voc" && ©GEN==©GEN[1] ;]]>
</conditions>
<actions>
<! [CDATA[$E += ©E;]]>
<factions>
</transition>
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The network recognizes exemplary headers: "Moja droga Julio" and "Moj
drogi chlopcze" and produces "My dear Julia" and "My dear boy" respectively" .
The first transition recognizes all nominative forms of the lexeme "moj"
(Le. singular, plural forms of all genders), the second transition recognizes
nominative forms of the lexeme "drogi" and verifies consistency of the gender
with the gender of the word recognized in the previous transition. The third
transition recognizes vocative forms of Polish nouns and adds the equivalent
found in the POLENG dictionary (@E) to the value of the global variable $E.
Picture 1. shows the representation of the above network produced by
Cichon.

4

The backtracking algorithm

A typical backtracking algorithm for transition networks goes back following
the trace in order to find a state which still has some untraversed transitions exiting from it. The only information that has to be stored in such
an algorithm is the list of visited states and the list - for each state - of
untraversed transitions that exit from the state.
The backtracking algorithm that we use stores the information on transitions. If a transition is based on a network, then the success path is remembered in order for the algorithm to be able to look for another path in the
backtracking process (if needed). If a transition is of a dictionary type and
a dictionary entry is ambiguous, then the backtracking algorithm needs to
know which interpretations of the dictionary entry have already been verified.
It is worth noting that in our approach backtracking is called not only
upon failure but also in the reference to historical values of local variables.

5

The drawing tool

Experience has shown that even a universal standard of storing networks (like
XML) raises difficulties in creating networks that are compatible both with
linguistic data, and the formal description of the network. We have designed
a drawing tool, called Cichon, which:
• allows for creation and modification of a network consistent with PTND
• reads a PTND description of a transition network and displays its graphical representation
• validates the description of a network against PTND
• stores a graphically designed (or modified) network in .xml file consistent
with PTND
• checks the syntax of actions and conditions.
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We have considered using some public domain software for drawing networks. One of the user-friendly public domain drawing tools is DIA. It was
formerly designed for LINUX systems (see [Toga, 2001] for the description
of the tool). Nowadays it is available also for Win32 systems (downloadable
from http://hans . breuer . org/ dia).
Eventually we have made the decision to design a new tool. The advantages of having a tool dedicated especially for our needs are following:

• Cichon, apart from drawing capabilities, supports the PTND formalism.
It also means that the application can be easily re-designed in order to
support XTND.
• Cichon is 100% Java code, which makes it platform-independent. The
same application may be used both for LINUX and Win32.
• Cichon allows for checking the syntax of the Action language.
The next section presents examples of PTND networks as well as their
graphical representations produced by Gichon. The application is downloadable from the POLENG web site: http: / / cet i. plrpoleng.

6

Using transition networks in the translation process

Similarly to SYSTRAN's approach, the POLENG mechanism of transition
networks is used only for recognizing regular patterns prior to the translation
process. The networks are applied to a tokenized text, i.e. a list of tokens,
which represents the input text. The output of the recognition process is a
list of tokens, based on the input list, with all segments of texts recognized by
networks being marked appropriately. The recognized segments form units,
which are described by the same data structures as 'regular' tokens. This
means that the input and output list of recognition are of the same format.
The output list of network recognition is transferred to the proper translation
process. The translation procedures 'are unaware' of the fact whether any
transition networks have been actually applied to the text. In other words,
the network recognition stage is transparent in the whole translation process
as far as data structures are concerned.
It would be ineffective to call all transition networks for any type of texts
and at any position. Recognition according to a specific network takes place
only when the POLENG system is in a definite state. The state comprises
information about the domain of the text (e.g. information technology, banking, science), the type of the text (e.g. e-mail, WWW page), the current
position in the text (e.g. the beginning of the text). For example, the network
for recognizing greetings is checked only at the beginning of an e-mail text.
Naturally, the networks themselves are allowed to change the state of the
system.
Network recognition procedures are implemented in a C++ code. For
convenience sake, the XML representations of networks are converted into
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Fig. 1. Picture 1. Gichon's visualization of an exemplary TN
pure C++ code. Transition conditions are converted into statements of conditions in if instructions. Actions are embraced by curly braces in order to
create C++ statements. Network variables (attributes) inside conditions and
actions are detected and converted into valid C expressions.

7

Cond usions

The research has led to the following conclusions:
• Transitions networks may still find their applications in describing some
restricted phenomena of natural language.
• It has been a good idea to create the XTND specification. The document
can be easily adopted for various implementations of transition networks.
• In order to deal with free-order languages transition networks must be
augmented with stacks, which store the history of transitions.
We believe that the tool presented here may prove helpful in easy and
convenient describing of quite complex patterns of natural language.
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Link Recommendation Method Based on Web
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Abstract. Hyperlink recommendation overcomes the problem of quick and easy
access to information in web systems. A method that integrates web usage and
content mining was proposed and examined in this paper. Potentially interesting
documents are prompted to the user on the basis of usage patterns and conceptual
spaces matched against the active user session. Automatic term selections and web
usage distinction according to the time of visit were introduced to enhance method
effectiveness.

1

Introduction

Since WWW is more and more competitive, the creation of well-designed
web site is not sufficient to attract users. Therefore personalization is more
and more meaningful. One of the personalization techniques is hyper link recommendation often utilizing information about navigation activity and site
content. This information is not known explicitly and should be obtained using web mining techniques, which may be divided into two groups: web usage
mining (analyses of data related to users' activity, e.g. navigation patterns
[4,6]) and content mining (processing of documents' content [1,2,8]). We propose a hyper link recommendation method based on the integration of both
these approaches.

2

Method Overview

Our method improves and extends works from [5]. In respect of content mining we introduced the original method of term selection for clustering and
the new conception of document weight calculation. In web usage mining,
the time factor was added. Additionally, the new integration algorithm was
presented.
The whole process (Fig. 1) can be divided into two independent tasks.
The former extracts text features - terms from site documents in order to
discover thematic areas from the site content - conceptual spaces. The latter
is based on recognition of typical navigation patterns.
Each technique uses N-dimensional vectors, N = card(D) and D is the
set of all documents (site pages). Each vector refers to one term in the content mining issue and to one user session in the web usage mining and its
coordinates correspond to particular documents in both cases.
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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Fig. 1. The link recommendation method overview

3

Content Mining -

Term Selection and Clustering

The first step of term clustering is the text feature extraction. As documents
are very often generated dynamically, it is recommendable to use a crawler.
Normally, the term frequency is calculated for each indexed document. We
propose to use other text features (such as HTML title, keywords, etc.) and
the search engine queries. Many extracted terms are poor descriptors, thus
we suggest selecting only the terms ti for which clustering usefulness function
feu (ti) value is the highest:

where: nti - the number of documents from D in which term ti occurs,
kl, k~, k~ - constants, tff - the frequency of the term ti in all search
engine's queries, tfmax - max. value of tff. The last component denotes
how often the term ti is used in queries by users in comparison with other
terms. The function feu is used to eliminate terms, which occur rarely (more
seldom then kD or too often. The most emphasized are terms, which are in
k~ documents. The factor k~ determines "flatness" of the function. According
to our experiments the parameter k~ should have the value of 4 -;- 6. Values
of the last two depend on the web site's size and according to experiments:
k~ = k~ = N/IO. Only maximum n terms are selected.
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For every selected term ti a N-dimensional vector c~ = (wf1' wf2' ... ,wfN)
is created, where Wfj denotes the weight of the term ti in the document dj :

where: t/:j , tli j , tffj, ttj - term frequency of term ti respectively in the body,
title, description and keywords of the dj page; a, {3, 'Y stress place of term
occurrence. Concerning the experiments from [2] they can be set as follows:
a = 10, {3 = 5, 'Y = 5.
The set of N-dimensional vectors can be clustered to discover groups of
terms that are close to each other. These terms describe conceptual spaces
existing within the web site. Once we have clusters we can calculate essences
of the conceptual spaces - vectors CC called centroids:
1

mi

cf = - '" c;J.'
max·~
l

(1)

j=1

where: cf - centroid of the ith cluster; cL _lh term vector belonging to the
ith cluster; mi number of terms in the ith cluster, maXi - the maximal
value of coordinate from the ith cluster used for normalization.

U sage Mining - Historical Session and Active
Session Processing

4

The first step of usage mining is acquisition of HTTP requests and creation
of user's sessions. A user session, in this context, is a series of pages requested
by the user during one visit. Since web server logs do not provide any easy
method to group these requests into sessions, each request coming to the web
server should be captured and assigned to a particular session using a unique
identifier passed to a client's browser (Le. by means of cookies [3]).
Many users visit only few pages and abandon the site. Such insignificant
sessions should not be used in recommendation. Thus, we omit all session in
which less than n S documents where visited. In the implementation n S = 4
has been assumed.
The next step is to form N-dimensional session vectors Si = (wfl' ... , wfN)'
one for each separate ith session. We used geometric sequence in coordinates
Wfj of the vectors to weaken influence of the old session in the following way:
W

S .

'J

= {(tc)n;p,
0,

when document dj was visited during the ith session,
when document dj was not visited during the ith session,

where: tc - constant time coefficient from the interval [0,1]; n~P - number of
time periods since beginning of the ith session until vector creation moment.
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Time period length (a unit of measure for n;P) depends on how often users
enter the web site. Time coefficient tc denotes changeability of links between
pages and the site content. The more often site changes, the smaller should be
the tc value. In that way older sessions have less impact on clustering results.
Session vectors Si are clustered in the same way like term vectors c~, using (1). Finally, for every ith cluster, we obtain one session centroid si, that
describes one typical navigational path throughout the web site. Each its coordinate indicates whether a corresponding document is strongly represented
in the navigational path or not. Based on historical session information clustering discovers standard user behaviours - usage patterns.
An active session describes pages visited by the user during the current
session. N-dimensional active session vector a = (w'{, w 2, ... , w'N) is formed
to facilitate processing with above obtained vectors. wj is the weight of the
ph document in the active session. Similarly to creation of historical session
vectors we propose geometric sequence to strengthen last visited documents:

a _ { (,X,)nj, when document d j was visited during the active session,
0,

Wj -

when document dj was not visited during the active session,

where: ,X, - constant parameter for the interval [0,1]' determined experimentally, in implementation A = 0,95 was assumed; nj - consecutive number of
document dj in active session in reverse order. For the just viewed document
nj = (wj = 1), for the previous document nj = 1 (wj = A), etc. If the
document was visited more than once, the least value is assumed to nj.

°

5

Document Ranking and Link Recommendation

The described process results in: the set of content centroids ci, the set of
historical session centroids si and the active session vector a. Normalized
cosine vector similarity formula [7] is used in order to find the centroid cf
closest to active user vector a. It denotes to conceptual space most similar to
the active session. The vector ci is multiplied by the cosine value:
cic'

= cic . cos (C)
ci ' a

The most suitable session centroid si (a usage pattern the closest to the
active session) is found in the same way. Thus, we obtain the centroid transformation s'{ = si . cos (si , a).
Integration of the content mining with usage mining is done by the rank'
function - sum of transformed centroids vectors:
r
r )
ran k ' =cic' +sic' = (r
w 1 ,w2,···,wN·

The vector rank is multiplied by the modified active session vector to not
recommend the documents that have been just seen:
rank

=

rank'· (1- a)

=

(wI· (1- wl),w'2· (1- W2),· .. ,wN· (1- w'N))
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For link recommendation first n r document corresponding to the vector
rank coordinates with the highest value are selected. The coordinate adequate
to active document has the value of 0 (w a = 1). Link to this document will
not be suggested.

6

Conclusions and Future Works

As the set of extracted terms contains weak descriptors, an automatic selection of the terms for clustering was proposed. The time factor was introduced
in order to weaken the influence of old user sessions (usage patterns) and to
strengthen last visited pages (active session).
The method implementation (within the project ROSA - Remote Object
Site Agent) - reveal some interesting facts. Firstly, the documents that
contain a lot of relevant terms tend to appear in many content clusters on
the highest position. Secondly, the documents that occur in many historical
sessions appear in the almost all clusters with strong weights. The problem
can be solved by setting to 0 all session vector coordinates corresponding to
the documents that occur at least in n user sessions (n is about 80 %).
The future work will concentrate on introducing a special mechanism
that will promote new site documents (for example by increasing new documents' weights in CC centroids). Typical usage patterns and thematic conceptual spaces can be also used to propose the user advertising banners or
special product offers.
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Abstract. Development of complex concurrent information systems is very often
performed in top-down or bottom-up approach depending on design circumstances.
Petri net morphisms have been proven to be useful in this process as long as certain desired structural and behavioral properties of such systems are preserved.
In particular, for general morphisms of Petri nets, we study their structural and
behavioral properties and we use Petri net model of Peterson's mutual exclusion
algorithm to illustrate a step-wise process of bottom-up abstraction.

1

Motivation and Introduction

Petri net is a formal, graphical, and executable mathematical model that is
appropriate for the development of concurrent, discrete-event dynamic systems. It can be used in design and analysis of concurrent and distributed
systems, workflow management systems, requirement specifications in software engineering, specifications of communication networks, and so on.
Usually there are two different approaches in Petri net system modeling.
One is the top-down approach and the other is the bottom-up approach. In
top-down approach, one can start modeling a system from the highest conceptual level of abstraction, then refine the system using techniques such as
rule-based refinement [6] and general refinement [3] until reaching a satisfying
level of detail of the system. In bottom-up approach, one starts the modeling
of a system at the lowest level of abstraction, and then abstracts the system
model step by step until reaching the highest level of abstraction.
In formal object-oriented software engineering, rigorous software development requires continuous verification during all phases of the software development process. However, resources are often very restricted and a totally
new verification at each step is usually too expensive and time consuming.
Thus, vertical structuring techniques that can preserve desired properties for
both top-down and bottom-up approaches will be very helpful.
There exist several different concepts of Petri net morphisms which have
already been introduced in literature, such as vicinity respecting morphism
[2], Winskel's morphism [8]' Lakos's net morphism and system morphism [4],
and general morphism [1]. These morphisms respect different types of Petri
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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nets and preserve different structural and behavioral properties of Petri nets.
The properties of Petri net morphisms make them useful in the refinement
and abstraction of Petri net system modeling and analysis of the system being
modeled.
In this paper, we will focus on the abstraction of Petri net model, and
try to provide a solution to the following problem using general morphisms
of Petri nets: Suppose we have a detailed system modeled using Petri net,
how can we abstract the system model so that some desired properties of the
system can be preserved. In section two, we will give some basic definitions
about Petri nets and Petri net morphisms. Section three presents detailed example of conceptual modeling of concurrent system using general morphisms
of Petri nets.

2

Petri Nets and Their Morphisms

[Def.2.1] A Petri net is a 4-tuple N = (P, T, F, Mo) satisfying the following
conditions:
1. P is a finite non-empty set of places,
2. T is a finite non-empty set of transitions satisfying P n T = 0,
3. F is a multiset of (P x T) u (T x P), called the flow relation,
4. Mo is a non-empty multiset of places, called initial marking.
Here X = PuT denotes the set of all elements of a Petri net. We call
the set {y E XI(y,x) E F} the pr·e-set of x, the set {y E XI(x,y) E F} the
post-set of x, denoted by -x and x-, respectively. We will use the notation
Ox =- x U {x} to represent pre-vicinity and X O = x- U {x} to represent
post-vicinity, too.
The abstraction of Petri nets is not new and can date back to Petri [6].
The method of relating a Petri net and its abstraction net is called Petri net
morphism. Roughly speaking, Petri net morphism is a mapping from elements
of a source net to elements of a target net that preserves some properties of
the source net. There are two types of Petri net morphisms. One focuses on
the structural relationship between source and destination net, i.e. how places
and transitions are connected via arcs in both nets. The other one respects
the behavioral relationship, i.e. the relationship between different markings
caused by firing of transitions in Petri net.
[Def.2.2] Let N = (P,T,F,Mo ) and N' = (P',T',F',M~) be Petri nets. A
morphism from N to N' is a partial function ry : T ---+ j.J. T' and a multirelation
(3 : P ---+ j.J. pi such that
(3Mo = M~ and \fA E p,T, -(ryA) = (3(- A) and (ryA)- = (3(A-)
This definition is based on Def.2.1, and respects behavioral aspects of
Petri net. Here ry : T ---+ j.J. T' refers to a partial function between T and T'
and (3 : P ---+ j.J. pi refers to a multirelation between P and pi, respectively.
"A" refers to a multi set of transitions, - A refers to the pre-set of A, A-refers
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to the post-set of A. From here, one can see that such Petri net morphism
preserves initial marking and the environments of transitions, that is, the
pre-set of the image of a transition set is equal to the image of the pre-set of
that transition set, the post-set of the image of a transition set is equal to the
image of the post-set of that transition set. Here ry is specified as a partial
function between transition of source and destination net, this eliminates
the possibility that a transition in source net can be mapped to two different
transitions using a single morphism and allows a source net to refine or shrink
as needed.
[Def.2.3] Let N = (P,T,F,Mo, M) and N' = (P',T',F',M6, M') be two
augmented Petri nets. A general morphism f : N ~ N' between Nand N'
consists of a partial function ry : T ~ T' and a multirelation (3 : P ~ P'
which together fulfill the following conditions:

= M6
M E M implies (3M E M'
3. e(ryt) ::; (3(et)
4. (3W) = (3(et) _e (ryt) + (ryW
1. (3Mo

2.

In this definition (P, T, F, Mo) is a classical Petri net, and M~ p,P is a
set of markings of Petri Net satisfying the following conditions: Mo E M and
M E M and M[e)M' implies M' E M.

3

Conceptual modeling of concurrent systems with
Petri net morphisms

General morphisms preserve many behavioral properties of Petri nets and
can be useful means to refine and abstract concurrent systems modeled with
Petri nets.

~v.ItIO.11
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Fig. 1. Original Petri net model of Peterson's algorithm

We present an example of conceptual modeling of concurrent system with
general morphisms of Petri nets - the Petri net implementation of Peterson's
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mutual exclusion algorithm as shown in Fig.1 [7]. In the figures, P 1 and P2
represent two concurrent processes.
By step-wise application of general morphisms, we can simplify the model
to different levels of abstraction as shown in Fig.2.

PI

·
"
W·
~call

•

,

I

1

I~

Fig. 2. Different level of abstraction of Peterson's algorithm
using general morphisms
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From Fig.I, we can see that process Pl can enter place critical1 only if
there is a token in place finished2 or place at2. If both P 1 and P2 want to
enter their critical section, then both place pend2l and place pend22 have
one token, and there is no token in place finishedl and place finished2. At any
time, because there is only one token that can be in either place atl or at2
but not in both place, So either Pl can enter place critical1 or P2 can enter
place critical2, mutual exclusion requirement is satisfied. If process P 1 is not
in place critical1 and P 1 does not want to enter place critical1, then there
is one token in place finishedl. If P2 wants to enter place critical2, because
there is a token in place finishedl, P2 can enter place critical2 at any time
it wants. The progress requirement is satisfied.
Process P 1 makes a request to enter place critical1, then there is a token
in place pend2l and place atl, separately. If there is a token in place critical2
or place pend22, that is, there is no token in place finished2, Pl needs to
wait P2 to finish its execution and put a token in place finished2, then P 1
can enter place critical1. If process P2 is not in place critical2 and P2 does
not want to enter place critical2, then there should have a token in place
finished2, Pl can enter place criticall without any wait. That means once
P 1 makes a request to enter its critical section, P 1 needs to wait at most one
entry by P2, so the bounded waiting requirement is satisfied. Thus the Petri
Net implementation of Peterson's algorithm is correct.
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Reliability of the Navigational Data
Marek Przyborski and Jerzy Pyrchla
The Naval University of Gdynia
Abstract. We present results of the experiment which was set up to give some view
on the possible nature of the navigational data gathered during rescue mission.
In particular we addresses the question - Is it possible that errors made during
estimating navigational parameters like bearing and distance can have deterministic
nature.

1

Introduction

This note investigates model of navigational observations presented in Ref. [9].
The model is based on fuzzy set theory with the idea that fuzzy sets can enhance the qualitative information usually extracted from the observations
into quantitative data. In this way more precise description of uncertainty
included in the visual observations can be achieved.
We addresses the question about the nature of the data consisted of the
observations made by the ordinary observers who have to determine the bearing and distance from the shore to the given object at sea as described in
Ref. [8-12].
If the data has deterministic elements then we can assume that the influence of the external factors on the accuracy of collected data can be considered as a deterministic one. Otherwise we cannot say anything about the
possible influence on the reliability of navigational visual observations.
Our attention have been concentrated on one of the navigational parameters - bearing's error. We have taken a statistical approach to detect nonlinearity, by showing that a given linear model is unlikely to describe our
data.

2

Measures of nonlinearity

We decided to apply three types of nonlinear statistics t = t( {Xn} ):
1. As a first one, nonlinear prediction error with respect to a locally constant
predictor F defined by

(1)
The prediction is performed over one time step and it is done by averaging
over the future values of all neighboring delay vectors closer than E in m
dimensions.
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2. The second quantity it is cross-prediction errors, which can be expressed
by the following formula

2

O"x,Y =

1

L'

L-1

L

(2)

k=(m-l)r+1

where:L' = L - (m - 1)7 - 1) - number of delay vectors, and F zeroth
order model as it is proposed in the Ref. [3J.
3. A simple quantity which is frequently used to detect deviations from
time-reversibility is
(3)

Calculating those nonlinear observable requires using time delay embedding according to the following scheme, where embedding vectors in m dimensions are created by: Xn = (Xn-(m-l)r, ... , Xn), - 7 is the delay time.

3

Results

The method of Schreiber and Schmitz Ref. [4J is based on the phase randomized surrogate series S = {sn, n = 1, ... ,N} which has the same power
spectrum as the time series X = {Xn, n = 1, ... , N}. The temporal correlations in the original data are not preserved in the surrogates. The surrogate
is obtained by determine the Fourier transform of the original data X, randomizing the phases, and inverting the transform.
Conducted tests revealed that for one-sided test we achieved the 95% level
of significance, results of one of the tests are presented on the Fig. 1, the same
level was achieved when applying two-sided test. Time reversal asymmetry
of the original data is found to be different from the surrogate data. Results
of that test are presented on the Fig. 2.
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In the clustering algorithm, the cross-prediction errors have been used as
a dissimilarity measure. For conducting the test we used 9 surrogates and
the original data, thus the probability that the algorithm turned out the
original data is 1/ K = 0.1, if it is true then we can reject the null hypothesis
with the (1 - (1/ K)) x 100% = 90% of significance. During the tests we have
obtained the rejection of the null hypothesis with the 90% level of confidence.
The answer of the clustering algorithm is presented on the Fig. 3. We may
noticed there two clusters and one of them singled out the one element which
contains the original data.
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Fig. 3: Results of clustering algorithm.

4

Conclusions

We applied three nonlinear statistics in order to reveal the possible nature of
visual observations made by people, who might report sea accidents. Taking
into account results of conducted tests we can conclude that the null hypothesis can be rejected, original data cannot be well described by the Gaussian
linear stochastic process. It means that our assumption about the nature
of presented observation is false, thus even in this case due to deterministic
nature of this process we can use nonlinear time series analysis methods to
describe presented phenomenon.
Possibility to reject the hypothesis of stochastic nature of that signal create a new question what parameters constitutes that the visual observations
have deterministic nature? Answer to this question allows us to classify those
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observations to different classes of navigational information according to the
underlying nature.
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Abstract. Access evaluation is a significant issue in any intelligent information
system. In this paper, we develop a logic programming based approach for decentralized authorization delegations in which users can be delegated, granted or
forbidden some access rights. A set of domain-independent rules are given to capture the features of delegation correctness, conflict resolution and authorization
propagation along the hierarchies of subjects, objects and access rights. The basic
idea is to combine these general rules with a set of domain-specific rules defined by
user to derive the authorizations holding in the system.

1

Introduction

Logic based approaches have been developed by many researchers for the purpose of formalizing authorization specifications and evaluations. The advantage of this methodology is to separate policies from implementation mechanisms, give policies precise semantics, and provide a unified framework that
can support multiple policies.
Abadi et al proposed a modal logic based approach for access control in
distributed systems [1]. Their work focuses on how to believe that a principal
(subject) is making a request, either on his/her own or on someone else's behalf. The delegation in their model mainly concerns on the access right itself.
Jason Crampton et aI's work is also based on modal logic [3]' which investigates the ability of representing and reasoning about the implementation of
a real-world access control mechanism. Woo and Lam proposed an expressive
language to authorization in distributed systems [5]. In their method, they
consider structural properties inherent in authorization and provide formal
semantics evaluation which is based on extended logic program. Jajodia et al
also proposed a logical language and illustrated how it can specify authorization, conflict resolution, access control and integrity constraint checking [4].
Bertino et al [2] also proposed a logic framework in which they considered
hierarchically structured domain of subjects, objects and access rights for
authorization, supported both negation as failure and classical negation, and
provided a conflict resolution method.
One restriction of the above works is that the delegation of administrative privilege is not supported, which is a key issue for discretionary access
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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control. This paper presents a logic based formulation which supports authorization delegations, authorization negations and authorization inheritance.
A conflict resolution method based on the underlying delegation relation is
presented which gives higher priorities to the predecessors to achieve the
controlled delegation. In our method, a set of domain-independent rules are
given to capture the features of delegation correctness, conflict resolution
and authorization propagation along the hierarchies of subjects, objects and
access rights. The basic idea is to combine these general rules with a set of
domain-specific rules defined by user to derive the authorizations holding in
the system.

2

Syntax

Our language .c is a many-sorted first order language, with four disjoint
sorts S, 0, A, and T for subject, object, access right and authorization type
respectively. Variables are denoted by strings starting with lower case letters,
and constants by strings starting with upper case letters. Three partial orders
<s, <0, <A are defined on sorts S, 0, A respectively, which represent the
inheritance hierarchical structures of subjects, objects and access rights. We
use p in S to denote the security administrator, and it is not comparable
to any subjects in S w.r.t. <so In the constant set of authorization types
T = {-, +, *}, - means negative, + means positive, and * means delegatable.
A negative authorization specifies that the access must be forbidden, while a
positive authorization specifies that the access must be granted. A delegatable
authorization specifies that the access must be delegated as well as granted.
That is, * means + plus administrative privilege on the access.
The predicate set P consists of a set of ordinary predicates defined by
users, and one built-in predicate symbol for delegatable authorization, grant.
grant is a 5-term predicate symbol with type S x x T x A x S. Intuitively,
grant( S, 0, t, a, g) means s is granted by g the access right a on object 0 with
authorization type t. A literal is either an atom p or the negation of the atom
,p, where the negation sign, represents classical negation. Two literals are
complementary if they are of the form p and ,p, for some atom p. A rule r
is a statement of the form:
bo f-- b1, ... , bk , not bk + 1 , ... , not brn , m > = 0
where bo, b1 , ... , brn are literals, and not is the negation as failure symbol.
A delegatable authorization program consists of a finite set of rules.

°

3
3.1

Authorization evaluation using domain-independent
rules
Rules for delegation correctness

Definition 1. (delegation correct) an authorization set is delegation correct if it satisfies the following two conditions: (a) subject s can grant other
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subjects an access right a over object if and only if s is the security administrator ~ or s has been granted a over with a delegatable type *; (b)
if subject s receives a delegatable authorization directly or indirectly from
another subject s' on some object and access right a, then s cannot grant
s' any further authorization on the same ° and a later on.

°

°

We will require the authorization set derived by a delegatable authorization program be delegation correct. To capture the feature of delegation
correctness, we introduce several new auxiliary predicates and treat them as
system reserved words. delegate has a type of S x S x 0 x A. The arguments
are grantor, subject, object,and access right respectively from left to right. Intuitively, delegate(g, s, 0, a) means subject 9 has directly or indirectly granted
subject s access a on object with type *. existdelegate(g, s, 0, a) has the
same type with delegate which is used to avoid the existential quantifier to
be used in a rule, since in extended logic programs all the variables in clauses
are considered to be universally quantified. It is true if there is any delegation
from 9 to s on and a. grantl has the same type and meaning with grant
except that grantl has passed through the delegation correctness check. The
following five rules are used to deal with the feature of delegation correctness.
(Dl) grantl(s,o,t,a,~) f - grant(s,o,t,a,U)
(D2) grantl(s, 0, t, a, g) f - grant(s, 0, t, a, g), grantl(g, 0, *, a, g'),
9 i- s,not existdelegate(s,g, o,a)
(D3) delegate(g, s, 0, a) f - grantl(s, 0, *, a, g)
(D4) delegate(s,sl,o,a) f - delegate(s,s2,0,a),delegate(s2,sl,0,a)
(DS) existdelegate(s, g, 0, a) f - grant(s, 0, t, a, g), delegate(s, g, 0, a)
Rules (Dl) and (D2) define grantl which is an authorization satisfying
the delegation correctness requirement. Rule (D3) and (D4) derive the delegation relation. Rule (DS) defines existdelegate.

°

°

3.2

Rules for authorization propogation

(HI) grant(s, 0, t, a,g) f - grant(s', 0, t, a,g), s' <8 s, s i- 9
(H2) grant(s, 0, t, a, g) f - grant(s, 0', t, a, g), 0' <0 0, s i- 9
(H3) grant(s, 0, t, a, g) f - grant(s, 0, t, a', g), a' <A a, t i- -, s i- 9
(H4) grant(s, 0, t, a,g) f - grant(s, 0, t, a',g), a <A a', t = -, s i- 9
Noted that, unlike other propagations that are downward along the hierarchies, when the grant type is -, the propagation is upward along the
access right hierarchy as indicated by rule (H4). For example, if someone is
forbidden to read, then he will be implicitly forbidden to write.
3.3

Rules for conflict resolution

The basic idea of our method of solving conflicts is outlined as follows:
- Policy 1: Solving conflicts using delegation relation. According to the
delegation relation, if subject s delegate subject s' directly or indirectly
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°

an authorization on object and access right a, then, when a conflict
w.r.t
and a occurs, the authorization from s (i.e. s is the grantor)
will always override the one from s'. Given a delegatable authorization
program, the delegation relation for different subject and object w.r.t. it
will be dynamically derived by the system.

°

- Policy 2: Solving conflicts according to the types of authorizations. If the
grantors of two conflicting authorization are identical, we consider types
of the authorizations next. To achieve maximum security, we solve the
conflicts in terms of the negative-take-precedence principle by giving type
- the highest priority followed by + which is again followed by *.
- Policy 3: Cascading overriding.
When a delegatable authorization is overridden, the authorizations granted
by the grantee of that authorization should also be overridden. In other
words, we support cascading overriding.

We will use a set of domain-independent rules to realise the above conflict
resolution policies. First, we introduce four more system reserved predicates
overriden1, overriden2, grant2 and hold with the same type S x 0 x T x
A x C. overriden1(s,0,t,a,g) means the authorization grant1(s,0,t,a,g)
has been overridden by some other authorizations according to Policy 1.
grant2(s, 0, t, a, g, ti) means the authorization grant1(s, 0, t, a, g, i) is not overridden by any other authorization according to Policy 1 and 3.
overriden2(s, 0, t, a, g) means grant2(s, 0, t, a, g) has been overridden by some
other authorizations according to Policy 2. hold( s, 0, t, a, g) means the authorizations that actually hold(not overridden by any other authorization). We
define - < + < *, then the rules are as follows:
(C1) overriden1 (s, 0, t, a, g) <--- grant 1 (s, 0, t, a, g), grant 1 (s, 0, t', a, g'),
delegate(g', g, 0, a), t =J- t'
(C2) grant2( s, 0, t, a,~) <--- grant 1(s, 0, t, a, ~), not overriden1 (s, 0, t, a, ~)
(C3) grant2(s,0,t,a,g) <--- grant1(s,0,t,a,g), not overriden1(s,0,t,a,g),
grant1(g, 0, *, a, g')
(C4) overriden2( s, 0, t, a, g) <--- grant2( s, 0, t, a, g), grant2( s, 0, t', a, g'), t' < t
(CS) hold( s, 0, t, a,~) <--- grant2( s, 0, t, a,~), not overriden2( s, 0, t, a, ~)
(C6) hold( s, 0, t, a, g) <--- grant2( s, 0, t, a, g), not overriden2( s, 0, t, a, g),
hold(g, 0, *, a, g')
Rules (C1) is corresponding to the conflict resolution policy l. Rules (C2)
and (C3) are used to derive the authorizations that are not overridden or
cascading overridden by using policy l. Rule (C4) corresponds to conflict
resolution policy 2. Rules (CS) and (C6) are used to derive the authorizations
that are not overridden or cascading overridden by any other authorizations.
Let R denotes all the general rules, i.e. R = {D1, ... DS, HI, ... H 4, C1, ... , C6}.
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The formal semantics

Let II be a delegatable authorization program, the Base BIT of II is the set
of all possible ground literals constructible from the predicates appearing in
the rules of II and the constants occurring in S, 0, A, T. Two ground literals
are conflicting on subject s, object 0 and access right a if they are of the
form hold(s,o,t,a,g) and hold(s,o,t',a,g') and t f t'. Let G(II) denotes all
ground instances of the rules occurring in II. A subset of the Base of BIT
is consistent if no pair of complementary or conflicting literals is in it. An
interpretation I is any consistent subset of the Base of BIT.

Definition 2. Given a delegatable authorization program II, an interpretation for II is any interpretation of II U R.
Definition 3. Let I be an interpretation for a delegatable authorization program II, the reduction of II W.r.t I, denoted by III, is defined as the set of
rules obtained from G(II U R) by deleting (1) each rule that has a formula
not L in its body with LEI, and (2) all formulas of the form not L in the
bodies of the remaining rules.
Given a set Z of ground rules, we denote by pos(Z) the positive version
of Z, obtained from Z by considering each negative literal 'P(tl' ... , t n ) as a
positive one with predicate symbol --p.

Definition 4. Let M be an interpretation for II. We say that M is an answer
set for II if M is a minimal model of the positive version pos(IIM).

5

Future work

We plan to implement a prototype of our framework based on logic programming technique.
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Abstract. Expert systems are problem solvers for specialized domains of competence in which effective problem solving normally requires human expertise. The
transition of expert systems technology from research laboratories to software development centers highlighted the fact that the quality assurance for expert system is
a very important issue for most real-word problems. Although the basic verification
concepts are shared by software engineering and knowledge engineering, verification
methods of conventional software are not directly applicable to expert systems and
the new, specific methods of verification are required. The main aim of this work is
to present our own rule base verification method. In our opinion the decision units
conception allows us to consider different verification and validation issues together.
Thanks to properties of the decision units we can perform different verification and
validation actions during knowledge base development and realization.

1

Introduction

In recent years, expert systems technology has proven itself to be a valuable
tool for solving hitherto intractable problems in domains such a telecommunication, aerospace, medicine and the computer industry itself. The transition
of expert systems technology from research laboratories to software development centers highlighted the fact that the quality assurance for expert system
is a very important issue for most real-word problems [1,4]. The quality covers
verification, validation and evaluation of expert systems [6]. Expert systems
are programs and programs must be validated. Therefore expert systems has
to meet the same standards as other software [7].
An essential part of developing knowledge bases for most real-word problems is determining whether the knowledge base is adequate and can reliably
solve the problem. After acquiring domain knowledge much of the effort in
building a knowledge base goes into verifying that the knowledge is encoding
correctly [2-4].
The main impediment to successful verification of knowledge bases is the
nature of expert systems themselves. Expert systems are often employed for
working with incomplete or uncertain information or ill-structured situations.
The second impediment are implementation methods and tools [5]. Therefore,
although the basic verification concepts are shared by software engineering
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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and knowledge engineering, verification methods of conventional software are
not directly applicable to expert systems and the new, specific methods of
verification are required [8J .
The main aim of this work is to present our own rule base verification
method. The paper firstly presents the decision units conception needed to
establish our verification approach. Then we present the decision unit as the
tool for local rule base verification and modeling. Next we briefly present the
usage of decision units net in global verification and modeling issues. A last
we present kbBuilder system as an interactive tool for rule base building and
verification. The last chapter draws the main conclusions and states some
directions for further research.

2

Conception of decision units

We assume, that decision units are the main tool for our rule base verification
method [8,9J. In the real-word rule knowledge bases literals are often coded
using attribute-value pairs. Now we introduce conception of decision units for
literals as attribute-value pairs. The paper [9J contains an example rule base
with attribute-value pairs. All rules with the same attribute we can group
together . Decision unit U contains the set of rules R with the same attribute
in the decision part of each rule r E R. Output entries of U are attributevalue pairs which appear in the conditional part of each rule r E R, input
entries I are attribute-value pairs appearing in the conditional part of each
rule r E R. Fig. 1 presents the structure of the decision unit U.

Fig. 1. The structure of the decision unit
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The usage of decision units for modeling and
verification

Decision unit may be considered as a model of elementary decision produced
by the knowledge base. Each decision unit allows to confirm set of goals
described by the output entries O. Knowledge engineer can work with a decision unit like a programmer works with a procedure or function. Therefore
decision unit separately considered is a tool for modeling on local level - the
level of elementary decision. Decision unit can be considered as a tool for
verification on the local level too. Verification may be done using back box
or glass box testing method. We can also apply static verification (classical anomaly detection) or dynamic techniques (using forward and backward
chaining inferences).
The net of the decision units may be considered as a global model of decisions produced by the system. Expert systems often confirm global goal using
subgoals we assume that the each subgoal is modeled by the appropriate decision unit. Therefore knowledge engineer may check if the current content of
rule base is consistent with intended global decision model. It is specially useful in real-word problems if the particular knowledge representation language
doesn't provide a solution for knowledge base partitioning.
The decision unit net allows us to formulate the global verification method
similarly to local verification on the level of decision unit. Unchained output
entries represent main goals of rule base, chained output entries represent
subgoals. Unchained input entries represent the input data (facts) necessary
to produce proper inference results. We can apply static and dynamic verification on the global level using black box and glass box techniques. For
example knowledge engineer can observe the current inference path on the
global level for selected goal, can check which input data are required. In
the case of improper system behavior, knowledge engineer can apply selected
verification method for detection the sources of anomalies.
We use a verification strategy base on decision units in the kbBuilder system. The kbBuilder system is a tool for interactive, incremental construction,
validation and refinement of the rule knowledge bases. Current version of
the system is dedicated for Sphinx knowledge representation language, next
version will utilize the other ones. The kernel of kbBuilder is implemented
in pure C++, user interface is implemented using Borland C++ Builder.
System works under the control of Windows 9xjMEj2000. In the current
version, system provides selected set of local verification techniques static
and dynamic, in the glass box and black box mode. Current works concern
on designing and implementing a new verification algorithms for verification
on the global level. We are going to use the decision unit conception for modeling a rule base too actually decision units net is only use for presentation
and verification issues.
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Concluding remarks

In our opinion the decision units conception allows us to consider different
verification and validation issues together. Thanks to propertieti of the decision units we can perform different verification and validation actions during
knowledge base development and realization. We can divide anomalies into
the two levels local and global anomalies and perform verification on those
levels. Decision unit is a simple decision model, useful and efficient for knowledge base modeling and verification. The net of the decision units is a simple
tool for modeling large real-word databases. Decision unit net allows us to
perform global verification - i.e. circularity detection, dead end rules, auxiliary
rules. Graphical representation of knowledge base in the form of the decision
units net is user friendly and is an efficient and useful way of presentation
of current knowledge base contents. We are going to extend the kbBuilder
system to use the decision unit conception for modeling a rule base.
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1

2

Abstract The simple simulation system based on web technology, which enables
CRC staff training is described in this paper. The advantages of using servlets,
applets and Enterprise Java Beans have been presented. The influence on failover,
scalability and reliability has been discussed too.

1

Introduction

The changes in structure and command methods in Polish Air Force, caused
that new automated systems have been deployed. These command, control
and communication (C3) systems support airspace management and the subjected forces command.

l(

'I
CRG system

f--- -----L~

symul@.net

c2::)

------~

Figurel. The environment of symul@.net system

There are, among others, Mikoajek-RL and Dunaj systems. These systems are able to exchange the information between other automated systems
operating in NATO defence system.
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The deployment of new automated systems used by operational services
(forces) requires creating new units to train and exercise these forces. Air
Force Computer Science Centre was obliged to fulfil this task. As a result of
undertaken activities, the new system that enables teaching and training the
Command and Reporting Centre (CRC) staff has been created. This system
allows CRC staff to practise procedures and reaction in situations that at
peace happen very rarely or at all. These are for example, the procedures
that are used in case of Air Policing operations or massed air attack.

2

Origin of the system

New applications are found for the web technologies every day. It takes place
in a significant number of cases due to current fashion for modern technologies as well as undeniable benefits, which they bring. As a result of analysis
conducted by Air Force Computer Science Centre, the concept has emerged
to create the system that, first of all, would enable CRC staff training in
new-deployed automated system (Dunaj).
System symul@.net

Watch on Iraning

Proceed traning

CRCsystem

Watcher

Figure2. Use cases for symui@.net system

Additionally this system should exchange the information between flight
simulators as well as other automated systems used at different levels and
by different kinds of forces. The conducted analysis has shown that it is possible to use web technologies for this purpose, especially application server
compatible with J2EE specification. Thanks to the use of web technologies
symul@.net system enables remote input and workout of planned scenarios.
So the man ordering training is able to prepare or verify stored scenario individually. Besides, it is possible to present the Recognize Air Picture (RAP)
in the window of Internet browser. It allows people, which relocation is far
too expensive or inadvisable, to take part in exercises.
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System architecture

The part of the symul@.net system designed for inputting data has been
deigned and implemented in accordance with J2EE specification. Due to
such approach the multilayered system in architecture called Model View
Controller (MVC) has been built. The first separate layer is responsible for
storage and data processing. The second layer that is separated from presentation layer, implements application logic. In this way it is easy to modify
the system without the necessity of system stop or exchange some elements
without altering others. The next advantage of using application servers is
the possibility of adding new hardware units to increase the system efficiency
without changing system source codes. The symul@.net system uses four
kinds of computer nodes. The are computers designed as servers, computational nodes as well as computers working as interfaces and workstations.
The database and application servers have been installed on server nodes.

Figure3. Multilayers in symul@.net system

The separate group of nodes is computers designed for interface processes. This class of nodes is assigned for exchanging information between
symul@.net and other systems. There are also workstations, which can start
user applications or applets (depending on hardware resources). Because all
processes have been written in JAVA language, they can be deployed on any
hardware platform, where Java Virtual Machine is present. Thus, server processes (providing information) can be installed on large UNIX machine or on
PC computer. Of course the efficiency differs in these two cases.

4

Deployed solutions

The server application platform together with its technologies made it possible to create system with open interfaces. Many solutions related to the
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web technologies have been used in symul@.net system. Such approach resulted both from platforms applied and functionality, reliability and efficiency
requirements. Most of these requirements has been used due to modern technology (UML, [1]) applied to system design and implementation. Both HTML
pages and JSP have been used to create the presentation layer. Enterprise
Java Bean (EJB) have been used to data management and the session beans
have been used to implement application logic. To improve the system efficiency, the connectors in accordance with Java Connector Architecture (J CA)
have been created. The EJB have been created as Bean Manage Persistence
(BMP). Now the process of changing the model management from BMP to
Container Manage Persistence (CMP) is taking place. Due to separating the
application logic layer from data management layer, this process performs
imperceptible for the user and without consuming additional labour.

Figure4. Class diagram for layers in Map module

The processes inside the symul@.net system communicate with the RMI
mechanism. This mechanism for distributed computing (characteristic of JAVA
language) enables using accumulated resources located wherever the computer network with TCP lIP protocol exists. The implementation of one
datasource with RMI interface make meeting the external systems requirements easier. Therefore, the processes responsible for communication with
external systems are using resources stored in datasources and communicate
with their own system in a specific way. Furthermore, processes responsible
for communication with user can be started in two ways. One of the manners is when the application starts on workstation machine. The other way
is starting the applet inside WWW page. The functionality of both solutions is identical since they use the same B-codes. They only differ about
the way they are evoked. Such solution makes software modification easier
and meets functional requirements apart from hardware resources. The special kind of appletlapplication is a Map module for displaying Recognize Air
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Picture (RAP) in the Internet browser window. The topographical grounds
recorded in vector format, for example VPF (Vector Product Size) can consist of forests, rivers, cities etc. However, it can be raster grounds recorded in
Raster Product Format (RPF) as a map for low flights. The Map unit with
the layer interface makes it possible to connect (with RMI) to datasources
that provide information about tactical situation. That is why it is possible
to observe the simulation from any place in the computer network.

5

Conclusions

The symul@.net is a relatively young system. The process of its creation
has not been finished yet. The deployment stage of the test version has not
reached the end. At present, the deployment of the system is taking place in
National Air Operation Centre located in Pyry. Certainly current situation
does not exclude capability of conducting the CRC staff training. Due to
employed technologies the foundation for planned exercises can by remotely
inserted into the system installed in Bemowo. Then generated course of simulation can be sent online to Pyry as well as Bemowo and used in exercise
process there. The generated warfare picture can be used to execute the exercise without limits in functionality of the system. The symul@.net system has
been introduced, the architecture and selected elements realized with the use
of the web technology has been presented. The employment of these technologies has brought significant improvement of the system resistance to damages
and increases the scalability. The better efficiency of hardware resources has
also been achieved due to web technology. The web technology assigned exclusively for open systems (Internet) for selected, closed users group as an
innovative approach has been showed. It is the only case known in Polish
Army where the system based on web technologies and systems assigned for
command have been combined. The solutions presented in this paper have
showed that implementing modern technologies is possible without resigning
from fundamental requirements formulated by users. The requirements concern the security, reliability, efficiency and functionality. The first part of trial
training conducted with National Defense Academy cadets has showed that
combination of automated system and system based on web technologies is
possible
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Abstract. The main aim of the Pellucid project is to develop a platform based on
the multi-agent technology for assisting public employees in their organization. This
paper deals with a problem of classification and identification of needed information
for agents performance. This paper presents methods for encoding data and creating
the database, so that agents can have an easy access to the required information.
Furthermore, two methods applicable with every type of database for classification
and selection of historical information are presented.

1

Introduction

Organizationally mobile employees belong to the class of large-dimensional
applications related to many various domains, which require optimalization.
Each employee can execute many different activities, with different results
or effects, moreover each of them might have different capabilities, possess
various kinds of information or knowledge; therefore it is really necessary to
optimally re-organize their work, share knowledge or activities, so that the
collective performance could be improved as much as possible. The overall
objective of Pellucid is to develop an adaptable platform for assisting organizationally mobile employees, in effect re-engineering their work in the
organization. Because of the short frame of this paper we will deal with only
a problem, that is how the Pellucid agents are able to automatically identify
and capture desired information that they need in the current situation. This
task appears during realization of the Pellucid system and however it does
not belong to one of the main declared tasks, but it has strong influences to
the quality of the final product.

2

Problem formulation

The agents functionality in the Pellucid system is described as follows: on the
basis of information from the system and from user, an agent has to calculate
and choose the most optimal action for the users execution in the current
situation and recommends it to the user. This process is repeated at every
time when the user meets a new situation. In order to make a quality decision,
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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the Pellucid agents use experiences provided by former users to assist the new
ones. As a result, one of the tasks that agents have often to repeat is to search
for data with certain specific attributes in the database. A problem how to
find the desired data, which is the closest to the target, is just the main focus
of this paper. Since all information, knowledge or experiences have different
forms that cause Software agents a lot of difficulties. This paper presents a
simple method for maintaining and recording data based on decomposition
principle. Each real situation is described by a number of basic elements and
operators that express relationships among them. Elements are classified to
individual classes, in hierarchical structure, in order to make easier search and
access to the desired data. In addition, we design a number of classification
rules, which enable to deduce the desired solution. Creating such a set of
rules depends on the characteristics of the application, which applies the
Pellucid system. This paper discusses a general method for classification and
identification of data based on the fuzzy theory, which is applicable with
every set of rules. In the case with many types of basic elements, we propose
a method for classification that is combination between the traditional fuzzy
method and the weight setting method.

3
3.1

Data representation and database
Data representation

The database is consisted of two parts. The first part (let denote as Sf =
{si}) involves all historical situations, which happened in the past. For each
situation si let denote sol(si) as a set of all information associated with it, and
it is recorded in the second part of the database. When an agent searches
for historical experiences, at first it has to look at the set SI and extract
from it a situation that is the nearest to the current one. To simplify the
classification process, let assume that each situation is consisted of a number
of basic elements. Let denote a set of basic elements as EL (this set includes
also an empty element marked as ¢), and assume that each situation could
be described as a unification of basic elements from EL.
si = (ellUel2U. .. Ueln) where e/r, .. ,eln EEL
The set of basic elements EL needs to be defined clearly and should contain as many elements as possible. Therefore, in our experience, it is a need
to contact or to cooperate with some experts, who have been working in this
domain and could help to identify these basic elements.

3.2

Database organization

In order to improve a search, the database is organized in hierarchical structure. Each element that appears in every situation is classified to one of a
number of predefined classes. For example, the first class contains elements
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describing the main purpose of a situation or tasks that the user has to do
e.g. writing a report, analyzing data, etc. The second class contains elements
that express time constraints e.g. deadline is Friday, etc. Elements that describe technical constraints: LaTeX, MS Word, etc might be stored in the
next class. Each situation is encoded as an array like:
1 analyzing data 2-3 MS Exel 4-5-6 less than 10 pages, color pictures 7-8.
In this array, numbers represent a class that includes the elements appeared in the situation. A number of classes depend on a concrete kind of
applications. Description of each class must be defined clearly, so that every
user is able to assort these elements creating the current situation to accurately corresponding classes. All information associated with each situation
(the second part of the database) are stored in one object according to the
situations code, in order to identify them easily. The form in which these
data are stored is not an interest of this paper but it should take a suitable
form, so that the database will be small as possible (depending on a method
of implementation yet).

4
4.1

Methods for capturing information
Relationship among individual elements and situations

At first, in order to extract a situation, it is necessary to specify relationships
among elements.Since all the basic elements cannot be expressed precisely
by any numerical variable, their comparison is only relative. For that reason,
using fuzzy sets for evaluation seems as the most appropriate way to resolve
this problem.
Let define re(ell, el2) as a real number, which expresses the degree of
dependence between two elements eh, el2 EEL. This parameter expresses to
which degree the associated data with one element could be applied for the
second one. In following, there are some important properties of this variable:
- re( eh, el2) does not have to be equal to re( el2, ell) or (1 - re( eh, el2))
(means this relation is not symmetric or inverse).
- re(eh, el2) = 1, when a domain of ellS effects is a subset of the domain
where el2 can affect,
- re(ell' el2) = 0, when both the elements have disjoint domains of effects,
- Vel E EL : re(¢, el) = l,and re(el, ¢) ;:::: 0
For other cases this parameter can have a value in an interval [0,1]. These
variables will be used for calculating the degree of similarity between two
situations. Detail about that will be presented in the next sections.

4.2

Selection of historical data on the basis of fuzzy classification

This section presents a method for extracting information by using fuzzy
classification. Firstly, for comparing situations, we define a fuzzy relation SI
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x SI :2 Sim, which is used to expresses a degree of similarity between two
arbitrary situations. The property of such a relation are:
- Reflex: Sim(si, si) = 1 "lsi E SI,
- Symmetric: Sim(sil, Si2) = Sim(si2, sid,
- Transitive: Sim(sil, Si2) ~ min(Sim(sil, si), Sim(si, Si2))'
An algorithm for selecting historical situations 1.
Input: target tg = eh U ... U el n , EL, SI, starting with i = 1.
1. Select randomly Sii E S I.
2. Calculate Sim(tg, sii).SI = SI - Sii
3. Choose Sii+lISim(sii+l,sii) 2: Sim(tg,sii)
4. If step 3 does not have a solution Sii is the desired solution and STOP,
5. Else, remove all examined situations
si E SIISim(tg, Sii) > Sim(si, Sii), i = i + 1 and return to step 1.
6. Stop until SI is empty.

4.3

Selection of historical data based on algebraic classification

Another method for classifying and discovering data is an algebraic classification. Let Co be a number of classes that are used to classify individual
elements appeared in each situation (introduced in part 3.2). The similarity
is calculated as a linear combination of these partial ones.
Let denote SimpI(si 1 , si 2 ) as a degree of partial similarity between si 1
and Si2 within class l E [1, co], which moreover is defined similarly as in the
previous part by using fuzzy sets. The degree of similarity between these
situations is defined as following: Sim(sil, si 2 ) = (l:~!l WI * SimpI(si!, si 2 )
Where WI is the weight on the I-class.
The algorithm for extracting a similar situation (presented below) differs
from the previous in such a way.It does not examine all elements including in
each situation at once, but according to the importance of each class, from
the top to the least important class.
An algorithm for selecting historical situations 2.
Input: targettg = eh U ... U el n ,EL,SI,w!11 = 1, .. ,Co
(let assume Wl ~ .. ~ weo ). Starting with i = 1, 1= 1.
1. Select randomly Sii E S I.
2. Calculate Simp!(tg,sii).SI = SI - Sii.
3. Choose Sii+l ISimp! (Sii, Sii+l) ~ Simp! (tg, Sii).
4. If step 3 does not have any solution, then I = I + 1 and return to step 3
while I < Co, either Sii is the desired solution and STOP,
5. Else, remove all examined situations
si E SIISimp!(tg, Sii) > Simp! (si, Sii), i = i + 1, and return to step 1.
6. Stop until SI is empty.

5

Application of the approach in the Pellucid system

The presented results have been implemented in the Pellucid prototype. One
of experiments is to create and maintain the database for document pro-
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cessing related to the public transport system in a city. Both the methods
presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were used for encoding and creating the
database. The database contains a number of situations and their associated
data, which have been generated at random. The input is a description of
the users current task that he has to perform (the main task what he has to
do, constraints, information about external environment, etc.). The output
of the Pellucid system is recommendations to the user what he should do in
the current case.
Both the presented algorithms in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 were used and implemented. A set of rules and basic elements SI were created on the basis
of real situations and by cooperation with experts. To assess relationships
among individual elements and to specify variables re(SI,SI) we use an adaptive method, which updates and recalculates these when new results have
been achieved. The test has been executed with some different databases and
it has achieved promising results.

6

Conclusion and future work

This paper described the problem of classification and identification of data,
which plays very important role in Artificial Intelligence domain. Two methods for classification and selecting information based on the fuzzification principleare presented. To make easier access and maintain the database we propose a method for encoding data according to a hierarchical scheme, with
a number of different levels and basic elements. Such method of encoding
moreover can make easier programming and reduce the database size. In the
future, our aim is to create an automatic system without using experts, so
that the Pellucid agents could work fully autonomously to assist users.
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Abstract. In this paper elements of a theory of multistructures are formulated.
The theory of multistructures is used to define a binary representation of relational
systems.
Keywords: multistructures, relations and operations on multistructures, binary
representation of relational systems.

1

Introduction

In both computer science and discrete mathematics, there are diverse
methods of a binary representation of mathematical objects. They have been
known for years and mean numbers in the binary system, Boolean algebras
and Boolean functions, graphs and relations on finite sets defined by binary
matrices, binary trees as systems of identification of sets, etc.
Bonikowski in his PhD dissertation (1996), proposed an original Boolean
representation of sets, which allows representing of approximate sets by means
of Boolean functions, in the way Pawlak (1991) meant it. In this paper such
a generalisation of construction of a representation of sets which allows a binary representation of relational systems is presented. The research attempts
to uncover a theoretical formal-logical basis which would serve the purpose
of description and explanation of processes of identification of objects and
subsytems of reality treated as relational systems by learning systems, and
more precisely, by natural and artificial networks.

2

Reality

By reality, in which features, relations, operations, individuals define things,
we understand such a reality that any things in it possess certain features or
are in some relations, or are results of the application of some operations, or
are some individuals.
Definition 1 A reality is called a relational system Re = (U, F, R, 0, I),
where U is a non-empty set of things called the universe, F is a finite family
of distinguished nonempty subsets of the set U called the features, R is the
finite set of relations defined on U, 0 is the finite set of operations defined
on U, I is a distinguished non-empty subset of the universe U called the set
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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of individuals, and for any x E U at least one of the following conditions is
satisfied: x is an element of a certain set of the family F, x is an argument
of a certain relation of the set R, x is an argument or value of a certain
operation of the set 0, x is an element of the set 1,

Definition 2 A tuple is any ordered system (0'1, 0'2, .. " an) (n
elements 0'1, 0'2, .. " an of the universe U,

~

1) of

A segment of the tuple t = (0'1,0'2, .. " an) is its any subsequence t1 = (ail'
ai, .. " ai2)' such that: 1 S i 1 S i2 S n, We accept the convention that
(ai) = ai for any i = 1, .. " n,
Definition 3 The structure of reality Re is the set sRe of all tuples such
that:

(Cl) for any operation 0 E 0, if (f31, f32, .. " f3k, a) Eo, then
(f31, f32, .. " f3k) E sRe and a E sRe, where a = 0(f31' f32, .. " f3k),
(C2)
10 (0'1) E sRe if 0'1 E I, or 0'1 belongs to a certain set of F, or

0'1 is
determined by the condition (C1),
2 0 t = (0'1,0'2, .. " an) E sRe if every element ai (i = 1, .. "n) is an element
of any at least two element segment oft either determined by the condition
(C1) or belonging to a relation of R or an operation of 0,
(C3) no other tuple except that which is satisfies the conditions (C1)-( C2)
belongs to sRe,

If a tuple belongs to the structure of reality, it is called a state,

3

Multistructures

Within the confines of reality Re we may consider diverse types of interconnection of things,
Definition 4 Let M <;;; sRe, We denote by M# the set of all states of sRe
which are segments of certain tuples of M, The set M# is called the set of
all segments of states of M,
In the family p(sRe) of all subsets of the structure of reality sRe we define
the binary relation "',
Definition 5 MIrv M2 B Mt = MY, for any sets M 1, M2 <;;; sRe,
Fact 1 The relation", is an equivalence relation in the family p(sRe),
Definition 6 The equivalence class [Ml~ of the relation", represented by
the set M <;;; sRe is called the multistructure determined by M,
From Definition 6 and Definition 5 we may conclude the following facts:
Fact 2 For any two multistructures [M1l~ and [M2l~ the following conditions are satisfied: (1) [Md~ = [IVhl~ iff Mt = MY, (2) [M1l~ = [Mtl~,
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Operations on multistructures

In this section we define basic relations and operations on multistructures.
Definition 7 The state x E sRe belongs to the multistructure [Ml~
(symbolically: x Em [Ml ~) iff x E M#.
Definition 8 Let [Ml1~, [M21~ be any multistructures. [Ml1~ is included in
[M21~ (symbolically: [Ml1~ ~m [M21~) iff for any state x if x Em [Ml1~ than
x Em [M21~.

From Definition 8 and Definition 7 follows:

Fact 3 For any two multistructures

[Md~

[Ml1~ ~m [M21~
Now we shall define the operation
tures.

nm,

¢}

and

[M21~

Mt ~ Mt·

of the multiplication of multistruc-

Definition 9 The intersection [Ml1~nm[M21~ of the multistructures
and [M21~ is the multistructure [Mt n Mtl~.

[Md~

Fact 4 For any multistructures [Md~ and [M21~ and any state x
(x Em [Ml1~ nm [M21~) ¢} (x Em [Ml1~ 1\ x Em [M21~)·
The next definition is a definition of the operation Urn of the addition of
multistructures.

Definition 10 The union [Md~ Urn [M21~ of the multistructures
and [M21~ is the multistructure [Mt U Mtl~.

[Ml1~

Fact 5 For any multistructures [Ml1~ and [M21~ and any state x
(x Em [Md~ Urn [M21~) ¢} (x Em [Ml1~ V x Em [M21~)·
The definition of the operation
the following.

\m

of the subtraction of multistructures is

Definition 11 The difference [Md~ \m [M21~ of the multistructures
and [M21~ is the multistructure [Mt \ Mtl~.

[Md~

Fact 6 For any multistructures [Md~ and [M21~ and any state x
(x Em [Ml1~ \m [M21~) ¢} (x Em [Ml1~ 1\ x tJ-m [M21~)·
The operation ,= of the complementation of multistructures is defined as
follows:

Definition 12 The complement of the multistructure [Ml~ is the multistructure [sRe \ M#l~, which is denoted by the symbol [Ml:.
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Definition 13 Let M be a family of multistructures and
{M#: M ~ sRe 1\ [M] ~ E M}. The generalized union Um M
of the family M of multistructures is the multistructure [U !vf#l~·

!vf# =

Fact 7 For any family M of multistructures
x Em Urn M iff there is a multistructure [M]~ E M, such that x Em [Ml~.
Definition 14 The multistructure Om
structure and the multistructure 1m
structure.

=

[0l~

is called the empty multi-

[SRel~ is called the full multi-

Theorem 1 The family of all multistructures with the operations of the addition U m , the multiplication nm and the complementation 1m defined on this
family, with the empty multistructure Om and the full multistructure 1m is a
Boolean algebra.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on an obserwation that the family of all
multistructures with these operations is isomorphic with a field of subsets of
the structure sRe of reality Re (see Rasiowa and Sikorski 1963).

5

A binary representation of relational systems

In this section we present a model of a binary representation of relational
systems. We use a method that is a generalisation of a method of a representation of sets introduced by Bonikowski (1996).

Definition 15 Let us denote successively features, relations, operations and
the set I of individuals of reality Re by M I , M 2 , ... , M n , and the family of
multistructures determined by these sets by C= {[MIl~, [M2l~, " ' 1 [Mnl~}·
Let us introduce additionally the following notation for any [Ml ~:
when a
when a

o
1

A binary representation of the multistructure [Ml~ means a set of finite
binary sequences (XII X2,
Xn) E En (En is an - Cartesian power of the
set E = {O, 1}) such that the so-called components of the multistructure
[M]~ defined in the following way:
"'1

[Ml~"X2, ... ,Xn)

= [MIl:' nm [i\lhl:2 nm ... nm [Mnl:n nm

[Ml~

are non-empty multistructures.
From Definition 15 follow:

Theorem 2 The sum of all components of the multistructure
to the multistructure [Ml~I i.e. Um[Ml~"X2, ... 'Xn) = [Ml~.

[M]~

is equals
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Theorem 3 If (Xl,

X2, ... , Xn)

[M]~1,X2",.,Xn)

i- (Xl' X 2, ... , x;,J then
nm [M]~i'x:"""x;,) = [0]~.

A Boolean representation of the multi structure
----+ E such that

1M : En
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[M]~

is a map

when [M]0 " X 2 ,"',x n ) i- [0]
when [M]~1,X2, ... ,Xn) = [0]

Fact 8 For any multistructure there is only one Boolean representation.
Among Boolean representations we may distinguish: representations of
multi structures determined by the structure of reality Re, by its features,
relations, operations and the set of all individuals of reality Re. The set of all
such Boolean representations is called a representation of the relational
system Re. The binary representation of reality as a relational system is a
model of perception for learning systems.

Perspectives of research
In this paper we presented a conceptual apparatus enabling, step by step,
to generate a certain Boolean representation for any relational system. The
procedure may serve as a basis for drawing an algorithm to create a binary
representation of reality by machines (computers, neural networks, digital and
analogue learning machines). In this sense, this representation is a model of
a perception. The author hopes that this research will help solve the problem of adequacy for a binary representation of reality, i.e. to announce the
characteristics of classes of relational systems possessing the same binary
representation and to formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of a common representation of relational systems (c.f. Bryniarski
and Waldmajer, 2002).
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Abstract. The paper deals with the knowledge acquisition process. Different experts formulate the set of rules for decision support systems. We assume they have
different knowledge about the problem and therefore obtained rules have different
qualities. The knowledge base for the system under consideration does not have
logical interpretation but probabilistic one. We will formulate a proposition of the
rule confidence measure and its application to the decision process.

1

Introduction

Machine learning is the attractive approach for building decision support systems [8]. For this type of software, the quality of the knowledge base plays
the key-role. One can get rules from different experts with different qualities.
This problems was partly described for induction learning [1,2,6] and statistical method in [4]. The following paper deals with the quality of rules for the
probabilistic reasoning. The content of this work is as follows: Section 2 introduces necessary background and provides the probabilistic decision problem
statement. Next section presents a form of the rule for the probabilistic expert
systems and proposes the rule-based algorithm. Section 4 defines statistical
confidence measure of the knowledge and shows how to modify the knowledge base according to the confidence measure of rules. Section 5 presents
the interpretation of the proposed measure for the estimation process based
on the typical statistical model. The last section concludes the paper.

2

Decision problem statement

Among different concepts and methods of using 'uncertain' information in
pattern recognition, Bayes decision theory is efficient approach and attractive from the theoretical point of view. This approach consists of assumption
[3] that the feature vector x = (x(1),x(2), ... ,x(d)) (describing the object being under recognition) and in the class number j E {I, 2 ... , M} (the object
belongs to) are the realization of the pair of the random variables X, J. The
random variable J is described by the prior probability Pj. For each class
j - X has conditional probability density function 1j (x). These parameters
can be used for enumerating posterior probability p (i Ix) according to Bayes
M. A. Kłopotek et al. (eds.), Intelligent Information Processing and Web Mining
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formulae. The formalisation of the recognition in the case under consideration implies the setting of an optimal Bayes decision algorithm lP (x), which
minimizes probability of misdassification for 0-1 loss function:

lP(x)=i if p(ilx)=

max

kE{l, ... , M}

(1)

p(klx).

In the real situation the prior probabilities and the conditional density
functions are usually unknown. Furthermore we often have no reason to decide that the prior probability is different for each decision. Instead of them
we can use the rules and/or the learning set for constructing decision algorithms [7].

3

Rule-based decision algorithm

Rules are the most popular model for the logical decision support systems.
For systems we consider the rules given by experts have more the statistical interpretation than logical one. The form of a rule for the probabilistic
decision support system [5] is usually as follows
if A then B with the probability {3,

where {3 is interpreted as an estimator of the posterior probability P (B IA).
More precisely, in the case of human knowledge acquisition process, experts
are not disposed to formulate the exact value of the {3, but he (or she) rather
prefers to give the interval for its value (3 S; f3 S; /3.
The analysis of different practical examples leads to the following general
forms of rule k ) pointed at the class i for belonging to the decision area

Di

ri

k ):

x

Di

k ) THEN state of object is i
IFx E
WITH posterior probability (3i k) greater than -(3(k)
and less than
2
Where

(3}k) =

J

P (i Ix) dx.

/3i k).
(2)

D;k)

For that form of knowledge we can formulate the decision algorithm lPR (x)
which points at the class i if fJ(i Ix) (the posterior probability estimator
obtained from the rule set) has the biggest value.
The knowledge about probabilities given by expert estimates the average
posterior probability for the whole decision area. As we see for decision making we are interested in the exact value of the posterior probability for given
observation.
A rule, for the logical knowledge representation, with the small decision
area can be overfitting the training data (especially if the training set is
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small). For our proposition we respect this danger for the rule set obtained
from learning data (it will be described in section 5).
For the estimation of the posterior probability from a rule we assume the
constant value for the rule decision area. Therefore let us propose the relation
'more specific' between the probabilistic rules pointing at the same class.
Definition
Rule r~k) is 'more specific' than rule ril) if

Hence the proposition of the posterior probability estimator p (i Ix) is as
follows: from a subset of rules Ri (x) = { ri k ) : x E Di k )} choose the "most
specific" rule r~m)

(4)

4

Proposition of knowledge confidence measure

We consider decision under the assumption that the learning set is noise free
(or experts tell us always true), i.e.

P (If A then B with probability (3)

= 1.

During the expert system designing process the rules are obtained from
different sources which have the different confidence. For the knowledge given
by experts we can not assume that they do not make any mistakes or/and if
the rule set is generated on the base on the learning set we cannot assume that
it is noise free. Therefore we postulate we cannot trust the information we
get or we can believe on it only with the "y factor, proposed as the confidence
measure which can be formulated as

P (If A then B with probability (3) =

"y ~

1.

r?).

Let "y?) denotes the value of the confidence measure of rule
Let us
show how it utilize for the rules modification. We propose after the acquisition
process for each rule r~k)
(5)
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Confidence measure for the statistical estimation

The central problem of our proposition is how to calculate the confidence
measure. For human experts the values for their rules are fixed arbitrarily
according to the expert quality. We can also find the presented problem in
typical statistical estimation of unknown parameter (3, where we assume the
significance level[10]. The significant level can be interpreted as the confidence
measure. Each rule gives the index of the class. If the feature vector value
belongs to the decision area given by the rule, the decision depends on the
previous state and on the applied therapy. While constructing the rules set,
we have to define somehow the decision areas for the new rule set. For example
we can want to obtain posterior probability estimator for each rule, which is
not less than a fixed value or in practice we can use the one of well known
machine learning algorithms based on sequential covering procedure [8].
For each of the given intervals we have to obtain the estimator of the
posterior probability. We use the following statistical model [9]:
• the learning set is selected randomly from a population and there exist two class of points: marked (point at the class i E {I, ... , M}) and
unmarked (point at the class l, where l E {I, ... , M} and l i= i),
• the expected value for the population is p,
• the best estimator of pis P = min,
where n means the sample size and m - the number of the marked elements.
For the fixed significance level a we get

p

(

m
__

n

/-10.

J~(l-~)
n
n
n

m + /-10. J~(1-~))
<p< _
n
n

n

n

~l-a

(6)

The /-10. is the value of:
• the t-distribution for n-1 degrees of freedom and for the significance level
a. (for small sample n < 100),
• the normal standardized N(O, 1) distribution for the significance level a
(for big sample n :::: 100).
In those cases we get rule r;k), for which confidence measure of rule l'?)
1 - a and
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Conclusion

The paper concerned probabilistic reasoning and the proposition of the quality measure for that formulated decision problems. We hope this idea of
confidence management can be applied to any other form of rule. E.g. for the
logical rules (where "if-then" means logical implication) acquisition process
we can attribute the value of confidence to each rule. It could be used in case
of the contradiction detected in the set of rules. Then we propose to remove
rule by rule according to their value of confidence measure until contradiction
is detected. Presented method needs the analytical and simulation research.
Let us draw some future works under the concept of the information quality:
1. developing the method how to judge the expert quality and providing
analytical researches into proposed method properties,
2. applying proposed method to the real medical decision problems,
3. performing simulation experiments on computer generated data to estimate the dependencies between the size of the decision area and the data
quality versus correctness of classification.
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